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June 1, 2018

Janice Thomas, VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services/
Planned Parenthood of the St Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
4251 Forest Park Ave, St. Louis MO 63108

Regarding Applications as Abortion Facilities for:
Springfield Planned Parenthood Clinic
626 East Battlefield
Springfield MO 65807

Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinic
710 Illinois Avenue
Joplin MO 64801

Janice Thomas:
1. During an interview on 5/29/2018 and confirmed on 5/30/18, St. Louis Planned Parenthood administrative
staff stated that current plans to license the Springfield and Joplin locations as Abortion Facilities were
indefinitely on hold.
2. By convention, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care holds applications open for new facilities for up to one year
before requiring a new application package be submitted. The applications for the Springfield and Joplin
locations were received by the Department of Health & Senior Services on 5/25/17, just over one year ago.
3. An initial inspection for the Springfield location was conducted October 2017. To date, an acceptable plan of
correction for the items cited during that inspection has not been received. Moreover, a complete set of
revised rules for abortion facilities went into effect on 4/30/2018, which would require a new inspection.
Due to the above items, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care is hereby closing the open Abortion Facility applications
for the Springfield and Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinics. You may submit new applications at any point you
believe the facilities are prepared to be in compliance with all applicable laws and rules for Abortion Facilities in
Missouri.
If you have additional questions, do not hesitate to contact our office via email at BAC@health.mo.gov or by
phone at 573-751-6083.

Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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November 18, 2016

Via email to abenson@bensonlaw.com
Arthur Benson
Arthur Benson & Associates
4006 Central Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64111-2236
Re: Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains – Kansas City and Columbia
facilities
Dear Mr. Benson:
This is in response to your November 11, 2016, letter to me regarding physician privileges at the Kansas
City and Columbia, Missouri Planned Parenthood facilities.
Regarding physician privileges at the Kansas City facility, the 2010 settlement agreement states (page
19), “PPKM represents that medication abortion at the Brous Center is provided by a physician licensed
to practice in Missouri who has privileges to perform surgery either at Menorah Medical Center or
Research Medical Center. This will fulfill the physical presence requirements of 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)
and (3)(A) and (3)(D) and the staff privileges requirement of 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4.”
Your letter states that the Kansas City facility has a physician with surgical privileges at Overland Park
Regional Medical Center who would provide medication abortions. Such privileges do not comply with
the settlement agreement. Until the facility is in compliance with the privileges requirement of the
settlement agreement, an abortion facility license cannot be granted, even if all other deficiencies
identified in the department’s November 2, 2016, letter were corrected.
Regarding the Columbia facility, your letter states that the facility “has secured a written transfer
agreement with a hospital within 15 minutes’ travel time” from the facility “which fulfills 19 CSR 3030.060(1)(C)(4).”1 The department has not received a copy of this agreement and is therefore unable to
confirm whether it complies with the regulation. Regardless, the facility still must comply with 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(B)12, which states, “The administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that the provisions
of Chapter 188 RSMo, Regulation of Abortions, are adhered to.” Sections 188.027 and 188.080, RSMo,
1

Regulation 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4 states, “Physicians performing abortions at the facility shall have
staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen (15) minutes’ travel time from the facility or the facility shall
show proof there is a working arrangement between the facility and a hospital within fifteen (15)
minutes’ travel time from the facility.”
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

require that all physicians performing or inducing abortions have clinical privileges at a hospital which
offers obstetrical or gynecological care located within thirty miles of the location at which the abortion
is performed or induced. Neither of the facility’s two physicians have the required privileges. Until the
facility is in compliance with the privileges requirement, an abortion facility license cannot be granted,
even if all other deficiencies identified in the department’s November 2, 2016, letter were corrected.
Additionally, page two of your letter states, “A number of the remaining items you identified with
respect to the Columbia facility seem far from a basis on which to deny licensing.” To be clear, the
department has not denied licensure; the department has identified the deficiencies that must be
corrected before licensure could be granted.
If you have additional questions, you may contact our office at (573) 751-6083 or via email at the
address below.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services

Hoffmann, Tracy
From:

Langston, John

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, December 20,20!7 8:07 AM
Hoffmann, Tracy
FW: KC facility complication plan approval
PPGP proposed complication plan updated L027L7 - KC 4pm.pdf; PPGP - Brous
complication plan attachments - 1.0.26.2017 updated.pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

Print and then scan the email from Nikki as well as the attachments as one document to put on the O-drive as
description "DHSS-approved complication plan for PPGP-Kansas City to comply with SB5. Approved 10127 /2017 ."

From: Loethen, Nikki
Sent: Friday, October 27,20L7 5:18 PM
To: Linneman, Dean; Creach, Julie; Koebel, William; Langston, John
Subject: FW: KC facility complication plan approval

From: Loethen, Nikki
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2017 4:57 PM
To: diana.saloado@ppfa.org
Subject: KC facility complication plan approval

Diana,
This email serves as the department's written approval for the attached complication plan
(including attachments) for the KC facility.

Nikki
Nikki Loethen
General Counsel
Department of Health & Senior Services
912 Wildwood Drive
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Phone: 573.751.6005
Fax: 573.751.0247
This message, including attachments, is from the State of Missouri, Department of Health and Senior Services. This
message contains information that may be confidential and protected by the attorney-client or attorney work
product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient, please promptly delete this message and notify the sender
of the delivery error by return e-mail or call us at 573.751.6005. You may not forward, print, copy, distribute or use
the information in this message if you are not the intended recipient.

From: Salgado, Diana lmailto:diana.salga l
Sent: Friday, October 27, 20L7 3:59 PM
To: Loethen, Nikki
Subject: Re: FW: Comprehensive Health of PPGP's complication plan

Nikki -

We made the final edits you requested to the Kansas City ("Patty Brous") health facility's complication plan.
Please confirm that the plan has been approved by the Department.
Thank you.

Diana O. Salgado
Senior Staff Attorney
Public Policy Litigation & Law
Planned Parenthood Federation of America

212-2614399

This' e-muil is./br the sola use ol lhe intentled reciltients' arul contuitrs' inlbrnrution belonging to PPFA, trhich is
conficlentictl andior legall.y privileged. lf't'ou are not rha intended recipient, tou at'e herefui notified that cutl'
t{isclo,vtre, copying, tlislrihutiort or tuking qf-an1, ut'liort in reliunce on the t'onlenl.s o/'thi,t e-moil inforrnolion is
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between Planned Parenthood Great Plains ("PPGP") and Dr. Orrin Moore, M.D.

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets forth the terms and understanding between
PPGP and Dr. Moore to establish a plan for back-up care for medication abortion patients at the
Patfy Brous health center in Kansas City, as required for compliance with the Missouri Code of
State Regulations.r

Purpose
To fulfill the requirements of 19 C.S.R, 10-15.050 and l9 C.S.R. 30-30.061, Dr. Moore agrees to
serve u$ tbe24/7 back-up physician to treat complications of medication abortion patients at the
Patty Brous health center, including surgical follow-up. Dr. Moore will provide24lT back-up
care except when it is determined that it is not in the patient's best interest or would not be in
accordance with the standard of care.
Dr. Moore states that he is a board-certified OB/GYN who has admitting privileges at a fullservice, acute care hospital located within 30 miles of the Patty Brous health center.

Duration
This MOU shall become effective upon signature by the individuals named herein and will
remain in effect until modified or terminated by either party or by mutual consent. The parties
understand that, should they desire to alter this MOU, they will notify the Missouri Department
of Health and Human Services.

z-17
Aaron Samulcek
Interim President & CEO, Planned Parenthood Great Plains

Date:\

D

'(tr

Medical Director, Planned Parenthood Great Plains

I At the time of signing, the regulations at issue were proposed emergency rules (19 C,S.R. l0-15.050 and
30-30.061). This agreement will remaih in force if and when those rules become effective.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone: 573-751-6400
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired and Voice dial: 711

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

FAX: 573-751-6010

Michael L. Parson

Director

Governor

July 18, 2018
Amanda Addison, VP of Operations
Planned Parenthood Great Plains
1001 Emanuel Cleaver II Blvd
Kansas City, MO 64110

(via e-mail: Amanda.addison@ppgreatplains.org )

Regarding: Midtown Health Center-Patty Brous Center Inspection results

(FID: #A005)

Dear Ms. Addison:
Your facility currently has an Abortion Facility license that expires August 10, 2018. 19 CSR 30-30.050(2)(I)
states “No license shall be issued or renewed by the department until the department has inspected the facility and
determined that it is in compliance with all requirements of applicable regulations and statutes.”
Representatives of the department conducted an inspection of the facility ending June 21, 2018. During the
inspection it was determined that the facility has not performed any abortion procedures since March 29, 2018.
There is not currently an approved physician available to perform abortions at the facility, nor any immediate
plans to have one in place prior to the expiration of the license.
As a result of this lack of a physician, and as the facility is not currently capable of performing abortion
procedures in compliance with all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, a complete inspection could
not be conducted.
Unless the facility can actively demonstrate compliance with all rules, and is again actively performing abortion
procedures prior to the upcoming license expiration date, the Abortion Facility license cannot be renewed.
Please inform the department as soon as possible prior to the expiration date if a new physician is acquired, a
newly approved complication plan is in place, and when the facility can fully demonstrative compliance.
Note: If the current license expires, you may re-apply for a new license in the future when the facility is again able
to demonstrate compliance with all applicable statutes and rules.
In addition to the issues related to lack of a physician, attached is a list of other findings (Statement of
Deficiencies) that must be addressed and verified in compliance prior to a license renewal. Please respond in
writing within ten (10) calendar days from receipt using the attached Plan of Correction (POC) template.
If you have additional questions do not hesitate to contact our office at BAC@health.mo.gov or via phone at 573751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care—Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Midtown Health
Center (a/k/a Patty Brous Health Center)
1001 Emanuel Cleaver II Blvd, Kansas City, MO 64110

Survey Exit Date
(from CMS 2567)
State or Federal SOD
Q-tags, L-tags,
K-tags, E-tags

June 21, 2018
L000, L1072, L1076, L1081,
L1084, L1090, L1101, L1104,
L1109, L1113, L1118, L1120,
L1122, and L1194

1. Include a copy of the first page of each of the original forms CMS-2567 Statement(s) of Deficiencies for Federal (Q-tags), State (L-tags), Life Safety (K-tags) and
Emergency Preparedness (E tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated completed POC forms no later than ten (10) calendar days from
receipt. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-6083. Our fax number is 573-751-6158.
2. Complete a separate POC form for each applicable regulation set of the Statement of Deficiencies (federal Q tags, state L tags, Life Safety K tags and Emergency
Preparedness E tags).

3. Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Chapter 2 of the State Operations Manual (2728B) describes necessary elements for an acceptable POC. Each
deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for each element below for every citation for Q-tags, L-tags, K-tags and E tags.
A: Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each citation indicated on the form CMS-2567 “Statement of Deficiencies” (Q001, L125, etc)
B: Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address
any processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic,
and complete.
C: For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made or all components for correction put in place. Can NOT be prior to the Exit Date, and generally must be no
later than 60 days from receipt of the CMS-2567, per 42 CFR 488.28. (Limited extensions may be granted upon written request should extraordinary circumstances exist.)
To maximize correction opportunities, correction should be less than 45 days from Exit. Note: the monitoring required in “E” below will generally extend past this date.
D: For each deficiency, include the Title of the person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency.
E: Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” note it here.
F: Evidence/Exhibit attachment(s). Each POC form should stand on its own, and Element B should fully explain the actions the facility has taken or will take. Although not
formally part of the POC, if written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and indicate the exhibit
number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”. Examples of routine exhibits expected to be attached (if applicable) would be:
F1: Copies of applicable portions of any revised/amended facility policy to address the deficiency.
F2: In-service/staff training attendance sheets.
F3: Work orders or equipment service reports.
F4: Meeting minutes or QA monitoring tools.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L000

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

As L000 includes only background information and
initial comments, CHPPGP offers no plan of
correction.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1072

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1072 as it appears to require that the administrator
of an abortion facility must be present even when the
building is being operated as a family planning clinic
by a different entity, Planned Parenthood Great
Plains (“PPGP”). PPGP is not licensed to and does
not operate an abortion facility; therefore, it cannot
be required to have on-site an administrator of an
abortion facility.
CHPPGP offers the following response to each
finding contained within L1072:
1. As stated on the designation of the acting
administrator form produced to DHSS, the
designation applies to CHPPGP, not PPGP.
2. When DHSS arrived for its inspection, PPGP
was operating the facility as a family planning
clinic. No abortions were being provided or,
as DHSS notes, had been provided for a
period of months. The then-administrator of
CHPPGP’s Kansas City abortion facility,
along with the designated acting administrator
for times when the administrator was
unavailable, went to the facility to make
themselves available to inspectors, even
though CHPPGP was not in operation on that
date.
3. DHSS cites no regulation that requires a nonabortion facility to abide by abortion facility
requirements.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP notes that it has selected a new
administrator for its abortion facility, and it will
ensure that employee – or the employee designated to
act as administrator in her absence – will be on-site
for any dates on which CHPPGP operates the Kansas
City facility.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1076

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
For clarification of DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP notes
that at no time did it offer abortion care without a
qualified provider.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1081

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

C

D

Correction
Title of
Date
Person
(within 60
Responsible
days from
for
receipt)
Correction
CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
Two drills Facility
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
will be
Administra
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all employees conducted
tor
who may be on-site when CHPPGP is operating the
by 9/13/18.
Kansas City facility are prepared for evacuation
CHPPGP
during a disaster. CHPPGP will conduct two
employees
additional drills in the next 45 days to ensure all
at the KC
employees participate.
facility will
participate
in at least
one of
those drills.

E

F

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
Evidence/
continued compliance, to include:
Exhibit
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
Attachment
- Method of data collection
Numbers
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
or “N/A”
Administrator will review the current
N/A
written plan for evacuation of patients
and personnel in the event of a fire,
explosion, active shooter or other
disaster with VP of Health Services.
She will then conduct two evacuation
drills prior to September 13, 2018. All
CHPPGP employees of the KC facility
will participate in at least one of those
drills.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1084

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

C

D

E

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

Item 1 will
occur
within 30
days of the
submission
of this
POC.

Vice
President
of
Operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by Facility Administrator
and Regional Director.

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response to
the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning provider
to review its expectations and standards.
Facility Administrator, Regional Director of
Health Center Operations, and Vice President
of Operations, will attend the meeting and
review with the environmental services
provider each of the areas identified in
DHSS’s report. This step is designed to
address the dust-related portions of the
finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the KC facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by Administrator and
submitted to Regional Director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding.
3. Administrator and VP of Operations will
review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1) chipped
or peeling laminate and the sink in
Observation 5; the cabinet doors with labels
and/or adhesive tabs in Observation 6; and the
cabinet under the sink, the cabinet under the
sterilizer and the upper cabinets with labels
and/or adhesive in Observation 7. The

Item 2 will
commence
on 8/15/18,
be
evaluated
daily, and
conclude
on 9/14/18.
The
meeting
outlined in
Item 3 will
be
concluded
by 8/20/18,
and
repairs/repl
acements
will be

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by Facility Administrator and on
a weekly basis by Regional Director.

Item 3 will be monitored by VP of
Operations. In addition to scheduling
the initial meeting prior to 8/20/18, VP
of Operations will oversee repairs
and/or replacements, as necessary.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

facilities coordinator will outline a process for
repair and/or replacement for those items.
4. The disposable pad identified in Observation
5 has been removed, and instruments will be
placed directly on the cart in the future.
CHPPGP seeks to clarify that, to the extent any
employee interviewed by DHSS surveyors described
the cessation of abortion services on a date different
than reflected in electronic health records, such errors
were caused only by employees’ attempts to recall
specific dates that were months prior to the
unannounced inspection. CHPPGP made no attempt
to prevent disclosure of dates on which abortions
were performed and permitted DHSS to review
requested records from any and all dates on which
abortions were provided. Additionally, CHPPGP
completes intentional termination of pregnancy
(ITOP) reports on a monthly basis and provides those
reports to DHSS. The KC facility’s ITOP reports
reflect that the most recent procedures were
performed on March 29, 2018.
CHPPGP notes that, as part of the items reviewed for
the L1084 finding, the surveyor cited to
Recommendation II.a of AORN’s “Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning.” One portion of that
guideline specifically described procedures for a
“surgical environment” in which “an operative or
invasive procedure” was being conducted. As DHSS
is aware, CHPPGP does not perform any surgical

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
concluded
by
September
14, 2018.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

procedures at its Kansas City facility and is licensed
to provide medication abortion procedures.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1090

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
For clarification of DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP notes
that at no time did it offer abortion care without a
qualified provider.
Additionally, CHPPGP notes that, at all times during
which it operated in 2017-2018, at least one licensed
employee with current CPR training was onsite.
Specifically, a DHSS surveyor reviewed the
personnel file for the physician who provided
abortion care at the Kansas City facility in 2017 and
2018. That file reflected that the provider had current
CPR certification.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1101

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1104

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP notes that, although personnel reported that
no ultrasound machine was at the facility on the date
of the inspection, its machine will be returned to the
Kansas City facility prior to resuming abortion
services. DHSS did not identify any abortions
provided since the Kansas City facility received its
license in 2017 that lacked ultrasound images in
patients’ electronic health records.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated. Additionally, as noted by DHSS in its
findings, CHPPGP did not provide abortion services
during the period in which the certification/training
requirement for ultrasound-performing personnel was
in effect.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1109

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1109 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. As
outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP personnel
informed surveyors that each patient receiving
abortion care is provided with discharge instructions
that include the following hand-outs: 1) How to Take
the Pills for Your Abortion and What to Expect; and
2) Taking Your Abortion Pills (with specific
information for each patient). DHSS’s report does not
state, however, that an entry is made by CHPPGP
personnel in each patient’s medical record that the
patient received copies of those documents. That
entry satisfies the regulation’s requirement that
written discharge instructions be provided to patients.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1113

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1118

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1118, as DHSS’s interpretation of the regulatory
language appears to contradict the plain language
(and intent) of state law.
The daily roster produced by CHPPGP to the
surveyors included patients in the following three
categories: 1) patients meeting with CHPPGP
personnel for state-mandated consent visits to begin
the 72-hour waiting period; 2) patients scheduled to
have an abortion procedure; and 3) patients returning
to the facility for a follow-up visit after having an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP interprets the term
“abortion services,” as used in 19 CSR 3030.060(3)(A) to include all patients in those three
categories, as DHSS and the State of Missouri
regulate elements of each of those visits.
If DHSS wishes to change its interpretation of the
regulation (and state law) such that neither the
mandated consent visit nor follow-up care is included
in the regulation’s description of “abortion services,”
CHPPGP will produce a different roster. To the
extent DHSS intends to continue imposing
regulations that relate to both the mandated consent
visit and follow-up care to an abortion procedure,
CHPPGP will maintain a daily roster with all three
types of visits.
CHPPGP is willing to work to identify an alternative
way of pulling a daily roster from its electronic health

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

records that reflects only patients scheduled for an
abortion procedure on a given day; however, that
process is intended only for the convenience of
surveyors and not for compliance with 19 CSR 3030.060(A), for the reasons outlined above.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1120

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. As
outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP personnel
informed surveyors that the physician providing care
signed and dated the visit summary generated by the
electronic health record, which reflects the
medications prescribed during the patient encounter.
To CHPPGP’s knowledge, DHSS has never
previously interpreted this regulation to require each
separate portion of a patient’s medical record be
signed and authenticated by the treating physician.
CHPPGP will, however, seek to alter the layout of its
electronic health record to create an additional place
for the physician to sign, date, and time medication
orders for each patient. This entry will be duplicative
of that information on the patient’s visit summary.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP
will work
with the
software
provider
for its
electronic
health
records
system to
implement
this change
by
September
14, 2018.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of
Operations

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
VP of operations will work with the
software provider to ensure the
electronic records template is changed
by September 14, 2018.
Facility Administrator will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the revised template
becomes effective to monitor for
compliance.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1122

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. For
each of the patient records reviewed by the surveyor,
a physician or qualified health professional (as
defined by § 188.027, RSMo) provided the statemandated information to patients receiving abortion
care. The records described in L1122 reflected that
persons meeting the statutory and regulatory
definitions gave the required information.
DHSS’s interpretation appears to be that CHPPGP is
prohibited from providing any additional
information, including education, to patients by
trained personnel who do not meet the statutory
definitions. Upon questioning a DHSS surveyor,
CHPPGP staff were informed that the facility’s
current practice “complied with the law but not the
regulation.” That response provides no guidance to
CHPPGP, and CHPPGP is unwilling to limit the
factually accurate information it provides to patients,
particularly when it provides the required information
by personnel who meet the state’s definitions.
Personnel who do not meet the statutory or regulatory
definitions of “qualified professional” are available to
reiterate portions of the information also provided by
physicians or “qualified professionals,” outlining
alternatives to abortion and reiterating that a
physician is available to answer patient questions.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

19

A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

It is CHPPGP’s position that providing information
from multiple sources is the most efficient, patientcentered approach possible, and it is committed to
continuing that practice.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1194

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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November 18, 2016

Via email to abenson@bensonlaw.com
Arthur Benson
Arthur Benson & Associates
4006 Central Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64111-2236
Re: Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains – Kansas City and Columbia
facilities
Dear Mr. Benson:
This is in response to your November 11, 2016, letter to me regarding physician privileges at the Kansas
City and Columbia, Missouri Planned Parenthood facilities.
Regarding physician privileges at the Kansas City facility, the 2010 settlement agreement states (page
19), “PPKM represents that medication abortion at the Brous Center is provided by a physician licensed
to practice in Missouri who has privileges to perform surgery either at Menorah Medical Center or
Research Medical Center. This will fulfill the physical presence requirements of 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)
and (3)(A) and (3)(D) and the staff privileges requirement of 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4.”
Your letter states that the Kansas City facility has a physician with surgical privileges at Overland Park
Regional Medical Center who would provide medication abortions. Such privileges do not comply with
the settlement agreement. Until the facility is in compliance with the privileges requirement of the
settlement agreement, an abortion facility license cannot be granted, even if all other deficiencies
identified in the department’s November 2, 2016, letter were corrected.
Regarding the Columbia facility, your letter states that the facility “has secured a written transfer
agreement with a hospital within 15 minutes’ travel time” from the facility “which fulfills 19 CSR 3030.060(1)(C)(4).”1 The department has not received a copy of this agreement and is therefore unable to
confirm whether it complies with the regulation. Regardless, the facility still must comply with 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(B)12, which states, “The administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that the provisions
of Chapter 188 RSMo, Regulation of Abortions, are adhered to.” Sections 188.027 and 188.080, RSMo,
1

Regulation 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4 states, “Physicians performing abortions at the facility shall have
staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen (15) minutes’ travel time from the facility or the facility shall
show proof there is a working arrangement between the facility and a hospital within fifteen (15)
minutes’ travel time from the facility.”
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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require that all physicians performing or inducing abortions have clinical privileges at a hospital which
offers obstetrical or gynecological care located within thirty miles of the location at which the abortion
is performed or induced. Neither of the facility’s two physicians have the required privileges. Until the
facility is in compliance with the privileges requirement, an abortion facility license cannot be granted,
even if all other deficiencies identified in the department’s November 2, 2016, letter were corrected.
Additionally, page two of your letter states, “A number of the remaining items you identified with
respect to the Columbia facility seem far from a basis on which to deny licensing.” To be clear, the
department has not denied licensure; the department has identified the deficiencies that must be
corrected before licensure could be granted.
If you have additional questions, you may contact our office at (573) 751-6083 or via email at the
address below.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services

Hoffmann, Tracy
From:

Langston, John

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, December 20,20!7 8:07 AM
Hoffmann, Tracy
FW: KC facility complication plan approval
PPGP proposed complication plan updated L027L7 - KC 4pm.pdf; PPGP - Brous
complication plan attachments - 1.0.26.2017 updated.pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

Print and then scan the email from Nikki as well as the attachments as one document to put on the O-drive as
description "DHSS-approved complication plan for PPGP-Kansas City to comply with SB5. Approved 10127 /2017 ."

From: Loethen, Nikki
Sent: Friday, October 27,20L7 5:18 PM
To: Linneman, Dean; Creach, Julie; Koebel, William; Langston, John
Subject: FW: KC facility complication plan approval

From: Loethen, Nikki
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2017 4:57 PM
To: diana.saloado@ppfa.org
Subject: KC facility complication plan approval

Diana,
This email serves as the department's written approval for the attached complication plan
(including attachments) for the KC facility.

Nikki
Nikki Loethen
General Counsel
Department of Health & Senior Services
912 Wildwood Drive
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Phone: 573.751.6005
Fax: 573.751.0247
This message, including attachments, is from the State of Missouri, Department of Health and Senior Services. This
message contains information that may be confidential and protected by the attorney-client or attorney work
product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient, please promptly delete this message and notify the sender
of the delivery error by return e-mail or call us at 573.751.6005. You may not forward, print, copy, distribute or use
the information in this message if you are not the intended recipient.

From: Salgado, Diana lmailto:diana.salga l
Sent: Friday, October 27, 20L7 3:59 PM
To: Loethen, Nikki
Subject: Re: FW: Comprehensive Health of PPGP's complication plan

Nikki -

We made the final edits you requested to the Kansas City ("Patty Brous") health facility's complication plan.
Please confirm that the plan has been approved by the Department.
Thank you.

Diana O. Salgado
Senior Staff Attorney
Public Policy Litigation & Law
Planned Parenthood Federation of America

212-2614399

This' e-muil is./br the sola use ol lhe intentled reciltients' arul contuitrs' inlbrnrution belonging to PPFA, trhich is
conficlentictl andior legall.y privileged. lf't'ou are not rha intended recipient, tou at'e herefui notified that cutl'
t{isclo,vtre, copying, tlislrihutiort or tuking qf-an1, ut'liort in reliunce on the t'onlenl.s o/'thi,t e-moil inforrnolion is
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between Planned Parenthood Great Plains ("PPGP") and Dr. Orrin Moore, M.D.

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets forth the terms and understanding between
PPGP and Dr. Moore to establish a plan for back-up care for medication abortion patients at the
Patfy Brous health center in Kansas City, as required for compliance with the Missouri Code of
State Regulations.r

Purpose
To fulfill the requirements of 19 C.S.R, 10-15.050 and l9 C.S.R. 30-30.061, Dr. Moore agrees to
serve u$ tbe24/7 back-up physician to treat complications of medication abortion patients at the
Patty Brous health center, including surgical follow-up. Dr. Moore will provide24lT back-up
care except when it is determined that it is not in the patient's best interest or would not be in
accordance with the standard of care.
Dr. Moore states that he is a board-certified OB/GYN who has admitting privileges at a fullservice, acute care hospital located within 30 miles of the Patty Brous health center.

Duration
This MOU shall become effective upon signature by the individuals named herein and will
remain in effect until modified or terminated by either party or by mutual consent. The parties
understand that, should they desire to alter this MOU, they will notify the Missouri Department
of Health and Human Services.

z-17
Aaron Samulcek
Interim President & CEO, Planned Parenthood Great Plains

Date:\

D

'(tr

Medical Director, Planned Parenthood Great Plains

I At the time of signing, the regulations at issue were proposed emergency rules (19 C,S.R. l0-15.050 and
30-30.061). This agreement will remaih in force if and when those rules become effective.
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FAX: 573-751-6010

Michael L. Parson

Director

Governor

July 18, 2018
Amanda Addison, VP of Operations
Planned Parenthood Great Plains
1001 Emanuel Cleaver II Blvd
Kansas City, MO 64110

(via e-mail: Amanda.addison@ppgreatplains.org )

Regarding: Midtown Health Center-Patty Brous Center Inspection results

(FID: #A005)

Dear Ms. Addison:
Your facility currently has an Abortion Facility license that expires August 10, 2018. 19 CSR 30-30.050(2)(I)
states “No license shall be issued or renewed by the department until the department has inspected the facility and
determined that it is in compliance with all requirements of applicable regulations and statutes.”
Representatives of the department conducted an inspection of the facility ending June 21, 2018. During the
inspection it was determined that the facility has not performed any abortion procedures since March 29, 2018.
There is not currently an approved physician available to perform abortions at the facility, nor any immediate
plans to have one in place prior to the expiration of the license.
As a result of this lack of a physician, and as the facility is not currently capable of performing abortion
procedures in compliance with all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, a complete inspection could
not be conducted.
Unless the facility can actively demonstrate compliance with all rules, and is again actively performing abortion
procedures prior to the upcoming license expiration date, the Abortion Facility license cannot be renewed.
Please inform the department as soon as possible prior to the expiration date if a new physician is acquired, a
newly approved complication plan is in place, and when the facility can fully demonstrative compliance.
Note: If the current license expires, you may re-apply for a new license in the future when the facility is again able
to demonstrate compliance with all applicable statutes and rules.
In addition to the issues related to lack of a physician, attached is a list of other findings (Statement of
Deficiencies) that must be addressed and verified in compliance prior to a license renewal. Please respond in
writing within ten (10) calendar days from receipt using the attached Plan of Correction (POC) template.
If you have additional questions do not hesitate to contact our office at BAC@health.mo.gov or via phone at 573751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care—Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Midtown Health
Center (a/k/a Patty Brous Health Center)
1001 Emanuel Cleaver II Blvd, Kansas City, MO 64110

Survey Exit Date
(from CMS 2567)
State or Federal SOD
Q-tags, L-tags,
K-tags, E-tags

June 21, 2018
L000, L1072, L1076, L1081,
L1084, L1090, L1101, L1104,
L1109, L1113, L1118, L1120,
L1122, and L1194

1. Include a copy of the first page of each of the original forms CMS-2567 Statement(s) of Deficiencies for Federal (Q-tags), State (L-tags), Life Safety (K-tags) and
Emergency Preparedness (E tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated completed POC forms no later than ten (10) calendar days from
receipt. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-6083. Our fax number is 573-751-6158.
2. Complete a separate POC form for each applicable regulation set of the Statement of Deficiencies (federal Q tags, state L tags, Life Safety K tags and Emergency
Preparedness E tags).

3. Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Chapter 2 of the State Operations Manual (2728B) describes necessary elements for an acceptable POC. Each
deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for each element below for every citation for Q-tags, L-tags, K-tags and E tags.
A: Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each citation indicated on the form CMS-2567 “Statement of Deficiencies” (Q001, L125, etc)
B: Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address
any processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic,
and complete.
C: For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made or all components for correction put in place. Can NOT be prior to the Exit Date, and generally must be no
later than 60 days from receipt of the CMS-2567, per 42 CFR 488.28. (Limited extensions may be granted upon written request should extraordinary circumstances exist.)
To maximize correction opportunities, correction should be less than 45 days from Exit. Note: the monitoring required in “E” below will generally extend past this date.
D: For each deficiency, include the Title of the person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency.
E: Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” note it here.
F: Evidence/Exhibit attachment(s). Each POC form should stand on its own, and Element B should fully explain the actions the facility has taken or will take. Although not
formally part of the POC, if written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and indicate the exhibit
number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”. Examples of routine exhibits expected to be attached (if applicable) would be:
F1: Copies of applicable portions of any revised/amended facility policy to address the deficiency.
F2: In-service/staff training attendance sheets.
F3: Work orders or equipment service reports.
F4: Meeting minutes or QA monitoring tools.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L000

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

As L000 includes only background information and
initial comments, CHPPGP offers no plan of
correction.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A

3

A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1072

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1072 as it appears to require that the administrator
of an abortion facility must be present even when the
building is being operated as a family planning clinic
by a different entity, Planned Parenthood Great
Plains (“PPGP”). PPGP is not licensed to and does
not operate an abortion facility; therefore, it cannot
be required to have on-site an administrator of an
abortion facility.
CHPPGP offers the following response to each
finding contained within L1072:
1. As stated on the designation of the acting
administrator form produced to DHSS, the
designation applies to CHPPGP, not PPGP.
2. When DHSS arrived for its inspection, PPGP
was operating the facility as a family planning
clinic. No abortions were being provided or,
as DHSS notes, had been provided for a
period of months. The then-administrator of
CHPPGP’s Kansas City abortion facility,
along with the designated acting administrator
for times when the administrator was
unavailable, went to the facility to make
themselves available to inspectors, even
though CHPPGP was not in operation on that
date.
3. DHSS cites no regulation that requires a nonabortion facility to abide by abortion facility
requirements.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP notes that it has selected a new
administrator for its abortion facility, and it will
ensure that employee – or the employee designated to
act as administrator in her absence – will be on-site
for any dates on which CHPPGP operates the Kansas
City facility.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

5

A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1076

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
For clarification of DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP notes
that at no time did it offer abortion care without a
qualified provider.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1081

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

C

D

Correction
Title of
Date
Person
(within 60
Responsible
days from
for
receipt)
Correction
CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
Two drills Facility
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
will be
Administra
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all employees conducted
tor
who may be on-site when CHPPGP is operating the
by 9/13/18.
Kansas City facility are prepared for evacuation
CHPPGP
during a disaster. CHPPGP will conduct two
employees
additional drills in the next 45 days to ensure all
at the KC
employees participate.
facility will
participate
in at least
one of
those drills.

E

F

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
Evidence/
continued compliance, to include:
Exhibit
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
Attachment
- Method of data collection
Numbers
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
or “N/A”
Administrator will review the current
N/A
written plan for evacuation of patients
and personnel in the event of a fire,
explosion, active shooter or other
disaster with VP of Health Services.
She will then conduct two evacuation
drills prior to September 13, 2018. All
CHPPGP employees of the KC facility
will participate in at least one of those
drills.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1084

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

C

D

E

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

Item 1 will
occur
within 30
days of the
submission
of this
POC.

Vice
President
of
Operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by Facility Administrator
and Regional Director.

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response to
the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning provider
to review its expectations and standards.
Facility Administrator, Regional Director of
Health Center Operations, and Vice President
of Operations, will attend the meeting and
review with the environmental services
provider each of the areas identified in
DHSS’s report. This step is designed to
address the dust-related portions of the
finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the KC facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by Administrator and
submitted to Regional Director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding.
3. Administrator and VP of Operations will
review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1) chipped
or peeling laminate and the sink in
Observation 5; the cabinet doors with labels
and/or adhesive tabs in Observation 6; and the
cabinet under the sink, the cabinet under the
sterilizer and the upper cabinets with labels
and/or adhesive in Observation 7. The

Item 2 will
commence
on 8/15/18,
be
evaluated
daily, and
conclude
on 9/14/18.
The
meeting
outlined in
Item 3 will
be
concluded
by 8/20/18,
and
repairs/repl
acements
will be

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by Facility Administrator and on
a weekly basis by Regional Director.

Item 3 will be monitored by VP of
Operations. In addition to scheduling
the initial meeting prior to 8/20/18, VP
of Operations will oversee repairs
and/or replacements, as necessary.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

facilities coordinator will outline a process for
repair and/or replacement for those items.
4. The disposable pad identified in Observation
5 has been removed, and instruments will be
placed directly on the cart in the future.
CHPPGP seeks to clarify that, to the extent any
employee interviewed by DHSS surveyors described
the cessation of abortion services on a date different
than reflected in electronic health records, such errors
were caused only by employees’ attempts to recall
specific dates that were months prior to the
unannounced inspection. CHPPGP made no attempt
to prevent disclosure of dates on which abortions
were performed and permitted DHSS to review
requested records from any and all dates on which
abortions were provided. Additionally, CHPPGP
completes intentional termination of pregnancy
(ITOP) reports on a monthly basis and provides those
reports to DHSS. The KC facility’s ITOP reports
reflect that the most recent procedures were
performed on March 29, 2018.
CHPPGP notes that, as part of the items reviewed for
the L1084 finding, the surveyor cited to
Recommendation II.a of AORN’s “Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning.” One portion of that
guideline specifically described procedures for a
“surgical environment” in which “an operative or
invasive procedure” was being conducted. As DHSS
is aware, CHPPGP does not perform any surgical

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
concluded
by
September
14, 2018.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

procedures at its Kansas City facility and is licensed
to provide medication abortion procedures.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1090

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
For clarification of DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP notes
that at no time did it offer abortion care without a
qualified provider.
Additionally, CHPPGP notes that, at all times during
which it operated in 2017-2018, at least one licensed
employee with current CPR training was onsite.
Specifically, a DHSS surveyor reviewed the
personnel file for the physician who provided
abortion care at the Kansas City facility in 2017 and
2018. That file reflected that the provider had current
CPR certification.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1101

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1104

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP notes that, although personnel reported that
no ultrasound machine was at the facility on the date
of the inspection, its machine will be returned to the
Kansas City facility prior to resuming abortion
services. DHSS did not identify any abortions
provided since the Kansas City facility received its
license in 2017 that lacked ultrasound images in
patients’ electronic health records.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated. Additionally, as noted by DHSS in its
findings, CHPPGP did not provide abortion services
during the period in which the certification/training
requirement for ultrasound-performing personnel was
in effect.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1109

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1109 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. As
outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP personnel
informed surveyors that each patient receiving
abortion care is provided with discharge instructions
that include the following hand-outs: 1) How to Take
the Pills for Your Abortion and What to Expect; and
2) Taking Your Abortion Pills (with specific
information for each patient). DHSS’s report does not
state, however, that an entry is made by CHPPGP
personnel in each patient’s medical record that the
patient received copies of those documents. That
entry satisfies the regulation’s requirement that
written discharge instructions be provided to patients.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1113

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.
CHPPGP is unable to provide additional responsive
information, as this finding did not identify any
specific instances in which CHPPGP was not in
compliance; instead, it stated only that it could not be
evaluated.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1118

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1118, as DHSS’s interpretation of the regulatory
language appears to contradict the plain language
(and intent) of state law.
The daily roster produced by CHPPGP to the
surveyors included patients in the following three
categories: 1) patients meeting with CHPPGP
personnel for state-mandated consent visits to begin
the 72-hour waiting period; 2) patients scheduled to
have an abortion procedure; and 3) patients returning
to the facility for a follow-up visit after having an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP interprets the term
“abortion services,” as used in 19 CSR 3030.060(3)(A) to include all patients in those three
categories, as DHSS and the State of Missouri
regulate elements of each of those visits.
If DHSS wishes to change its interpretation of the
regulation (and state law) such that neither the
mandated consent visit nor follow-up care is included
in the regulation’s description of “abortion services,”
CHPPGP will produce a different roster. To the
extent DHSS intends to continue imposing
regulations that relate to both the mandated consent
visit and follow-up care to an abortion procedure,
CHPPGP will maintain a daily roster with all three
types of visits.
CHPPGP is willing to work to identify an alternative
way of pulling a daily roster from its electronic health

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

16

A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

records that reflects only patients scheduled for an
abortion procedure on a given day; however, that
process is intended only for the convenience of
surveyors and not for compliance with 19 CSR 3030.060(A), for the reasons outlined above.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1120

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. As
outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP personnel
informed surveyors that the physician providing care
signed and dated the visit summary generated by the
electronic health record, which reflects the
medications prescribed during the patient encounter.
To CHPPGP’s knowledge, DHSS has never
previously interpreted this regulation to require each
separate portion of a patient’s medical record be
signed and authenticated by the treating physician.
CHPPGP will, however, seek to alter the layout of its
electronic health record to create an additional place
for the physician to sign, date, and time medication
orders for each patient. This entry will be duplicative
of that information on the patient’s visit summary.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP
will work
with the
software
provider
for its
electronic
health
records
system to
implement
this change
by
September
14, 2018.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of
Operations

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
VP of operations will work with the
software provider to ensure the
electronic records template is changed
by September 14, 2018.
Facility Administrator will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the revised template
becomes effective to monitor for
compliance.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1122

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process. For
each of the patient records reviewed by the surveyor,
a physician or qualified health professional (as
defined by § 188.027, RSMo) provided the statemandated information to patients receiving abortion
care. The records described in L1122 reflected that
persons meeting the statutory and regulatory
definitions gave the required information.
DHSS’s interpretation appears to be that CHPPGP is
prohibited from providing any additional
information, including education, to patients by
trained personnel who do not meet the statutory
definitions. Upon questioning a DHSS surveyor,
CHPPGP staff were informed that the facility’s
current practice “complied with the law but not the
regulation.” That response provides no guidance to
CHPPGP, and CHPPGP is unwilling to limit the
factually accurate information it provides to patients,
particularly when it provides the required information
by personnel who meet the state’s definitions.
Personnel who do not meet the statutory or regulatory
definitions of “qualified professional” are available to
reiterate portions of the information also provided by
physicians or “qualified professionals,” outlining
alternatives to abortion and reiterating that a
physician is available to answer patient questions.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the finding.

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the finding.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

It is CHPPGP’s position that providing information
from multiple sources is the most efficient, patientcentered approach possible, and it is committed to
continuing that practice.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
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A

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)
L1194

B

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

CHPPGP has arranged for a qualified physician to
offer abortion care. It has, as part of its annual license
renewal, submitted the relevant information to
DHSS, along with a proposed complication plan to
comply with § 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 3030.061.

C

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receipt)
CHPPGP is
in
compliance
as of July
26, 2018,
the date on
which it
submitted
its license
renewal.

D

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction
Vice
President
of Health
Services

E

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
CHPPGP’s agreement with its new
physician has no set end date;
however, if any change in provider
occurs, CHPPGP will submit a
complication plan to DHSS and, upon
approval, notify the department of the
change of provider.

F

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
See
CHPPGP’
s license
renewal
applicatio
n,
submitted
to DHSS
on
7/26/2018.
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October 18, 2017
Janice Thomas, Administrator < Janice.thomas@ppslr.org >
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
626 E. Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
Re: Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood – Springfield facility inspection
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The Department of Health and Senior Services received an application for licensure of the Springfield Planned
Parenthood location as an abortion facility. Bureau of Ambulatory Care staff conducted an onsite initial
inspection of the facility on October 10th and 11th of this year, in order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations in effect at the time of the inspection.
Listed below are items the survey indicated were not in compliance with current rules. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued.
The facility was found to be out of compliance with the following:

19 CSR 30-30.050 Definitions and Procedures for Licensing Abortion Facilities
(1)(C) 3. The governing body, acting upon recommendations of the medical staff, shall approve or disapprove
appointments. Written criteria shall be developed for privileges extended to each member of the staff. A formal
mechanism shall be established for recommending to the governing body delineation of privileges, curtailment,
suspension or revocation of privileges and appointments and reappointments to the medical staff.
-For three of three physicians (Staff AA, BB, CC) there was no recommendation by the medical staff or
approval by the governing body for the physicians to be on the medical staff at this facility.
-The credentialing packets were incomplete and did not include:
*Information for Physician staff AA and BB did not include privileges requested and approved;
*Physician staff BB did not have a BNDD/DEA registration; and
*Physician staff CC had a date of 05/02/17 on a credentialing sheet but it was unclear if the privileges
and approval were for this facility.
-The meeting minutes provided, dated 01/06/2016, did not include names of physicians or identification of
this facility for the section where it mentioned approval of attending physicians.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)13 A personnel record shall be maintained on each employee and shall include
documentation of each employee’s orientation, health status, education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).
- No criminal background check on three of six employee files reviewed.
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19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)8 The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment. Infectious and pathological wastes shall be segregated from other wastes
at the point of generation and shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leak-proof containers or plastic
bags appropriate for the characteristics of the infectious wastes. Containers for infectious waste shall be
identified with the universal biological hazard symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity during storage
and transport.
- Medication prep/storage area was located in the lab area and at risk for cross-contamination;
- Pressed-board clipboard at registration desk with un-cleanable surface;
- Expired urine test strips;
- No recent infection control training for two of six employee files reviewed;
- Examination table in the ultrasound exam room had rust along the front edge of the table. There was
damage to the wood at the base of the table and missing laminate on the front of the table, exposing
pressed wood. All of these items created un-cleanable surfaces, posing an infection control risk; and
- Examination room #4 had a high level chemical disinfectant in an instrument soaking container located
next to the hand washing sink. Used vaginal ultrasound probes were cleaned in the hand washing sink
and decontaminated with a high level disinfectant in the examination room. The facility failed to place the
probe in a leak-proof container or plastic bag and transport it to the soiled utility room to be cleaned and
decontaminated.
- There were no smoke detectors in the training room, laboratory, store room and three offices.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(L) Emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous fluids shall be available in the procedure
room to stabilize the patient’s condition when necessary. A manual breathing bag, suction machine and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area for immediate access.
- No suction machine; and
- No endotracheal equipment.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) A medical history shall be obtained and a health assessment including a pelvic
examination shall be performed. There must be confirmation of pregnancy by clinical evidence and laboratory
tests. The findings shall be used in determining the duration of gestation, identifying preexisting medical or
other complications, and detecting any factors which could influence the choice of the procedure, anesthesia
or preoperative and postoperative management. If the physician determines gestation is beyond the first
trimester, an ultrasound examination shall be performed and results shall be recorded in the patient’s chart.
- The facility failed to have policies and procedures in place that addressed pelvic examinations for
medication abortions.
19 CSR 30-30.060(4)(D) The following laboratory procedures shall be performed on every abortion patient:
hematocrit; urinalysis, including pregnancy test; and Rh typing.
- The facility failed to stock the glucometer control testing solutions used to verify the glucometer is
functioning properly before use.
Please respond in writing, providing documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected. If you have further questions, contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at BAC@health.mo.gov .
Only upon successful completion of the revisit process can an abortion facility license be issued.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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December 21, 2017
Janice Thomas, Administrator
via email to: < Janice.thomas@ppslr.org >
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
626 E. Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
Re: Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood – Springfield facility inspection
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The Department of Health and Senior Services received an application for licensure of the Springfield Planned
Parenthood location as an abortion facility. Bureau of Ambulatory Care staff conducted an onsite initial
inspection of the facility on October 10th and 11th of this year, in order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations in effect at the time of the inspection.
Listed below are items the survey indicated were not in compliance with current rules. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued. The facility was found to be out of compliance with the following:
19 CSR 30-30.050 Definitions and Procedures for Licensing Abortion Facilities
(1)(C) 3. The governing body, acting upon recommendations of the medical staff, shall approve or disapprove
appointments. Written criteria shall be developed for privileges extended to each member of the staff. A formal
mechanism shall be established for recommending to the governing body delineation of privileges, curtailment,
suspension or revocation of privileges and appointments and reappointments to the medical staff.
-For three of three physicians (Staff AA, BB, CC) there was no recommendation by the medical staff or
approval by the governing body for the physicians to be on the medical staff at this facility.
-The credentialing packets were incomplete and did not include:
*Information for Physician staff AA and BB did not include privileges requested and approved;
*Physician staff BB did not have a BNDD/DEA registration; and
*Physician staff CC had a date of 05/02/17 on a credentialing sheet but it was unclear if the privileges
and approval were for this facility.
-The meeting minutes provided, dated 01/06/2016, did not include names of physicians or identification of
this facility for the section where it mentioned approval of attending physicians.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)13 A personnel record shall be maintained on each employee and shall include
documentation of each employee’s orientation, health status, education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).
- No criminal background check on three of six employee files reviewed.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)8 The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment. Infectious and pathological wastes shall be segregated from other wastes
at the point of generation and shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leak-proof containers or plastic
bags appropriate for the characteristics of the infectious wastes. Containers for infectious waste shall be
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identified with the universal biological hazard symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity during storage
and transport.
- Medication prep/storage area was located in the lab area and at risk for cross-contamination;
- Pressed-board clipboard at registration desk with un-cleanable surface;
- Expired urine test strips;
- No recent infection control training for two of six employee files reviewed;
- Examination table in the ultrasound exam room had rust along the front edge of the table. There was
damage to the wood at the base of the table and missing laminate on the front of the table, exposing
pressed wood. All of these items created un-cleanable surfaces, posing an infection control risk; and
- Examination room #4 had a high level chemical disinfectant in an instrument soaking container located
next to the hand washing sink. Used vaginal ultrasound probes were cleaned in the hand washing sink
and decontaminated with a high level disinfectant in the examination room. The facility failed to place the
probe in a leak-proof container or plastic bag and transport it to the soiled utility room to be cleaned and
decontaminated.
- There were no smoke detectors in the training room, laboratory, store room and three offices.
- The facility failed to stock the glucometer control testing solutions used to verify the glucometer is
functioning properly before use.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(L) Emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous fluids shall be available in the procedure
room to stabilize the patient’s condition when necessary. A manual breathing bag, suction machine and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area for immediate access.
- No suction machine; and
- No endotracheal equipment.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) A medical history shall be obtained and a health assessment including a pelvic
examination shall be performed. There must be confirmation of pregnancy by clinical evidence and laboratory
tests. The findings shall be used in determining the duration of gestation, identifying preexisting medical or
other complications, and detecting any factors which could influence the choice of the procedure, anesthesia
or preoperative and postoperative management. If the physician determines gestation is beyond the first
trimester, an ultrasound examination shall be performed and results shall be recorded in the patient’s chart.
- The facility failed to have policies and procedures in place that addressed pelvic examinations for
medication abortions.
Note: In addition to the above items, since the date of the onsite visit, the department promulgated emergency rule
19 CSR 30-30.061, Complication Plans for Certain Drug and Chemically Induced Abortions via Abortion
Facilities. This emergency rule was effective 11/3/17. To date, your facility has not submitted a proposed
Complication Plan. Since the facility’s plan is to perform only medication abortions for the time being, until your
facility becomes compliant with that rule, the facility cannot be licensed as an abortion facility.
Please respond in writing, providing documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected. If you have further questions, contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at BAC@health.mo.gov .
Only upon successful completion of the revisit process can an abortion facility license be issued.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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March 29, 2018
Janice Thomas
Via email to Janice.Thomas@ppslr.org
VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
Re: Proposed complication plan for Springfield, Missouri facility
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The proposed complication plan submitted by Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood for the
Springfield facility on January 8, 2018, does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19
CSR 30-30.061 in that:
The plan states that Dr. Grebe, a board-certified OB/GYN, will provide medical abortions in Springfield and
treat the complications whenever possible. Whenever not possible, the plan states that either Dr. David
Eisenberg or Dr. Orrin Moore respectively will personally treat complications at the Reproductive Health
Services (RHS) facility in St. Louis or at a Comprehensive Health facility in Overland Park, Kansas. Dr.
Eisenberg and the RHS facility are located over three hours driving time from the Springfield facility. Dr.
Moore and the Overland Park facility are located over two-and-a-half hours driving time from the
Springfield facility. As a result, neither Dr. Moore nor Dr. Eisenberg will be available to personally treat all
complications in Dr. Grebe’s absence, and patients who are not experiencing immediately life-threatening
complications will be referred to the emergency room.
Additionally, the proposed plan fails to recognize the importance of the physician-patient relationship by
providing for continuity of care and ensuring communication among the physician who induced the abortion
and all subsequent health care providers involved in treating the patient’s complication.
Because the facility’s proposed plan does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR
30-30.061, the Department cannot approve the plan. Accordingly, the Department cannot issue the facility a
license until an approved plan is in place (and all other deficiencies have been corrected).
If the facility wishes to submit a new or revised plan, please send it to the Department of Health and Senior
Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102, or by email to
John.Langston@health.mo.gov by April 15, 2018.
Sincerely,

John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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June 1, 2018

Janice Thomas, VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services/
Planned Parenthood of the St Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
4251 Forest Park Ave, St. Louis MO 63108

Regarding Applications as Abortion Facilities for:
Springfield Planned Parenthood Clinic
626 East Battlefield
Springfield MO 65807

Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinic
710 Illinois Avenue
Joplin MO 64801

Janice Thomas:
1. During an interview on 5/29/2018 and confirmed on 5/30/18, St. Louis Planned Parenthood administrative
staff stated that current plans to license the Springfield and Joplin locations as Abortion Facilities were
indefinitely on hold.
2. By convention, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care holds applications open for new facilities for up to one year
before requiring a new application package be submitted. The applications for the Springfield and Joplin
locations were received by the Department of Health & Senior Services on 5/25/17, just over one year ago.
3. An initial inspection for the Springfield location was conducted October 2017. To date, an acceptable plan of
correction for the items cited during that inspection has not been received. Moreover, a complete set of
revised rules for abortion facilities went into effect on 4/30/2018, which would require a new inspection.
Due to the above items, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care is hereby closing the open Abortion Facility applications
for the Springfield and Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinics. You may submit new applications at any point you
believe the facilities are prepared to be in compliance with all applicable laws and rules for Abortion Facilities in
Missouri.
If you have additional questions, do not hesitate to contact our office via email at BAC@health.mo.gov or by
phone at 573-751-6083.

Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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February 1, 2019
Via email to: William.Koebel@health.mo.gov
William Koebel, Administrator
Section for Health Standards and Licensure
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Re: Request for Deviation
Dear Mr. Koebel:
Pursuant 19 CSR 30-30.070(2), I write to request deviations/waivers of certain physical
standards for Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis
Region’s (RHS) health center in Springfield.
The physical facility restrictions in 19 CSR 30-30.070 prevent us from providing surgical
abortion in our Springfield health center. RHS remains committed to providing abortion
services to the women of Southwest Missouri, and therefore by this letter seeks waivers
of those requirements it cannot meet. We request the Department “exercise[] the
Waiver Provision” “with sufficient flexibility” and reasonableness. Comprehensive
Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains v. Hawley, 903 F.3d 750, 756–57 (8th Cir.
2018).
Abortion Safety
As you know, RHS has safely provided abortion services in Missouri for many years. The
physical facility restrictions are medically unnecessary and do not improve the health
and safety of our patients seeking abortion care. Indeed, the Department has recognized
as much when it waived a number of medically unnecessary restrictions in a 2010
settlement with the Columbia health center.
Abortion is one of the safest medical procedures in the United States. As the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine—which recently conducted a
systematic review of the safety and quality of care of abortion in the United States—
found, abortion in the United States is safe. In particular, first-trimester aspiration
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abortion, which we seek to provide in the Springfield health center, “is a minimally
invasive and commonly used gynecological procedure,” including “in cases of early
pregnancy loss (miscarriage).” 1 Aspiration abortion is effective at terminating an early
pregnancy in more than 99% of those provided, and complications from first-trimester
aspiration abortion occur in approximately 1.26% of patients—and serious complication
in less than 0.02%. 2 Aspiration abortion may require no or only minimal sedation.
As the National Academies observed, “[a]spiration abortions are performed safely in
office and clinic settings.” 3 Abortion-specific regulations—such as the physical facility
restrictions in 19 CSR 30-30.070—serve only to “diminish” the quality of care women
receive by “limit[ing] the number of available providers.” 4
Requested Waivers
Against the backdrop of abortion’s demonstrated safety, and given that the current
facility is sufficient to protect patient health and safety, we make the following waiver
requests. We note at the outset that we are committed to working with the Department
on these issues so that we can begin providing abortion services to our patients at the
Springfield health center. We also note that the Springfield facility meets many of the
requirements in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4), which applies to facilities existing at the time
the regulation was adopted, and therefore, demonstrates the Department’s
understanding that these provisions are sufficient to protect patient health and safety.
1. Patient-Serving Corridors and Doors
Subsections 30-30.70(3)(B) & (C) require patient-serving corridors be at least 6’ wide
and doors through which patients pass be at least 44” wide and of solid-core
construction. Patient-serving corridors at the Springfield center are 4’7” wide and doors
through which patients pass are at least 32” wide and of hollow-core construction.
The Springfield health center’s current system of corridors and doors adequately protect
patient health and safety by allowing a patient to be moved by stretcher from any point
in the facility to the outside via the main entrance. Indeed, the Springfield health
center’s current corridors and doors comply with the requirement at 19 CSR § 3030.070(4)(B) that the system of corridors and passageways be “adequate in size and
arrangement to allow a patient on a stretcher to be moved from any point in the
abortion facility to a street-level exit.” We also note that the Department agreed to a
similar corridor dimension for the Columbia health center in a 2010 settlement
agreement.
Nat’l Acad. of Sciences, Engineering & Medicine, The Safety and Quality of Abortion
Care in the United States 2-12 (2018).
2 Id. at 2-12 to 2-13 (citing Ushma D. Upadhyay et al., Incidence of Emergency
Department Visits and Complications After Abortion, 124 Obstetrics & Gynecology 175
(2015)).
3 Id. at S-8.
4 Id. at S-10.
1
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2. Construction Type
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(D) requires one-story buildings be at least of Type II (111)
protected noncombustible construction as described in Standard on Types of Building
Construction 1979 published by the National Fire Protection Association. The
Springfield facility is of Type V (100) unprotected combustible construction.
The Springfield health center’s construction is sufficient to protect patient health and
safety, because the Springfield health center has in place appropriate fire-detection
devices and fire extinguishers. The adequacy of the Springfield health center’s facilities
is demonstrated by the fact that the building complies with all applicable building and
fire codes, as well as with the requirements at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(A) that smoke
detectors be located in all rooms and in corridors at 30’ intervals.
The higher fire-safety rating is not necessary to patient health and safety because the
nature of the services provided at the health center, including the lack of services under
anesthesia or moderate or deep sedation and the lack of procedures requiring an
incision, means that there would not be unusual delay in patient evacuation in the
unlikely event of a fire.
3. Fire Alarm
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(H) requires a manual fire alarm break station be located near
each exit and connected to a local audible alarm that can be heard throughout the
facility. The Springfield health center does not have manual fire alarm break stations at
each exit.
The Springfield health center’s current fire system is sufficient to protect patient health
and safety, because the Springfield health center has in place appropriate fire-detection
devices and fire extinguishers. The adequacy of the Springfield health center’s facilities
is demonstrated by the fact that the building complies with all applicable building and
fire codes, as well as with the requirements at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(A) that smoke
detectors be located in all rooms and in corridors at 30’ intervals.
The requirement is not necessary to patient health and safety because the nature of the
services provided at the health center, including the lack of services under anesthesia or
moderate or deep sedation and the lack of procedures requiring an incision, means that
there would not be unusual delay in patient evacuation in the unlikely event of a fire.
4. Scrub Station
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(L) requires a scrub-up facility be knee- or foot-operated and be
located outside the procedure room. The Springfield health center has a scrub station
located inside the procedure room. The requirement that the scrub station be located
outside the procedure room does not protect patient health or safety. The Springfield
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center complies with the requirement in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(F) that the scrub-up
facility be located convenient to the procedure room. 5
5. Procedure Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(M) requires that all procedure rooms be a minimum of 12’
length and width, 9’ ceiling height, and doors with a width of at least 44”. The
Springfield facility’s procedure room’s dimensions are 12’6” by 11’6”, ceiling height of
7’9”, and door width of 36”.
The dimensions of the Springfield health center’s procedure room are sufficient for
aspiration procedures and to protect patient health and safety, because they allow the
medical staff to move freely in providing patient care, both in the ordinary course of
practice and in the event of an emergency.
Further, the Springfield health center's existing procedure room meets the requirement
at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(E) that it be “adequately equipped, supplied, and staffed to
safely perform abortions,” which the Department has determined is sufficient to protect
patient health and safety; this requirement does not specify minimum dimensions. The
room is of sufficient size to fit a gynecologic examining table with accessories, a closed
cabinet for equipment, and tables to hold an emergency tray and other necessary
equipment.
Requiring compliance with the nine-foot ceiling height would not advance patient health
and safety, because such ceiling height requirements generally are intended to facilitate
installation of a ceiling-mounted surgical light. These lights would not be appropriate to
the procedures done at the Springfield health center, for the reasons given below under
request no. 9. Requiring compliance with the 44” door width would not advance patient
health and safety at the Springfield health center because, as discussed above under
request no. 1, the current system of corridors and doors allows rapid patient evacuation
in the event of an emergency. Finally, we note that the Department agreed to similar
dimensions of 12’ length, 9’ 0.5” width, and 8’ 6’” height for the Columbia health center
in a 2010 settlement agreement.
6. Recovery Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(N) requires the recovery room be of sufficient size for four
recovery recliners or beds with 3’ of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each
recliner or bed.
The Springfield facility’s recovery room is of sufficient size to accommodate three
recovery recliners with 3’ of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recliner. We
do not anticipate scheduling—and will agree to not schedule—more patients than the
recovery room can accommodate. We note that the Department recently approved a
deviation from this requirement for the Columbia facility to permit three recliners.
We acknowledge our current scrub sink is not knee- or foot-operated. We will replace
the current sink with a knee- or foot-operated if the Department approves this waiver.

5
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7. HVAC
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(O) requires the procedure and recovery rooms be provided with
a minimum of six air changes per hour and filtered through a filter with at least a
twenty-five percent (25%) efficiency rating. The Springfield facility does not have a
ventilation system that allows for a minimum of six air changes per hour that filters the
air with at least 25% efficiency rating. This requirement is not necessary for patient
health or safety, particularly since surgical abortion does not require a sterile operating
room environment, as demonstrated by its omission in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4).
8. Personnel-Change Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(P) requires personnel-change rooms be provided for each sex,
located convenient to the procedure room, and equipped with a toilet and lavatory. The
Springfield facility has one gender neutral personnel-change room that is located
convenient to the procedure room and equipped with a toilet and lavatory. We note that
the Department agreed to a similar deviation for the Columbia health center in a 2010
settlement agreement.
9. Ceiling-Mounted Surgical Light
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(R) requires the the procedure room be equipped with a ceilingmounted light. The Springfield facility’s procedure room would be equipped
with a walled-mounted surgical light, which is better angled for the procedures that
would be provided. We note that the Department agreed to similar deviation for the
Columbia health center in a 2010 settlement agreement.
10.
Sterilizing Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(V) requires that air pressure in the sterilizing room be positive
in relation to adjacent areas. The air pressure in the Springfield health center’s
sterilizing room is not positive in relation to adjacent areas. This requirement is not
necessary for patient health or safety, as demonstrated by its omission in 19 CSR § 3030.070(4).
11. Patient-Change Rooms
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(Y) requires there be at least two patient-change rooms with
secure storage for personal effects. The Springfield facility has one patient-change room.
We note that the Department agreed to deviation for the Columbia health center in a
2010 settlement agreement such that there could be one patient-change room if the
patient traveled with her belongings in a secure container. We will agree to do the same
or provide the patient with secure storage in the patient-change room.
Burdens
Complying with the physical facility requirements in 19 CSR 30-30.070 at our
Springfield facility would be prohibitively expensive and burdensome. A recent survey of
the facility by a licensed architect found that it would cost $2.26 million to remodel the
Springfield health center to meet the requirements in 19 CSR 30-30.070, which is
approximately the same amount to construct a new facility. Construction would take
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approximately eight months to complete and include complete removal and installation
of the roof and exterior walls. As a result, such construction would completely disrupt
the critical health services currently provided there, including family planning services
that help prevent unplanned pregnancies.
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this request. I look forward to
hearing your prompt response.
Sincerely,

Janice Thomas
Vice President of Patient Services & Research

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services

P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone: 573-751-6400
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired and Voice dial: 711

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

FAX: 573-751-6010

Michael L. Parson

Director

Governor

April 17, 2019
Cathy Williams, Interim President & CEO
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
425 Forest Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
Re: Request for Deviation (RHS Health Center – Springfield, MO)
Dear Ms. Williams:
On February 1, 2019, Reproductive Health Services (RHS) submitted a Request for Deviations from
some requirements of 19 CSR 30-30.070, for RHS’ health center in Springfield, Missouri (attached).
The Department requested that RHS provide a code review sheet and architectural plans, as the request
lacked sufficient information for DHSS to reasonably approve or deny the requests. In response, on
February 8, 2019, RHS provided a facility floor plan (attached). The additionally provided information
remained insufficient to make a determination. A mutually agreeable onsite walk-through was arranged
for March 5, 2019, in order to gather sufficient information to respond to the submitted request.
On March 5, 2019, DHSS staff conducted a walk-through of the Springfield facility. RHS facilities
manager, Chris Trull, represented RHS. The walk-through identified additional concerns related to the
initial request submitted. Mr. Trull informed DHSS Deputy Administrator, David Lanigan, that the
“measurements are not accurate” in the floor plan and request. Additionally, the floor plan did not
accurately reflect additional walls inside the exam rooms. Furthermore, Mr. Trull was not familiar with
RHS’ plan regarding room locations, as identified in the request. Please find the below determinations
regarding your request:
1. Patient-Serving Corridors and Doors
19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(B) & (C), states, “(B) Corridors serving patients shall be at least six feet (6')
wide; (C) All doors through which patients pass shall be at least forty-four inches (44") wide and of
solid-core construction;”
The RHS request indicates that patient-serving corridors are 4’7” wide and pass through doors are at
least 32” wide and of hollow-core construction. The RHS request further asserts that the Springfield
health center’s current corridors and doors comply with the requirement at 19 CSR 30-30.070 (4)(B).
DHSS staff observed that the passageways at the facility are not adequate in size and arrangement to
allow a patient on a stretcher to be moved from any point in the abortion facility to a street-level exit.
The procedure room is constructed with barriers to maneuverability (inner walls and small spaces) not
shown on the provided floor plan. As constructed, the layout and location of the existing doors into this
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room do not open fully to allow for a wheelchair or a gurney to be easily moved out of the room in an
emergency. In addition, the corridors serving patients and the door widths of the patient rooms other
than the procedure room (noted as Exam Rooms #1, #2, and #3 on the floor plan provided to DHSS) are
not of sufficient size to allow a stretcher to be promptly maneuvered in and a patient on a stretcher to be
promptly maneuvered out of those rooms to a street-level exit. Only one exterior door meets the
requirements of being 44” or wider.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(B) & (C). DHSS is willing to
reconsider this request if RHS provides an adequate remediation plan that ensures prompt
maneuverability of a patient on a stretcher into and out of the procedure room and other patient rooms in
an emergency event.
2. Construction Type
19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(D) states, “(D) One- (1-) story buildings shall be at least of Type II (111)
protected noncombustible construction as described in Standard on Types of Building Construction
1979 published by the National Fire Protection Association;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility is of “Type V (100) unprotected combustible
construction.” The RHS request further asserts that the Springfield health center’s construction is
sufficient to protect patient health and safety, because the Springfield health center has in place
appropriate fire-detection devices and fire extinguishers.
DHSS staff confirmed that the construction type of the facility is Type V (000), unprotected combustible
construction. The facility is not protected with a sprinkler system, is equipped with hollow-core doors
and narrow passageways throughout. The facility’s construction is insufficient to protect patient health
and safety in the event of a fire.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(D). DHSS is willing to reconsider
this request if an adequate sprinkler system is installed.
3. Fire Alarm
19 CSR 30-30.070(3) (H) states, “(H) A manual fire alarm break station shall be located near each exit
and connected to a local audible alarm which can be heard throughout the facility;”.
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility does not have manual fire alarm break stations at
each exit. The RHS request further asserts that the Springfield health center’s current fire system is
sufficient to protect patient health and safety, because the Springfield health center has in place
appropriate fire-detection devices and fire extinguishers.
DHSS staff confirmed that the facility lacks the required alarm break stations near each exit, connected
to a local audible alarm. The facility is currently protected by three ABC-fire extinguishers and spottype smoke detectors located in most, but not all rooms. The facility is not protected with a sprinkler
system, is equipped with hollow-core doors and narrow passageways throughout. The facility is
insufficiently equipped with fire alarm break stations to protect patient health and safety in the event of a
fire.

DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(H). DHSS is willing to reconsider
this request if an adequate sprinkler system is installed.
4. Scrub Station
19 CSR 30-30.070(3) (L) states, “(L) Scrub-up facilities shall be knee- or foot-operated and provided at
the rate of one (1) per procedure room. Scrub-up facilities shall be located outside but immediately
available to the procedure room;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility does have a scrub station located inside the room
identified as the procedure room.
DHSS staff confirmed that the facility has a sink in the procedure room that is not knee-or-foot operated,
as required.
DHSS approves the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(L), provided the current sink
is replaced with a knee or foot operated scrub station, as noted in the request and it is physically
separated by a wall or partition from the patient and procedure equipment to prevent
contamination while scrubbing for procedures.
5. Procedure Room
19 CSR 30-30.070(3) (M) states, “(M) Procedure rooms shall have the following: 1. A minimum length
and width of twelve feet (12'); 2. A minimum ceiling height of nine feet (9'); 3. A door with a minimum
width of forty-four inches (44"); and 4. There shall be no windows in the room except there may be a
fixed-view window in the wall between the procedure room and the adjacent corridor;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility’s procedure room was 12’6” by 11’6”, the ceiling
height is 7’9 and the door width is 36.” The RHS request further asserts that the dimensions of the
Springfield health center’s procedure room are sufficient for aspiration procedures and to protect patient
health and safety, because they allow the medical staff to move freely in providing patient care, both in
the ordinary course of practice and in the event of an emergency.
RHS representative, Mr. Trull, identified Exam Room #4 as the procedure room. The measurements and
configuration of Exam Room #4 differed from the floor plan provided to DHSS. According to the floor
plan, the measurements of the room are “16-9 ½” by “13’”. Further, the floor plan nor the
measurements in the waiver request account for interior walls that break up the room, limiting mobility.
Mr. Trull, acknowledged the measurements provided by RHS were “not accurate.” DHSS staff observed
that the procedure table is located in an alcove that is 7’ in width and separated from an adjacent open
area with a 4’6” wing-wall. The identified procedure room is insufficient in size and configuration to
allow medical staff to move freely in the event of an emergency (see attached photos).
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(M)(1) and (3). DHSS approves
the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(M)(2). DHSS is willing to reconsider the denied
aspects of this request if RHS provides an adequate remediation plan that ensures prompt

maneuverability of a patient on a stretcher into and out of the procedure room in the event of an
emergency.
6. Recovery Room
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3) (N) states, “(N) The recovery room shall be separated from the procedure room
and be of sufficient size to accommodate at least four (4) recovery beds or recliners for each procedure
room. There shall be three feet (3') of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recovery bed or
recliner;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility’s recovery room is of sufficient size to
accommodate three recovery recliners with 3’ of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each
recliner.
RHS representative, Mr. Trull, could not identify which room would be utilized as the recovery room.
Mr. Trull stated he was “not sure of the plan” and didn’t think RHS had decided where the room would
be located. Without knowing which room would be the recovery room, DHSS cannot determine whether
a deviation is warranted.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(N). DHSS is willing to reconsider
this request if RHS identifies the room that will be utilized as the recovery room.
7. HVAC
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3)(O) states, “(O) The procedure room and recovery room shall be provided with a
minimum of six (6) air changes per hour. Air supplied to all areas shall be filtered through a filter with
at least a twenty-five percent (25%) efficiency rating;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility does not have a ventilation system that allows for
a minimum of six air changes per hour that filters the air with at least 25% efficiency rating. Mr. Trull
was unable to provide documentation of the facility’s current air exchange rate or current efficiency
rating for evaluation. Further, Mr. Trull could not identify the location of the recovery room, which
restricts DHSS’s ability to determine whether a deviation is warranted.
Lastly, the fact that DHSS determined in 1987 that the requirements for then-existing abortion facilities
need not include a minimum number of air changes per hour or a filter with a minimum efficiency rating
does not mean—as suggested in the RHS request—that requiring these things for facilities constructed
after the rule was promulgated in 1987 has no effect on improving patient health or safety. This
provision of this rule, like others discussed in this letter, was promulgated in 1987 under DHSS’s
authority in section 197.225 RSMo to assure quality patient care through standards that insure the
health, safety, and comfort of patients. Requirements of minimum air changes per hour are also required
by DHSS for ambulatory surgical centers generally and birthing centers. Any deviations from this rule,
as with others, would need to be based on a legitimate and persuasive reason provided by the requester.
Here, the only reason provided for a deviation is that DHSS does not require in the rule minimum air
changes and filter efficiency ratings for then-existing abortion facilities in 1987. This reason is not
sufficient. The reported cost (as alleged in the request) of $2.26 million to comply with the rule in total,
moreover, provides no indication how much of that total would be attributable to these particular

requirements. And as noted above, Mr. Trull could not provide documentation showing the current
ventilation capabilities. Under these circumstances, DHSS cannot reasonably grant a deviation from a
rule designed to insure the health, safety, and comfort of patients.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(O). DHSS is willing to reconsider
this request if RHS identifies the room that will be utilized as the recovery room and provides adequate
information that allows DHSS to meaningfully assess the Springfield facility’s current air exchange rate
and efficiency rating.
8. Personnel-Change Room
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3) (P) states, “(P) Personnel change rooms shall be provided for each sex and
located convenient to the procedure room. Each change room shall be equipped with a toilet and
lavatory;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility has one gender neutral personnel-change room
that is located convenient to the procedure room and equipped with a toilet and lavatory.
RHS representative, Mr. Trull, identified a restroom, in close proximity to the procedure room as a
personnel-change room.
DHSS approves the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(P).
9. Ceiling-Mounted Surgical Light
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3) (R) states, “(R) The procedure room shall be equipped with a ceiling-mounted
surgical light, operating table or a conventional gynecological examining table with accessories, closed
cabinets for equipment, and sufficient tables to hold an emergency tray and other necessary equipment;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility will equip the procedure room with a wallmounted surgical light, which would be better angled for the procedures they provide.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(R) based on the current
configuration and available space within the identified procedure room, which is limited by an
interior wall directly to the left of the room entrance. This wall does not allow sufficient space in
the room for mounting the surgical light on the wall. DHSS is willing to reconsider this request if
modifications are made to the room that allow sufficient space to mount the surgical light on the wall.
10. Sterilization Room
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3) (V) states, “(V) The sterilizing room shall be equipped with a steam sterilizer,
counter and sink, and storage space for clean supplies. Air pressure in this room shall be positive in
relation to adjacent areas;”
The RHS request indicates that the air pressure in the Springfield facility’s sterilizing room is not
positive in relation to the adjacent areas. Mr. Trull was unable to identify the location of the sterilization
room or provide documentation of the room’s current air pressure for evaluation. As with the recovery

room, this restricts DHSS’s ability to determine whether a deviation is warranted. And for similar
reasons set forth above with respect to the request for deviation from the ventilation requirements, the
mere fact that DHSS did not express this as a requirement for abortion facilities in existence when the
rule was promulgated in 1987 is not sufficient reason to justify deviation from the rule.
DHSS denies the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(V). DHSS is willing to reconsider
this request if RHS identifies the room that will be utilized as the sterilizing room and provides adequate
information that allows DHSS to meaningfully assess the sterilizing room’s air pressure in relation to
adjacent areas.
11. Patient-Change Rooms
19 CSR 30-30.070 (3) (Y) states, “(Y) At least two (2) patient change rooms with secure storage for
personal effects shall be provided;”
The RHS request indicates that the Springfield facility has one patient-change room.
DHSS approves the request for deviation from 19 CSR 30-30.070(3)(Y) under the condition that
patient belongings travel with the patient in a secure container, it uses only one (1) procedure
room and does not use the procedure room as the change room.
The deviation approvals contained in this correspondence may be revoked any time DHSS determines:
(1) that patient care or safety may be compromised, (2) that the facility is not in full compliance with
applicable rules, or (3) the facility fails to adhere to all conditions of the approved deviations.
Thank you again for your willingness to coordinate an on-site walk-through of the Springfield facility.
Should you have further questions regarding this letter, please contact David Lanigan at
David.Lanigan@health.mo.gov or by calling (573) 526-1864.
Sincerely,

William Koebel, Administrator
Section for Health Standards and Licensure
Division of Regulation and Licensure
Department of Health and Senior Services
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March 29, 2018
Janice Thomas
Via email to Janice.Thomas@ppslr.org
VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
Re: Proposed complication plan for Springfield, Missouri facility
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The proposed complication plan submitted by Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood for the
Springfield facility on January 8, 2018, does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19
CSR 30-30.061 in that:
The plan states that Dr. Grebe, a board-certified OB/GYN, will provide medical abortions in Springfield and
treat the complications whenever possible. Whenever not possible, the plan states that either Dr. David
Eisenberg or Dr. Orrin Moore respectively will personally treat complications at the Reproductive Health
Services (RHS) facility in St. Louis or at a Comprehensive Health facility in Overland Park, Kansas. Dr.
Eisenberg and the RHS facility are located over three hours driving time from the Springfield facility. Dr.
Moore and the Overland Park facility are located over two-and-a-half hours driving time from the
Springfield facility. As a result, neither Dr. Moore nor Dr. Eisenberg will be available to personally treat all
complications in Dr. Grebe’s absence, and patients who are not experiencing immediately life-threatening
complications will be referred to the emergency room.
Additionally, the proposed plan fails to recognize the importance of the physician-patient relationship by
providing for continuity of care and ensuring communication among the physician who induced the abortion
and all subsequent health care providers involved in treating the patient’s complication.
Because the facility’s proposed plan does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR
30-30.061, the Department cannot approve the plan. Accordingly, the Department cannot issue the facility a
license until an approved plan is in place (and all other deficiencies have been corrected).
If the facility wishes to submit a new or revised plan, please send it to the Department of Health and Senior
Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102, or by email to
John.Langston@health.mo.gov by April 15, 2018.
Sincerely,
John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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October 18, 2017
Janice Thomas, Administrator < Janice.thomas@ppslr.org >
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
626 E. Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
Re: Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood – Springfield facility inspection
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The Department of Health and Senior Services received an application for licensure of the Springfield Planned
Parenthood location as an abortion facility. Bureau of Ambulatory Care staff conducted an onsite initial
inspection of the facility on October 10th and 11th of this year, in order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations in effect at the time of the inspection.
Listed below are items the survey indicated were not in compliance with current rules. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued.
The facility was found to be out of compliance with the following:

19 CSR 30-30.050 Definitions and Procedures for Licensing Abortion Facilities
(1)(C) 3. The governing body, acting upon recommendations of the medical staff, shall approve or disapprove
appointments. Written criteria shall be developed for privileges extended to each member of the staff. A formal
mechanism shall be established for recommending to the governing body delineation of privileges, curtailment,
suspension or revocation of privileges and appointments and reappointments to the medical staff.
-For three of three physicians (Staff AA, BB, CC) there was no recommendation by the medical staff or
approval by the governing body for the physicians to be on the medical staff at this facility.
-The credentialing packets were incomplete and did not include:
*Information for Physician staff AA and BB did not include privileges requested and approved;
*Physician staff BB did not have a BNDD/DEA registration; and
*Physician staff CC had a date of 05/02/17 on a credentialing sheet but it was unclear if the privileges
and approval were for this facility.
-The meeting minutes provided, dated 01/06/2016, did not include names of physicians or identification of
this facility for the section where it mentioned approval of attending physicians.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)13 A personnel record shall be maintained on each employee and shall include
documentation of each employee’s orientation, health status, education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).
- No criminal background check on three of six employee files reviewed.
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19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)8 The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment. Infectious and pathological wastes shall be segregated from other wastes
at the point of generation and shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leak-proof containers or plastic
bags appropriate for the characteristics of the infectious wastes. Containers for infectious waste shall be
identified with the universal biological hazard symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity during storage
and transport.
- Medication prep/storage area was located in the lab area and at risk for cross-contamination;
- Pressed-board clipboard at registration desk with un-cleanable surface;
- Expired urine test strips;
- No recent infection control training for two of six employee files reviewed;
- Examination table in the ultrasound exam room had rust along the front edge of the table. There was
damage to the wood at the base of the table and missing laminate on the front of the table, exposing
pressed wood. All of these items created un-cleanable surfaces, posing an infection control risk; and
- Examination room #4 had a high level chemical disinfectant in an instrument soaking container located
next to the hand washing sink. Used vaginal ultrasound probes were cleaned in the hand washing sink
and decontaminated with a high level disinfectant in the examination room. The facility failed to place the
probe in a leak-proof container or plastic bag and transport it to the soiled utility room to be cleaned and
decontaminated.
- There were no smoke detectors in the training room, laboratory, store room and three offices.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(L) Emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous fluids shall be available in the procedure
room to stabilize the patient’s condition when necessary. A manual breathing bag, suction machine and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area for immediate access.
- No suction machine; and
- No endotracheal equipment.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) A medical history shall be obtained and a health assessment including a pelvic
examination shall be performed. There must be confirmation of pregnancy by clinical evidence and laboratory
tests. The findings shall be used in determining the duration of gestation, identifying preexisting medical or
other complications, and detecting any factors which could influence the choice of the procedure, anesthesia
or preoperative and postoperative management. If the physician determines gestation is beyond the first
trimester, an ultrasound examination shall be performed and results shall be recorded in the patient’s chart.
- The facility failed to have policies and procedures in place that addressed pelvic examinations for
medication abortions.
19 CSR 30-30.060(4)(D) The following laboratory procedures shall be performed on every abortion patient:
hematocrit; urinalysis, including pregnancy test; and Rh typing.
- The facility failed to stock the glucometer control testing solutions used to verify the glucometer is
functioning properly before use.
Please respond in writing, providing documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected. If you have further questions, contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at BAC@health.mo.gov .
Only upon successful completion of the revisit process can an abortion facility license be issued.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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December 21, 2017
Janice Thomas, Administrator
via email to: < Janice.thomas@ppslr.org >
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
626 E. Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
Re: Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood – Springfield facility inspection
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The Department of Health and Senior Services received an application for licensure of the Springfield Planned
Parenthood location as an abortion facility. Bureau of Ambulatory Care staff conducted an onsite initial
inspection of the facility on October 10th and 11th of this year, in order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations in effect at the time of the inspection.
Listed below are items the survey indicated were not in compliance with current rules. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued. The facility was found to be out of compliance with the following:
19 CSR 30-30.050 Definitions and Procedures for Licensing Abortion Facilities
(1)(C) 3. The governing body, acting upon recommendations of the medical staff, shall approve or disapprove
appointments. Written criteria shall be developed for privileges extended to each member of the staff. A formal
mechanism shall be established for recommending to the governing body delineation of privileges, curtailment,
suspension or revocation of privileges and appointments and reappointments to the medical staff.
-For three of three physicians (Staff AA, BB, CC) there was no recommendation by the medical staff or
approval by the governing body for the physicians to be on the medical staff at this facility.
-The credentialing packets were incomplete and did not include:
*Information for Physician staff AA and BB did not include privileges requested and approved;
*Physician staff BB did not have a BNDD/DEA registration; and
*Physician staff CC had a date of 05/02/17 on a credentialing sheet but it was unclear if the privileges
and approval were for this facility.
-The meeting minutes provided, dated 01/06/2016, did not include names of physicians or identification of
this facility for the section where it mentioned approval of attending physicians.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)13 A personnel record shall be maintained on each employee and shall include
documentation of each employee’s orientation, health status, education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).
- No criminal background check on three of six employee files reviewed.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)8 The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment. Infectious and pathological wastes shall be segregated from other wastes
at the point of generation and shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leak-proof containers or plastic
bags appropriate for the characteristics of the infectious wastes. Containers for infectious waste shall be
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identified with the universal biological hazard symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity during storage
and transport.
- Medication prep/storage area was located in the lab area and at risk for cross-contamination;
- Pressed-board clipboard at registration desk with un-cleanable surface;
- Expired urine test strips;
- No recent infection control training for two of six employee files reviewed;
- Examination table in the ultrasound exam room had rust along the front edge of the table. There was
damage to the wood at the base of the table and missing laminate on the front of the table, exposing
pressed wood. All of these items created un-cleanable surfaces, posing an infection control risk; and
- Examination room #4 had a high level chemical disinfectant in an instrument soaking container located
next to the hand washing sink. Used vaginal ultrasound probes were cleaned in the hand washing sink
and decontaminated with a high level disinfectant in the examination room. The facility failed to place the
probe in a leak-proof container or plastic bag and transport it to the soiled utility room to be cleaned and
decontaminated.
- There were no smoke detectors in the training room, laboratory, store room and three offices.
- The facility failed to stock the glucometer control testing solutions used to verify the glucometer is
functioning properly before use.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(L) Emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous fluids shall be available in the procedure
room to stabilize the patient’s condition when necessary. A manual breathing bag, suction machine and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area for immediate access.
- No suction machine; and
- No endotracheal equipment.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) A medical history shall be obtained and a health assessment including a pelvic
examination shall be performed. There must be confirmation of pregnancy by clinical evidence and laboratory
tests. The findings shall be used in determining the duration of gestation, identifying preexisting medical or
other complications, and detecting any factors which could influence the choice of the procedure, anesthesia
or preoperative and postoperative management. If the physician determines gestation is beyond the first
trimester, an ultrasound examination shall be performed and results shall be recorded in the patient’s chart.
- The facility failed to have policies and procedures in place that addressed pelvic examinations for
medication abortions.
Note: In addition to the above items, since the date of the onsite visit, the department promulgated emergency rule
19 CSR 30-30.061, Complication Plans for Certain Drug and Chemically Induced Abortions via Abortion
Facilities. This emergency rule was effective 11/3/17. To date, your facility has not submitted a proposed
Complication Plan. Since the facility’s plan is to perform only medication abortions for the time being, until your
facility becomes compliant with that rule, the facility cannot be licensed as an abortion facility.
Please respond in writing, providing documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected. If you have further questions, contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at BAC@health.mo.gov .
Only upon successful completion of the revisit process can an abortion facility license be issued.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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March 29, 2018
Janice Thomas
Via email to Janice.Thomas@ppslr.org
VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
Re: Proposed complication plan for Springfield, Missouri facility
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The proposed complication plan submitted by Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood for the
Springfield facility on January 8, 2018, does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19
CSR 30-30.061 in that:
The plan states that Dr. Grebe, a board-certified OB/GYN, will provide medical abortions in Springfield and
treat the complications whenever possible. Whenever not possible, the plan states that either Dr. David
Eisenberg or Dr. Orrin Moore respectively will personally treat complications at the Reproductive Health
Services (RHS) facility in St. Louis or at a Comprehensive Health facility in Overland Park, Kansas. Dr.
Eisenberg and the RHS facility are located over three hours driving time from the Springfield facility. Dr.
Moore and the Overland Park facility are located over two-and-a-half hours driving time from the
Springfield facility. As a result, neither Dr. Moore nor Dr. Eisenberg will be available to personally treat all
complications in Dr. Grebe’s absence, and patients who are not experiencing immediately life-threatening
complications will be referred to the emergency room.
Additionally, the proposed plan fails to recognize the importance of the physician-patient relationship by
providing for continuity of care and ensuring communication among the physician who induced the abortion
and all subsequent health care providers involved in treating the patient’s complication.
Because the facility’s proposed plan does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR
30-30.061, the Department cannot approve the plan. Accordingly, the Department cannot issue the facility a
license until an approved plan is in place (and all other deficiencies have been corrected).
If the facility wishes to submit a new or revised plan, please send it to the Department of Health and Senior
Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102, or by email to
John.Langston@health.mo.gov by April 15, 2018.
Sincerely,

John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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June 1, 2018

Janice Thomas, VP of Patient Services & Research
Reproductive Health Services/
Planned Parenthood of the St Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
4251 Forest Park Ave, St. Louis MO 63108

Regarding Applications as Abortion Facilities for:
Springfield Planned Parenthood Clinic
626 East Battlefield
Springfield MO 65807

Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinic
710 Illinois Avenue
Joplin MO 64801

Janice Thomas:
1. During an interview on 5/29/2018 and confirmed on 5/30/18, St. Louis Planned Parenthood administrative
staff stated that current plans to license the Springfield and Joplin locations as Abortion Facilities were
indefinitely on hold.
2. By convention, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care holds applications open for new facilities for up to one year
before requiring a new application package be submitted. The applications for the Springfield and Joplin
locations were received by the Department of Health & Senior Services on 5/25/17, just over one year ago.
3. An initial inspection for the Springfield location was conducted October 2017. To date, an acceptable plan of
correction for the items cited during that inspection has not been received. Moreover, a complete set of
revised rules for abortion facilities went into effect on 4/30/2018, which would require a new inspection.
Due to the above items, the Bureau of Ambulatory Care is hereby closing the open Abortion Facility applications
for the Springfield and Joplin Planned Parenthood Clinics. You may submit new applications at any point you
believe the facilities are prepared to be in compliance with all applicable laws and rules for Abortion Facilities in
Missouri.
If you have additional questions, do not hesitate to contact our office via email at BAC@health.mo.gov or by
phone at 573-751-6083.

Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
www.health.mo.gov
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February 1, 2019
Via email to: William.Koebel@health.mo.gov
William Koebel, Administrator
Section for Health Standards and Licensure
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Re: Request for Deviation
Dear Mr. Koebel:
Pursuant 19 CSR 30-30.070(2), I write to request deviations/waivers of certain physical
standards for Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis
Region’s (RHS) health center in Springfield.
The physical facility restrictions in 19 CSR 30-30.070 prevent us from providing surgical
abortion in our Springfield health center. RHS remains committed to providing abortion
services to the women of Southwest Missouri, and therefore by this letter seeks waivers
of those requirements it cannot meet. We request the Department “exercise[] the
Waiver Provision” “with sufficient flexibility” and reasonableness. Comprehensive
Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains v. Hawley, 903 F.3d 750, 756–57 (8th Cir.
2018).
Abortion Safety
As you know, RHS has safely provided abortion services in Missouri for many years. The
physical facility restrictions are medically unnecessary and do not improve the health
and safety of our patients seeking abortion care. Indeed, the Department has recognized
as much when it waived a number of medically unnecessary restrictions in a 2010
settlement with the Columbia health center.
Abortion is one of the safest medical procedures in the United States. As the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine—which recently conducted a
systematic review of the safety and quality of care of abortion in the United States—
found, abortion in the United States is safe. In particular, first-trimester aspiration
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abortion, which we seek to provide in the Springfield health center, “is a minimally
invasive and commonly used gynecological procedure,” including “in cases of early
pregnancy loss (miscarriage).” 1 Aspiration abortion is effective at terminating an early
pregnancy in more than 99% of those provided, and complications from first-trimester
aspiration abortion occur in approximately 1.26% of patients—and serious complication
in less than 0.02%. 2 Aspiration abortion may require no or only minimal sedation.
As the National Academies observed, “[a]spiration abortions are performed safely in
office and clinic settings.” 3 Abortion-specific regulations—such as the physical facility
restrictions in 19 CSR 30-30.070—serve only to “diminish” the quality of care women
receive by “limit[ing] the number of available providers.” 4
Requested Waivers
Against the backdrop of abortion’s demonstrated safety, and given that the current
facility is sufficient to protect patient health and safety, we make the following waiver
requests. We note at the outset that we are committed to working with the Department
on these issues so that we can begin providing abortion services to our patients at the
Springfield health center. We also note that the Springfield facility meets many of the
requirements in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4), which applies to facilities existing at the time
the regulation was adopted, and therefore, demonstrates the Department’s
understanding that these provisions are sufficient to protect patient health and safety.
1. Patient-Serving Corridors and Doors
Subsections 30-30.70(3)(B) & (C) require patient-serving corridors be at least 6’ wide
and doors through which patients pass be at least 44” wide and of solid-core
construction. Patient-serving corridors at the Springfield center are 4’7” wide and doors
through which patients pass are at least 32” wide and of hollow-core construction.
The Springfield health center’s current system of corridors and doors adequately protect
patient health and safety by allowing a patient to be moved by stretcher from any point
in the facility to the outside via the main entrance. Indeed, the Springfield health
center’s current corridors and doors comply with the requirement at 19 CSR § 3030.070(4)(B) that the system of corridors and passageways be “adequate in size and
arrangement to allow a patient on a stretcher to be moved from any point in the
abortion facility to a street-level exit.” We also note that the Department agreed to a
similar corridor dimension for the Columbia health center in a 2010 settlement
agreement.
Nat’l Acad. of Sciences, Engineering & Medicine, The Safety and Quality of Abortion
Care in the United States 2-12 (2018).
2 Id. at 2-12 to 2-13 (citing Ushma D. Upadhyay et al., Incidence of Emergency
Department Visits and Complications After Abortion, 124 Obstetrics & Gynecology 175
(2015)).
3 Id. at S-8.
4 Id. at S-10.
1
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2. Construction Type
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(D) requires one-story buildings be at least of Type II (111)
protected noncombustible construction as described in Standard on Types of Building
Construction 1979 published by the National Fire Protection Association. The
Springfield facility is of Type V (100) unprotected combustible construction.
The Springfield health center’s construction is sufficient to protect patient health and
safety, because the Springfield health center has in place appropriate fire-detection
devices and fire extinguishers. The adequacy of the Springfield health center’s facilities
is demonstrated by the fact that the building complies with all applicable building and
fire codes, as well as with the requirements at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(A) that smoke
detectors be located in all rooms and in corridors at 30’ intervals.
The higher fire-safety rating is not necessary to patient health and safety because the
nature of the services provided at the health center, including the lack of services under
anesthesia or moderate or deep sedation and the lack of procedures requiring an
incision, means that there would not be unusual delay in patient evacuation in the
unlikely event of a fire.
3. Fire Alarm
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(H) requires a manual fire alarm break station be located near
each exit and connected to a local audible alarm that can be heard throughout the
facility. The Springfield health center does not have manual fire alarm break stations at
each exit.
The Springfield health center’s current fire system is sufficient to protect patient health
and safety, because the Springfield health center has in place appropriate fire-detection
devices and fire extinguishers. The adequacy of the Springfield health center’s facilities
is demonstrated by the fact that the building complies with all applicable building and
fire codes, as well as with the requirements at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(A) that smoke
detectors be located in all rooms and in corridors at 30’ intervals.
The requirement is not necessary to patient health and safety because the nature of the
services provided at the health center, including the lack of services under anesthesia or
moderate or deep sedation and the lack of procedures requiring an incision, means that
there would not be unusual delay in patient evacuation in the unlikely event of a fire.
4. Scrub Station
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(L) requires a scrub-up facility be knee- or foot-operated and be
located outside the procedure room. The Springfield health center has a scrub station
located inside the procedure room. The requirement that the scrub station be located
outside the procedure room does not protect patient health or safety. The Springfield
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center complies with the requirement in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(F) that the scrub-up
facility be located convenient to the procedure room. 5
5. Procedure Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(M) requires that all procedure rooms be a minimum of 12’
length and width, 9’ ceiling height, and doors with a width of at least 44”. The
Springfield facility’s procedure room’s dimensions are 12’6” by 11’6”, ceiling height of
7’9”, and door width of 36”.
The dimensions of the Springfield health center’s procedure room are sufficient for
aspiration procedures and to protect patient health and safety, because they allow the
medical staff to move freely in providing patient care, both in the ordinary course of
practice and in the event of an emergency.
Further, the Springfield health center's existing procedure room meets the requirement
at 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4)(E) that it be “adequately equipped, supplied, and staffed to
safely perform abortions,” which the Department has determined is sufficient to protect
patient health and safety; this requirement does not specify minimum dimensions. The
room is of sufficient size to fit a gynecologic examining table with accessories, a closed
cabinet for equipment, and tables to hold an emergency tray and other necessary
equipment.
Requiring compliance with the nine-foot ceiling height would not advance patient health
and safety, because such ceiling height requirements generally are intended to facilitate
installation of a ceiling-mounted surgical light. These lights would not be appropriate to
the procedures done at the Springfield health center, for the reasons given below under
request no. 9. Requiring compliance with the 44” door width would not advance patient
health and safety at the Springfield health center because, as discussed above under
request no. 1, the current system of corridors and doors allows rapid patient evacuation
in the event of an emergency. Finally, we note that the Department agreed to similar
dimensions of 12’ length, 9’ 0.5” width, and 8’ 6’” height for the Columbia health center
in a 2010 settlement agreement.
6. Recovery Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(N) requires the recovery room be of sufficient size for four
recovery recliners or beds with 3’ of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each
recliner or bed.
The Springfield facility’s recovery room is of sufficient size to accommodate three
recovery recliners with 3’ of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recliner. We
do not anticipate scheduling—and will agree to not schedule—more patients than the
recovery room can accommodate. We note that the Department recently approved a
deviation from this requirement for the Columbia facility to permit three recliners.
We acknowledge our current scrub sink is not knee- or foot-operated. We will replace
the current sink with a knee- or foot-operated if the Department approves this waiver.

5
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7. HVAC
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(O) requires the procedure and recovery rooms be provided with
a minimum of six air changes per hour and filtered through a filter with at least a
twenty-five percent (25%) efficiency rating. The Springfield facility does not have a
ventilation system that allows for a minimum of six air changes per hour that filters the
air with at least 25% efficiency rating. This requirement is not necessary for patient
health or safety, particularly since surgical abortion does not require a sterile operating
room environment, as demonstrated by its omission in 19 CSR § 30-30.070(4).
8. Personnel-Change Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(P) requires personnel-change rooms be provided for each sex,
located convenient to the procedure room, and equipped with a toilet and lavatory. The
Springfield facility has one gender neutral personnel-change room that is located
convenient to the procedure room and equipped with a toilet and lavatory. We note that
the Department agreed to a similar deviation for the Columbia health center in a 2010
settlement agreement.
9. Ceiling-Mounted Surgical Light
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(R) requires the the procedure room be equipped with a ceilingmounted light. The Springfield facility’s procedure room would be equipped
with a walled-mounted surgical light, which is better angled for the procedures that
would be provided. We note that the Department agreed to similar deviation for the
Columbia health center in a 2010 settlement agreement.
10.
Sterilizing Room
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(V) requires that air pressure in the sterilizing room be positive
in relation to adjacent areas. The air pressure in the Springfield health center’s
sterilizing room is not positive in relation to adjacent areas. This requirement is not
necessary for patient health or safety, as demonstrated by its omission in 19 CSR § 3030.070(4).
11. Patient-Change Rooms
Subsection 30-30.70(3)(Y) requires there be at least two patient-change rooms with
secure storage for personal effects. The Springfield facility has one patient-change room.
We note that the Department agreed to deviation for the Columbia health center in a
2010 settlement agreement such that there could be one patient-change room if the
patient traveled with her belongings in a secure container. We will agree to do the same
or provide the patient with secure storage in the patient-change room.
Burdens
Complying with the physical facility requirements in 19 CSR 30-30.070 at our
Springfield facility would be prohibitively expensive and burdensome. A recent survey of
the facility by a licensed architect found that it would cost $2.26 million to remodel the
Springfield health center to meet the requirements in 19 CSR 30-30.070, which is
approximately the same amount to construct a new facility. Construction would take
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approximately eight months to complete and include complete removal and installation
of the roof and exterior walls. As a result, such construction would completely disrupt
the critical health services currently provided there, including family planning services
that help prevent unplanned pregnancies.
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this request. I look forward to
hearing your prompt response.
Sincerely,

Janice Thomas
Vice President of Patient Services & Research

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400
FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Governor

December 21, 2017

Janice Thomas, Administrator
via email to: < Janice.thomas@ppslr.org >
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
626 E. Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
Re: Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood – Springfield facility inspection
Dear Ms. Thomas:
The Department of Health and Senior Services received an application for licensure of the Springfield Planned
Parenthood location as an abortion facility. Bureau of Ambulatory Care staff conducted an onsite initial
inspection of the facility on October 10th and 11th of this year, in order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations in effect at the time of the inspection.
Listed below are items the survey indicated were not in compliance with current rules. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued. The facility was found to be out of compliance with the following:
19 CSR 30-30.050 Definitions and Procedures for Licensing Abortion Facilities
(1)(C) 3. The governing body, acting upon recommendations of the medical staff, shall approve or disapprove
appointments. Written criteria shall be developed for privileges extended to each member of the staff. A formal
mechanism shall be established for recommending to the governing body delineation of privileges, curtailment,
suspension or revocation of privileges and appointments and reappointments to the medical staff.
-For three of three physicians (Staff AA, BB, CC) there was no recommendation by the medical staff or
approval by the governing body for the physicians to be on the medical staff at this facility.
-The credentialing packets were incomplete and did not include:
*Information for Physician staff AA and BB did not include privileges requested and approved;
*Physician staff BB did not have a BNDD/DEA registration; and
*Physician staff CC had a date of 05/02/17 on a credentialing sheet but it was unclear if the privileges
and approval were for this facility.
-The meeting minutes provided, dated 01/06/2016, did not include names of physicians or identification of
this facility for the section where it mentioned approval of attending physicians.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)13 A personnel record shall be maintained on each employee and shall include
documentation of each employee’s orientation, health status, education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses (RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).
- No criminal background check on three of six employee files reviewed.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)8 The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment. Infectious and pathological wastes shall be segregated from other wastes
at the point of generation and shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leak-proof containers or plastic
bags appropriate for the characteristics of the infectious wastes. Containers for infectious waste shall be
www.health.mo.gov
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identified with the universal biological hazard symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity during storage
and transport.
- Medication prep/storage area was located in the lab area and at risk for cross-contamination;
- Pressed-board clipboard at registration desk with un-cleanable surface;
- Expired urine test strips;
- No recent infection control training for two of six employee files reviewed;
- Examination table in the ultrasound exam room had rust along the front edge of the table. There was
damage to the wood at the base of the table and missing laminate on the front of the table, exposing
pressed wood. All of these items created un-cleanable surfaces, posing an infection control risk; and
- Examination room #4 had a high level chemical disinfectant in an instrument soaking container located
next to the hand washing sink. Used vaginal ultrasound probes were cleaned in the hand washing sink
and decontaminated with a high level disinfectant in the examination room. The facility failed to place the
probe in a leak-proof container or plastic bag and transport it to the soiled utility room to be cleaned and
decontaminated.
- There were no smoke detectors in the training room, laboratory, store room and three offices.
- The facility failed to stock the glucometer control testing solutions used to verify the glucometer is
functioning properly before use.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(L) Emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous fluids shall be available in the procedure
room to stabilize the patient’s condition when necessary. A manual breathing bag, suction machine and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area for immediate access.
- No suction machine; and
- No endotracheal equipment.
19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) A medical history shall be obtained and a health assessment including a pelvic
examination shall be performed. There must be confirmation of pregnancy by clinical evidence and laboratory
tests. The findings shall be used in determining the duration of gestation, identifying preexisting medical or
other complications, and detecting any factors which could influence the choice of the procedure, anesthesia
or preoperative and postoperative management. If the physician determines gestation is beyond the first
trimester, an ultrasound examination shall be performed and results shall be recorded in the patient’s chart.
- The facility failed to have policies and procedures in place that addressed pelvic examinations for
medication abortions.
Note: In addition to the above items, since the date of the onsite visit, the department promulgated emergency rule
19 CSR 30-30.061, Complication Plans for Certain Drug and Chemically Induced Abortions via Abortion
Facilities. This emergency rule was effective 11/3/17. To date, your facility has not submitted a proposed
Complication Plan. Since the facility’s plan is to perform only medication abortions for the time being, until your
facility becomes compliant with that rule, the facility cannot be licensed as an abortion facility.
Please respond in writing, providing documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected. If you have further questions, contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at BAC@health.mo.gov .
Only upon successful completion of the revisit process can an abortion facility license be issued.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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August 18,2009

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

W:

Licensure Survey

Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted onAugust 5, 2009 in connection with Stste Licensure requirements in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifuing how andwhen each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include p rovisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan ofcorrection is returned to this oflice, you should still
outline the plan ofcorrection. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Ifyou anticipate
lhat any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of
correction, and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. Ifthe phased plan is found to be acceptable, the
surveyor(s) will evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representafive's signature" and
return it with your plan of correction to this offrce within ten (10) working days of the date it is received. Please reiain a
copy ofthe SOD for your own reference.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,
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DeanA. Linneman, MHA, MT (ASCP)
Section Director

Health Services Regulation
Enclosure
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A licensing inspection to determine compliance
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the licensing inspection are as follows:
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The administrator shall be responsible for a
written plan for evacuation of patients and
personnel in the event of fire, explosion or other
internaldisaster. The plan shall be kept current
and all personnel shall be knowledgeable of the
plan.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Base on record review and interview, the facility
failed to assure that all staff are knowledgeable of
the written fire evacuation plan by not having fire
drills in accordance with facility policy. Findings
include:

1.

Fire drill records provided during the survey
indicated that the facility has had only one fire drill
per year since 2006. The flre drill records
indicate drills were held on 11/09/06, 9112107,
6125108, and 7/06/09. A review of the policy
"Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and
SW Missouri Security Protocols and Emergency
Evacuation Procedures" revealed that two (2) fire
drills are to be done annually. An interview with
the Vice President of Patient Services at
approximately 3:30 PM on 8/05/09 confirmed the

findings.
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be under
Patient care services shall be under the direction

of an RN. An RN shall be present in the clinical
area whenever there is a patient in the procedure
room or recovery room. An LPN or a surgical
technician shall be present in the procedure room
whenever there is a patient in the procedure
room. The surgicaltechnician shall be a certified
surgical technologist or shall provide
documentation of training in assisting abortion
procedures.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to assure that all surgical technicians
(non-licensed assistive staff present in the
procedure room) provide documentation of
training in assisting abortion procedures or
certified surgical technologist credentials.
1. A review of the 4 personnel files of staff
identified as medical assistants (non-licensed
staff who assist with abortion procedures)
revealed that 2 personnel files lacked any
documentation of training in assisting abortion
procedures or documentation of surgical
technologist certification. An interview with the
Vice President of Patient Services at
approximately 3:30 PM confirmed this flnding.
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A licensing inspection to determine compliance
with the state regulations for abortion facilities

5

',ti\ ii

was conducted on August 5, 2009. Complaint
#MO00054656 was investigated in conjunction
with the licensing inspection and was determined
to be unsubstantiated. Deficiencies as a result of
the licensing inspection are as follows:
L1123 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX3) The administrator

L1123

shall be responsible for

RHS of PPSLR will ensure that fire
and evacuation drills are performed
twice annually, generally one in
every six month period.

The administrator shall be responsible for a
written plan for evacuation of patients and
personnel in the event of fire, explosion or other
internal disaster. The plan shall be kept current
and all personnel shall be knowledgeable of the
plan.

How and When:
To rectify this in 2009, a drill will be
done in October 2009 with
,bu
documentation kept at the
it:)./t)u9
administrative office.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Base on record review and interview, the facility
failed to assure that all staff are knowledgeable of
the written fire evacuation plan by not having fire
drills in accordance with facility policy. Findings
include:

1. Fire drill records provided during the survey
indicated that the facility has had onty one fire drill
per year since 2006. The fire drill records
indicate drills were held on 11109106,9112lOT,
6125108, and7106109. A review of the poticy
"Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and
SW Missouri Security Protocols and Emergency
Evacuation Procedures" revealed that two (2) fire
drills are to be done annually. An interview with
the Vice President of Patient Services at
approximately 3:30 PM on 8/05/09 confirmed the
findings.

Who:
The responsibility for the drill(s) is
that of the Vice president of patient
Services and the Vice president of
Finance and Operations.
Provisions Instituted:
To prevent future deficiencies,
reminders for the drills have akeady
been entered into the 2010 calendai.
This will occur for subsequent years.
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such training is in the personnel
records and available for review.

How:
The training check list for the
surgical technician training will be
completed, as we review with the
two staff lacking it, all of the
standards and responsibilities of
working in the procedure room. This
will then be copied for their
personnel file and a copy given to
each staff member.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to assure that all surgical technicians
(non-licensed assistive staff present in the
procedure room) provide documentation of
training in assisting abortion procedures or
certified surgical technologist credentials.

When:
This will be completed within one
month - by Sept 30th.

1. A review of the 4 personnel files of staff

identified as medical assistants (non-licensed
staff who assist with abortion procedures)
revealed that 2 personnelfiles lacked any
documentation of training in assisting abortion
procedures or documentation of surgical
technologist certification. An interview with the
Vice President of Patient Services at
approximately 3:30 PM confirmed this finding.

and Senior Services
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11160 RHS of PPSLR does provide training
11160 for all surgical technicians. RHS of
PPSLR will ensure documentation of

Patient care services shall be under the direction
of an RN. An RN shall be present in the clinical
area whenever there is a patient in the procedure
room or recovery room. An LPN or a surgical
technician shall be present in the procedure room
whenever there is a patient in the procedure
room. The surgicaltechnician shall be a certified
surgical technologist or shall provide
documentation of training in assisting abortion
procedures.
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Who:
The Clinical Manager (NP) working
with the Training and Quality
Systems Coordinator will oversee the
training and the documentation for
this review and subsequent new
hires.

68es

Provisions Instituted:
All new surgical technician hires will
be given a copy of the training
checklist on the first day of the
position. They will be assigned a
qualified trainer. The training and
the checklist must be completed
within two weeks and before the tech
can work independently. The
Director of Surgical Services, who is
the immediate supervisor, will
ensure this is completed and sent to
HR for filing in the personnel record.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box SZO, Jetferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone:573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
'l-800-735-2466
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Margaret T. DonnellY

Governor

Director

August 31,2009

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint SumeY
Dear Mary Kogut:
has been
The plan of Correction for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Complaint swvey conducted on August 5, 2009
of
your
Plan
received in our office and forwarded to the surveyor. We want you to know the surveyor has approved
Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at573'751-6303.
Sincerely,

-A

a4/41^

o7.t'1

+

DeanA. Linneman, MHA, MT (ASCP)
Section Director
Health Services Regulation

www.dhss.mo.oov
Healthy Missourians for life.
partnering for health'
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITy / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1 -800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

targaret T. Donnelly

Governor

Director

July

2l,20ll

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
Case

No. MO00071030

Dear Mary Kogut:

This is to inform you that an oFsite medical record review was conducted on your facility under the State Licensure
regulations in response to a complaint we received. Based on tlis review, we find your facility to be in substantial
compliance with CSR30.20.021as it relates to MO00071030 and no deficiencies are cited.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

t/

/,

\-r

f aflrL Ytl*rna*
Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nuning Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy illssourlana for llfe.
The Missouri Deparlment of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An offsite investigation was conducted for the
purpose of review for 1 complaint in relation to
the Missouri Regulations for Hospitals at CSR
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An offsite investigation was conducted for the
purpose of review for 1 complaint in relation to
the Missouri Regulations for Hospitals at CSR
30-20. The complaint is unsubstantiated with no
deficiencies.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 651 02-0570 Phone: 573-751 -6400 FAx: 573-751 -601 0
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-E00-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

February 20,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure

& Complaint SurveY

Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on January 31, 2013 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how arrd when each deficiency will be
corrected andwho will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also includepruvlsions
institutedto prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. lfthe phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representative's signature" and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendat days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy ofthe SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for llia.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health
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lnitialComments
An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted at this facility from 01/30/13 01 131 113. Complaint M000082879.
A state licensure inspection was conducted in
conjunction with the allegation survey.
The complaint (MO00082879)was found to be
unsubstantiated.
Deficiencies as a result of the licensing inspection
are as follows:
L1111 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XAX8)The governing body

L1111

shallensure that
The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on employee personnelfile review, and
review of the state statute, the facility failed to
perform periodic Employee Disqualification List
(EDL) checks on three of three employee
personnelfiles reviewed. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the inspection there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. EDL checking requirements are as follows:

Section 660.315, RSMo
Entities required to check the EDL:

. Licensed as operator under Chapter 198;
2. Provides in-home services under contract
with the department;
3. Temporary nurse staffing agencies;
1
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L1111

4.

Licensed under Chapter 197 (hospitals,
ambulatory surgical centers, hospices, home
health agencies); and
Public or private facility, day program,
residential facility or specialized service operated,
funded or licensed by the department of mental

5.

health.

Under Section 660.315, these entities are
prohibited from knowingly hiring a person, for any
type of position, whose name appears on the
EDL. These entities must, at a minimum, check
the latest EDL (on the website after September of
2005) with updates before hiring any person for
any job.
2. During an interview on 01131113 at 10:05 AM,
Staff C, Vice President of Human Resources,
stated that the facility did not do EDL checks for
any of the staff currently working in the facility.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX8) The facility shall
establish a program

L1128

The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation, interview, policy review,
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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L1128

and review of nationally recognized standards of
practice, the facility failed to:
-Ensure single use medications were discarded
after use on each patient (used for multiple
patients);
-Ensure expired medications were available for
patient use;
-Date multi-dose vials when they are opened;
-Ensure expired items were not available for
patient use;
-Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved by
failure to replace worn, rusted or deteriorating
equipment with functional easily cleanable
surfaces that will not harbor and transmit
infections in three of three Procedure Rooms;
and

-Ensure the facility was free of dusUdebris in
three of three Procedure Rooms, the storage
room and supply room.
The facility does an average of 340 cases per
month. On the first day of the survey there were
25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Record review of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) Guide to lnfection
Prevention for Outpatient Settings: Minimum
Expectations for Safe Care, dated 05111, showed
the following:
- Do not administer medications from single-dose
or single-use vials, ampoules, or bags or bottles
of intravenous solution to more than one patient.

2.

Observation on 01130113 at 11:05 AM of the
narcotic cabinet showed one opened 50
millimeter (ml) single dose vial of Fentanyl (pain
medication)dated as opened on 01/27113 with
initials of the nurse who had opened the vial. The
label on the medication stated, "single dose STATE FORM
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destroy unused contents, preservative free".

3. During an interview on 01/30/13, at the time of
the observation, Statf K, Clinical Manager stated
that the vials were used for more than one patient
due to a shortage of the medication and the
amount of waste that would result if the vial was
disposed of after one use.

4.

During an interview on 01/30/13 at 4:00 PM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the facility did not have a policy specific to
single dose medication.

5. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services", revised 121121 12
shows:

-At least monthly, supervisory staff should review
the inventory to ensure that stock was being
properly rotated and had not expired in all
pharmaceutical storage areas;
-Expired inventory must be removed from active
stock.

6.

Observation on 01/30/13 at 9:30 AM of
emergency supplies in Procedure Room #1
showed:
-One bag of Lactated Ringer (lV solution), expired
12t12.

7.

During an interview on 01/30/13 at 9:45 AM,
Physician D, Medical Director stated that
medications and supplies were checked monthly
by facility staff.

8. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10:11 AM of a
cabinet in Procedure Room #2 showed:
-One box of ammonia inhalant (used to prevent
or treat fainting), three count, expired 05/10.
STATE FORM
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9.

Observation on 01130113 at 10:45 AM of the
narcotic cabinet behind the nursing station
showed:
-Nine vials of Valium (medication used for
sedation), expired 12101 112;
-Eighteen vials of Naloxone Hydrochloride (used
to counter the effects of a narcotic overdose),
expired 10112; and
-Two 50% Dextrose (glucose) injectables, expired
08t12.

10. Observation on 01/30/13 at 1 1 :10 AM of the
emergency medications located in the
pre-operative area showed:
-One bag of Lactated Ringer expired 12112.
1 1. During an interview on 01/30/13 at 1 1:15 AM,
Staff K stated that nursing staff checked for

expired medications weekly. (Note that this
conflicts with Physician D's interview above, in
regard to how frequently medications are
checked).

12. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45 AM,
Staff A stated that nursing staff were responsible
for checking monthly for expired medications.
13. Record review of the Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations
for multi-dose vials, dated 02109/11 showed:
- When should multi-dose vials be discarded?
Medication vials should always be discarded
whenever sterility is compromised or
questionable.
ln addition, the United States Pharmacopeia
(USP) General Chapter 797 116l recommends the
following for multi-dose vials of sterile
pharmaceuticals:
- lf a multi-dose has been opened or accessed
(e.9., needle-punctured) the vial should be dated
Missouri Department of Health and
STATE FORM
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and discarded within 28 days unless the
manufacturer specifies a different (shorter or
longer) date for that opened vial.
- lf a multi-dose vial has not been opened or
accessed (e.9., needle-punctured), it should be
discarded according to the manufacturer's
expiration date.
The manufacturer's expiration date refers to the
date after which an unopened multi-dose vial
should not be used. The beyond-use-date refers
to the date after which an opened multi-dose vial
should not be used. The beyond-use-date should
never exceed the manufacturer's original
expiration date.

14. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services", revised 12112112
showed:
-lf a multi-dose vial has been opened or
accessed (e.9., needle-punctured) the vial must
be dated and discarded in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions and state/local
regulations.
15. Observation on 01/30/13 at9:25 AM of
Procedure Room #1 showed one opened
multi-dose vialof Lidocaine with no date to show
when the vialwas opened.
During an interview on 01/30/13, at the time of
the observation, Staff L, Registered Nurse (RN)
stated that she had just opened the vial that
morning and she would discard it at the end of
the day.

16. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Equipment and Supplies", showed:
-Supplies are checked regularly by the assigned
staff, rotated to ensure oldest used first, and;
-Expired supplies were removed from the active
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stock.

17. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10:35 AM of the
supply room showed:
-Three boxes of surgical gloves, expired 11105;
-One box of surgical gloves, expired 01/07, and;
-Three postpartum balloons (used to control or
reduce postpartum [occurring in the period shortly
after childbirthl hemorrhage), expired 12110,
12111, and 01112.

18. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45 AM,
Staff A stated that the policy needed to include
the frequency that supplies were checked.
19. Review of the Association of Perioperative
Registered Nurses (AORN) Standards and
Recommended Practices, "Environmental
Cleaning", dated 2012, Recommendation ll
showed, "A safe, clean environment should be
reestablished after each surgical procedure.
Routine cleaning and disinfection reduces the
amount of dust, organic debris (debris in the
environment) and microbial load (number and
type of microorganisms contaminating an object)
in the environment. Following scientifically based
recommendations for cleaning and disinfection
practice in health care organizations helps to
reduce infections associated with contaminated
items".

20. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection and Sterilization", revised 04/08
showed:
-Thoroughly clean all surfaces that are being
used in patient care areas. and;
-All areas of the clinic should be kept clean and
free from excess clutter.

21. Observation on 01l30l13 at 9:30 AM of
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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Procedure Room #1 showed:
-One ceiling air vent that had copious amounts of
visible dusUdirt;
-One table with rusted castors (uncleanable
surface);
-One stoolwith rust which was covered with clear
tape (uncleanable surface);
-One plastic bin which contained emergency
supplies was covered with dust;
-One plastic bin which contained intravenous
(lV/inserted into a blood vein) solution was
covered with dust; and
-One oxygen tank with adhesive residue
(uncleanable surface).
During an interview on 01/30/13 at 9:40 AM,
Physician D, Medical Director acknowledged the
dust on the plastic bins and stated that staff
should have noticed when checking the
emergency supplies.

22. Observation on

01130113 at 10:11 AM of
Procedure Room #2 showed:
-One ceiling air vent that had copious amounts of
visible dusUdirt;
-One lV pole with rusted castors;
-One table with rusted castors;
-One oxygen tank with rust and tape residue;
-One suction machine with rust on the kick plates;
-One plastic bin containing emergency supplies
was covered with dust; and
-One stoolwith rust which was covered with clear

tape.

23. Observation on 01130113 at 10:25 AM of
Procedure Room #3 showed:
-Rust on the base of the procedure table;
-One lV pole with rusted castors;
-One table with rusted castors;
-One oxygen tank with tape residue;
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-One suction machine with rust on the sides; and
-Two plastic bins containing emergency supplies
were covered with dust.

24. Observation on 01130113 at 10:35 AM of the
storage room showed:
-One ceiling air vent with visible dust; and
-The floor in the room which contained eight
oxygen canisters had visible dirt and dust.
25. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10;45 AM of the
supply room showed:
-One suction machine with visible dust.

26. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45

AM,

Staff A stated that the management team was
responsible for spot audits and for checking for
environmental issues.
L1170 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(J) Each abortion facility.

L1170

shalldevelop
Each abortion facility shall develop a quality
assurance program that includes all health and
safety aspects of patient care and shall include a
review of appropriateness of care. Results of the
quality assurance program shall be reviewed at
least quarterly by the administrator, director of
patient care, a representative of the medical staff
and the governing body. The quality assurance
program shall include a review of at least the
following:
1. Completeness of clinical records,
2. lncidence of morbidity and mortality;
3. lntraoperative and postoperative
complications;
4. All cases transferred to a hospital;
5. All cases that resulted in a length of stay of
more than twelve (12) hours;
6. Errors in diagnosis;
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7. Problems in compliance with state and local
laws and regulations; and
8. All cases in which the gestational age was
determined to be beyond eighteen (18)weeks.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and record review, the facility
failed to adequately include in the Quality

Assurance program all cases in which the
gestational age was determined to be beyond
eighteen (18)weeks. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1, Review of the facility's quarterly Quality
Assurance (aA) log of complications and
occurrences included the gestational age of the
fetus as part of the data, but not all cases greater
than 18 weeks were placed on the report.

2. During an interview on 01/30/13 at 4:45 PM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services
confirmed that a gestational age of 18 weeks is
not by itself considered a complication or
occurrence, and therefore not all of those cases
are routinely reviewed as part of the QA activities,
only if there were also a complication and/or
occurrence.
L1171 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(K)The quality assurance

L1171

program must show
The quality assurance program must show
evidence of action taken as a result of the
identification of the problems.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
STATE FORM
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Based on interview and record review, the facility
failed to adequately document action taken as a
result of ongoing Quality Assurance activities.
The facility does an average of 340 cases per
month. On the first day of the survey there were
25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Review of facility's quarterly Quality Assurance
(QA)committee meeting notes indicated that
while various improvement topics were
discussed, there was no formalevidence
presented to consistently indicate what actions
were taken by the committee as a result of
identification of problems.

2. During an interview

on 01/30/13 at 3:50 PM
Statf A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the QA staff had many years of experience
working together, knew each other well, and
regularly talked about what issues were ongoing,
but formal documentation of action items and the
outcome could be improved.

3. During an interview

on 01/30/13 at 4:25 PM,
Staff G, Training and Quality Systems
Coordinator stated that the facility had a
corrective action tracking form that was in report
format that the laboratory staff used for quality
improvement, and the facility was considering
using the same format for non-laboratory
problems, but stated that she could not find any
specific example of the form being used outside
the laboratory.
11190 19 CSR 30-30.060(5) Complaints, Any person

11190

having a complaint
Complaints. Any persons having a complaint
STATE FORM
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pertaining to the care of a patient rendered by an
abortion facility shall direct the complaint in
writing to the Missouri Department of Health,
Bureau of Hospital Licensing and Certification,
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102. The
person making the complaint shall be contacted
by the Department of Health within five (5)
working days of receipt of the complaint and the
complaint shall be investigated by the
Department of Health within twenty (20)working
days of receipt of the complaint.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, policy review, and review of
the facility's patient rights document, the facility
failed to provide accurate written notice of patient
rights to inform patients or their representatives of
their options of who to contact to file a
grievance/complaint as required. The Ambulatory
Surgical Center does an average of 340 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey there
were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Client
Services", revised 121 121 12 stated:
-A bill of rights is available, either framed and
hanging on the wall, or on the clipboards;
-This specified client's rights and the facility's
obligations;
-For any concerns, it gives a managerial contact
for clients to call;
-Clients with grievances will be given to the
supervisor or manager on duty;
-Should this person not be available or be unable
to resolve the client's issue, the client will be
offered the option to talk with the next managerial
level, and;
-They can do this by calling that person's number
Missouri Department
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Continued From page 12
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and extension directly or staff can take the client's
name and number and forward it.

2. Review of the facility's

"Bill of Rights" that
patients are given prior to a procedure, gave
direction for the patient to contact the Health
Center Coordinator or the Director of Surgical
Services, and provided the facility telephone
number.
(Note that the notice of rights failed to state that
patients could report their complaint to the state
agency, failed to include the state agency
address, and telephone number).

3. During an interviewon 01/31/13 at 11:00AM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the facility had not been including/providing
the state agency information (address and
telephone number) in the "Billof Rights"
document that was presented to patients.
L1252 19 CSR 30-30.070(3XL)At least two (2)

L1252

ABC-type fire extinguishers

At least two (2) ABCtype fire extinguishers shall
be located in the facility, one (1) in the clinical
area;

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation and interview, the facility
failed to conduct a monthly inspection of the
portable fire extinguishers. This deficient practice
affects all occupants in the facility. The facility
does an average of 340cases per month. On the
first day of the inspection there were 25
scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. Observation during a tour of the facility
Missouri Department
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conducted on the morning of 01/30/13, showed
the monthly inspection tags on all of the portable
fire extinguishers were blank indicating a monthly
inspection had not been conducted.

2, During an interview on 01/30/13 at2:20 PM,
Staff A, Director of Patient Services stated the
facility staff did not conduct monthly inspections
of the portable fire extinguishers.
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lnitialComments
An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted at this facility from 01/30/1 3 01 131 I 1 3. Complaint MO00082879.
A state licensure inspection was conducted in
conjunction with the allegation survey.
The complaint (MO00082879) was found to be
unsubstantiated.
Deficiencies as a result of the licensing inspection
are as follows:
L1 111

19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(AX8) The governing body
shall ensure that

111 11

The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on employee personnel file review, and
review of the state statute, the facility failed to
perform periodic Employee Disqualification List
(EDL) checks on three of three employee
personnel files roviewed. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the inspection there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. EDL checking requirements are as follows:

Section 660.315, RSMo
Entities required to check the EDL:

1. Licensed as operator under Chapter 198;
2. Provides in-home services under contract
with the department;
3. Temporary nurse staffing agencies;
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A new human resource policy has been initiated to ensure that all RHS staff, prior to hiring, will
be checked through the EDL data base. RHS of PPSLR will not hire a person on this list' ln
addition the existing, current staff will be checked against the EDL. (RHS of PPSLR has already
reeistered under the MO State Dept of SS and is awaiting and log

irls)

Attached: New Policy
3.15.13

Person Responsible: VP of Human Resources

Starting

-

11128

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: a report of activity will be forwarded to VP
of Patient Services for incorporation into meeting minutes

w/April'L3
meetinc

The pharmaceuticaI Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure single use medications are discarded after use on each patient
Attached: New Policy, PageT
Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services

2.27.73

@onthisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing
and medical assistant staff.
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical Manager

2.27.73

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator
will spot check this weekly for the first month and then monthly. A consolidated report on all
tnfection control activities will be shared with the vP of Pt services and at the cQA rneeting

First checks wk

The pharmaceutical Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure the multi-dose vials are appropriately dated when they are
Attached: New Policy, PageT

opeleg-

@onthisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing
and medical assistant staff
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical Manager

//tol,Ll

D**J

L. 6sa^/m7 y'tD,taf4

of 3/4 and
continuing

2.27.t3

2.27.L3

z-L?43

@

First checks wk
of 3/4 and

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator
will spot check this weekly for the first month and then monthly. A consolidated report on
infection control activities will be shared with the VP of ft Services and at the CQA meeting

continuing

The Pharmaceutical Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure that expired medications are not availabte for patient use. The revision clarifies
dates on which supplies are checked (i.e. the first working clinic session of every month)'

2.27.L3

Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services
frrining of stuff, Staff training on this updated policy and procedure will include the nursing
and medical assistant staff
Attached: policy, page 3
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical ManaBer

2.27.73

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPt process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator or
a delegate from the infection control committee will spot check this weekly for the first month first full week
and then monthly. A consolidated report on infection control activities will be shared with the of every
month
VP of Pt Services and at the CQA meeting
The Gener"l Standards section of ihe policy and procedure manual has been revised to ensure
that expired items are not available for patient use. The policy is more specific on when items

2.27.13

are checked and how discarded
Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services

@thisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing

2.27.73
and medical assistant staff
Attached: new policv, pages 26 and27
ierson Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Cl'rnical Manager
Mo.tt"rrC *rd lrcoipor*ion into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator or
first full week
month.
a delegate of the lnfection Control Committee will check this in the first week of the
of every
Services
VP
of
Pt
the
with
shared
be
A consolidated report on infection control activities will
month
and at the quarterly CQA meeting.
and are
To ensure that a sanitary ervironnrent is preserved several actions have been taken

to

be taken:

ft

neov

1)

UiOs

footstools have been purchased and the o]q

lllgllqgg

have been sought fo. n"* b"rkel"yt and n"* lVpoles
if our
S) tl',e r*intenance and cteaning crews are using cleaning products to determine
surfaces are easily cleanable or need replacing
4) for items that must be Pur.h

2.L5.L3
2.13 & 2.25.13
2.73 - 2.28.13
3.15.13

ffi

oi iatient Services and VP of Finance/Operations
St oneoins monitoring of equipment, cleanable surfaces, and their condition
P*s., R"tpot',tible: procedure roo!! {9lt@
s;ff .rr:inino. Training and Oualitv Svstems Coordinator and Clinical Manager

3.1,13

Monthly

Monitoring: ongoing monthly auditing and checking of equipment and cleanable surfaces.
Recommendations for improvements to VP team as indicated. Audits will be shared at CQA
quarterly meetings

starting in
March'1.3.
Reports

ouarterlv

To ensure the facility is free of dust/debris throughout the medical area, including procedure

rooms, storage and supply room:
L) the air ducts in the procedure rooms and recovery have been cleaned

2.5.13

2) the maintenance dept will check them monthly and clean them as necessary
3) a new cleaning schedule has been put into effect - procedure room and utility staff clean

3.5.13 ongoins

their roorns every Tuesday prior to the start of clinic
4) the cleaning staff will provide heavy cleaning of the entire clinical area every Monday and

2.15.13

Thursdav

5) Medical Assistants will rotate responsibility for storage and shared areil
6) a check list is being designed to ensure all items are addressed
Staff Responsible for Cleaning: Medical Assistants and Housekeeping
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Management (rotating) and lnfection Control
Timeline for monitoring: weeklv checks for first month, then monthly

2.27.L3

9gIlI!!$99
Iuesdays

The lnfection Control Committee, which was founded in November 2OL2, invited staff
members to join and will be responsible for: updating the manual, designing audits,

monitoring outcornes, recommending training, setting standards, ensuring incorporation of
changes into QAPI, and reporting to the Clinical Quality Assurance Committee. All of the
above will be monitored by them as well as by those stated above'
Staff Responsible: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator as manager of the committee
Staff Training: For above issues, already stated. For new topics, training will be as indicated
and decided upon by committee
Monitoring and incorporation into QAPI process: reports to the Clinical Quality Assurance
Committee and Medical Director
11170

LL171

first meeting
week of

3l4lt3

quarterly
reports

fhe Quality Assurance Program will be improved via the following actions:

1)theagendawiltbemorespecificregardingalloftheissu@

2.6.13

2) the review of patient records will include a new log of all cases in which gestational age is
18 weeks or greater and will show a review by a physician (i.e. the Medical Director)
3) ttrc notes witt iOentlfy each problem and the accompanyinB action to be taken to resolve

3.1.13

the problem

2.6.13
Next q4

meeting in
4) successive notes will address the action taken and the outcome
5) further action will then be addressed as indicated

April2013

Staff Responsible: VP of Patient Services, Medical Director, and Training and Quality Systems
Coordinator
Committee Training and Preparedness: was discussed at the 2.6.73 meeting. Follow up with
individual members week of 2.25.73 to ensure actions as decided
The patient Bill of Rights has been updated with the addition of the address and phone
nurnber of the MO Department of Heatth and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care. It
is made assessible to patients by being attached clipboards that are given to every patient
11190

with their initial paperwork.
Attached: new bill of rishts
Staff Resoonsible: VP of Patient Services

to have annual inspections of the fire extinguishers. ln addition, the
maintenance staff will now do a monthly inspection of the fire extinguishers to ensure the
pressure is correct, they are in working condition, and there is no blockage'

2.t.13

PPSLRSWMO pays

L7252

first week of
March 3/4113

Staff Responsible: Maintenance
Trainine: none required

Monitoring to ensure POA is effective: will be checked for three months by VP of
Finance/Operations and then spot checked over the next year

once in March,
April, May,
then
periodicallv

PPsL
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CLINICAL PROGRAM STRUCTURE
GENERAL STANDARDS
PAGE 26 AND 27
(entire document not sent)

VI!I. MeoICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPIIES
Medical Equipment and Supplies must
Be appropriate and adequate to provide the services offered. All centers have
microscopes, refrigerators, autoclaves, venipuncture and injection supplies, scales,

A.

sphygmomanometer, and appropriate gynecologic equipment.

B. Equipment is checked and calibrated annually by a contract service for safety, and
written documentation is kept on file at the administrative office.
L1128
Equipment is also checked by staff and managers monthly according to the

A.

infection control policy

a.
b.

Gheck for rust, cleanliness, tape, or any uncleanable
surface
Worn or defective equipment must be reported to the
manager for replacement or fixing by the staff who

identified this

D. Supplies are checked regularly and at least monthly by the assigned staff. The

person checking will vary per center and is delegated by the manager of the center.
a. For RHS, staff are the medical assistants assigned to procedure rooms and to
storage areas
b. For RHS, the LPN/RN will check the recovery and storage there
c. For HCs, the support staff (MA / Patient Educator) will check the exam rooms,
Iabs, storage area
d. Supplies are rotated to ensure oldest used first
e. Expired supplies must be removed from the active stock and not used for
patient care
f. Supplies are checked on the first clinic day of each month
g. Managers and the tnfection Gontro! Committee will be providing spot checks
periodically

E. See specific sections for additional supply and equipment for that service.
F. Facility Gleaning Standard
As a meiical facitity, PPSLR/SWMO must maintain sanitary environments for
patient

Care. To ensure this:

a. Some centers have a contractual agreement
with a cleaning service that does heavier
cleaning 3 x weekly
b. ln the interim between their visits, staff are
1
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responsible to empty trash, wipe down any
spills, disinfect areas that have become
contaminated or

difi

Some centers have their own cleaning crew
who may perform the heavier cleaning of
mopping, baseboards, vacuuming, etc - this
must be done according to volume of traffic
and may be 2 - 3 times weekly
d. At RHS, the procedure rooms, recovery, and
storage are closely monitored and cleaned at
least once per week - every Monday for the
heavier cleaning and every Tuesday before

clinic session for dusting and debris
management
The monthly lnfection Control audit will check
that a sanitary environment has been achieved
for patient care
For additional information, please see the lnfection Control Manual and audits
lX.

lrrecloN

pREvENTToN/coNTRoL

All affiliates must have an infection prevention program in place. The ARMS
lnfection Prevention Manualas well as other tools and resources are available at
www.armsconnect.org to assist in developing affiliate programs.
PPSLR SWMO manual uses the ARMS one as the basis and provides both
policy and procedural information. An lnfection Prevention Gommittee has been

established through the Patient Services Department and consists of nursing,
administrative, and clinical support staff. Their purpose is surveillance,
investigation, control and prevention of infection. This witl be accomplished by
review, revision, and approval of infection prevention policy and procedures.

X.

RISX AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT

L1170 andL1171
PPSLRySWMO and its affiliate RHS of PPSLRySWMO have a structured and permanent
Risk and Quality Management Program in place. The ARMS manualRisk Management:
The Path to Paiient Safety as well as other tools and resources are available at
wwr,v.arm.sqpnnect.or:g to assist in developing affiliate programs. The affiliate's Quality
Management Program includes the following:

A CORM Committee chaired by the Training and Quality System Coordinator and
membership of: CEO; VPs from all departments (Patient Services; Political; Education
and Diversity; Administration and HR; Finance and Operations; Development), Medical
Director, and Board member.
Committee is responsible for agency oversight for QM/RM activities and concerns such as
security, technology, personnel issues. The committee is responsible for overseeing
goals and identifying processes to evaluate. This is accomplished by the following:
Review of reporting agency departmental and committee audit findings to identify
and explore possible risk and exposure areas
Develop protocols/procedures as needed to reduce the risk of exposure to loss
1)

.
.

2
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lnclusion of risk management concepts in the annual Quality Management Plan
Participate in the annual review of the PPFA QM & RM Self-Assessment Survey
Review to ensure PPSLR in compliance with standards and guidelines for
accrediting agencies such as Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Title X
and Medicaid
Committee members serve in an over-sight capacity for monitoring and improving
PPSLR/SWMO facility management in the areas of safety and security for clients,
visitors, staff and volunteers

Page 29 addition regarding CQAC
The followinq aoencv committees report to the QM committee.
Clinical Quality Assurance Committee for Patient Services (all divisions)
Due to state licensing, the GQAC must address the following issues - this will be
done through a detailed agenda, discussion, notes, and analysis of the outcomes

of the decided upon actions.
From state regulations:
(J) Each abortionfacility shall develop a quality assutance program that includes all
health and salety aspects of patient care and shall include a review of appropriateness
of care. Resalts of the qual@ assurance program shall be reviewed at least quarterly
by the adminktrutor, director of patient care, a rcprcsentative of the medical staff and
the governing body. The quality assurance progtam shall include a review of at least
thefollowing:
l. Completeness of clinical recordsl
2. Incidence of morbidity and mofiality;
3, Intraoperative and postoperative complications ;
4. AA cases transferred to a hospital'
5. All cases that resulted in a length of stay of more than twelve (12) hours;
6. Errors in diagnosis;
7. Problems in compliance with state and local laws and regulations;
8. All cases in which the gestational age was determined to be beyond eighteen
(18) weehs.

(K)

The quality ossurance program must show evidence of action taken as a result
identilication
of the problems.
the

of

3
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
lnfection Prevention Compliance Audit
Sterilization Practices
Met

Unmel

lmprovement Plan/Date to be Completed

All medical equipment (i.e. speculums, medical
instruments, etc.) are immediately placed in appropriate
1

disinfectant solution after use
2 Staff can verbalize above disinfectant solution ratio
3 Proper PPE is worn by staff during cleaning process
(utilitv qloves with instrument cleaninq in utilitv)
4 lnstruments are not allowed to dry before cleaning
orocedure
5 Documentation exists for high level solution
check for each use
6 Equipment sterilized in the autoclave contains an
indicator for sterilization within each oackaoe
7 No package wrapped for steam sterilization is more than
12v2ox12 inches in size
8 Documentation of weekly steam sterilizer cleaning and
soore leslino
9 Supplies of sterile instruments are stored no less than 810 inches from the floor and 18-20 inches from the ceilino
10 Sterile supplies are checked monthly for integrity of the
oack
11 All sterile items are labeled with the date of sterilization
and specific autoclave
12 No expired merchandise or supplies on shelves in
active stock
13 Multi-use vials dated & initialed when opened and
discarded accordinq to requlations
14 Single use medications are used for one patient and
discarded after use
15 All exam tables are wiped with disinfectant after each
orocedure
16 Sterilize and non-sterile items are stored seDarately
17 All eouioment is sterilized in "ooen" oosition
18 Sterile supplies are rotated to ensure use of most
recenllv sterilized eouioment last
19 Antimicrobial hand rinse available
20 No biohazard in white bao trash
21 Sharp containers easily accessible (in lab, exam, utility,
orocedure and recovery areas)
22PPE available (masks, protective eyewear, utility
oloves niaslic anron elc)
23 Vaqinal probes are disinfected between each patient
24 Condoms are used to cover vaqinal ultrasound probe
25 Tubing labeled by manufacturer as single use tubing is
disoosed of infectious waste after a sinole use.
26 Multi-use suction tubing is cleaned, then disinfected as
for a semi-critical item
27 Abortion procedure bottles are changed, cleaned and
disinfected between oatients
28 MVA is completely disassembled, cleaned and receive
hioh-level disinfection
29 lf Cidex used, must be checked and documented on
dav of use to ensure effectiveness
30 MSDS loq current with supplies used in surqical center

Auditor Name:

Title

Date

C:\Documents and Settings\roarkt\Localsettings\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\FWNTDORB\RHS lnfection
Preve ntion Audt_2013-03_01.docx
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Signature & Title of reviewer:

Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
lnfection Prevention Compliance Audit
Standard Precautions, Hand Hygiene and PPE
Met

Unmet

lmprovement Plan/Date to be Completed

1 Sharp containers are leak proof, puncture resistant,

labeled with biohazard label, sealed and disposed of
when they are no more lhanYt full and sealed
comoletelv before disoosal
2 All sharps are disposed of in designated sharps
containers (include hypodermic, intravenous or other medical
needles, syringes with an aftached needle or other sharps,
scalpel blades, blood vials, slides & cover slips, syringes that
have come in contac't with blood or infectious aoents. etc.)

3 Employees demonstrate proper hand washing or
disinfecting technique before putting gloves on /removal
of oloves and before each oatient encounter.
4 Eye protectionfface shields are used when activity
holds oossibilitv of solash
5 Safety needles are used when available; includes
needle devices containino built-in safetv features
6 When sterile gloves are used, proper technique is
followed for puttinq on and removal
7 Appropriate PPE (i.e. various gloves, masks, face shield,
lab coats, CPR shield) is readily available in each area of
health center (lab. orocedure. utilitv rooms. etc)
8 Gloves are worn by staff when contact with blood,
OPIM, mucous membranes and non-intact skin may
occur
9 Gloves are worn when giving injections, drawing
blood and performinq Venipuncture
10 Red bags are used for non-sharps, regulated
medical waste (i.e. produc{s of blood & anything caked,
soaked or dripping with blood; saturated materials containing

hlnodl

10 PPE is disposed of in proper container (red bags if
conlaminated)
11 Every hand washing station contains soap, hand
disinfectant and towels available for proper hand
hvoiene
12 Surgical scrub is employed for hand hygiene by
physician/clinician before clinic surgical session and
waterless alcohol foam product used between patients
13 Sterile packages are used that have outside tape
that indicales the oackaoe has been orocessed
14 Non-sterile persons avoid reaching over a sterile
field; sterile persons avoid leaning over a non-sterile

afea
15 When sterile packs are opened, the outside of the
packaqe never touches the inside
16 Routine schedule and guidelines for housekeeping
& cleaninq is followed
17 Patient care equipment is free from dust and debris
in procedure. storaqe and supplv areas
18 Environmental surfaces are thoroughly
cleaned/disinfected in patient care areas between

nalicnls
19 Staff can verbalize guidelines for
cleanino/disinfectino after a blood/bodv fluid soill
20 Emeroencv Suroical Cart free from dust & debris

C:\Documents and Settings\roarkt\Localsettings\Temporary lnternet Files\Content.Outlook\FWNTDORB\RHS lnfection
Prevention Audt_2013-03_01.docx
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Auditor N

Title:

Date:

Signature &Title of reviewer:
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I tltzs
Staff Training

I.

2.27.13
Trainers:
Lead Clinician Susan Bender, NP
Director of Surgical Services Celeste Smith, LCSW
Time for a change
a. What are some things you think we need to change?

b.

II.
m.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

What gets in the way of us being excellent?

c. What can we start doing differently?

Single Use Medication Vials for One Patient
Multi-Dose Medication Containers are Labeled with Date Opened
Labeling Pre-Drawn Medications
a. Date
b. Time
Initials of Staff Drawing Up Meds
Expired Medications
a. Plan to check the last working day of each month
Expired Supplies
a. Plan to check the last working day of each month
Clean and Sanitary Environment
a. Environmentlncludes
Dressing Room
Recovery Room
Procedure Rooms

c.

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

b.

Utility

v. Supply Areas
vi. Storage Areas
vii. Hallways
viii. Floors
ix. Ceilings
Targeted clean each Monday/Tuesday Morning
Dust
Debris
Clutter
iv. Appearance Matters
Day to Day Upkeep
vi. Leave your workstation clean
Un-cleanable Surfaces
What are they?
How do we fix them?
How do Monitoring them?

i.
ii.
iii.

v.

c.

VIII.

IX.

i.
ii.
iii.

InfectionPreventionCommittee
a. What is it?
b. Who is on it?
c. How can it help us?
Questions?

{}r BLA]tF'fifi pAfi[r*TI{W**nr ?l{[
fiAVr THI rfti.i-ffWiil& ftl$l{T$:

&tr & BATIIilT
Y{}U

f;Y"

!.ilul$ n[fiffi]* A]tH SilIJT]lWt$ il$$nul?l

The nlffl.lT to no discriminatiun regardless nf race, color. natiunal origin, disability,
religion, number s{
age, ethnicity. sexual orientatinn, financial ability. educatinn level, marital status,
pregnancies, method nf referral, contraceptive preference nr other factur;

The

lllfffiT ts

be treated with dignity and respect without harassment;

Yhe ftl8ilT to deuide whether or not to bear children and if so, to determine the

timing and spacing;
provide;
Thc lXl$'*T to privacy and confidentiality in all aspects of the service we

Ths tr{|fi}{T tn knnw nf the effeutiveness, psssible side effects, and complications
of all contraceptives;
be used;
Yhe f{l$}lT to participate in selecting the cnntraceptive methnds tn

Tfue tr{lfitlT

to know the results and the meaning nf all tests and examinations:

TIre l?l$llT to access your records and have them explained;
you to sign;
The{{}frfrT to knuw the meaning and implication nf all fsrms we ask

Th* fil$llT tu consent tn nr refuse any contraceptive method, test, examinatiun
sr treatment;
provided'
Theff.l*llT tn an explanatisn of fees and services befnre services are

.
'.
,

You

will not be denied access to services if unable to pay

We accept Medicaid and Medicare

flle accept commercial health insurance
Flease discuss any special concerns with our staff

, (XFlanngd

lf any problems should arise during your visit, please ask tnspeak
tn the Health [enter [onrdinator or contact the 0irector nf Surgical
Services at 314-531-7528 ext'

ol.lT]J.[:nd Senior Services'
pt] Box 5?[, Jefferson [itv, l'l0 85102. Telephone: 573 751'8083'
uf Ambulatory [are,

You may also nontact the State uf Missouri 0npartment

Bureau

IIJ Pafgnthngd.

231.

I rirrr
BACKGROUND CHECKS AND INVESTIGATIONS POTICY

the importonce of mointoining o sofe ond productive
workploce with honest, trustworthy, quolified, relioble ond non-violent
employees. For the benefit of oll employees ond PPSLRSWMO, in furthering
lhese interests ond enforcing PPSLRSWMO policies, PPSLRSWMO will perform, or
request lhot third porties perform, "bockground checks" or other lypes of
investigotions. These bockground checks ond investigotions moy be performed
by PPSLRSWMO of ils discretion. The Vice President of Humon Resources wlll be
responsible for performing oll "bockground checks" thol ore opplicoble under
Federol, Stole ond Plonned Porenlhood of Americo (PPFA) lows ond
PPSLRSWMO recognizes

requiremenls.

Bockground checks ond investigoiions performed for PPSLRSWMO moy include
the use of consumer reporting ogencies which moy gother ond reporl
informotion to PPSLRSWMO in the form of consumer or investigotive consumer
reports. Such reports, if obtoined, moy contoin, but ore not limited to,
informotion concerning on oppliconl's or employee's credil stonding or
worthiness, credit copocily, chorocter or generol reputotion. The types of
reports thot moy be requested from consumer reporting ogencies under this
policy include, but ore not limited to, credit reports, criminol records checks,
driving records, ond/or summories of educotionol ond employmenl records ond
hislories. The informotion contoined in these reports moy be obtoined by o
consumer reporting ogency from privote or public records sources or through

personol interviews

with on employee's

co-workers, neighbors, friends,
ossociotes, current or former employers or olher personol ocquoinlonces.
Pursuont to this policy, PPSLRSWMO moy request consumer reports, including
records checks ond investigotive reports bosed on interviews, in connection with
on individuol's opplicotion for employment, or of ony lime during lhe course of
on employee's employment with PPSLRSWMO, for purposes of evoluoting their
suitobility for employment, promotion, reossignment or retention os on
employee.

All PPSTRSWMO Reproduclive Heollh Services (RHS) condidoles prior lo hire wlll
hqve o criminol bockground check ond Employee Disquolificolion tlst (EDt)
seorch compleled prior lo hire per lhe Missouri Revised Slolules Chopler 660
seclion 317.
Employees qre expected to cooperote fully wilh the bockground checks ond
investigotions policy. Such cooperolion includes, omong other things, providing
truthful ond complele informotion in response to inquiries mode by PPSLRSWMO
or third porty investigotions during the course of investigotions ond providing

oppropriote written outhorizotions thot moy
Updated February, 20L3

be required by low so thot

11111

obtoin complete investigotion reports. Foilure to cooperote in
these checks or invesligotions, or ony ottempt to interfere with PPSLRSWMO
ottempts to obtoin informolion, moy result in disciplinory oction, up lo, ond
including, terminotion.
PPSLRSWMO moy

Updated February, 20L3
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L1128
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVIGES
See pages 3 and 7

PnanmlceurcAL Senvces

Affiliate Staff

1.

is responsible for developing policies and procedures for
Medical Director
pharmaceuticals that must include
formulary of all drugs stocked in the affiliate that is reviewed annually
Consider the potential for medication errors when developing formulary.
Look-alike, sound-alike drugs should be identified as being at "high risk"
for potential error. Extra steps should be taken to ensure safety.
list of additional therapeutic/pharmacologic classifications of drugs that may
be ordered for clients to obtain at outside pharmacies
a
The formulary is approved annually with medical protocol updates
a
All drugs, devices, and medications stocked in the affiliate are approved by
the Medical Director in advance of purchasing / acquiring and providing.
The Medical Director only approves drugs that are FDA approved and only
from manufacturers certified by the FDA, unless the medication is part of a
research study.
All research study medications must be approved by the IRB and Medical
Director prior to use.
PPSLR has both an internal (for items stocked in-house) and external
formulary (inclusive of in-house and by written/e-prescription).
RHS has a formulary specific to abortion care approved by the Medical
Director.
The Medical Director, Lead Clinician, and VP of Patient Services review the
formularies at least annually. The Medical Director approves and signs off
on the formulary of both departments.
RHS has a formulary. The surgical physicians have discretion to provide
other medications as needed.
provision of pharmaceuticals in accordance with all state/local laws and
regulations
PPSLR/SWMO and RHS of PPSLR/SWMO pharmaceuticals are provided
by physicians, by clinicians or by physician designee.
APNs work under collaborative practice agreements with the PPSLR
Medical Director and Associate Medical Directors. They have prescriptive
and dispensing privileges.
RNs/LPNs work under standing orders with the PPSLR Medical Director.
Physicians have the ability to prescribe as indicated for patient care.
a drug control system that covers the interval from the time pharmaceuticals
are ordered until they are provided to the client
PPSLR/SWMO's system includes the interval from issuing a request for
order from health and surgical centers to the purchasing clerk, to ordering
them from the pharmaceutical companies, to delivery and storage, to client
provision.
inspection of all drug storage areas to remove expired drugs
designation of which staff may have access to bulk storage areas
ffi?r'r?gement of pharmaceutical product irregularities and drug and device
recalls
There must be documentation that in-service education pertaining to the nature

-
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and safety aspects of pharmaceuticals is provided to staff involved in the
preparation and provision of medications.
PPSLR/SWMO provides an annual training for staff, primarily clinicians and
licensed providers

.

FYI

-

Look-alike, Sound-alike (LASA) Medications

Confused drug names are one of the most common causes of medication error. With
tens of thousands of drugs currently on the market, the potential for error due to confused
drug names is significant and exists worldwide. Contributing to the risk of confusion are
illegible handwriting, incomplete knowledge of drug names, newly available products,
similar packaging or labeling, similar clinical use, similar strengths, dosage forms,
frequency of administration, and the failure of manufacturers and regulatory authorities to
recognize the potential for error and to conduct rigorous risk assessments, both for
nonproprietary and brand names, prior to approving new product names.
Go to the lnstitute of Safe Medication Practices for a list of LASA medications. The list
includes those medications that are known to have been involved in medication errors, as
well as the Joint Commission's list of LASAS.

(WHo 2007); (ISMP 2010)

Procurement
1. There must be a written order for all drugs/pharmaceuticals/chemicals brought into
the affiliate.
A copy of the purchase order or the prescription must be kept in the affiliate's
files. A signed receipt must be obtained for pharmaceuticals shipped from a
central location to outlying centers or clinics. lf the delivery is made by affiliate
staff, a signed receipt is not necessary.
The original order is issued by the supervisory staff of the health center
or surgical center;
The order is sent to the Payroll/Purchasing Clerk via internal e-mail or
fax;
Each facility has its own account number with each supply or
pharmaceutical company;
a
The order is placed by the purchasing clerk at the administrative office;
a
Most deliveries are sent directly to the service location from the
company;
a
Specific items are shipped centrally to control pricing;
a
Upon delivery, products are checked for accuracy and security, the
packing slip is dated and initialed;
. A copy of the purchase order or the prescription is and must be kept in
the affiliate's files.
For items shipped to a central location, supervisory staff is responsible
for picking up the supplies and completing a form that is sent to
purchasing detailing amount and to which budget to allocate costs.
Finance maintains all purchase orders, packing slips, invoices, and paid
statements for all pharmaceuticals.
Controlled substance order and receipt records must be filed separately from

.

o
.
.

.
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the other pharmaceutical purchase records. RHS is the only facility that orders
controlled substances.

lf pharmaceuticals are routinely purchased from a community or hospital pharmacy
and if the items are not supplied in manufacturer original containers, there should
be a written contract specifying, as a minimum, requirements for labeling.
PPSLRySWMO seldom, if ever, purchases, pharmaceuticals from other than
manufacturers. An exception is the free meds provided by the states of MO and of
lL for the IPP programs.
3. lf available, pharmaceuticals should be purchased in manufacturer prepared unitof-use packages.
An exception is limited STD medications provided free to the health centers
from the lllinois Department of Health and the MO Department of Health
and limited medications for RHS. ln these cases repackaging standards in
this section are followed.
4. Only drugs and devices approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), and manufactured for sale in the United States may be used. Affiliates may
not import drugs and/or medical devices from other countries for use in their health
centers.
5. For any additional drugs that must be prescribed and are not purchased, the "outof-house" formulary is utilized.
2.

.

Storage
1. Access to stored pharmaceuticals
a. The bulk storage area must be secure. The clinician or nurse on duty has
the key in her possession to enable easy provision to clients. Other staff
may have access via the clinician. Limited supplies are accessible to clinic
staff working the receptionist desks.
b. Controlled substances must be under double lock and in a secure area at
all times. RHS is the only facility with controlled substances and follows
MO law regarding storage of the drugs.
c. Access to pharmaceuticals dispensed from within client care areas should
be limited to health care providers responsible for dispensing these items.
L1128
Pharmaceuticals in allstorage areas
a. Arrange medications so that the oldest stock is used first
On the first clinic session of each month, a delegated staff
reviews the inventory to ensure that stock is being properly
rotated and has not expired
ia. Expired inventory must be removed from active stock and
marked as expired to ensure it is not available to patient care.
It will be returned or discarded according to the vendor or
man ufactu rer's i nstruction.
iii. The senior management team, during routine audits, wil! also
check the inventory for proper stock rotation.
b. Do not store look-alike, sound-alike medications alphabetically. Store them
out of order or in a separate location (The Joint Commission 2001)
c. Pharmaceuticals meant for internal use must be stored separately (i.e. on
a separate shelf) from those for external (i.e. topical) use only. Clear and
highly visible labeling is required.
Other PPSLRySWMO policies related to storage
a. lnventory levels for pharmaceuticals that are not high volume should not
exceed six-month stock.
b. All pharmaceuticals, contraceptives, and therapeutics will be stored

2.

i.

3.

3
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according to the manufacturers' suggestions to ensure preservation (i.e.
refrigeration, limited access to light exposure, etc).
c. An inventory check is performed monthly by supervisory staff to ensure
accurate counts and to limit misappropriated medications and supplies.
d. Expired pharmaceuticals should be disposed of by throwing them into the
biohazard box, sending them back to manufacturer, or taking them to
appropriate and identified pharmacies that PPSLR/SWMO has approved
for disposal (see VP of Patient Services or Clinical Manager). (Varies
with product) Some items may be used for demonstration and
educational purposes. Expired items must be accounted for on the
Monthly lnventory Form and deleted from the inventory as soon as
discovered to be expired.
e. The supervisory staff of all centers is responsible for discarding
pharmaceuticals appropriately. The Purchasing Clerk will contact the
manufacturer to determine if a rebate on expired products exists.
f. For any centralized inventory the Purchasing Clerk will remove it from the
shelves.
g. No client will be dispensed a drug with an expired date.
h. Controlled substances must be destroyed by two nurses and documented
on the Controlled Substance Dispensing or Administration Log Sheet.
(see below for more policies/procedures on controlled substances)

4.

At the end of each fiscal year, a full manual inventory is performed in each site.

i.e., the preparation of multiple containers of dispensing size from a
Repackaging
(for
bulk container
example, repackaging a bottle of 1000 tetracycline tablets into vials
of 20 tablets each). Repackaged vials are stored and dispensed to clients as needed.

-

1.

Repackaging must be done in accordance with state/local laws/regulations. For
PPSLR/SWMO and affiliates this is under the supervision of a physician who is on
the premises at the time of repackaging.

2.

A log must be maintained to document the supervision (by signature), the person
doing the repackaging (by signature) and the identification of the bulk drug being
repackaged. Logs must be archived according to state/local laws/regulations. The
log should contain the following information:
name, strength, manufacturer
complete product description
the manufactureis lot number
an expiration date, no later than the manufacturer's expiration date of a not
previously opened manufacturer's container.
a control number or some other unique (code) identification that will link that
manufacturer and drug lot with the repackaged units

,
.
r
.

-

All repackaged units must have a standard label affixed to each package (bottle,
etc.) before they are entered into active stock. The label must include at least the
following:
name and address of the affiliate
name of the drug and quantity
strength of the drug when appropriate
The expiration date, for drugs repackaged in "tight" containers such as plastic
vials or glass bottles.
This should be the date specified on the original manufacture/s container,
or one year from the date the product was repackaged, whichever is

r
r
.
.

o
o

earlier.
The expiration date for drugs that are repackaged from unit dose
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containers should be no greater than 60 days from the date of
repackaging, or the manufacture/s expiration date on the original
container, whichever is earlier.
State laws may be applicable to expiration date for repackaged pharmaceuticals.
the control number linking that unit with the manufacturer's product drug lot
for example, a code showing the month and day of repackaging and number
repackaged that day (as below, where 01=month, 21=day of repackaging, and
O4=fourth item repackaged that day)

o

.

-

Sample labelfor drugs repackaged in tight containers:
Planned Parenthood of St. Louis Region
888 Main St., City, State, ZIP
ACaAmin'din5n fiiiteii e25 mg, oty. z5
Exp. 12181, Control #O121O4

4.

Safety precautions should be taken to indicate if the original repackaging unit has
been opened prior to this dispensing, e.9., such as putting latex seals over the cap
of the original vial after carrying out repackaging. An "x" could also be marked on
the bottle cap or labelto indicate it has been opened.

Compounding
PPSLR is not involved in the compounding of any medications in any of its facilities.

Labeling Prescription Vials for Clients

1. Prescription labels should be designed to enhance client safety. Click here

(http://vvvnrr,r"ismp"orq^o

2.

) to
access recommendations from the lnstitute for Safe Medication Practices.
All prescription vials must have a permanently adhering label affixed directly to the
container with at least the following information (currently provided by wholesaler):
The acronym, PPSLR/SWMO, may be
name and address of the affiliate
used
D8m€, strength, quantity dispensed of the drug
expiration date
lot number

r
r
.
.

-

The label must also include the following information, which may be added by
hand at the time of dispensing
date of the prescription
name of the client
directions for use including frequency and route of administration
name of the prescriber
number of refills, if applicable

,
r
,
r
.

Sample labelfor prescription vialfor client
Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
888 Main St., City, State, ZIP
{date}
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{client name}
Take

_

tablets every

_

hours as needed for pain.

{Dr.

}

Acetaminophen Tablets 325 mg, Qty. 25 # refills
Exp. 1 2/81, Control #012104

3. Auxiliary labels should be used to provide other information to the client, such as,

"Do not drink alcohol." in the case of metronidazole. The label(s) that should
appear on the prescription container can be found in the literature about each drug
including the manufactureis package insert. The labels come with the medications
from the supplier and should be attached to the vial upon dispensing.
PPSLR/SWMO standardizes the use of auxillary labels for consistency.

4.

The plastic case or other container for oral contraceptives must bear the full label
and include the FDA package insert. The refill units given at the same time need
not be individually labeled. li the original case or container is not presented for
subsequent refilli, then the refill units can be put into a bag and the outside of the
bag labeled.

Gontainers
1. Coin envelopes must not be used to dispense solid dose pharmaceuticals, since
these do not meet the requirements of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, a
1970 amendment to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act requiring childproof containers for pharmaceuticals. Self-contained pac!1ge_s,_suchas.oral
bontraceptives or intiavaginal creams, are exempted. PPSLR/SWMO does not
use coin envelopes for any purpose.

2. All prescription medications should be stored in containers that protect them from
light.

Controlled Substances

1.

All controlled substances dispensed for out-patient use must bear the federally
mandated auxiliary label: "C'aution. Federal law prohibits the transfer of this drug
to any person other than the patient for whom it was prescribed."

2. A daily count at the beginning and at the end of the clinic day_ mgs!.be taken on

days rirhen controlled substances are administered or prescribed. Discrepancies
must be immediately reported to the supervisor, and recorded in the controlled
substances inventory:
two countersignatures are required at the time of the count
or
one person signing the daily count, and two persons taking and signing a full
count every thirty daYs
or
as required by state law
1. RHS has two nurses (LPNs or RNs) doing the count
2. Staff record on the Controlled Substance Dispensing or
Administration Log: date of count, lot number of drug, first initial,
last name and title of counting nurses.
3. lf the nurses who count recognize that the levels of the medication
have fallen below the designated levels, they will notify the
supervisory for reordering.

.
t

r

'
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a.
b.

c.

Fentanyl: ordered when it falls to 6 vials
Versed: ordered when it falls to 40 vials
Diazepam: ordered when it falls to 400

4. Approximately one month's supply of controlled substances will be
kept in stock at all times to prevent the clinic from running out of
stock. ln cases where a national shortage is expected, more
inventory will be approved by the manager

3. All inventory and purchase records for controlled substances

must remain on file
for the duration specified in state law if greater than the federal standard of five
years. PPSLR/SWMO and its atfiliate RHS maintains them for a minimum of
seven years.

4.

All Level lV controlled substances must be ordered and signed by the Vice
President of Patient Services or the Clinical Manager (an APRN).

Other

Ll128

1. Single use medications

2.

are used for one client only and are discarded after

use on each patient.
a. Staff must follow manufacturer's labeling on how to use the
medication
b. The medication is discarded according to the manufacturer
Manufacturers' recommendations for storage of opened and unopened
multi-dose vials must be followed.
a. When a multi-dose vial is used, appropriate infection prevention
procedures to prevent contamination should be employed. (CDC 20111
b. Viats must be discarded if there is evidence of contamination.
c. lf a multi-dose vial has been opened or accessed (e.9., needle-punctured)
the vial must be dated and discarded in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and state/local regulations
lf no specific guidelines are provided, CDG recommends
discarding the vialwithin 28 days (CDC 20111
Label all medications, medication containers, and other solutions on and off the
sterile field in perioperative and other procedural settings. (Note: Medication
containers include syringes, medicine cups, and basins.) (The Joint Commission

i.

3.
4.

201O)

Syririges taken from a mutti-dose vials must be labeled with date, time, and
siatt i-nltlals. !f not used within 24 hours, it must be discarded no later than
24 hours.
S. All clients receiving medications also must receive written or verbal instructions
including the namd, purpose and appropriate administration technique for each

6.
7.

B.

drug.

Patient package inserts must be available for lUCs, hormonal contraceptives, and
other estrogen ic and progestational su bstances.
Patient dru! information ihould be provided on all other drugs dispensed.
The nature of tne dient education provided should be documented in the medical
record.
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CONFIDENTIAL: FOR QARM PURPOSTS

ONtY 11170 and 11171

Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest MO
Clinical Quality Assurance Meeting

Original Date: U30l13; Rescheduled Date:

2l6lt3

Agenda

1) Review of Patient Care

a.

lntraoperative and Postoperative Complications and

Occurrences

i. Last Quarterly Report 2012
ii. Annual Report 2012 (internal) and AIMS Report
b.

Care by procedure

i.
ii.

d.

2l

age

Surgical
17 weeks and under
18 weeks and over

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

a. Administrative, Physician, Committee
b. Security and HIPAA systems
d.
3)

Eisenberg, Gianino, Kogut

Transfers to Hospital

c.

Review

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

DOHSS

lnspection

a. Results and findings
b. Action Plan
c. Ensuring full compliance with state/local

Management Team

laws and regulations

4l Accreditation
a. Plans and Time lines to achieve full accreditation
b.

Spencer

Medication

1.
2.

c.

/ gestational

Sevic, Eisenberg

Spencer, Gianino

Agency lnvolvement

5)

Audits

Bender, Moran, Spencer

6)

Research Report

Eisenberg, Kogut

7)

Old Business

Ail

a.

Follow up to any previously identified issues

i.
ii.

Continuingpregnancies
Consents

iii. Next gen audits
iv. lnfection Control Committee
New Business and Announcements

All

PUNPOTruIV

CONFIDENTIAL: FOR QARM

Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest MO
Clinical Quality Assurance Meeting
Origina I Datez I I 3O113; Resched u led Date

:
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Present: Eisenberg, D, Med Dir; Weisbart, E, Board; Gianino,

P, CEO; Bender, S, Clinical

Manager; Spencer,

C,

Training

and Quality Systems; Moran, J, Dir HCs; Smith, C, Dir SS; Sevic, N, Data and Quality Compliance; Kogut, M, VP Pt Services

1)

Review of Patient Care

a.

lntraoperative and Postoperative Complications and

Occurrences

i. Last Quarterly Report 2012
ii. Annual Report 2012 (internal) and AIMS Report
b.

Care by procedure

i.
ii.
c.
d.

o
o
o
o
o
o
2l

/ gestational

Spencer

age

Medication
Surgical

L.

17 weeks and under

2.

18 weeks and over

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

Reports are attached
All within expected standards of care

Complication rates are low and within standard of care
Patients both under and over 18 weeks of care have been managed well
No specific identification of problems

Action Plans: Medical Director requests comparison of current year to previous years for our trend in
complications - Sevic to provide
Transfers to

Hospital

Eisenberg, Gianino, Kogut

a. Administrative, Physician, Committee
b. Security and HIPAA systems

o
o

Sevic, Eisenberg

c.

ldentification of any problems

d.

Action Plans

Review

ln a three month period of time same number as in full 20L1year
Upon analysis, appropriate transfers, patient care and decision-making was handled well, good patient care, no

consistent theme or medical condition

o
o
o

Reasonable decision making and time in center before transfer occurred
Newest provider had 3 of the transfers

- for

new trainees this is expected, i.e. that transfers may be higher

Analysis on three fronts:

o

of Pt Services, and Medical Director identified and discussed after the first 3 transfers. While
not desired outcome, all fell within potentially expected outcomes

CEO, VP

o

Physicians

-

oo

3 primary attendings

-

and the administrative managbment team discussed

tl3tlt3

and

came to same conclusion; recommendations for some limits on who we serve made and under

discussion. Medical Director drawing up guidelines based on discussion

o
o

o

CQ Committee 2/61L3 also looked at data

we have greater continuity of care for patients due to our relationship with Wash U and the procedure
of notifying the family planning fellow
Positive

-

Action: Will update our ambulance transfer form to include: when called, when arrived, when pt discharged to

2l78lL3l, when ambulance leaves the premises
Action: CEO to contact BJC ED regarding potential for picketers and how handled
AgUgJ!: CEO to contact EMS for guidelines on the minimal information that must be shared with 911 calls to
ensure safety and protect confidentiality
Action: Staff to be retrained on making the calls after we get this information - Management team - ensure we
identify if the call is urgent or emergent
Action: CEO to work with operations regarding a way to limit the picketers from having full visual access to client
EMS (and effective

o
.
o
o

as she is being transported

3)

o
o
o
o
o

DOHSS

-

increase patient privacy

lnspection

Management Team

a. Results and findings
b. Action Plan
c. Ensuring full compliance with state/local

laws and regulations

Surprise audit on 1/30 and 1/31 with 4 auditors
Part of our licensing and partly due to concerted complaints

Awaiting formal findings from state within 10 days of audit

Will have 10 days to return our POA
Summary of findings to committee:
o Quality medical care with no indication of any violations of regulations
o Some improvements on medication inventory; dust in select areas; updating some equipment; and
increasing our infection control activities

r
o

Committee was given the components that must make up the QA work
This agenda was changed to accommodate those issues

o

Action Plan: management team to meet and agree upon immediate and long range procedures, training,
changes to ensure imProvements

o

Action Plan: to respond to any cited deficiencies within 10 days of report

4l Accreditation
c. Plans and Time lines to achieve full accreditation
d.

SPencer, Gianino

Agency lnvolvement

o
o
o
o

Action: Patient Services, complete all manuals by April 30, 2013

5)

Audits

Accreditation is Oct 9 - 11-,2013
Plan is to send all documents by July 77,2073

Currently, all departments working on their

a.

EOPs

Bender, Moran, Spencer
Vasectomy

oo

r.

b.

uverail very gooo
ii. First full year at RHS - saw 63 men - a large increase over previous years
iii. One system issue - not enough follow up with patients to remind them of post op semen check
iv. Had turnover in the staff member who was handing this task - new person has been trained
Colpo and Pap Audits
i. With new pap standards, many less colpos
ii. Overall very good - a few issues that were resolved quickly

iii.

The colpo correlation log is

/ will

be on line and reviewed by MDs

1. Sign off 2 x per year
iv.

c.

Lead NP able to audit via electronic record

Center audits

i. With Next Gen, trying to audit different medical / clinical issues to ensure documentation
ii. Action: Need to establish standards for what % of compliance is necessary per criteria
1. Ex: consents would want to see 100%
2. Patient Education forms could be lower
iii.
iv.

Action: Need to ensure NPs and support staff are clear on who doing what and limit redundancy
1. Ongoing discussion - Dir of HCs and Clinical Manager with Training and Quality Systems

will continue this
Recommendation: put them in "buckets" by priority / risk
L. Must have for medical; or must have for financial

2.

d.

lnfection control audits for HCs and RHS
Quarterly audit listing both compliance and non- compliance areas

i.
ii.

iii.
5)

Research

a.

Good to have

Overallgood with some improvements noted
New Committee will address any new audit tools and how to improve outcomes

Report

Roche project is ending

Eisenberg, Kogut

- enrollment has been completed;

in final stages of the reviews/audits to ensure

all paperwork

b.

Snafu with consents that has been remedied.

i. All were signed
ii. Not all clients took one with them - our SOPs state they will be given one
iii.

c.

Had

to send all of those a certified copy

RLP

i. Has begun at SG and CWE
ii. Not yet enrolling enough patients - will be changing our use of staff to meet numbers
d.

New industry sponsored one in discussion and analysis right now on the use of progestin contraceptives
as quick start when mife is given
Not yet approved and no budget yet

i.

All
7l Old Business
previously
identified issues
a. Follow up to any
pregnancies
i. Continuing
- No need to continue discussion - resolved
ii. Consents - continue to track this and check for improvements

iii.

Next gen audits

-

continue to track this and decide on thresholds

iv. lnfection

a"t,

Committee

-

continue to monitor,n.

.?b,,rhment of and the work of this

group

8)

New Business

a.

Worker's Comp Claims

-

up

i. Few more splashes and sticks
ii. Do not think it is a system problem - staff were counseled
iii.

and systems analyzed

Some increase to our rates; Looking for new carrier as ours is getting out of the WC business

Submitted: Mary M Kogut, VP of Patient Services
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAx: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nlxon

Gail Vasterling

Govemor

Acting Director

March 1,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: PoCAPProval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The plan of Conection for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure & Complaint Survey conducted on January 3 1,
2013hasbeen received in our offrce and forwaxded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved
your Plan of Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

--4,4

4/&*

Jrb
Cry

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158

www.hoalth.mo.goY
Healthy Mls3ourlans for llfe.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OppoRTUNlTy / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Servic€s provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services

P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 651 02-0570 Phone: 573-751 -6400 FAX: 573-751 -601 0
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

March 21,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Revisit SurveY
Dear Mary Kogut:
please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of March 19, 2013. This relates to the Licensure & Complaint
survey conducted January 31,2013. Your facility is now in compliance with Licensure requirements for ambulatory
surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at573-751'6083.

ta"ffi

Respecttully,

John Langston,

MBA

Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Mlssourlans for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNtTY / AFFTRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

a
STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
AND PLAN OF CORRECTION

(xl

)

PRINTED: O3l21l2O'13
FORM APPROVED

PRovIDER/SuPPL|ER/CLIA
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

(x2) MULTTPLE CONSTRUCTION

MOA-0014
STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

NAME OF PROVIDER OR SUPPLIER

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

PLANNI

'

4251 FORESTPARKAVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
PROVIDER'S PLAN OF CORRECTION
(EACH CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE
CROSS-REFERENGED TO THE APPROPRIATE

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
(EACH DEFICIENCY MUST BE PRECEDED BY FULL
REGULATORY OR LSC IDENTIFYING INFORMATION)

DEFTCIENCY)

lnitialComments

{L 000}

An onsite unnanounced revisit survey was
conducted on 03/19/13. The facility was found to
be in substantial compliance with the rules and
regulations for Abortion Facilities found at 19
csR 30-30.060.

LABOMTORY DIRECTOR'S OR PROVIDER/SUPPLIER REPRESENTATIVE'S SIGNATURE

FORM

680s

9WDT12

lf continuation sheet 1 of

1

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

October 21,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
P.E: Complaint Survey MO00088230
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent offsite complaint survey regarding yow facility on September 19, 2013 indicate that your facility is
in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your records.

We welcome any questions ar573-751-6083.

Respectfully,
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Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
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An off-site complaint investigation was conducted
from 09/18/13 to 09/19/13. (Complaint
MO00088230). The comPlaint was
unsubstantiated. The facility was found to be in
substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060.
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An off-site complaint investigation was conducted
trom 10122113 - 01106114. (Complaint
MO00089143). The complaint was
unsubstantiated. The facility was found to be in
substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060.
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Director

January 30,2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Licensure Samqt
Dear Mary Kogut:

in compliance
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on January 21, 2lllindicate that your facility is
Missouri.
in
centers
surgical
for
ambulatory
with the Medicare regulations and State Licensure regulations
Please retain this material for your own records'

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,
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Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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An unannounced on-site state licensure survey
was conducted at this facility on 01121114, in
conjunction with an allegation survey for
complaint #M000089716. The complaint was
unsubstantiated, and the facility was found to be
in substantial compliance with CSR 30-20'060.
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Director

August 5,2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complatnt MO0009 5990
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent off site survey conducted on
Licensure regulations CSR 30-20.060.

July

28,

2014 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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Adminisfrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-75 l-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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An offsite investigation was conducted for the
purpose of review for 1 complaint in relation to
the Missouri Regulations for Organization and
Management forAbortion Facilities at CSR
30-20.060. The complaint is unsubstantiated with
no deficiencies.
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Reproductive Health Services has been found to
be in substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060
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Acting Director

Governor

January 22,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / planned parenthood
425 I Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Offsite Setf Report Review
Dear Mary Kogut:

An offsite investigation was conducted from 01/11/16 to 0l/12/l6.Please
see attached results. your facility was found to be
in compliance with the Licensure requirements for abortion
facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-j5l-60g3.

Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-75 I -6 I 58
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An offsite investigation was conducted from
01111116 to 01112116 for the purpose of review for
1 complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MOOO110832 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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An investigation was conducted trom 02110116
to 03/1 1116 for the purpose of review for 1
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00111719 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30-060.
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Acting Director

March 30,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: ComPlaint

# MO001 13026

Dear Mary Kogut:
through March 28, 2016 indicate that your
The results of the recent offsite complaint swvey conducted on March 23, 2016
centers in Missouri'
facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical
Please retain this material for your own records'

We welcome any questions at 573-7 5l-6083

.
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Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
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An offsite investigation was conducted from
031231161o 03128116 for the purpose of review for
1 complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00113026 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Acting Director

May 27,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Complaint

# MO001

14829

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent unannounced allegation survey conducted at your facility on fuIay 17, 2016 and continued oFsite
tntil May 25, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in

Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083,
Respectfully,
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Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Healthy Missourians for life.
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An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted on 05117116, and continued off-site
until 05/25116, for complaint #MO00114829. The
allegation was found to be unsubstantiated.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Acting Director

luly 14,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Compaint # MO001 16700
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffregarding your facility on July 12, 2016
indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
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An investigation was conducted on 07112116 for
the purpose of review of one complaint,
#MO00116700, in relation to the Missouri
Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
The complaint was unsubstantiated and the
facility was found to be in substantial compliance
with 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor
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September 9,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Complaint # MO001 I 8398
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility from August 25, 2016 throtgh September 7, 2016 indicate that
your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:

573-75 l-6158
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An investigation was conducted from 08/25116
through 09107116 for review of a complaint in
relation to the Missouri Regulations forAbortion
Facilities.

Gomplaint#MO00118398 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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October 14,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint

# MO00I 19763

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon September 30, 2016 and concluded on
October 4, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure
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An investigation was conducted from 09/30/'16 to
10104116 for the purpose of review for 1 complaint
in relation to the Missouri Regulations forAbortion
Facilities.

Complaint#MO00119763 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Director

November 9,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint MO0012061 5
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on November 7, 201 6 and concluded on
November 8, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.heafth.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 11107/16 to
11/08/16 for the purpose of review for 1 complaint
in relation to the Missouri Regulations for Abortion
Facilities.
Complaint #MO00120615 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
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Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon November 14, 2016 and concluded on
15, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in

November
Missouri.

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston, MBA

Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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An investigation was conducted from 11/14l16 to
11115116 for the purpose of review for one
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00121121 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Peter Lyskowskl

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director
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December 20,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint Sumey

# MO00121661

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon December 7, 2016 and concluded on
December 19, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-7 51-6083

.

Respectfully,
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/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted lrom 12107116 to
12119116 for the purpose of review for one
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00121661 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060"
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Director
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May 12,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint #MO00125526 Survey
DearMaryKogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 ndicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Healthy Missourlans for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 03120117
sporadically through 05101117 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00125526 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens
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Director

May 12,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Compluint

#

MO00126207 Sumey

DearMaryKogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 ndicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Deparlment of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health
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An investigation was conducted from 04104117
sporadically through 05101117 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations forAbortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00126207 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facili$ was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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An onsite, unannounced state licensure survey to
determine compliance with 19 CSR 30-30.050
through 19 CSR 30-30.060 for Abortion Facilities
was conducted from 05/23117 to 05125117. See
below for findings:
19 CSR 30-30.060(1XA)(3) Bylaws of the
governing body shall
Bylaws of the governing body shall require that an
individual who complies with paragraph (1)(A)2.
of this rule shall be in charge in the absence of
the administrator.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to include in their bylaws the person or
position in charge of the facility in the absence of
the administrator. The facili$ performs an
average of 270 procedures per month. On the
first day of the survey, there were '17 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Facility Bylaws, Article 10,
Operation of Health Care Facility, dated
03128117 showed:
- The Vice President of Patient Services and
Education (VP) and her delegate shall be
responsible for overseeing the day-to-day
operations of the facility; and
- The VP must meet one of the following
qualifications: (i) a physician licensed to practice
medicine within the State of Missouri; (ii) a
registered nurse licensed to practice nursing
within the State of Missouri; or (iii) an individual
who has at least one year of administrative
experience in the health care industry.
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Note: The bylaws failed to specifically designate
who would be in charge in the absence of the
administrator and what qualifications that
delegate must meet.

2. During an interview on 05123117 at 2:05 PM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services and
Education, stated that:
- Her position was equivalent to the
administrators position in the regulations;
- She was responsible for daytoday operations;
- She did not have a policy that indicated who
would be in charge in her absence; and
- She agreed the bylaws did not specify who
would be in charge in her absence or the
qualifications of that individual.
L't12t 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX8) The facility shall
establish a program

L1128

The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lniectious and
pathological wastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to:
- Ensure staff followed current acceptable
Missouri Departrnent of Health and
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standards of practice for hand hygiene;
- Transport soiled instruments in a covered,
leak-proof container labeled with a bio-hazard
label to indicate potentially infectious objects;
- Follow manufacturers recommendations for use
of germicidal wipes; and
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
by providing intact (free of holes) and easily
cleanable surfaces (free of rust) that will not
harbor bacteria and transmit infections.
The facility performs an average of 270
procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 17 cases.
Findings included:
Hand Hygiene findings
1. Review of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) document titled, "Guideline for
Hand Hygiene in Health-Care Settings," dated
1Ol25lO2, showed:

- lndications for hand hygiene:

'

Contact with a patient's intact skin;
* Contact with environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
*
After glove removal.
- lndlcations for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves,
* Contamination may occur during glove
removal;
*
Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene; and
* Failure to remove gloves after caring for a
patient may lead to transmission of
microorganisms from one patient to another.
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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2. Review of the Association for Professionals in
lnfection Control (APIC), scientific guidelines
refened to the CDC Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report titled, "Guideline for Hand
Hygiene in Health-Care Settings," dated 10125102,
showed the following:
- lndications for hand hygiene:
*
Contact with a patients intact skin;
* Contact with
environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
* After glove
removal.
- lndications for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand
contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves;
*

Contamination may occur during glove
removal; and
*
Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene.

3. Review of the facility's "lnfection Control
Manual", dated 2017, showed resources that
could be used to answer infection prevention
questions and review for updated information and
trends included:
- Association for the Advancement of Medical
lnstrumentation (AAMl);
- APIC;

-Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses
(AORN);

- CDC; and
- Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(osHA).
4. Review of the facility's "lnfection Control
Manual," policy titled, "Standard Precautions,
Hand Hygiene, PPE," dated2017, showed:
-Good hand hygiene, including the use of
alcohol-based hand rubs and hand washing with
soap and water is critical to reduce the risk of
of Health and Senior Services
STATE FORM
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Continued From page 4
spreading infections in healthcare settings is
recommended by the CDC and the World Health
Organization because of its activity against a
broad spectrum of pathogens.
- Hand hygiene is the most important single
procedure for preventing health-care associated
infections.

- Key situations where hand hygiene should be
performed include:
* Before touching a patient, even if gloves are
worn;
* Before exiting the patient's care/procedure
area after touching the patient or patients
immediate environment;
* After contact with blood, body fluids,
excretions, or dressings;
' Prior to performing an aseptic task;
* lf hands will be moving from a
contaminated-body site to a clean-body site
during patient care; and
* After glove removed.
5. Observation on 05123117 from 10:20 AM to
10:40 AM, in the procedure room showed:
- At 10:27 AM Staff JJ, Physician, and Staff LL,
Physician, both donned gloves but failed to
perform hand hygiene. Staff JJ performed a
vaginal exam on the patient, removed her right
glove, failed to perform hand hygiene, then
reached into her back pocket and retrieved a

glove and donned it.
- Staff JJ sprayed a soap mixture in the patient's
vaginal area and injected Lidocaine (numbing
medication), then removed her soiled gloves,
failed to perform hand hygiene, and donned
sterile gloves.
- At 10:37 AM, after the procedure was
completed, Staff LL removed her gloves but failed
to perform hand hygiene before exiting the room.
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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6. Observation on 05123117 from't 1 :00 AM to
10:15 AM, in the procedure room showed:
- Staff JJ and Staff LL entered the room,
performed hand hygiene and donned gloves;
- At 11:02 AM, Staff LL rubbed her nose while
wearing her gloves, she then failed to remove her
soiled glove and perform hand hygiene. Staff JJ
documented in the patient's medical record while
wearing gloves, she then removed her gloves but
failed to perform hand hygiene.
- At 11:06 AM, Staff JJ and Staff LL donned clean
gloves but failed to perform hand hygiene first.
Staff JJ performed a vaginal exam, removed her
soiled glove from her right hand, failed to perform
hand hygiene, then reached into her back pocket
and retrieved a glove and donned it.
- Staff JJ sprayed a soap mixture in the patient's
vaginal area and injected Lidocaine, then
removed her soiled gloves, failed to perform hand
hygiene, and donned sterile gloves.
7. Observation on 05124117 from 9:30 AM to
10:08 AM, in the procedure room showed:
- At 9:34 AM Staff JJ donned gloves but failed to
perform hand hygiene and Staff GG, Physician,
wore gloves and attempted to restart Patient
#25's intravenous (lV - small catheter inserted
into a vein for administering medication and fluid)
line;
- At 9:38 AM Staff GG disposed of a bloody

syringe and placed a dressing on the patients
arm, removed her soiled gloves and donned
clean gloves. She tailed to perform hand hygiene
after removing her soiled gloves. She then leaned
against a wall with her gloved hands behind her
back, went to the electronic medical record and
documented, picked up the paper medical record
and reviewed it, then removed her gloves. She
failed to perform hand hygiene after she removed
her gloves.
MXQX11
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- At9:47 AM Staff GG stood with

her gloved
hands on her hips. Staff JJ removed her gloves
but failed to perform hand hygiene.
- At 9:47 AM Staff GG removed her gloves,
handled her cell phone, and exited the room. She
failed to perform hand hygiene after removing her
gloves.
- At 9:49 AM Staff JJ rubbed her nose and
pushed her glasses up while wearing gloves. She
failed to remove her gloves and perform hand
hygiene.
- At 9:57 AM Staff GG and Staff JJ entered the
procedure room and donned gloves. They failed
to perform hand hygiene before donning the
gloves.
- At 9:58 AM Staff JJ removed laminaria (kelp
species) sticks (a thin rod of dried laminaria used
to slowly dilate the cervix) from the patient's
cervix. Staff GG administered additional lV
medication while wearing gloves, picked up a
piece of trash from the floor, stood with her
gloved hands on her hips, then documented in
the electronic medical record. She failed to
change her gloves and perform hand hygiene.
- At 10.00 AM Staff GG removed her gloves and
partially stepped out of the procedure room then
returned. She failed to perform hand hygiene
after she removed her gloves and when she
re-entered the room. She documented in the
patients electronic medical record.
- At 10:01 Staff JJ removed her soiled gloves
after removing the laminaria sticks and donned
clean gloves. She failed to perform hand hygiene
between glove changes.
- At 10:02 Staff GG donned gloves. She failed to
perform hand hygiene.
- At 10:03 Staff JJ administered Lidocaine
medication, removed her gloves, and donned
sterile gloves. She failed to perform hand hygiene
between glove changes.
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8. During an interview on 05125117 at 11:50 AM,
Staff CC, Medical Director, Physician,:
- Questioned if hand hygiene between glove
changes was a new standard;
- Wanted to know whose standard it was;
- Stated that the procedures they performed were
not "sterile"; and
- Questioned if it was facility policy to perform
hand hygiene after glove removal.
I

nstrument transport fi ndings

9. Review of the AORN, "Guideline for Cleaning
and Care of Surgical lnstruments," dated 2016,
showed:

- Recommendation lV.b.
' Soiled instruments must be transported to the
decontamination area in a closed container or
enclosed transport cart. The container or cart
must be:
Leak proof;
Puncture resistant;
Large enough to contain all contents; and
Labeled with a fluorescent orange or
orange-red label containing a bio-hazard legend.
' Labeling the transport containment device
communicates to others that the contents are
potentially infectious.

- Recommendation lV.b. 1.
* Bio-hazard labels should be affixed so as to
prevent separation from the contents. \Nhen
appropriate to the configuration of the contents, a
red bag or red container may be used instead of
a label to indicate contaminated waste.
10. Review of the (AAMI document titled,
"Comprehensive Guide to Steam Sterilization and
Sterility Assurance in Healthcare Facilities,
ST79," dated 2010, showed:
of Health and
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- N.2.2.5 Transport of instruments to the
decontamination area:
* During transport of instruments from the point
of use to the decontamination area, appropriate
precautions (e.9., use of a closed transport
container) should be taken to avoid personnel
exposure to blood-borne pathogens,
contamination of the work environment, and
further contamination of the instruments.
1 1. Review of the facility's "lnfection Prevention
Manual", policy titled, "Handling of Contaminated

Fumiture/EquipmenVLinen/l nstruments/Supplies, "
dated 2017 , showed contaminated instruments
should be transported covered.

12.Observation on 05123117 at approximately
10:37 AM after Patient #20's procedure showed
Staff M, HCA, partially wrapped the soiled
instruments in the disposable sterilization wrap
and a disposable pad, then removed the soiled
instruments from the procedure room. She failed
to transport the instruments to the
decontamination room in a closed, leak-proof
container with a biohazard label affixed to the
container.
3. Observation on 05123117 at 1 'l :16 AM after
Patient #19's procedure showed Staff M partially
1

wrapped the soiled instruments in the disposable
sterilization wrap and a disposable pad then
removed the soiled instruments from the
procedure room. She failed to transport the
instruments to the decontamination room in a
closed, leak-proof container with a biohazard
label affixed to the container.
14. During an interview on 05124117 at 10:25 AM,
Staff G, Health Center Manager, stated that they
did not use closed leak-proof containers with a
Missouri Department of Health and
STATE FORM
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Continued From page 9
biohazard label but thought it would be a good
idea.
Germicidal Wpes

fi

ndings

15. Review of the manufacturers instructions for
use for the McKesson (brand) Disposable
Germicidal Surface Wpes showed:

- Cleaning and Disinfection lnstructions
* Use a fresh wipe to pre-clean surfaces of all
gross filth and healry soil.
* Repeat as necessary until all surfaces are
visibly clean.
* To
effectively disinfect the pre+leaned
surfaces, use a fresh wipe or tum the wipe over
to the clean side to thoroughly wet the surfaces
and allow surface to remain wet for the
appropriate time indicated for the purpose
intended.
* Effectively kills the multiple microorganisms at
room temperature with a two minute contact time
when used as directed.
t Used in surgical centers and rooms and
areas/facilities concerned with the hazards of
cross contamination from infectious

microorganisms.
16. Review of the facility's "lnfection Prevention
Manual", policy titled, "Cleaning, Disinfection, and
Sterilization," dated 201 7, showed:
-Procedure Room Practices: Disposable paper
coverings may eliminate the need to disinfect
between clients. Disinfection must be done if
paper covering becomes torn, wet, or visibly
soiled.

- lf paper covering is used, change the paper
covering and disinfect the surface as needed (i.e.,
when the paper covering becomes saturated with
blood or body fluids.)
-Spray on disinfectant. Leave on surface for
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
STATE FORM
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number of minutes as per product directions
("contact time").
17. Observation on 05123117 at 1 0:40 AM, after
Patient #20's procedure showed Staff J,
Environmental Services, wiped the bed with
McKesson germicidal wipes. She failed to allow
for two minutes of contact time. During an
interview immediately after the observation, Staff
K, Flow Facilitator, stated that the germicidal
wipes dried in 30 seconds and agreed that Staff J
did not allow two minutes of contact time.
18. Observation on 05123117 at 1 0:45 AM in the
recovery area showed Staff N, Registered Nurse,
cleaned a chair with a germicidal wipe but failed
to allow two minutes of contact time.
19. Observationon05l23llT at11:20 AM, after
Patient #19's procedure showed the paper liner
covering the bed was partially saturated with
blood in several spots, and there was additional
blood on the procedure table that had leaked
through the paper liner. Staff L, MA, removed the
paper liner and wiped the bed with a germicidal
wipe. She failed to allow two minutes of contact
time. During an interview immediately after the
observation, Staff L stated that the contact time
was 15 seconds.
Oxygen Tanks findings

21. Review of the AORN, "Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning," dated 2016, showed:
- Recommendation ll.
. The patient should be provided with a clean,
safe environment.

- Recommendation ll.a.

' The perioperative RN should assess the
perioperative envi ronment frequently for
Missouri Department of Health and
STATE FORM
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cleanliness and take action to implement cleaning
and disinfection procedures. Environmental
cleaning and disinfection is a team effort involving
perioperative personnel and environmental
services personnel. The responsibility for veriffing
a clean surgical environment before the start of
an operative or invasive procedure rests with
perioperative nurses.
22. Observation on 05/23117 from 9:30 to 9:40
AM of procedure rooms #1 , #2, and #3 showed
each had an oxygen tank in the room. The tanks
were soiled and had adhesive residue with dirt
stuck on the tanks.

23. During an interview on05124117 at 10:25 AM,
Staff G agreed the oxygen tanks were not clean
and stated that staff did wipe the tanks down
when they got new tanks but the residue did not
come off with routine wiping.
1113(

19 CSR 30-30.060(1XB)(12) The administrator
shall be responsible

11136

The administrator shall be responsible for
ensuring that the provisions of Chapter 188,
Regulation of Abortions, RSMo 1986 are adhered
to.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facili$
failed to submit complication reports to the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services (Department) as required by statute.
The facility performs an average of 270
procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 17 cases.
Findings included:
Missouri Department of Health and
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1
Review of Missouri law 188.052(2);(3) RSMo,
showed:
- An individual complication report for any
post-abortion care performed upon a woman
shall be completed by the physician providing
such post-abortion care. This report shall include:
(1) The date of the abortion; (2)The name and
address of the abortion facilig or hospital where
the abortion was performed; (3) The nature of the
abortion complication diagnosed or treated. 3. All
complication reports shall be signed by the
physician providing the post-abortion care and
submitted to the department of health and senior
services within forty-five days from the date of the
post-abortion care.

2.

Review of 19 CSR 30-30.050(1XD) showed
"complication" to be defined in the regulation as:
"Complication-includes, but is not limited to,
hemorrhage, infection, uterine perforation,
cervical lacerations and retained products."

3. Review of the facility's "Complication and
incident log"-s. internal database report dated
05124117 and used by facility staff to follow up on
patients who sought post-abortion care, showed
multiple patients being treated at the facili$ for
issues that met the regulatory definition of
complication. Follow up care was documented in
the complication log, but there was no evidence
of any associated complication reports being
submitted to the Department.
4.

Review of the facility's "QA Manual" dated
2017, showed policies regarding various reports
sent to the state:
- "CVR reports are state reports that are
submitted [to the Department] by the 1Oth of the
month before for all abortion procedures
Health and Senior Services
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perbrmed." This report corresponds to the
mandatory "lnduced Termination of Pregnancy"
reports required to be submitted to the
Department.
- "Board of Healing Arts report is a state report
that is required by the State for all Abortion
procedures for over 20 weeks [gestational age]."
The report corresponds to the mandatory viability
determination report.
- However, there was no facility policy specific to
the submission of post-abortion complication
reports to the Department.

5.

During an interview on 05124117 at 3:05 PM,
Staff D, Director of Quality, stated:
- The facili$ and the physicians were not sending
any complication reports at this time.
- The facilig had become fully aware of the
complication report requirement in the last few
months, and had discussed the issue intemally,
but wanted a clearer definition of complication
before they would comply.

6.

During an interview on 05125117 at 10:23 AM,
Staff B, President and CEO stated:
- The facility had become aware of the
complication reporting requirement after
communications with the Departnent "several
months ago."
- The facilig had not sent in any complication
reports even once they became fully aware of the
requirement.
- The facility had requested a formal meeting with
the Department and other stakeholders several
times to seek clarification on the requirement, but
so far no such meeting was planned, and the
facility was waiting for this meeting before they
believed they could adequately comply with the
requirement.
Missouri Department of Health
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An onsite, unannounced state licensure survey to
determine compliance wiih 19 CSR 30-30.050
through 19 CSR 30-30.060 for Abortion Facilities
was conducted tromO5l2il17 to 05/25/17. See
below for findings:
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19 CSR 30-30.060(1XAX3) Bylaws of the
governing body shall

Bylaws of the governing body shall require that an
individual who complies with paragraph (1XA)2.
of this rule shall be in charge in the absence of
the administrator.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to include in their bylaws the person or
position in charge of the facility in the absence of
the administrator. The facility performs an
average of 270 procedures per month. On the
first day of the survey, there were 1 7 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Facility Bylaws, Article 10,
Operation of Health Care Facility, dated
$l2An7 showed;
- The Vice President of Patient Services and
Education (VP) and her delegate shall be
responsible for overseeing the day-to-day
operations of the facility; and
- The VP must meet one of the following
qualifications: (i) a physician licensed to practice
medicine within the State of Missouri; (ii) a
registered nurse licensed to practice nursing
within the State of Missouri; or (iii) an individual
who has at least one year of administrative
experience in the health care industry.
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Aitachment
(,Peratc a licensed ahortj-on
$r:l;1it1t .l;^-:*\.r-t:-lxli:rtnr:y.,Sgr.gl.Utl.1-.g!Lis& The Curp<.rtation rn*y
lV{issou:li
atrot:tiotr and/ot other
at
which
faciilq, or alnbulatou srrrgicai {:enter rvithir: the Statc oi
p:egflancy iermination services and procedures, rclate<{ couascling selices ancl other rehr:e.d sewices

arc providccl ('Facility").

The Board shall have full leg*l rcspoosibiJiry for detetrriai,og, implementing anc{ monitoring
rnd pruceclures govcrr:.ing the Facilift's rotal operation and [or eusurl:g that lhose prllices
ar:e adrniaistelecl in a firanne( so that the Facility provides appropriare care in a safe ettvironmenl.
polici.es

lieuitrr J:

The ]resiclentlCEO shall sclcct and thc
thr: Faci}ity ("}Iartuger') whc, is lhe dav to
firr
Corpo.ratir:n shall emplrry a Surgical Services lv{ruraget
day operati*ns lnanagor. She is *lso the delegatc and acting sr:pervisor: fi:r thc VP when rhe V? is
absent' A secondarl delegate is thc clinical i\lanaget' at: &clvnn';ed pr:tciice NP' 'flre atjrninistrator
is the Vice President of Patient Ser-r'icer arrd E<iLrcatior:. The VP thall repott to tire PtesidefltlCfl{)S.rbject rr: directioc. gui<iance md authoriry qtanied by thc Presidentf Cll(), fl"re \rP and hcr deiegate
shail br: responsiblc for overseeing the day-to.day oper*tious r:f *rc F*cilit1,- l'he VP aucl her
, rlelegute rnusl meet one of th* foliewlrg quali{ications: (i) a physician licertscd to practice ir:edieine
.,rrithin the Stare of :fissoririt (!i) a rcgrstcrcd nurse licettse<i to prnctice trur:sing vit]Lin the State of
Missorui; c,r: (iii) en indilrelu'*l who has :r le*st otle ye'.rr r.:f adn:inisn:ativtt t:xperit:ttr:* itl the he.*"lth
ca-te industn.

In

[i',rr:LluI- r\[iUUgrr.a:il-L\tl$i1i_{11lu:-*",

rhe ;\dmirustratilJ:'s (i.e Dir:ector) ahsence, only ntr indivitluai lvho meets r:ne ol. tlre

clualificaiions riescribed in the .immediateiy preceding paragt*ph n'iai be left in cl:trgc of thc Facility.

'l'hc (tf[rcers nf rhc Clorporaticxr shnil pror:rpt.lv 1>rnvide *.vtitlcu n.;tj{icntjon to rhc lv{issouri

'f)eFnrrlnenr of Iublic Hezlth arrcl Setrior: Sr:n'iccs of any chtnge in ihc pt*son <:t:iployed try
Caruoratioa as the l;acilit"r's lJjrcctor.

Ihc Pr*sideflrl(lh;O

tJre

shall select aucl the tJorporation shall ernploy a Mcdicai lJircci<;r tiir the

Corpt>rntion. The N{edi,:al f.Jirector s}rall repr;rt tu the P.resident/tlF,O, Strbiru:t ro clirection,
guidnnce ancl autl:odty granred bv the Pr:csitlentTrCli0, tlr* lvlerircal l)itecf-or be rs-.ponsiblc or
'Ihis incli"rdcs, but is
ote"rseeing the provision of all medicai services ptr:vided b',. tl',e {.lotporation.
not limitccl tr-r, revicw and apploval cF atl nredical policir:s ancl procerlur:es; revierv of all qualit,v
rssurarlcc ac'ivities and re-"ults, and p,rrticination in the plarr af acticrn for lollorv'up; revierv of
physjslr,, cr:n:plications; alcl r:csporrs:bilities fr:r the scteeuilrg, ripptovai'*t:cl renppoinil'nent oI all
-I'he
&Ieclical L)irector shnll tre a botrd
phvsician stat't providing rrbortion or sut:gic*l senicei.
ce*ifi.ecl physician, preferahly an {.itB(iyn, liccnsecl tr: 1)racilce meclicine in che Statc
$r:stl1l1ti-$cr-11-s:1,or i\gr r'1-s trr l':rr

iltltl.

of

lv{issorrri.

Persotts dutrv appointcd by tire l{issor-ui Deparunent

abo*jon facifitics r.l: *rnl:ulator:y surgir-:ai (:et)teli $ur\,€yo,:s sh*ll be a]lorved tn
insper:r the trlacilitv at *ny tirne the Itacili .4 is io opemtiurt, ct:nsistetrt witlr clue regatll itrt the nredicai
conc{ition and pri:rac'r' of the ott-sitc patienis.
of Helilth

as licenscd

&cilirry, rncluciiug the Facrlifir's mr:dic*l stafi, nursing, ptr-rtossiorilrl *trd suppcrt sielT and aii
corrnseli.:ng strff nnd rrolrrnte.*rs, shzli he di::ectly rcsl:onsihle to rhe i/P ;rnd hislher srrpewisory
alti ir:di::ectiy r:espt:nsiblc to lhc ]')ls5iiienrri (.1[(J rrl.l to lhe li<,iud.

s:nf i,
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Standard Precautions, Hand Hygiene, PPE

ARMS Infection Prevention Manual

Hand Hygiene
Good hand hygiene, including use of
Hand washing is the #1
alcohol-based hand based rubs and hand
protection against
washing with soap and water is critical to
transmission of
commu nicable diseases.
reduce the risk of spreading infections in
health care settings. Use of alcohol-based
hand rub as the primary mode of hand hygiene in healthcare settings is
recommended by the CDC and the World Health Organization because of its
activity against a broad spectrum of
pathogens.
Hand hygiene is the most important
single procedure for preventing health careassociated infections. Antiseptics control or kill
microorganisms contaminating skin and other
superficial tissues and are sometimes composed
of the same chemicals that are used for
disinfection of inanimate objects. Although antiseptics and other hand hygiene agents do
not sterilize the skin, they can reduce microbial contamination depending on the type and
the amount of contamination, the agent used the presence of residual activity, and the
hand hygiene technique followed.

1.

Key situations were hand hygiene should be performed include:

a. Before touching a patient, even if gloves are worn
b. Before exiting the patient's care/procedure area after touching the patient or
the patient's immediate environment

c. After contact with blood, body fluids or excretions, or dressings
d. Prior to performing an aseptic task (i.e. placing an lV, preparing an injection)
e. lf hands will be moving from a contaminated-body site to a clean-body site

.

during patient care
f

2.

.

After glove removed

Use soap and water when hands are visibly soiled (i.e. blood, body fluids). The
preferred method of hand decontamination is with an alcohol-based hand rub.

60
W:\2017 Infection Prevention\2O17 ARMS PPSLRSWMO Infection Prevention Manual 0525l7.docx
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751€400

FAx: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing ahd Speech tmpaired 1-g00-735-2966 VOTCE 1-8OO-735-246G

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Govemor

Jwre2,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Revisit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of May 31, 2017. This relates to the Licensure survey conducted
May 25, 2017"Yow facility is now in compliance with the Licensure requirements for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

til"f,@
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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An onsite Licensure revisit survey was conducted
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jetferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-60'10
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Governor

August 17,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint # MO00131562
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results ofthe recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffonAugust 14,2017 and concluded on
15, 2017 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.

August

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

-4,4 J.-/-

ffi*

7a%/^2

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted lrom 08114117
through 08115117 for the purpose of review for
one complaint in relation to the Missouri
Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO 00131562 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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An investigation was conducted from 03/06/18
sporadically through 03/19/18 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00140153 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director
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March 21, 2018

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint #MO00140153
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on March 19, 2018 indicate that your facility is in compliance
with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Michael L. Parson

Director
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January 4, 2019

Cathy Williams, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00151249
Dear Cathy Williams:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on January 3, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
Enclosures
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As directed by the Bureau of Ambulatory Care,
an on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted on 01/03/19 for complaint
#MO00151249. The allegation was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
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February 27, 2019

Janice Thomas
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00152740
Dear Janice Thomas:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on February 11, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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As directed by the Bureau of Ambulatory Care,
an on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted on 02/11/19 for complaint
#MO00152740. The allegation was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
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March 27, 2019

Kawanna Shannon
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Kawanna Shannon:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings (deficiencies)
of the survey conducted on 03/13/2019 in connection with the Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri. Please submit a Plan of Correction (POC) stating how you will correct the cited deficiencies. This POC
must be submitted within ten (10) calendar days of the date this letter and SOD is received by your facility.
An acceptable plan of correction must contain the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Address each deficiency individually, unless both State and Federal regulations have been cited. For example, A0405
and L1236 often address the same concerns. If the deficiency statement is identical, you may combine the citations and
state one Plan of Correction.
The plan should state how you will improve the process that led to the deficiency cited. State each component, as
indicated. For example, write facility policy, train staff on new process, etc.
The plan must include the monitoring and tracking procedures to ensure the plan of correction is effective and that
specific deficiencies cited remain corrected and /or in compliance with the regulatory requirements. The Plan must
include frequency and length of monitoring and tracking procedures to ensure the plan of correction is effective.
The plan must include a date when each deficiency will be/has been corrected or completed. In general, we would
expect the facility to have a corrective action fully implemented no later than 45 days after the Statement of Deficiencies
was received. This date must include when the facility will be in full compliance.
Should you anticipate that any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write
a phased plan of correction, and include the expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased POC is found to
be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the
approved plan at the revisit.
The plan must include the title of the person responsible for implementing and monitoring the plan of correction for
each deficiency, and must state how the stated improvement actions will be incorporated into your Quality Assessment
and Performance Improvement (QAPI) Program to reduce the likelihood of the deficient practice reoccurring.
The first page of the Form 2567 for each set of regulations cited must be signed and dated in the block labeled
"Facility Representative's Signature."

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a Plan of Correction is returned to this office, the plan must be
outlined as stated above. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Your POC must specify
how these deficiencies were corrected and the date of correction.
Please retain a copy of this letter and the SOD for your reference. We welcome any questions at (573) 751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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L 000

An on-site, unannounced state licensure survey
was conducted from 03/11/19 to 03/13/19 in
order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations governing abortion
facilities, including 19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and
061 and Chapter 188, RSMo (Regulation of
Abortions).
See below for findings:
L 069 19 CSR 30-30.020(1)(A)(6) A written plan shall

L 069

provide
A written plan shall provide for the evacuation of
patients, visitors and personnel in the event of
fire or other disaster within the facility and for an
alarm system to notify personnel. Personnel are
to be acquainted with the evacuation plan to
properly perform their duties in the event of a fire
or disaster.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that all
employees participated in a fire drill at least
annually. The Abortion Facility does an average
of 216 cases per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Natural
Disasters, Chemical Attacks, and Physical
Actions," dated 04/18, showed that fire drills are
performed at least annually. All staff should be
involved. The drill is to familiarize staff with
assigned emergency duties.
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2. Review of the facility's records of fire drills
showed that the most recent fire drill occurred on
11/30/18 and the previous drill occurred on
06/02/17. (Note: The time between drills was
more than 12 months). The list of staff on the drill
from 11/30/18 showed 30 names and 10 were
indicated as having been part of the drill.
3. During an interview on 03/11/19 at 4:15 PM,
Staff N, Clinical Quality Improvement Manager,
stated that she did not know why the fire drills
were more than 12 months apart and that no
physicians were listed as participating as there
were none onsite that day.
L1069 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(A)(1) The governing body

L1069

shall have full legal
The governing body shall have full legal
responsibility for determining, implementing, and
monitoring policies governing a facility's total
operation and for ensuring that the policies are
administered in a manner to provide acceptable
care in a safe environment and in accordance
with all legal requirements and standards of care.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review the facility failed to
ensure all policies were written to maintain
compliance with all regulatory requirements for
obtaining a complete medical history to include a
pelvic examination.
Findings included:
1. Licensure regulations at 19 CSR 30-30.060 (2)
(D) require a written medical history shall be
obtained for each patient. A health assessment
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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including a pelvic examination shall be
performed. Pregnancy shall be confirmed by
clinical evidence and laboratory tests. This
information shall be used in determining the
duration of gestation, identifying preexisting
medical or other complications, and detecting
any factors which could influence the choice of
the procedure, anesthesia, or preoperative and
postoperative management. If the physician
determines gestation is beyond the first trimester,
an ultrasound examination shall be performed
and results shall be recorded in the patient's
medical record.
2. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Minutes from RHS (Reproductive Health
Services) Provider Training's Regarding SB
(Senate Bill) 5 and Corrections for DHSS
(Department of Health and Senior Services)
Inspection," dated 04/26/18, showed:
- Pelvic exams done prior to surgical abortion will
continue and should be documented in the
surgical abortion template as has been required current practice.
- Pelvic exams will only be done for medical
abortion when medically indicated - current
practice.
L1076 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(A)(8) The governing body,

L1076

ensure abortion facility
The governing body, through the administrator,
shall ensure that the abortion facility abides by all
applicable state and federal laws and
regulations. This shall include, but not be limited
to, compliance with Chapter 188, RSMo.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
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Based on policy review, record review and
interview, the facility failed to ensure the
physician who obtained the informed consent
was the physician who performed or induced the
abortion for two (#7 and #10) of 10 patients'
abortion medical records reviewed. The Abortion
Facility does an average of 216 cases per month.
On the first day of the survey, there were 21
procedures.
Findings included:
1. The physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion shall provide the information required in
section 188.027.6, RSMo, orally and in person to
the patient at least seventy-two (72) hours before
the abortion.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Consent
and Informed Consent," dated 06/16, showed per
Missouri SB (Senate Bill) 793 and SB5 ALL
women who request an abortion in Missouri must
meet with a Qualified Health Professional and the
physician who will provide the abortion procedure
for consultation at least 72 hours prior to an
abortion procedure (or informed consent may be
given by physician only).
3. Review of Patient #7's medical record showed:
- On 11/15/18, Staff GG, Medical Doctor (MD),
signed the facility's document titled, "State of
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services Informed Consent Checklist - Abortion."
- On 11/20/18, Staff AA, MD, administered
Mifepristone (stops the pregnancy from growing
and is the first of two medications administered in
a medication-induced abortion).
4. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 1:04 PM,
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Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that:
- Staff AA was a fellow (physician who has
completed their residency and elects to complete
further training in a specialty) who worked with
Staff GG.
- The Mifepristone agreement (medication
agreement form signed by the patient and
provider [physician] that explains that the
medications will end the pregnancy, what to
expect, and directions) was signed by the patient
and Staff AA.
5. Review of Patient #10's medical record
showed:
- On 08/29/18, Staff FF, Doctor of Osteopathic
Medicine (physician whose training focused on
emphasizing a whole-person approach to
treatment and care), signed the facility's
document titled, "State of Missouri Department of
Health and Senior Services Informed Consent
Checklist - Abortion."
- On 09/05/18, Staff AA attempted a surgical
abortion, which was unsuccessful.
- On 09/05/18, Staff AA administered
Mifepristone.
- A separate document generated by Staff FF that
included:
* "I was present for the procedure and agree
with the treatment and follow up plan(s)."
* "TV (Trans-vaginal) U/S (ultrasound) was able
to confirm the path, but given the unique position
of the uterus and patient's discomfort, coupled
with early gestational age, we opted to stop the
SAB (surgical abortion) and proceed with MAB
(medical abortion)."
6. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 1:24 PM,
Staff EE, MD, stated that:
- The supervising physician was responsible for
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care of the patient;
- The supervising physician for Patient #7 was
Staff GG;
- Staff GG did not complete a supervisory note
for Patient #7;
- Staff AA could administer the Mifepristone
without the supervisory physician in the room;
- Staff GG was in the room during the surgical
abortion attempt on Patient #7 (performed by
Staff AA); and
- The supervising physician for Patient #10 was
Staff FF.
L1103 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(D) A written medical

L1103

history shall be obtained
A written medical history shall be obtained for
each patient. A health assessment including a
pelvic examination shall be performed.
Pregnancy shall be confirmed by clinical
evidence and laboratory tests. This information
shall be used in determining the duration of
gestation, identifying preexisting medical or other
complications, and detecting any factors which
could influence the choice of the procedure,
anesthesia, or preoperative and postoperative
management. If the physician determines
gestation is beyond the first trimester, an
ultrasound examination shall be performed and
results shall be recorded in the patient's medical
record.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to perform the pelvic examination at a time
that could influence the choice of the planned
procedure and pre-operative management for
nine (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, and #10) of
nine patients' abortion medical records reviewed.
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The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. 188.027 states that Consent to an abortion is
voluntary and informed and given freely and
without coercion if, and only if, at least
seventy-two hours prior to the abortion: 1(f)- the
physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion, a qualified professional, or the referring
physician informs the woman of the gestational
age of the unborn child at the time the abortion is
to be performed or induced.
30-30.060 (D) A written medical history shall be
obtained for each patient. A health assessment
including a pelvic examination shall be
performed. Pregnancy shall be confirmed by
clinical evidence and laboratory tests. This
information shall be used in determining the
duration of gestation, identifying preexisting
medical or other complications, and detecting
any factors which could influence the choice of
the procedure, anesthesia, or preoperative and
postoperative management.
2. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Minutes from RHS (Reproductive Health
Services) Provider Trainings Regarding SB
(Senate Bill) 5 and Corrections for DHSS
(Department of Health and Senior Services)
Inspection," dated 04/26/18, showed:
- Pelvic exams done prior to surgical abortion will
continue and should be documented in the
surgical abortion template as has been required current practice.
- Pelvic exams will only be done for medical
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abortion when medically indicated - current
practice.
3. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, and #8 with admission dates
ranging from 11/17/18 to 02/23/19 for a surgical
abortion showed documentation included findings
from a pelvic examination, but the date and time
of the pelvic examination were not documented.
4. Review of Patient #7's medical record, dated
11/20/18, showed the patient was admitted for a
surgical abortion. The physician's undated and
untimed note of the pelvic examination included,
"Exam limited by body habitus." A medical record
entry, dated 11/20/18 at 1:40 PM, showed Staff
B, Registered Nurse, documented, "Per (Staff
GG, Medical Doctor [MD]) they were unable to
perform in clinic procedure (surgical abortion) so
patient will proceed with medication abortion."
5. Review of Patient #10's medical record, dated
09/05/18, showed the patient was admitted for a
surgical abortion. Documentation included
findings from a pelvic examination, but the date
and time of the pelvic examination were not
documented. (Note: The surgical abortion was
unsuccessful so the plan changed to a
medication-induced abortion.)
6. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:50 AM,
Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that:
- The pelvic exam was done after the consenting
process and pre-operative phase;
- Pelvic exams were done right after the time out
(intentional pause immediately before starting the
surgical procedure when a final verification is
made to confirm the correct patient, surgery,
side, implant, and any special requirements);
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- Right after the pelvic exam, medications were
given and then the procedure was completed;
and
- The medical records did not include the date
and time of the pelvic exam.
7. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 1:24 PM,
Staff EE, MD, stated that:
- Routinely, they performed the time out, the
pelvic exam, administered the medication, and
then performed the procedure.
- They did the pelvic exam before going into the
uterus.
L1116 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(N) Facilities performing

L1116

surgical,emergency drug
Facilities performing surgical procedures shall
have emergency drugs, oxygen, and intravenous
fluids in the procedure room to stabilize the
patient's condition when necessary. A manual
breathing bag, suction machine, and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the
clinical area for immediate access.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute, nationally-recognized
standards, policy review, record review,
observation, and interview, the facility failed to
ensure:
- Staff maintained the necessary endotracheal
equipment (equipment used to provide
respiration when the patient is unable to breath
for themselves) readily available to manage a
respiratory emergency;
- Staff were familiar with the location and
operation of emergency equipment; and
- Policies were developed to ensure staff
orientation and knowledge validation for the
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location and use of emergency supplies;
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the 2011 Missouri Revised Statutes
TITLE XII PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
Chapter 197 Medical Treatment Facility Licenses
Section 197.230 showed:
- The department of health and senior services
shall make, or cause to be made, such
inspections and investigations as it deems
necessary. The department may delegate its
powers and duties to investigate and inspect
ambulatory surgical centers or abortion facilities
to an official of a political subdivision having a
population of at least four hundred fifty thousand
if such political subdivision is deemed qualified
by the department to inspect and investigate
ambulatory surgical centers. The official so
designated shall submit a written report of his or
her findings to the department and the
department may accept the recommendations of
such official if it determines that the facility
inspected meets minimum standards established
pursuant to sections 197.200 to 197.240.
- In the case of any abortion facility, the
department shall make or cause to be made an
unannounced on-site inspection and investigation
at least annually. Such on-site inspection and
investigation shall include, but not be limited to,
the following areas:
(1) Compliance with all statutory and regulatory
requirements for an abortion facility, including
requirements that the facility maintain adequate
staffing and equipment to respond to medical
emergencies.
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2. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses "Guideline for Care of the
Patient Receiving Moderate Sedation/Analgesia
(a condition in which the patient exhibits a mildly
depressed level of consciousness and an altered
perception of pain but retains the ability to
respond appropriately to verbal or tactile
stimulation)," dated 2018, showed:
- Recommendation III.c.4.
* Monitoring equipment (e.g., pulse oximetry
(device that measures the oxygen saturation of
arterial blood), Electrocardiogram (ECG measures electrical activity all over the heart),
capnography (the monitoring of the concentration
carbon dioxide in the respiratory gases), blood
pressure measurement devices, oxygen source,
masks and cannulas, suction source, tubing, and
tips, and oral and nasal [through the nose]
airways) should be working properly, and
immediately available in the room where the
procedure is being performed.
- Recommendation III.e.
* Emergency resuscitation equipment and
supplies should be immediately available in every
location in which moderate sedation is
administered.
- Recommendation III.e.1.
* Emergency equipment and supplies should
include:
Airway and ventilatory equipment (e.g.,
laryngoscopes (a diagnostic tool with a blade,
light, and mirrors, used to examine the larynx
[hollow organ in the throat that forms an air
passage to the lungs]), endotracheal tubes (ETTa breathing tube inserted into the airway to keep
the airway open), laryngeal mask airway (LMA - a
medical device that keeps a patient's airway
open during anesthesia or unconsciousness),
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oral and nasal airways;
3. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Emergency Response Protocol and Procedure
for Emergency Transfer of Patients in Life
Threatening Situations," dated 02/19, showed:
- When an emergency is recognized by staff they
will respond to the patient in crisis and notify
physician and Registered Nurse (RN)/Licensed
Practical Nurse (LPN).
- Basic Life Support (BLS - a level of medical
care which is used for victims of life-threatening
illnesses or injuries until they can be given full
medical care) services and supportive care will
be started as indicated.
- Treating physician will direct patient care and
designate team members to carry out tasks as
necessary.
* Be sure to start with the ABCs (Airway,
Breathing, Circulation).
- RN/LPN who comes to the room should assess
ABCs and should ask treating physician for
report regarding any other equipment (e.g.
intravenous (small catheter inserted into a vein
for administering medication and fluid) access,
oxygen, and ultrasound) or medications needed.
(Note: The policy failed to identify the emergency
equipment necessary to treat seizures,
bleedings, anaphylactic shock, respiratory arrest,
and cardiac arrest and other life threatening
emergencies and failed to address the need for
staff orientation and training on the locations and
operation of emergency equipment.)
4. Review of the facility's undated document
titled, "Emergency Box: Medication and
Supplies," showed the emergency box checklist
failed to include suction equipment, i.e., suction
device (plastic suction tip used to suction
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secretions from the mouth and throat) and
endotracheal equipment (equipment used to
manage an open airway, i.e., endotracheal tubes,
endotracheal tube introducers [device used to
assist in obtaining an airway] and laryngoscope
handle and blades).
5. Review of the facility's undated checklist titled,
"Quality Management (QM) Site System Review,"
showed:
- The document was to be completed monthly by
the Surgical Services Manager/Delegate and
included:
- Emergency Equipment
* Audited by nursing supervisor (blank for
initials).
* Resuscitative equipment; and
* Cart with emergency supplies & weekly
checklist current.
(Note: The checklist failed to contain a list of
specific emergency or resuscitative equipment to
be checked.)
6. Observation on 03/11/19 at approximately 1:45
PM showed:
- A portable suction machine in supply storage
room #2;
- No suction equipment in three of three
procedure rooms; and
- No suction equipment in the pre/post procedure
area.
7. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:25 AM in
the pre/post procedure area, Staff O, Advanced
Practice Registered Nurse (APRN), Clinical
Manager, stated that:
- There was no suction in the procedure rooms or
pre/post procedure area.
- She did not know where the suction machine
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was located.
- Staff needed an in-service on location of
emergency equipment.
8. Observation on 03/12/19 at 9:30 AM in the
pre/post procedure area showed:
- An emergency box with emergency medications
and supplies.
* The emergency box did not contain suction
supplies (suction tips or cannulas) or
endotracheal equipment.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
B, Registered Nurse (RN), stated that:
- There was no suction supplies or endotracheal
equipment in the pre/post area.
- She did not know what emergency supplies
were in the procedure rooms, she was only
responsible for the pre/post procedure area.
- She had worked at the facility for approximately
three years.
- She did not know where the suction machine
was located.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff O
stated that she did not know where the
endotracheal tubes were located.
9. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:05 AM,
Staff EE, Physician, stated that:
- If they had a patient that needed intubation he
would use a LMA.
- The LMA's were with the emergency supplies in
the procedure rooms.
- The facility had LMAs, oxygen, and suction for
endotracheal equipment.
- Given the facility's proximity to a hospital and
EMS response time he had determined those
supplies were sufficient for the facility.
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10. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:10 AM,
Staff H, Surgical Scrub Technician (staff member
who performs multiple duties including providing
the surgeon with the instruments needed to
perform a surgery), Patient Flow Coordinator,
stated that:
- The suction machine was in the sterile supply
storage room.
- They did not have suction tips or catheters for
oral suction of the patient.
- She did not know if the facility had
laryngoscope handles and blades.
- They did not have LMAs.
12. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:15 AM,
Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that
she did not know where the suction tips or
laryngoscope handles and blades were located
or if they had them.
13. Observation on 03/12/19 at 10:20 AM of
procedure room #3 and two sterile supplies
closet showed there were no LMA or suction tips
available for the facility.
14. Observation on 03/12/19 at 10:35 AM of
sterile storage room #2 showed:
- The laryngoscope handles and blades were
stored together in a factory storage container on
the top shelf.
- The handles and blades had not been cleaned,
high level disinfected, or packaged to prevent
cross-contamination.
(Note: The handles and blades were not ready
for patient use.)
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
EE, stated that:
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- The facility purchased laryngoscope handles
and blades approximately one year ago.
- They were stored on the top shelf in the supply
room, still in the original case.
- They would never use the laryngoscope
handles and blades or the ET tubes.
- He did not know the facility did not have any
suction tips for oral suctioning.
15. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:00 AM,
Staff N, Clinical Quality Implementation Manager,
stated that:
- The only checklist for staff to validate
emergency supplies was the document,
"Emergency Box," which was used for the
pre/post procedure monitoring area.
- The facility did not have an inclusive list of unit
emergency supplies and equipment.
- The monitoring tool for emergency supplies,
"QM Monthly Site System Review Worksheet,"
did not include a list of emergency supplies and
was not a tool to validate staff knowledge of
emergency supplies.
- The facility did not have a policy that outlined
the required emergency supplies to be
maintained by the unit; and
- The facility did not have a policy that directed
staff orientation and knowledge validation for the
location and use of emergency supplies.
L1131 19 CSR 30-30.060(4)(A) Infection control

L1131

standards of the facility
Infection control standards of the facility must be
identified in writing, in compliance with
generally-agreed upon national standards such
as those of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), Association for Professionals
in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC),
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Association of peri-Operative Registered Nurses
(AORN), or other standards determined
acceptable by the department.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to ensure:
- Staff maintained a controlled environment to
prevent cross-contamination in sterile processing
and decontamination;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
and manufacturers instructions for use (IFU) for
the monitoring of chemicals used for High-Level
Disinfection (HLD) of instruments;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
for the maintenance of logs to document the
required monitoring controls for HLD of
instruments;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
for the maintenance of logs to document the
required monitoring controls for steam
sterilization;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
and facility policy for the labeling of sterile
instruments and packages; and
- Ensure expired supplies were not available for
use.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Managing
Infection Prevention at Affiliates," dated 07/09/18,
showed:
- All staff is responsible for adhering to and
incorporating infection prevention practices with
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service provision.
- The facility uses as a reference:
* The Affiliate Risk Management Services
infection Prevention Manual;
* Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
* HealthCare Infection Control Practices
Advisory Committee Guidelines;
- Other resources are listed in the attachment
section of this manual:
* Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI);
* Association of PeriOperative Registered
Nurses (AORN);
* Association of Professionals in Infection and
Epidemiology (branch of medicine which deals
with the incidence, distribution, and possible
control of diseases and other factors relating to
health); and
* Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
2. Review of the AORN "Perioperative Standards
and Recommended Practices for Instrument
Cleaning," dated 2018, showed:
- Recommendation V.
* Instruments should be cleaned and
decontaminated in an area separate from
locations where clean items are handled.
* Physical separation of decontamination areas
(area of a health care facility designated for
collection, retention, and cleaning of soiled
and/or contaminated items) from areas where
clean items are handled minimized the risk of
cross-contamination.
* Droplets and aerosols created during cleaning
of soiled instruments can cause
cross-contamination of any nearby clean items or
surfaces.
- Recommendation V.a.
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* The sterile processing area should have:
- Separate clean and decontamination
spaces, which may be rooms or areas;
- Decontamination and clean spaces that are
separated by one of three methods: A wall with a
door or pass-through, a partial wall or partition
that is at least 4 feet high and at least the width of
the counter, or a distance of 4 feet between the
instrument washing sink and the area where the
instruments are prepared for sterilization.
- Recommendation VI.
* Contaminated instruments are a potential
source of transmissible pathogens.
3. Review of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
3.3.6.1.1 Design considerations: The
decontamination area/room should be physically
separate from all other processing areas and
from areas in which clean or sterilization
procedures are carried out, with any connecting
doors and pass-through windows remaining
closed.
4. Observation on 03/11/19 at 1:30 PM of the
sterile processing area showed:
- The pass through window between sterile
processing and decontamination was open.
- Staff F, Surgical Scrub Technician (ST, staff
member who performs multiple duties including
providing the surgeon with the instruments
needed to perform a surgery), was cleaning
contaminated instruments in the decontamination
room in direct proximity to the pass through
window.
- The door to the sterile processing room was
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propped open.
- Two sterilizers along the wall adjacent to the
door that protruded past the door frame and
prevented the door from being closed.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A,
Director of Surgical Services, stated that the
sterilizers blocked the door to sterile processing
from closing.
5. Observation on 03/12/19 at 9:28 AM showed
the doors to sterile processing and
decontamination and the pass through window
were open.
6. Observation on 03/12/19 at 11:25 AM showed
the door to sterile processing and the pass
through window was open.
7. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 9:15 AM,
Staff A stated that the door to decontamination
and the pass through window were to remain
closed at all times.
8. Review of the ANSI/AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
- E.6 Quality control in chemical disinfection
(chemical substances which are used to kill or
deactivate pathogenic microorganisms [capable
of causing illness in humans])
* Dilution and minimum effective
recommendation (MEC) / minimum
recommended concentration (MRC) monitoring:
The disinfectant is diluted by water remaining
on surfaces and in the lumens of devices
immersed in the disinfectant.
Dilution can be very significant in the
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long-term use and reuse of a chemical
disinfectant and can potentially reduce the
concentration of the chemical agent to a level too
low to be effective in killing a sufficient number of
certain microorganisms in the recommended
exposure time.
To avoid dilution of the disinfectant, excess
moisture should be removed after cleaning.
Disinfectant solutions must not be used at
concentrations below the MEC or MRC stated on
the label.
As part of a health care facility's quality control
program, Liquid Chemical Sterilants (LCS)/HLD
solutions such as glutaraldehyde (Cidex OPA
[brand] - high level disinfectant for semi-critical
medical devices) solution should be monitored
upon activation and before each use in order to
detect unexpected dilution of the solution.
9. Review of the AORN "Guideline for Manual
Chemical High-Level Disinfection," dated 2018,
showed:
- Recommendation IV.d.
* High-level disinfection should occur in a
designated clean area that is separate from the
decontamination area.
* Separating the clean area from the area where
devices are cleaned and prepared for high-level
disinfection reduces the risk of device
contamination that might occur when both clean
and contaminated processing activities are
performed in a single area.
- Recommendation VI.c.1.
* A test strip or other Food and Drug
Administration-cleared testing device specific to
the disinfectant and the active ingredient in the
disinfectant should be used before each use of
the HLD solution.
- Recommendation VI.d.1.
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* The temperature of the HLD solution should
be verified before each use with a thermometer
calibrated within the applicable range.
- Recommendation IX:
* Documentation should be completed to enable
the identification of trends and demonstrate
compliance with regulatory and accrediting
agency requirements.
- Recommendation IX.a.
* Records related to manual chemical high-level
disinfection should include:
The date and time of high-level disinfection;
HLD solution lot number;
HLD solution shelf-life date;
HLD solution activation date;
HLD solution reuse-life date;
Results of solution test strip testing;
Results of MRC or MEC testing, if applicable;
HLD solution temperature;
HLD solution exposure time;
Quantity and description of the device or item;
and
Identity of the person performing high-level
disinfection.
10. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection, and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
showed to ensure integrity, visually inspect
previously used solution before use, test and
record results in appropriate testing log daily.
11. Review of the manufacturer's IFU for Cidex
OPA showed:
- Reuse for Disinfection:
* The concentration of Cidex OPA Solution
during its use-life (time between activation of the
solution and last date to be used) must be
verified by the test strips prior to each use.
* This is to ensure the minimum effective
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concentration is present.
* Cidex OPA Solution may be used for up to a
maximum of 14 days provided the required
conditions of concentration and temperature
exist.
12. Review of the facility's documents titled,
"Cidex OPA Solution MEC test log showed:
- The document was used to record the following
information:
* Date the solution was poured into the
secondary container (a soaking pan);
* Staff initials;
* MEC test strip results; and
* Comments/resolution.
- Review of the monthly logs showed:
* 11/18 - entries on three days;
* 12/18 - entries on three days;
* 01/19 - entries on four days;
* 02/19 - entries on seven days; and
* 03/01/19 - 03/11/19 - entries on four days:
* Staff documented that the solution was
changed four times in 19 weeks.
- Staff failed to document:
* The date and time of high-level disinfection;
* HLD solution lot number;
* HLD solution reuse-life date;
* HLD solution exposure time; and
* Quantity and description of the devices or
items disinfected.
13. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 8:35 AM,
Staff F stated that:
- Staff checked the Cidex daily;
- They only checked the Cidex on days they had
procedures that required HLD.
- The Cidex expired 14 days after it was mixed
regardless of the MEC.
- The number of HLD loads disinfected averaged
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between 12 and 15 HLD loads per day on
procedure days.
- She did not check the Cidex MEC prior to
disinfection of each load.
14. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 9:30 AM,
Staff A stated that:
- She did not know the Cidex MEC should be
validated prior to each HLD load of instruments;
and
- She was not aware the time of high-level
disinfection, solution lot number,
reuse-life date, exposure time, quantity, and
description of the device or
item disinfected should be documented.
15. Review of the ANSI/ AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2018, showed:
- 13.3.3 Sterilizer records
* The process critical parameters (time and
temperature) provided on the recording chart,
printer, or tape should be reviewed, signed, and
dated by the operator to indicate an acceptable
cycle.
* For each sterilization cycle, the following
information should be recorded:
(a) The load number;
(b) The specific contents of the lot or load,
including quantity, department, and a specific
description of the items(e.g., towel packs,
type/name of instrument sets);
(c) The exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart; and
(d) Operator identification.
16. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection, and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
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showed:
- Information that should be recorded and
maintained for each sterilization cycle includes
guidance from Consolidated Test of American
National Standard/Advancing Safety in Medical
Technology:
* Specific contents of the lot or load, including
quantity, department, and specific description of
the items (e.g. towels, type/name of instrument
sets);
* Exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart;
* Name or initials of operator; and
* Results of biological testing, if applicable.
17. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:15 AM
in the sterile processing room, Staff D, ST, stated
that:
- They did not maintain a sterilization log.
- She never had any training on the sterilization
process; she just continued to do what she had
seen was done in the past.
- She only logged sterilizer cleaning and results
of the biologicals.
- Each instrument package and set should be
labeled with a load number and autoclave
number.
- She did not know they should keep a record of
the content, time and temperature for each
sterilizer load.
18. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:30 AM
in the sterile processing room, Staff A stated that:
- They tested the Cidex OPA solution daily.
- She did not know they were supposed to test
the Cidex OPA solution before every load of
instruments processed.
- They did not have a log to document load
content, time, and temperature for the Cidex OPA
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solution or the steam sterilizers.
19. Review of the ANSI/AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
- 13.3.1 General considerations
* Each item or package intended for use as a
sterile product should be labeled with a lot control
identifier to allow full traceability of that item to
the patient.
* Each load should have a load control record
that includes a detailed content list, including
specific identification of sets and the contents of
sealable pouches.
- 13.3.2 Package labeling
* Each item or package intended for use as a
sterile product should be labeled with a lot control
identifier prior to sterilization. The lot control
identifier should identify:
a) The sterilizer identification number or code;
b) A detailed list of the contents (e.g.,
identification of multiple sets and the contents of
paper-plastic pouches);
c) The person who assembled the package;
d) The date of sterilization;
e) The cycle number (cycle run of the
sterilizer); and
f) The patient, if applicable.
- Rationale: Labeling items with a lot control
number and an expiration statement or (when
applicable) expiration date is necessary for
proper stock rotation. Lot identification enables
personnel to retrieve items in the event of a recall
and to trace problems (e.g., wet packs) to the
source. Pre-sterilization labeling can be done
after sterilizer and cycle assignment is
determined and as the cart is loaded.
Accountability to the patient and surgeon for the
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sterility of a reprocessed device requires
documentation that can be traced to the patient.
Traceability is especially important as the
consequences of infection can result in increased
morbidity and mortality.
20. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
showed:
- Documentation establishes accountability by
documenting what instruments have been
processed and provides evidence of monitoring
controls for those items.
* In the event of a sterilization process failure,
good records will help the staff trace each
package back to the event itself.
* Each item or pack should be labeled with a lot
identifier that designates the sterilizer
identification number or code, the date of
sterilization, and the cycle number (cycle run of
the sterilizer).
*Lot identification enables retrieval of items in
the event of a recall, tracing problems to their
source and facilitates proper stock rotation.
21. Observation on 03/11/19 at 3:00 PM in the
sterile processing room showed 13 of 26 sterile
instrument packages observed did not have a
sterilizer or load number identified on the
package.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
O, Clinical Manager, stated that she did not know
the sterilizer and load number should have been
identified on the packages of sterilized
instruments. Staff F stated that she did not know
she was supposed to label every instrument
package with the sterilizer number and load
number.
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22. Observation on 03/11/19 at 1:30 PM in the
sterile supply storage room showed:
- A box of 50 infusion sets (small tubing with
needle inserted into a vein for administering
medication and fluid) that had expired 08/18.
- Staff A removed the box of expired supplies.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A
stated that Staff H, Patient Flow Coordinator and
Staff T, Shipping and Receiving Coordinator,
were responsible for checking for expired
supplies at least monthly.
23. Observation on 03/11/19 from 1:50 PM
through 2:45 PM during tour of the patient care
areas, showed seven expired cans of
alcohol-based hand sanitizer with expiration
dates ranging from 08/18 through 12/18.
24. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:02 AM,
Staff O stated that she did not know who was
responsible to monitor the expiration dates of the
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
25. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:10 AM,
Staff H stated that she did not know who was
responsible to monitor the expiration dates of the
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
L1146 19 CSR 30-30.060(5)(F) The facility shall follow

L1146

all applicable laws
The facility shall follow all applicable laws and
regulations pertaining to controlled substances.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute, policy review, record
review, and interview, the facility failed to:
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- Ensure controlled substance logs were
maintained to include the addresses of patients
who received controlled substances; and
- Ensure controlled substance logs were
maintained to include the reason for the
destruction or wastage of controlled substances
not administered.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 21 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri's 19 Code of State
Regulations (CSR) 30-1.048(1)(3), dated
04/30/17, showed:
- Each individual practitioner, institutional
practitioner, and pharmacy shall maintain records
with the following information for each controlled
substance received, maintained, dispensed, or
disposed:
* The name of the substance;
* Each finished form (for example, ten milligram
(10 mg) tablet or ten milligram (10 mg)
concentration per fluid ounce or milliliter) and the
number of units or volume of finished form in
each commercial container (for example, one
hundred (100) tablet bottle or three milliliter (3 ml)
vial);
* The number of commercial containers of each
finished form received from other persons,
including the date of and number of containers in
each receipt and the name, address and
registration number of the person from whom the
containers were received;
* The number of units or volume of the finished
form dispensed including the name and address
of the person to whom it was dispensed, the date
of dispensing, the number of units or volume
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dispensed, and the written or typewritten name or
initials of the individual who dispensed or
administered the substance; and
* The number of units or volume of the finished
forms, commercial containers, or both, disposed
of in any other manner by the registrant,
including the date and manner of disposal and
the quantity of the substance in finished form
disposed.
- Individual practitioners shall maintain the
records listed in subsections (1)(A)-(E) of this
rule separately from patient medical records.
2. Review of Missouri's 19 CSR 30-1.078(5)
showed the following shall be entered in the
controlled substance administration record or a
separate controlled substance destruction record
when the controlled substance is destroyed in the
patient care area: the date and hour of
destruction, the drug name and strength, the
amount destroyed, the reason for destruction and
the patient's name and room number. The nurse,
pharmacist or physician and the witnessing
hospital employee shall sign the entry.
3. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Policy
Statement & Work Practices for Management of
Controlled Substances," dated 04/30/18, showed:
- The dispensing log must include the date
dispensed, patient name, patient address, drug
name, strength, dosage form and quantity
dispensed, and the name/initials of the person
performing the dispensing.
- The chief circumstances for disposal of
unwanted controlled substances are:
* The drug has been contaminated by patient
contact, left over injectable drugs in a syringe, or
a tablet that has fallen out of a patient's hand or
mouth. In these cases the drug may be
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destroyed by two employees. The drug must be
destroyed beyond reclamation and documented
as described below.
* When practitioners administer injectable
controlled substances, there will be a small
amount remaining in the hub of the syringe.
These are considered insignificant in the course
of normal practice. These amounts are not
considered lost. They should be documented on
the logs so they are accounted for and records
balance.
(Note: The facility did not include documenting
the reason for wastage in their list of required
documentation.)
4. Review of the facility's documents titled,
"Controlled Substance Dispensing Or
Administration Log," dated 01/30/19 through
03/13/19, showed:
- Staff did not include the patients' addresses on
the log; and
- Staff did not document the reason controlled
substances were wasted.
5. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:00 AM,
Staff B, Registered Nurse, stated that:
- They did not document the patient's address on
the "Controlled Substance Dispensing Or
Administration Log;" and
- Staff did not document the reason controlled
substances were wasted unless the reason for
wastage was something "weird."
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63108

Survey Exit Date
Statement of
Deficiencies (SOD):
L-tags

3/13/19
L069, L1069, L1076,
L1103, L1116, L1131,
L1146

1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc.).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

In accordance with 19 CSR 3030.020(1)(A)(6) Reproductive Health
Services shall hold an additional Fire Drill to
be documented separately from the Central
West End Health Center and Administrative
Offices to prevent future confusion
regarding the staff list on the drill and the
separate sign in sheet with Reproductive
Health Center Staff signatures.

4/30/19

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names
Clinical
Quality
Improvement
Manager &
Compliance
Administrator

L069

The fire drill evacuation continues to be an
annual requirement.

F

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”
The facility fire drills shall continue to be an
annual obligation of the Compliance Quality
and Risk Management system. RHS shall
have a separate fire drill and signature sheet
from the Administrative Office to prevent
misunderstanding of the number of
participants. Staff participation shall be
audited until compliance has been achieved to
satisfy the requirements of the State
Inspection. The audit shall be incorporated in
the Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement (QAPI) program until
compliance is achieved.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”
N/A

Reproductive Health Services shall perform
an additional fire drill to ensure all staff has
an opportunity to participate and familiarize
themselves with their assigned emergency
duties. If any staff were not present on the
day of the fire drill then a separate fire drill
will be held to ensure that all staff have
participated.
The fire drill shall be performed no later
than April 30, 2019 to ensure staff who
missed the November fire drill have
participated. Patient Services Orientation
shall continue to include onboarding of the
2

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

emergency procedure to familiarize staff
with the fire drill policy and evacuation plan.
L1069
(#1-2)
L1103
(#1-7)

The facility has ensured that the written
Clinical
policy is updated to reflect current practices Manager
which comply with all regulatory
requirements for obtaining a complete
medical history and pelvic examination. The
facilities’ Medical Standards and Guidelines
(MS&Gs), Abortion: Chapter 1, pages 10
and 29 includes specific language indicating
that pelvic examinations are performed prior
to all abortions, whether medication or
surgical. Language stating that a
comprehensive medical history must be
completed prior to any medication or
surgical abortion is included as well.
Pregnancy shall be confirmed for any
abortion patient by both ultrasound
examination and urine hCG testing as
required by Missouri regulations. Per the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services, Statement of Deficiencies and Plan
of Correction, Survey dated 03/07/2018,
State Form, page 25 of 28, ID Prefix Tag
L1163 which specifically states that an
ultrasound is “a machine that utilizes highfrequency sound waves to produce images of
structures within the body”, thereby

04/30/2019

Affiliate Medical Standards and Guidelines
shall be updated as described in the plan of
correction action Column B. This information
shall include all components as described; an
attachment of the updated MS&Gs Abortion
Chapter 1 pages 10 and 29 is included for
review. The Clinical Manager shall ensure
that the policies are updated and that
documentation continues to occur as required
by state regulations and the facilities’ updated
standards and guidelines. The Clinical
Manager will review the updated policies in
the Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement (QAPI) program.

MS&Gs
Chapter 1,
page 10 & 29
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

indicating that the utilization of an
ultrasound for determination of pregnancy,
which is performed on every abortion
patient, has the capacity to specifically
identify the structure of the uterus, which
aids the providing physician the ability to
determine the direction and shape of the
uterus, and such information can be utilized,
in conjunction with the complete medical
history and other state-required labs, to
decide upon and determine the best
procedure, as well as preoperative and
postoperative management for each
individual patient. Therefore, information
from the complete history, health
assessment, and required ultrasound shall be
utilized to appropriately determine gestation,
identify preexisting medical or other
complications, and detecting factors which
could influence procedure type, anesthesia,
or preoperative and postoperative
management. Because the health assessment,
including a pelvic examination, is completed
prior to the procedure, findings from the
assessment would influence the choice of the
planned procedure and pre-operative
management. All required exams and
findings, including the pelvic examination,
are documented in the patient’s medical
4

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

record. The documentation includes the date
on which the examination is performed.
Thus, contrary to Findings #3–5, Tag L1103,
the date of the pelvic exam was documented
in the medical records of patients #1, #2, #3,
#4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #10. Missouri regulations
provide that “[a] health assessment including
a pelvic examination shall be performed.”
RHS complies with this requirement by
performing a pelvic examination for every
surgical and medication abortion patient
prior to the procedure. Review of statements
from the Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services, Statement of Deficiencies
and Plan of Correction, Survey dated
03/07/2018, State Form, page 21 of 28, ID
Prefix Tag L1163 specifically states the
pelvic examination requirement shall be
satisfied as follows: “Ensure a pelvic
examination (visual and physical
examination of a woman’s reproductive
organs [the vagina, cervix, fallopian tubes,
vulva, ovaries, and uterus] for any
abnormalities) was completed prior to the
procedure”. The statement also provided:
“Ensure a physical examination was
completed immediately prior to the
procedure, in order to evaluate the
procedural risks” of the procedure for the
5

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

04/30/2019

Clinical
Manager

L1076
(#1-6)

patient. The facility’s policies are in accord
with the regulation, as understood by the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services. Furthermore, state inspectors
observed our physician (Staff EE, MD)
perform the pelvic exam prior to the start of
a surgical abortion procedure, which is what
the regulation requires. Pursuant to Missouri
regulation 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(A)(1), the
current facilities’ Medical Standards and
Guidelines satisfy this regulation as they
specifically and purposefully state, per
regulations, that all components necessary to
be completed are done so in accordance with
the law.
The facility rigorously strives to abide by all
applicable state and federal laws and
regulations, including Chapter 188, RSMo.
Under Chapter 188.027 RSMo., “[t]he
physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion shall, at least seventy-two hours
prior to such procedure, inform the woman
orally and in person of” the information
required in the statute. The facility complies
with this requirement in all cases, including
in the case of patient #7 and #10. As the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior

F

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

Attending physician staff shall be educated on
the importance of proper documentation and
specifically the necessity of signing off as the
supervisor for all medical charts.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

Furthermore, a representative sample of charts
shall be audited to ensure adherence to this
education until compliance is achieved. The
audit shall be incorporated in the Quality
Assessment and Performance Improvement
(QAPI) program until compliance is achieved.
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B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
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D
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number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
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Correction
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Responsible
for
Correction.
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E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Services told the Circuit Court of Jackson
County in its legal filings: “When there are
two or more physicians who are
substantially involved in performing or
inducing the abortion, any one of those
physicians may satisfy section 188.027.6 by
providing informed consent.” Defendants’
Suggestions in Opposition to Plaintiffs’
Motion for Temporary Restraining Order at
22, Circuit Court of Jackson County,
Missouri, Case No. 1716-CV24109. In the
case of medical record #10 the Missouri
Department of Health and Senior Services
deficiency states that mifepristone was given
by a Fellow Physician who was practicing
under the supervision of an Attending
Physician, and not by the Attending
Physician who provided the information
required by 188.027.6 RSMo. seventy-two
hours prior, which is not correct. The
Attending Physician provided the
medications to patient #10 and signed the
Mifeprex agreement attesting to that fact.
The Mifeprex agreement, which is in the
patient medical record demonstrates this fact
7

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

and states: “Mifepristone administered to
patient in clinic at xx:xx PM [identifying
time redacted] under observation by the
Attending Physician, DO [name redacted]”.
In regards to the case of patient #7, the
facility complied with Chapter 188.021.6
RSMo. because the Fellow Physician, who
handed the medications to the patient, was
practicing under the supervision of the
Attending Physician and who was physically
present and participated in and supervised
the care of the patient. The original
documentation from the day of the
procedure supports that the Attending
Physician was substantially involved in the
patient’s care. The Attending Physician on
that day physically signed the “Physicians
Orders and Medication Administration
Record” with the box for mifepristone
selected, which was scanned into the
medical record. Within the final Visit
Summary for the day of the procedure
resides proof that the medication was
administered as documented under the
“Medications Prescribed for this Visit” tab.
8

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

The list of medications prescribed include
“Mifeprex 200mg PO administered to pt in
clinic, 1 ordered, ordered by Attending
Physician, MD [name redacted], transaction
category: administered.” In addition, Finding
#6 observes that the Attending Physician
“was in the room” during the procedure. The
Attending Physician made an error in
documentation by neglecting to sign off the
medical record as the supervising provider.
However, the Attending Physician did make
an addendum at a later date, which states, in
part, the following: “I supervised Fellow
Physician [name redacted], throughout this
clinical encounter, including with the
provision of mifepristone for medication
abortion as is reflected by my signature on
medication documentation from that
encounter.” The facility will ensure that the
Attending Physician will complete a
supervisory note in all patient records for
whom the Fellow Physician hands the
patient the medications, including reeducating the Attending Physician of this
requirement. Therefore, the facility is in
9

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

4/30/19

Director of
Surgical
Services &
Clinical
Quality
Improvement
Manager

The updated Emergency Inventory checklists
shall continue to be completed weekly.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

compliance with current regulations, and the
errors in documentation have been
appropriately addressed including reeducation of the attending physicians
signing off as the supervisor for all medical
charts.
L1116

Reproductive Health Services, in accordance
with 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(N) has
emergency drugs, oxygen, and intravenous
fluids in the procedure room to stabilize the
patient’s’ condition when necessary.
Additionally, manual breathing bag, suction
machine and endotracheal equipment shall
be located in the clinical area for immediate
access by April 30, 2019. The portable
suction machine noted in the Reviewers’
Summary as located in the storage area will
be moved to post procedure area, known as
Recovery Room by April 30, 2019
The emergency equipment located in the
post procedure area known as the recovery
room. The following emergency equipment
is kept in the recovery area:
 Endotracheal equipment: laryngeal
mask airway (LMA), & Ambu bag
 Suction machine and necessary

While there was reference to there are no
references to AORN within the Missouri
regulation 19 CSR 30.30.060
Ongoing Patient Services Staff Orientation to
reiterate Patient Services Orientation
Checklist under section Medical Emergencies
#5 Location & Use of Emergencies
Equipment/Supplies during orientation
onboarding.

Emergency
Inventory
checklists for
procedure
rooms and
recovery room
attached

Staff shall be retrained on location and operation
of emergency equipment. Staff shall be

MS&G
Chapter 1.
Abortions 1.3
Management
of Abortion
Complications
p. 38.

provided an education & training on the
emergency box with the emergency
medication and supplies location and
operations by end of April 2019. The training
shall be reviewed in the Quality Assessment
and Performance Improvement (QAPI)

Emergency
Care Manual,
Emergency
Medications
and Supplies
10

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

equipment to utilize the machine,
including tubing and Yankauer
suction tips.
Edit the Emergency Inventory procedure
rooms and recovery room checklists to
include suction tubing and Yankauer. The
Yankauer and suction tubing was ordered on
4/5/19.
In accordance with 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(N)
Reproductive Health Services shall maintain
endotracheal equipment in addition to our
Ambu bag noted in the regulations as the
manual breathing bag, and a suction
machine in a readily available location in the
clinical area. LMA equipment was ordered
as part of our resuscitation and emergency
medical supplies. The emergency medical
equipment laryngoscope has been removed
from the facility area, as it will not be used
as resuscitative equipment at Reproductive
Health Services.

F

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

program.

p. 14

“Emergency Inventory Log” attached for
authentication of weekly review of emergency
and resuscitative equipment in procedure
rooms. Recovery room emergency equipment
checklist “Emergency Inventory Recovery
Room” edited to include Yankauers, Suction
Machine, LMA and suction tubes.

Emergency
Medications &
Supplies List
attached

Continued monthly documentation of QM
Site System Review by Director of Surgical
Services or designee. Edit Nurse Supervisor
for Emergency Equipment to Designee. Edit
Emergency Equipment to include
resuscitation equipment, and Verify
Emergency Inventory Checklist for each
Procedure Room & Recovery completed.
The Emergency Inventory Checklists include
emergency equipment list.

The Emergency Inventory checklists kept in
each procedure room and the Recovery room
currently contain the list of specific
emergency medical supplies. The
Emergency Inventory Log, Any overstock of
11
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B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
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ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
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Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Yankauer or suction tubing to be kept in the
supply room.

Finding #3 confuses the difference of an
Emergency Transfer and an Emergency.
Medical Standards & Guidelines 1.3
Management of Abortion Complications on
page 38 states prior to policy 1.4.c
Emergency Response Protocol and
Procedure for Emergency Transfer of
Patients in Life Threatening Situation,
“Refer to ARMS Emergency Manual for
management of acute emergencies.”
Reference to the Emergency Care Manual is
currently in the Medical Standards and
Guidelines related to emergencies in section
1.3 Management of Abortion Complications.
The section referenced in L1116 is specific
only to emergency transfers. The Emergency
Care Manual contains the emergency
equipment necessary to treat seizures,
bleedings, anaphylactic shock, respiratory
arrest, and cardiac arrest and other life
threatening emergencies on the Emergency
Medications and Supplies listed on page 14.
Staff training will reiterate emergency
equipment function and location of
equipment.
12
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B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
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ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
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for
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E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

The Emergency Care Manual’s
Reproductive Health Services Emergency
Medications and Supplies has been updated
and included as proof of inclusive list of unit
emergency supplies and equipment. Staff
will be trained and educated on the
emergency box with emergency medications
and supplies.
Emergency and resuscitative equipment
checklist located on a weekly Review titled
“Quality Management (QM) Site System
Review” to more clearly show that the
emergency equipment is listed on the
Emergency Inventory Checklist.
Laryngoscope has been removed from the
facility of Reproductive Health Services
area.
Training of designated staff to reiterate
initialing space provided for Emergency
Equipment on the “Emergency Inventory
forms”
The portable suction machine shall be
moved to the Recovery Room location, with
the suction tubes, laryngeal mask airway,
13

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

F

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

and the Yankauer. Each procedure room will
be stocked with suction tubing, Yankauer
suction tip. In addition, staff in-service
training on the equipment location and
operation to be completed in April 2019.

L1131

Reproductive Health Services Infection
Control standards, in accordance with 19
CSR 30-30.060(4)(A) shall maintain a
controlled environment and follow all
manufacturer’s instructions and guidelines
concerning High-Level Disinfection (HLD).
HLD Log edited to include:
- Date and time of HLD disinfection
- HLD solution lot number
- HLD solution shelf-life date
- HLD solution activation date
- HLD solution reuse-life date
- Results of solution test strip testing
- HLD solution temperature

4/30/2019

Director of
Surgical
Services

Staff shall be educated by April 30, 2019 on
the edits to the High-Level Disinfection Log.
The Director of Surgical Services shall audit
for compliance to the updated standards by
checking the logs weekly for adherence.

N/A

Reproductive Health Services has updated the
Quality Management Site System review to
include the audit of wall hand sanitizer to
ensure none are expired. Staff educated on
marking the new canisters appropriately.
Furthermore, wall hand sanitizers are included
in the monthly log for review as items to be
checked to ensure compliance with not being
14

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

-

HLD solution exposure time
Quantity and description of the device or
item
Identity of the person performing highlevel disinfection.

All Reproductive Health Services staff will
be trained to document the required
monitoring controls for HLD regarding the
disinfection of instruments as directed in the
manufacturer’s instructions. . Each log shall
include each disinfection use including the
item(s) sterilized and the quantity.
Temperature of the HLD solution shall be
verified with a thermometer calibrated
within the applicable range according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Labeling of sterile instruments and
packages. Log edited to include:
-The sterilizer identification number
(machine 1 or machine 2)
-A detailed list of contents (i.e. 2 LAM
Packs, 4 two pack dilators)
-The person who assembled the package
-The date of sterilization
-The cycle number

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

expired.
Staff shall be trained to keep the proper
window and doors closed in the
decontamination area in order to prevent
cross-contamination and to adhere to best
practices.
Director of Surgical Services shall review
with the Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement (QAPI) program Infection
Control standards in accordance with 19 CSR
30-30.060(4)(A) changes until compliance is
achieved.

All staff shall be trained to follow the
acceptable sterilization standards and facility
15

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

4/30/19

Clinical
Manager,
Quality
Manager

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

policy for labeling of sterile instruments and
packages.
Expired wall hand sanitizers were removed
and disposed of. New and non-expired hand
sanitizers were placed in the wall holders,
and the date of expiration was marked on the
side of the canister in bold lettering.

L1146

Reproductive Health Services currently has
a physical separation of decontamination
area from areas where clean items are
handled to minimize the risk of crosscontamination. A smaller autoclave has
been ordered to reorganize the sterilization
room to be able to close the door properly.
The current pass-through window shall
remain closed except when passing
clean/disinfected equipment from the
decontamination area to the sterilization
room. Both doors to the decontamination
room and the sterilization room shall remain
closed at all times
Reproductive Health Services shall follow
all applicable laws pertaining to controlled
substances pursuant to 19 CSR 301.048(1)(3). The controlled substance logs
shall be updated to include the addresses of
patients who received controlled substances.

Regular audits shall be performed of the
updated controlled substance logs in order to
ensure compliance to best practice standards
and documentation by adding it to the
monthly QM System Site Review checklist.
The audit shall be incorporated in the Quality

Attachment
Controlled
Substance
Administration
& Disposal
Log
16

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(L1128)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and
plan for addressing all related areas
affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

The controlled substance logs, in accordance
with subsection list (1)(A)-(E), shall be
recorded separately from patient medical
records.

E
(EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE)
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than “D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Assessment and Performance Improvement
(QAPI) program until compliance is achieved.

Reproductive Health Services, has updated
the Missouri Department of Health & Senior
Services Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs Controlled Substance Dispensing or
Administration Log to be in compliance with
19 CSR 30-1.048 & 19 CSR 30-1.78(5)
including reason for wastage.
Staff shall be trained on the updated log,
including documenting the reason for
wastage. Staff shall be trained in the practice
of including patient addresses on the edited
Controlled Substance Administration and
Disposal Log
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CHAPTER 1: ABORTION
PPFA Revised June 2016/PPSLRSWMO and Affiliated Corporations Revised 4.3.2019

Condition

B

Patient factors
 Unwilling to have an aspiration abortion
 Cannot follow up to confirm the pregnancy was terminated
 Does not have access to a telephone, emergency medical care (emergency treatment of incomplete abortion, blood
transfusion or emergency resuscitation), and transportation

●
●
●

Porphyria – inherited

●

Renal failure

●

Respiratory disease – chronic

C

●

1.1.3 Medical Screening and Evaluation
1.1.c. Table: Medical Screening and Evaluation – Medication Abortion
History
Must include
 LMP
 Comprehensive medical history

Physical Examination
Must include
 BP
 Bimanual exam when indicated (e.g., vaginal
bleeding or abdominal/pelvic pain, or as
required by Missouri regulations)
 Additional examination as indicated by
history or laboratory findings

Laboratory Testing and Diagnostic Imaging
Must include
 Hgb or hct
 Rh typing — unless patient reports Rh-negative
status or written documentation of Rh status is
 Screening to identify possible
available.
contraindications and/or

GC/CT Testing per CDC STD Treatment Guidelines
special conditions
 CDC STD Treatment Guidelines
 Ultrasound confirmation of gestational age*
 Other tests as indicated
* PER Missouri 1 CSR 30-30 E, Ultrasounds at abortion facility to confirm gestational age and for other imaging purposes such as ultrasounds per 188.027(4)
shall be performed by a physician or person who holds a current certification by the American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography (ARDMS).

10
Proprietary and confidential property of Planned Parenthood.

CHAPTER 1: ABORTION
PPFA Revised June 2016/PPSLRSWMO and Affiliated Corporations Revised 6.15.2017

1.1.14 Medical Screening and Evaluation
1.2.c. Table: Medical Screening and Evaluation – Surgical Abortion
History
Must include
 LMP
 Comprehensive medical history
 Screening to identify possible
contraindications and/or special conditions
 Allergies to medications, antiseptic
solutions, and latex
For digoxin use
 Assessment of family history for sudden
cardiac death in young healthy family
member or strong family history of cardiac
arrhythmias

Physical Examination
Must include
 Temperature, if symptomatic of infection
 BP
 Visual exam of the vulva, vagina, and cervix
 Bimanual exam, including estimation of
uterine size and position and palpation of
the adnexa
 Abdominal palpation (not required when
ultrasound and bimanual exam are
consistent with gestational age)
 Additional examination as indicated by
history or laboratory findings

Laboratory Testing and Diagnostic Imaging
Must include
 Urine or blood pregnancy test performed at
affiliate within 7 days, unless ultrasound
documented an intrauterine pregnancy
 Hgb or Hct
 Rh typing — unless patient reports Rhnegative status or written documentation of
Rh status is available.
 GC/CT testing per CDC STD Treatment
Guidelines
 CDC STD Treatment Guidelines
 Ultrasound, if indicated*
 Other tests as indicated
 FYI - Bacterial Vaginosis and Abortion

For digoxin use
 Cardiac auscultation
* PER Missouri 1 CSR 30-30 E, Ultrasounds at abortion facility to confirm gestational age and for other imaging purposes such as ultrasounds per 188.027(4)
shall be performed by a physician or person who holds a current certification by the American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography (ARDMS).
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
4251 Forest Park Avenue, 63108 314-531-7526
QM Monthly Site System Review

Month_____________/______________

To be completed monthly by Director of Surgical Services/Delegate
Site___________________________________
Date

Auditor________________________________

System Reviewed
(During Clinical Operations Including Patient Care/Interactions)
Exit and pathways in the surgical center are clear
Ceiling vents clear of dust and debris
Computer passwords are secured and not visible
Universal Precautions used by all staff (Including before & after pt contact)
Compliant

{Initials of staff observed}
Lab staff
Sono staff
Procedure Room staff
Decontamination staff
Sterilization staff
Environmental Services staff

{
{
{
{
{
{

}{
}{
}{
}{
}{
} {

Guidelines
Met

Guidelines
Not Met

NonCompliant

}
}
}
}
}
}

Personal Protective Equipment available & appropriately used (i.e. masks,
lab coats, gloves in various sizes, face shield, vinyl gloves, utility gloves) as
appropriate for job duty
Compliant

{Initials of staff observed}
Lab staff
Sono staff
Procedure Room staff
Decontamination staff
Sterilization staff
Environmental Services staff

{
{
{
{
{
{

}{
}{
}{
}{
}{
}{

NonCompliant

}
}
}
}
}
}

Steps to follow when an accident occurs involving workers compensation
is posted and forms readily available for staff
Emergency equipment audited by designee (_______) (initials)
Resuscitative equipment
First Aid Kit
Spill Kit/Supplies
Flashlights and back up lighting operable
Ammonia Capsules
Defibrillator
Exit lighting operable
Verify Emergency Inventory Checklist for each Procedure Rm & Recovery completed

Fire Extinguishers easily accessible, charged, inspection current for
monthly and annually

MSDS Log current with supplies that are used in the health center:
randomly checked the following area & supplies for MSDS sheets
Area
Lab
Sono
Procedure
Decon/Steriliz
Enviro Services

Supply Name

MSDS—yes/no

N:\MO State Survey\2019 State Survey\Statement of Deficiencies\Attachments\L1116 2018_Monthly Site System Review.doc

Date

System Reviewed
(During Clinical Operations Including Patient Care/Interactions)

Guidelines
Met

Guidelines
Not Met

Environmental Care: Rooms & Equipment Clean, free from dust & debris
-Overall cleanliness of area (floors, counters, shelving, drawers, cabinets)
-Smooth cleanable surfaces
-Regular and biohazard trash not over flowing containers
-Disinfectant solution available
-Surface decontamination performed per infection control protocol
-Equipment clean
-Carts clean
-Segregation of clean/sterile items
-Shelving for sterile instruments clean and dry with protective barrier on bottom shelf
-Functional work areas physically separated by wall/closed sliding door during instrument
reprocessing area (in decontamination area)
-Corrugated boxes not in clinical care/storage areas

Compliant

Non-Compliant

Lab Area
Sono rooms
Procedure rooms
Recovery room
Decontamination room
Sterilization room
Storage rooms
Work stations
Education/Interview rooms
Staff use protective equipment for patient interactions, cleaning of rooms
and equipment management as necessary
All specimens labeled, handled appropriately and staff follows general
packaging requirements
Disposed specimen containers with PHI de-identified before disposal
Single use suction tubing discarded after each procedure
Decontamination receiving and clean/sterilized items separated
Checklist completed by assigned staff
-Daily lab refrig temp & cleaning documented -Decontamination & Sterilization
Procedures documented -Sterilizer indicator with each autoclave batch -Weekly &
Monthly autoclave cleaning -Daily Spore Testing with each load documented for each
autoclave machine-Weekly air jet & Monthly safety valve check

Inventory & Control Logs current and completed
No expired medication/supplies/merchandise on shelves or in clinical area

Compliant

Non-Compliant

Lab
Sono rooms
Procedure rooms
Recovery room
Decontamination room
Sterilization room
Storage areas
Wall hung hand sanitizer
Multi-dose vials dated when opened: documentation of date/time opened
& staff initials & discarded within 28 days
Multi-dose vials restricted to centralized area of designated nurses station
-Prepared medication syringes in drawer labeled “injectable” medicine at Nurses’
Medication Prep Station in recovery area

Controlled substance log has appropriate documentation completed when
applicable

N:\MO State Survey\2019 State Survey\Statement of Deficiencies\Attachments\L1116 2018_Monthly Site System Review.doc

Date

System Reviewed

Guidelines
Met

Guidelines
Not Met

Sharp Collectors placed on shelves or in wall brackets

Compliant

Non-Compliant

Lab area
Sono room
Procedure room
Recovery room
Decontamination room
Sterilization room
Potentially infectious waste(i.e. blood soaked products, IV tubing with blood,
tissue, POC) in appropriate containers
Disposal of sharps (i.e. needles, lancets, capillary tubes syringes with needles,
used microscopic slides & cover slips, etc.) in appropriate sharp containers
Unexpired cleaning supplies & equipment accessible to staff
Clinic Procedure and Laboratory Practices Manual available to staff
Staff can identify how to access
Manufacturer’s equipment guidelines for operational usage on site for:

Laboratory Equipment

Decontamination & Sterilization Equipment
Proficiency Log in place for all staff, including staff whose job duties
began in current month
Workstations free of hazards
Comments/Corrective Actions:

Manger of Surgical Services/Delegate Review Signature:
Name ________________________________________________ Title _________________________ Date_________

At completion of audit and review by Manger of Surgical Services, form submitted to Director of Quality and Training.

N:\MO State Survey\2019 State Survey\Statement of Deficiencies\Attachments\L1116 2018_Monthly Site System Review.doc

Emergency Box: Medications and Supplies for Surgical Services and Reproductive Health Services

Supplies

Medications
Diphenhydramine hydrochloride (Benadryl)

3cc -5cc Syringes

Epinephrine or EpiPen

21g or 22g Needles

Naloxone (Narcan) vial

Alcohol preps

Flumazenil (Romazicon)

Tape, Plastic/paper

Atropine Sulfate

Nasal cannula

Pitressin (Vasopressin) 20units/ml vial

O2 mask

Ammonia Capsules

Oxygen tank with liter meter
Albuterol inhaler

Angiocath: 18g - 20g (IV)

Misoprostol

Sterile 4 x 4 gauze
Exam gloves (non-latex)
Tourniquet
IV start kit
IV tubing
Ringers Lactate (LR) +/or Normal Saline (NS)
Endotracheal equipment:
Laryngeal mask airway (LMA)
Ambu bag
IV Bag
30 ml foley catheter
Packing material
Suture kit
Yankauer
Saline flush
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CHAPTER 1: ABORTION
PPFA Revised June 2016/PPSLRSWMO and Affiliated Corporations Revised February2019

1.1.20 Contraception After Surgical Abortion
I.
II.

Information regarding all methods of contraception should be offered, and, if requested, a method must be provided or referrals given for that
method.
Providers are encouraged to provide contraception on day of procedure according to the following
A. CHC
B. DMPA
C. Implant
D. IUC
E. POPs
F. Prescription barriers
G. Non-prescription Methods

 See Chapter 6 Contraception — Reversible
III.

EC, a prescription for EC, and/or information describing how EC can be obtained should be given to each patient.

1.3 MANAGEMENT OF ABORTION COMPLICATIONS
 Refer to ARMS Emergency Manual for management of acute emergencies.
Important Information — When a Surgical Abortion Procedure Must be Completed on the Same Day
A procedure must be completed, either at the health center or by transfer to a hospital, under the following circumstances:
 Patient unstable
 Known retained fetal parts when gestational age > to 13 weeks, and onsite resources have been unsuccessful (e.g. misoprostol, oxytocin,
consultation with a more experienced provider, etc.)
 Suspected complicated uterine perforation (e.g. second trimester, lateral perforation, evidence of visceral injury)
 Patient unable to return for additional care
 Patient preference
Under any other circumstances, the procedure may be stopped and the patient sent home to return on another day and/or to see another provider.

38
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Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
4251 Forest Park avenue, Saint Louis, MO 63108 (314)531-7526

Patient Services Orientation Checklist

Name
Safety/Security
1. Fire Procedures
2. Evacuation Procedures
3. Handling Threats via Phones & in
Person
4. Emergency-Numbers & Important
Contacts
5. Panic Button
6. Emergency Exit
7. Signature Log
8. Workers Comp Procedures
*to be done first day in center and then
reviewed during next drill
9. Staff sign in log
10. Voluntary Participation Policy signed

Title

Date hired ____/____/____

Reviewed by
_________________
_________________

Date
___________
___________

Employee Initials
______________
______________

_________________

___________

______________

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

_________________

___________

______________

_________________

___________

______________

Medical Emergencies
1. Personnel Responsibilities
2. Communicating Emergencies (SBAR)
3. Contacting Outside Resources (i.e.
911)
4. CPR Certification
5. Location & Use of Emergencies
Equipment/Supplies
6. MSDS Sheets
7. SAB Sites Only-Crash Cart
*to be done first day in center and then
reviewed during next drill

Reviewed by
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

Date
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

Employee Initials
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

Infection Control
1. Location/Review of OSHA Manual
2. Review of Infection Control Policy
3. Personal Protective Equipment &
Eyewash Station
4. Cleaning of Lab, Exam Rooms, U/S
equipment, etc

Reviewed by
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

Date
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

Employee Initials
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

N:\MO State Survey\2019 State Survey\Statement of Deficiencies\Attachments\L1116.3 Patient Services Orientation
Checklist.docx1

Emergency Inventory Log

Month:

PROCEDURE ROOM #  1

(1) Each Unless
Otherwise
Indicated

Expiration Date

2019

2

Date

Date

Date

3
Date

Date

Inspector (initials)*:
Shelf # 1: Emergency Med. Kit, Saline Flush, Non-Sterile Gloves, Red Folder
EMERGENCY MEDICATION KIT CONTENTS:
Atropine
0.1mg/ml
Diphenhydramine
50mg/ml
Pitressin
(Vasopressin)
20units/ml
Naloxone
0.4mg/ml
Flumazenil
1mg/10 ml
Epi Pen
0.3mg
Misoprostol
200mcg 4/btl
50% Dextrose
25g/50mL
(2) Normal Saline
Flush
3cc syringe w/
needle 21 x 1 (x3)
Vaginal packing
Guaze roll x 6

Shelf #2: Foley Catheter, Drainage Bag, Catheterization Kit, IV Fluids, IV
Administration
Date
Date
Date
Date
(2) Each Unless Set
Expiration
Otherwise
Indicated

Date

Date

Inspector (initials)*:
IV Admin. Set
IVF Type: LR
Size:  500 ml x2
OR  1L

Drainage Bag

-Continued(2) Each Unless

Expiration

Date

Date

Page 1 of 2

Date

Date

Date

Emergency Inventory Log

Month:

PROCEDURE ROOM #  1
Otherwise Indicated

2

2019
3

Date

Inspector (initials)*:
22f/30ml
Foley Catheter x 2
30ml Prefilled
Catheterization Kit x 2
16f/30ml
Urethral Catheter x 2
10f/30ml All Purpose
Urethral Catheter x 2
Vicryl 2.0 stitch x 2
Foley Drainage bag x 2

Shelf #3: Oxygen Nasal Cannula, Oxygen Mask, Oral Airway
Oxygen Nasal
Cannula (2)

N/A

Oxygen Mask (2)

N/A

Ambu Bag (1)

N/A

Suction Tubing

N/A

Yankauer

N/A

All shelves and items must be clean, dust, dirt and clutter free at all times. Do not store unauthorized
items on cart or inside Emergency Kit. IMMEDIATELY report all expired medications to direct supervisor
for replacement.

Print Name

Initials

Signature

*Initialing this audit tool indicates an audit was performed; all items were visualized and inspected.
Each item is present, quantity and quality ensured at the time of inspection. Immediately report any
issues to a clinic supervisor. ______________________ (sig)

Page 2 of 2

Emergency Inventory Log

MONTH:

2019

RECOVERY ROOM
(1) Each Unless
Otherwise
Indicated

Expiration Date

Date

*Grey fill indicates exp. date
within 6 months

Inspector (initials)*:
Atropine
0.1mg/ml
Diphenhydramine
50mg/ml
Pitressin
(Vasopressin)
20units/ml
Naloxone
0.4mg/ml
Flumazenil
1mg/10 ml
Albuterol Inhaler
(2)
Epi Pen
0.3mg
IVF 1000ml OR
500ml X2
*indicate type
Dextrose 50%
0.5g/ml
(3) Ammonia
Inhalant
0.9 Sodium
Chloride 30ml
(2) 20g IV
Catheter
(2) 18g IV
Catheter
(3) 21g Needle
(3) 21g Safety
Needle
(3) 3cc Syringe
w/needle
(3) 5cc Syringe
w/needle
(3) 10cc Syringe
w/o needle

L1116.5 Emergency Inventory_ Recovery Room

Date

Date

Date

Date

Emergency Inventory Log
(1) Each Unless
Otherwise
Indicated

Expiration Date

Date

MONTH:
Date

Date

2019
Date

Date

*Grey fill indicates exp.
date within 6 months

Inspector (initial)*:
(3) Normal
Saline Flush
(2) IVF Admin.
Set
(3) IV Heplock
(3) 23g Blood
Collection
Alcohol Prep
Pads

N/A

(3) Vacutainer

N/A

(2) Tourniquet
(Latex Free)

N/A

Medical Tape

N/A

Oxygen Mask
Oxygen Nasal
Cannula
Non-Sterile
Exam Gloves

N/A
N/A
N/A

Yankauer
Suction Tubing
Suction
Machine

N/A

LMA
Misc. Storage Section Items: Chucks, Emesis Bags, Drape Sheets, Arms Emergency Procedure Ref.
Guide

Print Name

Initials

L1116.5 Emergency Inventory_ Recovery Room

Signature

Emergency Inventory Log

MONTH:

2019

*Initialing this audit tool indicates an audit was performed; all items were visualized and
inspected. Each item is present, quantity and quality ensured at the time of inspection.
Immediately report any issues to a clinic supervisor.

L1116.5 Emergency Inventory_ Recovery Room

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ADMINSTRATION & DISPOSAL LOG
Patient Rm Number: Recovery Room
DRUG NAME & STRENGTH

BALANCE ON
HAND

Page #

DATE

PATIENT NAME

REASON FOR WASTE:

AMT
DISPENSED

(vial)

PATIENT ADDRESS

RHS\L:\Templates\Controlled Substance Dispensing Log 040419
BNDD 19 CSR 30-1.078.3.A.5

AMT
REC'D
(ml)

AMT
WASTED
(ml)

Full vial not
given

MRN

YEAR

Other

Hour of
disposal

BALANCE
BROUGHT
FORWAD

DISPENSER
INITIALS

WITNESS
INITIALS

PHYSICIAN NAME

DRUG NAME & STRENGTH

BALANCE ON
HAND

Page #

DATE

REASON FOR WASTE:

AMT
DISPENSED

PATIENT NAME

(vial)

PATIENT ADDRESS

RHS\L:\Templates\Controlled Substance Dispensing Log 040419
BNDD 19 CSR 30-1.078.3.A.5

AMT
REC'D
(ml)

AMT
WASTED
(ml)

Full vial not given

MRN

YEAR

Other

Hour of
disposal

BALANCE
BROUGHT
FORWAD

DISPENSER
INITIALS

WITNESS
INITIALS

PHYSICIAN NAME

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Gail Vasterling

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

January 7, 2013
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00082492
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Gail Vasterling

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

January 25, 2013
Intake ID#: MO00082879

Dear Complainant:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under State Licensure Requirements for licensed abortion providers.
This complaint has been assigned ID MO00082879. We will review the information, and investigate
the allegation(s) as appropriate for any regulatory violations. Please be assured that if during the course
of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood failed to
follow State Licensing Requirements this agency will require corrective action to prevent further
regulatory violations. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of the findings.
We welcome any questions at BAC@health.mo.gov.

Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
BAC@health.mo.gov

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400
FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

February 10, 2016
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00111719
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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April 19, 2015
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00100367
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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June 20, 2011

Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
RE: MO00071030
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint
Louis, MO. Health Facility Regulation is responsible for investigating complaints under Federal Regulations and State
Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to
effect a change that will prevent someone else from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation,
you will receive notice of the findings.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nursing Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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July 6, 2016
Mary Maschmeier
Founder/President
Defenders of the Unborn
P.O. Box 892
St. Charles, MO 63302-0892
Intake ID#: MO00114829
Dear Ms Maschmeier:
On July 6, 2016, the Bureau received copies of your letter dated June 15, 2016, addressed to the
Missouri Board of Registration for the Healing Arts. We are reviewing the letter and will proceed
accordingly.
If you have any questions, we can be reached at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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July 7, 2010

Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
RE: MO00063750
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint
Louis, MO.
Health Facility Regulation is responsible for investigating complaints under Federal Regulations and State LIcensure
Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to
effect a change that will prevent someone else from experiencing similar problems.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Beverly Rex, RN
Bureau Chief
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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July 10, 2009

Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
RE: MO00054656
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint
Louis, MO.
Health Facility Regulation is responsible for investigating complaints under Federal Regulations and State LIcensure
Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to
effect a change that will prevent someone else from experiencing similar problems.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Dean A. Linneman, MHA, MT (ASCP)
Section Director
Health Services Regulation
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August 7, 2014
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109-3315
Intake ID#: MO00095990
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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September 17, 2013

Intake ID#: MO00088230
Dear Complainant:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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November 6, 2013
Jerome S. Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St.
St. Louis, MO 63109-3315
Intake ID#: MO00089143
Dear Jerome S. Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow State Licensing Requirements this agency will utilize
its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else from experiencing similar problems.
Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of the findings. We welcome any
questions at BAC@health.mo.gov.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
BAC@health.mo.gov
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November 18, 2013
Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
Intake ID#: MO00089716
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at BAC@health.mo.gov.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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December 11, 2012
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00082026
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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February 20, 2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure & Complaint Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on January 31, 2013 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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March 29, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on March 16, 2016 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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April 14, 2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on March 31, 2015 in connection with the State Licensure requirements and Medicare requirements as they
pertain to ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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August 30, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Licensure Survey TKOR11
Dear Vicki Casey:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on August 14, 2018 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to abortion centers in
Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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January 4, 2019

Cathy Williams, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00151249
Dear Cathy Williams:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on January 3, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
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January 30, 2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on January 21, 2014 indicate that your facility is in compliance
with the State Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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February 27, 2019

Janice Thomas
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00152740
Dear Janice Thomas:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on February 11, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
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March 21, 2018

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint #MO00140153
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on March 19, 2018 indicate that your facility is in compliance
with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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May 12, 2017
Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint #MO00125526 Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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May 12, 2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00126207 Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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May 27, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00114829
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent unannounced allegation survey conducted at your facility on May 17, 2016 and continued off-site
until May 25, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Peter Lyskowski
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Acting Director
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July 14, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Compaint # MO00116700
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff regarding your facility on July 12, 2016
indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Gail Vasterling
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Director
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August 5, 2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint MO00095990
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent off site survey conducted on July 28, 2014 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations CSR 30-20.060.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG
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Director

Governor

August 17, 2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00131562
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on August 14, 2017 and concluded on
August 15, 2017 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Peter Lyskowski
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Director
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September 9, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00118398
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility from August 25, 2016 through September 7, 2016 indicate that
your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Gail Vasterling
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Acting Director
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October 21, 2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00088230
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent offsite complaint survey regarding your facility on September 19, 2013 indicate that your facility is
in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director
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November 9, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint MO00120615
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on November 7, 2016 and concluded on
November 8, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director

Governor

November 16, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00121121
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on November 14, 2016 and concluded on
November 15, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

January 22, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Offsite Self Report Review
Dear Mary Kogut:
An offsite investigation was conducted from 01/11/16 to 01/12/16. Please see attached results. Your facility was found to be
in compliance with the Licensure requirements for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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May 27, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction is accepted in lieu of an onsite revisit. Please see attached results. This relates to the Licensure
survey conducted on March 16, 2016 and the revisit survey conducted on May 17, 2016. Your facility is now in compliance
with the Licensure requirements for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Director
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October 14, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00119763
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on September 30, 2016 and concluded on
October 4, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Director
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December 20, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey # MO00121661
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on December 7, 2016 and concluded on
December 19, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Gail Vasterling
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Acting Director

Governor

March 21, 2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Revisit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of March 19, 2013. This relates to the Licensure & Complaint
survey conducted January 31, 2013. Your facility is now in compliance with Licensure requirements for ambulatory
surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director
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March 30, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint # MO00113026
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted on March 23, 2016 through March 28, 2016 indicate that your facility
is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Governor

Director

May 30, 2018

Janice Thomas
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Revisit Survey
Dear Janice Thomas:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of May 29, 2018. This relates to the Licensure survey conducted
March 7, 2018. Your facility is now in compliance with the Licensure requirements for Abortion Facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Director
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June 2, 2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Revisit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of May 31, 2017. This relates to the Licensure survey conducted
May 25, 2017. Your facility is now in compliance with the Licensure requirements for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure
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Gail Vasterling
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Director
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June 15, 2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Revisit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of June 9, 2015. This relates to the Licensure survey conducted
March 31, 2015. Your facility is now in compliance with the Medicare and Licensure requirements for ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG
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Director
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September 8, 2017

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc.
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Licensure Revisit Survey
Dear Vicki Casey:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of August 28, 2017. This relates to the Licensure survey
conducted October 11, 2016. The facility is now in compliance with the current legal requirements for licensure of abortion
facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Governor
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December 14, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc.
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Second Revisit Licensure Survey
Dear Vicki Casey:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey on December 6, 2018. This relates to the Licensure Survey
conducted August 14, 2018. Your facility is now compliant with all deficiencies previously cited.
Abortions shall not be performed at CHPPGP until the facility is licensed and in compliance with all applicable laws,
including but not limited to the hospital privileges requirements. See §§ 188.027, 188.080 & 197.215 RSMo; 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(C)(4).
Please retain this material for your own records.
Please contact the Bureau of Ambulatory Care with any questions at 573-751-1588 or BAC@health.mo.gov.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN, BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
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Acting Director
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May 19, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Revisit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the revisit
survey conducted on May 17, 2016 in reference to the original survey of March 16, 2016 in connection with the State
Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Governor

Director

April 6, 2018

Janice Thomas
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Janice Thomas:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings (deficiencies)
of the survey conducted on 03/07/2018 in connection with the Licensure Survey requirements as they pertain to ambulatory
surgical centers in Missouri. Please submit a Plan of Correction (POC) stating how you will correct the cited deficiencies.
This POC must be submitted within ten (10) calendar days of the date this letter and SOD is received by your facility.
An acceptable plan of correction must contain the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Address each deficiency individually, unless both State and Federal regulations have been cited. For example, A0405
and L1236 often address the same concerns. If the deficiency statement is identical, you may combine the citations and
state one Plan of Correction.
The plan should state how you will improve the process that led to the deficiency cited. State each component, as
indicated. For example, write facility policy, train staff on new process, etc.
The plan must include the monitoring and tracking procedures to ensure the plan of correction is effective and that
specific deficiencies cited remain corrected and /or in compliance with the regulatory requirements. The Plan must
include frequency and length of monitoring and tracking procedures to ensure the plan of correction is effective.
The plan must include a date when each deficiency will be/has been corrected or completed. In general, we would
expect the facility to have a corrective action fully implemented no later than 45 days after the Statement of Deficiencies
was received. This date must include when the facility will be in full compliance.
Should you anticipate that any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write
a phased plan of correction, and include the expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased POC is found to
be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the
approved plan at the revisit.
The plan must include the title of the person responsible for implementing and monitoring the plan of correction for
each deficiency, and must state how the stated improvement actions will be incorporated into your Quality Assessment
and Performance Improvement (QAPI) Program to reduce the likelihood of the deficient practice reoccurring.
The first page of the Form 2567 for each set of regulations cited must be signed and dated in the block labeled
"Facility Representative's Signature."
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Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a Plan of Correction is returned to this office, the plan must be
outlined as stated above. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Your POC must specify
how these deficiencies were corrected and the date of correction.
Please retain a copy of this letter and the SOD for your reference. We welcome any questions at (573) 751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Gail Vasterling

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

January 7, 2013
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00082492
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care (BAC) has reviewed your concerns involving Reporductive Health
Services/Planned Parenthood in St. Louis, MO.
The same issue(s) were investigated by the Bureau of Health Services Regulation in July 2011; no
regulatory violations were found as a result of the investigation. With no new information provided that
would document a licensure violation, this allegation will be closed without additional action at this
time, pending a routine licensure survey of the facility this year
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care considers all complaints seriously and thoroughly reviews concers
brought to our attention. Thank you for taking the time and making the effort of bringing your concerns
to our attention.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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January 10, 2014
Brittany Pyatt
430 Chaparrall Creek Dr Apt 2602
Hazelwood, MO 63042
Intake ID#: MO00089143
Dear Brittany Pyatt:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could
not identify violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not
cited. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to Federal or State
Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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January 15, 2015
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00100367
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
We received your complaint regarding your concerns with Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO. Bureau of Ambulatory Care is responsible for investigating
complaints under Federal Regulations and State Licensure Requirements.
Please be assured that if during the course of our investigation it is found that Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood failed to follow Federal Regulations and/or State Licensing
Requirements this agency will utilize its authority to effect a change that will prevent someone else
from experiencing similar problems. Upon completion of our investigation, you will receive notice of
the findings. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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January 22, 2016
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00110832
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility. Our surveyor
thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all applicable State
Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be unsubstantiated.
The investigation included review of medical records and applicable policies and procedures. Based on
this investigation, it was determined the facility met all applicable regulations. The facility is in
compliance with State Regulations at this time.
Thank you for bringing your concerns to our attention. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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January 28, 2014
Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
Intake ID#: MO00089716
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could
not identify violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not
cited. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to Federal or State
Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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March 21, 2013
Intake ID#: MO00082879
Dear Complainant:
Recently an inspection team from the Department of Health & Senior Services’ Bureau of Ambulatory
Care conducted an unannounced inspection of Reproductive Health Services/Planned Parenthood of St
Louis (RHS/PPSL).
The primary purpose of our visit was to conduct an investigation into the issues raised in your
complaint brought to our attention regarding emergency transfer of patients via ambulance from
RHS/PPSL to local hospitals.
In addition, our inspection staff also conducted a complete licensure survey to ensure compliance with
all regulatory requirements of 19 CSR 30-30.060 Organization and Management for Abortion
Facilities.
Our inspection included review of administrative oversight, appropriate medical and nursing care,
infection control, the physical environment, quality assurance, and content of records.
Although issues with state licensure rules were cited, none of the deficiencies were regarding
emergency transfer of patients. We reviewed all medical records of patients receiving emergency
transfers to hospitals within the recent past, in addition to a sample of other records. When measured
against the state licensure standards, our review indicated that patients received adequate medical
oversight, and the transfers were medically appropriate under the circumstances.
We thank you for the concern you expressed for the healthcare services provided to these patients. Our
bureau will continue to conduct periodic inspections to ensure regulatory compliance with all
applicable state licensure rules. If you have future new concerns with the facility, you may file a formal
complaint with our bureau at BAC@health.mo.gov or the address listed below.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Acting Director
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March 24, 2016
Mary Maschmeier
Founder/President
Defenders of the Unborn
P.O. Box 892
St. Charles, MO 63302
Intake ID#: MO00110832
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with applicable State
Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be unsubstaniated.
Thank you for bringing your concerns to our attention. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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April 23, 2015
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00100367
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could
not identify violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not
cited. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to Federal or State
Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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July 12, 2016
Mary Maschmeier
Founder/President
Defenders of the Unborn
P.O. Box 892
St. Charles, MO 63302-0892
Intake ID#: MO00114829
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns about this facility addressed to
the Missouri Board of Registration, dated June 15, 2016 and received by our office July 6, 2016.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to State Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Health Services Regulation

Phone: 573/751-6303 Fax: 573/526-3621

July 21, 2011

Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Case No. MO00071030
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all applicable Federal and
State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Substantiated - A Statement of Deficiencies (CMS-2567) and/or (MO-2567) citing the deficiencies has been sent to
the facility. The facility will be required to submit a Plan of Correction to us describing how those deficiencies
will be corrected. If the facility was found to be in compliance, a compliance statement (CMS-2567) and/or
(MO-2567) has been sent to the facility.
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could not identify
violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not cited. This does not mean that
your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not
related to Federal or State Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nursing Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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August 5, 2014
Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
Intake ID#: MO00095990
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could
not identify violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not
cited. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to Federal or State
Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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August 7, 2014
Jerome S Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109-3315
Intake ID#: MO00095990
Dear Jerome S Jacobsmeyer:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all
applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be
Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could
not identify violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not
cited. This does not mean that your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the
complaint could not be substantiated (proven) or it is not related to Federal or State
Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Director

Governor

Health Services Regulation

Phone: 573/751-6303 Fax: 573/526-3621

August 14, 2009

Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
Case No. MO00054656
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health Services / Planned
Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with all applicable Federal and
State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be Unsubstantiated.
If your complaint was found to be:
Substantiated - A Statement of Deficiencies (CMS-2567) and/or (MO-2567) citing the deficiencies has been sent to
the facility. The facility will be required to submit a Plan of Correction to us describing how those deficiencies
will be corrected. If the facility was found to be in compliance, a compliance statement (CMS-2567) and/or
(MO-2567) has been sent to the facility.
Unsubstantiated - The surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint, but could not identify
violations under Federal or State Requirements, and therefore deficiencies were not cited. This does not mean that
your concerns are not valid, it only means that either the complaint could not be substantiated or it is not related
to Federal or State Regulations.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Dean A. Linneman, MHA, MT (ASCP)
Section Director
Health Services Regulation
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October 16, 2013
Intake ID#: MO00088230
Dear Diane Foland:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns about inappropriate emergency
transfers at this facility. Our surveyor thoroughly investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine
compliance with all applicable Federal and State Regulations. Based upon our investigation the
complaint was found to be Unsubstantiated.
The investigation included interviews and review of medical records and applicable policies and
procedures. Based on this investigation, it was determined the facility met all applicable regulations.
The facility is in compliance with State Regulations at this time.
Thank you for bringing your concerns to our attention. We welcome any questions at
BAC@health.mo.gov.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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November 18, 2016
Mary Maschmeier
Founder/President
Defenders of the Unborn
P.O. Box 892
St. Charles, MO 63302-0892
Intake ID#: MO00120615
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
This is to inform you that a complaint investigation was conducted involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis regarding your concerns at this facility.
Our surveyor investigated all aspects of the complaint to determine compliance with applicable State
Regulations. Based upon our investigation the complaint was found to be unsubstaniated.
Attached is a copy of the investigation record. Before receiving your complaint, the department
investigated an identical complaint; that is why the inspection record predates your complaint.
Thank you for bringing your concerns to our attention. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Eric R. Greitens

Director
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March 5, 2018
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
Janice Thomas
4251 Forest Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
Intake ID#: MO00139789
Dear Janice Thomas:
We received your self-report regarding visitor transport on February 24, 2018, and after careful review,
we have determined the issue(s) brought to our attention does not involve a regulatory requirement
under State regulation. Therefore, we will not conduct an investigation at this time.
Please feel free to contact our office if you have additional information or concerns that would help us
to re-evaluate our decision. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Regards,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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November 30, 2010

Mary Maschmeier
Defenders Of The Unborn
Po Box 892
St Charles, MO 63302
Case No. # MO00063750
Dear Mary Maschmeier:
We received your complaint against Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood, and after careful review, we have
determined the issue(s) brought to our attention does not involve a regulatory requirement under State and/or Federal
regulation. Therefore, we will not conduct an investigation at this time.
Please feel free to contact our office if you have additional information or concerns that would help us to re-evaluate our
decision. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Regards,

Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nursing Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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Margaret T. Donnelly
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Director
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July 21, 2011
Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
Case No. MO00071030
Dear Mary Kogut:
This is to inform you that an off-site medical record review was conducted on your facility under the State Licensure
regulations in response to a complaint we received. Based on this review, we find your facility to be in substantial
compliance with CSR30.20.021 as it relates to MO00071030 and no deficiencies are cited.
Please retain this letter for your files.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nursing Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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January 7, 2013
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00082492
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care (BAC) has reviewed your concerns involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO and we want to inform you that BAC surveyors
have been on-site recently to assess this facility’s compliance with regulatory requirements involving
patient care and services. Corrective actions have been taken where appropriate to assure patient safety
and to prevent the recurrence of deficient practice in the future. Therefore, we will not take any
additional actions at this time.
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care considers all complaints seriously and thoroughly reviews concerns
brought to our attention. Thank you for taking the time and making the effort of bringing your concerns
to our attention. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Margaret T. Donnelly
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Director
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December 11, 2012
Jerome Jacobsmeyer
6767 Eichelberger St
St Louis, MO 63109
Intake ID#: MO00082026
Dear Jerome Jacobsmeyer:
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care (BAC) has reviewed your concerns involving Reproductive Health
Services / Planned Parenthood in Saint Louis, MO.
The same issue(s) were investigated by the Bureau of Health Services Regulation in July 2011; no
regulatory violations were found as a result of the investigation. With no new information provided that
would document a licensure violation, this allegation will be closed without additional action at this
time, pending a routine licensure survey of the facility in the upcoming year.
The Bureau of Ambulatory Care considers all complaints seriously and thoroughly reviews concerns
brought to our attention. Thank you for taking the time and making the effort of bringing your concerns
to our attention. We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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March 1, 2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: PoC Approval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure & Complaint Survey conducted on January 31,
2013 has been received in our office and forwarded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved
your Plan of Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Gail Vasterling
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Director
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April 30, 2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: POC Approval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure Survey conducted on March 31, 2015 has been
received in our office and forwarded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved your Plan of
Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Peter Lyskowski
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Acting Director
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May 3, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: PoC Approval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure Survey Survey conducted on March 16, 2016
has been received in our office and forwarded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved your
Plan of Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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April 14, 2016
Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: PoC Rejection
Dear Mary Kogut:
On April 7, 2016 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey conducted March 16, 2016. The
following issues need additional clarification and/or information in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as
follows:
L1128 
#1-Will the autoclaves be professionally cleaned to return the chambers to a satisfactory condition? Please include any re-education
of staff on following manufacturer’s instructions. Please confirm and provide documentation.

#3-Please include the document referenced in the plan of correction titled, “Spore Testing Biological Indicator,” and include staff
education on following manufacturer’s instructions.

#5-Are all formerly processed instruments done incorrectly being reprocessed? Please confirm and provide documentation.

#6-If available, include the document referenced in the plan of correction titled, “Pharmaceutical Services.”

#7-Training should be specific to single-dose vials (this was copied from #6’s multi-dose vials). If available, include the document
referenced in the plan of correction titled, “Pharmaceutical Services.”

Glucometer-When the new multi-patient use glucometers are purchased, will the facility update their current policy to include
instructions for cleaning and disinfecting the glucometer or to follow manufacturer’s guidelines?
L1137
CBC’s – The criminal background checks need to be completed for the three volunteers currently staffed at the facility.

EDL’s – Please include a plan for periodic EDL verifications. Also, the EDL’s need to be completed for the three volunteers
currently staffed at the facility. The plan of correction does not mention monitoring for EDL verification compliance (it says CBC in
the EDL plan of correction area).
L1153 Please include the documents referenced in the plan of correction titled, “Pharmaceutical Services” (also referenced in L1128 #6), “RHS
Patient Orders”, and “RHS-PPSLR Standing Orders.”
L1165 Please include the document referenced in the plan of correction titled, “Pre-op & Post-op Patient Documentation.”
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the receipt of this
notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or fax to (573) 751-6158 or mail to Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, Bureau
of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083 Fax: 573-751-6158
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director
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April 27, 2016
Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: 2nd PoC Rejection
Dear Mary Kogut:
On April 12, 2016 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey conducted March 15, 2016.
Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification and/or information
in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:
L1128 –
#3 – The document titled, “ARMS Infection Control Manual,” continues to require a minimum weekly spore test, or
possibly daily. The manufacturer’s instructions for the Attest show they are to be used with every load. Your ARMS
Infection Control Manual references CDC’s guidance for oral health. Your abortion facility does not provide dental services.
The plan of correction includes multiple nationally-recognized standards of which your facility does not follow (Example:
American Dental Association). Per ANSI/AAMI ST79, “All BIs should be used in accordance with the BI manufacturer’s
written instructions.” Either the Infection Control Manual needs changed to reflect the manufacturer’s instructions or a
different product must be used to accommodate your policy of a weekly or daily spore test. We would encourage you to
select a nationally-recognized standard that is relevant to surgical services in general, not dental.
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within ten (10) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or fax to (573) 751-6158 or mail to Missouri Department of Health
and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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Michael L. Parson

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Governor

Director

August 24, 2018

Christine South
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great P
1001 Emanuel Cleaver Ii Blvd
Kansas City, MO 64110-1687
RE: PoC Rejection
Dear Christine South:
On July 30, 2018 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey Survey conducted June 21,
2018. Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification and/or
information in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:
L1081:
Please verify that staff participation in fire and disaster drills will not occur until 09/13/18.
L1084:
Staff names used multiple times. Please remove staff names and use titles only as per the instructions on the
Plan of Correction form (#3D.)
Correction dates too distant (08/15/2018 example 2)
L1090:
Staff name used, please use staff titles.
POC refers to past compliance not current compliance. Current compliance can only be evaluated when the facility
has current abortion patients/procedures. How will the facility ensure when patient care is provided compliance will
be maintained?
L1104:
Staff name used, please replace names with job titles.
PoC refers to past compliance not current compliance. This can’t be evaluated until they have current abortion
patients/procedures. How will the facility ensure when patient care is provided compliance will be maintained?
PoC shows the ultrasound machine will be returned when services are resumed. How will the facility verify to our
office that the ultrasound has been returned or will be provided to patients as required and the equipment functions
properly as verified typically by bio-med? This can’t be evaluated until they have current abortion
patients/procedures.
L1109:
At the time of survey the facility’s process for documenting that discharge instructions were provided was not sufficient
to meet the regulatory requirement.
Please refer to 19 CSR 30-30.050:
(3)(B) The facility shall maintain a medical record according to professional standards for each
patient. (3)(D) The medical record shall contain...clinical notes, counseling notes.
The professional standard for medical records is to include a copy of the discharge instructions provided to
patients. Please provide a plan for inclusion of the discharge instructions in the medical record.
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L1118
The surveyors were presented with a computer generated list of patients that was based on a query of billing codes
for abortion services. The list did not include the reason for the visit, and included non- abortion patients and was
determined only through chart review.
Please show how the facility will maintain a daily roster of patients receiving abortion services.
L1122
Please provide the facility’s plan to ensure that the required information and counseling is provided to patients
by a physician or other qualified professional as required by Missouri law RSMo 188.027.
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or mail to Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services,
Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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Michael L. Parson

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Governor

Director

September 13, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: PoC Rejection TKOR
Dear Vicki Casey:
On September 10, 2018 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey Survey conducted
August 14, 2018. Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification
and/or information in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:
The facility has requested that the license not be allowed to lapse. To help ensure that, would the facility be able to
implement any of the corrective actions sooner than the dates listed for tags L1084 and L1130?
L-1119 How will the facility ensure a copy of the discharge instructions will be included in the patient’s medical record,
consistent with current standards for medical record keeping.
L-1120 On what date does the facility expect the physician order document to be approved and implemented as the
response only states in process.
L-1124 At the time of survey the state mandated reports were not included in two of the ten medical records reviewed and
were not submitted to the survey team as available for the medical record. Going forward, how will the facility ensure
the state mandated reports are included in the patients’ medical record.
For 1130: Does the hand hygiene/glove use training include the physician?
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or fax to (573) 751-6648 or mail to Missouri Department of Health
and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

targaret T. Donnelly

Governor

Director

July

2l,20ll

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
Case

No. MO00071030

Dear Mary Kogut:

This is to inform you that an oFsite medical record review was conducted on your facility under the State Licensure
regulations in response to a complaint we received. Based on tlis review, we find your facility to be in substantial
compliance with CSR30.20.021as it relates to MO00071030 and no deficiencies are cited.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6303.
Sincerely,

t/

/,

\-r

f aflrL Ytl*rna*
Kathie Thomas MN, RN
Health Facility Nuning Consultant
Bureau of Health Services Regulation
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

February 20,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure

& Complaint SurveY

Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on January 31, 2013 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how arrd when each deficiency will be
corrected andwho will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also includepruvlsions
institutedto prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. lfthe phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representative's signature" and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendat days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy ofthe SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure
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An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted at this facility from 01/30/13 01 131 113. Complaint M000082879.
A state licensure inspection was conducted in
conjunction with the allegation survey.
The complaint (MO00082879)was found to be
unsubstantiated.
Deficiencies as a result of the licensing inspection
are as follows:
L1111 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XAX8)The governing body

L1111

shallensure that
The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on employee personnelfile review, and
review of the state statute, the facility failed to
perform periodic Employee Disqualification List
(EDL) checks on three of three employee
personnelfiles reviewed. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the inspection there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. EDL checking requirements are as follows:

Section 660.315, RSMo
Entities required to check the EDL:

. Licensed as operator under Chapter 198;
2. Provides in-home services under contract
with the department;
3. Temporary nurse staffing agencies;
1
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L1111

4.

Licensed under Chapter 197 (hospitals,
ambulatory surgical centers, hospices, home
health agencies); and
Public or private facility, day program,
residential facility or specialized service operated,
funded or licensed by the department of mental

5.

health.

Under Section 660.315, these entities are
prohibited from knowingly hiring a person, for any
type of position, whose name appears on the
EDL. These entities must, at a minimum, check
the latest EDL (on the website after September of
2005) with updates before hiring any person for
any job.
2. During an interview on 01131113 at 10:05 AM,
Staff C, Vice President of Human Resources,
stated that the facility did not do EDL checks for
any of the staff currently working in the facility.
19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX8) The facility shall
establish a program

L1128

The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation, interview, policy review,
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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and review of nationally recognized standards of
practice, the facility failed to:
-Ensure single use medications were discarded
after use on each patient (used for multiple
patients);
-Ensure expired medications were available for
patient use;
-Date multi-dose vials when they are opened;
-Ensure expired items were not available for
patient use;
-Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved by
failure to replace worn, rusted or deteriorating
equipment with functional easily cleanable
surfaces that will not harbor and transmit
infections in three of three Procedure Rooms;
and

-Ensure the facility was free of dusUdebris in
three of three Procedure Rooms, the storage
room and supply room.
The facility does an average of 340 cases per
month. On the first day of the survey there were
25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Record review of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) Guide to lnfection
Prevention for Outpatient Settings: Minimum
Expectations for Safe Care, dated 05111, showed
the following:
- Do not administer medications from single-dose
or single-use vials, ampoules, or bags or bottles
of intravenous solution to more than one patient.

2.

Observation on 01130113 at 11:05 AM of the
narcotic cabinet showed one opened 50
millimeter (ml) single dose vial of Fentanyl (pain
medication)dated as opened on 01/27113 with
initials of the nurse who had opened the vial. The
label on the medication stated, "single dose STATE FORM
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destroy unused contents, preservative free".

3. During an interview on 01/30/13, at the time of
the observation, Statf K, Clinical Manager stated
that the vials were used for more than one patient
due to a shortage of the medication and the
amount of waste that would result if the vial was
disposed of after one use.

4.

During an interview on 01/30/13 at 4:00 PM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the facility did not have a policy specific to
single dose medication.

5. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services", revised 121121 12
shows:

-At least monthly, supervisory staff should review
the inventory to ensure that stock was being
properly rotated and had not expired in all
pharmaceutical storage areas;
-Expired inventory must be removed from active
stock.

6.

Observation on 01/30/13 at 9:30 AM of
emergency supplies in Procedure Room #1
showed:
-One bag of Lactated Ringer (lV solution), expired
12t12.

7.

During an interview on 01/30/13 at 9:45 AM,
Physician D, Medical Director stated that
medications and supplies were checked monthly
by facility staff.

8. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10:11 AM of a
cabinet in Procedure Room #2 showed:
-One box of ammonia inhalant (used to prevent
or treat fainting), three count, expired 05/10.
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9.

Observation on 01130113 at 10:45 AM of the
narcotic cabinet behind the nursing station
showed:
-Nine vials of Valium (medication used for
sedation), expired 12101 112;
-Eighteen vials of Naloxone Hydrochloride (used
to counter the effects of a narcotic overdose),
expired 10112; and
-Two 50% Dextrose (glucose) injectables, expired
08t12.

10. Observation on 01/30/13 at 1 1 :10 AM of the
emergency medications located in the
pre-operative area showed:
-One bag of Lactated Ringer expired 12112.
1 1. During an interview on 01/30/13 at 1 1:15 AM,
Staff K stated that nursing staff checked for

expired medications weekly. (Note that this
conflicts with Physician D's interview above, in
regard to how frequently medications are
checked).

12. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45 AM,
Staff A stated that nursing staff were responsible
for checking monthly for expired medications.
13. Record review of the Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations
for multi-dose vials, dated 02109/11 showed:
- When should multi-dose vials be discarded?
Medication vials should always be discarded
whenever sterility is compromised or
questionable.
ln addition, the United States Pharmacopeia
(USP) General Chapter 797 116l recommends the
following for multi-dose vials of sterile
pharmaceuticals:
- lf a multi-dose has been opened or accessed
(e.9., needle-punctured) the vial should be dated
Missouri Department of Health and
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and discarded within 28 days unless the
manufacturer specifies a different (shorter or
longer) date for that opened vial.
- lf a multi-dose vial has not been opened or
accessed (e.9., needle-punctured), it should be
discarded according to the manufacturer's
expiration date.
The manufacturer's expiration date refers to the
date after which an unopened multi-dose vial
should not be used. The beyond-use-date refers
to the date after which an opened multi-dose vial
should not be used. The beyond-use-date should
never exceed the manufacturer's original
expiration date.

14. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services", revised 12112112
showed:
-lf a multi-dose vial has been opened or
accessed (e.9., needle-punctured) the vial must
be dated and discarded in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions and state/local
regulations.
15. Observation on 01/30/13 at9:25 AM of
Procedure Room #1 showed one opened
multi-dose vialof Lidocaine with no date to show
when the vialwas opened.
During an interview on 01/30/13, at the time of
the observation, Staff L, Registered Nurse (RN)
stated that she had just opened the vial that
morning and she would discard it at the end of
the day.

16. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Equipment and Supplies", showed:
-Supplies are checked regularly by the assigned
staff, rotated to ensure oldest used first, and;
-Expired supplies were removed from the active
Missouri Department
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stock.

17. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10:35 AM of the
supply room showed:
-Three boxes of surgical gloves, expired 11105;
-One box of surgical gloves, expired 01/07, and;
-Three postpartum balloons (used to control or
reduce postpartum [occurring in the period shortly
after childbirthl hemorrhage), expired 12110,
12111, and 01112.

18. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45 AM,
Staff A stated that the policy needed to include
the frequency that supplies were checked.
19. Review of the Association of Perioperative
Registered Nurses (AORN) Standards and
Recommended Practices, "Environmental
Cleaning", dated 2012, Recommendation ll
showed, "A safe, clean environment should be
reestablished after each surgical procedure.
Routine cleaning and disinfection reduces the
amount of dust, organic debris (debris in the
environment) and microbial load (number and
type of microorganisms contaminating an object)
in the environment. Following scientifically based
recommendations for cleaning and disinfection
practice in health care organizations helps to
reduce infections associated with contaminated
items".

20. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection and Sterilization", revised 04/08
showed:
-Thoroughly clean all surfaces that are being
used in patient care areas. and;
-All areas of the clinic should be kept clean and
free from excess clutter.

21. Observation on 01l30l13 at 9:30 AM of
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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Procedure Room #1 showed:
-One ceiling air vent that had copious amounts of
visible dusUdirt;
-One table with rusted castors (uncleanable
surface);
-One stoolwith rust which was covered with clear
tape (uncleanable surface);
-One plastic bin which contained emergency
supplies was covered with dust;
-One plastic bin which contained intravenous
(lV/inserted into a blood vein) solution was
covered with dust; and
-One oxygen tank with adhesive residue
(uncleanable surface).
During an interview on 01/30/13 at 9:40 AM,
Physician D, Medical Director acknowledged the
dust on the plastic bins and stated that staff
should have noticed when checking the
emergency supplies.

22. Observation on

01130113 at 10:11 AM of
Procedure Room #2 showed:
-One ceiling air vent that had copious amounts of
visible dusUdirt;
-One lV pole with rusted castors;
-One table with rusted castors;
-One oxygen tank with rust and tape residue;
-One suction machine with rust on the kick plates;
-One plastic bin containing emergency supplies
was covered with dust; and
-One stoolwith rust which was covered with clear

tape.

23. Observation on 01130113 at 10:25 AM of
Procedure Room #3 showed:
-Rust on the base of the procedure table;
-One lV pole with rusted castors;
-One table with rusted castors;
-One oxygen tank with tape residue;
STATE FORM
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-One suction machine with rust on the sides; and
-Two plastic bins containing emergency supplies
were covered with dust.

24. Observation on 01130113 at 10:35 AM of the
storage room showed:
-One ceiling air vent with visible dust; and
-The floor in the room which contained eight
oxygen canisters had visible dirt and dust.
25. Observation on 01/30/13 at 10;45 AM of the
supply room showed:
-One suction machine with visible dust.

26. During an interview on 01/31/13 at 10:45

AM,

Staff A stated that the management team was
responsible for spot audits and for checking for
environmental issues.
L1170 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(J) Each abortion facility.

L1170

shalldevelop
Each abortion facility shall develop a quality
assurance program that includes all health and
safety aspects of patient care and shall include a
review of appropriateness of care. Results of the
quality assurance program shall be reviewed at
least quarterly by the administrator, director of
patient care, a representative of the medical staff
and the governing body. The quality assurance
program shall include a review of at least the
following:
1. Completeness of clinical records,
2. lncidence of morbidity and mortality;
3. lntraoperative and postoperative
complications;
4. All cases transferred to a hospital;
5. All cases that resulted in a length of stay of
more than twelve (12) hours;
6. Errors in diagnosis;
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7. Problems in compliance with state and local
laws and regulations; and
8. All cases in which the gestational age was
determined to be beyond eighteen (18)weeks.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and record review, the facility
failed to adequately include in the Quality

Assurance program all cases in which the
gestational age was determined to be beyond
eighteen (18)weeks. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1, Review of the facility's quarterly Quality
Assurance (aA) log of complications and
occurrences included the gestational age of the
fetus as part of the data, but not all cases greater
than 18 weeks were placed on the report.

2. During an interview on 01/30/13 at 4:45 PM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services
confirmed that a gestational age of 18 weeks is
not by itself considered a complication or
occurrence, and therefore not all of those cases
are routinely reviewed as part of the QA activities,
only if there were also a complication and/or
occurrence.
L1171 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(K)The quality assurance

L1171

program must show
The quality assurance program must show
evidence of action taken as a result of the
identification of the problems.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
STATE FORM
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Based on interview and record review, the facility
failed to adequately document action taken as a
result of ongoing Quality Assurance activities.
The facility does an average of 340 cases per
month. On the first day of the survey there were
25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Review of facility's quarterly Quality Assurance
(QA)committee meeting notes indicated that
while various improvement topics were
discussed, there was no formalevidence
presented to consistently indicate what actions
were taken by the committee as a result of
identification of problems.

2. During an interview

on 01/30/13 at 3:50 PM
Statf A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the QA staff had many years of experience
working together, knew each other well, and
regularly talked about what issues were ongoing,
but formal documentation of action items and the
outcome could be improved.

3. During an interview

on 01/30/13 at 4:25 PM,
Staff G, Training and Quality Systems
Coordinator stated that the facility had a
corrective action tracking form that was in report
format that the laboratory staff used for quality
improvement, and the facility was considering
using the same format for non-laboratory
problems, but stated that she could not find any
specific example of the form being used outside
the laboratory.
11190 19 CSR 30-30.060(5) Complaints, Any person

11190

having a complaint
Complaints. Any persons having a complaint
STATE FORM
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pertaining to the care of a patient rendered by an
abortion facility shall direct the complaint in
writing to the Missouri Department of Health,
Bureau of Hospital Licensing and Certification,
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102. The
person making the complaint shall be contacted
by the Department of Health within five (5)
working days of receipt of the complaint and the
complaint shall be investigated by the
Department of Health within twenty (20)working
days of receipt of the complaint.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, policy review, and review of
the facility's patient rights document, the facility
failed to provide accurate written notice of patient
rights to inform patients or their representatives of
their options of who to contact to file a
grievance/complaint as required. The Ambulatory
Surgical Center does an average of 340 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey there
were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:

1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Client
Services", revised 121 121 12 stated:
-A bill of rights is available, either framed and
hanging on the wall, or on the clipboards;
-This specified client's rights and the facility's
obligations;
-For any concerns, it gives a managerial contact
for clients to call;
-Clients with grievances will be given to the
supervisor or manager on duty;
-Should this person not be available or be unable
to resolve the client's issue, the client will be
offered the option to talk with the next managerial
level, and;
-They can do this by calling that person's number
Missouri Department
STATE FORM

Health and
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and extension directly or staff can take the client's
name and number and forward it.

2. Review of the facility's

"Bill of Rights" that
patients are given prior to a procedure, gave
direction for the patient to contact the Health
Center Coordinator or the Director of Surgical
Services, and provided the facility telephone
number.
(Note that the notice of rights failed to state that
patients could report their complaint to the state
agency, failed to include the state agency
address, and telephone number).

3. During an interviewon 01/31/13 at 11:00AM,
Staff A, Vice President of Patient Services stated
that the facility had not been including/providing
the state agency information (address and
telephone number) in the "Billof Rights"
document that was presented to patients.
L1252 19 CSR 30-30.070(3XL)At least two (2)

L1252

ABC-type fire extinguishers

At least two (2) ABCtype fire extinguishers shall
be located in the facility, one (1) in the clinical
area;

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation and interview, the facility
failed to conduct a monthly inspection of the
portable fire extinguishers. This deficient practice
affects all occupants in the facility. The facility
does an average of 340cases per month. On the
first day of the inspection there were 25
scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. Observation during a tour of the facility
Missouri Department
STATE FORM

and
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conducted on the morning of 01/30/13, showed
the monthly inspection tags on all of the portable
fire extinguishers were blank indicating a monthly
inspection had not been conducted.

2, During an interview on 01/30/13 at2:20 PM,
Staff A, Director of Patient Services stated the
facility staff did not conduct monthly inspections
of the portable fire extinguishers.
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lnitialComments
An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted at this facility from 01/30/1 3 01 131 I 1 3. Complaint MO00082879.
A state licensure inspection was conducted in
conjunction with the allegation survey.
The complaint (MO00082879) was found to be
unsubstantiated.
Deficiencies as a result of the licensing inspection
are as follows:
L1 111

19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(AX8) The governing body
shall ensure that

111 11

The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on employee personnel file review, and
review of the state statute, the facility failed to
perform periodic Employee Disqualification List
(EDL) checks on three of three employee
personnel files roviewed. The facility does an
average of 340 cases per month. On the first day
of the inspection there were 25 scheduled cases.
Findings included:
1. EDL checking requirements are as follows:

Section 660.315, RSMo
Entities required to check the EDL:

1. Licensed as operator under Chapter 198;
2. Provides in-home services under contract
with the department;
3. Temporary nurse staffing agencies;
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A new human resource policy has been initiated to ensure that all RHS staff, prior to hiring, will
be checked through the EDL data base. RHS of PPSLR will not hire a person on this list' ln
addition the existing, current staff will be checked against the EDL. (RHS of PPSLR has already
reeistered under the MO State Dept of SS and is awaiting and log

irls)

Attached: New Policy
3.15.13

Person Responsible: VP of Human Resources

Starting

-

11128

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: a report of activity will be forwarded to VP
of Patient Services for incorporation into meeting minutes

w/April'L3
meetinc

The pharmaceuticaI Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure single use medications are discarded after use on each patient
Attached: New Policy, PageT
Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services

2.27.73

@onthisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing
and medical assistant staff.
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical Manager

2.27.73

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator
will spot check this weekly for the first month and then monthly. A consolidated report on all
tnfection control activities will be shared with the vP of Pt services and at the cQA rneeting

First checks wk

The pharmaceutical Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure the multi-dose vials are appropriately dated when they are
Attached: New Policy, PageT

opeleg-

@onthisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing
and medical assistant staff
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical Manager

//tol,Ll

D**J

L. 6sa^/m7 y'tD,taf4

of 3/4 and
continuing

2.27.t3

2.27.L3

z-L?43

@

First checks wk
of 3/4 and

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator
will spot check this weekly for the first month and then monthly. A consolidated report on
infection control activities will be shared with the VP of ft Services and at the CQA meeting

continuing

The Pharmaceutical Standards section of the policy and procedure manual has been updated
to ensure that expired medications are not availabte for patient use. The revision clarifies
dates on which supplies are checked (i.e. the first working clinic session of every month)'

2.27.L3

Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services
frrining of stuff, Staff training on this updated policy and procedure will include the nursing
and medical assistant staff
Attached: policy, page 3
Person Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Clinical ManaBer

2.27.73

Monitoring and lncorporation into QAPt process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator or
a delegate from the infection control committee will spot check this weekly for the first month first full week
and then monthly. A consolidated report on infection control activities will be shared with the of every
month
VP of Pt Services and at the CQA meeting
The Gener"l Standards section of ihe policy and procedure manual has been revised to ensure
that expired items are not available for patient use. The policy is more specific on when items

2.27.13

are checked and how discarded
Person Responsible: VP of Patient Services

@thisupdatedpolicyandprocedurewillincludethenursing

2.27.73
and medical assistant staff
Attached: new policv, pages 26 and27
ierson Responsible: Director of Surgical Services, Cl'rnical Manager
Mo.tt"rrC *rd lrcoipor*ion into QAPI process: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator or
first full week
month.
a delegate of the lnfection Control Committee will check this in the first week of the
of every
Services
VP
of
Pt
the
with
shared
be
A consolidated report on infection control activities will
month
and at the quarterly CQA meeting.
and are
To ensure that a sanitary ervironnrent is preserved several actions have been taken

to

be taken:

ft

neov

1)

UiOs

footstools have been purchased and the o]q

lllgllqgg

have been sought fo. n"* b"rkel"yt and n"* lVpoles
if our
S) tl',e r*intenance and cteaning crews are using cleaning products to determine
surfaces are easily cleanable or need replacing
4) for items that must be Pur.h

2.L5.L3
2.13 & 2.25.13
2.73 - 2.28.13
3.15.13

ffi

oi iatient Services and VP of Finance/Operations
St oneoins monitoring of equipment, cleanable surfaces, and their condition
P*s., R"tpot',tible: procedure roo!! {9lt@
s;ff .rr:inino. Training and Oualitv Svstems Coordinator and Clinical Manager

3.1,13

Monthly

Monitoring: ongoing monthly auditing and checking of equipment and cleanable surfaces.
Recommendations for improvements to VP team as indicated. Audits will be shared at CQA
quarterly meetings

starting in
March'1.3.
Reports

ouarterlv

To ensure the facility is free of dust/debris throughout the medical area, including procedure

rooms, storage and supply room:
L) the air ducts in the procedure rooms and recovery have been cleaned

2.5.13

2) the maintenance dept will check them monthly and clean them as necessary
3) a new cleaning schedule has been put into effect - procedure room and utility staff clean

3.5.13 ongoins

their roorns every Tuesday prior to the start of clinic
4) the cleaning staff will provide heavy cleaning of the entire clinical area every Monday and

2.15.13

Thursdav

5) Medical Assistants will rotate responsibility for storage and shared areil
6) a check list is being designed to ensure all items are addressed
Staff Responsible for Cleaning: Medical Assistants and Housekeeping
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Management (rotating) and lnfection Control
Timeline for monitoring: weeklv checks for first month, then monthly

2.27.L3

9gIlI!!$99
Iuesdays

The lnfection Control Committee, which was founded in November 2OL2, invited staff
members to join and will be responsible for: updating the manual, designing audits,

monitoring outcornes, recommending training, setting standards, ensuring incorporation of
changes into QAPI, and reporting to the Clinical Quality Assurance Committee. All of the
above will be monitored by them as well as by those stated above'
Staff Responsible: Training and Quality Systems Coordinator as manager of the committee
Staff Training: For above issues, already stated. For new topics, training will be as indicated
and decided upon by committee
Monitoring and incorporation into QAPI process: reports to the Clinical Quality Assurance
Committee and Medical Director
11170

LL171

first meeting
week of

3l4lt3

quarterly
reports

fhe Quality Assurance Program will be improved via the following actions:

1)theagendawiltbemorespecificregardingalloftheissu@

2.6.13

2) the review of patient records will include a new log of all cases in which gestational age is
18 weeks or greater and will show a review by a physician (i.e. the Medical Director)
3) ttrc notes witt iOentlfy each problem and the accompanyinB action to be taken to resolve

3.1.13

the problem

2.6.13
Next q4

meeting in
4) successive notes will address the action taken and the outcome
5) further action will then be addressed as indicated

April2013

Staff Responsible: VP of Patient Services, Medical Director, and Training and Quality Systems
Coordinator
Committee Training and Preparedness: was discussed at the 2.6.73 meeting. Follow up with
individual members week of 2.25.73 to ensure actions as decided
The patient Bill of Rights has been updated with the addition of the address and phone
nurnber of the MO Department of Heatth and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care. It
is made assessible to patients by being attached clipboards that are given to every patient
11190

with their initial paperwork.
Attached: new bill of rishts
Staff Resoonsible: VP of Patient Services

to have annual inspections of the fire extinguishers. ln addition, the
maintenance staff will now do a monthly inspection of the fire extinguishers to ensure the
pressure is correct, they are in working condition, and there is no blockage'

2.t.13

PPSLRSWMO pays

L7252

first week of
March 3/4113

Staff Responsible: Maintenance
Trainine: none required

Monitoring to ensure POA is effective: will be checked for three months by VP of
Finance/Operations and then spot checked over the next year

once in March,
April, May,
then
periodicallv

PPsL

R/ sw M o M e d i c a t P ot i

*\r,ff

:lffii niili:

Section l-A-1
PPFA Revision 6/12; PPSLR Revision 12l12l12; PPSLR Revis.tSm 3llll.3
L11?8 .11170, L11.71

CLINICAL PROGRAM STRUCTURE
GENERAL STANDARDS
PAGE 26 AND 27
(entire document not sent)

VI!I. MeoICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPIIES
Medical Equipment and Supplies must
Be appropriate and adequate to provide the services offered. All centers have
microscopes, refrigerators, autoclaves, venipuncture and injection supplies, scales,

A.

sphygmomanometer, and appropriate gynecologic equipment.

B. Equipment is checked and calibrated annually by a contract service for safety, and
written documentation is kept on file at the administrative office.
L1128
Equipment is also checked by staff and managers monthly according to the

A.

infection control policy

a.
b.

Gheck for rust, cleanliness, tape, or any uncleanable
surface
Worn or defective equipment must be reported to the
manager for replacement or fixing by the staff who

identified this

D. Supplies are checked regularly and at least monthly by the assigned staff. The

person checking will vary per center and is delegated by the manager of the center.
a. For RHS, staff are the medical assistants assigned to procedure rooms and to
storage areas
b. For RHS, the LPN/RN will check the recovery and storage there
c. For HCs, the support staff (MA / Patient Educator) will check the exam rooms,
Iabs, storage area
d. Supplies are rotated to ensure oldest used first
e. Expired supplies must be removed from the active stock and not used for
patient care
f. Supplies are checked on the first clinic day of each month
g. Managers and the tnfection Gontro! Committee will be providing spot checks
periodically

E. See specific sections for additional supply and equipment for that service.
F. Facility Gleaning Standard
As a meiical facitity, PPSLR/SWMO must maintain sanitary environments for
patient

Care. To ensure this:

a. Some centers have a contractual agreement
with a cleaning service that does heavier
cleaning 3 x weekly
b. ln the interim between their visits, staff are
1
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PPSLR/SWMO

Medicaleo"

Clin ical Program
Section l-A-1

and Procedures Manual

StructillE

PPFA Revision 6112; PPSLR Revision 12112112. PPSLR 311113

responsible to empty trash, wipe down any
spills, disinfect areas that have become
contaminated or

difi

Some centers have their own cleaning crew
who may perform the heavier cleaning of
mopping, baseboards, vacuuming, etc - this
must be done according to volume of traffic
and may be 2 - 3 times weekly
d. At RHS, the procedure rooms, recovery, and
storage are closely monitored and cleaned at
least once per week - every Monday for the
heavier cleaning and every Tuesday before

clinic session for dusting and debris
management
The monthly lnfection Control audit will check
that a sanitary environment has been achieved
for patient care
For additional information, please see the lnfection Control Manual and audits
lX.

lrrecloN

pREvENTToN/coNTRoL

All affiliates must have an infection prevention program in place. The ARMS
lnfection Prevention Manualas well as other tools and resources are available at
www.armsconnect.org to assist in developing affiliate programs.
PPSLR SWMO manual uses the ARMS one as the basis and provides both
policy and procedural information. An lnfection Prevention Gommittee has been

established through the Patient Services Department and consists of nursing,
administrative, and clinical support staff. Their purpose is surveillance,
investigation, control and prevention of infection. This witl be accomplished by
review, revision, and approval of infection prevention policy and procedures.

X.

RISX AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT

L1170 andL1171
PPSLRySWMO and its affiliate RHS of PPSLRySWMO have a structured and permanent
Risk and Quality Management Program in place. The ARMS manualRisk Management:
The Path to Paiient Safety as well as other tools and resources are available at
wwr,v.arm.sqpnnect.or:g to assist in developing affiliate programs. The affiliate's Quality
Management Program includes the following:

A CORM Committee chaired by the Training and Quality System Coordinator and
membership of: CEO; VPs from all departments (Patient Services; Political; Education
and Diversity; Administration and HR; Finance and Operations; Development), Medical
Director, and Board member.
Committee is responsible for agency oversight for QM/RM activities and concerns such as
security, technology, personnel issues. The committee is responsible for overseeing
goals and identifying processes to evaluate. This is accomplished by the following:
Review of reporting agency departmental and committee audit findings to identify
and explore possible risk and exposure areas
Develop protocols/procedures as needed to reduce the risk of exposure to loss
1)

.
.

2
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Section l-A-1
PPFA Revision 6/12; PPSLR Revision 12l12l12;,,P.PSLB Revision 3/1113
L1128 . L1174. L1171

o
.
o

lnclusion of risk management concepts in the annual Quality Management Plan
Participate in the annual review of the PPFA QM & RM Self-Assessment Survey
Review to ensure PPSLR in compliance with standards and guidelines for
accrediting agencies such as Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Title X
and Medicaid
Committee members serve in an over-sight capacity for monitoring and improving
PPSLR/SWMO facility management in the areas of safety and security for clients,
visitors, staff and volunteers

Page 29 addition regarding CQAC
The followinq aoencv committees report to the QM committee.
Clinical Quality Assurance Committee for Patient Services (all divisions)
Due to state licensing, the GQAC must address the following issues - this will be
done through a detailed agenda, discussion, notes, and analysis of the outcomes

of the decided upon actions.
From state regulations:
(J) Each abortionfacility shall develop a quality assutance program that includes all
health and salety aspects of patient care and shall include a review of appropriateness
of care. Resalts of the qual@ assurance program shall be reviewed at least quarterly
by the adminktrutor, director of patient care, a rcprcsentative of the medical staff and
the governing body. The quality assurance progtam shall include a review of at least
thefollowing:
l. Completeness of clinical recordsl
2. Incidence of morbidity and mofiality;
3, Intraoperative and postoperative complications ;
4. AA cases transferred to a hospital'
5. All cases that resulted in a length of stay of more than twelve (12) hours;
6. Errors in diagnosis;
7. Problems in compliance with state and local laws and regulations;
8. All cases in which the gestational age was determined to be beyond eighteen
(18) weehs.

(K)

The quality ossurance program must show evidence of action taken as a result
identilication
of the problems.
the

of

3
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
lnfection Prevention Compliance Audit
Sterilization Practices
Met

Unmel

lmprovement Plan/Date to be Completed

All medical equipment (i.e. speculums, medical
instruments, etc.) are immediately placed in appropriate
1

disinfectant solution after use
2 Staff can verbalize above disinfectant solution ratio
3 Proper PPE is worn by staff during cleaning process
(utilitv qloves with instrument cleaninq in utilitv)
4 lnstruments are not allowed to dry before cleaning
orocedure
5 Documentation exists for high level solution
check for each use
6 Equipment sterilized in the autoclave contains an
indicator for sterilization within each oackaoe
7 No package wrapped for steam sterilization is more than
12v2ox12 inches in size
8 Documentation of weekly steam sterilizer cleaning and
soore leslino
9 Supplies of sterile instruments are stored no less than 810 inches from the floor and 18-20 inches from the ceilino
10 Sterile supplies are checked monthly for integrity of the
oack
11 All sterile items are labeled with the date of sterilization
and specific autoclave
12 No expired merchandise or supplies on shelves in
active stock
13 Multi-use vials dated & initialed when opened and
discarded accordinq to requlations
14 Single use medications are used for one patient and
discarded after use
15 All exam tables are wiped with disinfectant after each
orocedure
16 Sterilize and non-sterile items are stored seDarately
17 All eouioment is sterilized in "ooen" oosition
18 Sterile supplies are rotated to ensure use of most
recenllv sterilized eouioment last
19 Antimicrobial hand rinse available
20 No biohazard in white bao trash
21 Sharp containers easily accessible (in lab, exam, utility,
orocedure and recovery areas)
22PPE available (masks, protective eyewear, utility
oloves niaslic anron elc)
23 Vaqinal probes are disinfected between each patient
24 Condoms are used to cover vaqinal ultrasound probe
25 Tubing labeled by manufacturer as single use tubing is
disoosed of infectious waste after a sinole use.
26 Multi-use suction tubing is cleaned, then disinfected as
for a semi-critical item
27 Abortion procedure bottles are changed, cleaned and
disinfected between oatients
28 MVA is completely disassembled, cleaned and receive
hioh-level disinfection
29 lf Cidex used, must be checked and documented on
dav of use to ensure effectiveness
30 MSDS loq current with supplies used in surqical center

Auditor Name:

Title

Date

C:\Documents and Settings\roarkt\Localsettings\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\FWNTDORB\RHS lnfection
Preve ntion Audt_2013-03_01.docx
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Signature & Title of reviewer:

Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
lnfection Prevention Compliance Audit
Standard Precautions, Hand Hygiene and PPE
Met

Unmet

lmprovement Plan/Date to be Completed

1 Sharp containers are leak proof, puncture resistant,

labeled with biohazard label, sealed and disposed of
when they are no more lhanYt full and sealed
comoletelv before disoosal
2 All sharps are disposed of in designated sharps
containers (include hypodermic, intravenous or other medical
needles, syringes with an aftached needle or other sharps,
scalpel blades, blood vials, slides & cover slips, syringes that
have come in contac't with blood or infectious aoents. etc.)

3 Employees demonstrate proper hand washing or
disinfecting technique before putting gloves on /removal
of oloves and before each oatient encounter.
4 Eye protectionfface shields are used when activity
holds oossibilitv of solash
5 Safety needles are used when available; includes
needle devices containino built-in safetv features
6 When sterile gloves are used, proper technique is
followed for puttinq on and removal
7 Appropriate PPE (i.e. various gloves, masks, face shield,
lab coats, CPR shield) is readily available in each area of
health center (lab. orocedure. utilitv rooms. etc)
8 Gloves are worn by staff when contact with blood,
OPIM, mucous membranes and non-intact skin may
occur
9 Gloves are worn when giving injections, drawing
blood and performinq Venipuncture
10 Red bags are used for non-sharps, regulated
medical waste (i.e. produc{s of blood & anything caked,
soaked or dripping with blood; saturated materials containing

hlnodl

10 PPE is disposed of in proper container (red bags if
conlaminated)
11 Every hand washing station contains soap, hand
disinfectant and towels available for proper hand
hvoiene
12 Surgical scrub is employed for hand hygiene by
physician/clinician before clinic surgical session and
waterless alcohol foam product used between patients
13 Sterile packages are used that have outside tape
that indicales the oackaoe has been orocessed
14 Non-sterile persons avoid reaching over a sterile
field; sterile persons avoid leaning over a non-sterile

afea
15 When sterile packs are opened, the outside of the
packaqe never touches the inside
16 Routine schedule and guidelines for housekeeping
& cleaninq is followed
17 Patient care equipment is free from dust and debris
in procedure. storaqe and supplv areas
18 Environmental surfaces are thoroughly
cleaned/disinfected in patient care areas between

nalicnls
19 Staff can verbalize guidelines for
cleanino/disinfectino after a blood/bodv fluid soill
20 Emeroencv Suroical Cart free from dust & debris

C:\Documents and Settings\roarkt\Localsettings\Temporary lnternet Files\Content.Outlook\FWNTDORB\RHS lnfection
Prevention Audt_2013-03_01.docx

Lt728
Auditor N

Title:

Date:

Signature &Title of reviewer:

C:\Documents and Settings\roarkt\Localsettings\Temporary lnternet Files\Content.Outlook\FWNTDORB\RHS lnfection
Prevention Audt 2013-03 Ol.docx

I tltzs
Staff Training

I.

2.27.13
Trainers:
Lead Clinician Susan Bender, NP
Director of Surgical Services Celeste Smith, LCSW
Time for a change
a. What are some things you think we need to change?

b.

II.
m.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

What gets in the way of us being excellent?

c. What can we start doing differently?

Single Use Medication Vials for One Patient
Multi-Dose Medication Containers are Labeled with Date Opened
Labeling Pre-Drawn Medications
a. Date
b. Time
Initials of Staff Drawing Up Meds
Expired Medications
a. Plan to check the last working day of each month
Expired Supplies
a. Plan to check the last working day of each month
Clean and Sanitary Environment
a. Environmentlncludes
Dressing Room
Recovery Room
Procedure Rooms

c.

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

b.

Utility

v. Supply Areas
vi. Storage Areas
vii. Hallways
viii. Floors
ix. Ceilings
Targeted clean each Monday/Tuesday Morning
Dust
Debris
Clutter
iv. Appearance Matters
Day to Day Upkeep
vi. Leave your workstation clean
Un-cleanable Surfaces
What are they?
How do we fix them?
How do Monitoring them?

i.
ii.
iii.

v.

c.

VIII.

IX.

i.
ii.
iii.

InfectionPreventionCommittee
a. What is it?
b. Who is on it?
c. How can it help us?
Questions?
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The nlffl.lT to no discriminatiun regardless nf race, color. natiunal origin, disability,
religion, number s{
age, ethnicity. sexual orientatinn, financial ability. educatinn level, marital status,
pregnancies, method nf referral, contraceptive preference nr other factur;

The

lllfffiT ts

be treated with dignity and respect without harassment;

Yhe ftl8ilT to deuide whether or not to bear children and if so, to determine the

timing and spacing;
provide;
Thc lXl$'*T to privacy and confidentiality in all aspects of the service we

Ths tr{|fi}{T tn knnw nf the effeutiveness, psssible side effects, and complications
of all contraceptives;
be used;
Yhe f{l$}lT to participate in selecting the cnntraceptive methnds tn

Tfue tr{lfitlT

to know the results and the meaning nf all tests and examinations:

TIre l?l$llT to access your records and have them explained;
you to sign;
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You

will not be denied access to services if unable to pay

We accept Medicaid and Medicare

flle accept commercial health insurance
Flease discuss any special concerns with our staff
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lf any problems should arise during your visit, please ask tnspeak
tn the Health [enter [onrdinator or contact the 0irector nf Surgical
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BACKGROUND CHECKS AND INVESTIGATIONS POTICY

the importonce of mointoining o sofe ond productive
workploce with honest, trustworthy, quolified, relioble ond non-violent
employees. For the benefit of oll employees ond PPSLRSWMO, in furthering
lhese interests ond enforcing PPSLRSWMO policies, PPSLRSWMO will perform, or
request lhot third porties perform, "bockground checks" or other lypes of
investigotions. These bockground checks ond investigotions moy be performed
by PPSLRSWMO of ils discretion. The Vice President of Humon Resources wlll be
responsible for performing oll "bockground checks" thol ore opplicoble under
Federol, Stole ond Plonned Porenlhood of Americo (PPFA) lows ond
PPSLRSWMO recognizes

requiremenls.

Bockground checks ond investigoiions performed for PPSLRSWMO moy include
the use of consumer reporting ogencies which moy gother ond reporl
informotion to PPSLRSWMO in the form of consumer or investigotive consumer
reports. Such reports, if obtoined, moy contoin, but ore not limited to,
informotion concerning on oppliconl's or employee's credil stonding or
worthiness, credit copocily, chorocter or generol reputotion. The types of
reports thot moy be requested from consumer reporting ogencies under this
policy include, but ore not limited to, credit reports, criminol records checks,
driving records, ond/or summories of educotionol ond employmenl records ond
hislories. The informotion contoined in these reports moy be obtoined by o
consumer reporting ogency from privote or public records sources or through

personol interviews

with on employee's

co-workers, neighbors, friends,
ossociotes, current or former employers or olher personol ocquoinlonces.
Pursuont to this policy, PPSLRSWMO moy request consumer reports, including
records checks ond investigotive reports bosed on interviews, in connection with
on individuol's opplicotion for employment, or of ony lime during lhe course of
on employee's employment with PPSLRSWMO, for purposes of evoluoting their
suitobility for employment, promotion, reossignment or retention os on
employee.

All PPSTRSWMO Reproduclive Heollh Services (RHS) condidoles prior lo hire wlll
hqve o criminol bockground check ond Employee Disquolificolion tlst (EDt)
seorch compleled prior lo hire per lhe Missouri Revised Slolules Chopler 660
seclion 317.
Employees qre expected to cooperote fully wilh the bockground checks ond
investigotions policy. Such cooperolion includes, omong other things, providing
truthful ond complele informotion in response to inquiries mode by PPSLRSWMO
or third porty investigotions during the course of investigotions ond providing

oppropriote written outhorizotions thot moy
Updated February, 20L3

be required by low so thot

11111

obtoin complete investigotion reports. Foilure to cooperote in
these checks or invesligotions, or ony ottempt to interfere with PPSLRSWMO
ottempts to obtoin informolion, moy result in disciplinory oction, up lo, ond
including, terminotion.
PPSLRSWMO moy

Updated February, 20L3
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L1128
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVIGES
See pages 3 and 7

PnanmlceurcAL Senvces

Affiliate Staff

1.

is responsible for developing policies and procedures for
Medical Director
pharmaceuticals that must include
formulary of all drugs stocked in the affiliate that is reviewed annually
Consider the potential for medication errors when developing formulary.
Look-alike, sound-alike drugs should be identified as being at "high risk"
for potential error. Extra steps should be taken to ensure safety.
list of additional therapeutic/pharmacologic classifications of drugs that may
be ordered for clients to obtain at outside pharmacies
a
The formulary is approved annually with medical protocol updates
a
All drugs, devices, and medications stocked in the affiliate are approved by
the Medical Director in advance of purchasing / acquiring and providing.
The Medical Director only approves drugs that are FDA approved and only
from manufacturers certified by the FDA, unless the medication is part of a
research study.
All research study medications must be approved by the IRB and Medical
Director prior to use.
PPSLR has both an internal (for items stocked in-house) and external
formulary (inclusive of in-house and by written/e-prescription).
RHS has a formulary specific to abortion care approved by the Medical
Director.
The Medical Director, Lead Clinician, and VP of Patient Services review the
formularies at least annually. The Medical Director approves and signs off
on the formulary of both departments.
RHS has a formulary. The surgical physicians have discretion to provide
other medications as needed.
provision of pharmaceuticals in accordance with all state/local laws and
regulations
PPSLR/SWMO and RHS of PPSLR/SWMO pharmaceuticals are provided
by physicians, by clinicians or by physician designee.
APNs work under collaborative practice agreements with the PPSLR
Medical Director and Associate Medical Directors. They have prescriptive
and dispensing privileges.
RNs/LPNs work under standing orders with the PPSLR Medical Director.
Physicians have the ability to prescribe as indicated for patient care.
a drug control system that covers the interval from the time pharmaceuticals
are ordered until they are provided to the client
PPSLR/SWMO's system includes the interval from issuing a request for
order from health and surgical centers to the purchasing clerk, to ordering
them from the pharmaceutical companies, to delivery and storage, to client
provision.
inspection of all drug storage areas to remove expired drugs
designation of which staff may have access to bulk storage areas
ffi?r'r?gement of pharmaceutical product irregularities and drug and device
recalls
There must be documentation that in-service education pertaining to the nature

-

.

i.

.

.

o
.

.

.
.

o

.
o
o

2.
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and safety aspects of pharmaceuticals is provided to staff involved in the
preparation and provision of medications.
PPSLR/SWMO provides an annual training for staff, primarily clinicians and
licensed providers

.

FYI

-

Look-alike, Sound-alike (LASA) Medications

Confused drug names are one of the most common causes of medication error. With
tens of thousands of drugs currently on the market, the potential for error due to confused
drug names is significant and exists worldwide. Contributing to the risk of confusion are
illegible handwriting, incomplete knowledge of drug names, newly available products,
similar packaging or labeling, similar clinical use, similar strengths, dosage forms,
frequency of administration, and the failure of manufacturers and regulatory authorities to
recognize the potential for error and to conduct rigorous risk assessments, both for
nonproprietary and brand names, prior to approving new product names.
Go to the lnstitute of Safe Medication Practices for a list of LASA medications. The list
includes those medications that are known to have been involved in medication errors, as
well as the Joint Commission's list of LASAS.

(WHo 2007); (ISMP 2010)

Procurement
1. There must be a written order for all drugs/pharmaceuticals/chemicals brought into
the affiliate.
A copy of the purchase order or the prescription must be kept in the affiliate's
files. A signed receipt must be obtained for pharmaceuticals shipped from a
central location to outlying centers or clinics. lf the delivery is made by affiliate
staff, a signed receipt is not necessary.
The original order is issued by the supervisory staff of the health center
or surgical center;
The order is sent to the Payroll/Purchasing Clerk via internal e-mail or
fax;
Each facility has its own account number with each supply or
pharmaceutical company;
a
The order is placed by the purchasing clerk at the administrative office;
a
Most deliveries are sent directly to the service location from the
company;
a
Specific items are shipped centrally to control pricing;
a
Upon delivery, products are checked for accuracy and security, the
packing slip is dated and initialed;
. A copy of the purchase order or the prescription is and must be kept in
the affiliate's files.
For items shipped to a central location, supervisory staff is responsible
for picking up the supplies and completing a form that is sent to
purchasing detailing amount and to which budget to allocate costs.
Finance maintains all purchase orders, packing slips, invoices, and paid
statements for all pharmaceuticals.
Controlled substance order and receipt records must be filed separately from

.

o
.
.

.
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the other pharmaceutical purchase records. RHS is the only facility that orders
controlled substances.

lf pharmaceuticals are routinely purchased from a community or hospital pharmacy
and if the items are not supplied in manufacturer original containers, there should
be a written contract specifying, as a minimum, requirements for labeling.
PPSLRySWMO seldom, if ever, purchases, pharmaceuticals from other than
manufacturers. An exception is the free meds provided by the states of MO and of
lL for the IPP programs.
3. lf available, pharmaceuticals should be purchased in manufacturer prepared unitof-use packages.
An exception is limited STD medications provided free to the health centers
from the lllinois Department of Health and the MO Department of Health
and limited medications for RHS. ln these cases repackaging standards in
this section are followed.
4. Only drugs and devices approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), and manufactured for sale in the United States may be used. Affiliates may
not import drugs and/or medical devices from other countries for use in their health
centers.
5. For any additional drugs that must be prescribed and are not purchased, the "outof-house" formulary is utilized.
2.

.

Storage
1. Access to stored pharmaceuticals
a. The bulk storage area must be secure. The clinician or nurse on duty has
the key in her possession to enable easy provision to clients. Other staff
may have access via the clinician. Limited supplies are accessible to clinic
staff working the receptionist desks.
b. Controlled substances must be under double lock and in a secure area at
all times. RHS is the only facility with controlled substances and follows
MO law regarding storage of the drugs.
c. Access to pharmaceuticals dispensed from within client care areas should
be limited to health care providers responsible for dispensing these items.
L1128
Pharmaceuticals in allstorage areas
a. Arrange medications so that the oldest stock is used first
On the first clinic session of each month, a delegated staff
reviews the inventory to ensure that stock is being properly
rotated and has not expired
ia. Expired inventory must be removed from active stock and
marked as expired to ensure it is not available to patient care.
It will be returned or discarded according to the vendor or
man ufactu rer's i nstruction.
iii. The senior management team, during routine audits, wil! also
check the inventory for proper stock rotation.
b. Do not store look-alike, sound-alike medications alphabetically. Store them
out of order or in a separate location (The Joint Commission 2001)
c. Pharmaceuticals meant for internal use must be stored separately (i.e. on
a separate shelf) from those for external (i.e. topical) use only. Clear and
highly visible labeling is required.
Other PPSLRySWMO policies related to storage
a. lnventory levels for pharmaceuticals that are not high volume should not
exceed six-month stock.
b. All pharmaceuticals, contraceptives, and therapeutics will be stored

2.

i.

3.

3
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according to the manufacturers' suggestions to ensure preservation (i.e.
refrigeration, limited access to light exposure, etc).
c. An inventory check is performed monthly by supervisory staff to ensure
accurate counts and to limit misappropriated medications and supplies.
d. Expired pharmaceuticals should be disposed of by throwing them into the
biohazard box, sending them back to manufacturer, or taking them to
appropriate and identified pharmacies that PPSLR/SWMO has approved
for disposal (see VP of Patient Services or Clinical Manager). (Varies
with product) Some items may be used for demonstration and
educational purposes. Expired items must be accounted for on the
Monthly lnventory Form and deleted from the inventory as soon as
discovered to be expired.
e. The supervisory staff of all centers is responsible for discarding
pharmaceuticals appropriately. The Purchasing Clerk will contact the
manufacturer to determine if a rebate on expired products exists.
f. For any centralized inventory the Purchasing Clerk will remove it from the
shelves.
g. No client will be dispensed a drug with an expired date.
h. Controlled substances must be destroyed by two nurses and documented
on the Controlled Substance Dispensing or Administration Log Sheet.
(see below for more policies/procedures on controlled substances)

4.

At the end of each fiscal year, a full manual inventory is performed in each site.

i.e., the preparation of multiple containers of dispensing size from a
Repackaging
(for
bulk container
example, repackaging a bottle of 1000 tetracycline tablets into vials
of 20 tablets each). Repackaged vials are stored and dispensed to clients as needed.

-

1.

Repackaging must be done in accordance with state/local laws/regulations. For
PPSLR/SWMO and affiliates this is under the supervision of a physician who is on
the premises at the time of repackaging.

2.

A log must be maintained to document the supervision (by signature), the person
doing the repackaging (by signature) and the identification of the bulk drug being
repackaged. Logs must be archived according to state/local laws/regulations. The
log should contain the following information:
name, strength, manufacturer
complete product description
the manufactureis lot number
an expiration date, no later than the manufacturer's expiration date of a not
previously opened manufacturer's container.
a control number or some other unique (code) identification that will link that
manufacturer and drug lot with the repackaged units

,
.
r
.

-

All repackaged units must have a standard label affixed to each package (bottle,
etc.) before they are entered into active stock. The label must include at least the
following:
name and address of the affiliate
name of the drug and quantity
strength of the drug when appropriate
The expiration date, for drugs repackaged in "tight" containers such as plastic
vials or glass bottles.
This should be the date specified on the original manufacture/s container,
or one year from the date the product was repackaged, whichever is

r
r
.
.

o
o

earlier.
The expiration date for drugs that are repackaged from unit dose
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containers should be no greater than 60 days from the date of
repackaging, or the manufacture/s expiration date on the original
container, whichever is earlier.
State laws may be applicable to expiration date for repackaged pharmaceuticals.
the control number linking that unit with the manufacturer's product drug lot
for example, a code showing the month and day of repackaging and number
repackaged that day (as below, where 01=month, 21=day of repackaging, and
O4=fourth item repackaged that day)

o

.

-

Sample labelfor drugs repackaged in tight containers:
Planned Parenthood of St. Louis Region
888 Main St., City, State, ZIP
ACaAmin'din5n fiiiteii e25 mg, oty. z5
Exp. 12181, Control #O121O4

4.

Safety precautions should be taken to indicate if the original repackaging unit has
been opened prior to this dispensing, e.9., such as putting latex seals over the cap
of the original vial after carrying out repackaging. An "x" could also be marked on
the bottle cap or labelto indicate it has been opened.

Compounding
PPSLR is not involved in the compounding of any medications in any of its facilities.

Labeling Prescription Vials for Clients

1. Prescription labels should be designed to enhance client safety. Click here

(http://vvvnrr,r"ismp"orq^o

2.

) to
access recommendations from the lnstitute for Safe Medication Practices.
All prescription vials must have a permanently adhering label affixed directly to the
container with at least the following information (currently provided by wholesaler):
The acronym, PPSLR/SWMO, may be
name and address of the affiliate
used
D8m€, strength, quantity dispensed of the drug
expiration date
lot number

r
r
.
.

-

The label must also include the following information, which may be added by
hand at the time of dispensing
date of the prescription
name of the client
directions for use including frequency and route of administration
name of the prescriber
number of refills, if applicable

,
r
,
r
.

Sample labelfor prescription vialfor client
Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
888 Main St., City, State, ZIP
{date}
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{client name}
Take

_

tablets every

_

hours as needed for pain.

{Dr.

}

Acetaminophen Tablets 325 mg, Qty. 25 # refills
Exp. 1 2/81, Control #012104

3. Auxiliary labels should be used to provide other information to the client, such as,

"Do not drink alcohol." in the case of metronidazole. The label(s) that should
appear on the prescription container can be found in the literature about each drug
including the manufactureis package insert. The labels come with the medications
from the supplier and should be attached to the vial upon dispensing.
PPSLR/SWMO standardizes the use of auxillary labels for consistency.

4.

The plastic case or other container for oral contraceptives must bear the full label
and include the FDA package insert. The refill units given at the same time need
not be individually labeled. li the original case or container is not presented for
subsequent refilli, then the refill units can be put into a bag and the outside of the
bag labeled.

Gontainers
1. Coin envelopes must not be used to dispense solid dose pharmaceuticals, since
these do not meet the requirements of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, a
1970 amendment to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act requiring childproof containers for pharmaceuticals. Self-contained pac!1ge_s,_suchas.oral
bontraceptives or intiavaginal creams, are exempted. PPSLR/SWMO does not
use coin envelopes for any purpose.

2. All prescription medications should be stored in containers that protect them from
light.

Controlled Substances

1.

All controlled substances dispensed for out-patient use must bear the federally
mandated auxiliary label: "C'aution. Federal law prohibits the transfer of this drug
to any person other than the patient for whom it was prescribed."

2. A daily count at the beginning and at the end of the clinic day_ mgs!.be taken on

days rirhen controlled substances are administered or prescribed. Discrepancies
must be immediately reported to the supervisor, and recorded in the controlled
substances inventory:
two countersignatures are required at the time of the count
or
one person signing the daily count, and two persons taking and signing a full
count every thirty daYs
or
as required by state law
1. RHS has two nurses (LPNs or RNs) doing the count
2. Staff record on the Controlled Substance Dispensing or
Administration Log: date of count, lot number of drug, first initial,
last name and title of counting nurses.
3. lf the nurses who count recognize that the levels of the medication
have fallen below the designated levels, they will notify the
supervisory for reordering.

.
t

r

'
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a.
b.

c.

Fentanyl: ordered when it falls to 6 vials
Versed: ordered when it falls to 40 vials
Diazepam: ordered when it falls to 400

4. Approximately one month's supply of controlled substances will be
kept in stock at all times to prevent the clinic from running out of
stock. ln cases where a national shortage is expected, more
inventory will be approved by the manager

3. All inventory and purchase records for controlled substances

must remain on file
for the duration specified in state law if greater than the federal standard of five
years. PPSLR/SWMO and its atfiliate RHS maintains them for a minimum of
seven years.

4.

All Level lV controlled substances must be ordered and signed by the Vice
President of Patient Services or the Clinical Manager (an APRN).

Other

Ll128

1. Single use medications

2.

are used for one client only and are discarded after

use on each patient.
a. Staff must follow manufacturer's labeling on how to use the
medication
b. The medication is discarded according to the manufacturer
Manufacturers' recommendations for storage of opened and unopened
multi-dose vials must be followed.
a. When a multi-dose vial is used, appropriate infection prevention
procedures to prevent contamination should be employed. (CDC 20111
b. Viats must be discarded if there is evidence of contamination.
c. lf a multi-dose vial has been opened or accessed (e.9., needle-punctured)
the vial must be dated and discarded in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and state/local regulations
lf no specific guidelines are provided, CDG recommends
discarding the vialwithin 28 days (CDC 20111
Label all medications, medication containers, and other solutions on and off the
sterile field in perioperative and other procedural settings. (Note: Medication
containers include syringes, medicine cups, and basins.) (The Joint Commission

i.

3.
4.

201O)

Syririges taken from a mutti-dose vials must be labeled with date, time, and
siatt i-nltlals. !f not used within 24 hours, it must be discarded no later than
24 hours.
S. All clients receiving medications also must receive written or verbal instructions
including the namd, purpose and appropriate administration technique for each

6.
7.

B.

drug.

Patient package inserts must be available for lUCs, hormonal contraceptives, and
other estrogen ic and progestational su bstances.
Patient dru! information ihould be provided on all other drugs dispensed.
The nature of tne dient education provided should be documented in the medical
record.
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2127113

Topic Medical SFff Training

Presenterflrainer Susan Bender, NP & Cei
Time 9:45am
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CONFIDENTIAL: FOR QARM PURPOSTS

ONtY 11170 and 11171

Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest MO
Clinical Quality Assurance Meeting

Original Date: U30l13; Rescheduled Date:

2l6lt3

Agenda

1) Review of Patient Care

a.

lntraoperative and Postoperative Complications and

Occurrences

i. Last Quarterly Report 2012
ii. Annual Report 2012 (internal) and AIMS Report
b.

Care by procedure

i.
ii.

d.

2l

age

Surgical
17 weeks and under
18 weeks and over

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

a. Administrative, Physician, Committee
b. Security and HIPAA systems
d.
3)

Eisenberg, Gianino, Kogut

Transfers to Hospital

c.

Review

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

DOHSS

lnspection

a. Results and findings
b. Action Plan
c. Ensuring full compliance with state/local

Management Team

laws and regulations

4l Accreditation
a. Plans and Time lines to achieve full accreditation
b.

Spencer

Medication

1.
2.

c.

/ gestational

Sevic, Eisenberg

Spencer, Gianino

Agency lnvolvement

5)

Audits

Bender, Moran, Spencer

6)

Research Report

Eisenberg, Kogut

7)

Old Business

Ail

a.

Follow up to any previously identified issues

i.
ii.

Continuingpregnancies
Consents

iii. Next gen audits
iv. lnfection Control Committee
New Business and Announcements

All

PUNPOTruIV

CONFIDENTIAL: FOR QARM

Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest MO
Clinical Quality Assurance Meeting
Origina I Datez I I 3O113; Resched u led Date

:

2

I 6I

t3

Present: Eisenberg, D, Med Dir; Weisbart, E, Board; Gianino,

P, CEO; Bender, S, Clinical

Manager; Spencer,

C,

Training

and Quality Systems; Moran, J, Dir HCs; Smith, C, Dir SS; Sevic, N, Data and Quality Compliance; Kogut, M, VP Pt Services

1)

Review of Patient Care

a.

lntraoperative and Postoperative Complications and

Occurrences

i. Last Quarterly Report 2012
ii. Annual Report 2012 (internal) and AIMS Report
b.

Care by procedure

i.
ii.
c.
d.

o
o
o
o
o
o
2l

/ gestational

Spencer

age

Medication
Surgical

L.

17 weeks and under

2.

18 weeks and over

ldentification of any problems
Action plans

Reports are attached
All within expected standards of care

Complication rates are low and within standard of care
Patients both under and over 18 weeks of care have been managed well
No specific identification of problems

Action Plans: Medical Director requests comparison of current year to previous years for our trend in
complications - Sevic to provide
Transfers to

Hospital

Eisenberg, Gianino, Kogut

a. Administrative, Physician, Committee
b. Security and HIPAA systems

o
o

Sevic, Eisenberg

c.

ldentification of any problems

d.

Action Plans

Review

ln a three month period of time same number as in full 20L1year
Upon analysis, appropriate transfers, patient care and decision-making was handled well, good patient care, no

consistent theme or medical condition

o
o
o

Reasonable decision making and time in center before transfer occurred
Newest provider had 3 of the transfers

- for

new trainees this is expected, i.e. that transfers may be higher

Analysis on three fronts:

o

of Pt Services, and Medical Director identified and discussed after the first 3 transfers. While
not desired outcome, all fell within potentially expected outcomes

CEO, VP

o

Physicians

-

oo

3 primary attendings

-

and the administrative managbment team discussed

tl3tlt3

and

came to same conclusion; recommendations for some limits on who we serve made and under

discussion. Medical Director drawing up guidelines based on discussion

o
o

o

CQ Committee 2/61L3 also looked at data

we have greater continuity of care for patients due to our relationship with Wash U and the procedure
of notifying the family planning fellow
Positive

-

Action: Will update our ambulance transfer form to include: when called, when arrived, when pt discharged to

2l78lL3l, when ambulance leaves the premises
Action: CEO to contact BJC ED regarding potential for picketers and how handled
AgUgJ!: CEO to contact EMS for guidelines on the minimal information that must be shared with 911 calls to
ensure safety and protect confidentiality
Action: Staff to be retrained on making the calls after we get this information - Management team - ensure we
identify if the call is urgent or emergent
Action: CEO to work with operations regarding a way to limit the picketers from having full visual access to client
EMS (and effective

o
.
o
o

as she is being transported

3)

o
o
o
o
o

DOHSS

-

increase patient privacy

lnspection

Management Team

a. Results and findings
b. Action Plan
c. Ensuring full compliance with state/local

laws and regulations

Surprise audit on 1/30 and 1/31 with 4 auditors
Part of our licensing and partly due to concerted complaints

Awaiting formal findings from state within 10 days of audit

Will have 10 days to return our POA
Summary of findings to committee:
o Quality medical care with no indication of any violations of regulations
o Some improvements on medication inventory; dust in select areas; updating some equipment; and
increasing our infection control activities

r
o

Committee was given the components that must make up the QA work
This agenda was changed to accommodate those issues

o

Action Plan: management team to meet and agree upon immediate and long range procedures, training,
changes to ensure imProvements

o

Action Plan: to respond to any cited deficiencies within 10 days of report

4l Accreditation
c. Plans and Time lines to achieve full accreditation
d.

SPencer, Gianino

Agency lnvolvement

o
o
o
o

Action: Patient Services, complete all manuals by April 30, 2013

5)

Audits

Accreditation is Oct 9 - 11-,2013
Plan is to send all documents by July 77,2073

Currently, all departments working on their

a.

EOPs

Bender, Moran, Spencer
Vasectomy

oo

r.

b.

uverail very gooo
ii. First full year at RHS - saw 63 men - a large increase over previous years
iii. One system issue - not enough follow up with patients to remind them of post op semen check
iv. Had turnover in the staff member who was handing this task - new person has been trained
Colpo and Pap Audits
i. With new pap standards, many less colpos
ii. Overall very good - a few issues that were resolved quickly

iii.

The colpo correlation log is

/ will

be on line and reviewed by MDs

1. Sign off 2 x per year
iv.

c.

Lead NP able to audit via electronic record

Center audits

i. With Next Gen, trying to audit different medical / clinical issues to ensure documentation
ii. Action: Need to establish standards for what % of compliance is necessary per criteria
1. Ex: consents would want to see 100%
2. Patient Education forms could be lower
iii.
iv.

Action: Need to ensure NPs and support staff are clear on who doing what and limit redundancy
1. Ongoing discussion - Dir of HCs and Clinical Manager with Training and Quality Systems

will continue this
Recommendation: put them in "buckets" by priority / risk
L. Must have for medical; or must have for financial

2.

d.

lnfection control audits for HCs and RHS
Quarterly audit listing both compliance and non- compliance areas

i.
ii.

iii.
5)

Research

a.

Good to have

Overallgood with some improvements noted
New Committee will address any new audit tools and how to improve outcomes

Report

Roche project is ending

Eisenberg, Kogut

- enrollment has been completed;

in final stages of the reviews/audits to ensure

all paperwork

b.

Snafu with consents that has been remedied.

i. All were signed
ii. Not all clients took one with them - our SOPs state they will be given one
iii.

c.

Had

to send all of those a certified copy

RLP

i. Has begun at SG and CWE
ii. Not yet enrolling enough patients - will be changing our use of staff to meet numbers
d.

New industry sponsored one in discussion and analysis right now on the use of progestin contraceptives
as quick start when mife is given
Not yet approved and no budget yet

i.

All
7l Old Business
previously
identified issues
a. Follow up to any
pregnancies
i. Continuing
- No need to continue discussion - resolved
ii. Consents - continue to track this and check for improvements

iii.

Next gen audits

-

continue to track this and decide on thresholds

iv. lnfection

a"t,

Committee

-

continue to monitor,n.

.?b,,rhment of and the work of this

group

8)

New Business

a.

Worker's Comp Claims

-

up

i. Few more splashes and sticks
ii. Do not think it is a system problem - staff were counseled
iii.

and systems analyzed

Some increase to our rates; Looking for new carrier as ours is getting out of the WC business

Submitted: Mary M Kogut, VP of Patient Services
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAx: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nlxon

Gail Vasterling

Govemor

Acting Director

March 1,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: PoCAPProval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The plan of Conection for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure & Complaint Survey conducted on January 3 1,
2013hasbeen received in our offrce and forwaxded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved
your Plan of Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

--4,4

4/&*

Jrb
Cry

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158

www.hoalth.mo.goY
Healthy Mls3ourlans for llfe.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OppoRTUNlTy / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Servic€s provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services

P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 651 02-0570 Phone: 573-751 -6400 FAX: 573-751 -601 0
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

March 21,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Revisit SurveY
Dear Mary Kogut:
please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey of March 19, 2013. This relates to the Licensure & Complaint
survey conducted January 31,2013. Your facility is now in compliance with Licensure requirements for ambulatory
surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at573-751'6083.

ta"ffi

Respecttully,

John Langston,

MBA

Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Mlssourlans for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNtTY / AFFTRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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An onsite unnanounced revisit survey was
conducted on 03/19/13. The facility was found to
be in substantial compliance with the rules and
regulations for Abortion Facilities found at 19
csR 30-30.060.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 651 02-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAx: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Acting Director

October 21,2013

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
P.E: Complaint Survey MO00088230
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent offsite complaint survey regarding yow facility on September 19, 2013 indicate that your facility is
in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your records.

We welcome any questions ar573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

J-b
-4//
a/e*
/

ru

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health'

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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An off-site complaint investigation was conducted
from 09/18/13 to 09/19/13. (Complaint
MO00088230). The comPlaint was
unsubstantiated. The facility was found to be in
substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060.
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An off-site complaint investigation was conducted
trom 10122113 - 01106114. (Complaint
MO00089143). The complaint was
unsubstantiated. The facility was found to be in
substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Govemor

Director

January 30,2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Licensure Samqt
Dear Mary Kogut:

in compliance
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on January 21, 2lllindicate that your facility is
Missouri.
in
centers
surgical
for
ambulatory
with the Medicare regulations and State Licensure regulations
Please retain this material for your own records'

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

-a

.t/

I --+-

dru* ruW4^l
John Langston, MBA

Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy [lissourians lor llh'
partnering for health.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and

basis'
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lnitialComments
An unannounced on-site state licensure survey
was conducted at this facility on 01121114, in
conjunction with an allegation survey for
complaint #M000089716. The complaint was
unsubstantiated, and the facility was found to be
in substantial compliance with CSR 30-20'060.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 651 02-0570 Phone: 573-751 -6400 FAX: 573-751 -601 0
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nlxon

Gail Vasterling

Governor

Director

August 5,2014

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complatnt MO0009 5990
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent off site survey conducted on
Licensure regulations CSR 30-20.060.

July

28,

2014 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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'-+--.-ru^flltt*}

John Langston,

MBA

Adminisfrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-75 l-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Mlssourlans for llft.
The Missouri Deparlment of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoling, protecting and partnering for health.
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An offsite investigation was conducted for the
purpose of review for 1 complaint in relation to
the Missouri Regulations for Organization and
Management forAbortion Facilities at CSR
30-20.060. The complaint is unsubstantiated with
no deficiencies.

#M000095990-

U

nsubstantiated

Reproductive Health Services has been found to
be in substantial compliance with CSR 30-20.060

of Health and
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
65102-0570 Phone:573-751-&100 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing ard Speech lmpaired 1-800-73$2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466
P.O. Box 570, Jetferson Gity, MO

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gail Vasterling

Govemor

Director

April 14,2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
R.E:

Licensure Survey

Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on March 31, 2015 in connection with the State Licensure requirements and Medicare requirements as they
pertain to ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected andwho will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan ofcorrection. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Ifyou anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representative's signature" and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calcndar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.

We welcome any questions at 573-75 I -6083.
Respectfully,

J.+--4/
d/rh ru"f/{'{^-2

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-75 I -6083
Fax:573-751-6158
www.health.mo.gov
Heallhy Missouriam tor lite.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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L 000

An on-site, unannounced, state licensure survey
was conducted from 03/30/15 to 03/31/15. An
onsite complaint investigation for complaint
MO00100367 was also conducted and the
complaint was found to be unsubstantiated.
See below for findings related to the licensure
survey:
L112t 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBXB) The facility shall

L1128

establish a program
The facility shallestablish a program for
identiffing and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to:
- Restrict multi-dose vials to a centralized
medication area separate from the patient
treatment area;
- Ensure expired medications were not available
for patient use;
- Have accessible and follow manufacturer's
instructions for use;
- Monitor the humidity in the clean and dirty
instrument processing area;
- Protect sterile items from dust and moisture by
Missouri
(x6) DATE
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L1128 Continued From page
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Ll128

placing a solid barrier on the bottom shelves;
- Ensure staff wore personal protective equipment
(PPE) appropriate to the task performed;
- Replace worn or deteriorating patient-care items
with functional, easily cleanable surfaces that
would not harbor and transmit infections; and
- Clean dirty/dusty surfaces.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 462

cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 40 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's, "lnfection Prevention
Manual," dated 09/09/13, showed the lnfection
Prevention Committee responsibilities and
program components included:
- Surveillance, investigation, control and
prevention of infection;
- Review, revision, and approvalof infection
prevention policies and procedures;
- Take appropriate action to correct deficiencies
relating to infection prevention as they are
reported;
- Use of standard precautions including Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE);
- lnjection safety (i.e., if multi-dose vials will be
used for more than one patient, the vials should
be restricted to a centralized medication area);
- Environmental cleaning;
- Handling of contaminated
furniture/eq u ipmenUlinen/instruments/ su pplies;
- Medical equipment; and
- Ongoing program evaluation of program.
(Note: The facility's policy titled, "Pharmaceutical
Services," dated 07/01/13, did not address that
multi-dose medications should be restricted to a
centralized medication area as shown in the
facility's, lnfection Prevention Manual .)
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2. Review of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), document titled, "Guide to
I nfection P revention for Outpatient Settings:
Minimum Expectations for Safe Care," dated
2014, showed to dedicate multi-dose vials to a
single patient whenever possible. lf multi-dose
vials will be used for more than one patient, they
should be restricted to a centralized medication
area and should not enter the immediate patient
treatment area (e.9., OR, patient room/cubicle).
3. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services," dated 07 101 113,
showed:
- On the first clinic session of each month, a
delegated staff reviews the inventory to ensure
that stock is being properly rotated and has not
expired.
- Expired inventory must be removed from active
stock and marked as expired to ensure it is not
available to patient care.
- Controlled substances must be destroyed by
two nurses and documented on the Controlled
Substance Dispensing orAdministration Log
Sheet.
- A daily count at the beginning and at the end of
the clinic day must be taken on days when
controlled substiances are administered or
prescribed.
- Syringes taken from multi-dose vials must be
labeled with date, time, and staff initials. lf not
used within 24-hours, it must be discarded no
later than 24-hours.
- Manufacturer's recommendations for storage of
opened and unopened multi-dose vials must be
followed.
(Note: The policy did not address that multi-dose
medications should be restricted to a centralized
medication area as shown in the facili$'s
of Health and
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nfection Prevention Manual.

)

4. Observation of the pre-operative medication
area on 03/30/15 at2:15 PM showed:
- An expired EpiPen ([brand] epinephrine
autoinjector-medical device used to inject a
measured dose or doses of epinephrine used for
the treatment of allergic reaction), expiration
02t15.
- A pre-drawn syringe labeled Fentanyl (narcotic
pain medication) 50 micrograms, dated 03128115.
Staff failed to dispose of the Fentanyl within
24-hours.
- Staff failed to count the syringe of Fentanyl at
the end ofthe day on 03/28115.
During an interview upon the observations, Staff
C, Registered Nurse, Clinical Manager confirmed
the EpiPen was expired.
5. Observation on 03/30/15 at2:35 PM of

procedure room#2 showed an opened,
multi-dose vial of Lidocaine (numbing
medication).
6. Observation on 03/30/15 al2:4O PM of
procedure room #3 showed an opened,
multi-dose vial of Lidocaine.
7. Observation on 03/30/15 at2:50 PM, of the
clean side of the sterilization area showed two,

Tuttnauer 3870-M autoclaves. Staff were unable
to find the manufacturer's instructions for use
(rFU).

8. Review of requested information on 03/31/15
at approximately 9:30 AM, showed the facility
failed to provide the autoclave manufacturer's
lFU. The information was requested again.
and
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9. During an interview on 03/31/15 at 10:40 AM,
Staff H, Health CenterAssistant (HCA), explained
the cleaning and sterilization process. She stated
that she could not locate the autoclave

manufacturer's lFU.
10. During an interview on 03/31/15 at 1:40 PM,
Staff l, Practim Coordinator, stated they were still
looking for the autoclave manufacturer's lFU.
11 . During an interview on 03/31/15 at 1 :45 PM,
Staff J, Training and Quality Systems
Coordinator, provided a copy of the autoclave
manufacture/s IFU and stated they had just
printed them off the lnternet as they had not been
able to locate the facility copy.

12. Review of the newly printed autoclave
manufacturer's IFU showed:

- Clean the door gasket daily;
- Clean the autoclave airjet weekly;
- Once every month, clean and check the safety
valve;

- Replace the door gasket every 12 months, or as
needed; and
- Once a year, inspect the locking device for
excessive wear.
Note: The facility failed to provide documentation
they or the biomedical company performed these
required services.
13. Review of a document provided by the facility
titled, "PSS Biomedical Service," dated 08107114,
showed documentation noting the manufacturer,
model, and serial number for the autoclaves, but
failed to document what service was provided.
14. Review of the CDC, "Guideline for
Disinfection and Sterilization in Healthcare
Facilities," dated 2008, showed:
and
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- The American lnstitute of Architects 959

recommends the sterile storage area should be a
limited access area with a controlled temperature
(may be as high as 75" Fahrenheit (F) and
relative humidity (30-60% in allwork areas except
sterile storage, where the relative humidity should
not exceed 70%).
15. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Affiliate Risk Management Services (ARMS)
lnfection Prevention Manual," (a corporate
document) dated 2010 showed :
- Guidelines for the storage of sterile supplies:
*Store supplies 8 to 10 inches from the floor;
and

*Relative humidity must be controlled at

35-507o.
16. Review of the facility documentation log for
the sterilization area showed staff failed to
document the humidity levels of the clean and
dirty side of the sterilization area.
1 7. Observation on 03/30/1 5 and 03/31/1 5 of the
clean and dirty side of the sterilization area
showed there was no humidistat to monitor the
humidity level.

18. During an interview on 03/31/15 at
approximately 10:30 AM, Staff H stated that they
monitored the temperature but did not monitor the

humidity.
19. Review of the American National Standards
lnstitute (ANSI) and Association for the
Advancement of Medical lnstrumentation (AAMI)
document titled, "ANSI/AAMI ST79:201 0,"
Comprehensive Guide to Steam Sterilization and
Sterili$Assurance in Health Care Facilities,"
dated 09124/1 0, showed:
Missouri DeDartment
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- Sterile items should be stored in a manner that
reduces the potential for contamination.
- Shelving or carts used for sterile storage should
be maintained in a clean and dry condition.
- For sterile or clean supplies stored on the
bottom shelf of an open-shelf (wire) cart, there
should be a physical barrier between the shelf
and traffic or housekeeping activities.
20. Observation on 03/31/15 at approximately
10:15 AM of the clean room showed a metal
storage rack for sterile instrument sets. There
was no protective barrier on the bottom shelf.
(Note: There is a potential risk for splash onto the
sterile items on the lower shelves without a
barrier.)
During an interview upon the observation, Staff H
stated that they did not store instruments on the
bottom shelf.
21. Review of the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration standards titled, "Bloodborne
Pathogens," dated 041031 12, showed :
- The employer shall ensure that the employee
uses appropriate Personal Protective Eq u pment
(PPE); and
- Masks, Eye Protection, and Face Shields.
Masks in combination with eye protection
devices, such as goggles or glasses with solid
side shields, or chin-length face shields, shall be
worn whenever splashes, spray, spatter, or
droplets of blood or other potentially infectious
materials may be generated and eye, nose, or
mouth contamination can be reasonably
anticipated.
i

22. Review of the facility's document titled,
"ARMS lnfection Prevention Manual," dated 2010
showed:
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- PPE is the clinic workers last line of defense
against blood borne pathogens. PPE included
face shields/masks, goggles, and safety glasses.
- Masks, Eye Protection, Face Shields shall be
worn whenever splashes, spray splatter, or
droplets of blood or other potentially infectious
material may be generated and eye, nose, or
mouth contamination can be reasonably
anticipated. Examples included washing soiled
instruments. References for the document
included CDC.

23. Review of the facility's documents titled,
"lnfection Prevention Compliance Audit," (tool)
dated 01/09/14, showed staff identified eye
protection/face shields were not consistently used
in the decontamination area. Review of the audit
tools dated 04110114,07110114, 10109114 , and
01/08/15, showed staff failed to identify any
issues with eye protection/face shields.

24. Review of the facility's, "lnfection Prevention
SurgicalAd Hoc Committee Meeting," minutes,
dated 06/18/14, showed recommendations for the
decontamination area included to continue with
wearing PPE including face shield.
25. Observation on 03/31/15 at 10:15 AM showed
Staff H cleaned surgical instruments. She did not
wear protective goggles or a face mask.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff H
stated that she could not see without wearing her
glasses and could not wear her glasses with the
goggles. Staff F, Licensed Practical Nurse
directed her to put on a face shield.

26. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Surgical
Abortion Services," dated 10/10/14, showed:
- Supplies must be checked monthly to ensure
STATE FORM
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adequate amount for anticipated care and to
remove any expired supplies from active
inventory.
- This is done on the last day of the month or the

first day of each successive month prior to the
start of the clinic session.
27. Observation on 03/30/15 at 1:50 PM of the
ultrasound room showed a can of hand sanitizer,

expiration 12114.
28. Observation on 03/30/15 al2:15 PM of the
medication refrigerator showed a box of
Tempa-Dot (brand) thermometers, expiration
02t15.

29. During an interview on 03/30/15 at2:28 PM,
Staff C stated that the thermometers had expired.
30. Observation on 03/30/15 at3:12 PM of the
second ultrasound room showed a can of hand
sanitizer, expiration 0211 5.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that the hand sanitizer was expired.

31. Observation on 03/30/15 at 3:15 PM of
ultrasound room C showed the examination table
had a T-shaped tear in the middle of the pad, on
the left side of the bed, approximately 6-inches
high by S-inches wide and an approximately
7-inch long linear tear on the right side. The
tears exposed the foam core of the pad in
several places leaving an uncleanable surface.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that she had ordered a new table top pad
approximately two weeks prior.
32. During an interview on 03/31/15 at 2:15 PM,
Missouri Department
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Staff C stated that:
- Approximately two weeks prior another staff
member asked for things needed and she had
requested a new table top pad.
- A large patient sat on the table and the table top
pad split but she did not recall when this
occurred.
- They had not ordered a replacement table top
pad.

- She could not find any documentation to show
they had identified they needed to replace the
table top pad.
33. Observation on 03/30/15 at 1 :50 PM of the
ultrasound room C showed the cloth pillow on
the table was covered with a torn, unzipped
plastic pillow cover and a cloth pillow case.
Approximately 3 inches of the cloth pillow was
exposed. The exposed edge of the pillow showed
a noticable gray discoloration while the remainder
of the pillow that was protected by the plastic
cover was white.
34. Observation on 03/30/15 at approximately
3:20 PM of procedure room #1 showed the cloth
pillow on the table was covered with an unzipped
plastic pillow cover and a cloth pillow case. The
exposed end of the pillow was not covered by the
plastic pillow case.
35. Observation on 03/30/15 at approximately
3:25 PM of procedure room #2 showed the cloth
pillow on the table was covered with a cloth
pillow case, leaving an uncleanable surface.
36. During an interview on 03/30/15 at
approximately 3:20 PM, Staff E, Sonographer
(Ultrasound Technician), stated that she changed
the pillow case covers after each patient.
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37. Review of the CDC and the Healthcare
I nfection Control Practices Advisory Com m ittee
(HICPAC), "Guidelines for Environmental
lnfection Control in Health-Care Facilities," dated
2003, showed:
- Microorganisms proliferate in environments
wherever air, dust and water are present; and
- Dry conditions favor gram-positive bacteria in
dust and on surfaces.
38. Review of the facility's undated policy titled,
"Environmental Cleaning of Clinical Areas: Policy
and Procedure," showed:
- At the beginning of each day or prior to the first
patient interaction, all environmental clinical care
areas will be cleaned and disinfected, including:
patient dressing area, recovery rooms and
exam/procedure rooms.
39. Review of the facility's,"lnfection Prevention
Ad Hoc Committee Meeting," minutes, dated
03/13/15 showed:
-ldentified areas of surgical services for daily,
weekly, monthly, and periodic cleaning to
included ultrasound rooms, procedure rooms;
and recovery area.
- Need to detail items for cleaning in the ultra
sound rooms (i.e., identify equipment and
furniture items to clean--exam table, lamps, other
furniture, and wall items).

40. Review of the facility's, "lnfection Prevention
Committee Meeting," minutes, dated 11112114,
showed staff identified that they needed to
include environmental cleaning expectation in the
general standard requirement section of their
OSHA manual.
41. Observation on 03/30/15 at approximately
2:15 PM of the pre/postoperative medication
STATE FORM
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refrigerator showed the front of the refrigerator
was dirty and there was tape and adhesive on the
refrigerator, leavi n g an u ncleanable su rface.
42. Observation on 03/30/15 at2:21PM of the
pre/post-operative area nurses' station showed a
cabinet with packages of intravenous (lV-small
catheter inserted into a vein for administering
medication and fluid) administration tubing. There
was a layer of dust on the shelves that left a
easily visible mark when a finger was pulled
through.

43. During an interview on 03/30/15 al2:27 PM,
Staff C stated that the cabinet shelves were
dusty.

44. Observation on 03/30/15 at 2:30 PM of the
pre/postoperative area showed there was tape,
adhesive, and/or peeling labels on the cabinets
and clip boards on the wall, leaving an
uncleanable surface.
45. Observation on 03/30/15 at2:40 PM of
procedure room #3 showed a drawer with dust
and debris inside and adhesive residue and/or
torn labels on the outside of the cabinets and/or
drawers.
46. Observation on 03/30/15 at2:43 PM of
procedure room #1 showed adhesive residue and
tape on the cabinet doors and drawers.

47. During an interview on 03/30/15 at2:45 PM,
Staff C stated that they would have to remove the
tape and adhesive residue.
48. Observation on 03/30/15 at 2:50 PM of the
clean side of the sterilization area showed:
- Brownish residue in one cabinet and on the floor
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in front of the cabinet;
- Tape and/or adhesive residue on the cabinet
doors ; and
- A drawer in the corner of the room which

contained nonsterile surgical instruments with
dust and debris in the drawer.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that it was obvious no one had been in the
drawer in a long time.

49. During an interview on 03/31/15 at 10:35 AM,
Staff H stated that she did not clean the drawers
and the instruments in the drawer were extra
instruments.
50. Observation on 03/30/15 at3:12 PM of the
ultrasound room showed:
- A plastic tray holding protective bed pads. The
tray had a layer of dust that left a mark when a
finger was pulled through.
- An ultrasound machine (used to obtain images
of the fetuses) with a layer of dust on the control
panel that left an easily visible mark when a finger
was pulled through.
- Tape on the side and base of the ultrasound
machine.
51. During interviews upon the observation, Staff
E stated that she had just dusted the room that
morning and dusted constantly but the room got
dusty again quickly. Staff A, Chief Operating
Officer, stated that the tape could be removed.
52. Observation on 03/30/15 at 3:55 PM of the
hallway outside the sterilization area showed
there was a wheelchair with a layer of dust on the
frame that left an easily visible mark when a
finger was pulled through.
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During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that they often used the wheelchair.
53. Review of the facility's, "OSHA and Laboratory
Procedure Manual," dated 12114/14 showed:
- Each employee is responsible to disinfect and
decontaminate work surfaces at the end of each
shift; and
- Work surfaces included countertops, exam
tables, mobile medication carts, etc.
(Note: There were no directions on when and/or
how often to clean the laboratory refrigerator.)
54. Review of the facili$'s, "Quality Management
Checklist," policy dated 12114114, showed:
- Check refrigerator temperatures daily; and
- Clean/d isinfect laboratory eq u pmenUfu rn itu re.
(Note: There were no directions on when and/or
how often to clean the laboratory refrigerator.)
i

55. Observation on 03/30/15 at 3:00 PM of the
laboratory refrigerator, showed there were several
dark strands of hair and dust on the bottom shelf
of the refrigerator.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
confirmed there was hair in the refrigerator.
56. During an interview on 03/30/15 at 3:10 PM,
Staff D, HCA, stated that:
- He had been employed approximately 1 and 112
years.
- He had never cleaned the refrigerator;
- He did not recall if it was one of his duties; and
- Maybe people that had worked there longer
cleaned it.
1113t 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX12) The administrator
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11136

The administrator shall be responsible for
ensuring that the provisions of Chapter 188,
Regulation of Abortions, RSMo 1986 are adhered
to.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review and interview the facility
failed to ensure that all provisions of Chapter 188
were adhered to regarding the reporting of
pathologist's reports and the submission to the
Missouri Department of Health. The abortion
facility does an average of 462 cases per month.
On the first day of the survey, there were 40
cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Surgical
Abortion Services," dated 10/10/14, showed per
Missouri law, all fetal tissue is sent to a pathology
laboratory for evaluation.

2. Review of Missouri State Statute 188.047
showed that a representative sample of tissue
removed shall be submitted to a pathologist who
shall file a copy of the tissue report with the state
Department of Health and Senior Services.
3. During an interview on 03/31/15 at 11:00 AM
Staff A, Chief Executive Officer, stated that the
pathology service utilized by the facility did not
submit pathology specimen reports to the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services.
L118t 19 CSR 30-30.060(4)(D) The following laboratory
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The following laboratory procedures shall be
performed on every abortion patient: hematocrit;
urinalysis, including pregnancy test, and Rh
typing.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review, observation, and
interview, the facility failed to date glucometer
(device used for testing the blood sugar level) test
strips (used to place a drop of blood to test the
blood sugar). The Abortion Facility does an
average of 462 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey, there were 40 cases.
1. Review of the facility's undated OneTouch
UltraSmart (brand - glucometer) Owner's Booklet
showed:
- Write the discard date (3 months after first
opening the vial) on the vial labelwhen you first
open it. Discard remaining OneTouch Ultra Test
Strips after the discard date.
- Do not use test strips beyond the expiration
(printed on the package) or discard date,
whichever comes first, because they may cause
inaccurate results.

2. Review of the facility's laboratory log showed
the last blood glucose test had been completed

on 03128115.
3. Observation on 03/30/15 at 3:00 PM in the
laboratory showed a OneTouch UltraSmart
glucometer. Staff failed to date the bottle of test
strips to show when they were to be discarded.
lnstructions on the bottle showed, "Discard six
months after opening." There was a line on the
bottle to write the discard date, which had been
left blank.

During an interview upon the observation, Staff D,
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L1184

Health CenterAssistant, who was working in the
lab, stated that he had no idea when the test
strips had been opened.
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L 000

L 00c

lnitialComments
An on-site, unannounced, state licensure survey
was conducted from 03/30/15 to 03/31/15. An
onsite complaint investigation for complaint
MO00100367 was also conducted and the
complaint was found to be unsubstantiated.
See below for findings:
L112e 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(BX8) The facility shall

Ll128

establish a program
The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leakproof containers or plastic bags appropriate for
the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to:
Restrict multi-dose vials to a centralized
medication area separate from the patient
treatment area;
Ensure expired medications were not
available for patient use;
Have accessible and follow
manufacturer's instructions for use;
Monitor the humidity in the clean and dirty
instrument processing area;
Protect sterile items from dust and
moisture by placing a solid barrier on the bottom
shelves:
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
,LABOIATORY DIRECTOR'S OR PROVIDER/SUPPLIER REPRESENTATIVE'S SIGNATURE TITLE (X6) ATE
vice Presldent of Patient services and Education

',r4fr9.-

3.23.15
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lD/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receiot)

Title of
Person

addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

(00001)

L1128

Restriction of multi-dose vials to centralized medication area

by 5/31/2015

Responsible

for
Correction
urr oI Qualrry
& Training
(for

PPSLR Policy titled Pharmaceutical Services reviewed and
revised to be consistent with lnfection Prevention Manual to
include in the policy that multi{ose medications should be
restricted to a centralized medication area from patient treatment

Evidence/

Frequency/durationofmonitoring

Atlachment
Numbers
or "N/A'

-

Method of data collection
Who monitors, if different than "D'

Supervisory observation monitoring and
completion of Site Weekly and Monthly Audit
Forms

Pharmaceutical
Policy)

areas.
Plan to:

-ldentity restricted centralized medication area

F

E
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

Exhibit

L1

128 F-1

Pharmaceuti
cal Services
Protocol

Staff sign attendance training sheet for:
Revised Pharmaceutical Review of
Review of multidose medications only in
restricted areas

Dir of Surgical
Services

-All staff memo of restricted centralized medication area location
-Staff training for Pharmaceutical Services Policy to include:

1.

2.

Revised procedure for restricted medication area for
multi-dose medications
Procedural review of usage, storage & discarding of
multi-dose medications and controlled substance
inventory management

-lnclude in developed Weekly Site Review Form and revised
QM Monthly Site System Review multi-dose mediations use,
management and restriction to centralized area
L1128

Ensure exoired medications not available for oatient use
Plan to:

-Conduct staff review training of
'1. Expired inventory management,
Daily inventory management of controlled substances
at the bEinning and end of clinic day
Storage of pharmaceutical supplies in non-clinical
treatment areas.

2.

3.

by 513112015

Dir of Surgical

-Completion of weekly and monthly site audib

Eflu$,F#

Services

of emergency supply logs that include expired
medication management by Health Center

QMlro{rthly

Assistanb/IIAs.
-surgical Nune Coordinator reviews and
signs weekly & monthly site audits
-Staff sign attendance training sheet
conducted by Supervisor of Nunsing/Clinical
Manager for expired inventory and
management of pharmaceutical supplies
-Document observational site audits

&osystem
Revbilr

o

o

A

B

c

D

lD/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Coneclion

Title of
Person
Responsible

(00001)

Date
(within 60
days from
receiot)

L1128

for
Correction

-

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or "N/A"

Continued

+ffiffi

$l

tittulud

-Report audit results to Dir of Sutgical

b

ffilphwr8ffi , pharmaceutical inventory management

Services
-lnclude in new staff onboarding
orientation/training medication inventory
management

&

,inventory storage criteria for procedure rooms and
merchandise in active inventory areas

L1128

E
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:
Frequency/duration of monitoring
Method of data collection
Who monitors, if different than 'D'

Have accessible and follow manufactures instruction for use

by 513112015

Dir of Quality
& Training

Plan to :
-Ensure equipment maintenance & operational manuals are
accessible on site
-Revise Clinical Area Testing Manual in Equipment and
Calibration Section of Autoclave Operation to include
Daily door gasket cleaning
Weekly air jet cleaning & chamber cleaning
Monthly safety valve cleaned and checked
Annually replace door gasket and inspect locking
device for wear

annual calibration due 8/2015)
-Continue with annual equipment calibration
listed as a CQRM (Compliance Quality Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

-Ensure documentation by independent calibration & repair
vendor technician during annual equipment calibration
inspection specific service check items/systems performed
including replacement of rubber door gasket
-Revise autoclave maintenance documentation for daily, weekly,
monthly and annual completed on the Autoclave Cleaning &
Testing Log
-Conduct staff review training of autoclave operational checks of
daily door gasket cleaning, weekly air jet cleaning and monthly
safety valve check

-Revise QM Monthly Site System Review form
to include equipment maintenance &
operational manuals available to staff
-Annual 2015 calibration inspection report by
extemal company lists specific items/systems
checked for safety and proper operations (next

Management) work plan activity

by 5/31/2015

Dir of Quality
& Training

-Surgical Nurse Coordinator/lnfection
Prevention Committee Member monthly
monitoring & signature acknowledgement on
Autoclave Cleaning & Testing log completion
-staffsign attendance training sheet for
autoclave operational checks for daily door
gasket cleaning, weekly ak jet cleaning and
monthly safety valve check

N/A

a

o

A

B

c

D

ru/tag
number

Plan of conection for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from

Title of
Person
Responsible

rcccinll

Correction

by 513112015

Dir of Surgical

(00001)

11128

Monitor the humiditv in the sterilization and decontamination
instrument processino area

for

Services

Plan to:

-Purchase humidistat to monitor humidity level of
decontamination and sterilization areas
-Revise room temperature log to include daily documentation of
relative humidity
-Train appropriate staff on monitoring and documenting daily

F

E
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

-

Frequency/durationofmonitoring
Method of data collection
Who monitors, if differentthan "D'

-Supervisory monitoring and signature on
form indicating completion by appropriate staff
- lnclude in new staffonboarding
orientation/training management of room
temperature to include monitoring of humidity
level

Evrdence/

Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or "N/A"
N/A

hrmiditu
u ffffi:F*
L1128

Protect sterile items from dust and moisture bv olacino a solid

by 513112015

Services

banier on the bottom shelves
Plan to:
-Purchase and install protective barrier on boftom shelf of sterile
instrument storage rack

t1128

L|128

Ensure staff wear oenonal orotective eouioment aoorooriate to
the task oerformed
Plan to:
-Review and re{rain staff that work in decontamination area of
PPE selection and use during lasks where possible exposure to
ootentiallv infectious materials anticipated

Reolace worn oatient*are items with functional easilv cleanable
surfaces
Plan to:

-Replace ultrasound room C examination table upholstery
covering
-Ensure cleanable surfaces, free from tape& adhesive for
cabinets, refrigerators, clip boards
-lnclude in QM Monthly Site System Review Audit item of
cleanable surfaces for eouipment and oatient care items

Dir of Surgical

by 5/31/2015

by 5i31l20'15

lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item to check for protective shelf
barrier on bottom shelf of sterile instrument
storage rack

Dk of Surgical
Services

-Decontamination staff sign training

Dir of Surgical
Services

-lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item for cleanable surfaces of
patient care areas/items

N/A

attendance sheet for review of selection & use
of PPE
-Complete QM Monthly site review audit that
includes this criteria

L1't28 F3
repair
invoice
attached

A

B

c

D

lD/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receini)

Title of
Person
Responsible

by 5/31/2015

Dir of Surgical

(00001)

L1128

Ensure clean. free from dust surfaces of equioment. drawens.

for
Correction
Services

shelves and other horizontal surfaces
Plan to:

-Review and re-train staff of environmental area fumiture and
equipment potential for dust and cleaning expectation
-Establish standard for pillows completely covered with plastic

F

E
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

-

Frequency/durationofmonitoring
Method of data collection
Who monitors. if different than "D'

-lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item to check for dust
-Monitoring for completion Laboratory Daily
Cleaning Checklist by staff of daily initials and

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or "N/A'

h:1ll28ru
ffiriil.,hftfrl/

ffi;frB

ENffi*

weekly supervisory signature
- Staff sign attendance training sheet for

Laboratory Daily Cleaning Checklist conducted
by Clinical Manager
-Laboratory staff orientation onboarding
documentation includes criteria for laboratory
daily cleaning

covers
-Replaced pillows with plastic , non-permeable covers and retrain staff for cleaning standard
-Revise Quality Management Checklist, include in Clinical Area
Testing Manual I Equipment Operation and Management
section Refrigerator cleaning daily and completion of Laboralory
Daily Cleaning Checklist
-Train staff on Laboratory Daily Cleaning Checklist

Ll 136

Ensure the extemal oatholoov service submit tissue reporb t0
the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services

by 51312015

cE0

by 5/31/2015

Clinical
Manager

Plan to:

-Formalize agreement with letter of understanding from
pathologist to file a copy of tissue reports with the State
Department of Health and Human SeMces

L1

184

Ensure dating of glucometer test strips for discard date
Plan to:

-Staff review of procedure for dating on the bottle of test
strips the expiration date when they should be discarded

Jnclude requirement of external pathology
service submitting tissue report to Missouri
Department of Health and Human Services in
RHS of PPSLR service standards.
- Director of Quality and Training will ensure
pathologist agreement letter acknowledgement
on lile as part of annual review of contractual
aoreements
-Observation audit of dating documentation of
written discard date during QM Monthly Site
System Review

NiA

r

Administrative Chapter 7: Pharmaceuticals
PPFA Revised June 2014l PPSLR-SWMO lmp.3.31.15,revised 4.23.Ls
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES

7.1.1 Policies and Procedures

-

must include

Formulary of all drugs stocked in the affiliate that is reviewed annually
A. Consider the potential for medication errors when developing formulary. Look-alike, sound-alike
drugs should be identified as being at "high risk" for potential error. Extra steps should be taken to
ensure safety.
FYI

- Look-alike. Sound-alike (LASA) Medications

List of additional therapeutic/pharmacologic classifications of drugs that may be ordered for clients to obtain
at outside pharmacies

l'rovision of pharnraceLllicals irr accordauce rvith all state/local larvs and regulatiotts
A drug control system that covers the interval from the time pharmaceuticals are ordered until they are
provided to the client
Inspection of all drug storage areas to remove expired drugs
Designation of which staff may have access to bulk storage areas
Management of pharmaceutical product irregularities and drug and device recalls
7.7.2 Procurement

l.

There must be a written order for all drugs/pharmaceuticals/chemicals brought into the affiliate:
A copy of the purchase order or the prescription must be kept in the affiliate's files. A signed receipt
must be obtained for pharmaceuticals shipped from a central location to outlying centers or clinics. If

A.

B.

delivery is made by affiliate staff, a signed receipt is not necessary.
Controlled substance order and receipt records must be filed separately from the other pharmaceutical
purchase records.

ll.
lll.
lV.

If pharmaceuticals are routinely purchased from a community or hospital pharmacy and if the items are
not supplied in manufacturer original containers, there should be a written contract specifiing, at a
minimum, requirements for labeling.
If available, pharmaceuticals should be purchased in manufacturer prepared unit-of-use packages.
Only drugs and devices approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and
manufactured for sale in the United States may be used. Affiliates may not import drugs and/or medical
devices from other countries for use in their health centers.

7.1.3 Storage

l.

Access
A. The bulk storage area must be secure.
B. Controlled substances must be locked and in a secure area at all times.
C. Access to pharmaceuticals dispensed from within client care areas should be limited to health care

providers responsible for dispensing these items.
How to store
D. Arrange medications so that the oldest stock is used first.
E. Do not store look-alike, sound-alike medications alphabetically. Store them out of order or in a
separate location.u

F.

Pharmaceuticals meant for internal use must be stored separately (i.e., on a separate

shelf from those

for external (i.e., topical) use only.
All prescription medications should be stored in containers that protect them from light.

G.
H. All

manufacturer recommendations for storage must be followed.

Storage for contraceptive vaginal ring (CVR)

I.

An expiration date must be on the label of each ring package. If needed, use the adhesive labels
provided in the carton.
J. For rings that will not be refrigerated, the adhesive label must be applied directly over the preexisting expiration date on each cachet pouch (and on the outer carton). This date should not exceed
either 4 months from the date of dispensing, or the product expiration date, whichever comes first.
K. For refrigerated NuvaRing, the product expiration date may be used.
L. NuvaRing packages that need to be refrigerated must be clearly marked.
M. NuvaRing should never be stored in direct sunlight or at temperatures above 30'C (86"F).
Store Mifepristone and misoprostol at room temperature.
Storage of multi-dose vials
N. Unopened multi-dose vials - must follow manufacturers' recommendation for storage

O.

Opened multi-dose vials

l.

When a multi-dose vial is used, appropriate infection prevention procedures to prevent

contamination should be employed.P

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
P.

Vials must be discarded if there is evidence of contamination.
If a multi-dose vial has been opened or accessed (e.g., needle-punctured) the vial must be dated
and discarded in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and state/local regulations.
If no specific guidelines are provided, CDC recommends discarding the vial within 28 days. u
Syringes taken from multi-dose vials must be labeled with medication name, date, time and staff
initials. If not used within 24 hours, it must be discarded.
Open vials of misoprostol should be discarded after 30 days.
Multi-dose vials (once opened) shall be kept in centralized location, (RHS-the nursing station in
Recovery, HC- laboratory area).

Single use medications are used for one client only and are discarded after use on each patient.

Prescription pads
Q. Must be secured in medication cabinet when not in use.

Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parcnthood of the St Louis Region

4251 Forest Park Avenue,

63108

314-531-7526

/
Month
QM Monthly Site System Review
To be completed monthty by Director of Surgical Services/Delegate

Auditor

Site

System Reviewed

Date

Exit and pathwavs in the surgical center are clear
Computer passwords are secured and not visible
Areas free from dust &debris, tape: Surfaces of medical equipment, cabinets &
drawers. med ication refrioerator. ceili nq vents
Universa! Precautions used bv all staff (lncludins before & after pt contact)
Personal Protective Equipment available & appropriately used (masks, face
shield lab coats, gloves in various sizes, face shield, vinyl gloves, utility gloves)
Steps to follow when an accident occurs involving workers compensation is

posted and forms readily available for staff

supelisor-)
Kivsupplies

Emergency equipment in the surgical center: (auditecl by a
(initials)
Spill
First Aid
Resuscitative
AmmoniaCapsules Defibrillator
Flashlights and back up lighting operable
Exit liqhtinq operable
Cart with emergency supplies & weekly checklist currenl

equipment

Kit

Fire Extinquishers easily accessible, charged, inspection current
MSDS Loq current with supplies that are used in the surgical center
Housekeeping:

Procedure rooms & equipment clean Overall cleanliness of site (floors, counters, equipment,
regular and biohazard trash not over flowing containers)
Bleach/Water solution in 1 :1 0 ratio or disinfectant solution with documented change
Surface decontamination oerformed oer infection control protocol

Staff use protective equipment for patient interactions, cleaning of rooms and
eouipment manaoement as necessary
All specimens labeled, handled appropriately and staff follow general
oackaoinq requirementa.
Disoosed sDecimen containers with PHI de-identified before disposal
Sinole use suction tubinq discarded after each procedure
Decontami nation receivino and clean/sterilized items sepa rated
Sterile lnstrument Storaoe-orotective shelve barrier present on bottom shelf
Checklist completed by assigned staff

-Daily lab refrig temp - Decontamination & Sterilization Procedures documented
-sterilizer indicator Wth each autoclave batch -Weekly & Monthly autoclave cleaning & testing
Weeklv Soore Testino documented for each autoclave machine
NO expired merchandise in active inventory areas (such as storage rooms or
drawers; procedure & patient care rooms &shelving; laboratory room, laboratory/patlent
suoolv refriqerator: decontamination, sterilization and front desUreception areas)

Multi-use medication/vials are dated upon openinq with discard date
Controlled substance log/appropriate documentation completed when
aoolicable
Sharo Collectors olaced on shelves or in wall brackets
Potentially infectious waste(i.e. blood soaked products, lV tubing with blood,
tissue. POC) in aoorooriate containers
Disposal of sharps (i.e. needles, lancets, capillary tubes syringes with needles,
used microscopic slides & cover slips, etc.) in appropriate sharp containers
Unexoired cleaninq suoolies & equipment accessible to staff
Clinic Procedure and Laboratorv Practices Manual in surgical center
Proficiencv Loo in olace and current for newlv hired staff
Workstations free of hazards
Comments:

Corrective Actions:

Guidelines
Met

Guldellnes
Not Met
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(x2) MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTION
A. BUILDING:

03t3112015

STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

4251 FORESTPARKAVENUE
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES PLANNE

'
(x4)

rD

PREFIX
TAG

L 00c

sAtNT LOUTS. MO 63108

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
(EACH DEFICIENCY MUST BE PRECEDED BY FULL
REGULATORY OR LSC IDENTIFYING INFORMATION)

ID

PREFIX
TAG

PROVIOER'S PLAN OF CORRECTION
(EACH CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE
CROSS-REFERENCED TO THE APPROPRIATE
DEFICIENCY)

(x5)
COMPLETE
DATE

L 000

lnitialComments
An on-site, unannounced, state licensure survey
was conducted from 03/30/15 to 03/31/15. An
onsite complaint investigation for complaint
MO00100367 was also conducted and the
complaint was found to be unsubstantiated.
See below for findings:

L1128 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(BX8) The facility shall

L1128

establish a program
The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked, leakproof containers or plastic bags appropriate for
the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universalbiological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to:
Restrict multi-dose vials to a centralized
medication area separate from the patient
treatment area;
Ensure expired medications were not
available for patient use;
Have accessible and follow
manufacturer's instructions for use;
Monitor the humidity in the clean and dirty
instrument processing area;
Protect sterile items from dust and
moisture by placing a solid barrier on the bottom
shelves;
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
LABOXATORY DIRECTOR'S OR PROVIDER/SUPPLIER REPRESENTATIVE'S SIGNATURE TITLE (X6) ATE
vice President of Patient Services and Educatlon

3.23.15
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A

B

c

D

lD/tag

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from

Title of
Person
Responsible

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

for

receinl,|

Correction

Method of data collection
Who monitors, if different than "0"

by 513112015

Dir of Quality

number

(00001)

|128

Restriction of multi-dose vials to centnalized medication area

& Training
(for
Pharmaceutical

PPSLR Policy titled Pharmaceutical Services reviewed and
revised to be consistent with lnfection Prevention Manual to
include in the poliry that multi-dose medications should be
restricted to a centralized medication area from patient treatment

Policy)

F

E

-

Frequency/durationofmonitoring

Supervisory observation monitoring and
completion of Site Weekly and Monthly Audit
Forms

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers

or"N/A"
L1128F-1
Pharmaceuti
cal Services
Protocol

Staffsign attendance training sheet for:
Revised Pharmaceutical Review of
Review of multi{ose medications only in
restricted areas

areas.
Plan to:

{dentify restricted centralized medication area

Dir of Surgical

Services
-All staff memo of restricted centralized medication area location

-Staff training for Pharmaceutical Services Policy to include:
Revised procedure for restricted medication area for
multi-dose medications
Procedural review of usage, storage & discarding of
multi-dose medications and controlled substance
inventory management

1.

2.

lnclude in developed Weekly Site Review Form and revised
QM Monthly Site System Review multi-dose mediations use,
management and restriction to centralized area

Ll128

Ensure exoired medications not available for oatient use

by 5/31/20'15

Dir of Surgical

Services
Plan to:

-Conduct staff review training of
Expired inventory management,
Daily inventory management of controlled substances
at the beginning and end of clinic day
Storage of pharmaceutical supplies in non+linical
treatment areas.

't.

2.

3.

-Completion of weekly and monthly site audib
of emergency supply logs that include expired
medication management by Health Center
Assistants/MAs.
-Surgical Nune Coordinator reviews and
signs weekly & monthly site audits
-Staff sign attendance training sheet
conducted by Supervisor of Nuning/Clinical
Manager for expired inventory and
management of pharmaceutical supplies
-Document observational site audits

N/A

A

B

c

D

lD/tag
number

Plan of conection for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Conection
Date
(within 60

Title of
Person

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

Responsible

Frequency/durationofmonitoring

days from
receinl)

Correction

(00001)

L1128

for

-

Method of data collection
Who monitors, if different than "D'

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers

or"N/A'

Continued from page 2
-Report audit results to Dir of Surgical
Services
-lnclude in new staff onboarding
orientation/training medication inventory
management

-Perform observational site audits that includes pharmaceutical
inventory management & inventory storage criteria for
procedure rooms and patient treatment areas

L1128

E

Have accessible and follow manufactures instruction for use

by 513112015

Dir of Quality
& Training

Plan

to:

-Ensure equipment maintenance & operational manuals are
accessible on site
-Revise Clinical Area Testing Manual in Equipment and
Calibration Section of Autoclave Operation to include
'1. Daily door gasket cleaning
Weekly air jet cleaning & chamber cleaning
Monthly safety valve cleaned and checked
Annually replace door gasket and inspect locking
device for wear

2.
3.
4.

-Ensure documentation by independent calibration & repair
vendor technician during annual equipment calibration
inspection specific service check items/systems performed
including replacement of rubber door gaskel
-Revise autoclave maintenance documentation for daily, weekly,
monthly and annual completed on the Autoclave Cleaning &
Testing Log
-Conduct staff review training of autoclave operational checks of
daily door gasket cleaning, weekly air jet cleaning and monthly
safety valve check

by 5/31/2015

Dir of Quality
& Training

-Revise QM Monthly Site System Review form
to include equipment maintenance &
operational manuals available to staff
-Annual 2015 calibration inspection report by
extemal company lists specific items/systems
checked for safety and proper operations (next
annual calibration due 8/2015)
-Continue with annual equipment calibration
listed as a CQRM (Compliance Quality Risk
Management) work plan activity

-Surgical Nuse Coordinatorilnfection
Prevention Committee Member monthly
monitoring & signature acknowledgement on
Autoclave Cleaning & Testing log completion
-Staff sign attendance training sheet for
autoclave operational checks for daily door
gasket cleaning, weekly air jet cleaning and
monthly safety valve check

N/A

A

B

c

D

lD/tag

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receiot)

Title of
Person
Responsible

Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

for

Method of data collection
-D"
Who monitors, if different than

by 5/31/201 5

Dir of Surgical

number

(00001)

u128

Monitor the humidity in the sterilization and decontamination
instrument processino area

Correction

Services

Plan to:

-Purchase humidistat to monitor humidity level of
decontamination and sterilization areas
-Revise room temperature log to include daily documentation of
relative humidity
-Train appropriate staff on monitoring and documenting daily
hrrmidilv

E

-

Frequency/durationofmonitoring

-Supervisory monitoring and signature on
form indicating completion by appropriate staff
- lnclude in new staff onboarding
orientation/training management of room
temperature to include monitoring of humidity

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or "N/A"
N/A

level

NiA
L1128

Protect sterile items from dust and moisture bv olacino a solid

by 513112015

Services

banier on the boftom shelves
Plan to:
-Purchase and install protective banier on bottom shelf of sterile
inshument storage rack
L1128

Ensure staff wear oersonal orotective eouioment aoorooriate to

Dir of Surgical

storage rack

by 51312015

Dir of Surgical

Services

the task oerformed
Plan to:

-Review and re-train staff trat work in decontamination area of
PPE selection and use during tasks where possible exposure to
polentially infectious materials anticipated

tl128

Reolace worn oatient-care items with luncti0nal easilv cleanable
surfaces
Plan to:

-Replace ultrasound room C examination table upholstery
covering
-Ensure cleanable surfaces, free from tape& adhesive for
cabinets, refrigerators, clip boards
lnclude in QM Monthly Site System Review Audit item of
cleanable surfaces for eouioment and oatient care items

lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item to check for protective shelf
barrier on bottom shelf of sterile instrument

-Decontamination staff sign training
attendance sheet for review of selection & use
of PPE
-Complete QM Monthly site review audit that

N/A

includes ftis criteria
by 5/31/2015

urr 0l Surgrcal
Services

-lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item for cleanable surfaces of
patient care areas/items

11128 F3
repair
invoice
attached

o

o

A

B

c

D

lu/tag

Plan of conection for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date
(within 60
days from
receinl\

Title of
Person
Responsible

by 5/31i2015

Dir of Surgical

number

(00001)

Lt128

hnsure clean. tree lrom dust sunaces 0l eouromenl. orawers,
shelves and other horizontal surfaces

for
Correction
Services

Plan to:

-

Frequency/durationofmonitoring
Method of data collection
Who monitors, if different than

'D'

-lnclude on QM Monthly Site System Review
form audit item to check for dust
-Monitoring for completion Laboratory Daily

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or "N/A'
N/A

Cleaning Checklist by staff of daily initials and

-Review and re{rain staff of environmental area fumiture and
equipment potential for dust and cleaning expectation
-Establish standard for pillows completely covered with plastic
covels
-Replaced pillows with plastic , non-permeable covers and retrain staff for cleaning standard
-Revise Quality Management Checklist, include in Clinical Area
Testing Manual I Equipment Operation and Management
section Refrigerator cleaning daily and completion of Laboratory
Daily Cleaning Checklist
-Train staff on Laboratory Daily Cleaning Checklist
11136

F

E
Describe monitoring procedure to ensure
continued compliance, to include:

weekly supervisory signature
- Staffsign attendance training sheet for
Laboratory Daily Cleaning Checklist conducted
by Clinical Manager
-Laboratory staff orientation onboarding
documentation includes criteria lor laboratory
daily cleaning

by 51312015

CEO and

by 5/31/2015

Clinical
Manager

Plan to:

-Formalize agreement with letter of understanding from
pathologist to file a copy of tissue reports with lhe State
Department of Health and Human Services

Jnclude requirement of external pathology
service submitting tissue report to Missouri
Department of Health and Human Services in
RHS of PPSLR service standards.
- Director of Quality and Training will ensure
pathologist agreement letter acknowledgement
on file as part of annual review of contractual

N/A

aarreements
L1

184

Ensure dating of glucometer test strips for discard date
Plan to:

-Staff review of procedure for dating on the bottle of test
strips the expiration date when they should be discarded

LL84

-Observation audit of dating documentation of
written discard date during QM Monthly Site
System Review

N/A

Administrative Chapter 7: Pharmaceuticals
PPFA Revised June 2014/ PPSLR-SWMO lmp. 3.31.15,revised 4.23.Ls
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES

7.1.1 Policies and Procedures

-

must include

Formulary of all drugs stocked in the affiliate that is reviewed annually
A. Consider the potential for medication errors when developing formulary. Look-alike, sound-alike
drugs should be identified as being at "high risk" for potential error. Extra steps should be taken to
ensure safety.
FYI

- Look-alike, Sound-alike (LASA) Medications

List of additional therapeutic/pharmacologic classifications of drugs that may be ordered for clients to obtain
at outside pharmacies

llrovision r:r['pharnrace Lrlicals irr aci,orclartce

r.r'i1h

all slatell<;cal larvs alld regulatiorls

A drug control system that covers the interval from the time pharmaceuticals are ordered until they are
provided to the client
Inspection of all drug storage areas to remove expired drugs
Designation of which staff may have access to bulk storage areas
Management of pharmaceutical product irregularities and drug and device recalls
7.L.2 Procurement

l.

There must be a written order for all drugs/pharmaceuticals/chemicals brought into the affiliate:
A. A copy of the purchase order or the prescription must be kept in the affiliate's files. A signed receipt
must be obtained for pharmaceuticals shipped from a central location to outlying centers or clinics. If
delivery is made by affiliate staff, a signed receipt is not necessary.
B. Controlled substance order and receipt records must be filed separately from the other pharmaceutical
purchase records.

ll.
lll.
tV.

If pharmaceuticals are routinely purchased from a community or hospital pharmacy and if the items are
not supplied in manufacturer original containers, there should be a written contract speciffing, at a
minimum, requirements for labeling.
If available, pharmaceuticals should be purchased in manufacturer prepared unit-of-use packages.
Only drugs and devices approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and
manufactured for sale in the United States may be used. Affiliates may not import drugs and/or medical
devices from other countries for use in their health centers.

7.1.3 Storage

l.

Access

A.
B.
C.

The bulk storage area must be secure.

Controlled substances must be locked and in a secure area at all times.
Access to pharmaceuticals dispensed from within client care areas should be limited to health care
providers responsible for dispensing these items.

How to store

D.
E.

Arrange medications so that the oldest stock is used first'
Do not store look-alike, sound-alike medications alphabetically. Store them out of order or in a

F.

Pharmaceuticals meant for internal use must be stored separately (i.e., on a separate shelf) from those

separate location.u

for extemal (i.e., topical) use only.

G. All prescription medications should be stored in containers that protect
H. All manufacturer recommendations for storage must be followed.

them from light.

Storage for contraceptive vaginal ring (CVR)

I.

An expiration date must be on the labelof each ring package. If needed,

use the adhesive labels

provided in the carton.
For rings that will not be refrigerated, the adhesive label must be applied directly over the preexisting expiration date on each cachet pouch (and on the outer carton). This date should not exceed
either 4 months from the date of dispensing, or the product expiration date, whichever comes first.
K. For refrigerated NuvaRing, the product expiration date may be used.
L. NuvaRing packages that need to be refrigerated must be clearly marked.
M. NuvaRing should never be stored in direct sunlight or at temperatures above 30"C (86'F).
Store Mifepristone and misoprostol at room temperature.
Storage of multi-dose vials
N. Unopened multi-dose vials - must follow manufacturers' recommendation for storage
O. Opened multi-dose vials
l. When a multi-dose vial is used, appropriate infection prevention procedures to prevent
contamination should be employed.u
2. Vials must be discarded if there is evidence of contamination.
3. If a multi-dose vial has been opened or accessed (e.g., needle-punctured) the vial must be dated
and discarded in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and state/local regulations.
4. If no specific guidelines are provided, CDC recommends discarding the vial within 28 days. u
5. Syringes taken from multi-dose vials must be labeled with medication name, date, time and staff
initials. If not used within 24 hours, it must be discarded.

J.

6.
7.
P.

Open vials of misoprostol should be discarded after 30 days.
Multi-dose vials (once opened) shall be kept in centralized location, (RHSthe nursing station in
Recovery, HC- laboratory area).

Single use medications are used for one client only and are discarded after use on each patient.

Prescription pads
Q. Must be secured in medication cabinet when not in use.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jeffer8on City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Gall Vasterling

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director

Governor

April30, 2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: POC Approval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure Survey conducted on March 31, 2015 has been
received in our office and forwarded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved your Plan of
Correction as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

/ J -''

&,fu,fuD
-.4

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-75 l-6 158

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy llllssourlans for llh.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partn€ring for health.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech hpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 'l-800-735-2466

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nixon

Gai! Vasterling

Govornor

Director

June 15,2015

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Revislt Sumey
Dear Mary Kogut:
Please see attached results ofthe recent follow-up survey of June 9, 2015. This relates to the Licensure survey conducted
31, 2015. Your facility is now in compliance with the Medicare and Licensure requirements for arnbulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.

March

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

--4,4 J --'

ru"fu"rD
John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure

wwwhealth.mo.gov
Healthy tlssourlans for llft.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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vorcE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

January 22,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / planned parenthood
425 I Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Offsite Setf Report Review
Dear Mary Kogut:

An offsite investigation was conducted from 01/11/16 to 0l/12/l6.Please
see attached results. your facility was found to be
in compliance with the Licensure requirements for abortion
facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-j5l-60g3.

Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-75 I -6 I 58
Enclosure
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unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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An investigation was conducted trom 02110116
to 03/1 1116 for the purpose of review for 1
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00111719 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30-060.
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March29,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
F.E: Licensure Survey

Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the fiadings of the survey
conducted on March 16, 2016 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical
centers in Missouri.

The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Def,rciency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when esch deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include p rovisions
instituted to prevent reculrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan ofcorrection is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan ofcorrection. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Ifyou anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you lwite a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. Ifthe phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representative's signature,'and
retum it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) catendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy ofthe SOD for your own reference.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

.''
-4,y' J4a^rrD
Zffi*
/-

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An onsite, unannounced state licensure survey to
determine compliance with 19 CSR 30-30.050
through 19 CSR 30-30.070 forAbortion Facilities
was conducted from 03114116 to 03/16/16. See
below for findings:
L1128 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(8) The facility shall

L1128

establish a program
The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathological wastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to:
- Follow the manufacturer's instructions for
cleaning two of two autoclaves (sterilizers);
- Follow the manufacturer's instructions for
biological testing (used to monitor steam
sterilizers);
- Have a procedure in place to prevent cross
contamination and separation of contaminated
instruments by space;
- Follow the manufacture/s instructions for
packaging instruments for sterilization;
- Restrict multi-dose vials to a centralized
of Health and Senior Services
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medication area separate from the procedure
room;
- Restrict single-dose vials/ampoules to single

patient use;
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
in the sterilization rooms and sterile supply room;
- Ensure expired supplies were not available for
use;

- Ensure the glucometer (instrument for testing
the blood sugar level) was approved by the
manufacturer for clinical use (use on multiple
patients);
- E nsu re med ication refri gerators temperatu res
were maintained to provide stable medication;
and
- Ensure equipment used for patient care was
approved for use in healthcare facilities.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 424
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 32 cases.

Findings included:
1. Review of the American National Standards
lnstitute (ANS|)/Association of the Advancement
of Medical lnstrumentation (AAMI) document
titled, "Comprehensive Guide to Steam
Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in Healthcare
Facilities, ST79," dated 2010, showed:
- 9.4 Routine Care: Sterilizers should be
inspected and cleaned daily according the
man ufactu rer's written instructions. Weekly or
other prescribed inspection and cleaning should
be performed as specified in the manufacturer's
written instructions.

2. Review of the Tuttnauer (manufacturer)
undated document titled, "Operation &
Maintenance Manual," showed:
of Health and
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- lf the autoclave is not cleaned regularly, dirt and
debris will build up and clog the tubing and
valves. This dirt can also be transmitted to the
instruments during sterilization. ln addition, a
layer of dirt on the stainless steel chamber traps
moisture against the metal and will lead to the
chamber becoming porous and failing.
- lt is recommended that your autoclave be
cleaned with Chamber Brite (brand)once per
week.
- lt is required that the air jet be cleaned once per
week or more often if necessary, to remove any
accumulated dirt and debris.
3. Review of the facility's Affiliate Risk

Management Services (ARMS) lnfection
Prevention Manual, dated 08/15, showed
infection prevention resources included AAMI
and Association of PeriOperative Registered
Nurses (AORN).
4. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Sterilization Room Humidity, Temperature and
Autoclave Maintenance Log," dated 02116,
showed staff falled to clean the chamber of
Autocfave #1 the week of 02123116 through
02t27t16.
5. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Sterilization Room Humidity, Temperature and
Autoclave Maintenance Log," dated 03/16,
showed:
- Staff failed to clean the chamber of Autoclave
#1 the week of 03/01/16 through 03/05/16.
- Staff failed to clean the air jet of Autoclave #1
the week of 03/08/16 through 03112116.
- Staff failed to clean the air jet of Autoclave #2
the week of 03/08/16 through 03112116.
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6. Observation on 03/14116 at2:01 PM in the
sterile processing room showed two Tuttnauer
3870M (model) autoclaves. The inside of the
autoclaves was discolored with shades of brown
spots.
7. During an interview on 03114116 at 2:04 PM,
Staff B, Registered Nurse (RN), Vice President of
Patient Services, confirmed the discoloration but
stated that she thought the discoloration was due
to the age of the sterilizers.
8. Review of the product insert for 3M
(man ufactu rer) Attest (brand) Biolog ical I nd icator,
dated 09/05, showed:
- Attest biological indicators should be placed in
an appropriate test tray or package, and be used
to monitor every load.
- Record the sterilized and controlbiological
indicator results.

9. Review of the facility's ARMS lnfection
Prevention Manual, dated 08/15, showed:
- Affiliates must check state/local requirements
and manufacturer's recommendations.
- For affiliates, a biological indicator process
challenge device must be conducted every week
in a health center providing family planning
services and daily in a health center providing
abortion/surgical services.
- The results of the bacteriological test must be
documented in a log book or file and maintained
for three years (check state/local requirement).
10. Review of the facility's undated policy titled,
"Spore Testing Biological lndicator," showed:
- Attest biological indicators should be placed in
an appropriate test tray or package, and be used
to monitor weekly loads of autoclaves.
and Senior
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- Record the sterilized and control biological
indicator results in quality management binder.
11. Review of the facility's biological indicator log
dated 02116 showed staff performed a biological
indicator weekly and failed to perform a biological
indicator with every load.

12. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 3:42 PM,
Staff H stated that:
- The biological indicator was normally run on
Wednesday,
- They never ran the biological indicator with
every sterilization load.
13. Review of theANSl and AAMI document
titled,'ANSl/MMI ST79:201 0," Comprehensive
Guide to Steam Sterilization and Sterility
Assurance in Health Care Facilities, dated
09124110, showed:
- 3.2.3. The sterile processing department should
be designed to separate areas in which
contaminated items are received and processed
from areas in which clean items are packaged,
sterilized, and stored. Functionalwork areas
should be physically separated by walls or
partitions to control contaminants generated
during the phases of reprocessing.

14. Observation on 03115116 at 3:00 PM in the
decontamination room showed Staff H cleaned
instruments. The pass-through window was
opened to the instrument processing room during
the cleaning process and a tray of previously
cleaned instruments were setting on the ledge of
the opened window. A blue wrap (used to wrap
surgical instruments for sterilization) and gauze
(included in sterilization packs) were setting on
the counter on the other side of the window.
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15. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 3:25 PM,
Staff H stated that they left the window open all
the time.
16. Review of the Chex-all ll (brand)
paper-plastic pouches (peel packs - used to
contain instruments for sterilization)
manufacture/s instructions printed on the box
showed:
- After placing the item into the pouch, release
the liner strip covering the adhesive is peeled off,
and the pouch paper is folded at the crease so
that the adhesive is in contact with the plastic of
the pouch.
- Pressure is then applied to the folded part of the
pouch to complete the sealing process.
17. Review of the manufacturer's instructions
printed on the peel packs showed to insert item,
peel off liner, re-fold along the crease (press
down from center outward).
18. Observation on 03114116 at 1:43 PM in
procedure room #1 showed four peel packs
holding ihstruments to be used during the
abortion procedure. The closure ends of the peel
pouches were folded over past the crease and
folded over multiple times. (The peel packs are
made with a paper side and a plastic side so
steam can penetrate and is not trapped in the
pouch. When the peel packs are folded over, it
makes a plastic to plastic cover that prevents the
proper penetration and exhaust of the steam.)
(Note: Manufacturer's instructions on these peel
packs were as above.)
19. Observation on 03114146 at 2:00 PM in
procedure room #3 of the supply cabinets
STATE FORM
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showed numerous peel packages containing
instruments to be used during the abortion
procedure. The closure ends of the peel pouches
were folded over approximately two inches below
the package crease and taped across the
package. (Note: Manufacturer's instructions on
these peel packs were as above.)
20. Observation on 03114115 at 2:06 PM in the
sterile processing room showed shelves of
instruments in peel pouches. Staff failed to fold
many of these peel pouches on the crease and
were folded over multiple times. (Note:
Manufacturer's instructions on these peel packs
were as above.)

21. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 3:12 PM,
Staff H stated that she did not know why some
people folded over the peel packs multiple times.
22. Review of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) document titled, "Guide to
lnfection Prevention for Outpatient Settings:
Minimum Expectations for Safe Care," dated
2014, showed:
- To dedicate multi-dose vials to a single patient
whenever possible; and
- lf multi{ose vials will be used for more than
one patient, they should be restricted to a
centralized medication area and should not enter
the immediate patient treatment area (e.9.,
operating room, patient room/cubicle).
23. Review of the CDC document titled, "Guide to
lnfection Prevention for Outpatient Settings:
Minimum Expectations for Safe Care," dated
2014, showed:
- Do not administer medications from single-dose
or single-use vials, ampoules, or bags or bottles
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of intravenous solution to more than one patient.

24. Review of the facility's policy titled, "lnfection
Prevention Program," dated 1211411 4, showed:
- Do not administer medications from single-dose
or single-use vials, ampules, or bags or bottles of
intravenous (smallcatheter inserted into a vein
for administering medication and fluid) solution to
more than one patient.
- lf multi-dose vials will be used for more than
one patient, the vials should be restricted to a
centralized medication area.
25. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Pharmaceutical Services," dated 06114,showed:
- Multi-dose vials (once opened) shall be kept in
a centralized location.
- Single-dose medications are used for one client
only and are discarded afier use on each patient.
26. Observation on 03114116 at 1:30 PM in
Procedure Room #1 showed an opened,
multi-dose vial of Lidocaine (anesthetic - numbs
an area).
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
D, Director of Surgical Services, stated that
opened, multi-dose vials were not usually kept in
the procedure rooms.
27. Observation on 03114116 at 1:35 PM of
Procedure Room #1's emergency medication box
showed an opened, single-dose vial of Dextrose
(a form of sugar for injection).
During an interview on 03114116 at 1:37 PM, Staff
D stated that single-dose vials were usually
thrown away.
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28. Observation on 03114116 at 1 :50 PM of
Procedure Room #3 showed an opened
multi-dose vial of Lidocaine on the counter.
During an interview upon the observation Staff B
stated that the opened multi-dose vial should not
have been in the procedure room.
29. Observation on 03114116 al4:45 PM in the
laboratory showed an opened, multi-dose vial of
normal saline (sterile mixture of salt and water for
injection) with an expiration date of 03/01/16.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff B
stated that she was not sure what the normal
saline was used for.
30. Review of the CDC and the Healthcare
lnfection Control Practices Advisory Committee,

"Guidelines for Environmental lnfection Control in
Health-Care Facilities," dated 2003, showed:
- Microorganisms proliferate in environments
wherever air, dust and water are present; and
- Dry conditions favor gram-positive bacteria in
dust and on surfaces.
3'1. Review of the AORN, "Guideline for

Environmental Cleaning," dated 201 5, showed:
- Recommendation ll.
*
The patient should be provided a clean, safe
environment.
- Recommendation ll.a.
" The perioperative Registered Nurse should
assess the perioperative environment frequently
for cleanliness and take action to implement
cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Environmental cleaning and disinfection is a
team effort involving perioperative personnel and

environmental services personnel. The
Health and
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responsibility for verifying a clean surgical
environment before the start of an operative or
invasive procedure rests with perioperative
nurses.
- Recommendation ll.b.
'Dust is known to contain human skin and hair,
fabric fibers, pollens, mold, fungi, insect parts,
glove powder, and paper fibers, among other
components.
- Recommendation lV.
* Perioperative areas should be terminally
cleaned.
* Terminal cleaning and disinfection of the

perioperative environment decreases the number
of pathogens and the amount of dust and debris.
- Recommendation lV.a.
* Terminal cleaning and disinfection of
perioperative areas, including sterile processing
areas, should be performed daily when the areas
are being used.
- Recommendation lV.e.
* Sterile processing areas should be terminally
cleaned.

* Sterile processing personnel conduct critical
processes, such as decontaminating,
assembling, and sterilizing surgical
instrumentation, in support of operating and
invasive procedure rooms. As such, the
recommendations for terminal cleaning apply in
sterile processing areas as in areas where
surgical and other invasive procedures are
performed. Fu rthermore, steri le processin g a reas
where decontamination occurs have some of the
highest risks for environmental contamination of
all perioperative areas. Environmental cleaning in
sterile processing areas is critical for reducing the
risk of disease transmission from reservoirs of
bloodborne pathogens and microorganisms in
the decontamination environment.
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- Recommendation lV.e.2.
*
All horizontal surfaces (e.9., sterilizers,
countertops, furniture, shelving) should be damp
dusted daily with an Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) registered disinfectant and a
clean, low-linting cloth.
- Recommendation V.
*
All areas and equipment that are not terminally
cleaned should be cleaned according to an
established schedule.
*
A clean environment will reduce the number of
micro-organ isms present.
- Recommendation V.a.1.
*
Areas and items that should be cleaned on a
schedule include clean and soiled storage areas,
sterile storage areas, shelving and storage bins;
corridors, including stairwells and elevators, walls
and ceilings, privacy curtains, pneumatic tubes
and carriers, sterilizers and loading carts,
sterilizer service access rooms, unrestricted
areas (e.9., lounges, waiting rooms, offices), and
environmental services closets.

32. Review of the facility's policy titled, "lnfection
Prevention Manual," dated 12114114, showed as
part of the infection prevention plan, (facility) has
policies and procedures for routine cleaning and
disinfection of environmental surfaces.
33. Review of the facility's undated policy titled,
"Environmental Cleaning of Clinical Care Areas:
Policy and Procedure," showed:
- At the beginning of each day or prior to the first
patient interaction, all environmental clinical care
areas will be cleaned and disinfected.
- Reprocessing and other sterile storage areas
are to be cleaned according to the following
schedule:
*

Clean allcounters and floors daily.
and
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(Note: The facility's policy referenced CDC.)
34. Observation on 03114116 at 1'l:28 AM of the
shelving units in the sterile supply room showed:
- Two blue plastic storage bins that contained
oxygen masks. Dust and loose particles were
observed in the bottom of the bins.
- One blue plastic storage bin that contained
nasal cannulas. Dust and loose particles were
observed in the bottom of the bin.
- One blue plastic storage bin that contained
sterile lV tubing. Dust and loose particles were
observed in the bottom of the bin.
- One empty blue plastic storage bin. Dust and
loose particles were observed in the bottom of

the bin.
35. Observation on 03114116 al2:25 PM in the
sterile processing room showed stacks of peel
pouches on the counter with off-white flecks over
the pouches. Some of the flecks fell off when the
peel pouches were moved.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff D
stated that once they go through the sterilization
process, it would kill everything.
36. Observation on 03114116 at2:32 PM in the
sterile processing room showed dusUwhite flecks
around autoclave #1 that left a mark when a
finger was pulled through.
37. Observation on 03/15/16 al3:24 PM in the
sterile processing room showed:
- The stack of peel pouches on the counter with
off-white flecks on the pouches.
- DusUwhite flecks around autoclave #1.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff H
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stated that:
- She was not sure what the off-white flecks were
from.
- She agreed there were white flecks and dust

around autoclave #1 .
38. During an interview on 03114116 at 2:35 PM,
Staff B stated that they had a housekeeper on
staff that was responsible for cleaning the blue
storage bins. She agreed the bins had debris in
the bottom of them.
39. Review of the AORN, "Guideline for Cleaning
and Care of Surgical lnstruments," dated 2015,
showed:
- Recommendation ll.e.5.

* External shipping containers and web-edged
cardboard boxes may collect dust, debris, and
insects during transport and may carry
contaminants into the facility.
40. Review of the facility's undated policy titled,
"Environmental Cleaning of Clinical Care Areas,"
showed:
- Clean all counters and floors daily in the sterile
storage areas; and
- The patient care environment throughout the
facility will be maintained in a state of cleanliness
that meets professional standards in order to
protect patients and healthcare personnel from
potentially infectious microorganisms.

41. Review of the facility's ARMS lnfection
Prevention Manual, dated 08/15, showed:
- Guidelines for the storage of sterile supplies;
" Store clean supplies separately from sterile
supplies; and
* Store supplies 8 to 10 inches from the floor.
Senior
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42. Observation on 03114116 at 1:55 PM in the
decontamination room showed a stack of
flattened corrugated boxes.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff B
stated that the boxes were used for products (of
the abortions) to be sent out (to pathology).

43. Observation on 03114116 at2:00 PM in the
sterile supply room showed:
- Shelving units mounted on allwalls with the
following items stored next to sterile supplies:
* Three corrugated
boxes labeled "BD Syringes"
that contained individually packaged sterile
syringes;
* One corrugated box
that contained sterile
packages of lV catheters;
* Five opened corrugated boxes labeled "IPAS
Cannulae" that contained individually packaged
uterine cannulas (a hollow tube that can be
inserted into the body, often for delivery or
removalof fluid);
' One corrugated box that contained formalin (a
colorless solution of formaldehyde in water, used
chiefly as a preservative for biological
specimens) filled specimen cups; and
*
One corrugated box that contained business
office forms;
- Two corrugated boxes on the floor that
contained disposable patient bed sheets; and
- One corrugated box on the floor that contained
condoms.
44. Observation on 03115116 at3:27 PM in the
sterile processing room showed corrugated
boxes on the floor and propped against the wall.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff H
stated that the boxes contained the blue wrap
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used for instrument wrapping (for sterilization)
but were too long to be stored inside the
cabinets.

45. During an interview on 03114116 at 2:35 PM,
Staff B stated that:
- They had a housekeeper on staff that was
responsible for cleaning the sterile supply room,
including the floors; and
- The corrugated boxes should not have been in
the sterile supply room.

46. Review of the bottle of Metracide
(manufacturer) Cidex OPA Plus (brand - used to
high-level disinfect semi-critical items that come
in contact with non-intact skin or mucous
membranes) test strips showed, "Use within 90
days of opening."
47. Observation on 03114116 al2:15 PM showed
a bottle of Metracide Cidex OPA Plus test strips
with 05/16 and"11l20l15 open" written on the
bottle. (Note: The test strips expired 02120116.)
During an interview upon the observation, Staff B
stated that it looked like they were expired.
48. Observation on 03114116 al4:40 PM in an
ultrasound room showed a container of
ultrasound gel with an expiration dale of 12115.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff B
confirmed that the ultrasound gel had expired.

49. Observation on 03114116 al4:45 PM in the
laboratory showed an opened Hemocue (device
used to test blood) swab (used for disinfecting
the Hemocue) with an expiration date of
ogtogt14.
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During an interview upon the observation, Staff B
confirmed that the Hemocue swab had expired.
50. Review of the CDC, "lnfection Prevention
during Blood Glucose Monitoring and lnsulin
Administration," dated 051021 12, showed
whenever possible, blood glucose meters should
not be shared. lf they must be shared, the device
should be cleaned and disinfected after every
use, per manufacturer's instructions. lf the
manufacturer does not specify how the device
should be cleaned and disinfected then it should
not be shared.
51. Review of the CDC, "Guideline for
Disinfection and Sterilization in Healthcare
Facilities," dated 2008, showed the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) had not cleared any
high-level disinfectant with alcohol as the main
ingredient.
52. Review of the TRUEbalance (brand)
glucometer's Owner's Booklet showed:
- The TRUEbalance Blood Glucose Monitoring
System is for one person use ONLY;
- DO NOT share your meter with anyone,
including family members; and
- ALL parts of the meter could carry blood-borne
disease after use, even after cleaning and
disinfection.
53. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Blood
Glucose Testing with Glucometer," dated
06125115, showed:
- Clean meter when visibly dirty;
- Wipe meter with a clean, lint-free cloth
dampened with 70% lsopropylalcohol; and
- Let meter air dry thoroughly before using to test.
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The policy failed to list a procedure for
disinfecting the glucometer.
54. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 1 :30 PM,
Staff B stated that:
- She read the manufacture/s instructions for use
manual for the glucometer;
- The glucometer had not been approved for
clinic use on multiple patients; and
- They would purchase new multi-use
glucometers.

55. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Laboratory Refrigerator," dated 05/03/1 5,
showed:

- Each site has two refrigerators for clinical
operations, one for medical supplies.
- The temperature should be checked and
recorded twice daily.
- The acceptable range is between 2 and 8
Celsius (36-46 degree Fahrenheit[F]).
- lf not in range, report to supervisor and
document corrective action.
56. Observation on 03114116 at2:00 PM in the
pre-post area showed:
- A refrigerator labeled patient medication
refrigerator;
- The refrigerator contained multiple boxes of

Rhogam (a sterilized solution made from human
blood used to prevent an immune response to Rh
positive blood in people with an Rh negative
blood type.)
- The manufacturer's recommendation for

storage of Rhogam showed:
* Store at 2-8 degree Celsius (36-46 degree F).
Do not freeze.
57. Review of the Medication Refrigerator
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Temperature Logs for 02116 showed direction for
staff to monitor the temperatures daily.
- The ideal temperature was 34-40 degrees F:
- No temperature was recorded for 02108116,
02t 11 I 16, 021 1 51 16, 02t 1 81 16, 02t22t 16, and
02t25t16;
- Temperature was recorded out of range on nine
of 18 recorded days based on the temperature
log range ol 3440 degree F with no intervention
recorded;
- Temperature was outside the Rhogam

manufacture/s recommended temperature range
of 3646 degree F for three of 18 recorded days;
and
- Temperatures were recorded below freezing (32
degree F) on three days.
58. Review of the Medication Refrigerator
Temperature Logs for 03/16 showed direction for
staff to monitor the temperatures daily:
- No temperature was recorded for 03/03/16,
03107116 and 03/10/16;
- Temperature was recorded out of range on six
of nine recorded days based on the temperature
log range of 3440 degree F with no intervention
recorded;
- Temperature was outside the Rhogam

manufacture/s recommended temperature range
of 3646 degree F for seven of nine recorded
days; and
- Temperatures were recorded at or below
freezing on four days.
59. During an interview upon the observation,
Staff D stated that the temperature of the
refrigerator should be checked daily. She was not
aware that the refrigerator was not being
checked daily or that the temperature had been
out of range.
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60. Review of the FDA/Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) document titled,
"FDfuCPSC Public Health Advisory - Hazards
Associated with the Use of Electric Heating
Pads", dated 12112195, showed:
- The FDA and CPSC have received many
reports of injury and death from burns, electric
shock and fires associated with the use of
electric heating pads.
- An electric heating pad can be dangerous for
patients with decreased temperature sensation
and patients taking medication for pain.
- Prolonged use on one area of the body can
cause a severe burn, even when the heating pad
is at a low temperature setting.
61. FDA and CPSC recommend the following
precautions be taken to avoid hazards
associated with the use of electric heating pads:
- Never [partial list]:
" Use on a person who has skin that is not
sensitive to temperature changes (e.9. sedated
or medicated for pain).
* Use in an oxygen enriched
environment or
near equipment that stores or emits orygen.
62. Observation on 03114116 at 2:00 PM in the
pre-post area showed:
- 10 reclining chairs with electric heating pads
placed across the backs;
- The heating pads were labeled for Household
Use Only.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff D
stated that:
- The heating pads were used for patient comfort
after their procedure.
- She was not aware the facility should not use
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electric heating pads specified for household use
for patient care.
1113

19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(BX13) A personnel record
shall be maintained

11137

A personnel record shall be maintained on each
employee and shall include documentation of
each employee's orientation, health status,
education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses
(RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute review, policy review,
record review, and interview, the facility failed to:
- Perform criminal background checks (CBCs completion of an inquiry to the Highway Patrol for
criminal records available for disclosure to a
provider, to determine an individual's criminal
history) prior to hire for four (Staff D, O, P, and Q)
of thirteen personnel files reviewed;
- Perform employee disqualification list (EDL)
inquiries (to determine if the employee was
placed on the EDL list maintained by the
Department of Health and Senior Services,
regarding employment eligibility) prior to hire for
three (Staff O, P, and Q) of thirteen employees
personnel fi les reviewed;
- Provide ongoing staff education regarding
infection controlforfive (Staff E, G, l, O, and P)
of thirteen personnel files reviewed; and
- Ensure orientation was completed for two (Staff
O and P) of thirteen personnel files reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 424
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 32 cases.
Missouri DeDartment
Department of Health and
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Findings included:
1. Review of the Missouri Statute Chapter 660,
showed that CBCs were required by any provider
pursuant to Section 660.317.1 (that included
facilities licensed under Chaptet 197 Ambulatory Surgical Centers and Abortion
Facilities) prior to allowing any person who had
been hired as a full-time, part-time or temporary
position, to have contact with any patient.

2. Review of the Missouri Statute Chapter 660,
showed that EDL checks were required by any
provider pursuant to Section 660.315 (that
included facilities licensed under Chapter 197 Ambulatory Surgical Centers and Abortion
Facilities) to determine employment eligibility.
3. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Employee Manual," dated 07113, showed:
- The Vice President (VP) of Human Resources
would be responsible for performing all
"background checks" that are applicable under
Federal, State and Planned Parenthood of
America laws and requirements; and
- All candidates prior to hire will have a criminal
background check and Employee Disqualification
List search completed prior to hire, per the
Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 660, Section
317.

4. Review of the personnel file for Staff D,
Director of Surgical Services, showed she was
hired 02123115. The facility failed to complete the
CBC prior to hire to ensure employment
eligibility.

5. Review of the personnel file for Staff O,
Volunteer, showed she did not have a personnel
STATE FORM
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file. The facility failed to complete a CBC, and an
EDL search, to ensure employment eligibility,
which included volunteers, prior to having contact
with any patients.

6. Review of the personnel file for Staff P,
Volunteer for the Practicum Program, showed
she was hired 08/06/2006. The facility failed to
complete a CBC, and an EDL search, to ensure
employment eligibility, which included volunteers,
prior to having contact with any patients.
7. Review of the personnel file for Staff Q,
Volunteer, showed no documentation of her start
date. The facility failed to complete a CBC, and
an EDL search, to ensure employment eligibilig,
which included volunteers, prior to having contact
with any patients.
8. During an interview on 03/1 5/1 6 at 1't :35 AM,
Staff L, VP of Human Resources, stated that she
had been out of the office on surgical leave,
which caused Staff D's CBC to have been
completed after her hire date.
9. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 1:30 PM,
Staff B, Registered Nurse, VP of Patient
Services, stated that:
- They had not kept personnel files on volunteers
that started working at Planned Parenthood until
five years ago;
- They had not performed EDL's on volunteers
that started more than five years ago;
- Staff O had been a volunteer for more than 30
years; and
- They had not completed a CBC or an EDL on
Staff O.
10. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 3:10 PM,
STATE FORM
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staff L stated that:
- They started completing EDL's on volunteers a
few years ago;
- They had not completed CBCs on volunteers
because of the cost;
- She needed to make personnelfiles on all
volunteers to include CBCs and EDL searches;
and
- She agreed the CBCs and EDL's had not been
completed on Staff O, P, and Q.
11. Review of the facility's document titled,
"lnfection Prevention Manual" daled 10114114,

showed:
- The lnfection Prevention Program referenced
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

guidelines;
- Training included infection prevention education

and training for all staff that have the potential for
exposure to patients and/or infectious materials,

including body substances, contaminated
medical supplies and equipment, contaminated
environmental surfaces, or contaminated air. This
includes persons not directly involved in patient
care (e.9., volunteers, non-medical staff,
contractual staff, and housekeeping) but
potentially exposed to infectious agents that can
be transmitted to and from staff and patients; and
- Training is provided as part of staff
departmental orientation and repeated regularly,
at least annually, or as needed with new
procedures or systems focusing on staff and
patient safety.
12. Review of the personnel files for Staff E,
Licensed Clinical SocialWorker, and Staff l,
Sonographer, showed the last infection control
training date was 11111114.
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13. Review of the personnel file for Staff G, Lead
Health CenterAssistant, showed the last
infection control training date was 09125114.
14. Review of the personnelfile for Staff O
showed she did not have a personnel file and
there was no documentation to show she had
infection control train ing.
15. Review of the personnel file for Staff P
showed she was hired 09/05/2006. There was no
documentation to show she had infection control
training.
16. Review of the personnel file for Staff Q
showed the last infection control training date
was 08/14.
17. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 1:30 PM,
Staff B stated that Staff O had been a volunteer
for more than 30 years and had not completed
infection control training.
18. During an interview on 03/16/16 at 12:45 PM,
Staff C, Director of Quality and Compliance,
stated that:
- The facility held an infection control training

class on 01128116; and
- Staff E, Staff G, and Staff I did not attend the
class.
19. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Employee Manual," dated 07/13, showed all
employees and volunteers are required to sign
an Annual Privacy Statement in compliance with
this policy and the federal Health lnsurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA).

20. Review of the facility's undated online
Missouri DeDartment
Department of Health and
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orientation and training document titled, "Getting
started with the Center forAffiliated Learning
(CAL)," showed:
- CAL videos are to be watched by each full-time,
part-time, and per diem employee, and
volunteers; and
- CAL videos included:
* lntimate Partner Violence 1,
2, and 3:
* Blood Borne Pathogens,
" Sterile Technique;
*
Cleaning and Disinfection;
* Talking
aboutAbortion 1,2, and 3;
" Orientation to the Abortion Pill 1 , 2, and 3, and
* Health CareAssistant 1
and 2.
2'1. Review of the personnel file for Staff O

showed she did not have a personnelfile. The
facility failed to provide documentation of
orientation or a signed confidentiality statement.
22. Review of the personnel file for Staff P
showed she was hired on 09/05/06. The facility
failed to provide documentation of orientation or
a signed confidentiality statement.
23. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 2:50 PM,
Staff D stated that anyone they chose to
volunteer at the facility would complete the CAL
training, the same way newly hired employees
had done.
L1 1 53r

19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(C) The medical record

11153

shallcontain
The medical record shall contain-a unique
identifyi n g record n umber, patient identifyin g
information, name of physician, diagnosis,
medical history and physical examination record,
laboratory reports, tissue reports, anesthesia,
ssoun Department of Health and
STATE FORM
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allergies/drug reactions, physician's orders,
clinical notes, counseling notes, patient consent
form, medication administration records and
discharge summary. All pharmaceutical agents
administered shall be timed, dated and signed by
the person making the entry.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure medication
orders were timed, dated and signed by the
ordering practitioner and medications
administered to the patient were documented
including dose, time, date, and signed by the
person making the entry for 11 (#1, #2, #3, #,
#5, #6, #9, #10, #17,#19, and #20) of 13
patients' medical records reviewed. The
Ambulatory Surgical Center does an average of
424 cases per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 32 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 061 1 4, showed:
- Documentation must be performed in
accordance with accepted professional standards
and any applicable laws/regulations. lt must:
-Be legible, factual, complete, concise and
professional.
*Be signed with the full name of the signer
including credentials for licensed staff and titles
for non-licensed staff.
(The facility failed to give staff direction for
documentation of pharmaceuticals to be timed,
dated, and signed by the person making the
entry.)
of Health and
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2. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Registered Nurse (RN)/ Licensed Practical
Nurse (LPN) Standing Orders," dated 06/19/13,
showed:

- RNs and LPNs may order and submit
medication(s) in the electronic health record
(EHR) per these standing orders.
- Physician will review as part of patient care
process.
- All assessments, treatments and patient

conditions must be fully documented in the
patient record.
(Note: The facility failed to include directions for
completing the order set or require the standing
orders to be timed, dated, and signed by the
physician.)
3. Review of Patient #1's medical record for
01/30/16 showed:
- Eight medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers (solution for fluid
and electrolyte replacement) administered
intravenously (lV- smallcatheter inserted into a
vein for administering medication and fluid).
- Five medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose, and not timed,
dated or signed by the nurse.
- A narrative note by Staff T, RN, documenting
that Methergine (medication that increases
uterine contractions) 0.2 milligram (mg, unit of
measure) was administered at 4:46 PM; the
patient was discharged from the facility at 12:55
PM.
- A notation on the record that the document was
electronically signed by Staff F, LPN, on 02105116

on behalf of Staff GG, Physician.
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4. Review of Patient #2's medical record for
02123116 showed:
- Five medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- Four medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose administered, and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff DD, Physician, not dated, timed
or electron ically signed.
Review of Patient #2's medical record for
02124116 showed:
- Six medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Three medications documented as
administered by nursing staff with no dose and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff DD, not dated, timed or
electronically signed.
- Document generated by Staff S, Health Center
Assistant.

5. Review of Patient #3's medical record for
03111116 showed:
- Five medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- Four medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose administered, and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff GG, not dated, timed or
electron ically signed.
- Document generated by Staff S.
Review of Patient #3's medical record for
03112116 showed:
- Seven medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Three medications documented as
administered by nursing staff with no dose and
of Health and
STATE FORM
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not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff GG, not dated, timed or
electronically signed.
- Document generated by Staff T.

6. Review of Patient #4's medical record for
03/08/16 showed:
- Five medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- Four medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose and not timed,
dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider and document generated by Staff JJ,
Physician, not dated, timed or electronically
signed.
Review of Patient #4's medical record for
03/09/16 showed:
- Seven medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Three medications documented as
administered by nursing staff with no dose and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider and document generated by Staff JJ,
not dated, timed or electronically signed.

7. Review of Patient #5's medical record for
02112116 showed:
- Six medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Four medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose and not timed,
dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff GG, not dated, timed or
electronically signed.
- Document generated by Staff J, RN.

8. Review of Patient #6's medical record for
Missouri Deoartment of Health and
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02105116 showed:

- Four medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Two medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose and not timed,
dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff GG, not dated, timed or
electronically signed.
- Document generated by Staff R, Advanced
Practice Registered Nurse (APRN), Lead
Clinician.
9. Review of Patient #9's medical record for
01/06/16 showed:
- Six medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- One medication with no dose documented,
administered by a physician.
- Three medications documented as
administered by nursing staff with no dose and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff JJ, not dated, timed or
electron ically signed.
- Document generated by Staff S.
10. Review of Patient #10's medical record for
12124115 showed:
- Seven medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- One medication with no dose documented,
administered by a physician.
- Three medications documented as
administered by nursing staff with no dose and
not timed, dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff JJ, not dated, timed or
electron ically signed.
Review of Patient #10's medical record for
12130115 showed:
Services
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- Six medication orders not timed, dated or
signed by the physician.
- No order for Lactate Ringers administered lV.
- Six medications documented as administered
by nursing staff with no dose and not timed,
dated or signed by the nurse.
- Provider: Staff DD, not dated, timed or
electronically signed.
- Document generated by: Staff S.
11. Review of Patient #17's medical record for
02127116 showed "oral sedation" administered at

10:30 AM. Staff failed to document what
medication was administered and signature of
person who administered the medication.
12. Review of Patient #19's medical record for
OGl19l15 showed no order for Lactate Ringers

administered IV.
During an interview on 03/16/16 at1.25PM, Staff
JJ stated that there were standing orders to give
lV fluid for dehydration.
13. Review of Patient #20's medical record for
07110115 showed three medications documented

as administered by nursing staff but staff failed to
time, date or sign.
14. During an interview on 03/15/16 at 8:30 AM,
Staff R stated that:
- There was not a place in the medical record for
the nurse to document who administered the
medication.
- Medications were not associated with times in
the EMR.
- The facility had a set of pre-printed orders used
by the nursing staff.
- The pre-printed orders were not scanned into
Health and
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the EMR.
- The physician reviewed the entire record,
including the orders.
- A notation in the chart, "document generated
by," with the physician's name is the equivalent of
the physicians' signature.
- The physician's signature was not dated or
timed.
15. During an interview on 03/16/16 at 10:00 AM,
Staff JJ stated that:
- The medical staff had developed standing
orders for the nursing staff to follow.
- The standing orders included all medications
that would be administered on a routine basis in
the facility.
- The standing orders were not signed off for
each patient and were not scanned into the

medicalrecord.
- The physicians reviewed the medical record

and electronically signed off on the record.
- The electronic medical record signature
covered medication orders.
16. During an interview on 03/'16/16 at 10:55 AM,
Staff J stated that:
- The nurses used a medical flow sheet that
showed physician preference.
- The nurses referred to a standing order sheet
that was hung in a cabinet at the nurses' station.
- The nurses used clinicaljudgement, the
patient's pain level, and how big the patient was
to determine dose when there was a dose option.
17. During an interview on 03/16/16 at 1:38 PM,
Staff JJ stated that:
- The standing orders populated into the medical
record based on the gestational age, type of
procedure the woman was having, and that
Missouri Deoartment
Department of Health and
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physician's preference.
- The nurses may ask a physician if they needed
to override the standing order or they could make
their own clinical decision.
L'l165 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(E) A patient shall be fully

L1165

reactive
A patient shall be fully reactive and her vital signs
shall be stable before discharge from the facility.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review and
interview, the facility failed to ensure staff
followed policy for monitoring the stability and
vital signs of patients during recovery for nine
(#2,#3,#,#5, #6, #10, #17,#19, and #20)of 13
patients' medical records reviewed. The
Ambulatory Surgical Center does an average of
424 cases per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 32 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Recovery
Area Care," dated 03/31/15, showed the
following direction for staff:
- 17.1.1 Sedated Clients: Must assess the
following at initiation of recovery and then every
15 minutes during the recovery process until
discharge:
* Blood pressure (BP), respiratory rate, pulse,
oxygen saturation;
. Pain level;
* Level of consciousness using the Aldrete
Scoring System (a medical scoring system for

the measurement of recovery after anesthesia
which includes activity, respiration,
consciousness, blood circulation and color); and
Services
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*
Amount of bleeding, when applicable.
- 17 .1.2 Non-sedated clients: Must access the
following at initiation of recovery and then every
15 minutes during the recovery process until

discharge:
* BP, respiratory
rate, pulse (a minimum of 2
sets);
" Pain level; and
*
Amount of bleeding, if applicable.
- 17 .2.a. Aldrete Scoring System: The client is
rated a score between 0 - 2 on the following:
. Activity level;
* Respirations;
* Circulation (BP) consciousness;
and
*
Orygen saturation as determined by pulse
oximetry (device that measures oxygen
saturation of the blood).

2. Review of Patient #2's medical record for
02124116 showed:

- Recovery vital signs were documented as taken
at 12:34 PM, 12:40 PM, 1:10 PM, 2:00PM, and
2:30 PM.
- Vital signs were not taken every 15 minutes, but
rather at intervals of 9, 30, 50, and 30 minutes.
- An aldrete score was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.
3. Review of Patient #3's medical record for
03112116 showed:
- Recovery vital signs were documented as taken
at 11:26 AM, 11 :40 AM, 11 :55 AM, 12:20 PM,
12:45PM,1:00 PM, and 1:25 PM.
- Vital signs were not taken every '15 minutes, but
rather at intervals of 14, 15,25,25, 15, and 15

minutes

.

was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.

- An aldrete score
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4. Review of Patient #4's medical record for
03/09/16 showed:
- Recovery vital signs were documented as taken
al12:02PM,12:22 PM, 1:00 PM, 1:20 PM, 1:40
PM, 2:00 PM and 2:15 PM.
- Vital signs were not taken every 15 minutes, but
rather at intervals of 20, 38, 20,20,20, and 15
minutes.
- An aldrete score was not documented for the

recovery period until the patient was discharged.
5. Review of Patient #5's medical record for
02112116 showed:
- Recovery vital signs were documented as taken
at 3:50 PM,4:15 PM,4:50 PM, 5:00PM.
- Vital signs were not taken every 15 minutes, but
rather at intervals of 25, 35, and 10 minutes.
- An aldrete score was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.
- The patient was discharged at 5:25 PM with no
discharge vital signs recorded.

6. Review of Patient #6's medical record for
02101116 showed:
- An aldrete score was notdocumented for the

recovery period until the patient was discharged.
7. Review of Patient #10's medical record for
12130115 showed:

An aldrete score was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.

-

8. Review of Patient #17's medical record for
A2127116 showed:
-The patientwas discharged at 1:16 PM with no
discharge vital signs recorded. The previous vital
signs were recorded at 12:50 PM.
- Vital signs were not taken every 15 minutes.
- An aldrete score was not documented for the
of Health and
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recovery period until the patient was discharged.
9. Review of Patient #19's medical record from
06/19/15 showed:
- An aldrete score was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.
10. Review of Patient #20's medical record from
07110115 showed:
- An aldrete score was not documented for the
recovery period until the patient was discharged.
11. During an interview on 03/15/16, Staff R,
Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, Lead
Clinician, stated that:
- Vital signs were to be taken and documented
every 15 minutes while the patient was in

recovery.
- Aldrete scores should be assessed and

documented every 15 minutes with vitalsigns.
- She was not aware there was not a place to
document the Aldrete scores on the recovery
record.
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An onsite, unannounced state licensure survey
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below for findings:

L1l28

19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(8) The facility
shall establish a program

L1128

The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
other wastes at the point of generation and
shall be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be
identified with the universal biological hazard
symbol. All packaging shall maintain its integrity
during storage and transport.

RECEIVED

APR

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards,
policy review, record review, observation, and
interview, the facility failed to:
- Follow the manufacturer's instructions for
cleaning two of two autoclaves
(sterilizers);

- Follow the manufacturer's instructions
for biologicaltesting (used to monitor
steam sterilizers);
- Have a procedure in place to prevent cross
contamination and separation of
contaminated instruments by space;
- Follow the manufacturer's instructions
for packaging instruments for sterilization;
Missouri Department of Health and senior services LABoRAToRY
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone:573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Governor

Acting Director

April

14, 2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: PoC Rejection
Dear Mary Kogut:
On April 7 , 2016 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey conducted March I 6, 20 I 6. The
following issues need additional clarification and/or information in order for the Plan of Conection to be acceptable. These areas are as
follows:

Ll128 . # I -Will the autoclaves be professionally cleaned to return the chambers to a satisfactory condition? Please include any re-education

.
r
o
o
.

of staffon following manufacturer's instructions. Please confirm and provide documentation.
#3-Please include the document referenced in the plan ofcorrection titled, "Spore Testing Biological Indicator," and include staff
education on following manufacturer's instructions.
#5-Are all formerly processed instruments done incorrectly being reprocessed? Please confirm and provide documentation.
#6-If available, include the document referenced in the plan of correction titled, "Pharmaceutical Services.'l
#7-Training should be specific to single-dose vials (this was copied from #6's multi-dose vials). If available, include the document
referenced in the plan of correction titled, "Pharmaceutical Services."
Glucometer-When the new multi-patient use glucometers are purchased, will the facility update their current policy to include
instructions for cleaning and disinfecting the glucometer or to follow manufacturer's guidelines?

Ll137-

o
o

CBC's

EDL's

- The criminal background checks need to be completed for the three volunteers currently staffed at the facility.
- Please include a plan for periodic EDL verifications. Also, the EDL's need to be completed for the three volunteers

currently staffed at the facility. The plan of correction does not mention monitoring for EDL verification compliance
the EDL plan ofcorrection area).

Ll153

(it

says CBC

in

-

Please include the documents referenced in the plan

of correction titled, "Pharmaceutical Services" (also referenced in L1128 #6), "RHS

Patient Orders", and "RHS-PPSLR Standing Orders."

Ll165 Please include the document referenced in the plan of correction titled, "Pre-op

&

Post-op Patient Documentation."

Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the receipt of this
notice via email to BAC@health.mo.eov or fa"x to (573) 751-6158 or mail to Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, Bureau
of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083 Fa.x: 573-751-6158
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751€010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 'l-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon
Govemor

April27,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
P.E: 2nd PoC Rejection
Dear Mary Kogut:
On April 12, 2016 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey conducted March 15,2016.
Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification and/or information
in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:

Ltt28

-

The document titled, "ARMS Infection Control Manual," continues to require a minimum weekly spore test, or
possibly daily. The manufacturer's instructions for the Attest show they are to be used with every load. Your ARMS
Infection Control Manual references CDC's guidance for oral health. Your abortion facility does not provide dental services.
The plan of correction includes multiple nationally-recogrrized standards of which your facility does not follow (Example:
American Dental Association). Per ANSI/AAMI ST79, "All BIs should be used in accordance with the BI manufacturer's
written instructions." Either the Infection Control Manual needs changed to reflect the manufacturer's instructions or a
different product must be used to accommodate your policy of a weekly or daily spore test. We would encourage you to
select a nationally-recogrrized standard that is relevant to surgical services in general, not dental.
#3

-

Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC(Ehealth.mo.gov or fax to (573)751-6158 or mail to Missouri Department of
Health and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102'0570.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6083.

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
Procedural Monitoring- Moderate Sedation Vital Sign Documentation

DATE:-PATIENT'S

NAME:

DOB

Sedation Monitor:

Procedure Assistant:

Print NamdSionature

Print Name/Sionature

Print Name/Sionature

Parameter

Description of Client

Activity Level

-Moves all extremities volunhrily/on command
-Moves 2 exfemities

-4

-Cannot move extremities
-Breahes deeply and coughs freely

-0
-2

3.

-l

2.

Respirations

Score

dyspneic, with shallorlv, limited breathing

Circulation (BP)

Consciousness

oxygen saturation as
determined by pulse
oximetrv

MRN:

-ls
-ls apneic
-ls 20mm Hg > preanesthetic level
-ls 20 to 50mm hg > preanesthetic
-ls 50mm Hq > preanesthetic level
-ls fully awake
-ls arousable on calling
-ls not resoondino
-Has

-1

-0
-2
level

-1

-0
-2

Print NamdSi:nature

LEVE! 0F COITISCIOUSIVESSfl-OC|:
5 . AWAKE, ALERT, ORIENTED X3

4.

S0

DROWSY, AROUSED WITH MINIMAL VERBAL
STIMULI
DROWSY, AROUSED WITH MODEMTE VERBAL
STIMULI
DROWSY, AROUSED WITH TACTILE
STIMULI

PAIN:0-

INTENSITY

SCALE

BLEEDING:O-4

- NONE
- SCANT
2 - LIGHT
O

1

1.

REPONDSTOPAIN ONLY

3

O.

UNRESPONSIVE

4.

-

MOD.
HEAVY

-1

-0
-2

level >90% when breathing room air

-Requires supplemenhl oxygen to maintain level >9070
-Has level <900/o with oxvoen suoolementation

-1

-0
ERmmAir

TIME

LOC

BP

HR

RR

02%

DMark

Uilin_

NOTES

El{a.alCennule UMin

PRE - SEDATION

E: RHS/Forms/Procedural Forms/Procedural PostProcedural 2016

10

NUMERIC
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Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region
Post-Procedural Monitoring - Vital Sign Documentation

DATE:

PATIENT,S NAME:
Score

Parameter

Description of Client

Activity Level

-Moves all extremities voluntarily/on mmmand
-Moves 2 extremities
-Cannot move extremities
-Breahes deeply and coughs freely

Respirations

-ls
-ls
-ls
-ls
-ls
-ls
-ls
-ls

Circulation (BP

Consciousness

Oxygen saturation as
determined by pulse
oximetru

a

-1

3.

-2
-t

2.

-0

-z
-1

50mm Ho > oreanesthetic level
lully awake
arousable on calling

-0
-2

O

DROWSY, AROUSED WITH TACTILE

1

STIMULI

2

-1

4

'1

2

-

Lorered head of recliner & Elevated patient feet in recliner

O2Yo

PAIN

BLEEDING

ALDRETE

INTERVENTIONS / NOTES
MASSAGE

PAD
t1tsA I tNLi

MASSAGE

PAD
HEA I INLJ

MASSAGE

PAD
NEA I IN(j

MASSAGE

PAD
HEATING

MASSAGE

PAD
HEATING

MASSAGE

PAD
INU

MASSAGE

HtsAIING

MASSAGE

F1EA I

PAD

PAD
HEATING
PAD

n

Birth Control Method Rx

Discharge lnstructions

Provided by:

Provided by:

E

Desired by Patient.

I

I
Shff Name / Time

n lV removed
by:

I

Name &Title

No aidh Control Method

Staff Name / Time

!

ruo

/ Time

tv provided to patient.

I
Staff Name / Time

Discharge Nurse Signature
Signature/Date/Time

E

MoD.
HEAVY

DISG}IARGETIME:

INTAKE TIME:

Verbal and Written lnstructions

LIGHT

-0

HEATING

Procedural

-

NONE
SCANT

Up to Bafiroom do Assistance
Up to Bathrcom with Assistance
Elevated patient feet in recliner

SCORE

tr

-

.

4.

-Requires supplemental oxygen to maintain level >90%

RR

BLDGI:0-1

MODEMTE VERBAL STIMULI

O. UNRESPONSIVE

3-

HR

BLEEDING

3

-0
-2

BP

INTENSITY SCALE

ACTMTY:

4

level <90% with oxvoen suoolementation

VERBAL STIMULI
DROWSY, AROUSED WITH

1 . REPONDS TO PAIN ONLY

not resoondinq
-Has level >90% when breathing room ak

-Has

LOC

IEVEI OF COIJSC'OUS'VESSfl.OCI;&O
5 . AWAKE, ALERT, ORIENTED X3
4 - DROWSY, AROUSED WITH MlNltvlAL

-0

dyspneic, with shallow, limited breathing
aoneic
20mm Hg > prcanesthetic level
20 to 50mm hg > preanesthefc level

RECLINER #:

TIME

MRN:

DOB

: RHS/Forms/Proced ura I Fo rms/Proced ura l_PostProced

u ra

I

_2076

MASSAGE

STAFF
INITIALS

A

B

1
2

Parenthood"
Care. No matter what.

3

4

Training of use of New Biological lncubator
5
6

Speaker:

7

Date:

I

STAFF

9

Melissa Benton

10 Carla Gardner
11 Cecelia Norman
L2 Sharon Hawthorne
13 Kellv McCutchen

14 leshon Green
15 Danelle Mozique

t5
L7
18
19
20

2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
35

37
38
39

40
47
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49

Sterilization Process

Topic:

Sharon Hawthorne

4lB/2A76
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Outline of Attachments:

11128-ltem #1: F3- Pictures of Cleaned Autoclave machines as of 4/L4176.

11128-ltem #1: F3: Training Material provided to staff regarding cleaning and staff sign-in sheets.

11128 ltem #6 and#7
11153 ltem #1

-

F1: Policy- Pharmaceutical Services
F1: Policy- Pharmaceutica I Services

#3

Administrative Chapter 7: Pharmaceuticals
PPFA Revised June 20L4/PPSLR-SWMO lmp. 3.31.L5,revised 4.23.15

PHARMACEUTICAT SERVICES

7.1.1 Policies and Procedures

- must include

Formulary of all drugs stocked in the affiliate that is reviewed annually
A. Consider the potential for medication errors when developing formulary. Look-alike, sound-alike
drugs should be identified as being at "high risk" for potential error. Extra steps should be taken to
ensure safety.
FYI - Look-alike, Sound-alike (LASA) Medications

List of additional therapeutic/pharmacologic classifications of drugs that may be ordered for clients to obtain
at outside pharmacies

Provision of pharmaceuticals in accordance with all state/local laws and regulations
A drug control system that covers the interval from the time pharmaceuticals are ordered until they are
provided to the client
Inspection of all drug storage areas to remove expired drugs
Desigrration of which staff may have access to bulk storage areas
Management of pharmaceutical product inegularities and drug and device recalls
7.7.2 Procurement
t.

There must be a written order for all drugs/pharmaceuticals/chemicals brought into the affiliate:
order or the prescription must be kept in the affiliate's files. A signed receipt
must be obtained for pharmaceuticals shipped from a central location to outlying centers or clinics. If

A. A copy of the purchase
B.
If

delivery is made by affiliate staff, a signed receipt is not necessary.
Controlled substance order and receipt records must be filed separately from the other pharmaceutical

purchase records.
pharmaceuticals are routinely purchased from a community or hospital pharmacy and if the items are

not supplied in manufacturer original containers, there should be a written contract specifuing, at a
minimum, requirements for labeling.

If available, pharmaceuticals should be purchased in manufacturer prepared unit-of-use packages.
Only drugs and devices approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and
manufactured for sale in the United States may be used. Affiliates may not import drugs and/or medical
devices from other countries for use in their health centers.

llt.

tv.

7.1.3 Storage

l.

Access

A. The bulk storage area must be secure.
B. Controlled substances must be locked and in a secure area at all times.
C.

Access to pharmaceuticals dispensed from within client care areas should be limited to health care

providers responsible for dispensing these items.
How to store
D. Arrange medications so that the oldest stock is used first.
E. Do not store look-alike, sound-alike medications alphabetically. Store them out of order or in a
separate location.Rt

F. Pharmaceuticals

meant for internal use must be stored separately (i.e., on a separate shelf) from those

for external (i.e., topical) use only.

G.

H.

All prescription medications should be stored in containers that protect them from light.
All manufacturer recommendations for storage must be followed.

Attached as PDF Documents:
LLL1S ltem

#3:

F1: PPFA-ARM's lnfection Prevention Manual "Spore

Testing Biological lndicato/' Policy.
F2: Vendor Recommendations and Staff Sign-in Sheet

11128 ltem

#5

F2: Staff Retraining Materials (Use of Self-adhesive

sterilization pouch ; PPFA-ARMS Packing lnstructions) and sign-in sheet for Staff
Retraining on packaging of sterilized instruments
11128-ltem

#1:

F3: Training Material provided

to staff regarding cleaning

and staff sign-in sheets

:
11153 ltems #1 - #3 :
11153 ltems #1 - #3

F1: RHS of PPSLR Preprinted Physician's Order Sheet
F1: RHS of PPSLR Medication Administration Record
(MAR)

Storage for contraceptive vaginal ring (CVR)

I.

An expiration date must be on the label of each ring package. If needed, use the adhesive labels
provided in the carton.
J. For rings that will not be refrigerated, the adhesive label must be applied directly over the preexisting expiration date on each cachet pouch (and on the outer carton). This date should not exceed
either 4 months from the date of dispensing, or the product expiration date, whichever comes first.
K. For refrigerated NuvaRing, the product expiration date may be used.
L. NuvaRing packages that need to be refrigerated must be clearly marked.
M. NuvaRing should never be stored in direct sunlight or at temperatures above 30"C (86'F).
Store Mifepristone and misoprostol at room temperature.
Storage of multi-dose vials
N. Unopened multi-dose vials - must follow manufacturers' reco[lmendation for storage
O. Opened multi-dose vials
1. When a multi-dose vial is used, appropriate infection prevention procedures to prevent
contamination should be employed.P
2. Vials must be discarded if there is evidence of contamination.
3. If a multi-dose vial has been opened or accessed (e.g., needle-punctured) the vial must be dated
and discarded in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and state/local regulations.
4. If no specific guidelines are provided, CDC recommends discarding the vial within 28 days. P
5. Syringes taken from multi-dose vials must be labeled with medication name, date, time and staff
initials. If not used within 24 hours, it must be discarded.
6. Open vials of misoprostol should be discarded after 30 days.
7. Multi-dose vials (once opened) shall be kept in centralized location, (RHS-the nursing station in
Recovery, HC- laboratory area).
P. Single use medications are used for one client only and are discarded after use on each patient.
Prescription pads

Q.

Must be secured in medication cabinet when not in use.

Packaging lnstruments

Place the instrurnet"rt into the peel pack

Traditional blue rni.islin wrapping paper
for sterilization.

anej add the indicator strip.

FolC over

tafe

the edge af the peel pack ;:nd

the peel 0a6k $lostirl
using the sterilizer tape.
lJie ed{e of

Place the slerilizing paper diagonally,
or in a diamolld shape, on the table.
Place the tray of instruments in the
center of the paper so that the tray is
horizontal (the widest part of the tray
faces right and left).

Wdte |he date the lnsi,i'u!-riefit is
iraokaged cnio ihe steriiizer tape

lirsir'unrents io be peckfiged ontc
surgiual tray's fcr $tefilization shoulc{
be arrairged iir the lray so that tlrere
is spi:rcc bet'vecri ths ix$trurnvnis t.n
aliow ,:ontaci lviin the' steriliziilg aflr")nl.
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Washinqton, Carol
From:

affil-psds@ppfa.org on behalf of Intondi, Evelyn <Evelyn.lntondi@armsinc.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, April L9, 20L6 2:27 PM

To:
Subject:

Affil Quality-Risk Management; Affil-PSDs
Clarification - Biological-Spore testing section of Infection Prevention Manual

Dear Colleagues,
I have received feedback and questions from many of you regarding the section of the lnfection Prevention Manual on
Biologica/spore Autoclave testing. I appreciate your responses and have made a few revisions to pages 23 and 24for

furthe r clarificatio n.
p.23

Each autoclave must have a minimum of weekly spore testing. Best practice suggests spore testing every day that
surgical and other instruments are sterilized. Affiliates must follow state/local requirements and may choose to adopt more
conservative testing on a daily basis.
p,24

if there is a single positive biological indicator result, the load(s) do not need to be recalled unless the sterilizer is defective
as determined by maintenance personnel or incorrect cycle settings. lf additional tests remain positive, consider the items
nonsterile and recall and reprocess items from the load. The cause of the positive result should be investigated.
The updates have been made in the lnfection Prevention Manual posted on ARMS Connect
Thanks very much.
Best regards,
Evelyn

arrYls
Evelyn lntondi CNM I Director of Risk, Quality, and Patient Safety
Affiliates Risk Management Services, lnc.
215 Lexington Avenue I New York, NY 10015
phone: (212\26L-4306 | fax: (646) 589-7752
email : evelyn.intondiF arqrsinc.*tg; ARMSconnect'ore

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups 'Affil-PSDs" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to afli.l.:
n

ud;xr$s$hssiih**iil: lir*ts.

"1 t.
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We would like to thank the followin$

contributors to the revision of this manual:
Margaret Flacaro, RN, MA, CIC
lnfection Prevention and Control Consultant
Evelyn lntondi, CNM
Director of Risk, Quality ano Patient Safety
Affiliates Risk Managernent Services, lnc"
Eileen Dick, NP-BC
Director of Risk, Quality and Patient Satety Consulting
Affiiiates Risk Management Service, lnc.

Cecily Schwimmer, CNM, NP, MS
RQPS Consulting Clinician
Affiliates Risk Management Services, lnc
Guzey Ozcelik
TeamSTfPPS Project Manager

Affi|iates Risl< Mana'gerrient Services, Inc
Shannon Weber
RQPS Associate
Affiliates Risk Management Services, lnc

l/ictoria Fletcher, M$il,|, ARNB FACNM
Senior Analyst & Lead Surveyor
Accreditation & Evaiuation Department
Planned Parentl':cod Federation of America
Kasia White, RN, B$til
Vice President of Medical Compliance
Planned Parenthood of Greater Texas
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Appendix

Biological/Spore Autoclave Testing
Each autoclave rnust have a minimum of weekly spore testing. Best practice suggests

spore testing every day that surgical and other instruments are sterilizecj. Affiliates

must follow state/lacal requirements and may choose to adupt more conservative
testing on a daily basis.

It is also essential to conduct biological testing if:

'
.
,
.

A new type of packaging material or tray is used

After training new sterilization personnel
After a sterilizer has been repaired
After any change in sterilizer loading procedures

CDC resource for sterilization monitoring:

http://www.cdc.gov/OraiHealth/infectioncontrol,zfaqlsterilization

Occupational Health

Hand Hyglene and PFE

Blood Borne Pathogensl
Creating an Exposure Control Plan

Compli*il*c

Appendix

$tandard Precautlons,

Managing lnfection
Prevention at Afff llates

lnfectlon Preventlon
Orientation and Training

monitoring.htm

Renrovilrg Load frorn Sterilizer
Laad should be dry and cool vrh*n removed.

Care must ba taken to heep sterile iten:s separated from ncn-sterile items.

llsw Steam $terllization Work6

Lirir<ling th-- $lerili?er:

fit:

t:lni.

cvr:rlill

#

Sprculurlrs nray be sierilizect
wrafping

$ritl-":orrL

Saturated sleam unrler pressure oy autoclave is
a way i:f prudu*ing rrir:ist hei:t, and is the most
deperrd;lhle for sterilization. Sterilization begins
wh*n water is heatecl to 2L2oF {100"C). The steant
thirt lorrrl$ is substittetl to increasing pres$ures
within the sterilizer, which causes an ificrease ot't
the ternperature al'the st{iarn. The higher lh#
pressure in the sterilizer, the higher the ternperature
cf the sieam. As steam enters the steri[zing chamber, the relativeiy cool air already present, being much
heervi*t than the steam, will be driven to the bottom
rf tn* ch;rrrrber. The $itliltated sleatll pe flrefrtes th€
rril: Lerii,il wilhin tho chi:mb*r and gives tlp heat in the
procsss. Ti:e transi*r of the heat frsnl steam to the
matcriai resull-$ ir] crlnden.iatirtn of l-lto str,':ilrvt vilpor
nack into water droplets, which moisten the sterilized
tr^tat*rial. Only thase articles that are perrneated and
rnoistefiec by tire steam will i:e adequately sterilized.
Caal '*ir;$ constantly elin:inaled from the chamber tc
p*rr*il aci*quateiy high tenrperature and psrmeation
{}{ l?w ftfi{kag* wraytping by the steam.

[:x;in,pl,:: o', tl{:tilize( that is '^oo iuli

tuIa.laSing Intscti$d

Fr*v*rti$n ;* *ttllistsa
Occupaticnal Health

lnfr*tlorr Frev$n{ion
orlsntfitisn mfid TrnininS

Standard Precautions,
Hand Hyglene and PPE

Bloocl Borne Pathogens:
Creating an Exposure Control Plan

Cnmpli*ncq

Appendtx

lf performing biological testing at the affiliate:

.

The placement of a biological indicator in the Ioad is critical. lt should be located in
the mr:st challenging location of the steriiizer and according to the nranufacturer's
recornnrendatlons. The biological incjicator should be placed in a tray and not laid
directly in the surface of the sterili:er.

Unwrapped lnstruments

Place a Bj and Cl (chemical indicaior) or! a tray viith instruments nornlally ste!'il,zed. Process in
a full loaci in f:'ont ol the botlcm tray

Wrapped

Place Bl and Cl in a wrap rvith items normally sterilized. Process in a full load in the frant of the
bottom tray

Pouches

Place the Bl and Ct ln a peel pouch wilh instruments normaliy sterilizeri. Process in a
in the iront 0f the bott$rn tray.

irll

load

lf there is a siiigle positive biological indicator result. the load(s) do r.iot need to be
recalled unl*ss the srerilizer is defective as deternrined by maintenance personnel or
irrcorreci cycle settings. lf additiorial tests renrain positive, consioer the itenrs r:onsierile
and recall arrd reprocess itenrs from the load" The cause of tfle positive result .should be
investigated.
The results of the biologicaltest must be docunrented in a log bclok or flle ancl
maintained for lhree years (check state,/local requirementi. The documentation must
include the date the iest was carried out and the narne of staff nrenrberisi wlro perforrned the test anc reaci the results.
lf sending bioiogical autcclave test to iab, results must be filed and kept for
three years.

Ma*i!dinS ifrl6ttisn
Preventlu* at, Atiillfites

occupatlonal Health

lnfection Prevention
Orientation and Training

$ton*anl Prftcauli0ns,
Han{ ilyglen* find PPf

Blood Borne Pathogens:
Creating an Exposure Control Plan

Compliance

Appendix

Management of Positive Biological/Spore Test lndicators in a Steam Sterilizer
The following is the recommended procedure to follow when spore tests are pclsitive
indicating growth"

Clinical staff should be farniliar with the following procedure;

1.

lrlmediately check the autoclave for proper use and function and repeat tlre spore
test. A single positive spore test result probably does not indicate sterilizer malfunctir:n. Objects do not neecl to be re-sterilized because of a single positive spore test
unless the sterilizer or the sterilization process is found defective. Sterilizer should be
removed from service and sterilization operating procedures reviewerJ to determine
whether operator error could be resporrsible.

n
L,

Ail sterihzation indicator strips nrust continue to turn the appropriate color.
!f a spore test remains positive:

discontinue use of the autaclave
irnmediately nol:ry supervisor
renrove all sterilized packs frorn inv*niory clated after the last negative

spore test result
use alternat-iue ecuiprnent (e.9. disposable specuiun'i

)

call fr:r service
When repair is completed, rerun biol*gical spore test prior to sterilizing equipment for use.

Documentation
Documentation estah:iishes accr:untability by ctocurnenting y/hat instruments lrave been
processed and provides monitoring contn:ls evidence for those items" ln the event of a
sterilization proce$s failure, g*od records wili help the staff lrace each package back to
the event itself. Each item or pack should tre labeied with a lot identifier that designates

the date of sterilization, and tlre cycle nunrber
(cycle run of the sterilizeri. Lot identi{ication enables retrieval of items in ti:e event of
a reci:ll, tracing problenrs to their soLrrce and facilitate proper stock rot;.ltir:n.

the

ste rilizer iclentlfication numher or codil,

Ma$fiSing lrlf*{liot?
frffiv*ntir)fi a* Aflillat*s

0ccupational Health

lnfsction Preventlan
Orientatlon and Tralnlng

Standard PreDautions,
Hand Hygene and PPE

Blood Borne Patho€,ens:
Creatlng an Exposure Control Plan

Compllance
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Using a self-adhesive sterilization pouch - Registered Dental Hygienist

Page
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Using a self-adhesive steri I i zation
pouch
by Noel Kelsch, RDHAP
n. kqlsc h @s lp,qr q,hnj*n,gt
I

went to an office today and witnessed someone tripping really hard. lt was not her
feet that she was tripping over; it was infection control.
I

Do not fold over to fit item, or fold on crease or perforation.

lnfection control is a series of steps that we must perform to ensure the safety of our
staff and clients. When we do not follow those steps precisely, we might as well not
follow those steps at all. The step being tripped on was a simple self-adhesive
sterilization bag. Sterilization pouches are approved by the Food and Drug

httn://www rdhmncr corn/articles/nrinf /volrrrner-3 l /iqqrrr'-Q/nnlrrrnns/rrcino-e-celf:adhesirre-st il1qn01 6

using a self-adhesive sterilization pouch - Registered Dental Hygienist

Page2 of 6

Administration and are a medical device. The 2008 Center for Disease Control and
Prevention guidelines reminded us that these devices "must allow penetration of the
sterilant, provide protection against contact contamination during handling provide
an effective barrier to microbial penetration, and maintain the sterility of the
processed item after sterilization.',

lmproper gap.

The method of using them involves a series of steps, starting with the sterilization
room:

'
'

'

Step one: Fold the perforation back and crease with the protective strip still in
place. Fold back into place.
Step two: Write the date and time, or load number, on the outside of the pouch,
with a lead-free pencil or nontoxic indelible ink pen.1 This will allow you to pult
the load easily if you receive a failed load report. Record the toad type, date, and
number in your sterilization notebook.2
Step three: While wearing utility gloves and personal protective equipment, load
the dried, debris-free instruments (that have been run through the sonic
cleaner) into the pouch. Be sure not to overfill the bag. lt should be filled only to
3/4 of its volume. Make sure the instruments do not pierce the package. Choose
the right size bag for the item. Do not over fill or fold for smaller items. The
pouch is correctly sealed when the closure strip adheres without any folds or
gaps.

http:/lwww.rdhmag.com/articles/print/volume-31/issue-9/columns/usins-a-self-adhesive-st..,

4llgDArc

using a self-adhesive sterilization pouch - Registered Dental Hygienist
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Step four: Expel excess air from the package.
Step five: Remove the strip from the adhesive, fold at perforated line to form a
tight seal. Press the adhesive together by running the edge of spatula or flat item
across the area. Allow the adhesive to adhere to 50% to be on paper and 50% to
be on plastic, or follow the validation marks on the pouch. Do not fold the
adhesive past the perforation. Adhesive not touching the right amount of paper
and plastic will not create an airtight seal.

The adhesive strip is a vital part of the process. lt creates a seal after the material has
expanded and

The fold line is in the wrong place. Always fold on the perforation.
contracted. A properly designed pouch allows for the 50% coverage of paper and 50%
coverage of plastic with the adhesive.

An adequate width of adhesive material with a clean perforated fold allows for a
clean, uniform fold and seal, which assures safe storage of the sterilized item and
does not atlow air and pathogens to enter the item.
Companies now make validation marks on the package to ensure you are closing it
properly. Make sure you have the perforation line folded and lined up before

removing the adhesive strip.

'

Step six Store filled packages on the dirty side of the sterilization area until
ready to process.
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Chairside:
Do not put your gloves on until you have opened the pouch. Contaminates from the
outside of the package can contaminate your gloves. When you touch the instruments
with the gloves, you can cross-contaminate.
Do not put the outside of the package on top of the instruments or on the tray. The
outside of the package has been exposed to contaminate and is not sterite.
As you open the pouch, allow the instruments

to "drop" onto the tray so that they are

not contaminated by the outside of the package.
Each of us has a responsibility

to keep our patients and staff safe. Using the FDAapproved device properly step by step allows all of us to avoid "tripping" and putting
everyone at risk.

References
Association for the Advancement of Medical lnstrumentation. ANSI/AAMl
5T79:2006 Comprehensive guide to steam sterilization and sterility assurance in
health care facilities. 2006. Arlington, VA: AAMI.
2. Palenik cJ, Burke FJT, coulter wA, cheung sw. cross-lnfection control,
lmproving and Monitoring Autoclave Performance in Dental Practice. Brit DentJ.
1990;187:581-84
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Tips to rernember:

'
'

.

'

.

.

Store unused pouches in a cool, dry place before use. Heat and moisture can
compromise the indicator, adhesion, and materials.
To check if your pouch is able to achieve a proper seal and that you are doing
the process correctly, simply do a water test. Seal the pouch with nothing inside.
Open the opposite end of the seal and add water halfway up. lf it is leaking, it
has not been sealed properly or the seal material is inadequate.
Many companies have instructions and videos to help you learn how to use their
pouches.

lt is important that pouches do not come into contact with the chamber wall. Do
not overload the chamber. The most effective way to load the sterilizer is to
follow the manufacturer's diagram for loading. Most units are loaded vertically,
allowing the most access to the sterilant. lf the unit requires you to load
horizontally, make sure the pouches do not touch one another so that there is a
maximum amount of exposure.
Training must occur for every staff member using this device. Any staff that is
involved in sterilization must be trained and retrained if a new product is put
into use or the old product has a new feature.
Do not remove sterilization pouches from the sterilization device until it has
been fully processed and is dry. Wet items can wick pathogens back into the
package.

. Shelf life for sterilized pouches is now considered event related. lf the

.

sterilization pouch is stored in a drawer that is allowing the pouch to move
around and piercethe side, itwill haveto be reprocessed usingafresh bag. Life
of the bag depends on the handling, movement, and environment. Check each
bag for compromise before use.
The plastic must be completely separate from the paper when tearing the pouch
open. The outside of the plastic has been exposed to the environment and
pathogens may be present on the outside of the package. lf the plastic is
adhered to the paper, there is a chance of cross-contamination if the
instruments touch the plastic. Test your pouches before using by simply tearing
the plastic from the paper. lf the plastic adheres, return the supply to the
manufacturer.
ltrJltlne
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PRE-PRINTED PHYSICIAN'S ORDER SHEET
The medications checked
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ATTENDING:

below
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are ordered bv me. the treating physician, for care to be provided for this patient in accordance with

Medical Standards & Guidelines.

n Dr.Crist n Dr. Eisenbergr Dr.Madden n Dr.McNicholasn Dr.Kreussero Dr. Hilikern Dr.Gray-Swain

Date_
Time_tr
Date_Time

ATTENDING MD Signature

Fellow MD/WH NP Signature
Patient's ALLERGIES:
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PROCEDURE:
MEDICATIONS

Azithromycin 250 mg tab PO

Misoprostol 200mcg buccal

Azithromycin 500 mg tab PO

tab

Misoprostol 200mcg buccal
(Repeat x1)
PO

Ceftriaxone 250 mg lM

Ondansetron 4 mg ODTSL
Ondansetron 4mel2ml

DIM or trlV
Diphenhydramine 25 mg PO

DMPA 150 mg lM

Promethazine 25 mg

MEDICATION

E[

E

Acetaminophen 500 m8

am tr pm

PO

Rh(o) lmmune Globulin 300 mcg

Disoensed with discharce
Acetaminophen 325 mg #20 Sig:

Doxycycline 100 mg #14 Sig: 1 PO BID x 7

oltabPOq4

davs

Acetaminophen 325 mg #20 Sig:
2 tabs PO q 6 hours
Acetaminophen 500 mg f30 Sig:

lbuprofen 600m9#10Sig: 1 PO q 6 hrs.

ltabPOq4

Sie:lPOBlDxTdavs

Acetaminophen 500 mg f30 Sig:
2 tabs PO q 8 hours
Azithromycin 250 mg #4 Sig:
4 tabs PO x 1 dose

Misoprostol 200mcg # 4 Sig:

Metronidazole 500m9 #14

4 tabs

buccal

Methergine 0.2 mg tab #6 Sig: 1 PO q 8 hrs.

Acetaminophen 325mg/Codeine 30mg # 6 Sig: 1 PO q 4-5 hr PRN pain

(Full) lM
Doxycycline 100 mg Tabs PO

lV Saline Lock

Hydrocodone 5mg/ Acetaminophen 325m9

Fentanyl 50mcg/1 mL

Lactated Ringers 500 mL IV

Promethazine 25 mg

Fentanyl 5omcg/1 mL (Repeat x1)

Lactated Ringers 500 mL lV

Name of OCP

lbuprofen 600mg

Lactated Ringers 1000 mL lV

1

Ketorolac 30 mg tr

tab

PO

lM or

:

PO

#10

Sig: 1 PO q G6 hours PRN pain

# 6 Sig: 1 PO q 6-8 hrs PRN Nausea

f

13 cycles, Sig: 1 PO daily

tr lV

Methergine 0.2 mg lM
Metronidazole 500 mg

PO

EI
Mifepristone 200 mcg

EI
Diazepam 5 mg tab PO

Fentanyl 50mc&/1 mL
Midazolam 2mg/2mL

a
Atropine 1mg/mI
Diazepam

sm/mt

Naloxone 0.4 mg/mt
IVP

Vasopressin 20units/mt/10m1

vial
Flumazenil 1mg/10mt

Medication Lot numbers entered in NextGen
by:

Date:_

This PHYSICIAN ORDER SHEET was scanned into NextGen
by:
Date:

RHS: Patient Orders_2o16_04_06; UPDATED 2016.04.11

***CAN ALSO PLACE PATIENT LABEL INSIDE THIS BOX***
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CDC: Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention

Use of a Control
lncubate a non-processed, activated
Bioview indicator at the same time as your test.
A control:
ensures spore viability
demonstrates the capability of the groMh
media to promote groMh
confirms that the incubator is functioning
properly

"A control biological indicator, from the same lot as the
test indicator and not processed through the sterilizer,
should be incubated with the test biological indicator:
the control biological indicator should yield positive
results for bacterial growth".
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Negativ€ Control (puiple)

There iS a piobfem with spoie Vitality, the
growth rnedia or.the incubator. Check
expiration datihg of Bioview indicators
u$bcl,.Repeat teSt..lf reSults,aie th€ Same,
incubator may not be functioning propeilV,
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Cleoning the Air let
(Located in the water reservoir.)

A dirty air jet is the number one cause of failed spore tests
Ths e limination uf air ltnn: tlte sterilizatiorr cltamber d*ring heat up is
criticatr t() the proper ope-ration of the auto*hve. Failu|e of the air
renroval system iliti Ue respotxibltl for incomplete srsrilization, indicator
strips that dc nat change colar $nd t'ailed spore tesls'
'fhe air jet con.sistx of a small urifice with a clean out wire inserted in it
(wire is permanently i*stallcd and will ttgt uorne out). lt is required that
ilre air jet nc clr:airsd nnce pcr rveek or nrorc oftcn if n*cexsary. to
rsmoye any ai;cumiilntqd dirt and debris.

It is preferreci to clean the air jet when the unit is running a cycle and
undci pressure. This is so that any laosened debris will be blown away,
horvever, ir tan be done while

tht unil i* idle'

l.

Remove the water reseryoir cover,

2,

Clean the hole of the jet by r:rnnipuliling the air trap-wire (A) back
and

forth l0

times. t ,//' -f'+t*r- P\ow*l€,tr)

Nolc:
It i.s importanl to clean the hole of the air trap, as described in point 2
brfilre itsrting operation of the autoclave, for the first time.
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lnfection control Report - sterilization Monitoring
Prepared for: Planned parenthood - RHS of ppLSR
Monday, Aprll 18,2016

It is required to spore test weekly in Mlssouri.

Agency:
Source:

Missouri Dental Board
lnfection control procedures--requirements and training for health care facilities
and
professionals. (1 91 .694.1)

Relevant text: 1. AII health care professionals and health care facilities shall adhere
to universal
precautions, as defined by the Centers for Disease Control of the United
Statea public
Health Service, including the appropriate use of hand washing, protective barriers,
and care in the use and disposal of needles and other sharp insirrrents,
to minimize
-the risk of transmission of HlV, HBV and other blood-borne inlections to
iatienis.
Hea.lth care professionals and health care facilities shaltco*pry *itn current
guidelines, established by the Centers for Disease Control, tdr'disintection
and
sterilization of reusable devices used in invasive procedures.
For further lnlormatlon: http://www.moga.mo.gov/mostatutes/stathtml/1g100006941.HTML
573-751-0040

lnec-onrmT
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It ls recommended to spore test weekly by the CDC.
Centers for Disease Control and prevention

Agency:
Source:

Guidelines for lnfection Control in Dental Health-Care Settings --- 200g
Relevant text: Vl: sterilization and Disinfection of patient-care ltems

E. Sterilization of Unwrapped lnstruments
2. Use mechanical and chemical indicators for each unwrapped sterilization cycle

(i.e., place an internal chemical indicator among the instruments to be sterilizeij

if

gl

F. Sterilization Monitoring

1' Use mechanical, chemical, and biological monitors according to the manufacturer's
instructions to ensure the effectivenessbf the sterilization proc6ss (lB).

2. Monitor each load.with mechanical (e.g., time, temperature, ano pr6ssure) and
chemical indicators (ll).
3. Place a chemical indicator on the inside of each package. lf the internal indicator is
not visible from the outside, also place an exterior inemiclt indicator on the p"ciigt
(t1).

4. Place items/packages correcily and loosely into the sterilizer so as not to impede
penetration of the sterilant (lB).
5. Do not use instrument packs if mechanical or chemical indicators indicate

ffi MesaLmkre

Mesa [aboratorits, lnc.
13606 S, West Bay Shore Dr, I Traverse City, Ml | 49684

1-800-289-7786 | www,sporetesting.com

inadeguate processing (lB).
6. Monitor sterilizers at leastweekly by using a biological indicator with a matching
control (i.e., biological indicator and controlfrom same lot number) (lB).
7' Use a biological indicator for every sterilizer load that contains in implantable
device.-V.erify results before using the implantable device, whenever pdssible (tB).
8. The following are recommended in the case of a positive spore test:
a. Remove the sterilizer from service and review sterilization procedures (e.g., work
practices and use of mechanical and chemical indicators) to determine wheiirer
operator error could be responsible (ll).
b. Retest the sterilizer by using biological, mechanical, and chemical indicators after
correcting any identified procedural problems (ll).
c' lf the repeat spore test is negative, and mechanical and chemical indicators are
within n_o1ma! rimits, put the steririzer back in service (il).
g. The following are recommended if
the repeat spore iest is positive:
a. Do not use the slerilizer until it has been inspected or repaired or the exact reason
for the positive test has been determined (ll).
b. Recall, to the extent possible, and reprocess all items processed since the last
negative spore test (ll).
c. Before placing the sterilizer back in service, rechallenge the sterilizer with biological
indicator tests in three consecutive empty chamber steriiization cycles after the cause
of the sterilizer failure has been determined and corrected (ll).
10' Maintain sterilization records (i.e., mechanical, chemical,'and biological) in
compliance with state and local regulations (lB).
Recom mendation categories
o Category lA: Strongly recommended for implementation and strongly supported
o Category lB: Strongly recommended for implementation and supporieO ' '
o Category lC: Ftequired for implementation
o Category ll: Suggested for implementation
For fu rther I nformation http ://www.cdc. gov/m mwr/previeWmmwrhtm l/rr52 1 7a 1 htm

:

.

It is recommended to spore test weekly by the ADA.
American DentalAssociation

Agency:
Source:
Relevant

Monitoring Sterilizers

text: Biological lndicators:

Monitor sterilizers at least weekly with biological (spore) indicators. Check whether
your state dental board has different requirements.
Consider using biological (spore) indicators daily if the sterilizer is used freguently
(e.9., several loads per day). Daily monitoring ailows for earlier discovery of
equipment malfunctions or procedural errors.
A positive spore lest result indicates that sterilization was incomplete.
Maintain a log of spore test results. Check your state regulations to determine how
long you need to keep spore testing records.
For further informatlon http://www. ada.orgl 4079. aspx

:

ffi MesaLmhru

Mcsa Laboratories, lnc.
13606 5. West Bay Shore Dr, I Traverse City, Mt | 49634
1-8O0-289-7786 | www.sporetesting,com

It ls recommended to spore test weekly by the AAMI.
Association for the Advancement of Medical lnstrumentation
AAMI: Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance, 7.S.4 Test Frequency
Relevant text: "Biological indicators must be used no less than weekly for each sterilizer and,
preferably, should be used for each load. More frequent testing should be caried out
on an as needed basis (1.E., after major sterilizer repairs, when evaluating sterilization
of new products, when implantable or intravascular materials are sterilizel, etc.),'

Agency:
Source:

It ls recommended to spore test weekly by the AORN.
Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses

Agency:
source:
Relevant

text:

Recommended Practices, sterilization & Disinfection , 1ggl.
"For routine monitoring should be used weekly, and as needed; each load of
implantables."

It ls recommended to spore test weekly by the VA.
Veteran's Administration

Agency:
Source:

VA Manual G1, MP-2, 1985 and MP-2, Sub-chapter E, Change 15g, June ZZ,1ggg.
Belevant text: "Must be sterilized no less than weekly, each load of implantables or intravascular
materials, following major sterilizer repairs, new products or packaging material.,

lf you have questions or need more information, please call North Bay at (g00) 2g9-Z796
Disclaimer: Sagulations provided for educatianal purpo$es. Each office must determine their testing frequency.
Contaclyour State Dent€, Board for current regulations.
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Missouri Revised Statutes
Chapter 191
Health and Welfare
+-191.692

Section 191.694.1

191.695-'

August 28,2015

lnfection control procedures-requirements and training for health care facllities and
professionals.
191.694. 1. All health care professionals and health care facilities shall adhere to universal
precautions, as defined by the Centers for Disease Control of the United States Public Health
Service, including the appropriate use of hand washing, protective barriers, and care in the use
and disposal of needles and other sharp instruments, to minimize the risk of transmission of HlV,
HBV and other blood-borne infections to patients. Health care professionals and health care
facilities shallcomply with current guidelines, established by the Centers for Disease Control, for
disinfection and sterilization of reusable devices used in invasive procedures.

2. Health care professionals who have exudative lesions or weeping dermatitis of the hands,
forearms, or other locations that may contact patients, particularly on exposed areas such as
hands or forearms, shall refrain from performing all invasive procedures, and from handling
patient-care equipment and devices used in performing invasive procedures untilthe condition
resolves.
3. As a condition for renewal of a certificate of registration or authority, permit, or license, all

health care facilities shall provide satisfactory evidence that periodic training in infection control
procedures, including universal precautions, is provided to all personnel who perform patient care
services at or from such facilities. Regulations for such training shall be promulgated by the state
regulatory authorities or bodies responsible for licensing the respective health care facilities.
4. Allhealth care professionals who perform invasive procedures shall receive training on

infection control procedures relevant to HIV and related diseases, including universal precautions
and prevention of percutaneous injuries, appropriate for their specialty and approved by the
department of health and senior services. The department of health and senior services, in
cooperation with appropriate state regulatory authorities responsible for licensing the respective
health care professionals and in cooperation with professional societies, shall develop regulations
for such training. The requirements set forth in this subsection shall be deemed satisfied if the
health care professional completes the training provided in accordance with the provisions of
subsection 3 of this section.

(1. 1992 S.B. 51 1 & 556 S 191.694 subsecs. 1 to 4)

http ://www.moga.mo. gov/mostatutes/stathtml/
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services

P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and speech lmpaifed 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Governor

Acting Director

May 3,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F'E: PoC APProval
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Conection for the deficiencies cited as a result of the Licensure Survey Survey conducted on Motch 16, 2016
your
has been received in our office and fonvarded to the surveyor(s). We want you to know the surveyor(s) has approved
Plan of Corection as submitted.
Please retain this letter for your files.

We welcome any questions at 573'751-6083.

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fa.r: 573-751-6158

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUN|TY i AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone:573-751-6400
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966

FAx: 573-751-6010

volcE

1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Governor

Acting Director

May 19,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Licensure Revkit Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:

You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the frndings of the revisit
surveyconducted on fuIay 17,2016 inreferencetotheoriginalsurvey of March 16,2016 inconnectionwiththe^9late
Licensure requirements as they pertain to ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identiffing how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include p rovisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan ofcorrection and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan ofcorrection is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan ofcorrection. The statement "corrected" or "completed" is not an acceptable response. Ifyou anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. Ifthe phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled "Facility Representative's signature" and
return it *ith your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy ofthe SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

-4.4
4fr/*

.-/--J-qh"fYtl--/

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EeUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

PRINTED: 0511912016
FORM APPROVED
STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
AND PLAN OF CORRECTION

(X1

)

PROVIDER/SUPPLIERYCLIA

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

(X3) DATE SURVEY
COMPLETED

(x2) MULTTPLE CONSTRUCTTON
A. BUILDING:

R
B. WING

MOA-0014

05t17t2016

NAME OF PROVIDER OR SUPPLIER

STREETADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES / PLANNI

4251 FOREST PARKAVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63,108

(x4)

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
(EACH DEFICIENCY MUST BE PRECEDED BY FULL
REGULATORY OR LSC IDENTIFYING INFORMATION)

rD

PREFIX
TAG

ID

PREFIX
TAG

PROVIDER'S PLAN OF CORRECTION
(EACH CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE
CROSS.REFERENCED TO THE APPROPRIATE

(x5)
COMPLETE
DATE

DEFTCTENCY)

{L 000} lnitialComments

{L 000}

An on-site, unannounced state licensure revisit
was conducted on 05117116.
See below for findings:
{11134 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XB)(13) A personnel record
shall be maintained

{11

1

37}

A personnel record shall be maintained on each
employee and shall include documentation of
each employee's orientation, health status,
education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses
(RNs) and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute review, policy review,
record review, and interview, the facility failed to:
- Perform criminal background checks (CBCs completion of an inquiry to the Highway Patrol for
criminal records available for disclosure to a
provider, to determine an individual's criminal
history) prior to hire for one (Staff U) of one new
employee personnel files reviewed; and
- Perform employee disqualification list (EDL)
inquiries (to determine if the new employee was
placed on the EDL list maintained by the
Department of Health and Senior Services,
regarding employment eligibility) prior to hire for
one (Staff U) of one new employee personnel
files reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 380
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 35 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Missouri Statute Chapter 660,
showed CBCs were required by any provider
alth and Senior Services
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pursuant to Section 660.317.1 (that included
facilities licensed under Chapter 197 - Ambulatory
Surgical Centers and Abortion Facilities) prior to
allowing any person who had been hired as a
fulltime, part-time or temporary position, to have
contact with any patient.

2. Review of the Missouri Statute Chapter 660,
showed EDL checks were required by any
provider pursuant to Section 660.315 (that
included facilities licensed under Chapter 197 Ambulatory Surgical Centers and Abortion
Facilities) to determine employment eligibility.
3. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Employee Manual," dated 07/13, showed:
- The Vice President (VP) of Human Resources
would be responsible for performing all
"background checks" that are applicable under
Federal, State and Planned Parenthood of
America laws and requirements; and
- All candidates prior to hire will have a criminal
background check and Employee Disqualification
List search completed prior to hire, per the
Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 660, Section
317.

4. Review of the personnel record for Staff

U,

Medical Assistant, showed:
- Staff U was employed by the facility effective

0st02t16.
- There was no record of a CBC in her personnel
file.
- There was a verification the EDL had been
checked dated 05/17l16, the day ofthe survey.
The facility failed to complete the CBC and EDL

prior to hire to ensure employment eligibility.
5. During an interview of 05117116 at 12:10 PM,
Staff L, VP of Human Resources and
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Compliance, stated that:
- There was not a CBC in Staff U's personnel
record.
- She did not complete a CBC or EDL until the
personnel record came back to her after the
employee had completed their orientation.
- She had not received the personnelfile.
- She failed to complete the CBC and EDL on
Staff U prior to hire.
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shallbe maintained
A personnel record shall be maintained on each
employee and shall include documentation of
each employee's orientation, health status,
education and training, as well as verification of
current licenses for physicians, registered nurses
(RNs)and licensed practical nurses (LPNs).

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on stiate statute revisiv, policy review,
record review, and interview, the facility failed to:
- Perform criminal background checks (CBCs completion of an inquiry to the Highway Patrol for
criminal records available for disclosure to a
provider, to determine an individual's criminal
history) prior to hire for one (Staff U) of one new
employee personnel files reviewed; and
- Perform employee disqualification list (EDL)
inquiries (to determine if the new employee was
placed on the EDL list maintained by the
Department of Health and Senior Services,
regarding employment eligibility) prior to hire for
one (Staff U) of one new employee personnel
files reviewed.
TheAbortion Facility does an average of 380
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 35 cases.
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Findings included:
1. Review of the Missouri Statute Chapter 660,
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BACKGROUND CHECKS AND
INVESTIGATIONS POLICY
PPSLRSWMO recognizes the importance of maintaining a safe and productive workplace
with honest, trustworthy, qualified, reliable and non-violent employees.Forthe benefit of all
employees and PPSLRSWMO, in furthering these interests and enforcing PPSLRSWMO
policies, PPSLRSWMO willperform, or requestthat third parties perform, "background
checks" or other types of investigations.These background checks and investigations may
be performed by PPSLRSWMO at its discretion.The Vice President of Human Resources
and Compliance willbe responsible for performing all"background checks" that are
applicable under Federal, State and Planned Parenthood of America (PPFA)laws and
requirements.

Background checks and investigations pedormed for PPSLRSWMO may include the use of
consumer reporting agencies which may gather and report information to PPSLRSWMO in the
form of consumer or investigative consumer reports. Such reports, if obtained, may contain, but
are not limited to, information conceming an applicant's or employee's credit standing or
worthiness, credit capacity, character or general reputation . The types of reports that may be
requested from consumer reporting agencies underthis policy include, but are not limited to,
credit reports, criminal records checks, driving records, and/or summaries of educational and
employment records and histories. The information contained in these reports may be obtained
by a consumer reporting agency from private or public records sources or through personal
interviews with an employee's co-workers, neighbors, friends, associates, current or former
employers or other personal acquaintances.
Pursuant to this policy, PPSLRSWMO may requestconsumer reports, including records checks
and investigative reports based on interviews, in connection with an individual's application for
employment, or at any time during the course of an employee's employment with
PPSLRSWMO, for purposes of evaluating their suitability for employment, promotion,
reassignment or retention as an employee.

AIIPPSLRSWMO Reproductive Health Services (RHS)candidates priorto hire willhave a
criminal background check and Employee Disqualification List (EDL) search completed prior to
hire perthe Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter660 SectionSlT .
Employees are expected to cooperate fully with the background checks and investigations
policy. Such cooperation includes, among other things, providing truthful and complete
information in response to inquiries made by PPSLRSWMO or third party investigations during
the course of investigations and providing appropriate written authorizations that may be
required by law so that PPSLRSWMO may obtain complete investigation reports.Failure to
cooperate in these checks or investigations, or any attempt to interfere with PPSLRSWMO
attempts to obtain information, may result in disciplinary action, up to, and including,
termination.

Planned Parenthood of the St Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
Employee Manual dated July 2013

g'lUaL,l
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ST LOUIS REGION AND SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
CONSENT TO REQUEST CONSUMER REPORT & INVESTIGATIVE CONSUMER REPORT INFORMATION

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT Full Name
understand that Planned Parenthood of the St Louis Region and Southwest Missouri (PPSLRSWMO) will use Sterllng
lnfoSystems lnc., I State Strcet, New York, NY 10004, 1877) 424-2457 to obtain a consumer report and/or investigative
consumer report and educational verification as part of the hiring process. I also understand that if hired, to the extent
permitted by law, PPSLRSWMO may obtain further Reports from STERLING so as to update, renew or extend my
employment.
I understand Sterling lnfoSystems lnc. (STERLING) investigation may include obtaining information regarding my oedit
background, bankruptcies, lawsuits, judgments, paid tax liens, unlavyful detainer actions, failure to pay spousal or child
support, accounts placed for collection, character, general reputation, personal characteristics and standard of living,
education, driving record and criminal record, sub.iect to any limitations imposed by applicable federal and state law. I
understand such information may be obtained through direct or indirect contact with former employers, schools, financial
institutions, landlords and public agencies or other persons who may have such knowledge. lf an investigative consumer
report is being requested, I understand such information may be obtained through any means, including but not limited to
personal interviews with my acquaintances and/or associates or with others whom I am acquainted. I acknowledge receipt of
the attached summary of my rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act and, as required by law, any related state summary
of rights (collectively "Summaries of Rights").

This consent will not affect my ability to question or dispute the accuracy of any information contained in a Report. I
understand if PPSLRSWMO makes a conditional decision to disqublify me based all or in parl on my Report, I will be
provided with a copy of the Report and another copy of the Summaries of Rights, and if I disagree with the accuracy of the
purported disqualifying information in the Report, I must notify PPSLRSWMO within flve business days of my receipt of the
Report that I am challenging the accuracy of such information with STERLING.
I hereby consent to thls investigation and authorize PPSLRSWMO to procure a Report on my background.

ln order to verify my identity for the purposes of Report preparation, I am voluntarily releasing my date of birth, social
security number and the other information and fully understand that all employment decisions are based on legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons.

The name, address and telephone number of the nearest unit of the consumer reporting agency designated to handle
inquiries regarding the investigative consumer report is:
Sterling f nfoSystems, lnc. | 1 State Street 24th Floor New York, NY 10014 | 877-424-2457 | or | 5750 West Oaks Boulevard,
Ste. 100 Rocklin, CA 95765 I 888-889-5248 | or | 61 1 1 Oak Tree Boulevard, lndependence, OH 441 31 | 80G.853-3228
Californla, Connecticut, Maryland, Oregon, Vermont and llYashington State Applicants Only (AS APPLICABLE): I
further understand that COMPANY will not obtain information about my credit history, credit worthiness, credit slanding, or
credit capacity unless: (i) the information is required by laq (ii) I am seeking employment with a financial institution
(California, Connecticut and Vermont only - in California the financial institution must be subject to Sections 6801-6809 of
the U.S. Code and in Vermont il must be a financial institution as defined in I V.S.A.$ 11101(32) or a credit union as defined
in I V.S.A. S 30101(5)); (iii) I am seeking employment with a financial institution that accepts deposits that are insured by a
federal agency, or an affiliate or subsidiary of the financial institution or a credit union share guaranty corporation that is
approved by the Maryland Commissioner of Financial Regulation or an entity or an affiliate of the entity that is registered as
an investment advisor with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (Maryland only); (iv) I am seeking
employment in a position which involves access to confidential financial information (Vermont only); (v) I am seeking
employment in a position which requires a financial fiduciary responsibility to the employer or a client of the employer,
including the authority to issue payments, collect debts, transfer money, or enter into contracts (Vermont only); (vi)
COMPANY can demonstrate that the information is a valid and reliable predictor of employee performance in the specific
position being sought or held; (vii) I am seeking employment in a position that involves access to an employer's payroll
information (Vermont only); (viii) the information is substantially job related, and the bona fide rea3ons for uslng the
information are disclosed to me in writing, (complete the question below) (Connecticut, Maryland, Oregon and
Washington only);(ix) I am seeking employment as a covered law enforcement officer, emergency medical personnel,
firefighter police officer, peace officer or other law enforcement position (California, Oregon and Vermont only - in Oregon
the police or peace officer posilion must be sought with a federally insured bank or credit union and in Vermont the law

enforcement ofiicer position must be as defined in 20 V.S.A. S 2358, the emergency medical personnel must be as defined
in 24 V.S.A. S 2651(6), and the firefighter position must be as defined in 20 V,S.A. S 3151(3)); (x) the COMPANY reasonably
believes I have engaged in specific activity that constitutes a violaiion of law related to my employment (Connecticut only);
(xi) I am seeking iposition with the state Department of Justice (Califomia only); (xii) I am seeking a position as an exempt
minagerlat emp-loyle (California only); and/or (xiii)) I am seeking employment in a position (other than regularsolicitation of
credit-card appiicaiiond at a retail esiablishment) that involves regular access to all of the following personal information of
any one person: bank or credit card account information, social security number, and date of birth,, I am seeking
emptoyment in a position that requires me to be a named signatory on the employer's bank or credit card or othenrvise
authorized to enter into financial contracts on behalf of the employer, I am seeking employment in a position that involves
access to confidential or proprietary information of the Company or regular access to $10,000 or more in cash (Califomia
only).

Bona flde reasons why PPSLRSWMO consldes credit informatlon substantially Job related (complete if thls ls the
sole basls for obtaining credit information) or In California the COMPANY'S basls for the credlt check.
The reason for running a credit report will be provided to me by my potential employer/employer 9n a separate document,
Ny Applicants On[:1 also acknowledge that I have received the attached copy of Article 23A of New York's Correction
Law. i iurther understand that I may request a copy of any investigative consumer report by contacting STERLING. I further
understand that I will be advised if any further checks are requested and provided the name and address of the consumer
reporting agency.

Callfornia Appllcants and Residents: lf I am applying for employment in California or reside in California, I understand

I

have the righi io visually inspect the files concerning me maintained by an investigative consumer reporting.agency during
normal bus-iness hours anO Lpon reasonable notice. The inspection can be done in person, and, if I apPear in person and
furnish proper identification; I am entitled to a copy of the file for a fee not to exceed the actual costs of duplication. I am
entiled to be accompanied by one person of my choosing, who shall furnish reasonable identification. The inspec{ion can
also be done via ceriified mait ii t make a written request, with proper identification, for copies to be sent to a specified
addressee. I can also request a summary of the information to be provided by telephone if I make a written request, with
proper identification for telephone disclosure, and the toll charge, if any, for the telephone call is prepaid by or directly
bnarged to me. I further understand that the investigative consumer reporting agency shall provide trained personnel to
expiJin to me any of the information furnished to me; I shall receive from the investigative consumer reporting agency a
written explanati6n of any coded information contained in files maintained on me. "Proper. identification' as used in this
paragrapii means informltion generally deemed sufficientJo identify a person, including documents such as a valid drive/s
ilcenie,'social security accouni number, military identification card and credit cards. I understand that I can access the
following website - http://www.sterlinginfosystems.com/privacy - to view STERLING'S privacy practices, including
information with respect to STERLING'S preparation and processing of investigative consumer reports and guidance as to
whether my personal information will be sent outside the United States or its territories.
Para informicion en Espanol, visite www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore o escibe a la Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, 17A0 G Street N.W., Washington, DC 20552.

A Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act
The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) promotes the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of information in the files of
consumer reporting agencies. There are many types of consumer reporting agencies, including credit bureaus and specialty
agencies lsubn as ag-ncies that sell information about check writing histories, medical records, and rental history records).
Hire is a summary of your major rights under the FCRA. For more information, including information about additional rights,
go to www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore orwrite to: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 1700 G Street N'W.,
Washington, DC 20552.

r

You must b6 told lf information in your file has been used against you. Anyone who uses a credit report or
another type of consumer report to deny your application for credit, insurance, or employment - or to take another
adverse iition against you - must tell you, and must give you the name, address, and phone number of the
agency that provided the information,

r

You have the right to know what is ln your file. You may request and obtain all the information about you in the
files of a consumer-reporting agency (your "file disclosure"). You will be reguired to provide proper identification,
which may include your Social Security number, ln many cases, the disclosure will be free. You are entitled to a
free file disclosure if:
o A person has taken adverse action against you because of information in your credit report;
o You are the victim of identify theft and place a fraud alert in your file;
o Your file contains inaccurate information as a result of fraud;
o You are on Public assistance;
o You are unemployed but expect to apply for employment within 60 days.

ln addition, all consumers are entitled to one free disclosure eveyl2 months upon request from each nationwide
credit bureau and from nationwide specialty consumer reporting agencies. See
www.consumerfinance. govileammore for additional information.

You have the right to ask for a credit score. Credit scores are numerical summaries of your creditworthiness
based on information from credit bureaus. You may request a credit score from consumer reporting agencies that
create scores or distribute scores used in residential real property loans, but you will have to pay for ii. ln some
mortgage transactions, you will receive credit score information for free from the mortgage lender.
You have the right to dlspute lncomplete or lnaccurate information. lf you identify information in your file that
is incomplete or inaccurate, and report it to the consumer-reporting agency, the agency must investigate unless
your dispute is frivolous. See www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore for an explanation of dispute procedures.

Consumer reportlng agencies must correct or deleG inaccurate, lncomplete, or unveriflable lnformatlon.
lnaccurate, incomplete or unverifiable information must be removed or corrected, usually within 30 days.
However, a consumer reporting agency may continue to report information it has verified as accurate.
Consumer reportlng agencies may not report outdated negatlve lnformation. ln most cases, a consumerreporting agency may not report negative information that is more than seven years old, or bankruptcies that are
more than 10 years old.
Access to your file ls llmlted, A consumer-reporting agency may provide information about you only to people
with a valid need -- usually to consider an application with a creditor, insurer, employer, landlord, or other
business. The FCRA specifies those with a valid need for access.
You must glve your consent for reporB to be provided to employers. A consumer-reporting agency may not
give out information about you to your employer, or a potential employer, without your written consent given to
the employer. Written consent generally is not required in the trucking industry. For more information, go to
www. consumerfinance. gov/learnmore.

You may limit "prescreened' offeru of credit and lnsurance you get based on informatlon ln your credit
report. Unsolicited "prescreened" offers for credit and insurance must include a toll-free phone number you can
call if you choose to remove your name and address from the lists these offers are based on. You may opt-out
with lhe nationwide credit bureaus at 1-888-567-8688,
You may seek damages from violators. lf a consumer reporting agency, or, in some cases, a user of consumer
reports or a furnisher of information to a consumer reporting agency violates the FCRA, you may be able to sue
I
in state or federal court.
ldentlty theft vlctims and actlve duty military personnel have additional rights. For more information, visit
www.consumerfi nance. gov/learnmore.

States may enforce the FCRA, and many states have their own consumer reporting laws. ln somo casesr
you inay have more rights under state law. For more informatlon, contact your state or local conaumer
protectlon agency or your state Attorney General. For informatlon about your federal rlghts, contact:
ITYPE OF BUSINESS:

lCONTACT:

t-

ir-

I

rWashington, DC 20552

Bd;u
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ffiililiFinaniiir"proteaion

:

I't.a. Banks. savings associations, and credit unions with total :1700 G Street NW
lassets of over $10 biltion and their affiliates.

ib. Federal Trade Commission: Consumer Response Center lO Sucfr affiliales that are not banks, savings associaticns, or IFCRA
lcredit unions also should list, in addition to the Bureau:
lWashington, DC 20580 (877) 3824357
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included
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a. Nalional banks, federal savings associaticns" and federal
branches and federal agencles offoreign banks

ia. oiiiie oi ure cornpiroiiei oi ir,e Cunency
iCustomer Assistance Group 1301 McKinney Street, Suite
:3450 Houston, TX 77010-9050

ib. State member banks, branches and agencies of foreign
ibanks (other than federal branches, federal agencies, and
:
:insured state branches of foreign banks), commercial lending ,b. Federal Reserve Consumer Help Center
:P.O. Box '1200 Minneapolis, MN 55480
icompanies owned or controlled by foreign banks, and
iorganizations operating under section 25 or 25A of the
Federal Reserve Act
c. Nonmember lnsured Banks, lnsured State Branches of
Banks, and insured state savings associations
'Foreign

:

.d. Federal Credit Unions

:c. FDIC Consumer Response Center
iI100 Walnut Street, Box #1 1 Kansas City, MO 64106

d. National iredit Union Administriiion Office of Consumer
iProtection (OCP)
:Division of Consumer Compliance and Outreach (DCCO)

I1775 Duke Street Alexandria, VA 22314
I
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1
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Department of Transportation
395 E Street SWWashington, DC 20423
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Farm Credit Administration
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A Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act
The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) promoteg the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of information in the files of
consumer reporting agencies. There are many types of consumer reporting agencies, including credit bureaus and specialty
agencies (such as agencies that sell information about check writing histories, medical records, and rental history records).Here is a summary of your major rights under the FCRA. For more information, including information about additional righis,
go to www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore or write to: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 1700 G Street N,W.,
Washington, DC 20552.

You must be told lf lnformation in your file has been used against you. Anyone who uses a credit report or
another type of consumer report to deny your application for credit, insurance, or employment - or to take another
adverse action against you - must tell you, and must give you the name, address, and phone number of the
agency that provided the information.

You have the rlght to know what is in your file. You may request and obtain all the information about you in the
files of a consumer-reporting agency (your "file disclosure"). You will be required to provide proper ideniificalion,
which may include your Social Security number, ln many cases, the disclosure will be free. You are entilled to a
free file disclosure if:
o A person has taken adverse action against you because of information in your credit report;
o You are the victim of identify theft and place a fraud alert in your file;
o Your file contains inaccurate informalion as a result of fraud;
o You are on public assistance;
o You are unemployed but expect to apply for employment within 60 days.

ln addition, all consumers are entitled to one free disclosure every 12 months upon request from each nationwide
credit bureau and from nationwide specialty consumer reporting agencies. See
www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore for additional information.
You have the rlght to ask for a credit score. Credit scores are numerical summaries of your creditworthiness
based on information from credit bureaus. You may request a credit score from consumer reporting agencies that
create scores or distribute scores used in residential real property loans, but you will have to pay for it. ln some
mortgage transactions, you will receive credit score information for free from the mortgage lender.

You have the rlght to dispute incomplete or lnaccurate information. lf you identify information in your file that
is incomplete or inaccurate, and report it to the consumer-reporting agency, the agency must investigate unless
your dispute is frivolous. See www.consumerfinance.gov/learnmore for an explanation of dispute procedures.
Consumer reporting agencies must correct or delete lnaccurate, Incomplete, or unverifiable information.
lnaccurale, incomplete or unveriliable information must be removed or corrected, usually within 30 days.
However, a consumer reporting agency may continue to report information il has verified as accurate.
Consumer reporting agencies may not report outdated negatlve lnformation. ln most cases, a consumerreporting agency may not report negative information that is more than seven years old, or bankruptcies that are
more than 10 years old.
Access to your flle ls limited. A consumer-reporting agency may provide information about you only to people
with a valid need -- usually to consider an application with a creditor, insurer, employer, landlord, or other
business. The FCRA specifies those with a valid need for access.
You must give your consent for reports to be provlded to employerc. A consumer-reporting agency may not
give out information about you to your employer, or a potential employer, without your written consent given to
the employer. Written consent generally is not required in lhe trucking industry. For more information, go to
www. consumerfinance. gov/learnmore.

You may llrnlt "prescreened" offers of credit and insurance you get based on lnformatlon In your credit
report. Unsolicited "prescreened" offers for credit and insurance must include a toll-free phone number you can
call if you choose to remove your name and address from the lists these offers are based on. You may opt-out
with the nationwide credit bureaus at 1-888-567-8688.
You may seek damages from vlolatorc. lf a consumer reporting agency, or, in some cases, a user of consumer
reports or a fumisher of information to a consumer reporting agency violates the FCRA, you may be able to sue
in state or federal court.

ldentlty theft victims and active duty mllitary personnel have additional rights. For more information, visit
www.consumerfinance. gov/leam more.

States may enforce the FCR.A, and many states have thelr own consumgr reporting laws. ln some cases,
you may have more rlghts under state law. For more information, contact your state or local consumer
protection agency or your state Attorney General. For lnformatlon about your federal rlghts, contact:
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lWashington, DC
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lCustomer Assistance Group 1301 McKinney Street, Suite
13450 Houston. TX 77010-9050
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Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri
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Clear
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Hame ffirst

Confirmation No:
201613800382
Primary 1 Alias
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EDL

Home
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Quarterly and Annual Reports

EDL Reports have rnoved, Please do the

following:

. Go to U RL httpS, : #:e pQ-rtq I - d h Bs. m o. g ov/ bi po rtaU!--og i n . asp x
2. Your User Name is the same as the one you used to get to this page.
3. Your password is set to uppercase first initial, uppercase last initial, and.the last
four digits of your SSN. You will be asked to change your password.
tt
4. Once you are successfully logged in, click'EDL' on the navigation area on the
left side of the screen.
5. Click the desired report and it should be displayed for you.
*** plsase note that your password to get to the reports and your
1

password for the EDL website do not sync,

For password issues contact us at 573-751-6388 or ernail suppott@health.mo.gov
For EDL issues contagt us

https :/iwww. prod.dss.m

o.

govNASN

at (573) 522-ttL9, or e-mail at http://www.health.mo.gov/AskUs.hlml
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MISS {BILLCODE: RHS )
P]ANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ST LOUIS REGION AND SOUTIMEST
4251 FOREST PARKAVE
sr Louls, Mo 63108
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PHONE: 888.889'5248
DisputeResolution@sterling backcheck.com

***
*** INFORI\f,ATION IN THIS REPORT IS FOR ONLINE REVIEW ONLY
(usE THE pRrNT REpoRT FUNCTION FOR A FULLY COMPLIANT, REPRODUCIBLE REPORT)
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOTCE 1-800-735-2466

Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Govemor

May 27,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Licensure Survey
Dear Mary Kogut:
The Plan of Correction is accepted in lieu of an onsite revisit. Please see attached results. This relates to the Licensure
snrveyconducted onMarch 16,2016 andtherevisitsurveyconducted onMay 17,2016. Yourfacilityisnowincompliance
with the Licensure requirements for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

#ffi

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fa,x: 573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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The Plan of Correction is accepted in lieu of an
onsite revisit. At this time, all deficiencies noted
on the survey are corrected. The facility is now in
substantialcompliance with the rules and
regulations for abortion facilities found at 19 CSR
30-30.060.
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400
RELAY MISSOURt for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966

FAX: 573-751-601 0
1-800-735-2466

volcE

Jeremiah W. (JaY) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Governor

Acting Director

March 30,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: ComPlaint

# MO001 13026

Dear Mary Kogut:
through March 28, 2016 indicate that your
The results of the recent offsite complaint swvey conducted on March 23, 2016
centers in Missouri'
facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical
Please retain this material for your own records'

We welcome any questions at 573-7 5l-6083

.

Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo'gov
HealthY Missourians for life'
in promoting, protecting and partnering for health'
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader

provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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An offsite investigation was conducted from
031231161o 03128116 for the purpose of review for
1 complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00113026 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Acting Director

May 27,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Complaint

# MO001

14829

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent unannounced allegation survey conducted at your facility on fuIay 17, 2016 and continued oFsite
tntil May 25, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in

Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083,
Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An on-site, unannounced allegation survey was
conducted on 05117116, and continued off-site
until 05/25116, for complaint #MO00114829. The
allegation was found to be unsubstantiated.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Acting Director

luly 14,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Compaint # MO001 16700
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffregarding your facility on July 12, 2016
indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures
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An investigation was conducted on 07112116 for
the purpose of review of one complaint,
#MO00116700, in relation to the Missouri
Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
The complaint was unsubstantiated and the
facility was found to be in substantial compliance
with 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Director

September 9,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Complaint # MO001 I 8398
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility from August 25, 2016 throtgh September 7, 2016 indicate that
your facility is in compliance with the State Licensure regulations for ambulatory surgical centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

/H"#@
/

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:

573-75 l-6158
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An investigation was conducted from 08/25116
through 09107116 for review of a complaint in
relation to the Missouri Regulations forAbortion
Facilities.

Gomplaint#MO00118398 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400 FAX: 573-7514010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech lmpaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nlxon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Director

October 14,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint

# MO00I 19763

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon September 30, 2016 and concluded on
October 4, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"f,@

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure

mrw.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 09/30/'16 to
10104116 for the purpose of review for 1 complaint
in relation to the Missouri Regulations forAbortion
Facilities.

Complaint#MO00119763 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Peter Lyskowski

Govemor

Director

November 9,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint MO0012061 5
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staff on November 7, 201 6 and concluded on
November 8, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@

John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.heafth.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 11107/16 to
11/08/16 for the purpose of review for 1 complaint
in relation to the Missouri Regulations for Abortion
Facilities.
Complaint #MO00120615 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director
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November 16,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

F.E: Complaint

#

MO00 I 2 I 1 2

I

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon November 14, 2016 and concluded on
15, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in

November
Missouri.

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston, MBA

Administator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for llfe.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 11/14l16 to
11115116 for the purpose of review for one
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00121121 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Peter Lyskowskl

Jeremlah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director

Govemor

December 20,2016

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint Sumey

# MO00121661

Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffon December 7, 2016 and concluded on
December 19, 2016 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in
Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-7 51-6083

.

Respectfully,

4------4.y' J-f*fl"'-/
a/{l*
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosure

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted lrom 12107116 to
12119116 for the purpose of review for one
complaint in relation to the Missouri Regulations
for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00121661 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060"
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Governor

May 12,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint #MO00125526 Survey
DearMaryKogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 ndicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourlans for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted from 03120117
sporadically through 05101117 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00125526 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens
Govemor

Director

May 12,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Compluint

#

MO00126207 Sumey

DearMaryKogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted on May 1, 2017 ndicate that your facility is in compliance with the State
Licensure regulations for abortion clinics in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,

&"#@
/

John Langston,

MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax:573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Deparlment of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health
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An investigation was conducted from 04104117
sporadically through 05101117 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations forAbortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00126207 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facili$ was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Governor

August 17,2017

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 ForestParkAvenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108

RE: Complaint # MO00131562
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results ofthe recent allegation investigation survey conducted by our staffonAugust 14,2017 and concluded on
15, 2017 indicate that your facility is in compliance with the Licensure regulations for abortion facilities in Missouri.

August

Please retain this material for your own records.

We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.

Respectfully,
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John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083

Fax: 573-751-6158
Enclosures

www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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An investigation was conducted lrom 08114117
through 08115117 for the purpose of review for
one complaint in relation to the Missouri
Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO 00131562 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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Hoffmann, Tracy
From:
Sent:
To:

Subiect:
Attachments:

Importance:

Langston, John

Wednesday, December 20,2017 8:12 AM
Hoffmann, Tracy
FW: complication plan approval - St. Louis facility
RHS

of PPSLRSWO Complication Plan.pdf; WU_PPSLR Agreement 2017.pdf

High

Print and then scan the email from Nikki as well as the attachments as one document to put on the O-drive as
description "DHSS-approved complication plan for PP-SI Louis to comply with SB5. Approved L0l23l2OL7."

From: Loethen, Nikki
Sent: Monday, October 23,20L7 4:29 PM
To: Hatfield, Charles (chuck.hatfield@stinson.com)
Subject: complication plan approval - St. Louis facility
Impoftance: High

This email serves as DHSS'written approval of the complication plan for the St. Louis facility
(attached).

Nikki Loethen
General Counsel
Department of Health & Senior Services
912 Wildwood Drive
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Phone: 573.751.6005
Fax: 573.751.0247
This message, including attachments, is from the State of Missouri, Department of Health and Senior Services. This
message contains information that may be confidential and protected by the attorney-client or attorney work
product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient, please promptly delete this message and notifr the sender
of the delivery error by return e-mail or caII us at 573.751.6005. You may not forward, print, copy, distribute or use
the information in this message if you are not the intended recipient.

From: Thomas, Janice Imailto:Janice.Thomas@ppslr.oro]
Sent: Monday, October 23,20L7 2:05 PM
To: Loethen, Nikki; Langston, John
Cc: Kogut, Mary
Subject: SB5 Implementation for PPSLRSWMO

John -

I understand from our attorneys that one outstanding item re the complication plan we previously submitted to DHSS in
order to comply with S.B. 5 is that DHSS has requested a copy of the agreement between RHS and the on-call physicians

referenced in the plan. I have attached that agreement.
Can you please confirm receipt of the agreement and that our plan has been approved. We have medication abortions
scheduled for tomorrow and therefore would very much like to avoid an interruption of service for our patients' sake.
Please don't hesitate to Bive me or our attorneys' a call if you have any questions.

Thank you.

Janice Thomas
VP of Patient Services & Research
4251 Forest Park Avenue St. Louis, MO 63108
p:314.531.7526 ext.341 | f: 314.531.9731 |
Janice.thomas@ppslr.org I www'plannedparenthood'org/stlouis

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES OF PLANNED
PARENTHOOD OF THE ST. LOUIS REGION AND SOUTHWEST
MISSOURI AND AFFILIATED CORPORATIONS
PATIENT SERVICES AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENTAL
PROCEDURE MANUAL
DEPARTMENT:
POLICY NUMBER:
POLICY:

r.

EFFECTIVE DATE:
Patient Services and
Education
NUMBER OF PAGES:
PS.102
RHS of PPSLR
and
Procedure
Policy
On-Call

r0/24/t7
2

PURPOSE/OBIECTIVE
To ensure that the on-call program serves the needs ofour patients; that our patients' concerns and
complications are met in a timely and reliable manner; and to comply with Senate Bill 5 (HCS for SS
for SB5, 99th General Assembly, Second Extraordinary Session (2017)), to be codified at Mo. Rev.
Stat. 188.021.

tr. PoucY
1) Care plansfor potential abortion patient concerns or complications
a) RHS of PPSLR ensures all patients who have received abortion care at any of its health centers
b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

s)

have access to an on-call clinician twenty-four hours/seven days (2417) per week.
At the time patients receive care at RHS of PPSLR" they receive patient education materials with
education about signs and symptoms of potential complications and telephone numbers that can
be used to reach an on-call nurse if a patient has questions or concerns. The written instructions
shall state that a patient should call the health center during business hours, and provide a
different telephone number to call after hours, to speak with a nurse about any questions,
concerns or complications a patient may have or experience.
During office hours, patients reach the main office number, which will forward patients' calls to
the licensed nurse (APC, RN or LPN) on duty that day for triage and management. When the
health center is closed the calls are directed to an answering service that forwards any calls to the
licensed nurse (APC, RN or LPN) on-call after-hours for triage and management.
Both during and after office hours the on-call nurse will personally assess the patient's concerns
and complications in accordance with established protocols.
The on-call clinician has access to a supervising/back-up OB/GYN who is on call and available
for further consultation, when necessary. The on-call nurse will have access to the schedule of
the backup OB/GYN physician on call.
If the on-call clinician makes the determination that the patient should be assessed in person, but
the patient does not need emergency care, the on-call nurse should instruct the patient to return to
a RHS health center. Similarly, if the after-hours on-call nurse believes a patient should receive
an in-person assessment and that it is appropriate to wait, the clinician should instruct the patient
to return to a RHS health center during office hours.
ln the event that the on-call nurse and/or the backup OB/GYN physician on call believes it is not
in the patient's best interest or it would not be in accordance with the standard of care for the

h)
i)
j)
k)
2)

patient to return to the health center during off,rce hours, the patient will be instructed to go to her
nearest emergency room.
The patient must be instructed to take with her to the emergency room the written post-procedure
instructions that were previously provided to her, which explain that the patient received abortion
care and provide the telephone numbers to reach an RHS on-call nurse. The patient must also be
instructed to call the on-call nurse once she arrives at the emergency room.
The on-call nurse must not, as a matter of course, call the emergency room in advance without the
patient's consent in order to protect her confidentiality and privacy, as the patient may decide to
go to a different hospital for a variety ofreasons (financial, insurance, concerns about

confidentiality).
Once the patient arrives at the emergency room, she or, with the permission of the patient, the
attending physician or other clinician managing her care should call the RHS clinician in order to
brief the attending physician or other clinician managing the patient's care.
The on-call clinician must follow up with any patient who was assessed and determined to need
follow-up care. The follow-up call shall be documented in the patients' medical record .

Documentation of Calls Received by On-Call Nurse
a) ALL calls are initially managed by a licensed nurse (APC, RN or LPN) at RHS of PPSLR
b) ALL calls must be documented in patients record medical record
c) Call received during office hours shall be entered into the patients' medical record, immediately,

if possible.

d) Ongoing issues/concerns
e)

0
g)
3)

that develop during the business day must be communicated to the
afterhours on-call nurse, in the event, client calls the after-hours answering service later.
After-hours calls must be documented promptly after the call, preferably by noon the next
business day in patients' medical record.
On-call nurse shall review the patients' medical record for all current and prior calls /visits
relative to that patient prior to documenting the call e.
Hand-off Communication is required from off-going on-call nurse to on-coming on-call nurse.
This communication should include: unresolved patient issues.

Written Agreement for OB/GYN Coverage for Complications

a) RHS of PPSLR has a written coverage agreement
b)
c)
d)
e)

with the Washington University School of
(WUSM),
and
of
Obstetrics
Gynecology
Medicine
Department
The members of the Division of Family Planning at the WUSM Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, where the Medical Director is on staff, primarily serve as the physician backup for
RHS' aborti on patients 2417 .
All members of this division are board-certified or board-eligible OB/GYN physicians
If all the members of the division are unavailable (i.e. out of town for an academic conference),
another member of the WUSM Department of Obstehics and Gynecology, who is board-certified
or board-eligible OB/GYN, who is the attending on call for department will serve as the backup
A rotation of the physician on-call is set in advance and communicated to RHS of PPSLR nursing
staff on a regular basis.

W

W

lJniversity in St. louis

Scnoor or MrorcrNE
George A. Macones, M.D., M.S.C.E.
Mitchell and Elaine Yanow Professor and Head
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

October 20,2An

Washington University School of Medicine
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
660 S. Euclid Ave., Campus Box 8064
St. Louis, MO 63110

This letter updates the continued agreement between Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and
Southwest Missouri and Washington University School of Medicine, Deparfinent of Obstetrics and
Gynecology for back up services, complication follow up, and emergency treatment for our abortion
care patients.

The OB/GYN department will provide back-up services for Reproductive Health Services of Planned
Parenthood of the St. Louis Region's surgical and medication abortion patients. An on-call physician
in the department who is a board-certified or board-eligible OB/GYN will be available 2417 for
consultation when necessary for patients who contact Reproductive Health Services of Planned
Parenthood of the St. Louis Region with potential complications related to an abortion for which
consultation is warranted. The department will provide follow up care for patients who present at the
rgeflcy treatment resulting from abortion complications.
hospital or are transferred
The original agree

George

Mitchell

began on

May

I

1996. This is a continuation of the agreement.

onerill$I.D. M.S.C.E.
ffie Yanow Professor and Head

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecolory

David L. EisenberB, M.D., M.P.H.

Medical Director
Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri and
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region

lttay rt-kf*!
Mary M. Koglt
President and CEO
Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region and Southwest Missouri and
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis Region

Washington University School of Medicine at Wbshin$on University Medical Center, Campus Box 8064,
4911 Barnes-lewish Hospital Plaza, St. Louis, Missouri 63110-1094, (314) 362-7139, FAX: (314) 362-0041,
maconesg@wustl.edu
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An investigation was conducted from 03/06/18
sporadically through 03/19/18 for the purpose of
review for one complaint in relation to the
Missouri Regulations for Abortion Facilities.
Complaint #MO00140153 was found to be
unsubstantiated with no deficiencies.
The facility was found to be in substantial
compliance with the rules and regulations for
abortion facilities found at 19 CSR 30-30.060.
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March 21, 2018

Mary Kogut
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint #MO00140153
Dear Mary Kogut:
The results of the recent survey conducted at your facility on March 19, 2018 indicate that your facility is in compliance
with the State Licensure regulations for abortion facilities.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-6083.
Respectfully,

John Langston, MBA
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-751-6083
Fax: 573-751-6158
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An on-site, unannounced state licensure survey
was conducted from 03/11/19 to 03/13/19 in
order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations governing abortion
facilities, including 19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and
061 and Chapter 188, RSMo (Regulation of
Abortions).
See below for findings:
L 069 19 CSR 30-30.020(1)(A)(6) A written plan shall

4/30/19

L 069

provide
A written plan shall provide for the evacuation of
patients, visitors and personnel in the event of
fire or other disaster within the facility and for an
alarm system to notify personnel. Personnel are
to be acquainted with the evacuation plan to
properly perform their duties in the event of a fire
or disaster.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that all
employees participated in a fire drill at least
annually. The Abortion Facility does an average
of 216 cases per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Natural
Disasters, Chemical Attacks, and Physical
Actions," dated 04/18, showed that fire drills are
performed at least annually. All staff should be
involved. The drill is to familiarize staff with
assigned emergency duties.
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2. Review of the facility's records of fire drills
showed that the most recent fire drill occurred on
11/30/18 and the previous drill occurred on
06/02/17. (Note: The time between drills was
more than 12 months). The list of staff on the drill
from 11/30/18 showed 30 names and 10 were
indicated as having been part of the drill.
3. During an interview on 03/11/19 at 4:15 PM,
Staff N, Clinical Quality Improvement Manager,
stated that she did not know why the fire drills
were more than 12 months apart and that no
physicians were listed as participating as there
were none onsite that day.
L1069 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(A)(1) The governing body

4/30/19

L1069

shall have full legal
The governing body shall have full legal
responsibility for determining, implementing, and
monitoring policies governing a facility's total
operation and for ensuring that the policies are
administered in a manner to provide acceptable
care in a safe environment and in accordance
with all legal requirements and standards of care.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review the facility failed to
ensure all policies were written to maintain
compliance with all regulatory requirements for
obtaining a complete medical history to include a
pelvic examination.
Findings included:
1. Licensure regulations at 19 CSR 30-30.060 (2)
(D) require a written medical history shall be
obtained for each patient. A health assessment
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including a pelvic examination shall be
performed. Pregnancy shall be confirmed by
clinical evidence and laboratory tests. This
information shall be used in determining the
duration of gestation, identifying preexisting
medical or other complications, and detecting
any factors which could influence the choice of
the procedure, anesthesia, or preoperative and
postoperative management. If the physician
determines gestation is beyond the first trimester,
an ultrasound examination shall be performed
and results shall be recorded in the patient's
medical record.
2. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Minutes from RHS (Reproductive Health
Services) Provider Training's Regarding SB
(Senate Bill) 5 and Corrections for DHSS
(Department of Health and Senior Services)
Inspection," dated 04/26/18, showed:
- Pelvic exams done prior to surgical abortion will
continue and should be documented in the
surgical abortion template as has been required current practice.
- Pelvic exams will only be done for medical
abortion when medically indicated - current
practice.
L1076 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(A)(8) The governing body,
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ensure abortion facility
The governing body, through the administrator,
shall ensure that the abortion facility abides by all
applicable state and federal laws and
regulations. This shall include, but not be limited
to, compliance with Chapter 188, RSMo.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
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Based on policy review, record review and
interview, the facility failed to ensure the
physician who obtained the informed consent
was the physician who performed or induced the
abortion for two (#7 and #10) of 10 patients'
abortion medical records reviewed. The Abortion
Facility does an average of 216 cases per month.
On the first day of the survey, there were 21
procedures.
Findings included:
1. The physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion shall provide the information required in
section 188.027.6, RSMo, orally and in person to
the patient at least seventy-two (72) hours before
the abortion.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Consent
and Informed Consent," dated 06/16, showed per
Missouri SB (Senate Bill) 793 and SB5 ALL
women who request an abortion in Missouri must
meet with a Qualified Health Professional and the
physician who will provide the abortion procedure
for consultation at least 72 hours prior to an
abortion procedure (or informed consent may be
given by physician only).
3. Review of Patient #7's medical record showed:
- On 11/15/18, Staff GG, Medical Doctor (MD),
signed the facility's document titled, "State of
Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services Informed Consent Checklist - Abortion."
- On 11/20/18, Staff AA, MD, administered
Mifepristone (stops the pregnancy from growing
and is the first of two medications administered in
a medication-induced abortion).
4. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 1:04 PM,
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Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that:
- Staff AA was a fellow (physician who has
completed their residency and elects to complete
further training in a specialty) who worked with
Staff GG.
- The Mifepristone agreement (medication
agreement form signed by the patient and
provider [physician] that explains that the
medications will end the pregnancy, what to
expect, and directions) was signed by the patient
and Staff AA.
5. Review of Patient #10's medical record
showed:
- On 08/29/18, Staff FF, Doctor of Osteopathic
Medicine (physician whose training focused on
emphasizing a whole-person approach to
treatment and care), signed the facility's
document titled, "State of Missouri Department of
Health and Senior Services Informed Consent
Checklist - Abortion."
- On 09/05/18, Staff AA attempted a surgical
abortion, which was unsuccessful.
- A separate document generated by Staff FF that
included:
* "I was present for the procedure and agree
with the treatment and follow up plan(s)."
* "TV (Trans-vaginal) U/S (ultrasound) was able
to confirm the path, but given the unique position
of the uterus and patient's discomfort, coupled
with early gestational age, we opted to stop the
SAB (surgical abortion) and proceed with MAB
(medical abortion)."
6. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 1:24 PM,
Staff EE, MD, stated that:
- The supervising physician was responsible for
care of the patient;
- The supervising physician for Patient #7 was
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Staff GG;
- Staff GG did not complete a supervisory note
for Patient #7;
- Staff AA could administer the Mifepristone
without the supervisory physician in the room;
- Staff GG was in the room during the surgical
abortion attempt on Patient #7 (performed by
Staff AA); and
- The supervising physician for Patient #10 was
Staff FF.
L1103 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(D) A written medical

4/30/19
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history shall be obtained
A written medical history shall be obtained for
each patient. A health assessment including a
pelvic examination shall be performed.
Pregnancy shall be confirmed by clinical
evidence and laboratory tests. This information
shall be used in determining the duration of
gestation, identifying preexisting medical or other
complications, and detecting any factors which
could influence the choice of the procedure,
anesthesia, or preoperative and postoperative
management. If the physician determines
gestation is beyond the first trimester, an
ultrasound examination shall be performed and
results shall be recorded in the patient's medical
record.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to perform the pelvic examination at a time
that could influence the choice of the planned
procedure and pre-operative management for
nine (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, and #10) of
nine patients' abortion medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
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there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. 188.027 states that Consent to an abortion is
voluntary and informed and given freely and
without coercion if, and only if, at least
seventy-two hours prior to the abortion: 1(f)- the
physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion, a qualified professional, or the referring
physician informs the woman of the gestational
age of the unborn child at the time the abortion is
to be performed or induced.
30-30.060 (D) A written medical history shall be
obtained for each patient. A health assessment
including a pelvic examination shall be
performed. Pregnancy shall be confirmed by
clinical evidence and laboratory tests. This
information shall be used in determining the
duration of gestation, identifying preexisting
medical or other complications, and detecting
any factors which could influence the choice of
the procedure, anesthesia, or preoperative and
postoperative management.
2. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Minutes from RHS (Reproductive Health
Services) Provider Trainings Regarding SB
(Senate Bill) 5 and Corrections for DHSS
(Department of Health and Senior Services)
Inspection," dated 04/26/18, showed:
- Pelvic exams done prior to surgical abortion will
continue and should be documented in the
surgical abortion template as has been required current practice.
- Pelvic exams will only be done for medical
abortion when medically indicated - current
practice.
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3. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, and #8 with admission dates
ranging from 11/17/18 to 02/23/19 for a surgical
abortion showed documentation included findings
from a pelvic examination, but the date and time
of the pelvic examination were not documented.
4. Review of Patient #7's medical record, dated
11/20/18, showed the patient was admitted for a
surgical abortion. The physician's undated and
untimed note of the pelvic examination included,
"Exam limited by body habitus." A medical record
entry, dated 11/20/18 at 1:40 PM, showed Staff
B, Registered Nurse, documented, "Per (Staff
GG, Medical Doctor [MD]) they were unable to
perform in clinic procedure (surgical abortion) so
patient will proceed with medication abortion."
5. Review of Patient #10's medical record, dated
09/05/18, showed the patient was admitted for a
surgical abortion. Documentation included
findings from a pelvic examination, but the date
and time of the pelvic examination were not
documented. (Note: The surgical abortion was
unsuccessful so the plan changed to a
medication-induced abortion.)
6. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:50 AM,
Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that:
- The pelvic exam was done after the consenting
process and pre-operative phase;
- Pelvic exams were done right after the time out
(intentional pause immediately before starting the
surgical procedure when a final verification is
made to confirm the correct patient, surgery,
side, implant, and any special requirements);
- Right after the pelvic exam, medications were
given and then the procedure was completed;
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and
- The medical records did not include the date
and time of the pelvic exam.
7. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 1:24 PM,
Staff EE, MD, stated that:
- Routinely, they performed the time out, the
pelvic exam, administered the medication, and
then performed the procedure.
- They did the pelvic exam before going into the
uterus.
L1116 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(N) Facilities performing

4/30/19

L1116

surgical,emergency drug
Facilities performing surgical procedures shall
have emergency drugs, oxygen, and intravenous
fluids in the procedure room to stabilize the
patient's condition when necessary. A manual
breathing bag, suction machine, and
endotracheal equipment shall be located in the
clinical area for immediate access.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute, nationally-recognized
standards, policy review, record review,
observation, and interview, the facility failed to
ensure:
- Staff maintained the necessary endotracheal
equipment (equipment used to provide
respiration when the patient is unable to breath
for themselves) readily available to manage a
respiratory emergency;
- Staff were familiar with the location and
operation of emergency equipment; and
- Policies were developed to ensure staff
orientation and knowledge validation for the
location and use of emergency supplies;
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
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procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the 2011 Missouri Revised Statutes
TITLE XII PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
Chapter 197 Medical Treatment Facility Licenses
Section 197.230 showed:
- The department of health and senior services
shall make, or cause to be made, such
inspections and investigations as it deems
necessary. The department may delegate its
powers and duties to investigate and inspect
ambulatory surgical centers or abortion facilities
to an official of a political subdivision having a
population of at least four hundred fifty thousand
if such political subdivision is deemed qualified
by the department to inspect and investigate
ambulatory surgical centers. The official so
designated shall submit a written report of his or
her findings to the department and the
department may accept the recommendations of
such official if it determines that the facility
inspected meets minimum standards established
pursuant to sections 197.200 to 197.240.
- In the case of any abortion facility, the
department shall make or cause to be made an
unannounced on-site inspection and investigation
at least annually. Such on-site inspection and
investigation shall include, but not be limited to,
the following areas:
(1) Compliance with all statutory and regulatory
requirements for an abortion facility, including
requirements that the facility maintain adequate
staffing and equipment to respond to medical
emergencies.
2. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
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Registered Nurses "Guideline for Care of the
Patient Receiving Moderate Sedation/Analgesia
(a condition in which the patient exhibits a mildly
depressed level of consciousness and an altered
perception of pain but retains the ability to
respond appropriately to verbal or tactile
stimulation)," dated 2018, showed:
- Recommendation III.c.4.
* Monitoring equipment (e.g., pulse oximetry
(device that measures the oxygen saturation of
arterial blood), Electrocardiogram (ECG measures electrical activity all over the heart),
capnography (the monitoring of the concentration
carbon dioxide in the respiratory gases), blood
pressure measurement devices, oxygen source,
masks and cannulas, suction source, tubing, and
tips, and oral and nasal [through the nose]
airways) should be working properly, and
immediately available in the room where the
procedure is being performed.
- Recommendation III.e.
* Emergency resuscitation equipment and
supplies should be immediately available in every
location in which moderate sedation is
administered.
- Recommendation III.e.1.
* Emergency equipment and supplies should
include:
Airway and ventilatory equipment (e.g.,
laryngoscopes (a diagnostic tool with a blade,
light, and mirrors, used to examine the larynx
[hollow organ in the throat that forms an air
passage to the lungs]), endotracheal tubes (ETTa breathing tube inserted into the airway to keep
the airway open), laryngeal mask airway (LMA - a
medical device that keeps a patient's airway
open during anesthesia or unconsciousness),
oral and nasal airways;
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3. Review of the facility's policy titled,
"Emergency Response Protocol and Procedure
for Emergency Transfer of Patients in Life
Threatening Situations," dated 02/19, showed:
- When an emergency is recognized by staff they
will respond to the patient in crisis and notify
physician and Registered Nurse (RN)/Licensed
Practical Nurse (LPN).
- Basic Life Support (BLS - a level of medical
care which is used for victims of life-threatening
illnesses or injuries until they can be given full
medical care) services and supportive care will
be started as indicated.
- Treating physician will direct patient care and
designate team members to carry out tasks as
necessary.
* Be sure to start with the ABCs (Airway,
Breathing, Circulation).
- RN/LPN who comes to the room should assess
ABCs and should ask treating physician for
report regarding any other equipment (e.g.
intravenous (small catheter inserted into a vein
for administering medication and fluid) access,
oxygen, and ultrasound) or medications needed.
(Note: The policy failed to identify the emergency
equipment necessary to treat seizures,
bleedings, anaphylactic shock, respiratory arrest,
and cardiac arrest and other life threatening
emergencies and failed to address the need for
staff orientation and training on the locations and
operation of emergency equipment.)
4. Review of the facility's undated document
titled, "Emergency Box: Medication and
Supplies," showed the emergency box checklist
failed to include suction equipment, i.e., suction
device (plastic suction tip used to suction
secretions from the mouth and throat) and
endotracheal equipment (equipment used to
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manage an open airway, i.e., endotracheal tubes,
endotracheal tube introducers [device used to
assist in obtaining an airway] and laryngoscope
handle and blades).
5. Review of the facility's undated checklist titled,
"Quality Management (QM) Site System Review,"
showed:
- The document was to be completed monthly by
the Surgical Services Manager/Delegate and
included:
- Emergency Equipment
* Audited by nursing supervisor (blank for
initials).
* Resuscitative equipment; and
* Cart with emergency supplies & weekly
checklist current.
(Note: The checklist failed to contain a list of
specific emergency or resuscitative equipment to
be checked.)
6. Observation on 03/11/19 at approximately 1:45
PM showed:
- A portable suction machine in supply storage
room #2;
- No suction equipment in three of three
procedure rooms; and
- No suction equipment in the pre/post procedure
area.
7. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:25 AM in
the pre/post procedure area, Staff O, Advanced
Practice Registered Nurse (APRN), Clinical
Manager, stated that:
- There was no suction in the procedure rooms or
pre/post procedure area.
- She did not know where the suction machine
was located.
- Staff needed an in-service on location of
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emergency equipment.
8. Observation on 03/12/19 at 9:30 AM in the
pre/post procedure area showed:
- An emergency box with emergency medications
and supplies.
* The emergency box did not contain suction
supplies (suction tips or cannulas) or
endotracheal equipment.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
B, Registered Nurse (RN), stated that:
- There was no suction supplies or endotracheal
equipment in the pre/post area.
- She did not know what emergency supplies
were in the procedure rooms, she was only
responsible for the pre/post procedure area.
- She had worked at the facility for approximately
three years.
- She did not know where the suction machine
was located.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff O
stated that she did not know where the
endotracheal tubes were located.
9. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:05 AM,
Staff EE, Physician, stated that:
- If they had a patient that needed intubation he
would use a LMA.
- The LMA's were with the emergency supplies in
the procedure rooms.
- The facility had LMAs, oxygen, and suction for
endotracheal equipment.
- Given the facility's proximity to a hospital and
EMS response time he had determined those
supplies were sufficient for the facility.
10. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:10 AM,
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Staff H, Surgical Scrub Technician (staff member
who performs multiple duties including providing
the surgeon with the instruments needed to
perform a surgery), Patient Flow Coordinator,
stated that:
- The suction machine was in the sterile supply
storage room.
- They did not have suction tips or catheters for
oral suction of the patient.
- She did not know if the facility had
laryngoscope handles and blades.
- They did not have LMAs.
12. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 10:15 AM,
Staff A, Director of Surgical Services, stated that
she did not know where the suction tips or
laryngoscope handles and blades were located
or if they had them.
13. Observation on 03/12/19 at 10:20 AM of
procedure room #3 and two sterile supplies
closet showed there were no LMA or suction tips
available for the facility.
14. Observation on 03/12/19 at 10:35 AM of
sterile storage room #2 showed:
- The laryngoscope handles and blades were
stored together in a factory storage container on
the top shelf.
- The handles and blades had not been cleaned,
high level disinfected, or packaged to prevent
cross-contamination.
(Note: The handles and blades were not ready
for patient use.)
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
EE, stated that:
- The facility purchased laryngoscope handles
and blades approximately one year ago.
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- They were stored on the top shelf in the supply
room, still in the original case.
- They would never use the laryngoscope
handles and blades or the ET tubes.
- He did not know the facility did not have any
suction tips for oral suctioning.
15. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:00 AM,
Staff N, Clinical Quality Implementation Manager,
stated that:
- The only checklist for staff to validate
emergency supplies was the document,
"Emergency Box," which was used for the
pre/post procedure monitoring area.
- The facility did not have an inclusive list of unit
emergency supplies and equipment.
- The monitoring tool for emergency supplies,
"QM Monthly Site System Review Worksheet,"
did not include a list of emergency supplies and
was not a tool to validate staff knowledge of
emergency supplies.
- The facility did not have a policy that outlined
the required emergency supplies to be
maintained by the unit; and
- The facility did not have a policy that directed
staff orientation and knowledge validation for the
location and use of emergency supplies.
L1131 19 CSR 30-30.060(4)(A) Infection control

4/30/19

L1131

standards of the facility
Infection control standards of the facility must be
identified in writing, in compliance with
generally-agreed upon national standards such
as those of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), Association for Professionals
in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC),
Association of peri-Operative Registered Nurses
(AORN), or other standards determined
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acceptable by the department.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to ensure:
- Staff maintained a controlled environment to
prevent cross-contamination in sterile processing
and decontamination;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
and manufacturers instructions for use (IFU) for
the monitoring of chemicals used for High-Level
Disinfection (HLD) of instruments;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
for the maintenance of logs to document the
required monitoring controls for HLD of
instruments;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
for the maintenance of logs to document the
required monitoring controls for steam
sterilization;
- Staff followed acceptable sterilization standards
and facility policy for the labeling of sterile
instruments and packages; and
- Ensure expired supplies were not available for
use.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
procedures per month. On the first day of the
survey, there were 21 procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Managing
Infection Prevention at Affiliates," dated 07/09/18,
showed:
- All staff is responsible for adhering to and
incorporating infection prevention practices with
service provision.
- The facility uses as a reference:
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* The Affiliate Risk Management Services
infection Prevention Manual;
* Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
* HealthCare Infection Control Practices
Advisory Committee Guidelines;
- Other resources are listed in the attachment
section of this manual:
* Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI);
* Association of PeriOperative Registered
Nurses (AORN);
* Association of Professionals in Infection and
Epidemiology (branch of medicine which deals
with the incidence, distribution, and possible
control of diseases and other factors relating to
health); and
* Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
2. Review of the AORN "Perioperative Standards
and Recommended Practices for Instrument
Cleaning," dated 2018, showed:
- Recommendation V.
* Instruments should be cleaned and
decontaminated in an area separate from
locations where clean items are handled.
* Physical separation of decontamination areas
(area of a health care facility designated for
collection, retention, and cleaning of soiled
and/or contaminated items) from areas where
clean items are handled minimized the risk of
cross-contamination.
* Droplets and aerosols created during cleaning
of soiled instruments can cause
cross-contamination of any nearby clean items or
surfaces.
- Recommendation V.a.
* The sterile processing area should have:
- Separate clean and decontamination
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spaces, which may be rooms or areas;
- Decontamination and clean spaces that are
separated by one of three methods: A wall with a
door or pass-through, a partial wall or partition
that is at least 4 feet high and at least the width of
the counter, or a distance of 4 feet between the
instrument washing sink and the area where the
instruments are prepared for sterilization.
- Recommendation VI.
* Contaminated instruments are a potential
source of transmissible pathogens.
3. Review of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
3.3.6.1.1 Design considerations: The
decontamination area/room should be physically
separate from all other processing areas and
from areas in which clean or sterilization
procedures are carried out, with any connecting
doors and pass-through windows remaining
closed.
4. Observation on 03/11/19 at 1:30 PM of the
sterile processing area showed:
- The pass through window between sterile
processing and decontamination was open.
- Staff F, Surgical Scrub Technician (ST, staff
member who performs multiple duties including
providing the surgeon with the instruments
needed to perform a surgery), was cleaning
contaminated instruments in the decontamination
room in direct proximity to the pass through
window.
- The door to the sterile processing room was
propped open.
- Two sterilizers along the wall adjacent to the
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door that protruded past the door frame and
prevented the door from being closed.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A,
Director of Surgical Services, stated that the
sterilizers blocked the door to sterile processing
from closing.
5. Observation on 03/12/19 at 9:28 AM showed
the doors to sterile processing and
decontamination and the pass through window
were open.
6. Observation on 03/12/19 at 11:25 AM showed
the door to sterile processing and the pass
through window was open.
7. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 9:15 AM,
Staff A stated that the door to decontamination
and the pass through window were to remain
closed at all times.
8. Review of the ANSI/AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
- E.6 Quality control in chemical disinfection
(chemical substances which are used to kill or
deactivate pathogenic microorganisms [capable
of causing illness in humans])
* Dilution and minimum effective
recommendation (MEC) / minimum
recommended concentration (MRC) monitoring:
The disinfectant is diluted by water remaining
on surfaces and in the lumens of devices
immersed in the disinfectant.
Dilution can be very significant in the
long-term use and reuse of a chemical
disinfectant and can potentially reduce the
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concentration of the chemical agent to a level too
low to be effective in killing a sufficient number of
certain microorganisms in the recommended
exposure time.
To avoid dilution of the disinfectant, excess
moisture should be removed after cleaning.
Disinfectant solutions must not be used at
concentrations below the MEC or MRC stated on
the label.
As part of a health care facility's quality control
program, Liquid Chemical Sterilants (LCS)/HLD
solutions such as glutaraldehyde (Cidex OPA
[brand] - high level disinfectant for semi-critical
medical devices) solution should be monitored
upon activation and before each use in order to
detect unexpected dilution of the solution.
9. Review of the AORN "Guideline for Manual
Chemical High-Level Disinfection," dated 2018,
showed:
- Recommendation IV.d.
* High-level disinfection should occur in a
designated clean area that is separate from the
decontamination area.
* Separating the clean area from the area where
devices are cleaned and prepared for high-level
disinfection reduces the risk of device
contamination that might occur when both clean
and contaminated processing activities are
performed in a single area.
- Recommendation VI.c.1.
* A test strip or other Food and Drug
Administration-cleared testing device specific to
the disinfectant and the active ingredient in the
disinfectant should be used before each use of
the HLD solution.
- Recommendation VI.d.1.
* The temperature of the HLD solution should
be verified before each use with a thermometer
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calibrated within the applicable range.
- Recommendation IX:
* Documentation should be completed to enable
the identification of trends and demonstrate
compliance with regulatory and accrediting
agency requirements.
- Recommendation IX.a.
* Records related to manual chemical high-level
disinfection should include:
The date and time of high-level disinfection;
HLD solution lot number;
HLD solution shelf-life date;
HLD solution activation date;
HLD solution reuse-life date;
Results of solution test strip testing;
Results of MRC or MEC testing, if applicable;
HLD solution temperature;
HLD solution exposure time;
Quantity and description of the device or item;
and
Identity of the person performing high-level
disinfection.
10. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection, and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
showed to ensure integrity, visually inspect
previously used solution before use, test and
record results in appropriate testing log daily.
11. Review of the manufacturer's IFU for Cidex
OPA showed:
- Reuse for Disinfection:
* The concentration of Cidex OPA Solution
during its use-life (time between activation of the
solution and last date to be used) must be
verified by the test strips prior to each use.
* This is to ensure the minimum effective
concentration is present.
* Cidex OPA Solution may be used for up to a
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maximum of 14 days provided the required
conditions of concentration and temperature
exist.
12. Review of the facility's documents titled,
"Cidex OPA Solution MEC test log showed:
- The document was used to record the following
information:
* Date the solution was poured into the
secondary container (a soaking pan);
* Staff initials;
* MEC test strip results; and
* Comments/resolution.
- Review of the monthly logs showed:
* 11/18 - entries on three days;
* 12/18 - entries on three days;
* 01/19 - entries on four days;
* 02/19 - entries on seven days; and
* 03/01/19 - 03/11/19 - entries on four days:
* Staff documented that the solution was
changed four times in 19 weeks.
- Staff failed to document:
* The date and time of high-level disinfection;
* HLD solution lot number;
* HLD solution reuse-life date;
* HLD solution exposure time; and
* Quantity and description of the devices or
items disinfected.
13. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 8:35 AM,
Staff F stated that:
- Staff checked the Cidex daily;
- They only checked the Cidex on days they had
procedures that required HLD.
- The Cidex expired 14 days after it was mixed
regardless of the MEC.
- The number of HLD loads disinfected averaged
between 12 and 15 HLD loads per day on
procedure days.
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- She did not check the Cidex MEC prior to
disinfection of each load.
14. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 9:30 AM,
Staff A stated that:
- She did not know the Cidex MEC should be
validated prior to each HLD load of instruments;
and
- She was not aware the time of high-level
disinfection, solution lot number,
reuse-life date, exposure time, quantity, and
description of the device or
item disinfected should be documented.
15. Review of the ANSI/ AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2018, showed:
- 13.3.3 Sterilizer records
* The process critical parameters (time and
temperature) provided on the recording chart,
printer, or tape should be reviewed, signed, and
dated by the operator to indicate an acceptable
cycle.
* For each sterilization cycle, the following
information should be recorded:
(a) The load number;
(b) The specific contents of the lot or load,
including quantity, department, and a specific
description of the items(e.g., towel packs,
type/name of instrument sets);
(c) The exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart; and
(d) Operator identification.
16. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection, and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
showed:
- Information that should be recorded and
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maintained for each sterilization cycle includes
guidance from Consolidated Test of American
National Standard/Advancing Safety in Medical
Technology:
* Specific contents of the lot or load, including
quantity, department, and specific description of
the items (e.g. towels, type/name of instrument
sets);
* Exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart;
* Name or initials of operator; and
* Results of biological testing, if applicable.
17. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:15 AM
in the sterile processing room, Staff D, ST, stated
that:
- They did not maintain a sterilization log.
- She never had any training on the sterilization
process; she just continued to do what she had
seen was done in the past.
- She only logged sterilizer cleaning and results
of the biologicals.
- Each instrument package and set should be
labeled with a load number and autoclave
number.
- She did not know they should keep a record of
the content, time and temperature for each
sterilizer load.
18. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:30 AM
in the sterile processing room, Staff A stated that:
- They tested the Cidex OPA solution daily.
- She did not know they were supposed to test
the Cidex OPA solution before every load of
instruments processed.
- They did not have a log to document load
content, time, and temperature for the Cidex OPA
solution or the steam sterilizers.
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19. Review of the ANSI/AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities," dated 2017, showed:
- 13.3.1 General considerations
* Each item or package intended for use as a
sterile product should be labeled with a lot control
identifier to allow full traceability of that item to
the patient.
* Each load should have a load control record
that includes a detailed content list, including
specific identification of sets and the contents of
sealable pouches.
- 13.3.2 Package labeling
* Each item or package intended for use as a
sterile product should be labeled with a lot control
identifier prior to sterilization. The lot control
identifier should identify:
a) The sterilizer identification number or code;
b) A detailed list of the contents (e.g.,
identification of multiple sets and the contents of
paper-plastic pouches);
c) The person who assembled the package;
d) The date of sterilization;
e) The cycle number (cycle run of the
sterilizer); and
f) The patient, if applicable.
- Rationale: Labeling items with a lot control
number and an expiration statement or (when
applicable) expiration date is necessary for
proper stock rotation. Lot identification enables
personnel to retrieve items in the event of a recall
and to trace problems (e.g., wet packs) to the
source. Pre-sterilization labeling can be done
after sterilizer and cycle assignment is
determined and as the cart is loaded.
Accountability to the patient and surgeon for the
sterility of a reprocessed device requires
documentation that can be traced to the patient.
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Traceability is especially important as the
consequences of infection can result in increased
morbidity and mortality.
20. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Cleaning,
Disinfection and Sterilization," dated 07/09/18,
showed:
- Documentation establishes accountability by
documenting what instruments have been
processed and provides evidence of monitoring
controls for those items.
* In the event of a sterilization process failure,
good records will help the staff trace each
package back to the event itself.
* Each item or pack should be labeled with a lot
identifier that designates the sterilizer
identification number or code, the date of
sterilization, and the cycle number (cycle run of
the sterilizer).
*Lot identification enables retrieval of items in
the event of a recall, tracing problems to their
source and facilitates proper stock rotation.
21. Observation on 03/11/19 at 3:00 PM in the
sterile processing room showed 13 of 26 sterile
instrument packages observed did not have a
sterilizer or load number identified on the
package.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff
O, Clinical Manager, stated that she did not know
the sterilizer and load number should have been
identified on the packages of sterilized
instruments. Staff F stated that she did not know
she was supposed to label every instrument
package with the sterilizer number and load
number.
22. Observation on 03/11/19 at 1:30 PM in the
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sterile supply storage room showed:
- A box of 50 infusion sets (small tubing with
needle inserted into a vein for administering
medication and fluid) that had expired 08/18.
- Staff A removed the box of expired supplies.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A
stated that Staff H, Patient Flow Coordinator and
Staff T, Shipping and Receiving Coordinator,
were responsible for checking for expired
supplies at least monthly.
23. Observation on 03/11/19 from 1:50 PM
through 2:45 PM during tour of the patient care
areas, showed seven expired cans of
alcohol-based hand sanitizer with expiration
dates ranging from 08/18 through 12/18.
24. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:02 AM,
Staff O stated that she did not know who was
responsible to monitor the expiration dates of the
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
25. During an interview on 03/13/19 at 11:10 AM,
Staff H stated that she did not know who was
responsible to monitor the expiration dates of the
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
L1146 19 CSR 30-30.060(5)(F) The facility shall follow

4/30/19

L1146

all applicable laws
The facility shall follow all applicable laws and
regulations pertaining to controlled substances.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on state statute, policy review, record
review, and interview, the facility failed to:
- Ensure controlled substance logs were
maintained to include the addresses of patients
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who received controlled substances; and
- Ensure controlled substance logs were
maintained to include the reason for the
destruction or wastage of controlled substances
not administered.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 216
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were 21 cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri's 19 Code of State
Regulations (CSR) 30-1.048(1)(3), dated
04/30/17, showed:
- Each individual practitioner, institutional
practitioner, and pharmacy shall maintain records
with the following information for each controlled
substance received, maintained, dispensed, or
disposed:
* The name of the substance;
* Each finished form (for example, ten milligram
(10 mg) tablet or ten milligram (10 mg)
concentration per fluid ounce or milliliter) and the
number of units or volume of finished form in
each commercial container (for example, one
hundred (100) tablet bottle or three milliliter (3 ml)
vial);
* The number of commercial containers of each
finished form received from other persons,
including the date of and number of containers in
each receipt and the name, address and
registration number of the person from whom the
containers were received;
* The number of units or volume of the finished
form dispensed including the name and address
of the person to whom it was dispensed, the date
of dispensing, the number of units or volume
dispensed, and the written or typewritten name or
initials of the individual who dispensed or
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administered the substance; and
* The number of units or volume of the finished
forms, commercial containers, or both, disposed
of in any other manner by the registrant,
including the date and manner of disposal and
the quantity of the substance in finished form
disposed.
- Individual practitioners shall maintain the
records listed in subsections (1)(A)-(E) of this
rule separately from patient medical records.
2. Review of Missouri's 19 CSR 30-1.078(5)
showed the following shall be entered in the
controlled substance administration record or a
separate controlled substance destruction record
when the controlled substance is destroyed in the
patient care area: the date and hour of
destruction, the drug name and strength, the
amount destroyed, the reason for destruction and
the patient's name and room number. The nurse,
pharmacist or physician and the witnessing
hospital employee shall sign the entry.
3. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Policy
Statement & Work Practices for Management of
Controlled Substances," dated 04/30/18, showed:
- The dispensing log must include the date
dispensed, patient name, patient address, drug
name, strength, dosage form and quantity
dispensed, and the name/initials of the person
performing the dispensing.
- The chief circumstances for disposal of
unwanted controlled substances are:
* The drug has been contaminated by patient
contact, left over injectable drugs in a syringe, or
a tablet that has fallen out of a patient's hand or
mouth. In these cases the drug may be
destroyed by two employees. The drug must be
destroyed beyond reclamation and documented
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as described below.
* When practitioners administer injectable
controlled substances, there will be a small
amount remaining in the hub of the syringe.
These are considered insignificant in the course
of normal practice. These amounts are not
considered lost. They should be documented on
the logs so they are accounted for and records
balance.
(Note: The facility did not include documenting
the reason for wastage in their list of required
documentation.)
4. Review of the facility's documents titled,
"Controlled Substance Dispensing Or
Administration Log," dated 01/30/19 through
03/13/19, showed:
- Staff did not include the patients' addresses on
the log; and
- Staff did not document the reason controlled
substances were wasted.
5. During an interview on 03/12/19 at 9:00 AM,
Staff B, Registered Nurse, stated that:
- They did not document the patient's address on
the "Controlled Substance Dispensing Or
Administration Log;" and
- Staff did not document the reason controlled
substances were wasted unless the reason for
wastage was something "weird."
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An on-site, unannounced state complaint
investigation (MO00154375) was conducted from
April 2, 2019, to May 28, 2019, in order to
determine compliance with applicable statutes
and regulations governing abortion facilities,
including 19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and 061 and
Chapter 188, RSMo (Regulation of Abortions).
The complaint investigation was unable to be
completed, due to RHS' refusal to fully cooperate
with an ongoing investigation. To date, some
physicians who provided the care documented
within the medical records reviewed have refused
to submit to interviews and requests for copies of
patient medical records and relevant policies
were initially refused. Requested records have
been subsequently provided.
Investigation findings include:
RHS violated applicable regulation, 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(A)(8) and state law evidenced by a
failure to:
-ensure the Department of Health and Senior
Services was able to complete an investigation,
as required by Chapter 197 .230 RSMo, to include
failing to induce, encourage, compel , or motivate
the physicians who provide patient care at RHS to
submit to interviews and failure to ensure the
collection of relevant medical records;
-ensure the physician performing the informed
consent was the same physician performing the
abortion, for 8 patients, as required by Chapter
188.027.6 RSMo;
-ensure a complication report was completed and
filed for a failed abortion for 1 patient, as required
by Chapter 188.052.2 RSMo.
RHS violated applicable regulation, 19 CSR
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30-30.060( 1)(A)(1) pertaining to providing care in
a safe environment and following standards of
care, evidenced by a failure to:
-ensure the pelvic examination was completed at
the time of the health assessment and in a
manner to accurately document the size and
orientation of 1 patient's uterus prior to a surgical
abortion, which contributed to a failed abortion ;
-ensure the accuracy of a gross examination of
fetal tissue to ensure a completed abortion for 2
patients;
-ensure there was communication with the
pathology lab after the discovery of failed
abortions for 2 patients;
-ensure prompt follow up with a patient
complaining of continuing pregnancy symptoms
for 1 patient;
-ensure informed consent was provided to 2
patients prior to the performance of new surgical
abortions following failed abortions;
-ensure the informed consent process included
the seventy-two (72) hour required waiting period
for 2 patients;
-ensure the appropriateness of nursing care for 1
patient who was instructed to perform a
self-fundal massage for post-abortion care at 7
weeks and 1 day gestational age ;
-ensure an abortion was planned in a safe
environment for 1 patient presenting for a
therapeutic abortion at 21 weeks and 5 days with
a previous history of a C-section and a diagnosis
of placenta previa, resulting in an emergency
transfer to a hospital , where the patient was
described as critically ill and suffering from shock ,
on pressors (drug for treating hypotension) and
suffering massive blood loss. The patient
underwent emergency surgery (bilateral uterine
artery embolization) to control life-threatening
blood loss (2L);
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-ensure the appropriate risks and benefits were
conveyed to 1 patient of the likelihood of a
diagnosis of placenta accreta (a serious
pregnancy condition that occurs when the
placenta grows too deeply into the uterine wall) at
21 weeks and at term with an ultrasound not
showing evidence of an accreta.
RHS violated applicable regulation, 19 CSR
30-30.060(3)(8) , pertaining to the accuracy of
patient medical records, evidenced by a failure to:
-ensure medical records were maintained in a
manner that accurately documents the time and
date a record was created or amended and any
specific amendments made to the record;
-ensure the medical record accurately identified
the identity of the physician inducing a medication
abortion for 1 record;
-ensure the medical record accurately documents
a record of supervision for residents and fellows
performing abortions at the facility for 2 records.
RHS violated applicable regulation , 19 CSR
30-30.060(3)(H) pertaining to the submission of
complication reports, evidenced by a failure to:
-ensure a complication report for 1 failed
medication abortion was submitted to the
department, as required.
RHS violated applicable regulation, 19 CSR
30-30.060(8)(C) pertaining to the lack of action
taken regarding identified problems with care
provided, evidenced by a failure to:
- ensure the appropriateness of the care provided
at the facility was reviewed regarding the
occurrence of 3 failed abortions documented
within the medical records from M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Services
STATE FORM

eaw
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through
-ensure that action was taken regarding problems
identified in the medical care provided at the
facility, regarding the failed abortions.
(Note: The Statement of Deficiencies issued to
RHS pursuant to the March 13, 2019 annual
inspection showed violations of 19 CSR
30-30.060(0) (L 1103) for failure to perform a
pelvic examination during the 72-hour
preoperative assessment and 19 CSR
30-30.060(1 )(A)(8) (L 1076) for failure of the
facility to ensure the same physician performing
the informed consent performs the abortion.)
L1069 19 CSR 30-30.060(1 )(A)(1) The governing body

L1069

shall have full legal
The governing body shall have full legal
responsibility for determining, implementing, and
monitoring policies governing a facility's total
operation and for ensuring that the policies are
administered in a manner to provide acceptable
care in a safe environment and in accordance
with all legal requirements and standards of care.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on facility record review and review of the
standards of medical care, the facility failed to
ensure:
-the pelvic examination was completed at the
time of the health assessment and in a manner
to accurately document the size and orientation of
1 patient's (Patient #1) uterus prior to a surgical
abortion, which contributed to a failed abortion;
-the accuracy of a gross examination of fetal
tissue to ensure a completed abortion for 2
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patients (Patient #2 and #3);
-there was communication with the pathology lab
after the discovery of failed abortions for 2
patients (Patient #2 and #3);
-the prompt follow up with a patient complaining
of continuing pregnancy symptoms for 1 patient
(Patient #2);
-informed consent was provided to 2 patients
(Patient #2 and #3) prior to the performance of
new surgical abortions following failed abortions;
-the informed consent process included the
seventy-two (72) hour required waiting period for
2 patients (Patient #2 and #3);
-the appropriateness of nursing care for 1 patient
(Patient #4) who was instructed to perform a
self-fundal massage for post-abortion care at 7
weeks and 1 day gestational age;
-an abortion was planned in a safe environment
for 1 patient (Patient #12) presenting for a
therapeutic abortion at 21 weeks and 5 days with
a previous history of a C-section and a diagnosis
of placenta previa, resulting in an emergency
transfer to a hospital, where the patient was
described as critically ill and suffering from shock,
on pressors (drug for treating hypotension) and
suffering massive blood loss. The patient
underwent emergency surgery (bilateral uterine
artery embolization) to control life-threatening
blood loss (2L);
-the appropriate risks and benefits were
conveyed to 1 patient (Patient #12) of the
likelihood of a diagnosis of placenta accreta (a
serious pregnancy condition that occurs when the
placenta grows too deeply into the uterine wall) at
21 weeks and at term with an ultrasound not
showing evidence of an accreta.
Findings included:
1. Review of the medical record for Patient #1
M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Services
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showed she presented to RHS on , to provide informed consent for a surgical
abortion. The informed consent document is
present in the fi le and is signed by the patient and
,_
.
Staff E. The document is dated_
A transabdominal ultrasound was performed on
the patient and gestational age was determined
to be 7 weeks and 4 days. The patient agreed to
have a vacuum aspiration. The record notes the
patient underwent a prior surgical abortion in
2016 and encountered "abnormal bleeding after
abortion" as a result of that event.

••••••

Patient #1 presented to RHS for a surgical
A physical and
abortion on
pelvic examination is documented in the record
as conducted by physician resident, Staff F. Staff
F documented the uterine orientation as "Ant"
and the uterine size as "less than 6 weeks". The
procedure was performed at 11 :35 a.m. by
physician fellow, Staff A. The abortion was not
performed under ultrasound. The patient's cervix
was dilated to 21 and a 7mm cannula was used
for the aspiration. The physician notes that
"procedure completed with difficulty MVA
activated with no tissue returned." Additional
visit comments, entered into the record and dated
, at 12:00 p.m. , state, "Uterus
anteverted but retroflexed. Dilated to 21 Fr and
7mm cannula passed. MVA deployed with no
tissue or blood returned. Ultrasound brought to
room. Attempted again to pass dilator with
visualization with both transvag inal and
transabdominal ultrasound views utilized.
Unsuccessful in attempt to visualize dilator on US
so procedure abandoned. W ill plan for
medication abortion." A note in the record dated
at 12:45 p.m. , states,
"Medication AB teaching completed and HCG
drawn. Follow up apt scheduled." The recorded

I-
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entry was made by Staff J, nurse. The record
includes a "patient agreement" form for the
administration of Mifeprex. The agreement is
signed by the patient and Staff E and is dated
at 12:00p.m. An additional
record states, "Pt
had unsuccessful in clinic procedure. Medication
AB initiated. HCG drawn. Pt scheduled for apt
for for repeat HCG." The entry was
made by Staff J, nurse.
An untitled document, referenced to patient #1,
,
generated by Staff E, dated
at 9:20 a.m., states in part, "Supervising provider
review for encounter on 9:20 AM I
was present for the procedure and agree with the
treatment and follow up plan(s)." Further, the
document noted, "pt. with an very acutely
retroflexed uterus and the pregnancy at the
fundus. Although the canal and path was able to
be appreciated with eth17F Pratt dilator, the angle
and traction on the cervix was quite
uncomfortable for the patient. The position of the
uterus made TA u/S ineffective. TV U/S was
able to confirm the path, but given the unique
position of the uterus and pts discomfort, coupled
with early gestational age, we opted to stop the
Sab and proceed with MAB. Discussed and
explained with patient. Questions answered."
The record indicates Patient #1 contacted RHS
on
at 12:05 p.m., and spoke
to Staff J, nurse. The record documents the
patient contact as follows, "Spoke with pt who
reports only mild cramping and scant bleeding
since taking misoprostol at 530pm last evening.
Encouraged pt to wait thru tonight to give
misoprostol the full 24 hrs to work and if she still
thinks she has not passed the pregnancy
tomorrow morning to return to clinic. Pt

••••••

I
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verbalized an understanding of plan and states
she will comply. [Staff E] aware and agrees with
plan."
Patient #1 presented to RHS on- , for post-abortion care. The record, dated
, documents an ultrasound
conducted by physician, Staff M. The fetal
gestational age was found to be 9 weeks and 0
days. Findings included are identified as, "yolk
sac, cardiac motion, fetal pole, gestational sac
with double ring sign, single". Staff E performed
a physical examination on Patient #1 and
determined the uterine orientation to be "post"
and a uterine size of "9-1 0 weeks". (This finding
is inconsistent with the findings of Staff F on
.) The visit comment in the
record states, "Pt reutrned [sic] to clinic with
continuing pregnancy confirmed on sono. Pt
desires to have evacuation today if possible. Pt
reports only spotting and m ild cramping after
taking misoprostol at home at 530pm on
(more than 24 hrs ago). Discussed with
[Staff E] who ordered pt receive misoprostol and
IV sedation and will attempt in clinic procedure.
Discussed with pt who is in agreement. The visit
comment is recorded by Staff J, nurse at 11 :00
a.m. on
. The procedure was
performed at 12:56 p.m. by Staff E. The abortion
was performed under ultrasound . The patient's
cervix was dilated to 25 and a 9mm cannula was
used for the aspiration. The physician notes that
the procedure was completed without difficulty
[sic]. An additional comment in the record, dated
, 1:05 p.m. , from an unknown
author, states, "S/p failed Sab 2/2 dicomfotr
[sic]and uterune [sic] position. Attempted MAB
without success. USe of IVS and U/S guidance
was able to evacuate without diffciluty [sic].
Extremely RV and Retroflexed".
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On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. When
asked if she was present during the pelvic
examination conducted on Patient #1 by Staff F,
Staff Estated, "I don't know." When asked about
the difference between the results of the pelvic
examination conducted on
, by
Staff F, and the pelvic examination conducted by
her on
, she stated, "Female
anatomy can change from day to day. In
addition, there were several weeks between, or
there was some time between the first and the
second, in which the pregnancy was continuing to
grow. One of the biggest drivers of change in
female anatomy is change in the size of uterus.
So, as the pregnancy grows, the uterus changes
size .... In addition, this patient did receive
medication in between, which changes both the
architecture and the size direction of the uterus".
The Department finds this explanation is
insufficient to satisfy compliance with this
requirement.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. W hen asked if it was his
expectation that the supervising physician follow
up with a resident who w as found to have
conducted or documented a pelvic examination
inaccurately, he stated, "The residents are not
providing the care, because they are not
providing the care without that physician present."
He stated that the residents never document care
that is provided. He further stated, "We are
documenting because we are the ones
responsible for providing that care."
Review of RHS policy 1.1.14, entitled "Medical
Screening and Evaluation", table 1.2c states that
a "physical examination" must include, "Bimanual
exam , including estimation of uterine size and
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
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position and palpation of the adnexa."
Review of Outpatient Gynecologic Surgery
(Copyright 1997), by A. Jefferson Penfield, MD,
FACOG, Associate Professor of the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the State
University of New York showed, " There is no
situation in gynecology more fraught with possible
confusion and error than a pelvic examination
before an intended operative term ination of
pregnancy. Even those patients who are relaxed
and easy to examine, not obese, and with clearly
identifiable pelvic structures may lull the
gynecologist into a false sense of security. In
dealing w ith abortion under local anesthesia in
women who are no more than 10 weeks from
conception, it is essential for the operator first to
determine the position of the uterus and to outline
its dimensions as exactly as possible. W ith the
corpus in an anterior position, estimation of size
is not difficult unless the patient is tense or obese.
Tension may be relieved by counseling,
premedication, and gentleness, but obesity may
force the examiner to rely principally on vaginal
findings."
Review of the Journal, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, by W aldo Fielding, MD FACOG,
Shiao-Yu Lee, MD FRCS(C), and Emanuel A.
Friedman, MD, ScD, FACOG, from the chapter
entitled, Continued Pregnancy After Failed First
Trimester Abortion, shows, "Forty-six patients
with unintentional continued pregnancy were
detected among a series of 65,045 first trimester
abortions. Patients at greatest risk are those w ith
very early pregnancy and those with marked
uterine anteversion or retroversion or w ith uterine
anomaly ... Thus, it appears that judgmental error
inherent in the physician's estimation of
gestational age constitutes a major component
M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Se1V1ces
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underlying continuing pregnancy. Among 30
cases in which reasons could be found (or
inferred), physician misjudgment accounted for
more than half (53.3%). Anatomic factors
constituted the only other important and
frequently encountered explanation for failure to
abort. Physician culpability here is also
acknowledged; for purposes of emphasis, these
cases in which technical skills are critical have
been separated from those in which judgmental
considerations are primary. They accounted for
nearly all the remaining reasons among for whom
logical reasons could be found. Included among
them were 8 patients with uterine malposition (1
markedly anteverted and 7 markedly retroverted),
2 with congenital uterine anomaly (both
bicornuate), 2 with leimyomata uteri, and 1 with a
tortuous cervical canal. The difficulties of
properly evacuating the gravid uterus under these
circumstances are well recognized."
To date, some physicians who provided the care
documented within the medical records reviewed
have refused to submit to interviews.
2. Review of the medical record for Patient #2
showed she presented to RHS on - -·
to provide informed consent for a surgical
abortion. The informed consent document is
present in the file and is signed by the patient and
Staff B. The document is dated. . . .. A
transabdominal ultrasound was performed on the
patient and gestational age was determ ined to be
9 weeks and 4 days. According to the record,
Patient #2 demonstrated an understanding and
"is prepared for the abortion".
Patient #2 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on. . . .. A physical
examination is documented in the record as
M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Se1V1ces
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conducted by Staff B. Staff B documented the
uterine orientation as "Mid" and the uterine size
as "average". The procedure was performed at
11:00 a.m . by Staff B. T he abortion was not
performed under ultrasound. The patient's cervix
was dilated to 27 and a 9mm cannula was used
for the aspiration. The record notes that
"procedure completed without difficulty" at the
gestational age of "10 weeks and 2 days based
on ultrasound". The document indicates that a
gross examination of tissue was completed by the
physician. "Some" fetal parts were seen by the
physician and the report also indicates that the
"tissue exam consistent with documented
gestational age". Further, the document indicates
the "procedure completed without complication".
The record includes a pathology requisition sent
to Boyce and Bynum with the sample collected
from Patient #2. The document identifies Staff B
as the ordering physician and identifies the
sample collection time and date as- at 9:25 a.m. The requisition orders are for
"induced gross/m icro - dispose" and identifies the
sample as "10 w 2 days".
The record includes a pathology report, dated
- -• read and electronically released by
the pathology lab medical director. The gross
examination of the sample, as noted on the
report, states, "Immature chorionic villi confirm ing
products of conception consistent with 10-11
weeks gestational age. No evidence of villitis,
chorioamnionitis, or atypical trophoblastic
proliferation. The specimen is received in
formalin and consists of tan-pink soft tissue
fragments measuring 8.0 x 8.0 x 2.0 cm in
aggregate. Placenta and fetal parts are grossly
identified. Representative sections are submitted
,
in one block." An additional note, dated _
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- indicates, "Additional sections are submitted
in three blocks". The microscopic evaluation
indicated, "The section demonstrates immature
chorionic villi, placental membrane and decidua.
10 weeks 2 days".
The record indicates Patient #2 contacted RHS
on
at 1:05 p.m., and spoke to RHS
staff. The record documents the patient contact
as follows, "PT called stating "I don't believe the
AB worked, my stomach is still getting bigger, I'm
still throwing up! I just don't think he got it all."
MSA confirmed callback number and gave her
the number to the Medical Exchange."
Patient #2 presented to RHS on
for post-abortion care. The record, dated
· documents an ultrasound conducted by
Staff B, with fetal gestational age to be 15 weeks
and 1 day. Findings included are identified as,
"cardiac motion, fetal pole, fetal movement,
gestational sac with double ring sign, single".
The clinical impression was documented as,
"Continuing pregnancy post-abortion".
Examination of the record showed the only
informed consent document on file for Patient #2
was dated. . . ..
Patient #2 presented to RHS on
for an abortion. The record, dated
documents a physical examination of the patient
conducted by Staff B. Staff B documented the
uterine orientation as "Mid" and the uterine size
as "average". The procedure was performed at
11:38 a.m . by Staff B. T he abortion was
performed under ultrasound. The patient's cervix
was dilated to 39 and a 12mm cannula was used
for the aspiration. The physician notes that
"procedure completed without difficulty" and "15
weeks 2 days Re-aspiration following surgical
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abortion for on-going IUP". The document
indicates that a gross examination of tissue was
completed by the physician. "All" fetal parts were
seen by the physician and the report also
indicates that the "tissue exam consistent with
documented gestational age". Further, the
document indicates the "procedure completed
without difficulty". The following additional visit
comments were added to the record onat 1:00 p.m ., by Staff J, "[Staff B] at
bedside, pt c/o severe increase in pain and
dizziness, and states when she went to the
bathroom had a moderate amount of
bleeding/clot. [Staff B] reviewed pts vitals since
admitted to clinic. Methergine 0.2 mg given IM.
Small amount of bleeding noted on pad since pt
returned to bed. W ill continue to assess."
Another note, documented at 1:15 p.m. by Staff J
documents, "Pt clarified that pain she reports is
"my tailbone" not uterine cramping, states she
has no cramping at present. Pt states dizziness
resolved. No additional bleeding noted on pads
since last check. [Staff B] at bedside and
observed bleeding and spoke with pt. States pt is
ok for discharge. He recommended pt RTC for
check up in 1-2 weeks, appt scheduled."
Staff B completed a complication report, dated
- -• for the attempted surgical abortion
on Patient #2 on- -. The report
indicates the reason for the complication was
"Failed abortion/pregnancy undisturbed and
Incomplete Abortion" T he document is signed by
Staff B.
The record includes another pathology requisition
sent to Boyce and Bynum with the sample
collected from Patient #2. The document
identifies Staff B as the ordering physician and
identifies the sample collection time and date as
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111111111111111 at 8:1 0 a.m .

The requisition
orders are for "G/M/D-REASP" and identifies the
sample as "15 weks 2 days".

The record includes a pathology report, dated
- -, read and electronically released by
the pathology lab's assistant medical director.
The gross examination of the sample, as noted
on the report, states, "Immature chorionic villi
confirming products of conception consistent with
15-16 weeks gestational age. No evidence of
villitis, chorioamnionitis, or atypical trophoblastic
proliferation. The specimen is received in
formalin and consists of tan-pink soft tissue
fragments measuring 8.0 x 8.0 x 5.0 cm in
aggregate. Placenta and fetal parts are grossly
identified. Representative sections are submitted
in one block." The microscopic evaluation
indicated, "The section demonstrates immature
chorionic villi, placental membrane and decidua.
15 weeks 2 days - Re-Aspiration".
A review of records submitted to the DHSS
Bureau of Vital Records revealed that a
post-abortion care complication report was
,
completed and filed for Patient #2 on _
, for post-abortion care she received at the
hospital on. . . .. According to the report,
Patient #2 presented for the treatment of
"endometritis" and w as given "IV Antibiotics". The
record indicates the post-abortion care was
provided at the hospital by RHS Staff 0 . An
amended post-abortion care complication report
was submitted to DHSS regarding Patient #2 on
, for care provided to Patient #2 on
, by Staff O. According to the
amended report, Patient #2 presented to the
hospital for the treatment of "endometritis" and
"Hematometra" and as a result was given "IV
Antibiotics, D&C".
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Review of the hospital medical record for Patient
#2 revealed that she presented to the hospital
Emergency Room on. . . .. The patient
had become septic and had a fever of 104.2
degrees and a pulse of 154. The record
yrs G6P6016, POD#2 s/p D&E
indicates, "HPI:
at 15 weeks at RHS presents with fever, fatigue,
abdominal soreness, and a headache. Found to
have T of 40 in ED, w/ W BC of 17000, and
tachycardic. Procedure was two days ago and per
patient report uncomplicated . Since then has
been having a normal amount of bleeding
(<menses), but has feeling progressively more
and more fatigued as well as a progressive
headache and lower abdominal pain. She
presents now because she is worried about her
fever. Of note, she reports that in this same
pregnancy she had a termination procedure at 11
, at
weeks and then again 4 weeks later,_
15 weeks "because they didn't get everything out
and the baby still had a heart beat." Both
procedures were performed at RHS here in St.
Louis by [Staff B]. She was discharged home on
Saturday with routine precautions/follow-up." The
record indicates that Patient #2 was given IV
antibiotics and discharged from the hospital on

•

-

In regard to RHS' failure to ensure prompt
follow-up with Patient #2 after the patient called
and complained of symptoms of a continuing
pregnancy, Staff B declined an interview.
On May 28, 2019, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. W hen asked how soon the
facility should respond to a patient who reports
symptoms of a continuing pregnancy, he stated
he would expect that the facility would
accommodate the patient, "As soon as we can."
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W hen asked if 15 days w as too long a time
period, he stated, "Patients have complicated
lives ...I do not know why a patient would not
come back for 15 days."
In regard to the gross examination and
identification of "some" fetal parts after the · failed abortion, Staff B has declined an
interview.
Review of RHS' Clinical Quality Assurance
Committee Meeting" m inutes, dated- revealed, "Reviewed #2 of- -ReAsp
visit followed by tx @ hospital D&C &IV Antibiotic,
complication report completed at visit.
Cardiac Motion, · most likely a pregnancy
missed of a twin; ... " The Department finds this
explanation is insufficient to satisfy compliance
with this requirement.
Review of the Journal, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, by Waldo Fielding, MD FACOG,
Shiao-Yu Lee, MD FRCS(C), and Emanuel A.
Friedman, MD, ScD, FACOG, from the chapter
entitled, Continued Pregnancy After Failed First
Trimester Abortion, shows, "Forty-six patients
with unintentional continued pregnancy were
detected among a series of 65,045 first trimester
abortions. Patients at greatest risk are those w ith
very early pregnancy and those with marked
uterine anteversion or retroversion or w ith uterine
anomaly ... " Of the identified forty-six patients
with unintentional continued pregnancy, none
were determined to be twin pregnancies.
In regard to Staff B's failure to conduct an
informed consent with Patient #2 after she
returned to the clinic on
, after a
failed surgical abortion on
, Staff B
has declined an interview.
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On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that there be a new informed consent
provided to a patient following a failed abortion
and prior to a new surgical abortion procedure, he
stated, "My understating is that the informed
consent checklist is done once per pregnancy."
He confirmed his understanding that if a second
physician would treat a continuing pregnancy,
they would have to perform a new informed
consent checklist. He further confirmed that it
was his expectation that a different procedural
consent process be completed if the gestational
age changes between the time of an initial failed
abortion and the performance of a new abortion
due to a continued pregnancy. He confirmed he
expected the procedural consent to be present in
the medical record.
(Note: The change in the physiological and
anatomical characteristics of the fetus as well as
the change in the gestational age of the fetus
would require the performance of a procedural
consent, noting the changed risks and benefits to
the procedure.)
Review of RHS policy 1.1.21, entitled, "Early
Complications and Problems", table 1.3.a,
identifies the management of a "failed abortion" is
to "Recounsel patient on pregnancy options".
Review of the 2008 Reproductive Health Matters
article , entitled, Complications after Second
Trimester Surgical and Medication Abortion, by
Daniel Grossman, Kelly Blanchard and Paul
Blumenthal showed, "Second Trimester abortion
is associated w ith higher rates of complications
compared to first trimester terminations.
Although the risk of complications is relatively
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higher in the second trimester, the absolute risk is
low when the termination is performed (in the
case of surgical abortion) and managed (in the
case of medical induction) by skilled
practitioners."
Review of the 2002 book entitled, Women's
Heath After Abortion: The Medical and
Psychological Evidence, by Elizabeth
Ring-Cassidy and Ian Gentles, shows, "The
woman who seeks abortion is often prom ised a
relatively painless and simple procedure to
eliminate a pregnancy that she does not wish to
carry to term. Failed abortion may involve her in
a number of unanticipated outcomes. If she
changes her mind about "medical" abortion and a
child is born with anomalies, maternal grief and
guilt may be anticipated and counseling may be
necessary. If a second procedure is successful
at a late stage of fetal development, w here the
woman knows that procedures are chosen to
ensure that an anticipated live birth cannot occur,
grief and guilt may likew ise ensue."
Further review of the 2002 book entitled ,
W omen's Heath After Abortion: The Medical and
Psychological Evidence, by Elizabeth
Ring-Cassidy and Ian Gentles, shows, "In the
vast majority of cases of surgical abortion, a
failed abortion - meaning that the fetus continues
to survive or is not fully expelled - leads to a
second surgery which itself raises the possibility
of medical complications. Failed abortion is an
extremely rare, but possible, result of induced
surgical abortion. Nevertheless, in the United
States alone, roughly 700 pregnancies a year
continue following an initial abortion procedure,
and that over the past 25 years about 17,500
women required either a second procedure, or a
more serious surgery, or changed their mind and
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continued the pregnancy to term."
On April 3, 2019, Director of Surgical Services,
Staff C was interviewed regarding communication
with the contracted pathology lab. Staff C
confirmed that none of the medical records
contain a 24 hour notification from the pathologist
of anything but completed abortions. She stated
that all communication from the pathologist
comes in the form of a pathology report. She
stated that if something unusual were to be
brought to her attention, she would contact the
patient, if necessary. She denied that the
pathologist had ever, to her knowledge, made
contact with the facility due to a failed or
incomplete abortion.
(Note: An interview with Staff E indicated that
Staff E denied ever having spoken to a
Pathologist at Boyce and Bynum regarding her
work at RHS. )
The contract between RHS and Boyce and
Bynum Pathology Laboratories was collected and
reviewed on April 3, 20 19. The contract, dated
February 18, 20 16, is signed by the former RHS
CEO, w ith delivered services effective on
February 5, 2016. In regard to the obligation of
the pathologist referenced in Section 188.047.1
RSMo., the document notes, "Provider will
comply with all state/federal laws and regulations
governing the provision of pathology services and
the disposition of fetal remains and tissue
(subject to the will of the patient)" . An addendum
to the contract, dated October 20, 20 17, and
signed by the lab's Director of Compliance notes,
"Boyce and Bynum Pathology Laboratories has
reviewed Senate Bill 5, Truly Agreed and Finally
Passed in the 99th General Assembly 2017 and
will be implementing the necessary process
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changes in order to comply with the provisions
identified in 188.047 below .. .Effective Monday
October 23, 2017 Boyce and Bynum will begin
reporting a m icroscopic exam on all specimens
received. The fee for this service will be $30 per
specimen subm itted."
[Note: On April 18, 2019, a referral was made to
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) (MO0015502) in regard to CLIA
#26D2160160, held by Boyce and Bynum in
Columbia, MO. A survey of the facility was
conducted on April 25, 20 19.
On May 7, 2019, CMS notified Boyce and Bynum
and the Medical Director of the follow ing deficient
practices at the Condition level: CFR 493.1250
Analytic Systems; CFR 493.1290 Postanalytic
Systems; CFR 493.1441 Laboratory Director; and
CFR 493.1487 Testing Personnel. A letter to the
facility and statement of deficiencies was sent to
the facility for response. Boyce and Bynum was
notified that they "must take steps to bring any
unmet Conditions into compliance immediately".
On June 6, 20 19, Boyce and Bynum was notified
that their submitted plan of correction was
deemed acceptable by CMS.]
Review of a "Committee Opinion" from The
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (ACOG), number 517, dated
February 20 12 and reaffirmed in 2016, shows,
"Accurate communication of information about a
patient from one member of the heath care team
to another is a critical element of patient care and
safety; it is also one of the least studied and
taught elements of daily patient care. One of the
leading causes of medical errors is a breakdown
of communication. This breakdown may occur
between clinicians at any level of the healthcare
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system . Communication failures also have been
found to be a leading cause of preventable error
in studies of closed malpractice claims. In the
era of collaborative care, effective
clinician-to-clinician communication is important
to facilitate continuity of care, eliminate
preventable errors, and provide a safe patient
environment."
Review of RHS policy 1.1.17, entitled, "Post
Procedure Management" I.A, states, "Tissue
evaluation is considered to be complete if all of
the follow ing occur: 2. In pregnancies of 10 to 13
weeks gestation, fetal parts are positively
identified. 3. In pregnancies greater than or equal
to 13 weeks gestation, all fetal parts must be
accounted for, i.e., calvarium, spine, and four
extremities." I.D.3. , states, "Pathology
examinations that yield unexpected results will be
reported to an abortion provider clinician by
phone w ithin 24 hours."
Review of RHS policy 1.1.17 entitled, "Post
Procedure Management" I. E, states, "Confirm ing
Complete Abortion in Special Circumstances - in
cases of known multiple gestation or known
uterine anomalies less than or equal to 10 weeks
gestation, must confirm complete abortion by: 1.
Identification of 2 or more separate embryos or
fetal parts or 2. Use of intra or post-operative
ultrasound or 3. Follow-up visit involving
ultrasound or hCG to confirm complete abortion."
In regard to the failure of RHS to contact Boyce
and Bynum upon discovery of a failed abortion on
- - -• some physicians w ho provided
the care documented within the medical records
reviewed have refused to submit to interviews.
3. Review of the medical record for Patient #3
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showed she presented to RHS on - -·
to provide informed consent for a surgical
abortion. The informed consent document is
present in the file and is signed by the patient and
Staff E. The document is dated. . . .. A
transabdominal ultrasound was performed on the
patient and gestational age w as determ ined to be
6 weeks and O days. According to the record,
Patient #3 demonstrated an understanding and
"is prepared for the abortion".
Patient #3 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on. . . .. A physical
examination is documented in the record as
conducted by physician fellow, Staff A. Staff A
documented the uterine orientation as "Ant" and
the uterine size as "6-8 weeks". The procedure
was performed under moderate sedation at 2:48
p.m., by Staff A. The abortion was not performed
under ultrasound. The patient's cervix was
dilated to 19 and a 6mm cannula was used for
the aspiration. The physician notes that
"procedure completed without difficulty" and
"without complication" at the gestational age of
"?Weeks O days based on LMP". The document
indicates that a gross examination of tissue was
completed by the physician w ith visible villi and
membrane/sac. The note indicates the tissue
was sent to the pathology lab.
An untitled document, referenced to patient #3,
generated by Staff E, dated _ _ , at 8:40
a.m., states, "Supervising provider review for
encounter on- - 8:40 AM I was present
for the procedure and agree w ith the treatment
and follow up plan(s)."
The record includes a pathology requisition sent
to Boyce and Bynum with the sample collected
from Patient #3. The document identifies Staff E
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as the ordering physician and identifies the
sample collection time and date as- at 8:40 a.m. The requisition orders are for
"induced gross/m icro - dispose" and identifies the
sample as "6 weeks 6 days".
The record includes a pathology report, dated
- -• read and electronically released by
the Medical Director at Boyce and Bynum
Pathology Laboratories. The gross examination
of the sample, as noted on the report, states,
"Immature chorionic villi confirming products of
conception consistent with 6-7 weeks gestational
age. No evidence of villitis, chorioamnionitis, or
atypical trophoblastic proliferation. The specimen
is received in formalin and consists of tan-pink
soft tissue fragments measuring 5.0 x 5.0 x 0.5
cm in aggregate. Chorionic villi are identified ; no
embryonic tissue is recognizable. Representative
sections are submitted in one block." T he
microscopic evaluation indicated, "T he section
demonstrates immature chorionic villi, placental
membrane and decidua. 6 weeks 6 days".
The record indicates Patient #3 contacted RHS
on
at 1:35 p.m. , and spoke to
RHS staff. The record documents the patient
contact as follows , "Received call from Call
Center spoke w/pt who states she j ust left her Ors
ofc & the Dr states she is 12 weeks pg. ReVac
procedure scheduled for Tues . Pre op
instructions reviewed w/ pt who voiced
understanding."
Patient #3 presented to RHS on
for an abortion. Staff E performed a physical
examination on Patient #3 and determined the
uterine orientation to be "Ant" and a uterine size
of "12-13 weeks". T he procedure was performed
under moderate sedation at 10 :42 a.m ., by Staff
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E. The abortion was not performed under
ultrasound. The patient's cervix was dilated to 31
and a 10mm cannula was used for the aspiration.
The physician notes that "procedure completed
without difficulty" and "without complication" at the
gestational age of "11 Weeks 6 days based on
LMP". T he document indicates that a gross
examination of tissue was completed by the
physician with "all" fetal parts seen and
"consistent with documented gestational age".
The note indicates the tissue was sent to the
pathology lab. Exam ination of the record showed
the only informed consent document on file for
Patient #3 was dated. . . ..
Staff E completed a complication report, dated
, for the surgical abortion
attempted by physician fellow, Staff A on Patient
#3 on. . . .. The report indicates the
reason for the complication was "Failed
abortion/pregnancy undisturbed" The document is
signed by Staff E.
The record includes another pathology requisition
sent to Boyce and Bynum with the sample
collected from Patient#3. The document
identifies Staff E as the ordering physician and
identifies the sample collection time and date as
, at 8:35 a.m . The requisition
orders are for "G/M/D-REASP" and identifies the
sample as "gestational age 10 weeks".
The record includes another pathology report,
dated
, read and electronically
released by the Medical Director at Boyce and
Bynum Pathology Laboratories. The gross
examination of the sample, as noted on the
report, states, "Immature chorionic villi confirm ing
products of conception consistent with 10 weeks
gestational age. No evidence of villitis or atypical
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trophoblastic proliferation . The specimen is
received in formalin and consists of tan-pink soft
tissue fragments measuring 8.0 x 8.0 x 4.0 cm in
aggregate. Placenta and fetal parts are grossly
identified. Representative sections are submitted
in one block." The microscopic evaluation
indicated, "The section demonstrates immature
chorionic villi, decidualized endometrial mucosa,
and trophoblastic proliferation consistent with
implantation site. 10 weeks".
In regard to the gross examination and
identification of "visible villi and membrane/sac"
after the _ _ , failed abortion, some
physicians who provided the care documented
within the medical records reviewed have refused
to submit to interviews.
On May 28, 2019, Staff E was interviewed. W hen
asked if she is present in the room when a
resident that she supervises performs an
examination of the products of conception, she
stated, "Not always." W hen asked if she was in
the room during the procedure performed on
Patient #3, she stated, "I don't know." She further
stated, "A patient can have a continuing
pregnancy and it still be true that products of
conception were identified." She stated that the
situation of having an ongoing pregnancy after
having an aspiration abortion is "incredibly rare
...Less than 1% of the time do people have an
ongoing pregnancy after aspiration abortion."
On May 28, 2019, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. W hen asked if it was his
expectation that the supervising physician follow
up with a resident who w as found to have
conducted or documented an examination of fetal
tissue / products of conception inaccurately, he
stated, "The residents are not providing the care,
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because they are not providing the care without
that physician present." He stated that the
residents never document care that is provided.
He further stated, "We are documenting because
we are the ones responsible for providing that
care."
In regard to Staff E's failure to conduct an
informed consent with Patient #3 after she
returned to the clinic on
, after a
failed surgical abortion on
, some
physicians who provided the care documented
within the medical records reviewed have refused
to submit to interviews.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that there be a new informed consent
provided to a patient following a failed abortion
and prior to a new surgical abortion procedure, he
stated, "My understating is that the informed
consent checklist is done once per pregnancy."
He confirmed his understanding that if a second
physician would treat a continuing pregnancy,
they would have to perform a new informed
consent checklist. He further confirmed that it
was his expectation that a different procedural
consent process be completed if the gestational
age changes between the time of an initial failed
abortion and a re-aspiration due to a continued
pregnancy. He confirmed he expected the
procedural consent to be present in the medical
record.
Review of RHS policy 1.1.21, entitled, "Early
Complications and Problems", table 1.3.a,
identifies the management of a "failed abortion" is
to "Recounsel patient on pregnancy options".
Review of the 2002 book entitled, W omen's
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Heath After Abortion: The Medical and
Psychological Evidence, by Elizabeth
Ring-Cassidy and Ian Gentles, shows, "The
woman who seeks abortion is often prom ised a
relatively painless and simple procedure to
eliminate a pregnancy that she does not wish to
carry to term. Failed abortion may involve her in
a number of unanticipated outcomes. If she
changes her mind about "medical" abortion and a
child is born with anomalies, maternal grief and
guilt may be anticipated and counseling may be
necessary. If a second procedure is successful
at a late stage of fetal development, w here the
woman knows that procedures are chosen to
ensure that an anticipated live birth cannot occur,
grief and guilt may likew ise ensue."
Further review of the 2002 book entitled ,
W omen's Heath After Abortion: The Medical and
Psychological Evidence, by Elizabeth
Ring-Cassidy and Ian Gentles, shows, "In the
vast majority of cases of surgical abortion, a
failed abortion - meaning that the fetus continues
to survive or is not fully expelled - leads to a
second surgery which itself raises the possibility
of medical complications. Failed abortion is an
extremely rare, but possible, result of induced
surgical abortion. Nevertheless, in the United
States alone, roughly 700 pregnancies a year
continue following an initial abortion procedure,
and that over the past 25 years about 17,500
women required either a second procedure, or a
more serious surgery, or changed their mind and
continued the pregnancy to term."
On April 3, 2019, Director of Surgical Services,
Staff C was interviewed regarding communication
with the contracted pathology lab. Staff C
confirmed that none of the medical records
contain a report of anything but a completed
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abortion. She stated that all communication from
the pathologist comes in the form of a pathology
report. She stated that if something unusual were
to be brought to her attention, she would contact
the patient, if necessary. She denied that the
pathologist had ever, to her knowledge, made
contact with the facility due to a failed or
incomplete abortion.
The contract between RHS and Boyce and
Bynum Pathology Laboratories was collected and
reviewed on April 3, 20 19. The contract, dated
February 18, 20 16, is signed by the former RHS
CEO, w ith delivered services effective on
February 5, 2016. In regard to the obligation of
the pathologist referenced in Section 188.047.1
RSMo., the document notes, "Provider will
comply with all state/federal laws and regulations
governing the provision of pathology services and
the disposition of fetal remains and tissue
(subject to the will of the patient)" . An addendum
to the contract, dated October 20, 20 17, and
signed by the lab's Director of Compliance notes,
"Boyce and Bynum Pathology Laboratories has
reviewed Senate Bill 5, Truly Agreed and Finally
Passed in the 99th General Assembly 2017 and
will be implementing the necessary process
changes in order to comply with the provisions
identified in 188.047 below .. .Effective Monday
October 23, 2017 Boyce and Bynum will begin
reporting a m icroscopic exam on all specimens
received. The fee for this service will be $30 per
specimen subm itted."
[Note: On April 18, 2019, a referral was made to
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) (MO0015502) in regard to CLIA
#26D2160160, held by Boyce and Bynum in
Columbia, MO. A survey of the facility was
conducted on April 25, 20 19.
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On May 7, 2019, CMS notified Boyce and Bynum
and the Medical Director of the follow ing deficient
practices at the Condition level: CFR 493.1250
Analytic Systems; CFR 493.1290 Postanalytic
Systems; CFR 493.1441 Laboratory Director; and
CFR 493.1487 Testing Personnel. A letter to the
facility and statement of deficiencies was sent to
the facility for response. Boyce and Bynum was
notified that they "must take steps to bring any
unmet Conditions into compliance immediately".
On June 6, 20 19, Boyce and Bynum was notified
that their submitted plan of correction was
deemed acceptable by CMS.]
Review of a "Committee Opinion" from The
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (ACOG), number 517, dated
February 20 12 and reaffirmed in 2016, shows,
"Accurate communication of information about a
patient from one member of the heath care team
to another is a critical element of patient care and
safety; it is also one of the least studied and
taught elements of daily patient care. One of the
leading causes of medical errors is a breakdown
of communication. This breakdown may occur
between clinicians at any level of the healthcare
system . Communication failures also have been
found to be a leading cause of preventable error
in studies of closed malpractice claims. In the
era of collaborative care, effective
clinician-to-clinician communication is important
to facilitate continuity of care, eliminate
preventable errors, and provide a safe patient
environment."
In regard to the failure of RHS to contact Boyce
and Bynum upon discovery of a failed abortion on
, some physicians who provided
the care documented within the medical records
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reviewed have refused to submit to interviews.
On May 28, 2019, Staff E was interviewed. When
asked to describe her process for when a
pathology report comes back suggesting that no
products of conception were seen, she stated,
"The patient would be called and asked to come
for further evaluation." She further stated, My
guess is the only communication with the
pathologist is the requisition with the POCs that
we send. We don't typically have any
communication with the pathologist." She denied
any communication with the pathologist in regard
to Patient #3. She denied ever communicating
with a pathologist about any abortion she
performed.
On May 28, 2019, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that there be communication with the
pathology lab upon a physician's discovery of a
failed abortion, he stated, "If I become aware of a
patient who has had a continuing pregnancy,
despite an induced abortion being performed at
Planned Parenthood, at RHS, we do discuss with
pathology and review the pathology that was
obtained at the time of the initial index abortion."
W hen asked about the frequency of the
occurrence of speaking with the pathologist
regarding a failed abortion, he stated, "I honestly
don't know. It's a regular occurrence in the
practice of medicine."

4. Review of the medical record for Patient #4
showed she presented to RHS on - -·
to provide informed consent for a surgical
abortion. The record indicates the physician
portion of the 72 hr. informed consent was
completed by Staff H. A transabdominal
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ultrasound was performed on the patient and
gestational age was determined to be 6 weeks
and 5 days. According to the record, Patient #4
demonstrated an understanding and "is prepared
for the abortion".
Patient #4 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
. A physical
examination is documented in the record as
conducted by physician resident, Staff G. Staff G
documented the uterine orientation as "Ant" and
the uterine size as "6-8 weeks". The record
indicates the surgical time-out, to confirm correct
patient identity, site and procedure "prior to the
surgical procedure" was conducted by physician
fellow, Staff A. However, the record identifies
that the procedure was performed at 9:47 a.m .,
by Staff G. The abortion was not performed
under ultrasound. The patient's cervix did not
require dilation. A 7mm cannula was used for the
aspiration. The physician notes that "procedure
completed without difficulty'' and "without
complication" at the gestational age of "7 Weeks
1 day based on LMP". The document indicates
that a gross examination of tissue was completed
by the physician with visible villi and
membrane/sac. According to the record, the
physician saw no fetal parts. However, the
physician noted that "Tissue exam consistent with
documented gestational age." The note indicates
the tissue w as sent to the pathology lab.
The record indicates Patient #4 contacted RHS
on- - at 8:49 a.m. , and spoke to
RHS staff. The record documents the patient
contact as follows , "Pt is concerned with some
bloating in her stomach, MSA confirmed call back
number." An additional note in the record,
documented by Staff J, on- - at
11 :55 a.m ., states, "Returned pts call. Pt
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concerned be earlier today her stomach felt
"bloated" and she is worried that she will need a
re-vac be "I needed one last time." Pt reports
bloating has resolved, states she is eating well,
drinking plenty of fluids, passing gas. Pt reports
very little bleeding and no pain. Advised to do
frequent fundal massage and call for heavy
bleeding, pain unrelieved by massage and OTC
meds, or fever. Advised OTC remedies for
gas/bloating . Comfort/ reassurance offered.
Emergency precautions reviewed. Qestions
answered."
On April 24, 2019, at approximately 10:55 a.m. ,
an in-person interview w as conducted with Staff J
at the office of RHS' attorney in St. Louis,
Missouri. Staff J confirmed that she was a
Registered Nurse and had been employed by
RHS for approximately 3 years and 8 months.
She reports directly to a nurse supervisor for
medical issues and Director of Surgical Services,
Staff C for administrative issues at RHS. Her
normal job duties include providing informed
consent to patients on "informed consent days"
and providing other medical care as assigned on
"procedure days". Her assigned job duties also
include making follow-up patient contact by
telephone, should patients call in w ith medical
concerns. She characterized her patient
follow-up calls as: complaints of bleeding; pain; or
anything the patient would consider a
complication. During normal daytime operation of
the facility, patient calls are received from the call
center on the lower level of the facility and after
hours, a third party call center transfers patient
calls to her when she is "on call" and has the call
phone. She stated she has access to the
medical advice of a Nurse Practitioner or
Physician when performing her duties related to
patient follow-up calls. Staff J was provided the
M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Se1V1ces
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"Patient Communication" record, datedlllllllllll
, for Patient #4 for her review. Staff J
confirmed she wrote the "Additional Visit
Comments" dated- - at 11 :55 a.m.
W hen asked about her direction to the patient to
perform "frequent fundal massage", she stated
the follow ing:
- Fundal massage is appropriate direction for a
patient complaint of bleeding and cramping.
- She originally thought that the direction was
appropriate for any gestational age but was
recently informed by a physician (could not
identify) that a fundal massage may not make a
difference for a gestational age of 8 weeks or
under.
- She demonstrated how she instructs patients to
perform a fundal massage on themselves by
placing her fist low on her abdomen and twisting
her knuckles into her lower abdomen as if she
was "kneading dough".
- She has observed other nurses perform ing a
fundal massage on patients in the RHS recovery
room. She described the procedure the same
and stated that the advantage of having a nurse
perform the massage on the patient is that the
nurse can massage from different angles.
- She did not recall ever observing a physician
performing a fundal massage.
- At no time has she observed a physician or
nurse place their hand in a patient's vagina to
perform a fundal massage.
5. Review of the medical record for Patient #12
showed she presented to RHS for an abortion on
111111111111111- The medical record includes an
informed consent, signed by the patient and Staff
H on
. However, Staff H included a
note within the medical record to indicate,
"Patient had 72 hour consent signed with this
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writer at Washington University at 13:54 on
_
.. _ The record showed that Staff H
conducted a transabdom inal ultrasound, "at
WashU". However, no ultrasound results are
within the RHS record. The physician notes, "I
intend to perform a procedure using aspiration
and/or removal of the fetus in multiple parts with
multiple passes." A time-out is documented in
the record as, "Time-out confirming correct
patient identity, correct site and procedure to be
done was performed prior to the surgical
procedure by Staff N. The record notes that
Patient #12 had a prior C-Section onand "known placenta previa". A physician
note within the record documents Patient 12's
G4P2, h/o prior c/s
complication as follows: ·
x1 with known placenta previa adm itted earlier
this week with vaginal bleeding who presents
today for day 1 of 2 day AB procedure. Pt has
formal U/S at WashU which did not show e/o
morbidity adherent placenta, complete previa.
On placement of cervical dilators, by 3rd dilapan
started having bright red bleeding. Continued
placement of dilators did tamponade bleeding.
Total ESL 200cc. Vag pack placed. Plan to
transfer to BJH by EMS for in-hospital D&E.
Pre-op Hgb 10.2 EMS called."

•

Review of the hospital medical record for Patient
#12, datedregarding the
ultrasound conducted on the patient, the note
indicates, "Anterior placenta previa - cannot
exclude possible accreta on the basis of this
scan, but there are no highly suspicious findings
for such".

• 1111,

Further review of the hospital record for Patient
, showed Staff H conducted
#12 on
a transvaginal and transabdominal ultrasound
and dated the gestational age at 20 weeks and 4
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days with a "Suspected uterine abnormality,
Previous cesarean delivery". The record notes
Patient #12 was diagnosed with, "Placenta
accreta in second trimester".
The record contains an "Emergency Transfer
Form" for Patient # 12. Patient #12 was
,
transferred from RHS at 3:10 p.m ., on_
to Barnes Jewish Hospital. Staff H
requested the transfer.
Review of the hospital medical record for Patient
#12, under "Assessment and Plan", dated· states, "Placenta previa in second
trimester: she desires induced therapeutic
abortion by standard D&E. She was counseled
on pregnancy options and desires to proceed with
term ination of pregnancy. Consents were signed .
I intend to perform a standard D&E."
Further review of the hospital medical record for
Patient #12 revealed an informed consent w as
completed prior to the emergency surgery. The
document states, in relevant part, "Options for the
pregnancy were discussed with the patient,
including continuation of pregnancy, medically
induced abortion by labor induction, and surgically
induced abortion by dilation and evacuation
(D&E). Given the increased risk to maternal
health or life endangerment from placenta previa,
history of cesarean section, and possible
placenta accreta, the patient desires not to
continue the pregnancy. She is requesting an
abortion by standard D&E."
Review of the medical record for Patient #12
revealed an Anesthesia note, prior to the
emergency surgery on
, stated,
"PPH Bleeding requiring Uterine artery
embolization. Patient lost around 2 to 2.5 litre of
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blood in OB operating room during term ination of
23 week pregnancy. Received 1 unit of blood
and 4 litre of crystalloids. 2 units of cross
matched blood is on its way. Patient is already
intubated and under general anesthesia."
Review of the hospital record for Patient #12 on
documented the ICU History and
Physical as follows, ·· y.o. female presented to
from planned parenthood sip
BJH todaylaminaria placement with brisk vaginal bleeding
(EBL 200ml) requiring vaginal packing (patient
was 21 w 5d with pregnancy complicated by
placenta previa. Due to this, she desired to have
therapeutic termination of pregnancy). On arrival
to BJH hemostasis had been achieved. She was
taken to OR by Gynecology for a standard D&E.
Her operative course was complicated by
post-abortion hemorrhage with EBL of 1800ml.
She was given 4L of crystalloid, 2 units of pRBCs,
1g TXA. Vaginal packing was inserted and a
intrauterine foley balloon was placed. She w as
taken to IR for bilateral uterine artery
embolization. The patient was sent to 7800 SICU
for close monitoring and serial CBCs. The
patient arrived hemodynamically stable and
unsupported."
Review of the medical record for Patient #12,
under "Description of Procedure", states, 'The
lower uterine segment was atonic and the area of
her prior cesarean delivery on the anterior and
posterior walls of the lower uterine segment was
noted to be thin but intact. 0.2mg IM Methergine,
250mcg Hemabate, 800mcg Misoprostol, and
30U IV Pitocin were administered sequentially
with m inimal improvement in uterine tone. The
suction curette was introduced again with further
evacuation of clot. The endometrium w as noted
to have gritty texture in all 4 quadrants."
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The record notes that Patient #12 was discharged
from the hospital on
Review of RHS policy 1.1.12, entitled,
"Contraindications and Special Conditions Surgical Abortion", in the treatment table labeled
1.2b, the condition of "Insertion of osmotic
dilators, if required" states, "Must evaluate and
determine the appropriate management or
referral." The same table lists the requirement for
treating the uterus condition of "scarred" as, "All
patients greater than or equal to 14 weeks
gestation with scarred uterus and placenta previa
and/or a placenta overlying the incision site must
be evaluated for placenta
accreta/increta/percreta. Studies sufficient for
diagnosing an invasive placenta in a patient less
than 14 weeks gestation can be performed at the
affiliate w ith the appropriate equipment, training
and skill to do so. Patients with a reassuring
evaluation may have an outpatient D&E by
surgeon experienced in these types of
procedures. Experience is determ ined by the
medical director or program director."
Review of a Practice Bulletin from The American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
(ACOG), entitled, Second-Trimester Abortion
number 135, dated June 2013 and reaffirmed in
2015, shows, "Women with prior cesarean
deliveries are at an increased risk of placenta
accreta and w arrant special attention, particularly
if ultrasonography indicates a low-lying placenta
or placenta previa. W hen there is a suspicion of
abnormal placentation, D&E is the preferred
abortion method, and preparations should be
made for possible hemorrhage by ensuring the
procedure is performed at an appropriate facility
with accessibility to blood products , interventional
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radiology, and the capability to perform a
hysterectomy if necessary. Because the positive
predictive value of ultrasonography to diagnose
placenta accreta may be as low as 65%,
preoperative uterine artery embolization is not
generally recommended. A lthough the diagnostic
accuracy of magnetic resonance imaging is
similar to ultrasonography for placenta accreta,
magnetic resonance imaging may be useful to
confirm accreta and identify patients who should
be referred to a tertiary care center that has
interventional radiology and surgical services
immediately available."
Review of an Article, dated August 7, 2018, in the
Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM),
entitled, Clinical Diagnosis of Placenta Accreta
and Clinicopathological Outcomes, by:
Rosenbloom ; Hirshberg; Stout; Cahill; Macones
and Tuuli, states, "There were 50 cesarean
hysterectomies performed for suspected
abnormal placentation from 2000 to 20 16. Of
these 34 (68%) had a diagnosis of accreta
preoperatively and 16 (32%) were diagnosed
intraoperatively at the time of cesarean delivery."
To date, some physicians who provided the care
documented within the medical records reviewed
have refused to submit to interviews.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. He denied RHS has a blood
bank. He denied that RHS has interventional
radiology capabilities. He denied that RHS has
the capability to perform a hysterectomy. W hen
asked if RHS was an appropriate setting for a
planned abortion for a patient at 21 weeks and 5
days gestational age with a previous history of a
C-section and a diagnosis of placenta previa, he
stated, "W e have very careful evidenced based
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guidelines about how we practice medicine and it
is without a doubt safe to do an abortion in the
second trimester even with a patient who has had
a previous C-Section when that patient has been
properly assessed for the clinical appropriateness
for the location of care." When asked if a proper
assessment include an MRI for the described
patient's medical condition, he stated, "It depends
on the circumstances. Generally, no."
L 1076 19 CSR 30-30 .060(1)(A)(8) The governing body,

L1076

ensure abortion facility
The governing body, through the administrator,
shall ensure that the abortion facility abides by all
applicable state and federal laws and regulations.
This shall include, but not be limited to,
compliance w ith Chapter 188, RSMo.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on facility record review and state law, the
facility failed to ensure:
- the Department of Health and Senior Services
was able to complete an investigation , as
required by Chapter 197.230 RSMo to include
failing to induce, encourage, compel, or motivate
the physicians who provide patient care at RHS to
submit to interviews and failing to ensure the
collection of relevant medical records;
- the physician performing the informed consent
was the same physician performing the abortion,
for 8 patients (Patients : #1 #3; #4; #6; #8: #9;
#10; and #1 1), as required by Chapter 188.027.6
RSMo;
- a complication report w as completed and filed
for a failed abortion for 1 patient (Patient #1 ), as
required by Chapter 188.052.2 RSMo.
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Findings included:
1. Chapter 197.230 .1 RSMo. states, "The
department of health and senior services shall
make, or cause to be made, such inspections and
investigations as it deems necessary. The
department may delegate its powers and duties
to investigate and inspect ambulatory surgical
centers or abortion facilities to an official of a
political subdivision having a population of at least
four hundred fifty thousand if such political
subdivision is deemed qualified by the
department to inspect and investigate ambulatory
surgical centers. The official so designated shall
submit a written report of his or her findings to the
department and the department may accept the
recommendations of such official if it determines
that the facility inspected meets minimum
standards established pursuant to sections
197.200 to 197.240."
DHSS inspectors conducted an unannounced,
onsite complaint investigation at RHS on April 2
and April 3, 2019. At that time, a request was
made to conduct an in-person interview with Staff
A (Physician-fellow). RHS Director of Surgical
Services, Staff C denied the request and told
inspectors she would work to reschedule the
interview for a more convenient time. A request
was also made for telephonic contact information
for Staff B (Out of state physician). Staff C also
denied the request and stated that if telephonic
contact was required, she would allow inspectors
to be present w hen Staff B w as contacted by the
RHS Interim CEO, Staff D.
On April 3, 2019, an attempt was made to
conduct an in-person interview with Staff A at her
alternate work location. Staff A was "in-clinic" and
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unavailable for interview at that time. Contact
information for the DHSS was left at Staff A's
work place and telephonic contact was
requested.
On April 3, 2019, at approximately 3:00 p.m. ,
Staff C was interviewed via telephone and stated
that all RHS physicians were unavailable for
interview during the week of April 1, 2019, due to
their primary work schedules at the hospital. She
agreed to coordinate dates and times the
physicians would be available during the week of
April 8, 2019, and make contact regarding their
availability for interview.
On April 11, 2019, an email was sent to the RHS
Director of Surgical Services, Staff C and the
RHS Interim CEO, Staff D, requesting they make
the following practitioners available for interview:
Staff A (Physician- fellow); Staff B (Physician-Out
of State); Staff E (Physician); Staff F (Physicianresident); Staff G (Physician - resident); Staff H
(Physician); Staff I (Physician- Medical Director);
and Staff J (Nurse). They were asked to respond
by the close of business on April 16, 2019.
On April 16, 2019, DHSS became aware through
contact with RHS' attorney that each of the
requested physicians were represented by
outside counsel. Multiple documented
unsuccessful attempts were made to arrange for
in-person interviews with facility physicians. At the
date of this writing, Staff A, Staff B, Staff F, Staff
G and Staff H have declined an invitation to
submit to interviews. These physicians provided
the care documented within the medical records
reviewed.
An excerpt from a letter received from RHS'
attorney, dated May 3, 2019, showed, "Further,
M1ssoun Department of Health and Senior Se1V1ces
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the Department cited no authority allowing its
employees to "collect" protected patient records
and remove them from RHS' facility (rather than
just "inspecting" them onsite). As you are aware,
patient medical records are of the upmost
sensitivity and that is even more the case when
we are talking about women who exercised their
constitutional right to privacy. Therefore, we also
request that prior to the Department removing
any additional files from RHS, you provide your
authority permitting Department employees to
remove protected patient records from RHS'
facility''.
On May 8, 2019, an announced, onsite visit to
RHS w as conducted at approximately 10:00 a.m. ,
in order to collect and review additional relevant
facility records. A written request for copies of the
following records was given to facility staff: the
patient roster for
medical
record and informed consent document for each
patient seen on
the RHS
policy and procedure manual; informed consent
document for the procedure performed on patient
#2 on- - and the informed consent
document for the procedure performed on patient
#3 on
RHS Clinical Manager,
Staff K and Clinical Quality Manager, Staff L
refused to make copies of the requested records,
citing patient privacy concerns and the advice of
RHS' attorney. W hen asked about the privacy
concerns regarding providing a copy of the policy
and procedure manual, they again refused to
provide a copy and referred the request to RHS'
attorney. They agreed to allow a visual review of
the electronic records requested.
On May 11, 2019, RHS provided electronic copies
of the requested medical records and policy
manual to the Department.
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Review of DHSS electronic records showed that
between April 4 , 2001 and May 29, 20 18, there
were 19 complaint investigations completed and
16 licensure / revisits completed at RHS.
Interviews with facility staff, including physicians
and the collection of facility medical records and
policies are documented regularly and routinely
throughout the inspection record. Inspectors
have not previously been denied requested
records or interviews with staff, as deemed
necessary.
On May 24, 20 19, at 5:30 p.m., the attorney
representing Staff E and Staff I agreed to perm it
their clients to submit to interviews on May 28,
2019.
2. Chapter 188.027.6 states, "The physician who
is to perform or induce the abortion shall, at least
seventy-two hours prior to such procedure, inform
the woman orally and in person of: (1) T he
immediate and long-term medical risks to the
woman associated w ith the proposed abortion
method including, but not limited to, infection,
hemorrhage, cervical tear or uterine perforation,
harm to subsequent pregnancies or the ability to
carry a subsequent child to term, and possible
adverse psychological effects associated with the
abortion; and (2) The immediate and long-term
medical risks to the woman, in light of the
anesthesia and medication that is to be
administered, the unborn child's gestational age,
and the woman's medical history and medical
conditions.
Medical records were obtained and reviewed for
the follow ing patients :
Patient #1 was previously cited on the SOD
dated, March 13, 20 19.
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Patient #3 signed an informed consent on The physician w ho was to perform the
abortion, Staff E, also signed the document.
Patient# 3 initialed the document to confirm , "I
have been provided the name of the physician
who is to perform or induce the abortion and a
contact number where the physician may later be
reached if I have questions". Patient #3 further
confirmed, "I have had the opportunity to ask any
questions of the physician who is to perform or
induce the abortion concerning the abortion."
Additionally, Patient #3 confirmed, "I certify that
the physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion informed me orally and in person, at
least 72 hours prior to the procedure, of ... " the
requirements of Chapter 188 .027.6. Patient# 3
presented to the facility for a surgical abortion on
- - The procedure was performed by
Staff A.
The medical record for Patient #4 indicated the
informed consent was completed on The informed consent document was not
present in the medical record. However, the
record documented the physician who was to
perform the abortion, Staff H, provided the
informed consent for Patient #4. Patient # 4
presented to the facility for a surgical abortion on
- - The procedure was performed
by a physician resident, Staff G.
The follow ing patient records were requested and
initially refused. However, DHSS inspectors w ere
able to view the records on-site and obtained the
redacted records on May 11, 20 19:
Patient #6 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician (resident ), Staff F performed the
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procedure on
Patient #8 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician (resident ), Staff F performed the
procedure on
Patient #9 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician (resident), Staff F performed the
procedure on
Patient #10 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician (fellow), Staff A performed the
procedure on
Patient #11 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician (fellow), Staff A performed the
procedure on
Review of RHS policy 1.2, section 11.C.5. shows,
"The providing physician must inform the woman
orally and in person: a. The immediate and long
term medical risks to the woman associated with
the proposed abortion method including , but not
limited to, infection, hemorrhage, cervical tear or
uterine perforation, harm to subsequent
pregnancies or the ability to carry a subsequent
child to term and possible adverse psychological
effects . b. Immediate and long term risks of in
light of anesthesia and medication that is to be
administered, the gestational age and the
woman's medical history and medical conditions."
To date, some physicians who provided the care
documented within the medical records reviewed
have refused to submit to interviews.
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On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. When
asked when she conducts informed consent with
a patient, if she has knowledge that she will not
be performing the abortion, she stated, "I intend
to perform every abortion for every consent that I
sign ... I consider all the abortions performed
when I am supervising them to be abortions that I
performed." Staff E admitted that she was not
always physically present in the procedure room
during an abortion procedure, performed by a
resident or fellow she supervises. When asked
the meaning of "I was present for the procedure
and agree with the plan", as noted in the medical
records reviewed, she stated, "It means I was
available in the surgical suite at the time the
procedure was performed or may have been in
the room ... " She further confirmed that she
provided informed consent to multiple patients,
knowing that she may not later perform the actual
abortion. W hen asked if the physician who
performed the abortion was present in the room
for the informed consent, she stated, "No. I can't
be sure, but no ... T hey are rarely, if ever in the
room with us during consent". She further
explained how providing informed consent to a
patient, while knowing that she may not perform
the abortion is consistent with the requirement, by
stating, "As the Supervising Physician, I am
ultimately responsible for the care of the patient
and that can mean I have any varying degrees of
hands-on experience in the actual room ... In
general, given that I am the supervising and
ultimately responsible attending physician, that is
how I would say it's consistent."
On May 28, 2019, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that the physician performing the
informed consent would be the same physician
who performs the abortion procedure, he stated,
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"The physicians who perform the consent are
responsible for the care that's provided on the
procedure day and they are performing the
procedures that are provided under their name
and under their supervision." W hen asked if it
was his expectation that the supervising physician
be physically present in the room during an
abortion procedure performed by a resident or
fellow, he stated, "It depends on the
circumstances. The attending physician is
responsible for the care that is provided by the
team of physicians that day. They are present in
the building. They are present in the room at
times. But there is a graduated level of
responsibility and privileging for our fellows that
allows them to provide some care without, um,
present in the room is not always required."
Review of the medical record for Patient #12
revealed an institutional knowledge of the
requirement. In relevant part, the informed
consent portion of the record indicated, "She is
aware that should she need to reschedule her
abortion procedure to be provided by a different
physician that she will need to meet with the
physician performing the abortion in person at
least 72 hours prior to the procedure ... "
(Please note: On May 28, 2019, at approximately
11:30 a.m ., RHS submitted a Plan of Correction
for this identified deficiency. After review, the
submitted plan was found to be acceptable. )
3. Medical record review for Patient #1 showed
she presented to RHS on
to
provide informed consent for a surgical abortion.
The informed consent document is present in the
file and is signed by the patient and Staff E.
Patient #1 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
Staff A
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performed the procedure at 11 :35 a.m . The
abortion was not performed under ultrasound.
The patient's cervix was dilated to 21 and a 7mm
cannula was used for the aspiration. The
physician notes that "procedure completed with
difficulty MVA activated with no tissue returned ."
Additional visit comments, entered into the record
and dated
at 12:00 p.m.,
state, "Uterus anteverted but retroflexed. Dilated
to 21 Fr and 7mm cannula passed. MVA
deployed with no tissue or blood returned.
Ultrasound brought to room. Attempted again to
pass dilator with visualization with both
transvaginal and transabdominal ultrasound
views utilized. Unsuccessful in attempt to
visualize dilator on US so procedure abandoned.
W ill plan for medication abortion." A note in the
record dated
at 12:45 p.m. ,
states, "Medication AB teaching completed and
HCG drawn . Follow up apt scheduled." The
record includes a "patient agreement" form for
the administration of Mifeprex. The agreement is
signed by the patient and Staff E and is dated
at 12:00p.m. No complication
report for the failed surgical abortion is within the
medical record.
On April 3, 2019, during an interview with RHS'
Director of Surgical Services, Staff C, when
asked about the existence of a complication
report for the failed surgical abortion attempt on
Patient #1 , she stated that the procedure was not
considered a complication.
On May 28, 2019, Staff E was interviewed. W hen
asked if she considered the abandonment of a
surgical abortion a complication, she stated, "I
consider that we weren't able to complete the
abortion at that time." W hen asked if she
considered what happened to Patient #1 a failed
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abortion, she stated, "No, because then we had a
plan for medication abortion. W e still had a plan
to complete the procedure for her." W hen asked
if she knew if a complication report was filed
regarding the surgical abortion, she stated, "I
don't know, but I don't consider that to be a
complication, so I wouldn't necessarily expect one
to be". T he Department finds this explanation is
inconsistent w ith RHS' own policy manual and
insufficient to satisfy compliance with this
requirement.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that a complication report be
completed for an abandoned surgical abortion, he
clarified, "So the decision to change the route of
the term ination from surgical to medication
abortion? No. My understanding of when a post
abortion complication report is required is after
the abortion is completed." He confirmed
knowledge of the statutory requirement to
complete and file an abortion complication report
for every complication. He further stated, "We
follow that requirement."
Review of RHS policy 1.1.21, entitled, "Early
Complications and Problems", table 1.3.a,
identifies "cervical stenosis / inability to dilate" and
"false passage" as complications.
19 CSR 30-30 .050(1)(D) defines a complication
as including, "but is not limited to, incomplete
abortion, hemorrhage, endometritis, parametritis,
pyrexia, pelvic abscess, uterine perforation, failed
abortion, cervical lacerations, retained products,
or diagnosable psychiatric condition;"
To date, some physicians who provided the care
documented within the medical records reviewed
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have refused to submit to interviews.
L 11 19 19 CSR 30-30 .060(3)(8 ) The facility shall

L 1119

maintain a medical record
The facility shall maintain a medical record
according to professional standards for each
patient.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on facility record review and interview, the
facility failed to ensure:
- the medical records were maintained in a
manner that accurately documents the time and
date a record was created or amended and any
specific amendments made to the record ;
- the medical record accurately identified the
identity of the physician inducing a medication
abortion for 1 record;
- the medical record accurately documents a
record of supervision for residents and fellows
performing abortions at the facility for 2 records.
Findings included:

1. Medical records reviewed during the course of
this investigation showed significant documented
differences between the "Encounter date" and the
"Current date". The following records were
collected and reviewed:
- Patient #1 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
The medical
record recording the visit notates an "encounter
and a "current date"
date" of
of
- Patient #1 presented to RHS on- · for post-abortion care. The medical record
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recording the visit notates an "encounter date" of
and a "current date" of
- A medical record, referenced to patient #3,
generated by Staff E, dated- - at 8:40
a.m.(approximately 6 hours prior to the start of
the procedure), states, "Supervising provider
review for encounter on 8:40 AM I
was present for the procedure and agree with the
treatment and follow up plan(s)."
- Patient #3 presented to RHS on. . . . .
for post-abortion care. The medical record
recording the visit notates an "encounter date" of
and a "current date" of
- Patient #4 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on- - The medical record
recording the visit notates an "encounter date" of
and a "current date" of- - A medical record, referenced to patient #4,
generated by Staff H, dated- - at
8:40 a.m.(approximately 1 hour prior to the start
of the procedure), states, "Supervising provider
review for encounter on- -8:40 AM I
was present for the procedure and agree with the
treatment and follow up plan(s)."
On April 3, 2019, Staff C stated that the
"encounter date" represents the date the patient
was seen . She explained that each time a patient
"checks out" after their appointment, the
electronic record is locked and no one can get
into the medical record without unlocking the
record. The "current date" represents when the
record was last unlocked and relocked. She
stated that the "current date" may be different due
to a number of reasons: The front desk clerk
failed to check a patient out from their original
appointment or a correction was made to the visit
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summary (spelling, grammar), which would
require "running" a new visit summary. She
denied that a medical record can be amended
without an addendum being added to the record
and no physicians have access to unlock the
records. She identified herself, two staff nurses
and a front desk clerk who have access to
"unlock" the records. She is able to determ ine
who was in the record but not for what purpose.
In regard to the record for Patient #1 on
she stated that the "system
does not show me that anyone was in there. The
front desk clerk must have just checked her out
on
In regard to the record for Patient #1 on
she stated that the front desk
clerk was in the record on
She could not determine the clerk's purpose for
being in the record.
In regard to the records for Patients #3 and
Patient #4, she stated that the system shows that
she was in the records and could not recall the
purpose of unlocking the records.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. W hen
asked to explain the difference between the
"encounter date" and the "current date" w ithin the
medical record, she stated, "I have no idea.
That's an informational technology thing. It's how
documents are generated. I don't know the
answer to that." Staff E denied changing the
record. She denied that she had access to
"unlock" a record to change the record.
For records scanned into the system and not
created within the electronic medical record, such
as complication reports and informed consent
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documentation, Staff C stated that there is no
way to determine at what date and time the
record was scanned into the medical record.
2. Review of the medical record for Patient #1
showed she presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
A physical and
pelvic examination is documented in the record
as conducted by physician resident, Staff F. Staff
F documented the uterine orientation as "Ant"
and the uterine size as "less than 6 weeks". The
procedure was performed at 11 :35 a.m . by
physician fellow, Staff A. The abortion was not
performed under ultrasound. The patient's cervix
was dilated to 21 and a 7mm cannula was used
for the aspiration. The physician notes that
"procedure completed with difficulty MVA
activated with no tissue returned." Additional
visit comments, entered into the record and dated
at 12:00 p.m. , state, "Uterus
anteverted but retroflexed. Dilated to 21 Fr and
7mm cannula passed. MVA deployed with no
tissue or blood returned. Ultrasound brought to
room. Attempted again to pass dilator with
visualization with both transvaginal and
transabdominal ultrasound views utilized.
Unsuccessful in attempt to visualize dilator on US
so procedure abandoned. W ill plan for
medication abortion." A note in the record dated
at 12:45 p.m., states,
"Medication AB teaching completed and HCG
drawn . Follow up apt scheduled." The recorded
entry was made by Staff J . The record includes a
"patient agreement" form for the adm inistration of
Mifeprex. The agreement is signed by the patient
and Staff E and is dated
at
12:00p.m . The section of the record entitled,
"Medications Prescribed During this Visit" indicate
that a 200 mg Mifeprex was "po administered to
pt. in clinic" by [RHS Medical Director, Staff I].
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L1119 Continued From page 54
On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. When
asked about the medication abortion of Patient
#1, she stated, "I handed her the pill and watched
her take it." When asked why the record reflects
that Staff I administered the pill to induce the
abortion, she stated, "So, [Staff I] as the Medical
Director, often times the scheduling, it's a
scheduling issue. Under which, it has nothing to
do with him actually physically giving the
medication ....As the Medical Director, he would
be the one for whom the medication is ordered
from for the clinic, so he would be the dispensing
to me who w as the person who administered the
medication."
On May 28, 2019, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. W hen asked if it was his
expectation that the medical record accurately
reflect the role of each practitioner and are timed
and dated accurately, he stated, "So the medical
record should be accurate, period. It should be
complete. It should reflect the medical care that
is provided. There are elements of the medical
record that require time stamps, based on clinical
utility that should be included."
3. Review of the medical record for Patient #1
showed she presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
The abortion
was performed at 11:35 a.m. by physician fellow,
Staff A. A complication occurred during the
performance of the surgical abortion and the
procedure was abandoned. A medication
abortion was initiated.
An untitled document, referenced to patient #1,
generated by Staff E, dated
at 9:20 a.m., states in part, "Supervising provider
review for encounter on l
19:20 AM I
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was present for the procedure and agree with the
treatment and follow up plan(s)." Further, the
document noted, "pt. with an very acutely
retroflexed uterus and the pregnancy at the
fundus. Although the canal and path was able to
be appreciated with eth17F Pratt dilator, the angle
and traction on the cervix w as quite
uncomfortable for the patient. The position of the
uterus made TA u/S ineffective. TV U/S was
able to confirm the path, but given the unique
position of the uterus and pts discomfort, coupled
with early gestational age, we opted to stop the
Sab and proceed with MAB. Discussed and
explained w ith patient. Questions answered."
On
Staff E performed a
successful surgical abortion on Patient #1 .
On May 8, 2019, medical records were reviewed
for all procedures completed on- at RHS. Staff K and Staff L initially refused
to provide copies of the records. The requested
records were provided on May 11, 2019. Review
of the records showed:
- Patient #13 signed an informed consent for an
Staff E
abortion w ith Staff E on
performed the procedure at 1:14 p.m. , on
The record does not denote
a procedure end time.
- Patient #8 signed an informed consent for an
abortion w ith Staff E on
Physician resident, Staff F performed the
procedure at 1:15 p.m. , on
The procedure ended at 1: 19 p.m . The records
contains a supervisory note. The note pertaining
to the supervision of Patient#8's abortion is dated
at 9:05 a.m. The note
indicates Physician E was "present for the
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procedure and agree the treatment and follow up
plan(s)."
On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. When
asked to explain why the supervisory record for
Patient #1 was documented as completed over
an hour prior to the procedure taking place, she
stated, "The document is generated based on the
patient's appointment time. So, if we looked, her
appointment time would have been 9:20 a.m."
On May 28, 20 19, Staff I, RHS Medical Director
was interviewed. When asked if it was his
expectation that the medical record accurately
reflect the time the supervising physician was
present in the room during the abortion
procedure, he stated, "I don't know that I have an
expectation regarding the time."
To date, some physicians who provided the care
documented within the medical records reviewed
have refused to submit to interviews.
L1129 19 CSR 30-30 .060(3)(H) The facility shall ensure,

L11 29

complication reprt
The facility shall ensure that an individual
complication report for any complication care
provided via the facility is submitted to the
department within forty-five (45) days of the care
as required by section 188.052, RSMo, and 19
CSR 10-15.020 .
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on Department and facility record review
and interview, the facility failed to ensure:
- a complication report for 1 failed medication
abortion was submitted to the department, as
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required.
Findings included:
1. Medical record review for Patient #1 showed
she presented to RHS on
to
provide informed consent for a surgical abortion.
The informed consent document is present in the
file and is signed by the patient and Staff E.
Patient #1 presented to RHS for a surgical
abortion on
Staff A
performed the procedure at 11 :35 a.m . The
abortion was not performed under ultrasound.
The patient's cervix was dilated to 21 and a 7mm
cannula was used for the aspiration. The
physician notes that "procedure completed with
difficulty MVA activated with no tissue returned ."
Additional visit comments, entered into the record
at 12:00 p.m.,
and dated
state, "Uterus anteverted but retroflexed. Dilated
to 21 Fr and 7mm cannula passed. MVA
deployed with no tissue or blood returned.
Ultrasound brought to room. Attempted again to
pass dilator with visualization with both
transvaginal and transabdominal ultrasound
views utilized. Unsuccessful in attempt to
visualize dilator on US so procedure abandoned.
W ill plan for medication abortion." A note in the
record dated
at 12:45 p.m. ,
states, "Medication AB teaching completed and
HCG drawn . Follow up apt scheduled." The
record includes a "patient agreement" form for
the administration of Mifeprex. The agreement is
signed by the patient and Staff E and is dated
at 12:00p.m.
The record indicates Patient #1 contacted RHS
on
at 12:05 p.m. , and spoke
to a nurse, Staff J. The record documents the
patient contact as follows , "Spoke with pt who
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reports only mild cramping and scant bleeding
since taking misoprostol at 530pm last evening.
Encouraged pt to wait thru tonight to give
misoprostol the full 24 hrs to work and if she still
thinks she has not passed the pregnancy
tomorrow morning to return to clinic. Pt
verbalized an understanding of plan and states
she will comply. [Staff E] aware and agrees with
plan."
Patient #1 presented to RHS on _ _
for post-abortion care. The record, dated
documents an ultrasound
was conducted. Findings included are identified
as, "yolk sac, cardiac motion, fetal pole,
gestational sac with double ring sign, single".
The visit comment in the record states, "Pt
returned to clinic with continuing pregnancy
confirmed on sono. Pt desires to have
evacuation today if possible. Pt reports only
spotting and m ild cramping after taking
misoprostol at home at 530pm on _ _
(more than 24 hrs ago). Discussed with [Staff E]
who ordered pt receive m isoprostol and IV
sedation and will attempt in clinic procedure.
Discussed with pt who is in agreement. The visit
comment is recorded by Staff J at 11 :00 a.m. on
The procedure was
performed at 12:56 p.m. by Staff E. The abortion
was performed under ultrasound . The patient's
cervix was dilated to 25 and a 9mm cannula was
used for the aspiration. The physician notes that
the procedure was completed without difficulty.
An additional comment in the record, dated
1:05 p.m. , from an unknown
author, states, "S/p failed Sab 2/2 dicomfotr and
uterune position. Attempted MAB without
success. USe of IVS and U/S guidance was able
to evacuate without diffciluty. Extremely RV and
Retroflexed".
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The record contains a completed complication
report, dated
for the MAB
attempted on Patient #1 on
The report indicates the reason for the
complication was "Failed abortion/pregnancy
undisturbed" The document is signed by Staff E.
On April 3, 2019, a review of records received by
the DHSS Bureau of Vital Records from RHS w as
conducted. Review of the records showed no
complication report submitted for Patient #1.
On April 3, 2019, at approximately 11 :00 a.m ., the
Clinical Quality Manager, Staff L was interviewed
regarding the process for submitting a
complication report to the State of Missouri. Staff
L stated that the process is manual, in that each
form is paper and not electronic. She further
noted that each complication report is bundled, by
month and sent via certified mail to the BVR
within the allow able timeframe. Staff L provided a
copy of the bundled record that she provided to
BVR representing complications that occurred in
Contained within the bundle is
the complication report for Patient #1 . Staff L
signed the cover letter sent to the BVR and the
letter is dated
The certified
mail receipt is stamped as received at BVR on

L1169 19 CSR 30-30 .060(8)(C) The QAPI program shall

L11 69

show evidence of actio
The QAPI program shall show evidence of action
the facility took regarding problems identified and
shall identify opportunities for improvement.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
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Based on facility record review and review of the
standards of medical care, the facility failed to
ensure:
- the appropriateness of the care provided at the
facility was reviewed regarding the occurrence of
3 failed abortions documented within the medical
throughrecords from

-

- that action was taken regarding problems
identified in the medical care provided at the
facility, regarding the failed abortions.
Findings included:

1. See referenced evidence of facility deficient
practices at: 19CSR30-30 .060(1)(A)( 1);
19CSR30-30 .060(1)(A)(8); 19CSR30-30 .060(3)
(B); and 19CSR30-30 .060(3)(H). To date, some
physicians who provided the care documented
within the medical records reviewed have refused
to submit to interviews.
Review of RHS' Clinical Quality Assurance
Committee Meeting" m inutes, dated
- - revealed, "Reviewed #2 of
ReAsp
visit followed by tx @ hospital D&C &IV Antibiotic,
complication report completed at visit.
Cardiac Motion, · most likely a pregnancy
missed of a twin; ... " The Department finds this
explanation is insufficient to satisfy compliance
with this requirement.
Between- - and
Staff A performed at least 2 failed abortions, as
documented within the medical records reviewed.
As of the date of this writing , Staff A has refused
to submit to an interview w ith DHSS Inspectors.
On May 28, 20 19, Staff E was interviewed. W hen
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asked about the frequency of failed abortions,
she stated, "A failed abortion is less than 1% of all
the abortions that we take care of and I would say
that's consistent with what I have seen." W hen
asked about the frequency of complications at
RHS, she stated, "You have to have a
denominator. This is still incredibly rare and
consistent with the expected amount of failed
abortions, 1% or less."
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1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”

1
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L-1069

As an initial matter, the deficiencies under this tag are
based on the Department’s unsupported and inexpert
opinion of what constitutes “acceptable care in a safe
environment and in accordance with all legal
requirements and standards of care.” 19 CSR 3030.060(1)(A)(1). The Department does not purport to
be enforcing any specific legal or regulatory
requirement; rather, it has determined that its
judgment of “acceptable care” should supplant the
considered, evidence-based, and tested judgment of
experienced, highly trained clinicians who are experts
and specialists in the provision of abortion care and
who are providing that care pursuant to nationally
recognized standards and guidelines. This is not an
appropriate exercise of the Department’s regulatory
function. And indeed, the Department does not even
attempt to offer an expert opinion, as would be
required to establish the standard of care in a
malpractice or disciplinary context. See, e.g., State Bd.
of Registration for Healing Arts v. McDonagh, 123
S.W.3d 146 (Mo. 2003). Nor does the Department
support its position with citations to appropriate
medical literature, instead relying in large part on anti-
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abortion propaganda, literature from the '70s, and
misrepresentations of fact. As set forth more fully
below, neither the literature nor the guidance of
professional organizations with specialized expertise
support the Department’s assertions as to standard of
care.
(1) The Department’s contention that RHS failed to
ensure “the pelvic examination was completed at the
time of the health assessment and in a manner to
accurately document the size and orientation of
Patient #1's uterus prior to a surgical abortion, which
contributed to a failed abortion” re-raises issues as to
which the Department has already accepted RHS’s
plan of corrections and is medically inaccurate.
On May 23, the Department accepted RHS’s May 22
amended plan of correction. That amended plan of
correction explained, in relevant part, that the
Department’s new interpretation of the 19 CSR 3030.060(2)(D)—to require an additional, medically
unnecessary pelvic exam—was textually and
medically unsupportable, as well as a break from the
Department’s historic enforcement of the regulation.
To be clear, we have never objected to performing a
pelvic exam before a surgical abortion. The medically
most appropriate time of that exam is immediately
3
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before the procedure, and for this reason, RHS
performs a pelvic exam on the day of the procedure,
not on the day of the patient counseling. As the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
has recently said: “While pelvic exams may be
appropriate for patients with certain conditions,
routine multiple pelvic exams for women seeking
abortion care are unwarranted, invasive, and not
supported by evidence.” ACOG Stands With
Clinicians Who Provide Reproductive Health Care
(May 28, 2019), https://www.acog.org/AboutACOG/News-Room/Statements/2019/ACOG-Standswith-Clinicians-Who-Provide-Reproductive-HealthCare.
Because the Department appears to be re-raising the
pelvic exam issue, we find it necessary to repeat our
May 22, 2019 plan of correction:
[The Department’s] change in position is
surprising because it has long been RHS’s
practice to perform a pelvic examination in the
context of surgical abortion on the day of the
procedure, which is when it is medically
appropriate and clinically relevant. And
although the Department has inspected RHS
annually for many years, it has never
4
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suggested that the examination be performed at
a different time.
This change is especially surprising because
just last year, RHS’s practices with respect to
pelvic examinations were a focus of the
Department’s inspection. Specifically, last year
the Department cited RHS for failing to ensure
a pelvic exam was completed prior to a
medication abortion. See Statement of
Deficiency (survey date March 7, 2018). This
“deficiency” was already an alteration of the
Department’s prior understanding of this
regulation, because, as the Department is
aware, prior to last year, the Department did
not enforce the pelvic exam requirement for
medication abortion because the requirement
was written before approval of medication
abortion in the United States, and it is
medically unnecessary for that method of
abortion. Because the Department changed its
interpretation of this regulation last year and
now requires a pelvic exam prior to medication
abortion, and because RHS’s physicians are
not willing to impose on patients an invasive
exam that is not medically appropriate in the
5
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context of medication abortion, we currently
are not providing medication abortion to
patients in Missouri.
Most relevantly here, however, in multiple
exchanges with RHS over the supposed
deficiency for not providing a pelvic exam
prior to a medication abortion, the Department
at no point indicated when this exam would
have to be performed other than prior to the
abortion procedure (in either the medication or
surgical abortion context).
In now taking the position that the pelvic exam
cannot be performed on the day of the
abortion, the Department has expressed the
concern that this timing “does not “meet[] the
purpose of the requirement, which … includes
‘detecting factors which could influence the
choice of the procedure.’” This concern is
unwarranted. Putting aside that as a result of
the medically unnecessary pelvic requirement
medication abortion is not available in
Missouri (and at any rate is not an option after
10 weeks in pregnancy), a patient and
physician can change the abortion method at
any time prior to the abortion, in the
6
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exceedingly unlikely scenario that a pelvic
exam reveals a reason to do so.
At any rate, the primary information needed in
determining the options that may be available
to the patient is gestational age, which in
current practice is determined not by a pelvic
exam but by an ultrasound examination and
medical history. In addition to determining
which procedures the patient qualifies,
hemoglobin testing and information on patient
preference is considered in determining the
choice of procedure. Without significant
findings in the above listed evaluations, a
pelvic exam provides no additional
information that would influence the choice of
procedure. The function of a pelvic exam in
the abortion context is not to aid in
determining type of procedure, but rather to
inform the procedural approach in those
choosing aspiration abortion. In this context
the pelvic exam is critical to determining
uterine size and position. Because information
obtained from a pelvic examination might
change from one day to the next (e.g., the
patient’s comfort level may change or her
7
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uterus may shift), physicians perform the
pelvic exam immediately prior to the surgical
procedure so that the information is relevant
and not stale. Consequently, the information
learned from a pelvic exam is most pertinent
immediately prior to the abortion and not days
before the procedure.
The pelvic exam is also most appropriately
done on the day of the abortion procedure in
an effort to minimize the occurrences of
invasive interventions. Pelvic exams, even in
medically indicted situations, are not viewed
as pleasant. Indeed, the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists has observed
there is data to suggest that in asymptomatic
patients, it is allowable and even preferable to
defer pelvic exams during routine gynecologic
visits. ACOG Committee Opin. No. 754 (Oct.
2018), https://www.acog.org/ClinicalGuidance-and-Publications/CommitteeOpinions/Committee-on-GynecologicPractice/The-Utility-of-and-Indications-forRoutine-Pelvic-Examination. Minimizing the
number of pelvic exams, specifically
restricting them to instances in which there is
8
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clear medical benefit, is important for all
patients but especially for those who find
vaginal exams particularly distressing,
including because they have experienced
sexual or other trauma.
***
Although RHS’s practice were consistent with the
regulation as written and current medical practice, in
order to resolve the issue promptly, RHS revised its
policies to require the additional Departmentmandated pelvic exam “on the same day the patient
receives the state-mandated information, at least 72
hours before the abortion.” Despite the fact that this
requirement is not supported by medical literature and
stands to harm Missourians, and despite that the
patient education day does not involve invasive
medical procedures and that the patient will have the
identical pelvic exam on the day of her abortion,
which is the time it is medically appropriate, we
previously made this concession so that Missourians
can continue accessing abortion in their home state.
The Department accepted this plan of corrections. The
Department now nevertheless appears to be again
raising the same episodes of patient care—which predate the plan of corrections the Department
9
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accepted—as new deficiencies.
In the time RHS has provided the additional,
medically unnecessary pelvic exam on the patient
education day, it has become clear that forcing
patients to have an additional, medically unnecessary
pelvic exam is even more harmful, traumatic, and
stigmatizing for patients than we anticipated. The
additional invasive exam forces physicians to make an
impossible choice between a patient-centered practice
grounded in sound medical ethics and evidence or any
providing care at all. Planned Parenthood is dedicated
to providing our patients with high-quality health
care—care that is respectful and nonjudgmental—and
we have done so for decades. A fundamental attribute
of quality care is patient-centeredness, which means
“providing care that is respectful of and responsive to
individual patient preferences, needs, and values and
ensuring that patient values guide all clinical
decisions.” National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine; Health and Medicine
Division; Board on Health Care Services; Board on
Population Health and Public Health Practice;
Committee on Reproductive Health Services:
Assessing the Safety and Quality of Abortion Care in
the U.S., Washington (DC): National Academies Press
10
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(US); 2018 Mar. We believe continuing to force an
additional invasive and uncomfortable pelvic exam on
patients on the patient education day, when it is not
medically indicated, and when the patient will have
the identical exam on the day of her abortion
procedure, is not patient-centered; it is disrespectful
and dehumanizing, and contrary to our mission. This
is true for all our patients, but especially for survivors
of sexual trauma and for minors having their first
pelvic exam. And for these reasons, unless medically
indicated, we will no longer require patients seeking a
surgical abortion to undergo a pelvic exam on the
patient counseling day, which the State requires be at
least 72 hours before the procedure.
The Department also inaccurately suggests that a
finding from the pelvic exam conducted by Staff F on
Patient #1 was erroneous and contributed to the failed
medication abortion. As RHS has previously
explained, unless medically indicated, a pelvic
examination is medically unnecessary before
medication abortion because it provides no useful
information relevant to that procedure. ACOG, as
noted above, agrees.
To be clear, there is no basis for the Department’s
conclusion that Staff F made an inaccurate finding on
11
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the pelvic exam, and indeed, the attending physician
documented a similar finding on the supervision note
from that day. It is unclear what basis the Department
(which was not present to witness the pelvic exam)
could have for presuming that the existence of a
known complication is evidence that the pelvic exam
was not done properly. Moreover, to suggest pelvic
exam findings in any patient could predict the success
or failure of medication abortion is scientifically
unsupported. See Chill HH, Malyanker N, Karavani
G, Haj-Yahya R, Herzberg S, Bahar R, Shveiky D,
Dior UP. Association between uterine position and
transvaginal misoprostol treatment for early
pregnancy failure. J Obstet Gynaecol Res. 2018
Feb;44(2):248–252. doi: 10.1111/jog.13512. Epub
2017 Nov 2. PubMed PMID: 29094502.
To the extent the Department suggests an inaccurate
finding led to the abandoned surgical abortion attempt,
it is similarly wrong. The Department’s premise—that
had the pelvic exam been completed on the day of
consent it would have been known that the patient
would not have had a successful first attempt at
aspiration—is equally false. Uterine position is not a
contraindication to either medication or aspiration
abortion. All patients undergoing aspiration abortion
12
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have an instrument called a tenaculum placed on the
cervix. The tenaculum allows for traction on the
cervix which in turn changes the direction of the
uterus from its resting place identified on the pelvic
exam to a more midline position. Thus, for most, the
cervix and uterus are not in the same position during
the aspiration procedure as it is on pelvic exam. Amy
Garcia, UPDATE: MINIMALLY INVASIVE
SURGERY, OBG Manag. 2009 April;21(4):22–34,
https://www.mdedge.com/obgyn/article/66235/updateminimally-invasive-surgery/page/0/1.
As the record of Patient #1 shows, during the first
surgical abortion attempt, Staff F (a fourth-year
OB/GYN resident) documented her uterine position as
“ant,” or anteverted. This finding was confirmed by
Staff A (an OB/GYN and fellow) who documented
“Uterus anteverted but retroflexed.” Staff E (attending
OB/GYN physician), who also personally attempted
the surgical procedure, noted that the patient has a
“very acutely retroflexed uterus and the pregnancy
was at the fundus.” All three physicians documented
consistent findings, and there is no basis for the
Department to conclude they were erroneous.
Because of the acute retroflexion of the patient’s
uterus, the cervix required substantial traction and use
13
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of multiple imaging and positioning modalities to
maintain a safe attempt at evacuation. The patient
underwent the first attempt at aspiration with local
anesthesia and a paracervical block (i.e., a local
anesthetic). As Staff E noted “the angle and traction
on the cervix was quite uncomfortable for the patient.”
With all of this considered, the procedure proved to be
incredibly uncomfortable for the patient and with a
safe alternative in medication, together, the care team
and the patient opted to change the treatment plan. It
is appropriate clinical care to modify the course of
treatment when it becomes clear that the procedure
originally contemplated (in this case, aspiration) is not
optimal for the patient, and to revisit with the patient
her original decision that she preferred an aspiration
abortion. Moreover, contrary to the Department’s
repeated characterizations this is not a “failed
abortion.” The patient did not leave the facility
believing that her pregnancy termination was
complete, but instead was counseled extensively about
the risks and benefits of the new approach, and opted
to proceed with a medication abortion.
Over the next two days, the patient completed the
standard medication abortion protocol, including
directly observed therapy with mifepristone given by
14
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Staff E and self-administered misoprostol. The patient
returned
later for standard follow-up care.
At this time, she was noted to have an ongoing
pregnancy, which is a known risk of medication
abortion. Staff E performed a pelvic exam and found
the uterine position “post,” or retroverted. Staff E
again noted the uterus was “[r]etroflexed.” (Note: The
Department incorrectly states this note is from an
unknown author, when in fact it is signed by Staff E.)
The Department apparently believes the anteverted
finding by Staff F must have been inaccurate because
of the retroverted finding three days later by Staff E.
This alleged deficiency exemplifies the Department’s
lack of understanding of medicine—and basic female
anatomy—and further demonstrates the
inappropriateness of the Department purporting to
dictate the standard of care applicable to physicians as
it relates to abortion care without reference to any
statutory or regulatory requirement or recognized
standard of care. As RHS stated in the May 22
amended plan of correction, a pelvic examination on
the informed consent visit, which necessarily must be
at least 72 hours before the procedure, would not have
prevented either the failed abortion Patient #1
experienced or the unsuccessful first attempt at
15
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aspiration. Chill HH, Malyanker N, Karavani G, HajYahya R, Herzberg S, Bahar R, Shveiky D, Dior UP.
Association between uterine position and transvaginal
misoprostol treatment for early pregnancy failure. J
Obstet Gynaecol Res. 2018 Feb;44(2):248–252. doi:
10.1111/jog.13512. Epub 2017 Nov 2. PubMed
PMID: 29094502. As we previously stated, pelvic
examinations are done immediately prior to the
procedure to provide information relevant to the
procedural approach. Most obvious is the fact that the
increasing gestation has substantial impact on the
position of the uterus. As the State of Missouri has
placed many barriers to patients accessing abortion
care, quite frequently patients return for completion of
care well beyond the 72 hours that are mandated. The
growing gestation most certainly changes the position
during that interval time. There are in fact a multitude
of factors that contribute to uterine position that we
will lay out below, and that Staff E explained during
her May 28, 2019 interview. The Department has
rejected this explanation as “insufficient.”
The uterus is shaped like an upside-down pear and sits
within the pelvis. There are four main parts of the
uterus: fundus, corpus, isthmus, and cervix. The
fundus is the uppermost part (and connects to the
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ovaries via fallopian tubes), the corpus is the body, the
isthmus (as the name suggests) is the narrow part that
connects the corpus to the cervix, and the cervix
connects the uterus to the vagina. For a diagram,
please see https://www.healthline.com/human-bodymaps/uterus.
“The uterus is supported by several ligaments
including the utero ovarian ligament, round ligament,
broad ligament, cardinal ligament, and uterosacral
ligaments. It is further supported (inferiorly) by the
pelvic diaphragm, urogenital diaphragm, and perineal
body. The uterus may naturally lie in different
positions such as anteverted/retroverted,
anteflexed/retroflexed, or midline, and it may be
rotated (especially during pregnancy). The uterus most
commonly lies in an anteflexed and anteverted
position in 50% of women.” Sosa-Stanley JN,
Peterson DC. Anatomy, Abdomen and Pelvis, Uterus.
[Updated 2019 Feb 1]. In: StatPearls [Internet].
Treasure Island (FL): StatPearls Publishing; 2019 Jan.
Available from:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK470297/.
Uterine size, shape, and position are not permanently
fixed and are affected by many factors, including but
not limited to pregnancy, full bladder, constipation,
17
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mifepristone and misoprostol as part of her medication
abortion. Mifepristone is a progesterone receptor
antagonist that initiates the breakdown of the
endometrium and implanted embryo. Misoprostol is a
prostaglandin, which causes uterine contractions and
cervical ripening. These medications have substantial
impact on both the cervix and uterus—not only in
changing the architecture of the organs but also, if not
completely expelling the pregnancy, in moving it to a
lower position in the uterus. (As Staff E noted after
the first surgical abortion attempt, “the pregnancy
[was] at the fundus.”).
3. Patient comfort. As RHS previously expressed,
pelvic exams are invasive and they are not
comfortable. In fact, because the position of the uterus
in part relies on the pelvic floor musculature,
anticipation of pain or experienced pain can cause
tensing of those muscles, changing in the position, or
resulting in inability to fully appreciate the true
position. On the day of procedure—when pelvic
exams are helpful—patients receive local anesthetic
and, if desired, oral or intravenous sedation to reduce
discomfort during the abortion procedure; this also has
the effect of reducing discomfort during the pelvic
exam. (This patient received intravenous sedation on
19
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the day of her second aspiration attempt, was
comfortably sedated throughout, and thus had an
uncomplicated aspiration without difficulty.)
The Department cites a 1997 textbook and an article
from 1978 apparently in an effort to show that errors
in diagnosis from pelvic examinations occur. That
errors occur in medicine does not mean Staff F made
an error here. Moreover, the latter source focuses on
failed surgical abortions, but as discussed above
Patient #1 did not have a failed surgical abortion;
rather, she made an informed decision to stop an
attempted surgical abortion and opted instead for a
medication abortion (which did fail later). (Note: The
Department is in receipt of the complication report for
the failed medication abortion for Patient #1, although
it appears to have lost the original form that was sent
by certified mail. See Tag L1129, below.)
For these reasons, the Department’s belief that the
failed medication abortion and/or the abandoned
surgical abortion attempt could have been prevented if
the pelvic exam had been done on the day of the
patient education visit instead of the day of the
abortion, or in the alternative that there was some
issue with how the pelvic exam was done that
rendered it inaccurate, is as medically unsupported.
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There is no basis for the Department to substitute its
unsupported judgment for the clinical judgment of the
physicians who provide direct patient care and who
are experts and specialists in abortion care.
Finally, we note that the Department takes issue that
Staff A and Staff F refused to be interviewed by Mr.
Koebel (who is not a physician). The Department does
not explain, nor is it apparent, what information these
trainees could have provided. The patient’s record
provides all the information the Department needed,
but even if that were not enough, their attending
physician, Staff E, was interviewed.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
(2) Despite that the tissue exams performed by the
RHS-affiliated physicians and the contracted
pathology lab that showed consistent results, the
Department cites RHS for failing to ensure the
accuracy of the tissue exams to ensure a complete
abortion.
At the outset, we note failed abortion (meaning,
although it was expected the pregnancy has been
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terminated, the pregnancy remains ongoing) is a rare
but known outcome of surgical abortion. Indeed, in
the 1978 article the Department cites, providers did a
gross exam of tissue, yet still had some failed
abortions (0.071%). In other, more current published
research, the rate of failed abortion ranges from 0.05%
to 0.2%, up to 2.3%. Doan Ireland, Luu & Gatter,
Mary & Y. Chen, Angela. (2015). Medical Compared
with Surgical Abortion for Effective Pregnancy
Termination in the First Trimester. Obstetrics &
Gynecology. 126; Paul ME, Mitchell CM, Rogers AJ,
Fox MC, Lackie EG. Early surgical abortion: efficacy
and safety. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 2002
Aug;187(2):407–11. PubMed PMID: 12193934. At
RHS, in 2018, we had three known failed surgical
abortions out of approximately 2500 surgical
abortions, or a rate of 0.12%—well within the
published range.
Despite this, the Department latches onto two cases of
this rare but known complication to falsely suggest
that that RHS has a widespread problem of failed
abortion that supports a deficiency finding. This is
simply unsupported.
Patient #2 had a surgical abortion at
based on ultrasound. At that gestational age,
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some but not all fetal parts may be seen in a gross
examination. It is for this reason that Planned
Parenthood’s evidence-based Medical Standards and
Guidelines, as reflected in RHS policy 1.1.17, provide
that the tissue examination must include identification
of (1) villi and membranes, (2) in pregnancies of 10 to
13 weeks gestation, some fetal parts, and (3) in
pregnancies ≥ 13 weeks gestation, all fetal parts.
As the record shows, Staff B identified villi,
membrane/sac, and some fetal parts. This is supported
by the independent tissue exam performed by the
contracted pathology lab. The lab found villi
consistent with
gestation, fetal parts,
placental membrane, and decidua. It is virtually
impossible to evacuate some fetal parts during the
procedure yet leave the pregnancy undisturbed. For
that reason, during the quality assurance review, Staff
I, RHS’s co-medical director, reasoned “most likely a
pregnancy missed of a twin.”
The Department rejects this explanation as
“insufficient.” But as the record reflects, the patient
had a second surgical abortion at
based on ultrasound. At that gestational age, as noted
above, all fetal parts should be identifiable in a gross
exam. That was the case here. Staff B identified villi,
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membrane/sac, and all fetal parts. Likewise, the
pathology lab found villi consistent with
gestation, fetal parts, placental membrane, and
decidua. The physician who performed the second
pathological examination was different from the one
who performed the first. It would be impossible to
remove some fetal parts and then later find the fetus
had all parts, unless there was a twin (multifetal)
pregnancy. Given the limitations of ultrasonography
on obese patients (such as Patient #2 who had a BMI
of
), it is possible the ultrasound done at the
initial presentation for informed consent might have
missed such a diagnosis. Paladini, D. (2009),
Sonography in obese and overweight pregnant
women: clinical, medicolegal and technical issues.
Ultrasound Obstet Gynecol, 33: 720–729.
doi:10.1002/uog.6393.
Put simply, the Department disagrees with the
findings of three licensed, board-certified, and
fellowship trained physicians. And its only basis for
disagreement is the 1978 article, which discussed 46
patients with failed surgical abortions and did not note
that any involved twin pregnancies (though it is
unclear how the article’s authors could have known if
there was an undiagnosed twin pregnancy). To again
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state the obvious, even if none of the patients in that
study had a twin pregnancy does not mean Patient #2
also did not have a twin pregnancy, because she
clearly was not a subject in that study. Twin
pregnancies are common. According to the CDC, the
twin birth rate in the U.S. is 33.3 twins per 1000
births. https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/multiple.htm
Patient #3 had a surgical abortion at
based on
LMP. Staff A documented villi and membrane/sac on
the gross exam. The contracted pathology lab also
found villi consistent with
gestation,
placental membrane, and decidua. Despite these
consistent findings, the Department alleges Staff A’s
tissue exam was inaccurate. The gross and
microscopic examination conducted by a trained,
independent pathologist confirms Staff A made no
error. Presence of membrane/sac on the initial gross
exam and final pathological exam, moreover, does not
necessarily ensure a complete abortion; rather, all that
can be verified is that some tissue was evacuated.
Gross tissue exam is imperfect and even highly trained
physicians and pathologists are not always able to
accurately confirm a completed abortion from a gross
tissue exam, particularly at earlier gestations (as with
Patient #3). For instance, in one study, 1% of
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pregnancies were ongoing even though both the
abortion provider and a pathologist found products of
conception in the aspirates. Paul M, Lackie E,
Mitchell C, Rogers A, Fox M. Is pathology
examination useful after early surgical abortion?.
Obstet Gynecol. 2002 Apr;99(4):567–71. PubMed
PMID: 12039112. Staff E stated the same in her May
28, 2019 interview. The same study found that
approximately 90% of surgeons and pathologist
correctly found products of conception during the
tissue exam among patients with complete abortion.
Conversely, both surgeons and pathologists were poor
at identifying an incomplete or failed abortion, with
pathologists faring worse than the abortion provider
(57% vs. 22%). Similarly, the 1978 article the
Department cites identified shortcomings of the gross
examination.
We note the Department has indicated that CMS has
cited the contracted pathology lab and that the lab has
corrected all cited deficiencies. The Department’s note
does not indicate any deficiencies could have or did
affect the results of any tissue exams. But even if any
deficiency could have had any effect on any results, it
is unclear what the Department believes RHS could
have done about that.
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If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
(3) The Department cites RHS for failing to meet a
newly created and never before articulated
requirement to ensure there was communication with
the pathology lab after the discovery of a failed
abortion. As discussed above, the alleged deficiency is
not based on any legal requirement—and the
Department cites none.
As discussed above, Patient #2 did not experience a
failed surgical abortion. Patient #3’s pathology
examination did not yield any unexpected results. In
fact, the initial gross exam was consistent with the
later pathology exam. As RHS policy provides:
“Pathology examinations that yield unexpected results
with be reported to an abortion provider clinician by
phone within 24 hours.” Thus, no trigger occurred that
would make communication appropriate. And Staff I,
RHS’s co-medical director, confirmed in his May 28,
2019 interview that it was a “regular occurrence” for
there to be communication between him (or the lead
clinician) and the pathology lab regarding unexpected
results.
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(As noted above, pathologists are no better at finding
evidence of an incomplete or failed abortion during an
tissue examination, and for that reason, the
requirement that all tissue be sent to pathology is
irrational, as well as burdensome.)
Despite this, in a good-faith effort to resolve this
deficiency, RHS will notify its contracted pathology
lab each time it discovers a failed abortion, even
though the pathology report showed membrane/sac
and/or fetal parts. RHS will incorporate this
requirement into its quality assurance protocol.
(4) The Department falsely accuses RHS of failing to
ensure the prompt followup with Patient #2 when she
complained of continuing pregnancy symptoms. But
the Department’s description omits that RHS
appropriately followed up with Patient #2. Twenty
minutes after the patient called stating her concern she
believed she was still pregnant; a nurse returned her
call (at
). The nurse offered her a follow-up
appointment two days later, on
, which the
patient accepted. The patient did not show but instead
returned on
. As Staff I stated in his interview,
“Patients have complicated lives…. I do not know
why a patient would not come back for
.” RHS
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did not fail to ensure prompt follow-up.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
(5) The Department cites RHS for failing to ensure
informed consent was obtained from two patients
prior to “new surgical abortions following failed
abortions.” To be clear, Patient #2 and #3 both
received and signed procedural consents related to
their treatment for an ongoing pregnancy. These
documents were signed on the day of the patient’s
follow-up procedure and are in addition to the
consents obtained for the first abortion attempt that
failed. In particular, each patient signed an informed
consent document as well as Information for Informed
Consent sheets, which detail the requested procedure
and its risks and benefits. Each patient was also given
written post-care instructions. Moreover, each record
also reflects that the physician counseled the patient
on the second procedure and answered her questions;
each patient demonstrated an understanding and that
she was prepared for the abortion. All this
information, including the signed consents, are in the
patient’s record. Thus, it is unclear what basis the
Department could have to find that these patients did
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not adequately consent to their follow-up procedures.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
The Department, moreover, references a book
published by the anti-abortion organization the
deVeber Institute, whose namesake founded Defense
of the Unborn and was the former national president
of Alliance for Life in Canada. Moreover, the book’s
author Elizabeth Ring Cassidy is described by Our
Lady Seat of Wisdom College, at which she is an
Adjunct Professor, as "published widely in the areas
of Life issues." This further demonstrates the
Department’s commitment not to medicine and fact
but to a political agenda to end abortion.
(6) For two patients who had failed abortions, the
Department cites RHS for failing to ensure the
informed consent process included a second statemandated 72-hour waiting period. If the Department’s
position is that a patient who experiences a failed
abortion must delay her care another 72 hours, thus
forcing these patients to wait a total of 144 hours, or 6
days, before obtaining an abortion, this position is
unsupported by statute and would be deeply troubling
from a patient care perspective, including because
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while abortion is very safe the risks increase with
gestational age.
Section 188.027.6, RSMo. provides:
The physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion shall, at least seventy-two hours prior
to such procedure, inform the woman orally
and in person of:
(1) The immediate and long-term
medical risks to the woman associated
with the proposed abortion method
including, but not limited to, infection,
hemorrhage, cervical tear or uterine
perforation, harm to subsequent
pregnancies or the ability to carry a
subsequent child to term, and possible
adverse psychological effects
associated with the abortion; and
(2) The immediate and long-term
medical risks to the woman, in light of
the anesthesia and medication that is to
be administered, the unborn child’s
gestational age, and the woman’s
medical history and medical
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conditions.
RHS complied with this provision when it counseled
Patients #2 and #3 (and all other patients) on day one
of the abortion process (the patient education visit).
After counseling the patient on the proposed
method(s), physicians counsel the patient on the risks
and benefits, including infection, hemorrhage, cervical
tear or uterine perforation, harm to subsequent
pregnancies or the ability to carry a subsequent child
to term, and possible adverse psychological effects
associated with the abortion, as required by 188.027.6.
The complications a patient is at risk for from surgical
abortion are the same regardless of gestational age,
though the degree of risk increases with gestational
age. Physicians advise patients of this fact.
Physicians, moreover, counsel the patient that the
physical risks increase with gestational age. Patients
are also given the Department’s informed consent
booklet. As required by section 188.027, RSMo., that
booklet must “describe the various surgical and druginduced methods of abortion relevant to the stage of
pregnancy, as well as the immediate and long-term
medical risks commonly associated with each abortion
method including, but not limited to, infection,
hemorrhage, cervical tear or uterine perforation, harm
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to subsequent pregnancies or the ability to carry a
subsequent child to term, and the possible adverse
psychological effects associated with an abortion.” §
188.027.1(3), RSMo. The booklet also states: “The
later in pregnancy the abortion is done, the more
complex the procedure and the higher the risk.”
Thus, Patients #2 and 3 received all required
information at their patient education visits. If the
Department believes a deficiency has occurred, RHS
requests clarification as to the nature of the deficiency.
(7) The Department cites RHS for failing to ensure the
appropriateness of nursing care based on a nurse’s
instruction to perform a self-fundal massage, despite
having no authority over nurses and citing no evidence
that the instruction was inappropriate. That is because
the Staff J gave an appropriate instruction.
Patient #4 called the day after her procedure
complaining of bloating. When Staff J returned her
call, the patient stated the bloating had resolved. Staff
J then advised the patient do a “fundal massage and
call for heavy bleeding,” to call if “pain unrelieved by
massage and OTC meds,” or to call if she had a
“fever.” The Department does not say why this
instruction was inappropriate. As the Department
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summarized, Staff J stated in her April 24 interview,
“[f]undal massage is appropriate direction for a patient
complaint of bleeding and cramping.” This is
consistent with standard of care and with the written
instructions provided to abortion patients. In RHS’s
“Taking Care of Yourself After an In-Clinic
Abortion,” patients are advised that “[m]assaging your
lower abdomen may also help” with cramps.
Moreover, there is abundant research documenting the
utility of uterine massage to manage bleeding caused
by uterine atony, including at lower gestational ages.
Ipas, Clinical Updates in Reproductive Health:
Managing postabortion hemorrhage,
https://www.ipas.org/clinical-updates/postabortioncare/managing-hemorrhage (last reviewed Dec. 19,
2018); Nat’l Abortion Fed., Clinical Policy Guidelines
for Abortion Care (2018),
https://prochoice.org/resources/clinical-policyguidelines/; Soc’y of Family Planning, Clinical
Guidelines: Management of postabortion hemorrhage,
87 Contraception 331 (Nov. 2012),
https://www.contraceptionjournal.org/article/S00107824(12)00954-7/pdf. It also bears noting that
performing a self-fundal massage is not harmful, even
if it the benefit may be limited in some circumstances.
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The appropriateness of the instruction is evidenced by
the fact the patient returned to the facility
because she “developed post op
pain.” The ultrasound revealed intrauterine debris,
suggesting retained products of conception and/or
blood. Indeed, the aspirates contained dark clots.
It is concerning that the Department staff issuing this
deficiency is apparently unfamiliar with the nature of
fundal massage, as indicated by Mr. Koebel asking
whether it involves placing a hand inside the patient's
vagina.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
(8) The Department appears to suggest that RHS
failed to ensure an abortion was planned in a safe
environment for Patient #12 and that the appropriate
risks and benefits were not conveyed to her. As should
be clear from the record, the patient did not have an
abortion or attempted evacuation at RHS. Yet, the
Department accuses RHS of jeopardizing the patient’s
life. Not only is it untrue, but this patient’s
circumstance demonstrates why abortion should
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remain accessible.
Patient #12 had a termination for medical reasons. She
was evaluated at Washington University School of
Medicine on
2019, after being referred from
out of state secondary to limited access in her home
state and a known placenta previa in the setting of a
history of cesarean. As is standard in this instance, the
evaluation included a transabdominal and transvaginal
ultrasound performed by an expert in obstetric and
gynecologic diagnostic ultrasonography because of a
“[s]uspected uterine abnormality, [p]revious cesarean
delivery;” this ultrasound was done at Washington
University (not at RHS). The results were interpreted
by one of the University’s most senior and
experienced physicians, a board-certified OB/GYN
with a fellowship in ultrasound and medical genetics
and who is a full professor in OB/GYN within the
Division of Maternal-Fetal Medicine and Ultrasound,
as well as Radiology. The ultrasound revealed anterior
placental previa; it did not suggest findings
concerning for placenta accreta spectrum, and indeed,
“there [were] no highly suspicious findings for such.”
As Staff H noted: “[Patient #12] had formal U/S at
WashU which did not show [evidence of] morbidly
adherent placenta.” Characteristics that are typically
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evaluated when there is concern for abnormal
placentation include vascular lacunae, loss of the
hypoechoic zone normally visualized between the
placenta and myometrium, myometrial thickness, and
any abnormalities of the uterine serosa and bladder
interface. Berkley EM. Prenatal diagnosis of placenta
accreta: is sonography all we need? J Ultrasound Med
2013; 32:1345–50; Comstock CH, Bronsteen RA. The
antenatal diagnosis of placenta accreta. BJOG 2014;
121:2. These characteristics, along with use of
Doppler flow, were assessed in this case, and previous
studies have noted a sensitivity of 90.72% and
specificity of 96.94% with this approach. D’Antonio
F. Prenatal identification of invasive placentation
using ultrasound: systematic review and metaanalysis. Ultrasound Obstet Gynecol 2013; 42:509–
17. It is important to understand that definitive
diagnosis of accreta spectrum disorders of the placenta
can only be made on histologic evaluation of a
hysterectomy specimen (i.e., in the event that the birth
or abortion resulted in life threatening bleeding
requiring surgical removal of the uterus), meaning that
prior to a birth or abortion, providers use imaging
tools to best predict the safest care plan.
With an ultrasound that did not demonstrate any
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concerning findings for placenta accreta spectrum, the
patient was then counseled at Washington University
on the risks and benefits of continuing to term, as well
as the risks and benefits of termination. The record
reflects: “We discussed that her underlying medical
conditions including anterior placenta previa would
increase her risks associated with the procedure, but
that the risk of continuation of pregnancy is greater
than proceeding with termination.” Notably, the
patient was counseled on the potential morbidity
associated with such placental accreta spectrum
disorders, as well as the reality that the risk of morbid
outcomes increases as the pregnancy progresses. The
patient understood all of these issues and made a clear
and informed decision to proceed with abortion. The
clinical team, using all of the available evidence and
in consultation with the patient, made the assessment
that her abortion could be safely provided in an
outpatient setting. The patient signed the appropriate
consents, which are contained in the record.
Given the patient’s gestational age, the patient
required completion of care over two days. On the
first day, the patient underwent placement of dilators,
during which the clinical team noted more bleeding
than was standard for dilator placement. Blood loss
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was estimated at 200cc, which is not considered
“hemorrhage.” As is appropriate with an evolving
clinical situation, the care team reassessed the
situation when presented with new clinical
information and opted to complete the patient’s care in
the hospital setting. A vaginal pack was placed, and
the patient was transferred to the hospital via EMS in
stable condition. During the transfer, the patient
remained awake and oriented and had stopped
bleeding by the time of arrival at BJH, 1.1 mile from
the RHS location. Despite the Department’s assertion
to the contrary, the patient’s bleeding was neither
massive nor uncontrolled. No less than four clinicians,
including Staff O, Staff N, Staff H, and a nurse
practitioner attended to Patient #12 while at RHS.
It is flatly inaccurate to suggest that as a result of the
care provided at RHS, the patient was found
“critically ill and suffering from shock, on pressors
(drug for treating hypotension) and suffering massive
blood loss.” The clinical team identified the higher
level of care needed and changed plans accordingly.
This demonstrates the sound decision making of the
RHS care team and the recognition to escalate this
patient’s care to a higher acuity setting as a result of
the clinical picture after insertion of osmotic dilators.
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At BJH, with an evolving clinical picture, the patient
was again counseled on the risks, benefits, and
alternatives. In particular, the patient was again
advised of the “increased risk to maternal health or
life endangerment from placenta previa, history of
cesarean section, and possible placenta accreta.” The
patient verified her desire to proceed with evacuation,
and underwent that procedure several hours later
under controlled circumstances. It is indisputable the
BJH clinical team, including Staff H, took great care
of the patient. Her fertility, and life, were preserved in
large part because of the excellent clinical skills
demonstrated by RHS’s Staff H in both locations.
Only with the benefit of hindsight does the
Department suggest it was in error for the clinical
team to consider providing an abortion for the patient
at RHS, and it bases that suggestion on speculation
that the patient had placental accreta. But as discussed,
there was no ultrasound evidence suggesting placenta
accreta found by the ultrasound specialist, and because
the patient did not require hysterectomy, there is
evidence to confirm such a diagnosis now. This
patient’s pre-op evaluation was completed in a manner
consistent with standard of care and RHS and
Washington University protocol. Given the available
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information it was completely appropriate for the care
team at both Washington University and RHS to
determine that RHS was the appropriate facility for
the patient to receive care at.
While the Department second guesses Patient #12’s
abortion because of the complications she
experienced, it fails to consider the alternative:
significant risk of maternal morbidity and even
mortality. (The same circumstances that made her
abortion higher risk also makes carrying to term and
delivering higher risk on an order of magnitude.)
Indeed, Missouri ranks 42nd in the nation for maternal
mortality. It also fails to acknowledge its own role in
limited hospital access to abortion care—specifically
bans on private and public insurance from covering
the service in nearly every circumstance, making
hospital care financially impossible for most. Missouri
women deserve better.
For these reasons, no deficiency exists; to the
contrary, RHS and Washington University provided
high-quality care to a patient with a complex medical
situation. If the Department believes a deficiency has
occurred, RHS requests clarification as to the nature
of the deficiency.
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L-1076

(1) RHS cooperated fully with the Department’s
investigation, providing all requested medical records
and other documentation. RHS also made its own
employees available for interviews with investigators.
RHS’s co-Medical Director, Staff I, and incoming
Chief Medical Officer, Staff E, who also served as
attending physicians supervising the training of the
residents and fellows who declined to be interviewed,
were also interviewed by the Department. Thus, there
simply is nothing the Department is seeking to
investigate that is not fully contained in medical
records and documents already provided or which
could not have been obtained by discussions with
Staff E and Staff I.
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As the Department’s counsel noted in court that it is
not clear how RHS was supposed to compel
interviews from residents who have not provided care
at RHS’s facilities since 2018 and who will not be
providing such care in the future. As noted by the
resident physicians’ counsel, “The Residents are not
currently rendering patient care at Planned
Parenthood, nor will they do so in the future.”
Reproductive Health Services of Planned Parenthood
of the St. Louis Region v. Parson (RHS v. Parson),
1922-CC02395, Non-Party Resident Physicians
42
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Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena and for Protective Order (“Resident Mot.
Quash”) at 5.
This is particularly true where, as here, the unique
criminal penalties associated with abortion laws in
Missouri—which do not appear in analogous statutes
concerning similar kinds of health care facilities—
mean that any physician subjecting themselves to
Department questioning may be placing themselves in
personal jeopardy of being referred for criminal
investigation. See id. at 6–8 (“The State … argues that
physician interviews are standard for any licensing
investigation, but this situation is hardly analogous to
other license renewals. Clearly, the unique criminal
penalties associated with abortion laws distinguish this
investigation from a licensure application submitted
by an ambulatory care center. It is disingenuous for
the State to pretend that calculation has no relevance
here.”); RHS v. Parson, Motion of Non-Party
Physicians “Staff A” and “Staff H” to Quash
Subpoenas and for Protective Order (“Staff A/H Mot.
Quash”) at ¶ 21 (counsel unable to assess whether
“testimony creates any personal jeopardy” for
physicians). Moreover, as detailed in RHS’s prior
submissions the Department has already changed its
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interpretation of what is required to comply with the
pelvic exam requirement, see May 22, 2019 Plan of
Correction, and has similarly changed its
interpretation of what is required for residents and
fellows training in abortion care under the supervision
of an attending physician to comply with the
requirements of section 188.027.6, RSMo., see May
28, 2019 Plan of Correction—and yet the Department
asks to interview physicians about the care they
provided under RHS’s prior policies, despite that it
has already accepted RHS’s Plans of Corrections on
these issues.
Legal counsel for the physicians in question “asked
repeatedly for information regarding the nature of the
investigation, the State demurred, offering no
substantive information about the inquiry. To be clear,
it was the State’s chosen strategy that prevented
interviews with the Residents.” Resident Mot. Quash
at 7 (citing Exhibit G to the Aff. of William Koebel);
see also Staff A/H Mot. Quash at ¶ 21 (“DHSS has
refused to provide information to allow counsel for
these physicians to assess whether their testimony
creates any personal jeopardy for them.”). And RHS
has also further attempted to ensure the Department
has access to any needed information by requesting
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written questions to which the physicians who
declined to be interviewed could provide written
responses, but the Department declined.
While RHS has always cooperated with the
Department’s investigations, never in the past 10 years
has any Department employee requested the kinds of
audio-recorded, sit-down questioning with physicians
that it has demanded during this investigation, let
alone demanding to question physicians no longer
affiliated with the clinic and in some particular order.
RHS v. Parson, Petitioner’s Reply Suggestions in
Support of Petitioner’s Motion for Temporary
Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction, Exhibit
A, Declaration of David Eisenberg, MD, MPH at ¶¶
5–10, 12–14. Generally, staff and physicians on site
the day of an inspection will have short, informal
conversations with inspectors, and then the Medical
Director would engage in more substantive
conversations concerning specific patients or an
inspection summation. Id. RHS did just that during
this investigation.
Moreover, the Department lacks the statutory
authority to compel RHS to produce testimony from
third parties. Section 197.230.1 does not grant the
Department the power to compel witness testimony.
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Had the General Assembly intended to confer such
authority, it would have done so by statute. See
Bodenhausen v. Mo. Bd. of Registration for Healing
Arts, 900 S.W.2d 621, 622 (Mo. 1995) (state agencies
“possess only those powers expressly conferred or
necessarily implied by statute”); cf. Angoff v. M & M
Mgmt. Corp., 897 S.W.2d 649, 653 (Mo. Ct. App.
1995). Where the Legislature means to provide
agencies with such power, it does so clearly and
unequivocally. See, e.g., §§ 334.100.2(4)(m)–(n) and
334.127, RSMo. (authorizing board of registration for
the healing arts to issue subpoenas and take licensure
action for failure to comply); §§ 335.066.2(6)(h)–(i)
and 335.097, RSMo. (board of nursing, same); §§
340.264.2(4)(l)–(m) and 340.280, RSMo. (veterinary
medical board, same). Because the “legislature has
elsewhere been fully capable of clearly articulating”
this authority, it cannot be implied that the State
possesses the power to compel interviews absent
statutory language. State v. Reprod. Health Servs. of
Planned Parenthood of St. Louis Region, Inc., 97
S.W.3d 54, 61 (Mo. Ct. App. 2002); see also Wolff
Shoe Co. v. Dir. of Revenue, 762 S.W.2d 29, 32 (Mo.
1988) (“rule of statutory construction that ‘the express
mention of one thing implies the exclusion of
another’”). Indeed, the Department’s counsel admitted
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in court that the Department lacked the authority to
compel interviews.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
(2) Despite that the Department already accepted
RHS’s May 28, 2019 plan of corrections on the samephysician issue, the Department spends at least five
pages re-raising this issue, despite that all alleged
deficiencies predate the plan of correction (including
one that was specifically cited in the March 12
statement of deficiencies). For this reason, we find it
necessary to repeat our May 28, 2019 plan of
correction:
Under section 188.027.6 RSMo., “[t]he
physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion shall, at least seventy-two hours prior
to such procedure, inform the woman orally
and in person of” the information required in
the statute.
In its May 20, 2019 letter, the Department
expressed concern that a supervising physician
who “is merely present in the building without
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taking any active role in performing or
inducing the abortion” is not a physician who
performs or induces an abortion within the
meaning of section 188.027.6. And as RHS
had noted in its Plan of Correction, the
Department previously advised the Circuit
Court of Jackson County in its legal filings
that “[w]hen there are two or more physicians
who are substantially involved in performing
or inducing the abortion, any one of those
physicians may satisfy section 188.027.6 by
providing informed consent.” Defendants’
Suggestions in Opposition to Plaintiffs’
Motion for Temporary Restraining Order at
22, Circuit Court of Jackson County, Missouri,
Case No. 1716-CV24109 (Oct. 16, 2017).
Additionally, as the circuit court found, under
the Department’s reading of the statute, “when
multiple doctors are involved in the continuum
of care before, during, and after a procedure
that anyone of those physicians could provide
the required information.” Judgment/Order at
6, Circuit Court of Jackson County, Missouri,
Case No. 1716-CV24109 (Oct. 23, 2017).
For these reasons and the other reasons set
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forth in its prior submissions, RHS believes its
attending physicians have always been
substantially involved in patient care provided
through its residents and fellows. Nevertheless,
in its May 22 Amended plan of corrections it
agreed to revise its policies to require that
when a fellow or resident is providing a
procedure under supervision, the supervising
physician will provide the state-mandated
information required by section 188.027.6,
RSMo., at least 72 hours prior and will be
physically present in the procedure room
during the abortion procedure.
The Department has now rejected that
Amended plan of corrections, stating that
“mere physical presence is not enough” and
also that the physician who provided the statemandated information must play a “substantial
and active role in performing or inducing the
abortion” although it again does not define
“substantial and active.” To be clear, to the
degree the Department is suggesting that an
attending physician must be physically
involved in providing patient care in order to
meet this requirement, the Department’s
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interpretation runs counter to accepted
understanding by the larger medical education
community of the relationship between
attending physicians and the fellows and
residents they supervise. Fellows and residents
learn to practice medicine by performing
hands-on procedures under the supervision of
attending physicians, and it is well established
that in this context the attending physician is
understood to be actively involved in
performing these procedures even if the fellow
or resident is providing the hands-on care.
Indeed, in prior litigation the Department
specifically rejected the idea that it was
unclear how the same-doctor requirement
applied in the scenario of “a medical resident
working with a teaching physician to perform
an abortion” (emphasis added), stating that
“Section 188.027.6 is not, in fact, ambiguous
as applied to [this] scenario[]. When there are
two or more physicians who are substantially
involved in performing or inducing the
abortion, any one of those physicians may
satisfy section 188.027.6 by providing
informed consent.” Defendants’ Suggestions in
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Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for
Temporary Restraining Order at 22, Circuit
Court of Jackson County, Missouri, Case No.
1716-CV24109 (Oct. 16, 2017). Thus the
Department clearly indicated that for purposes
of Section 188.027.6, an attending physician
who supervises a resident (or a fellow,
presumably) in providing an abortion is
sufficiently involved to be able to provide the
state-mandated information required by
Section 188.027.6.
Moreover, while the Department now asserts
that the Circuit Court “explicitly rejected the
interpretation on which you now rely” by
saying the Department’s interpretation
“expands the language of subsection 6 beyond
its written words,” this ignores that the Court
went on to recognize that “[the Department’s
interpretation] is a reasonable interpretation of
subsection 6.” Judgement/Order at 6, Circuit
Court of Jackson County, Missouri, Case No.
1716-CV24109 (Oct. 23, 2017).
For these reasons RHS continues to believe its
attending physicians have always been
appropriately involved in patient care provided
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through its residents and fellows. Moreover,
the Department’s shifting interpretations of
section 188.027.6, RSMo., seem to relate in no
way to the Department’s mission of promoting
patient health and safety as the Department has
never throughout this process suggested that
any of RHS’s prior or proposed practices with
respect to section 188.027.6, RSMo. are
inconsistent with the standard of care or have
compromised patient health and safety.
Nevertheless, in the interest of resolving this
issue promptly and ensuring patients can
continue accessing abortion in Missouri, RHS
will revise its policies to require as follows:
If RHS continues providing care through
fellows and/or residents, it will ensure that the
fellow or resident provides the information
required by 188.027.6 RSMo, in the presence
of the attending physician, and that both the
fellow or resident and the attending physician
document their participation in this process. In
addition, as noted in our prior plan of
correction, the attending physician and the
fellow and/or resident will also both be present
in the procedure room. In the normal course,
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the fellow or resident will be the primary or
sole physician providing hands-on care to the
patient during the abortion procedure.
However, in any instance where in the medical
judgment of the attending physician the
attending physician should complete the
procedure, the attending physician shall do so.
In the alternative, RHS will ensure that both
the attending physician and the resident or
fellow play a substantial and active role in
performing the abortion. RHS has concerns as
to whether it is possible for multiple
physicians to play a substantial and active role
in providing an abortion procedure without
interfering with good patient care, if by
“substantial and active role” the Department
means physical contact with the patient. This is
especially true in the context of a short and
straightforward procedure such as an
aspiration abortion, which typically takes 3–5
minutes to complete. RHS also has concerns as
to whether requiring this type of participation
by the attending is consistent with the teaching
and training function of a fellowship or
residency through a teaching hospital.
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However, if RHS concludes that there is a way
to do this consistent with providing
meaningful training and without violating our
ethical commitment to patient-centered care,
we will advise the Department of revised
protocols that provide (as the Department has
directed) more specific guidance as to the
substantial and active role the attending
physician would play.
The Department accepted the plan of corrections
above, and RHS has since complied with its
obligations under the plan of corrections. Indeed, there
is no indication in the Statement of Deficiencies that
the Department disagrees. If the Department believes
a deficiency has occurred, RHS requests clarification
as to the nature of the deficiency.
(3) The Department alleges RHS failed to submit a
complication report for Patient #1’s failed surgical
abortion. As more fully discussed above, Patient #1
did not experience a failed surgical abortion. (Patient
#1 did have a failed medication abortion. A report for
that adverse event was submitted, even though the
Department appears to have lost the report.) The
patient did not leave the facility believing her
pregnancy had been terminated. Indeed, the
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Department agrees there was an “abandonment of a
surgical abortion.” The 1978 article the Department
cites also agrees that the definition of a failed abortion
is one where the patient “has been subjected to an
operative procedure for abortion only to be found at
some later date still to be pregnant.” Section
188.052.2, RSMo. requires a complication report only
when “post-abortion care” has been provided. The
change to a medication abortion is not “post-abortion
care.” RHS did not fail to submit a complication
report for Patient #1.

L-1119

If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
The Department cites RHS for failing to maintain
accurate records, including accurate time and date, the
identity of the physician providing a medication
abortion, and the documentation of supervision. The
bulk of this deficiency rests on the Department’s
confusion regarding the difference between the
“encounter date” and the “current date” on each
record. As explained by Staff C, and as evident by its
name, “encounter date” refers to the date on which
RHS had an encounter with the patient—i.e., the date
the patient was seen at or had contact with RHS. The
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“current date” reflects when the date on which the
record was last locked. A locked record cannot be
amended by a physician, because physicians do not
have permissions to unlock a record. Rather, if a
physician wishes to amend a record, she or he would
need to submit an addendum to the record. This
occurs, for example, when the patient calls the health
center the next day with concerns or when a
supervisory note is later added. The existence of these
two separate times, which serve distinct purposes,
does not indicate one or the other is inaccurate.
The Department, moreover, alleges Patient #1’s record
is inaccurate because it doesn’t accurately identify the
physician who provided the medication abortion. As
the record for Patient #1 shows, Staff E provided the
medication abortion. That is shown by the notation:
“Mifepristone administered to patient in clinic at
under observation by [Staff E].” Moreover,
Staff E signed the Mifeprex agreement with the
patient and the Department’s Induced Termination of
Pregnancy form. It is not true Staff I provided the
abortion or otherwise administered any medications to
the patient. The Department misreads the record to
state that Mifeprex was “‘administered to pt. in clinic’
by RHS Medical Director, Staff I.” In fact, the record
56
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notes that the Mifeprex was “ordered by” Staff I. As
Staff E stated in her interview, “As the Medical
Director, [Staff I] would be the one for whom the
medication is ordered [] for the clinic, so he would be
[] dispensing to me who was the person who
administered the medication.”
The Department also cites RHS because one record
does not include a procedure end time. The
Department references no obligation on the part of
RHS to include procedure start or end times in the
record.

L-1129

To remedy any misunderstanding, RHS will work
with its EHR system vendor to ensure that the times
and dates of entries will correspond to the current time
(and not the encounter date). Similarly, all documents
scanned into the record will be annotated or marked
with the current time and date. Because changes to the
technology may take time, RHS staff will manually
note the date and time and personnel in all entries until
the appropriate changes can be made.
Incredibly, the Department cites RHS for failing to
See column B
See column B
submit a complication because the Department is
(CORRECTIVE (CORRECTIVE
unable to find the report in its records, despite that the
ACTION)
ACTION)
Statement of Deficiencies reflects that the Department
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has been shown a copy of the complication report
stamped as received by the Department. As the
Department notes, Patient #1’s record includes a
complication report for a failed medication abortion.
The Department has also observed that a copy of the
report is contained within the bundle of reports sent to
the Department and that a certified mail receipt was
stamped as received at the Department. Despite all
this, the Department cites RHS because it cannot find
a copy of the report in the Department’s records.

L-1169

If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred,
RHS requests clarification as to the nature of the
deficiency.
The Department cites RHS for failing to review the
See column B
See column B
appropriateness of the care provided in light of three
(CORRECTIVE (CORRECTIVE
failed abortions and failing to take action because of a
ACTION)
ACTION)
“problem identified in the medical care provided at the
facility, regarding the failed abortions.” As discussed
above, RHS’s failed abortion rate is well within the
rates in published literature, and services were
provided to all three patients in accordance with the
standard of care. There was, accordingly, no reason to
suspect a problem (let alone a widespread one) that
would warrant a systematic review and corrective
action. RHS tracks all complications, including failed
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abortion. As the SOD observes, the Clinical Quality
Assurance Committee met and reviewed Patient #2’s
failed abortion, and concluded it was likely a missed
twin pregnancy. The Department rejects the
Committee’s explanation as “insufficient.” But as
discussed above, the explanation is plausible and
appropriate, and there is no basis for the Department
to conclude that RHS’s treatment of this patient failed
to meet the standard of care. It also untrue Staff A
performed at least two failed surgical abortions; as
discussed above, one of these alleged failed abortions
was in fact an abandoned surgical abortion attempt. If
RHS determines that a physician has a pattern or
practice that is concerning—either through the regular
quality-assurance process or other means—the
medical director would initiate a corrective training
program to ensure the highest level of competency.
No such pattern or practice exists.
If the Department believes a deficiency has occurred, RHS
requests clarification as to the nature of the deficiency.
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Cathy Williams, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00151249
Dear Cathy Williams:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on January 3, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
Enclosures
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Janice Thomas
Reproductive Health Services / Planned Parenthood
4251 Forest Park Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
RE: Complaint Survey MO00152740
Dear Janice Thomas:
The results of the recent complaint survey conducted at your facility on February 11, 2019 indicate that your facility is in
compliance with the State Licensure regulations for abortion centers in Missouri.
Please retain this material for your own records.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN,BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
Enclosures
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An unannounced on-site state licensure survey
was conducted at this facility on 06/10/13 through
06111113. See below for findings.
UPDATE 0212512014. This facility was found to be
NOT performing abortion procedures. As they
were not performing the procedure that required a
license (and had no immediate plans to do so), a
new license was not provided. Discussions were
started between PP and DHSS regarding this
process, with PP wishing to retain some
semblance of the license, if for no other reason,
so that if and when they ever reopened the facilty
to perform abortions, the 2010 settlement
agreement on the physical standards would still
be in place. ln general, DHSS was OK with this,
and discussion about an additional amendment to
the settlement agreement continued (we "close"
the license with the agreement that a future
provider [at the same location] would still have the
relaxed construction standards in place from
2010. However, as of Feb 2014, there seems to
have been no further movement toward an
additional settlement agreement. A license has
NOT been generated, nor wtll it be for the
foreseeable future. An SOD for the June 2013
survey was never issued. This SOD and related
survey processes have been held up since that
time. After discussion with Section Administrator
Dean Linneman, it was decided to officially close
the file on both the facility and the 2013 survey of
PP. (Pending a later reversal by OGC).
--BAC Ad min John Langslon-O2l25l 1 4.
1110(
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L1106
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of this rule shall be in charge in the absence of
the administrator.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and policy review the facility
failed to ensure that a policy was in place to
designate the responsibilities and qualifications of
an administrative designee when the
administrator was absent from the facility. The
facility did not conduct procedures at the time of
the survey.
Findings included:

1. During an interview on 06111113 at 10:30 AM
Staff B, Director of Quality and Risk
Management, stated that there is no policy which
designated that a qualified person shall be in
charge when the administrator is absent from the
facility.

2.

Review of the facility policy manual showed
that no policy was in place to designate an
individual to be in charge when the administrator
was absent.
t1111 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XAX8)The governing body

11111

shall ensure that
The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, and review of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) and Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD)
websites, the facility failed to maintain a DEAand
a BNDD license. The facility did not conduct
STATE FORM
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11111

procedures at the time of the survey.
Findings included:
1 . Review of the DEA website,
http://www. deadiversion. usdoj. gov/drug reg/faq. ht

m#4
showed:
- A separate registration is required for each

principal place of business or professional
practice where controlled substances are stored,
administered, or dispensed by a person.

2. Review

of the Missouri BNDD website,

http://health. mo. gov/safety/bndd/faqs. php#1

showed.
- Any person, business, or entity in Missouri that
wants to conduct any activities with controlled
substances must have a registration.
- A separate registration is required at each
separate location where controlled substances
are stocked and stored.

3.

During an interviewon 06/10/13 at2:00 PM,
Staff C, Heath Center Manager, stated that
patients were prescribed and/or administered
Valium (a controlled substance > a drug or
chemical whose manufacture, possession, or use
is regulated by a government) prior to surgical
abortions when the procedures had been
conducted at the facility.
L112t 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX8)The facility shall

L1128

establish a program
The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
and
STATE FORM
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other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, the facility failed to maintain
an instruction manual from the manufacturer for
the sterilizer used in the facility. The facility did
not conduct procedures at the time of the survey.
Findings included:
During an interview on 06/11113 at 3:00 PM, Staff
G, Acting Administrator, Director of Health Genter
Operations, stated:
- The facility did not have the original instruction
manual for the sterilizer used at the facility, due to
the age of the sterilizer; and
- She had requested an instruction manual from
the manufacturer following the surveyor's request
to review the manual on 06/10/13.
1113C

19 CSR 30-30.060(1XB)(10)The facility shall
have policies

11130

The facility shall have policies and procedures for
the handling, processing, storing and transporting
of clean and dirty laundry. The facility may
provide laundry services at the facility or utilize
contract services.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and observation the facility
Missouri
Missouri Department
STATE FORM
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failed to ensure that clean linens were processed
and stored separately from the processing of
soiled linens.
The facility did not conduct procedures at the time
of the survey.
Findings included:

1. Observation on 06111113 at 10:00 AM showed
that in a room next to the laboratory were a
clothes washer and dryer next to each other. On
an open shelf in this room were an uncovered
stack of approximately six patient gowns and
three blankets.

2. During

an interview on 06/11/13 at 10:00 AM
Staff A, Licensed Practical Nurse, stated that
he/she processed the laundry for the facility and

the patient gowns were kept on the open shelf.
The soiled linen was handled in this room before
being placed in the clothes washer. Staff A
stated that the facility did not have patients for
abortion procedures but the processing and
storage of the linen remained the same as when
they had patients for these procedures.
1116S

19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(l) An emergeny tray
equipped to treat

L1169

An emergency tray equipped to treat seizures,
bleedings, anaphylactic shock, respiratory arrest
and cardiac arrest shall be immediately available
to the procedure room and recovery room.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, the facility failed to maintain
working batteries for the Automated External
Defibrillator (AED) unit (a device that sends an
electric shock to the heart that will restore the
Missouri Department
STATE FORM
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natural heart rhythm to the victim during a cardiac
arrest) that was to be kept on the facility crash
cart. The facility did not conduct procedures at
the time of the survey.
Findings included:
During an interview on 06/11/13 at 11 :00 AM,
Staff G, Acting Administrator, Director of Health
Center Operations, stated that the AED unit
needed replacement batteries and had recently
ordered batteries.
L1241 19 CSR 30-30.070(3XA) Smoke detectors shall

L1241

be located in all
Smoke detectors shall be located in all rooms
and in corridors at thifi-feet (30') intervals unless
the building is rated Type ll (222)fire-resistive or
if it is a one (1)-story building rated Type ll (111)
protected-noncombustible as described in
Standard on Types of Building Construction 1979
published by the NFPA. lf the building is
multistoried and rated combustible, it shall be
protected throughout by an approved automatic
sprinkler system;

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation and interview the facility
failed to ensure that all smoke detectors required
to be installed in the facility received routine
testing to ensure proper operation annually.
The facility did not conduct procedures at the time
of the survey.
Findings included.

1. Observation on 06/10/13 and 06/11l13 of the
corridors and habitable areas of the facility
and Senior Services
STATE FORM
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Continued From page 6

L1241

showed that a smoke detectors were present in

allareas.

2.

During an interview on 06/11/13 at 12:1 5 PM
Staff C, manager, stated that he/she knew of no
test or inspection that had ever been done for the
smoke detectors to ensure that they functioned
properly.
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711 N PROVIDENCE ROAD
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PREFIX
TAG

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF OEFICIENCIES
(EACH DEFICIENCY MUST BE PRECEDED BY FULL
REGULATORY OR LSC IOENTIFYING INFORMATION)

ID

PREFIX
TAG

PROVIOER'S PljN OF CORRECTION
(EACH CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE
CROSS.REFERENCED TO THE APPROPRIATE

(x5)
COMPLETE
DATE

DEFTCTENCY)

{L 0001 lnitialComments

{L 000}

UPDATE 0212512014. This facility was found to be
NOT performing abortion procedures. As they
were not performing the procedure that required a
license (and had no immediate plans to do so), a
new license was not provided. Discussions were
started between PP and DHSS regarding this
process, with PP wishing to retain some
semblance of the license, if for no other reason,
so that if and when they ever reopened the facilty
to perform abortions, the 2010 settlement
agreement on the physical standards would still
be in place. ln general, DHSS was OK with this,
and discussion about an additional amendment to
the settlement agreement continued (we "close"
the license with the agreement that a future
provider [at the same location] would still have the
relaxed construction standards in place from
2010. However, as of Feb 2014, there seems to
have been no further movement toward an
additional settlement agreement. A license has
NOT been generated, nor will it be for the
foreseeable future. An SOD for the June 2013
survey was never issued. This SOD and related
survey processes have been held up since that
time. After discussion with Section Administrator
Dean Linneman, it was decided to officially close
the file on both the facility and the 2013 survey of
PP. (Pending a later reversal by OGC).
--BAC Ad min John Langston-O2l25l 1 4.
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il;;";;;-r51
1

_6400

-800-735-

Gail Vasterling
Director

April3,2015
Vicki Casey ( Vicki.Casey@ppkm.org
)

columbia center, pranned

p*"".fi;;f

7l I N. Providence Rd
Columbia,

MO

Kansas and Mid-Missouri

65203

Re: Initial Licensure Survey
Dear Ms. Casey:

An onsite initial licensure survey for your
facility to provide abortion sgryices began
on 04/02/2015. The facility was
found not to be in comgliance. with all
ttgui*o.y requirements as describea in ricsn
:b-:o.ooo and r9 csR 30-30.070.
As a result' a license will not be issued
,ftit
tr,"-roltowing

1'

2'
3'
4'

*;r;;;"

each been adequately addressed:

A check of all current employees to ensure
that none appear on the E.nl9v"" Disquarification
List (EDL)
maintained by the Department of Health
and Senior SliiJ, u. required for alr
facirities ricensed under chapter
197 must be completed' Further,
a meth.od aa policy to liro,.. that
any new employee has this check done
before hire and that the facility periodically
checls trr. g-DJf". all employee. ,rit
be in place.
Ensure that all physicians on the medical
staff providing abortion services have received
a comprete credentialing
packet to include: a)appointment and
approval by the G"overning B"^dyril;;;pii"ate
certincates for medications;
c)approval of privileges; and d)a compieied
uppti.ution io
o, staff at the facilityl

i.

The facility will need appropriate certificates
for medications via registration for controlled
Substances from the
Bureau of Narcotics & Dangerous Drugs
and the orug enrorcement Agency (DEA).
The facility will need to submit a waiver/variance
request for the provision of l9 cSR
30-30.070 (2)(N) which
requires to be sized to accommodate
at least fo^ur (4,
bed's or recriners for lach procedure
room.
is not available and ru.itity r,#l,ioi.u,.a
t*o ril r, ,uir,.ient for pranned ricensed

l;;;;;;

*T[::*'.T:|;,'"'"T*,
5'

The Facility initially plans to offer onlv
medication-induced procedures, but to
expand to surgical procedures later
in the summer' As the equipment for surgical
p.o".dr.".-hJs"not been pur"t u."J o:na is
not onsite, the facility is
not currently prepared to provide the sur[ical
iervices. eec witr *..d
,""iritil;;
permitting surgical
a
procedures' Therefore' the license,
l;
whenlssued, *ili;dy;;prove the facility
ror meaication-induced procedures.
Please acknowledge in your written
response your facility unierstands
thi, ii;;;;;n praced on your
license.

Sincerely,

#/"@
John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-7St-6083

Fax: 573-751-615g
www.health.mo.gov

rhe Missouri Department or Hearth
"no

senio,

Je"il*1Ti:"rT',trtlTJlti;

AN EQUAL oPPoRTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE

AcrloN

rroro,,ns, protectins and partnerins ror hearth.

EMPLoYER: services provided on a nondiscriminatory
basis.
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L 000

Findings letter issued 413115 instead of SoD. See
file for letter. Survey closed 7115115.
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FAMILY CARE SAFETY RECISTRY

MAT O?.2II15

PLANNED PARENTTIOOD OF KANSAS & MID'MISSOURI

Backcround Scnening Resuls' Inquirer
RegiJtanu PRIDGEON, KIMBERLY DAWN
Rogistant Number: 6277 9590

ATIN: MONICAKA\{E
4401 W l09TlI ST sTE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66211
on 0510112015'

Tlr Family csre sEfcty Registry (FcsR) reoeived your request for a background scrconing
indicatedthe
ffri iotg.o*A srre"ning,-oonirmation#l l6g7l85}573,conduoted on 05/012015,
following:
No ttnding reported ln tho baclground rcrecnlng

state databases Erat corrtain Missouri
The rssults above worc confirmcd by searohing tho followiug
Soourity number:
Social
the above registrantrs name, date ofbirttr and

dda

;iy;;;g
. criminal history records maintainedby the MO State Highway Patrol
. Sex Offondcr RegiSry rccords maintainsrt by tho MO Statc Highway Pafol
. Child abusc/neglict rccords rnalntained by thc MO Dopartmont of Social Servicas
. Foster parEnt fiLnsure records maintained by the MO Depattnent o-f Social Sorvices seruicos
. child cars lic€nswe re,cords maintsined by tire MO Dopartment of H€alth and senior Serviocs
. Employeo Oisquatincarion List maintaincd by ttro MO D,opgtnent of Heallh and Scnior
. Eruployec pisquarinciuon Rcgistry maintainod by the Mo DepsltrnsntofMental Health
individual regishant. If finding(s) were
by contaoting the FCSR toll free at .
indicaLd, you *uy oUt in rpecino iirformdio,rrabout these results
Health and Senior
MissouriDepartrnentof
to
the
g6p4n.6g72, o, by *uuJiing your r.q*rt in writing
must be
request
The
65-102.
MO,
City,
Jifferson
570,
Box
i"rrrc.r, Family Cire S"f.ty f#strI, PrO
information'
the
requesting
roason
for
the
number,
tetepttone
yo[ n#t, aamss,

A copy of this background sorecning

has been providcd to the

,ign a *a musi incUae

th"c

number from tho firsl
rogistants full nams and Sociai Security numbet, and the confirmation

paragraph above.

for employment purposes only' Any persgn tho
The FC$R provides baokgound screening information
purpose
other than that specifically provided fot ln
uses thc information obtai"ned ftom thc ,"!irtry for any
g
RSMo $210.921,3. Tho FCSR bases
misdemeanor,
seotions 210.900 to Zto.qi6 is guilty of a-ctass
and date of birth provided by tho
nurnber
Security
Social
nasre,
ni
oririi6 ni.mry ideftifioation Jn
you
oontact your licensing
must
that
advised
be
Please
of
fingorprints,
usc
tho
inquirer, not by
me€b state agency
i.er.*nt*i6 or other agenci corrt"otto dotormino whother this background screeningassistanoe,
you may
quostions
or
need
have
registation, Ifyou
for licensgiq ootifi*tioo or
site at
FcsR's toll free oall ccntef at f,r,6422'6872,or visit our lntomot

*iu1.**rr
*r,tot tt.

itm,nream.mo-eovisafpwifost/.

RECENED
Ittililr rillffi [[ fllllil

tilf,wJ!.ilh.flro.gov

T?rc

Hc:lthy ttlflrroulrnt lor llft,
Mh.ourl D.p€rlment ul Health .nd Srnlor Ssrvhce wlll !r lh3 lcadar ln plomolne, troEElhg and Panncrino for hcellh.
brsts.
AN EOIJALOPPORTUNITY TAFF|Ri'IATIVEACTION EMPLOYER: slNlocspwidadon a nondlccfir'mltory

JUN_

- I 2015

lllllilillfl

lt.

Planned

I

O

Parcnthood'
Carcrtlomdterwtrd.

I

CORPORATE BOARD RESOLUTION

Approval of Appointmentof Medicd Staff

I HEREJY CERTIFY that at.a meeting of the Boad of Directors of Comprohenslve
Hoalth of Planned Prrenthood of l(anret and Mid-Mislouri (CHPPKM), a corporation
organized and existing under and by viintue of the lalrrs ofths Staie of Misro*i, h"ld on the
12*-qy of May, 2015, at which said meeting a quorum was prrsent and acting throughouq
the following resolution was adopted and ever since has bgm and now is in niit force aud
effect.

REsoLvED, ttre Board of Direetors approves the appointment of Dr.
Colleen McNicholas as a contract abortion provider at the iietirrg of CHPpKM's
Board of Directors held on May 12,2015.
In witress wlrereofi, I have hereunto set my hand this

/]

t'L

day

of l-Lt ,{-

,2915.

To ensttre that evety iudiviclual has tlre knowledge, oppo$unity and freedorn to make inforn:ecl private decisiolrs
about reproductive aud sexual lrealth,
Dono rl af I

Miesourl Deprrtment of Health and Sanlor Sorvlces
Box 570.

Jrfhnon Ctv.

MO C510:l-0570

Jeoml$ t{.

€rllVartcilng

(JrY) illxon

Clo\orltr

Df6do,

04n82,0t5

FAMTLVCARESAFETY REOTSTRY

Background Scrccnlng Rasults - Inqglm'

pLANNED PARENTIIooD oF KANsAs & MID-MlssouRI

Regisirsnil WINDHAM, EMMA ANN
Rcgistrant Nutnbsr: 64955877

ATTN:MOMCAKAYE
4401 W t09TH ST STE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 652I I

.Ilre

onM,l2'1D'015'
F'amity caro safoty Registry @csR) received your roquest for a background scroening
tho
indioatcd
on
Q4l2aml5,
con{ucted
6971562621
#
I
I
.
confignation
The backgrornntl screening,

fbllowing:
Nofinding reported h thc backgruund screenlng
that contnin Missouri data
The rosults above rverg coufirmed by seuching tho foltowing statc databases
nurrrbr:
and
Securilr
Social
only, uring tho above registanfs name, date of bitth

.
. .
.
.
.
.
'

criminal history recor& maintained by ths M0 statoHighway Patrcl

sex offender ltegistry records maintained by the Mo state Highway Patol
Child abusdneglid rlcords maintnined bythe MO Department of Social Service"s
Servioes
Fostcr parent licensuro rccotds mainhined by the MO Dcpartment of Sociul
Sonior Services
Iloaltlr
and
of
MO
Deportment
tiro
by
maintained
Child care liconsuro reoords
Services
Employec Disqualifrcation List maintainad by tho Mo Departmont ofHoalth and Senior
Employee Disqualification Registry maintained by the

Mo

Deparrnent of Menhl Heahh

If finding(s) wat
A copy of{ris background screening has boen provided to dro irdividual regisEant
toll Oee-at
FCSR
tho
results
by
oontaoting
these
about
iiformation
specific
.
inai"ufua, you mayibtain

of Hoalth and Senior
566-422-6g72, or-by submitting yor:r request in writing to tlre Missouri Dcpatrrent
'lhc
pO
reqtrest must b€
65102'
MO,
tro* 570, Jefferson City,
Services, Family Care Sa*ty [egistry,
tho fuformation'
tbrrequesting
reason
tfie
number,
sigpcd and muri io"todo you, o"ir", address, telephone
first
trgistrant'a full name'and Sociai Seourity nunbcr, and tre confirmation nuntber hom the

til

paragraph above.
purposes only' Any per.sgn yho.
The FCSR provi<los background sueening information for employment
that spoolflcalty proridod for in
than
other
purpose
any
for
uses the igformation oltaiinea fiom the roli*ry

sectiorx2l0.g00to210.g36isguiltyofaclassBmisdemeanor,RsMo$210.921'3. ThoFCSRbates
criminal history iilsptification Ju th" nuro, Sooial Seourity numbor and dato of birth provided by the
inquirer, not by the use offingorprints. Pleaso bo advised thot you must coiltacl yout liccnsing
rtirosentativo or other agorcy oonbct to dstormino wlro*rer this background screafng tneets stBte agcncy
you mdy
rcquircnmenfs for licensure, cortificatlon or rogisfiation. lf you have questions u ncedasslstanco,
at
site
our
Inlernet
visit
or
I66'422-6872,
oontact the FCSR's toll f€€ call center at
http ;/ihealth.nro. gov/safety/fosr/.

r

llilt ril flfi il[ rilfl $il|ruil]

rflw,'h..nbfio0ov
rhc Ubrooil ocpo,rmo,idH€arh

annu..rlliH1liitltffiIlllf;r*rn0,

HoriE{n0.hd prilnl,rn0rorhorh.
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ffi

Mlacour{ Department of Health and Sontor
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6tll lh.i.rflng
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FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY

PLANNBD PARENTHOOD OF KANSAS & MID-MISSOURI

Baokground Scrcenlng Rosults - Inquirer
Registanfi MCNICI'IOI"AS, COU..EHN
Regisrant Number: 64495533

ATTN: MOMCA IGYE
4401 W r09Tt{STSTE200
OVERLAND PARK KS 662II
The Famlly Cam Safrty Rcgistry (FCSR) received your roquest for a background screening on}4DlDA$,
The background screening, confirrnation #11697t#1995, conduoted on MI28/2015, indicared the

following:
No tindlng reported ln dre brckgrourd scroenlng.

The rosults above were confirmed by soarohing the followiug stato databes$ fiat conuin Missouri data
only, using the above registrarfs name, dato of birth and Sooial Security number:

.
.
'I
'
'
'

Criminal hietory rccords maintained by the MO Srato Highway Pabol
Sox OfBnder Registry rocoads metrtained by the MO Strte Highway pasol
Child abuse/negleot r€oords maintaincd by the MO Dopartment of $ooial Smvioes
Fostor parent lioensuro rccords mainlained by the MO Dopartmont of Social Services
Child care licensup records maintained by the MO Deportment ofHcalffr and Senior Services
Bmployee Disqualificmion List maintained by thc MO Departmcntof Health and Senior Selvices
Employee Disqualifioation Registy mairrtained by the MO Department of Mental Health

A copy of this background scrconing has been provldedto the individual rqlstrant. tf finding(s) were
Indicated, you tnay obtain speoific information about these tpsults by contncting thc FCSR toit froe st
866422-6872, or by submifting your roquest in writing to thc Missouri Dopartnent of Hcelth and Ssnior
serviocs, Family care safety Rcglsty, Po Box 5?0, Jofforson city, Mo, 651lD. The roquost must be
signed and must inolude your flfino, addrcss, tolephono numbor, tho roason for requocting tho informatioq
the rcgistrands full namo end Social Security numbor, and the confirmation number fmm-fic first
paragraph above.

The FCSR pmvides background soreoning information for omploynont purpoes only. Any porson who
uses tho infonnation obtained fiom the rcgistry for any puryose dhorthan that spccifically provided for in

sections210.900to210.936isguiltyofaclassBmisdemcarrcr,RSMog2l0.gi.f.
nroFCSRUases
uiminal history identification on the namo, Sooial Secuilty number and date ofbirth provided by thc
'
inquirer, not by tho use offingerprints. Pleaee be advised that you must aontact youriiccrxing
representativcor oJher rgcnoy contaot to de(crmine whsther thie baokground soening mosts stato sgoncy
requiloments tbt liconsure, certi{icafion or registation. Ifyou havo quostions or need assistancs, yoi n uy
contact the FCSR's toll frec csll cerfclr at866-422-6872,or visitour Intemet sitg &t
http :/4rcalth.mo.gov/salbty/fcsr/.

I
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FAMILyCARESAFETY RE6ISTRY
Background Scrcening Results - lnquiror
Registranl: CASEY, VICKI LYNN

pLANNED pARENTHooD oF KANsAs & MID-MIssouRI
ATTN: MONICA KAYE
/u01W 109THSTSTE200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 662II

RegistantNurnber: 14258538

on$4DTDAlS'
Thc Farnily Care Safery Rcgistry (FCSR) recoived your request for abackground scrcening
the
indicated
on
041282015,
conductcd
#11697156269I,
Thc backgrourd rrre.ning,ionfirmmion
followingr
No ltndhrg rcpoltcd in ths background rcrcenlng'
that contain Missouri data
The results aboye were conlirmed by seuchlng the fbllowing Etat€ databasQs
number:
only, using the above registranfs namor date of birth atd soslal $ecurity

,
.
.
.rj .
.
,
.

c.riminal history reoords maintainod by tlre M0 state Highrvay Pahot
Sex Offoncler i.eeisny rccords maintained by the MO Stato Highway Patrol
Child abuse/negliot recortts maintained by the MO Dopafinent of Social Servlces
Sooial Senicos
Fostor pal.ent liiensur: reoords rnaintained by the MO Department of
and SEnior Servioes
of
Health
Department
tho
MO
by
maintained
Chitd core lioensurb rpcorls
Health and Senior Services
of
MO
Departmont
trythe
maintained
List
Oisquitifioaion
Employee
Healtlt
Bmployee Oisqualifroation Regiitry maintained by ttre MO Department of Mental

Iffinding(s) were
A oopy ofthis background sueening has been provided to the individual rcgisttant.
toll fi'ee at
the
FCSR
by
contacting
results
thesc
about
information
speoific
you
lbmin
*ay
indicaLO,
Senior
s664224e72, or by submiiting your rcquost in writing o the MissouriDe!-artment of Health and
'[he
be
must
request
65
102'
MO,
City,
Sorvices, Family Ca:re Safery {ogistry, PO Box 570, Jefferson
information,
the
for
requesting
roason
the
*igi"U unU musi include yo* nuiru, udd*o, tolephone number,
number from the first
th-e rcgistlanfs full name and Social Soourity numbor, and thc confitmation
paagraph above,
"lhe FCSR provides background scrcening intbrmation for ernptoyment putpo$os only. Any person who
that spocifioally provided for in
usog tho information obtalned from the rogisty for any purpose other than
RSMo
B
misdemeanor,
a
class
guilty
of
$210.921.3. The FCSR bases
sostions 210.900 to 210.936 is
and
date of birth providod by the
nrnnbsr
Security
liocial
name,
thl
in
identifioatlon
criminal history
your liconsing
inquirer, not bi the use of fingorprints. Please bo advised that you rnust contact
meots stats agonoy
screening
represg6tativo or other agency contact to ddermino whothor this backgrormd
you lnay
assistancc.
or
nsed
questions
lfyou
heve
requirements for licensure, certification or registration.
at
sitc
visit
Intefiet
or
our
at
66'4224W2,
8
contsot th€ FCSR's toll ftee call oenter
http:i/health.rno.govisafety/fcsr/.

I
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PLANNED PARENTII@D OF KANSAS & MIDMISSOURI
ATTN:MONICAKAYE

ltllrcr

FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY
Backgound Scrcening Resulls - lnquirnr
Regislrant WARD, MARIA LUISA
Registart Numbcr 64955830

440r w l09TH sT sTE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66211
The Family Carc Safoty Rcgistry (FCSR) recoivod your rcquost for a background screening on04D7l20lS.
'Ihebackgroundscreerring,confrmation#l16971562747,conductcd
onM2l?A$,indicatedthe

followlng:
No flndlng reportal

h ttc brclground ocrcmtrg

The resulb above werc confirmod by searching the following state datrbasc drat contsin Miseorni data
only, uslag ttre above registrarfs namq dste of bifih and Sociel Securlty numbcr:

:.

.
.
'
Ar
'
'
'

L'riminnl history records malntalnod by tho MO Shto Hlghway patrol
Sox Offsndor Rogistry rcoords maintalnod by tho MO Srato Highway patrol
Child abusarneglecl records maintained by thc MO Departmert of Social Servises
Fostef paront licensure rocords maintained by the MO Departraent ofsocial Services
Child caro licensro rocords maintained by thc MO Departnent of Hcalth and Senior Services
F,mployeo fiisqualification List malrtained by the MO Departmont ofHoalth and Senior Services
Employee Diequalificntlon Registry mainained by thc M0 Dopartrmom of Mcnal Heal*r

A copy of $is baokground scrcening has bocn provided to thc individrnl regishrrt, Iffinding(s) were
indioarted, you may obbin epooific informmion aboutthese rgutg by contacting tho PCSR toll free at
866422'6872, or by submitting your rcquet in wlting to the Missouri Deportnont of Hoatth and Senior
services, Family care saf*y Rogisty, Po Box 570, Jcffenon city, Mo, 55102. Ttrc rc1uest must bo
signcd and must include your namc, address, tolophotrc number, the taason for roquesting the informatioq
the rcgistranfs full naure md Social Security number, and the confirmation nunbor fiom the frst
paragraph above.

'Ihe FCSRprovides background soreening information for employmont purposcs only.
Any person who
usea tho information obtained from the registry for any pufpose othor tran thal spocifically provided
for in
sections 210.900 to 210.936 is guilty of I olass B misdomcnnm, RSMo
$210.921.3. fUe hiSR tasqs
criminal history identificafion on the name, Social Security numbor snd dato of birth pmvided by ttro
inquirer,notbytheuseoffingerprlnB. Plcasebeadviscdthatyoumnstcontactyouriiconsing
roprosefltative or ofrer agency contact to detenninp whe&sr this baokground sueening meef-state agency
requlrtments for liconsuro, celtifioatlon orrcgistration tf you havc questions or needLsistanc€, yoi,o"y
contact the PcsR's tou freo ooll oentor at8664n-6872, or visit our Intornet sitc at
http: i/heal th,mo.gov/safety/ft sr/.
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY , AFFIRMATIVE ACflON EMPtoYEi:
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Miseourl Depertnent of Health and Senlor $erulces
P.O. Box
RETAY

I

Jffihhlry'

0rll Vrrio/lng
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6ovdnor

Dfscbr

04n8not5

TAMILY CARE SAFETY RECISTRY
Background Scrccning Rcsults - Inquirur

Rogistan* WIISON, KRISTIN L
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OP KANSAS & MID.MTSSOURI
ATTN: MONICA I(AYE

Rogistant Nunrbor: 61955883

440tw t09TH sTltTE200
OVERI,AND PARK. KS 662I

I

fhe Family Care Salbty Registry (FCSR) recoivcd you'requcat for a backgmund scrccning w04f27/2015.
The baokground screening, confirmation #l 1697i562832, conduoted on04l28DA$, indioatod thc
followiug:
No

llndlng rcportcd In the hackground rcreenlng.

Ttro rosults above wore confgmod by soarching tho following state databases thatconhin Missouri data
only, using tho above registanf,s namo, date of bitth snd social seourity number:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Crlminal history reoords malntainad by tho MO Stute }lighway Pahol
scx offonclcr Rcgisty recods maintainsd by the Mo state I{ighway Patol
Child abuse/noglect rcoords mainiainod by tho MO Dopartrnetrt of Soclal Servlcos
Fostcr pelent licsosuro records rnalntalnad by tho MO Departrnent of Social Servic€s
Chlltl care liccnsure rtcords malntaincd by the MO Department of Health and Soflior Sorvices
Ernployoe Disqualification List maintainod by the MO Dopartmcnt of l{ealth and Scnior Servlces
nmployee Disquali{icetion Regisuy maintainod by the MO Departmcnt of Menal Hsalth

A copy ofthis background sorccning has been provided to the individual rcgistrnnt. If fmding(s) were
indicared, you may obtain specific information about lhsse results by contacting tho FCSR toll fry at
566422-i872, or by subn:iiting your raquost in writing to ilro Missouri Dopartment of I'lcalth arxl Senior
Ser.viccs, Family Carr Safety Registry, PO Box 5?0, Jofftrson City, MO, 65102. The requcst must tn
sigrred ald musi include your namo, address, tglephono number, the rcason for requesting the infornmtion'
the registrant's full name and Social Seoudty nurnbor, and thc confirmation number fi'om the first
_

patagraph above.
The FCSR provides background sononing hrforrnatlcm fot cmploymont purposcs only. Any person wjro
uses tho iniormation obtaine<t from the regrstxy for any purpose othor tban that speciffoally provided for in
sections 210.900 to 210.936 is guilty of t olass B misdemeanor, RSMo $210.921.3. t'he FCSR bues
criminal history identlfication on the naurc, Social Sacurity number aud date of bidh provided by the
inquirer, not by tho use of firyorprints. Pteaso bo advised that you mwt oontact your licensing
r€pressntative or othcr agency oontact to deteflninc whetherthis background sqtoning $ects stat€ a$ercy
rcquiremonts for liccnsure, certilication or registation. If you have guestions or noed assistanco' yotl may
contact thc IrCSlts toll li'ee call center at 866-422-6872, or visit our Intemet site at
lrttp : /1health.mo. gov/sa fety/fcsr/.
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AN EOUAT OPPORTUNITYTAFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMpLOYER: Srn,lo.r p,ovldrd on a
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Mlseourl Dopertment of Health and Senlor $ervloer
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FAMTLy cARE sAFETy RECrs'r'Ry
Background Scrcening Rosul8 - Inquimr

Regishant OWEIS, KORI LYNN
pLANNED pARENTHooD oF KANSAS & MID-MIssouru RusitrantNumber 62380544

ATTN:MONICAKAYE
w r09TH sTsTE200

4401

OVERLAND PARK, KS 662I I
Tho Family Care Safoty Registry GCSR) received yom rcquast for a background scmoning on Ol nTnO$.
Tlre background scroening, confinnation #116971562796, conductod on ClfzSt}Ol',indtcared the

following:
No

tlndhg reporlerl ln tho brcLground scrrcnlng

'fhe resulls above were confirmcd by serching tlrc following
stae datatusoo that oontain Missouri data
only, using the above registranf,s name, date ofbirth and Social Setuity numben

. Llimlnal history records malntainod hy ttre MO Stae Highway Patol
. Scx Offender Rogistry ncords malntalned by the MO Staa Highway Pdrol
' Child abuse/neglect records maintalnal by the MO Department of Sosial Servicos
'ilr"'
Fostot par€nt licensure'rccords rnaintained by the MO Deparrnrcnt of Social Scrviccs
. Child care licensure rccords malntained by the MO Dspaffinent of Health and Senior Services
' Employee Disqualification Llst malntaincd by thc MO Dcpartmont of Health and Senior Servicos
' Employoe Disqu*liflcarion Rogistry mainteinod by tho MO Dopartment of Mertol Health
A copy of this background scteonlng has boon provided to he individual rcgistmnt lf fintling(s) were
indicatcd, yor may obtain speoific information about these results by conboting the FCSR oll froo at
866-A2-6872, or by st6mitting your request ln writing to the Missouri Dopartment of Hcaldr and Senior
seryicss, Farnily carc sefoty Rogisty, Po Box 570, Jeffenon city, Mo, 6j102. Tho roquert must be
signed and must ioclude your namc, address, telephone numbor, the ttason for requesting tho information,
thc rcgisranfs full name and Social Security nurnbor, and flre confirmation numbcr ffomthe 1irst
pnragraph above.
The }'CSR provides background scrooning information for employment pqpos€s only, Any person who
information obbincd fron thc rcgisty for any purposo othor than that spocifically
irovidsd for in
ssctions 210.900 to 210.936 is Sutlty of a olass B misdaneanor, RSMo g210.92i.S. fhe fCSn Umes
criminal history identification on the name, Social Security nurnber arrd dato of birth provided by the
inquirer, not by the uso offingerprints, Ploasc be advised that you must contact yourlioensing
ropresentativo or othor agonoy sonhctto d€(ormine whetherrhis background screening
.tate agency
rcquiremente for licensue, certifioation or rogistration.- If you have questbns or need-assistanrq yoi
contact th€ FCSR's toll frcs call conbr at866-4224972. or visitour lnteraet site at
http: //health, mo. gov/safsfy/fcsr/.
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{issouri Department of Health and Senior Services
.O. Box 570, Jeffiers-on Clty, MO 65102-0570 PhoOel 573-751-6321 Fax:573'5

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Missouri Department of Health and senior services

MISSOURI CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES REGISTRATION
This registration is not transferable

Registrant COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM
Name: (COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM)
BNDD

Number:
Description:

2500027602
AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER

Street 711 N PROVIDENCE RD

Address:

City/State/Zlp:
Phone

Number:

COLUMBIA, MO 65203,4357

573-B7s-4t77

Registration 4/281201s
Effective:
Registration 4l30/2016
Expires:
BNDD

Discipline:
Drug Schedule
Type:

NO

2345'

Enrollment
4128l20Ls
Date:
Vatldatlon Date of the Registration
Dlrect Inquiries to:

l* 4l30l2At5
BNDD
PO BOX 570

Jefferson Clty, Missourl 55102 0570

https://webapp0l .dhss.mo.gov/mohworxsearch/RegistantSearchPrint'aspx

413012015

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM
711 N PROVIDENCE RD
coLUMBtA, MO 65203-0000-000

d
o

*

H
s

l,ll,,,1,1,,,1,t11,,,,,
,,,,1,t1t,,,,,11,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,tt,,,m
ll,l 1,,,11,,,1 I

FC521s428 ogi31:20,19

CO}ITROLTED SUBSTAIICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICAIE
UNITED STATES DEPARTUEI,IT OF JUSTICE
DRUG ENFORCEIIEiIT ADMIilISTRATION
t,\,lsiilNGTON O.C. 20637

$731

SCHEDTJTES EUSINESSACTIVITV

ISSUEDATE

HOSPITAUCL|NIC 0s11-201

4

ScctorE 301 and-lgq et USC EZt snd e6E) ol tie Controlled
9ubde$6s Act of 1070, .s amdldod, provk d that lho Aftomey
GanId
msy rwol(. or un0lnd a reg'lskaton to manuhotrs,
dlrtrlDutc, dilpenae, l[po]t or o(porl r conlroll€d lubstsncs.

HEALTH OF PPKM
1 N PROVIDENCE RD

MO 65203-0000

I}II3 GERTIFICATE IS TiPT IRAI€FERAELE ON GHAMIE OF
9!{IEM1!,-99-!r'.Rol, tocArloil, oR BU8INE88 Acilvtry,

AltD

IT

B TOT

VALID AFTER

II{E

EXPIRATIOT{ DA]E.

COI{TROLLED SUESTANCE REGISTRAT]ON CERT|FEATE
UN]TED STATES DEPARTIT'IENT OF JUSNCE
DRI'G ENFORCEMENT ADMIN]STRATION
WASHINGTON D,C,20537
DEA REGIgTMTION
NUMEER

THISREGISTRATION
EXPIRE$

FCs215428 08-31-2018

FEE
PAIO

$731

BUSINESS.ACTUIry

2,2N,

HOSPTTAL/CLIN|C

0*11-201

3,3N,4,5,
cl

rf
lrt
N
qt
UJ

o
E
o
l!

711 N PROVIDENCE RD
coLUMBtA, MO 65203-0000

FclioL" 901 and

1008

(2i USc

Oit4 end 9S8) ot the

Controllcd Substances Ac{ of 1970, ae amlnded,
proviJe that the Attorney General hay,revoii-oi
qyspsnd a regbtration to manufEcturo, dbtdbutc,
dispense, import or export a'controlled subetenco.

THIS CERTIFICATE IS NOT TMNSFERABLE ON C}IJANGE OF OWNERSHIP, CONTROL, LOCATION, OR BUSINESS
ACTM]TY,
AND IT IS NOT VALID AFTER THE EXPIRATION DATE.

Pr,eUNnn Pn nTNTHOOD

OF'

KANSAS AND

Mtn-MISSOtru

Arrr,rcATIoN FoR Eivlpr, oYMENT
colleen McNkholas 0O

Appr,rclNr Nnun

Appr,rcATIoN FoR EnaproyMENT
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri is an equal opportunity employcr. All qualified appticants will receivc
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, rcligiorl, agG, gendcr, sexual orientation, national origin,
anc€stry, disability, citizenship, gcnetic informatioq vdcran scnice or status or any othcr characteristic protectcd undcr
Federal or State law.

This application shall bc considered activc for a pcriod not to cxceed 45 doys. Any applicant wishing to be considcrcd for
employment beyond this time period should complete anothcr application at the c,nd of that pcriod.

Namc

(Lrrt Flrrg

Click hcrc to coter

Mlddlc)

terl

McNicholaq

E.M.ll Addr6r

Date of

mcnicholasc@wudocis.wwh.edu

o5n9t$

Collecn
llsvc you ever worked under anothcr namc? If ro, rupplp Oick hcrc to qrte( to(t.

Appllcrtlon

Telephont Numberwltlr Arer Code
Click hetl t0 entor text

No

314-741412t

Currut

Clty

Addrcss: Strect
4533 Clayton Ave

Strte
MO

St Louis

Zlp

Numbet ofYerrr

63il0

4

Addrers: Street

Ctty

Sttte

Ap

NamberofYearc

Click hero to ertef, tcxt.

Click here to cnter text.

Click hero lo ater
text

Click herc to
entcr tcxt,

Click hcrc to €ntcr

Clty

Stete

Ztp

CIid( here to entcf left.

Click hcrcto entcr

Click here to
Entcr to(t-

Number of Ycerr
Click herc to entcr

Addresr: Strcet
Click hcrc to enter tcxr

Ent.

tcnt.

tcxt,

Addre$: StreGt

Clty

Stste

Ap

Click herc to cnter text.

Click hcre to €nttf Ext.

Click herelro crltcr

Click here to

Number ofYaarr
Click here to cnter

text.

e[ter tcxt,

text,

zlp

Number ofYcrrs
Click hcre to entcr

Addresr: Street
Click here to entel text,

Clty
Click herc to enEr tcxt,

Strte
Click hereto enter
text.

Arc you avrllrble to work:

Numbcr of Hours: Ncgotlable

Drte

AvrihHe

Cllck here to
rnter texL

te$,

61112015

0Full-Tlmc
XPgrt-Tlme
Porldon dpplylng
Other

lon

-fhpician_

Locatlon: E

(Chech

Overlrnd Park

ell that epply)

trWichih

trCMA trRN/LpN EAdministntive trHealthCenterMenaga

ElNorth Kansrs

City XColumbia trlndcpcndcnce tr

South Kansas

City

EPaty Brous

0ther

Srlary Requlrcmcnts
Click herc to enter text. /Hour N/A
Click here to srter text /Yelr N/A

Dayr Avallable: X

Mon

D Tucs X
ESun

trThurstrl'ri ESrt

Wcd

Areyorcurrentlyamployed? XYw
lf Ycg crn wo contrct thcm? XYes

tr No
tr No

Horv did you hear obout Planned Pareottrood of Kansas and Mi&Miseouri or dris position? Click hert to coter tort.

Havc you bcen convicted of a fdony within dre lrst soran
Ifycs, pleare dcscribq Click horc to enter texL

years? E

Yrr

X No

Note: A unvlclton record ls uot an autolr,a/rc br lo mployucnt A couvkllot wlll bc consldqed only
eoallcarrl shsll be notlfled ifan advene dcclslort *ss fosad on corrlalon data.

Ail

in

rclattott lo

List speciol Skills, Proficiencies or experiarces which you feel may especialty quolifr you for the position for which ycu

artcr text,

spa$cJob requlrcnretttr^

r*

ipplyirry elisfhcrc

to

Hlgh School/GED
Click hcr's to enter

Click herc to enter

Click hcrc to

Forcnsic Chcrnistry

Bachclor of Scicnce

Kirksville MO

Osieopathic
Modlcine

Doctor of O6teopathy

Atlanta GA
ST Louis MO

IntentshiP
Resitlency

Click here to enter

trxt

Undcrgnduatc
Lisle

Benedicfine Unlvcrslty

ILL

Grtduate
Kirksville College of
Osteopothic
Post

cntr

text,

te",(t.

Mulicinc

Crrduate

Atlanta Mctllcd Cerrtqs
Washington UnivcrsitY

Drte EmPloYcd

Name of:Employer
Washingion UnlvcrsitY

4533 Cleyton Avenue
StlnulsM() 63110

Telephone of EmPloYer
,14-747-57?,t

Sunervlsor's Nrme and

ctick

here to entet

u*r.

Porltlou or Tltle

Rerson for Leavlog

Doctor of OsteoPathY

N/A

Fromr 2009
To: Cunent
Rate of

Tltle

/vretu -,Yl-+p+ft

Pry;

tl/A

I)Grcdptlon of Dulles:

Date Employed

Nrme of EmPloYer

Addrerr of EmPloYor

DuPagc County Coroner's

Title

Dutlcs:

.

:-

Addrem of EmPloYcr

Telcplonc of ErnPloYer

Suptrvlror'r Nrmc ond Tltle

Ctick herc to enter tcxt.

Click here to enter text.

Iorl{on or Tltle

Reton for Lelvlng

Biolo$

Click hsc to sltcr text.

Assistct with autopsy, organ han'esting and toxicology srmplcs

Namc of EuPloYcr
Banedictioe UnirarsitY

Cell

Rrte ofPcyi

Roeson for Lelvlng
Graduatc School

:

Pathology Asristant

Deccrlptlon of

1999

To:2003

Sopcrvhorts Nrme rnd Titlc
Click hcrt to cntcr text.

Tehphone of ltmPloYer
Click herc to cntcr text
Porition gr

From:

Carol Stresm IL:

Officc

Llrle,

tL

, ;

.,tur!ir;!rr

'r!-!ilii!

!!r !a(!!!!!!!r!:!:!t

Ihtc

:3f

Employed

From: 2fi)2
To:2002
Rrto of Pay;
Click here to cntq tcxt,

Graduato School

Reseurcher

Lsb

i:i:l:l!i:

catc,:tiscue cul0jr€. pGparrtion and mnlntenanc-! 0I cell lulcsr mcsls PrEPa,arron

!i!E!li;

lI

o

o
Period Krown
t'rom: 2012
To: Currenl

Nrme of Contrct
PPSLR- Mary Kogut

Malllng Addrcss
42Jl FotcsrFarkAvc
st Louis Mo 63108

Contrct Telepbone Number
314-531.75?6

Name of

Contrct

sljEttr;xp#ffig6fl*ffi

r

-.-

-

1e"sa. YLel fur-

Perlod

Klown

Fron:

201I

To: Orrrent

MafllngAddre$

Contact Telephone Number

4533 Clayton Avc
St Louis MO 63110

)t4^7174721

Addrerr
rex! mhdd.An

Contcct Emrll
crick herc to enter

f1
tg

,

.

W6+ l- a C{fr-

Ilow dld yor know tilg indlvldncll Clid< hcre to enter text

Nsme of

Contect

)\

iill,l'r,ll.-.1'lfii,i,. teil. l)Avt

6(

€tgn brl

Fron: CiitBlt0//r)
MelUrg Addrcr

Contect Tclephono Number

ctick

hg.re to entcr

texr.

crickheretocntcrtcxl
How did yor know

Click hcrc to cntcr tcxt.

?t{. 14?. l?31

ContrcfEmrllAddrcn

clurr ir {trl(

,

t^

,,

Qf*n IVC tq d @tallBfl fuhrr-

t[tl lrdlvldod:

Nrmc of Contact
Click here toenter text.
Contaat Telephone Numbcr
Click hcr€ to ener text

Contrct Emall Addrss
Click here to cnter text
How dld you koorv thic iadlvldual: Click herc to entcr text.

Pcrlod

Kuown

:

FrOm: Otick llc ( tr) !'rit.x'il riaiL,.
Toi Click ltcrr tr) {rr)tdt'il dutc.

Mrllhg Addrcm
Click hcrcto cntcrlat.

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING BELOW

(Signaturereqntrcdinordertobeconslderedtoremployment)
any requests fot
I understand that Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri will considcr
person
at any timc bcfore.or after
qualified
an
otherwise
by
accommoaations of physical or mental disabilities
flotice as possible
advance
much
as
appreciale
would
company
.-ptoy*"nt begins, I understand that the
be required'
,"qu"it f'or ,""oir*oartio", ."a tfr"idocumentation of the need for accomrnodation might

l.

;"fidtg

2.

a.condition

of

this tgst is
I understand that I may be required to pass a drug screcn. Successful completion of
employees' am
Mid-Missouri
,*pfoy**t. I further underslnd thaiI, as ail Planncd Puctrthood of Kansas and
zubject to ongoing
employment.

a.g irJi"g ;i"g,".

u"a

wil

be requircd to pass such tests as a condition of continued

criminal history will bc performed as
I understand that a background investigation including my employmenttnd
and Mid-Missouri and or its
of
Kansas
a condition of employmlnt; I hereby ulthorir" Plannii Parenthood
contained in my application or
information
and
all
stEtements
.gr"ir r" in r"ugi,fy r.qu;rt, rr.ii* *a veriff
of Kansas and MidParenthood
Planncd
I
release
rcsume and as relcvaot L tni, background invcstigation,
any pasons or
I
authorize
so.
doing
from
result
may
that
tvtissouri from alt liability for any?amagcs
institutioru,
educational
to
employers,
not
limitcd
tnrt
iucluding
tt ir"ipfUtiin,

oiguoi*tioor

r.f"**"Jii,

nnanciat institutions, govemment agencies, courts, and othcr
or
"go"io,
and all infonnation concerning my previous ernployment, educatio&
;;;"fu;g"oirutioor to gir. yoo oiypersonal
this
by
covcred
of
etrbjects
the
or otherwise, with regard to any
they miglrt have,
from au liability for any damag* that may rewlt from turniahing such

i;;;il;t"ncies,

law

"rfr*-*!i

ilt;tild*atiou

I release

"li-Jr"h;;Jies
"piri..ti"r.
information to Planncd Parcntirood of l&nsas and Mid-Missouri.

employrncnt verification requircrnents
I understand that cmploymcnt is contingent upon my complyiug with the
of the Imrnigration Reform and Control Act'

providcd in this application (and
I ccrtify that I personally completcd this application and that the information
any misstaternent, falsification, omission or
accompanying ,ou*q ir-unyf is true and timplete. I understand ttrat
rcfirsal to hire, or if I am hird and the
*i*rioi"dti"n on tiri, oppii".tion or in any interview is grounds for
that all information provided by me on this
same is discovered thcrea#r, I will be se,parated. I undustand
application or in any intervicw is subject to verification'

5.

6.

7

.

will be at'will, that I will bc rcquired to
I acknowlodge that'if I am employed by the cornpaay, my eurploynrcnt
may be tcrminated with or witlrout
follow all rules una r.eulutionr oittr" .orrpury *O it ut rny enrployment
othcr than the President }us thc
No
thi company.
9n9
cause, with ot *itfr*t-noti.e at the option of myself or
period
oftime or !o make any agreerncnt
specified
ug*"r*t ior employment for any
y to enter i"io
I have becorne employed'
"ny
after
or
"li
empioyment
"*tt
c.ntrary to the foregoing, eit-hcr Ue,for. ***.n.or"nt of
and 6 above. I understand the contcnts and
I ccrtiff that t have read or have had read to mg iterns 1,2,3,4, 5
Further, I confirm that I desire to be
information.
this
rr*.uvi.r.oo*r"og" *.ipt uro *J*rtuoding of
considered for employment under these conditions'

sl29l20t5

Date

PLAT\NED PARENTI{OOD OF KANSAS AND MID.MISSOURI
CONSTJMDR. DISCLOSI'RE AND AUTHORIZATION

TORM

Dirclocure Regardlng Background Invertlgedon
Plann€d Parenthood of Kaosas and Mid-Missouri (the "Compony") may request, for lawful employment purposcs,
backgmund information about you from a corutumer rcporting agemcy in connection with your employment or
application for cmployment (including independent contractor assignments, as applioable). This background information
may be obtained in the form of consumer rcports and/or investigativc consumer rcports(cornmonly known as "background
reports"). An "investigative consumer neport" iE a background rcport that includes infonrutionfrom personal interviews
(except in C;alifornia, whcrc that term includes background rcports with or without information obtained from personal
interviews), the most cotilnon form of which is checkiag personal or profcssional rcferences. These background rcports
may be obtained at any time aftcr rccoipt of yoru authorization and, if you are hired or engaged by thc Company,
ilrroughout your employment or your contract period, as allowed by law.

HireRight, Inc. ("HireRight"), or another consumcr rcporting agency, will prepare or assemble the background reports
for the Company. HireRight is located and can be contacted by mail at 5151 Califomia,Irvine, CA 92617, and
HireRight can be contacted by phone at (800) 400-2761 . Infonnation about HircRigbt's privacy practices is available at
www. hi reri ght. comlPrivacy-Po licy.aspx.
The background report may cofltain information concerning your character, gacral rcputation, pcrsonal characteristics,
mode of living and crcdit standing. The tlpes of information that may be obtaincd include, but are not limitcd to:
social sccuity number verifications; addr€ss history; crcdit r€ports and history criminal records and history; public
court records; driving records; accident history; workc/s compcxrsation claims; bankruptcy filings; educational history

verifications (e.g., datcs of attendancg degrees obtained); urploymcnt history verifications (e.g., dates of
employment, salary information, roasons for tennination, ctc.); personal and proftssional references checks;
professional licensing and certification chesls; drug/alcohol tcsting results, and drug/alcohol history in violation
law and/or company polrcy; and other information bearing on your charaeteq general reputation, pcrsonal
characteristics, mode of living and credit standing.

of

This information mry bc obtained from private and public reoord sources, including, as appropriatc: government
agsncies and courthouscs; educational institrrtions; formcr employers; and, for investigative consumer repOlts, personal
inlerviews with sources such as ncighbors, Aicnds, former employers and associat€s; and other information sotuces. If
the Company should obtain information bcaring on your credit wofthiness, crcdit standing or crcdit capaclty for reasons
other than as rcquircd by law, then the Company will use such crcdit information to cvaluate whether you would prescnt
an unacceptable risk of theft or other dishonest behavior in thejob for which you are being cvalnatod.

Youmay rcquestmorc information about the nafurtandscope of an invcstigativc consunrer rcport, if any, by contactingthc
Company.

A summary of your rights undcr the Fair Crcdit Reporting Act,
providdto you.

as well as cerhin state-speoific notices, are also being

P'LANNEDPARENTHooDoFKANSASANDMID.MISSoURI
A,UTIIORIZATION of BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
summary of rights under the

I have carefully read and understand this Disclosure and Authorization form and the attached
by a consumer
fuir Cr.ait Reporting e,ct, Ely my signature below, I conscnt to prcparation of background reports
suchbaokgroudrcpoltstotleCgmnanv
the.rileascof
,uit, tfirlnidn,-Inc. 1'HireRight"), and to,rpOffu
as to
"r
"g*ly r.er.*ntutireJano
agents, for tlie p*,por. of assistrng thc company in making a determinatioo
,rii it, jrsiinatia
or

promotion, retention
ifigibiliiy for r*pfoiiri ii".iuAig independent contractor assignmcnts, as applicable),
for my scrvices, my
or
contracts
hires
company
the
if
that
1ry
for other lawful e*ptoy*"rr pu.porr.. i understand
rePolts
background
additional
law,
obtain
by
allowed
as
Pe{l}ng t-9
,"i"""i *n apply,'ani the Company rnay,

*i

again, ituoughout my'employmcnt or contraot periodfromHireRight and/or
me, without asking ror
"ur*''rirxion
other consumer re,porting agcncies,

*i

or otherwise disclosed by mc
understand that information contained in my employment or conhactor applic-ation,
purpose of obtaiuing and
the
bcfore or during my employment or contract assilgrment, if any, rnay be used for
as an offq of employment or
construed
bc
I also underiandthat nothingherein shflll
*ri*tinsb..6ro,ina,Jportr on

I

,..

contract for services.
the consumcr reporting
(includittg
institutions
learning
ageucies,
local
and
agc,ncy and its agents: law enforcemeri'and all other ftdcral, state

about me to
I hercby authorize all of thc following, without limitation, to disclosc infonnation

;itii;;Jil"u"t"

service btueaus, credit bureaus,

and universitics), testing

r.frooir,

"g"n:itl,information
my past or present omployers'
"rrf"e".
(federal, sratc and loll), mitoivehicle records agencics,
-concerning
i"*rao"ili"positories, courts
nr' Thc infonnation that
or
about
information
any
ro,*es-*it*,
the military, and all other individuuls and
but is not limited to, information
can be disctosed to the consumer reporting ag€ncy and its agents includcs,

**.r*ing *y employment

history,
and earnings nirtJry, iducation, ciedit history, motor vehicle history, criminal

military service, professional credeirtials and licenses'
in connection with this fornn is truE' accluate
sigped) form;
i .gr". trrui trrir rorm ii original, faxed, photocopied or electronic (including electronicallv
theCompany'
or
by
onbchalfof
forlny backgroundreports that may bc requested

By nry signature below, I also certify the infomrationl provided-ot

;,idff;fi;,
*iff i" rrua

Appllcrnt Name: Lrst Click

here to cnrer

text.

Td

First click hcrc to enter text. Middle Click here to cnter text'

5129n015
Date

PLAIYNED,PARE NTHO OD OF KANSAS AND MID.MISSOURI
Parahrformacion en espoiiol,visite www,eonnmwfinance.gov/leammore o escribe
a Ia
ConnmerFinancial h'otection Bureau, 1700 Giu-eet N.*., Washington DCZASS2,
A SUMMARY OT YOUR RIGHTS T'NI}ER THE TAIR CREDIT REPORTINGACT

Thi fedcral Fair Credir Reporting Act (FCRA) promotcs the accuracy, faimess, and privacy of
information in the files
of co.nsumcr r€polting agencics. There are mmy typcs of ctinsumcriopoltiirgagpncies,
including credit bureaus and
spccialty agencies (such as agencies that sell infllmationabout check wriing histories,
medicil recolds, and rental
ldtjoty records). llere is a sununaty of yoru major rights under thc FCRA. For more iirformation, including
information about additional rights, go to wwlv.consumerfinance.govAearnrnop o, r"rii"
to: Consumer
Financial Protsction Bureau, tToo o stroet N.w., warrringioii,p-i zossz.

r

'

I
r

You must be told if information in you filc has hccn used agaiust you. fuiyone who uses
a crcdit rcport or
another t)?e of constrmer report to deny your application for credii, insurance, or emplolment or to take another
adverse action against you - must tell you, and must give you the name, address,
and phone numbcr of the agmcy
that provided thc information.
I-ou have the dght to know what is in your filc. lpu nuy requcst and obtain all the information about you in thc
files of a consumerrepofiing agency (your "file disclosure"). You will bc required to provide prop€r
idcntification, whichmay include your Social Security nurnber. [n manycasm, the disstosure
wili be &ee. you
are entitled to a free file disclosurc if:
a person has taken advcrse action against you bccausc ofinformation in your eredit report;
you are the victim of idcntity theft and place a fraud alert in yoru fite;
your file contains inaccurate information as a rcsult of fraud;
you are on public assistance;
you arc unemployed but expect to apply for errploymcnt within 60 days.
In addition, all consumers are eotitled to one free disclosure every 12 rnotrths upon request 6'om
each nationwide
credit bureau and from nationwide specialty consumer rcp0lting agencies. Sceiww.conqurngrfinance.qov/learn

o
o
o
o
o

Setg-for additional information
You have the right to ask for a credit score. Crcdit

Bcories are nuncrical summaries of your creditworthiness based
bureaus' You may rcqu€st a credit score from .oo*rrr rriorting agurcies that create
scorps or distribute scores used in residential real profierty loans, but you will tr,ave to 'pay for
ii tn ,o*" ,ortg.g,
transactions, you will receive credit scor€ infomration for free from the mortgage lender.
You have the right to dispute incompletc or inaccurate information. If you iaeniiry inforrrarion in your
filc that is
i-ncomplete or inaccurate, and reput it to_the consum€r reporting agency, the agency must invcstigate
your
unless
dispute is frivolous. See yww;cg.s.rut4€rfinancc.gpv[eaErmore -foian ixplanaiioo iiairpurc proc"dures.
Consumer reporting age.ncies must corect or delqe inaccurate, incomplete, orrmverifi,able
informarion.
Inaccurate, incomplete or unvcrifiable information must be removed oi conected, usually
within 30 days.
I{owever, a consumer rcporting agarcy may continuc to report information it has'verified as acrurate.

on information from

r
r
r
r
r

'

------'_----

crdit

Consumcr reporting agencies may mt report outdated ncgative inforrration.In most cases,
a consumcr
r€portng agency may fi)t report negative information that is morc than seven years old, or bankruptcies that

are more than I0 years old.
Access to your file is limited. A consumer reporting agency may provide information about you
only to people
with a valid need-- usually to consider an application with a creditor, insurer, employer, lanilord,
or otner
business. The FCRA speoilies those with a valid need for access.

'

You must give your consent for reports to.be provided to ernployers.

A consumer repo*ing agency ftay not
give out informalion about you to your employer, or a potential employer, without your
writtin ioor*t gir"n
to the employer.
corscnt gencrally is not requircd in the oucking industry. For.o. information]go to
-Written
www.consumcrlinance. govfl cammorg,

You may limit "prescreened" offers of creditand insrrranceyou get based on,information inyour
credit
rcport' Unsolicited "presctEened" offers for credit and insurancr must include a toll-free phone number you
can call if you choose to remove your namc and address from the lists these offcrs are based
on. you may optout with the nationwide credit bureaus at t-888-567-g6gg.

in sorne cases' a user of consumer
You may seek clarnages from violators. If a consumer reporting agency' or,
FCRA, you may bs able to
,rporro or a fumishi of information to a cotrsumt, ,"pottiog ai"ncy violates the
state or federal court'

sue in
riglrts, For more infotmation, visit
Identity theft victims and activc duty rnilitary personnel have additional

unrw, cousHnerf iryEqe. $ov/leqrluRg"te *

In somc cascs' you may
protection agcncy or
colutumer
your state or local
have more rights under state law. For more information, ooutact
*iutr Atitrney General. For Information about your Federal rights contact:
cousumcf reporting laws'
states may enforce the FCRA, and many states have their own

Vo*

QIIESTIONS ORCONCERNS

laws. ln somc cases, you may have
states may enforoe thc FCtA, and many state]s have their own consurrEr reporting
prot@tion agensy or your state
coruumer
your
or
local
state
*"r" ,lghi, ;aer statc law-Flr *or" irrfor*.tion, contact
contaet:
Attomely General. For information about your federal rights'

unions with total arscts of over
$

I 700 G Sncet NW
Washinglon, DC 20006

l0 billion and their afrrliates.

unions
b. sudr affitiates that arc not baoks, savings asrociations, or credit
should list, in

olsi

2.To thc extent not includcd in itein t above:

lfrri"r.f

banks, fcrlerol savings associations, cnd federal branches and

".
agencice offoreign bankl
federal
(other tlun
b. State mernbcr banks, branshes and agencies offorcign banks

fedcraibraoch*, federal agurcics, anrt insured state brandros offoreign
len<tini companics owncd or conttolled bY forcFn banks'
ffi;i,;;cinl
under section 25 ot25A of the Foderal Ressvc
operatinf
*J
Act

"ii*ir"it"ns

b, Fedetal Tradc Commission: Consumer Responso Center-FCRA
Washlngton, DC 20580

Customcr Arsistonce GrouP
l30l McKlnney Stcel, Suite 3450
Hiruston, TX 7701 0-9050
b. Fedcrsl Rescrvs Consumer Help Center
P.O. Box 1200
Minneapolis. MN 55480
c. FDIC Consumer RcsPonse Center

and
c, Nonmenrbcr lnsured Banks, lnsurcd stste Branchcs of Foreign Banks,
insur€d stcte savings asrociations

I lfi) Walnut Street, Box
Kaneas Ciff, Mo 64106

f

ll

d. Naiional Credlt Union Administration

d. Federal Crcdit Unions

Oftice of Consuner Prorccdon (OCP)
Division of Consumer Complianco & Outreach DCCO)
tor f"iation Enforcsnent & Proccedingr
DWartm€nt of TrsnsPorlation
q00 Seventh Strect SW, WS![!!!Aq'DQ
Departmcnt of TnnsPortation

t9i5 K sucrNtrv, Washinstq!.Dg

Goirtc
Unid

Land Bank Associetions,

iiffi

othci crcditors Not t,isted

Dcurtv Adminietrqtor tbr Capital Acccss
Ststccsmall Busincsr Administration

Farm Crcdit Administration

l50l Fmn Cndit Drive, Mclean' VA

22

or
Fffi-ionilbme ror region in which thc crcditor opottcs
i.a..f itua. CommissionlConsumer Response Ccnter * FCRA

PLANNED PARENTIIOOD Otr' KANSAS AND MID-MISSOURI
CONSENT AND RELEASE FOR SIJBSTANCE TESTING

I

'nderstand-that the purpose of the Substance Ablsc policy is to providc a safc working emvironment. Accordingln I
undcrstand that as a condition of employment with Planned Parenthood of Kansas ana l{ia-n{issouri,
I will be rcqiiiia t"
lndergo sr0stance testing. I also understand that a positive drug/alcohol test may orclude me from employmcnt. I
further understand that I am also subject to ongoingtesting requircrnent uoder thl company policy. m aadition,
I
undcrstand that a positive substance test at any time during my employment with Plannod Parenthood of
Kansas and MidMissouri may be cause for dismissal.

I hercby consent to substance testing

ofall information

thc release

Kansas and Mid-Missouri.

as rcquircd by Planned ParenJhood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri. I furthff authorize
and reconds, including tcst reuults ofthe screening or tcsting to Planned parenthood of

I lgreby release Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri fiom any and all claims arising from the adminisnation
ofsuch tcsts.
I havc read and undcrstand this consent and release fonn, and have sigoed it voluntarily.

Prlnt Namet

ffiffifftrii
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Planned Parenthood
of l(anruand Mid+\4isouri

Clinical Privileges to Per{orm flltrasound
Name of person requestiug privileges:

pfrr*

.*pqlT.e

or certifications in Ultrasound Services:

Trainee initials below:

Afil^-

tpouna CD Mining and/or
I have successfully completed the C{}
passed the test. Date comPleted: '4
(number)
2. Dtring proctoring, I performed appro
sonogrBlns (if applicable)'
3. I am familiar with how to change the image characteristics on an
ultrasound machine and basic toubleshooting techniques (enlarging,
changing contrast).
4. I arn able to perform the iterns checked below.
1.

El{aentify the uterus in pregnant and non-pregnant women
VOAtu*images of uterus in early pregnancy in longitudinal

Elldentifr
MOentiff

and transverse planes

an intrauterine pregnancy

embryonic (fetal) pole and measure CRL (know fomrula42 plus largest CRL)
fflae*iry gestational sac and measure mean sac size (know formula 30 plus mean
gestational sac)
Elila*tify characteristics of norrral and abnormal gestational sac

Ehacntify yolk sac

Elfa*tifi

cardiac activity

multiple gestations (if seen dwing training)
El,laentify normal sonographic findings following,abortion (thickness of endometial
stripe)
El{aemifr BPD andmeasures BPD conectly
Edssure-that patients are ffirmed of their option to view the ultrasound image and of
their optionto be informed if there is amultiple pregnancy
document findings consistently and oomplete the ultrasound form conectly

E(la*ti6,

W{W"to

W{"cogntzeuften findings requirt evaluation by physician

L:Hjf:l*;y in performing ultasgund to identiS intauterine IUC
giPouguta ruc
ffMirena IUC
Elfioficiency in interpreting location (intragterine
El'Faragard IUC [Eftirena IUC

placement) of IUC

1-

For 2d uimester

E;j
!:

etvildhgt

ffiemurtengtlt
ElFtaccnttlocatizdion
i:_

r'*

at
1i

'+
:

The follgwing

sE{nunon,

hap bcen obrmvod

sqvi@

ly thc hogre. Diilcbr of ultasotrnd
in thp aboro activities, ud is grurfd privUegps as

bcldw

pti*"o pronurory
,i

E first+incter ultasotlnd tsrgstcd
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Date or Hire:

*The proctor should date and lnitial each category observed.

DemonBtratGc

Nrcde

Deeiruc

@mpdenca

Supcllrlon

Tralnlng

Area of Competence

ilot tralned
or obs€n €d

Interviewing/Hx taking
Charting
Informed Consent
Cllent Education
Referra l/Fol low-up system

Productivity goals
Venipuncture
Wet Mounts/KOH/pH
Dipstick
Hematocrit
Obtalnlng STD tests
Exposure control procedures

Other

Vftalsiqns
IUC lnsertion (CU IUD/LNG
IUS)

{

Implanon lnsertlon

)a

Implant removal
Endornetrial biopsy
Ultrasound
TCA/BCA application

Vulvar BioDsv
IM lnjectlon
Diaphragm flttlng
FemCap fitting
Emergency plans/druqs
Skin Biopsy
MVA

x

Other
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o

o
Area of Competence

Dcmonctrrtec

Needc

Deelrec

Compctence

Supert,islon

Tralnlng

Not tralned
or obaarued

Hormonal Contraceptlves
-General

-Inltiation
-Problem Management
Emergency cbntraception
TUC

Y

Barrier Contraceptlves
Spermicide and Condoms
Reproductlve Life Planning
Pregnanry Optlons
Abortlon
-Medication

-Surgical

{

Other
Bacterial Vaqinosls
Bartholinitls
Candidiasls

Cervicitis
Chlamydla
Gonorrhea
HSV

HIV counseling
HPV

Molluscum
Pediculosls

Syphllis
Trichomonas
UTI

Other
Abnormal cytology/HPV follow
up

Abnormal Bleedlng
Amenorrhea
Dysmenorrhea
PID

Galactorrhea

Abnormal breast conditions

Infeftility
Gestational Sizing
HT/ET

Other
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CLINIGAT PRIVILIGIITG FoRM

( o!k*"| {ncflit/Aac
Da$*,f,

,

been sranted crnrcar prrvlreEes

hr thc forowrns:

Slgnoturc of llcdlcel Dlrastor
or phyrldan darlgnea

gar.trlcG

!!t

trtmester Surghal

*6'

trtr"rt"r

Abor0on-

XAbortton otll

Surgtcal aborUon
Sedatlon
$.onsclous
'
o Transa!f,omlnal Tubal Stcrl[zaUon
o tlystrrls@plc Tubal Sterlllz8uon

ffi-

aVa*dorny
r#!Hl
.'-.ii+l

o Hyctcrosopy
o ["EEP
o Cryotherapy
o Colposcory
o Endomctulal Blopsy
o Vulvar Blopsy

Wr

ffiir

s Flne Ns€dle Asplratlon
o Slmple Cl/st Asplration
lduc lnscruon
lQmptanon lnsertlon
o Implant,rcmorral
)Gtandard U/S (Abortlon)
FLlmrca U/S (AborUon)
s Stardard U/S (Prcgnanq)
"o LlmlEd U/5 (Pregnanc,y)

ffi
l

fGtmttea u/5 frr IUC tocafizauon
o srarrrbrd

u/s

(GYN)

i.rl?

4,4

1!:

Llst any formaltralnlng cllnlclan recelved lbr serutoe(s) noted above:

Scrvlo

Yerr

l.Chotr of
Trrlnlnc

Dldactlc

Cllnlcel

collrDonsnt
Ys{no

Go'inponent
Ys/nri

i{,i

Ye#ho
YcVno
Yet/no

YGs/hg

'!

Yeslno

Yes/no

.a

Yes/no

:{

Yis/no
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!/fen.r.a

to prov[de servlcts as checked ln'Cotumn I above.

supervtsed/rcltntcEl practlce

ll

te

follgwl,ng anEas:-

VI

FIan for, provld lng su pervlsed clln lia I praittle :

tr

ti

Needs addltlonal tralnlng ln:

Plan for prwldlng,ndGllUonal tralnlng (Journal revlaw, In-seMc€ tralnlng, On-llne

tralnln g, CEU/Conference)

:*:,
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Slgnatureof
Slgnature of MD qr Physlclan

Pry22
Ror4E3

Item N{ne

Sbfrlr

ultmsond ln Abgrtim cara Advanced plasernont (Ap) ExamAdvarmed
aklb enm may be hken and perreiolice.orrt of ilure*
I$ {vaped
!q:la br ultrasomd ln Abortlon carp. phare noh: In oribr to rccalve ei,ltE
CE credft for tho U]tn$und ln Abortbn Cere, Staff Tratntrq ra:Ea, a[ I 4'
csmtee mmt lri srrcessfulf compbtod

Succct8lld

Reglstation Dale :04O1

/20

1

Ot:04191/2016
Scora:85

5

Ultrasord ln AhrUm Care Advarced Placenent (Ap) Exam- Baslc
Thb bsgb oklE oxam may bc taken rnd pa33ed to phc-e out ot cqrrsea l-9
ol the u ltragound ln Abordon care serbs. pbare nini m oroer to necelve
CinE, CE credlt for ttn Uf,nrourd ln Aborttm Care gtrll ltrlilrg a*hr, all
14 cixrges must,bb.etrcooastu[y compbted.
Reglslraff on Dale :03/31201 5

SrEcccrful
0n:04O1/20'16
Score:95

llarlcd Gompl& Ey
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OstutAN
" -l

pbt(]'uttMANLjL'l(bvtbw suMMARv

.,

O
;,

Nameof Physlclt[fi,,o ,,,, "=

,,-. ,,
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', ";=*-'- il}:"'
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Thc following s€ction to be completcd by the Vige Presldept of
Admlnlstrottve Rcview

iiitent

.i
Ii
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i,i

it

Based on profocslonal communlcrflon, cotlaboretlve patlent mtnegement' rnd/or tqdlvldual petlont care'th3 sbove

{I!i

physlclan performed catisfactorily ln the followlng sreaq!

l;

**

ti

c6'3fri1!ftt= atd,'iUlomer orienrod approaoh to heal

uhtriTroab

ctients with respect ana non-juagmentauyt

ciiu.+.gggEtiqftd
-irr"

$ Iaitiative

- scet$ wayt to mako best use of
urobilems;ri0hditdfi

afr"t--q!-.s-q9.ll.Egr

E-ith,$jg-.

,= :
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2
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2
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May 11,2015
John Langston
Missouri Depaftment of Health and Senior Services
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Re: lnitial Licensure Survey

Dear Mr, Langston,
Planned Parenthood of Kansas & Mid-Missouri woutd like to request a waiver to the provision of
19 CSR 30-30'070 (2XN) which requires that the recovery roorn shall be of sufficient size to
accommodate at least 4 recovery beds or recliners for each procedure room. ln order to meet
the requirement of three feet of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recovery bed
or recliner, we request that we have 3 recovery recliners instead of 4.
We believe that 3 recovery chairs is sufficient for the planned licensed sbrvices and workload,
This will in no way impact patient care.
Sincerely,

e@Laura McQuade
President & Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri (ppKM)
Planned Parenthood Advocates of Kansas and Mid-Missouri (ppAKM)

Langston, John
Subject:

Columbia Licensure

From: Casey, Vicki [mailto:Vicki.Casev@ppkm.ore]
Sent: Monday, June 01,2015 8:44 AM
To: Langston, John
Subject: Columbia Licensure

Hello John,

Attached you will find the documents that were requested at our initial licensure survey. lncluded are:

1.

Credentialing packet for Dr McNicholas:
Appointment and approval by the Governing Body
Dr McNicholas BNDD and DEA certificates
Completedapplication
Approval of privileges by Dr Moore
BNDD and DEA certificates for Columbia facility
Waiver/Variance request for recovery room chairs
FCSR checks for all staff - The Director of HR is aware that the FCSR must be run on all employees upon hire and has
implemented a system to check allemployees on a quarterly basis.

2.
3.
4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

We are aware that we will only be approved for medical abortion procedures at this
need to revisit the facility prior to our offering surgical procedures.

time. We understand that

BAC

will

Please let me know if there is any other information you need.

Thank you,
VickiCasey
Health Center Manager
Planned Parenthood of Kansas
& Mid Missouri
711 N Providence Rd
Columbia MO 55203
PH: 913-345-4671
FAX: 573-443-567L
vicki.casev@ ppkm.org

to ensure that every individual has the knowledge opportunity and freedom to make informed, private
decisions about reproductive and sexual health.
PPKM works

IPPKM Logo:

Care.

No matter what.]<http://www.ppkm.ors>

to PPKM, which is
confidential and/or legally privileged. lf you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this e- mail information is strictly prohibited. lf
you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message.

This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipients and contains information belonging

"..'.fi1i::..

Missouri Department of Health and Senior

Services

,
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Gail.Vasterling

\

wpi

Jeremiah W. (J"y,

Oirector

N,r*

Govornor

July 15,2015

Laura McQuade
President & Chief Executive Oflicer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
44ol w toge st, ste 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Dear Ms. McQuade:

In accordance with 19 CSR 30-30.070(1), the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
(DHSS), Section for Health Standards and Licensure (HSL) has approved your request for a variance to
19 CSR 30-30.070(2XN) for Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri, 7l l N. Providence
Road, Columbia, MO 65203, license number 16 ("PPKM"). The variance allows the recovery room to
be of sufficient size to accommodate three recovery beds or recliners for its procedure room, rather than
four or more, with three feet of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recovery bed or recliner.
This variance for license number 16 will remain in effect until there is a change in procedure type
performed at PPKM; other change in circumstances; or DHSS determines that there is a detrimintal
impact on the health, safety, or welfare of the patient, stafi or public.

PPKM must submit a copy of this variance letter with its arurual licensure renewal. Should you have
questions regarding this correspondence, please contact me at (573) 751-6154.
Sincerely,

4ru

William Koebel

Assistant S ection Administrator
Section for Health Standards and Licensure

WK:sb
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Gail Vasterling

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Director

Governor

September 25, 2015

Laura McQuade
President and Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
4401 W. 109th St., Ste. 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Re: abortion facility license no. 16-2 (Columbia, Missouri facility)
Dear Ms. McQuade:
State licensure regulations require that physicians performing abortions at abortion
facilities must have staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen minutes travel time from
the facility. Based on recent action by MU Health Care, effective December 1, 2015, the
physician performing abortions at the Columbia facility will no longer have the required
privileges. As a result, as of December 1, 2015, the Columbia facility will not be in
compliance with state licensure mandates.
Unless the facility satisfies this hospital privileges requirement, the license of the
Columbia facility will be revoked on December 1, 2015.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (573) 751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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Peter Lyskowski

Jeremiah W. (Jay) Nixon

Acting Director

Governor

November 25, 2015
Via certified mail, no. 7007-0710-0002-2054-4232
Via email to Laura.McQuade@ppkm.org
Laura McQuade
President and Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
4401 W. 109th St., Ste. 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Re: Revocation of abortion facility license no. 16-2 (Columbia, Missouri facility)
Dear Ms. McQuade:
On September 25, 2015, the department notified you that the above abortion facility license would be revoked on
December 1, 2015, based on MU Health Care’s discontinuance of the facility’s physician’s privileges.
As stated in the September 25, 2015 notice, state licensure regulations require that physicians performing
abortions at abortion facilities have staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen minutes travel time from the
facility. Based on MU Health Care’s action, effective December 1, 2015, the physician performing abortions at
the Columbia facility will no longer have the required privileges. As a result, as of December 1, 2015, the
Columbia facility will not be in compliance with state licensure mandates.1
To date, the department has not been notified of the facility’s ability to satisfy the physician privileges
requirement on and after December 1, 2015. Therefore, under Section 197.220, RSMo, the department hereby
revokes abortion facility license no. 16-2, effective at the facility’s close of business on November 30, 2015.
Pursuant to Section 197.221, RSMo, the facility may file a complaint with the Missouri Administrative Hearing
Commission, P.O. Box 1557, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102, within thirty days after the delivery or mailing by
certified mail of this decision.
If you have new and pertinent information regarding the facility’s ability to satisfy the physician privileges
requirement, please let me know as soon as possible.
If you have any questions, please call me at (573) 751-6083.
Sincerely,
John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
1

See 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4 (physicians performing abortions at abortion facilities must have staff privileges at a hospital
within fifteen minutes travel time from the facility); 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)12 (administrator of abortion facility must
ensure adherence to Chapter 188, RSMo); and Section 188.080, RSMo (physician performing or inducing abortion who does
not have clinical privileges at a hospital which offers obstetrical or gynecological care located within thirty miles of the
location at which the abortion is performed or induced shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor).
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Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Eric R. Greitens

Director

Governor

August 11, 2017

Amanda Addison ( Amanda.addison@ppgreatplains.org )
Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains
711 North Providence Road
Columbia, Mo 65203
Re: Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains – Columbia Revisit Survey
Dear Ms. Addison:
The Department received the application for licensure of the Columbia Planned Parenthood location as an
abortion facility. Department staff conducted an onsite survey of the facility on October 11, 2016 to determine
compliance with the terms of the 2010 settlement agreement and applicable statutes and regulations. As a result,
on November 2, 2016, your facility was provided with a list of regulatory items that were not in compliance.

After the facility submitted a complete response and documentation regarding correction of the items that
were not in compliance, the Department performed an onsite revisit of the facility on July 25, 2017.
Listed below are items the revisit survey indicated were still not in compliance. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued.
19 CSR 30-30.0601(B)8. The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment.
The facility failed to demonstrate compliance with facility’s established Infection Prevention Program,
based on Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) and Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) standards. Specific findings:
1. The facility failed to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for use (IFU) for routine care of the
sterilizers.
(AAMI 9.4 Routine Care: Sterilizers should be inspected and cleaned daily according to the manufacturers’
written instructions. Weekly or other prescribed inspection and cleaning should be performed as specified in the
manufacturers’ written IFU.)
2. The facility failed to maintain a separate autoclave log with the required components tracked for each of
two sterilizers.
(AAMI 10.3.2 Sterilizer records: For each sterilization cycle, the following information should be recorded and
maintained: Lot number; Specific contents of the lot or load, including quantity, department, and a specific
description of the items [e.g. towels, type/name of instrument sets]; Exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart; Name or initials of the operator; Results of biological testing, if
applicable; Any reports of inconclusive or nonresponsive chemical indicators found later in the load.)
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3. The facility failed to maintain a record of sterilizer maintenance and repair.
(AAMI 9.7 A maintenance record, in either paper or electronic format, should be kept for each sterilizer. At
least the following information should be recorded:
a) The date on which service was requested;
b) The model and serial number of the sterilizer;
c) The location of the equipment (if applicable);
d) The name of the individual from the facility who requested and authorized the service;
e) The reason for the service request;
f) A description of the service performed ;
g) The types an quantities of parts replaced;
h) The name of the person who performed the service;
i) The date the work was completed;
j) The handwritten or electronic signature and title of the person who acknowledged completion of the
work; and
k) The results of any post-maintenance testing performed, if needed, before the sterilizer was returned to
service.)
4. The facility failed to have written processes for reprocessing and/or quarantine of instruments following
positive biological indicators, as well as consecutive biological testing following sterilizer failure and
repair.
5. During an interview with facility advanced practice nursing staff at the time of the revisit, staff
acknowledged the problems with adequate documentation and clear adherence to the AAMI standards.
Please respond in writing providing evidence/documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected.
If you have further questions, you may contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at the address noted
below.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Licensure Survey TKOR11
Dear Vicki Casey:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on August 14, 2018 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to abortion centers in
Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
Enclosure
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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An on-site, unannounced state licensure survey
was conducted from 08/13/18 to 08/14/18 in
order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations governing abortion
facilities, including 19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and
061 and Chapter 188, RSMo (Regulation of
Abortions).
See below for findings:
L1081 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(3) The administrator

L1081

shall be responsible, plan
The administrator shall be responsible for
developing a written plan for evacuation of
patients and personnel in the event of fire,
explosion, active shooter, or other disaster. The
plan shall be kept current and all personnel shall
be knowledgeable of the plan. Disaster drills with
participation of all staff shall be conducted and
documented at least annually.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to ensure that all staff participated in drills
and were knowledgeable about the plan. The
Abortion Facility does an average of 14 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey, there
were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Quarterly Fire Drill Report," dated 02/18/18,
showed that the facility had a fire drill on that
date. The previous fire drill was held on
04/05/17.
2. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 2:33 PM,
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Staff C, Health Center Manager, stated that:
- She had been employed at the facility since
March.
- She had not participated in a fire drill or
emergency drill since starting at the facility.
- The facility was to have fire drills or emergency
drills twice per year.
3. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 2:50 PM,
Staff F, Licensed Practical Nurse, stated that:
- She was from a staffing agency but worked full
time hours at the facility and had done so since
07/19/18.
- She had not participated in a fire or emergency
drill since starting at the facility.
- When asked if she knew where the designated
safe spot during a tornado was she replied she
did not know.
- When asked if she knew how to activate the fire
alarm she stated she did not know.
L1084 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(6) The admin shall be

L1084

responsible for, programs
The administrator shall be responsible for
establishing, implementing, enforcing, and
maintaining comprehensive programs for
identifying and preventing infections as further
detailed in this regulation and for maintaining a
safe environment.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to:
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
by providing easily cleanable surfaces that will
not harbor bacteria and transmit infections;
- Ensure a clean and sanitary environment in the
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exam rooms; and
- Ensure expired supplies were not available for
use.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation II.
* The patient should be provided with a clean,
safe environment.
- Recommendation II.a.
* The perioperative Registered Nurse (RN)
should assess the perioperative environment
frequently for cleanliness and take action to
implement cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Environmental cleaning and disinfection is a
team effort involving perioperative personnel and
environmental services personnel. The
responsibility for verifying a clean surgical
environment before the start of an operative or
invasive procedure rests with perioperative
nurses.
- Recommendation II.b.
* All horizontal surfaces in the operating room
(OR) (e.g., furniture, surgical lights, booms,
equipment) should be damp dusted before the
first scheduled surgical or other invasive
procedure of the day.
* Dust is known to contain human skin and hair,
fabric fibers, pollens, mold, fungi, insect parts,
glove powder, and paper fibers, among other
components.
2. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
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Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- Centers for Disease Control (CDC);
- Association for Professionals in Infection
Control and Epidemiology (APIC); and
- AORN.
3. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Housekeeping Services,"
dated 08/15, showed:
- Thoroughly clean all surfaces that are used in
patient care areas.
- Avoid cleaning methods and machines that
re-suspend dust from surfaces, especially in
patient care areas.
- All areas of the clinic should be kept clean and
free from excess clutter.
- The routine housekeeping schedule is followed
and should include exam tables, counters, chairs,
desks, floors, and patient care equipment.
4. Observation on 08/13/18 at 10:40 AM of the
procedure room showed the metal suction
machine cabinet had numerous rusted areas
(uncleanable surface).
During an interview on 08/14/18 at 1:25 PM, Staff
C, Health Center Manager, stated that she had
cleaned the metal suction cabinet and confirmed
it was rusted.
5. Observation on 08/13/18 at 10:45 AM of the
recovery room medication supply room showed:
- A metal shelf unit with five pressed wood
shelves, the shelves were dusty;
- A pressed wood shelf leaning against the wall;
- The floor under the shelf unit was dusty; and
- There was a box containing 25 expired hCG
Urine Cassette Cultures (urine pregnancy test)
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expiration 03/18, on the floor behind the shelving
unit.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A,
Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who is qualified
to treat certain medical conditions without the
direct supervision of a doctor) stated that
housekeeping staff did not have access to the
room and confirmed that the urine pregnancy
tests were expired.
6. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:10 PM of exam
room 1 showed:
- The door facing the hallway had a plastic chart
holder with a peeling label and adhesive residue
which created a noncleanable surface;
- Dust and debris and a brown stained area in the
cabinet under the sink ;
- A pressed wood table with chipped paint
exposing the pressed wood;
- The bottom edges below the drawers of the bed
had a heavy layer of dust that left a visible mark
when a finger was pulled through; and
- The gooseneck lamp had a dried peeling label
and adhesive residue.
7. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:15 PM of exam
room 2 showed:
- The door facing the hallway had a plastic chart
holder with a peeling label and adhesive residue;
- Dust and debris and a grayish black discolored
area in the cabinet under the sink and an area
where the base of the cabinet was peeling;
- A pressed wood table with chipped paint
exposing the pressed wood;
- The bottom edges below the drawers of the bed
had a heavy layer of dust that left a visible mark
when a finger was pulled through;
- A plastic glove box holder had dust on the top
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that left a visible mark when a finger was drawn
through; and
- The cabinet under the sink had peeling and/or
missing laminate at the bottom outer corner.
8. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:20 PM of exam
room 3 showed the top edges of two picture
frames were dusty.
9. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 2:25 PM,
Staff C stated that:
- The housekeeper did not go into the recovery
room supply cabinet;
- Peeling laminate could not be disinfected; and
- They planned to purchase new tables for the
exam rooms.
10. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:30 PM of the
soiled area showed the cabinet under the sink
had a large area of dried white residue and an
area of dried yellowish brown residue.
L1090 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(7)(E) Provisions for

L1090

licensed personnel to have cur
Provisions for licensed personnel to have current
cardiopulmonary (CPR) training so that at least
one (1) licensed and trained personnel is at the
facility at all times when patients are present for
abortions; and
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to ensure that licensed personnel
maintained current cardiopulmonary (CPR)
training for one (B) of two licensed staff
personnel records reviewed. The Abortion Facility
does an average of 14 cases per month. On the
first day of the survey, there were four
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procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Personnel
Files," dated 05/15, showed personnel
information collected by the facility included first
aid/CPR cards.
2. Review of Staff B, Registered Nurse (RN),
Nurse Practitioner's (NP- a nurse who is qualified
to treat certain medical conditions without the
direct supervision of a doctor) personnel file
showed her CPR training had expired 04/20/18.
3. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff B stated that:
- She was required to maintain current CPR.
- She was not aware her CPR certification had
expired.
L1101 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(B) Each patient shall be

L1101

given all the informati
Each patient shall be given all the information
required by sections 188.027 and 188.039,
RSMo, in the formats and timeframes required,
by the type of professional required.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review, observation, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that the
physician who was to perform or induce the
abortion or a qualified professional as required by
law (Section 188.027.1(1), RSMO, a physician,
physician assistant, registered nurse, licensed
practical nurse, psychologist, licensed
professional counselor or licensed social worker
licensed or registered and working under the
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supervision of the physician performing or
inducing the abortion) informed the woman of the
gestational age of the fetus at the time of abortion
for ten (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7 #8, #9, and
#10) of ten patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri law 188.027 RSMo,
showed consent to an abortion is voluntary and
informed and given freely and without coercion if,
and only if, at least seventy-two hours prior to
the abortion:
(1) The physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion, a qualified professional, or the referring
physician has informed the woman orally,
reduced to writing, and in person, of the
following:
(f) The gestational age (term used during
pregnancy to describe how far along the
pregnancy is) of the unborn child at the time the
abortion is to be performed or induced; and
(g) The anatomical (relating to bodily structure)
and physiological (relating to organs and
functions of the body) characteristics of the
unborn child at the time the abortion is to be
performed or induced.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Patient
Consent Policy," dated 06/18, showed:
- It is the policy of the Abortion Facility to comply
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws
and regulation in providing abortion care.
- The physician who will perform the abortion is
required to provide the following information to a
patient orally and in person at least seventy-two
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hours before the abortion procedure:
* The unborn child's gestational age.
(Note: The policy failed to specify the gestational
age at the time of the abortion.)
3. Review of medical records showed:
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 04/16/18 for Patient #1, #2, and
#3 and the abortion was performed on 04/30/18,
14 days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 4/30/18 for Patient #4, #5, and
#6 and the abortion was performed on 05/14/18,
14 days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 06/04/18 for Patient #8 and #9
and the abortion was performed on 06/18/18, 14
days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 05/14/18 for Patient #8 and the
abortion was performed on 05/21/18, 7 days after
the ultrasound was performed..
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 07/23/18 for Patient #10 and the
abortion was performed on 07/30/18, 7 days after
the ultrasound was performed.
(Note: The gestational age presented to the
pregnant woman at the time of the seventy-two
hour consent visit was based on the
determination of gestational age by ultrasound on
that day and not the gestational age of the
unborn child at the time of abortion.)
4. During an interview on 08/14/18 at
approximately 1:30 PM, Staff B, Registered
Nurse (RN), Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who
is qualified to treat certain medical conditions
without the direct supervision of a doctor), stated
that:
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- During the abortion education at the
seventy-two hour informed consent visit the
woman is given the gestational age of the
embryo (a human offspring during the period
from approximately the second to the eighth
week after fertilization) based on her last
menstrual period and told the gestational age
would be confirmed by ultrasound.
- The gestational age that is discussed is based
on the ultrasound results at the time of the
seventy-two hour visit, not the procedure date.
- The day of procedure they go over gestational
age again and discuss it but they do not use the
Missouri Informed Consent Booklet or show them
pictures of the gestational age of the unborn
infant.
L1119 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(B) The facility shall

L1119

maintain a medical record
The facility shall maintain a medical record
according to professional standards for each
patient.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure discharge
instructions were included in the medical record
for 10 (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and
#10) of 10 patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
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- 5.1.1 Required components:
* Affiliates must maintain a complete medical
record for each patient in accordance with
acceptable professional standards and any
applicable laws/regulations.
* The medical record must include
documentation of all services and information
provided.
2. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and #10 with
admission dates ranging from 04/30/18 through
07/30/18 for surgical abortion procedures
showed the facility failed to ensure the medical
record contained documentation of the discharge
instructions provided to the patient.
3. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- Discharge instructions were provided in the
form of written instructions given to the patient:
* "Surgical Abortion Discharge Instructions"
including what was normal and what was
abnormal, and staff contact numbers in the event
of questions, concerns or an emergency;
* "How Much Am I Bleeding," and
* Instructions for taking prescribed medications.
- The facility did not retain a copy of the
instructions or include them in the medical
record.
L1120 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) All medical record

L1120

entries shall be timed
All medical record entries shall be timed, dated,
and signed or authenticated by the person
making the entry.
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This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure medication
orders were timed, dated and signed by the
ordering practitioner for 10 (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5,
#6, #7, #8, #9, and #10) of 10 patients' medical
records reviewed. The Abortion Facility does an
average of 14 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey, there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
- 5.1.1 Required components:
* II.J
The medical record shall contain physician
orders.
All pharmaceutical agents administered shall
be timed, dated and signed by the person making
the entry.
(Note: The policy failed to address the need for
medication orders, to be dated, timed and signed
or authenticated by the person ordering the
medications.)
2. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and #10 with
admission dates ranging from 04/30/18 to
07/30/18 for surgical abortion procedures
showed the facility failed to ensure medication
orders were signed, dated and timed by the
ordering physician.
3. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- She was aware the medication orders should
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be timed, dated and signed by the physician
when they were ordered.
- The facility had developed a standard order set
for medications but it had not been approved to
be implemented.
L1122 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(D)(1) Documentation with

L1122

a unique identifying recor
Documentation with a unique identifying record
number; patient identifying information; name of
physician; diagnosis; medical history and
physical examination record; laboratory reports;
anesthesia administered; allergies/drug
reactions; physician's orders; clinical notes;
counseling notes; patient consent form;
medication administration records; and discharge
summary;
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that the
physician documented the abortion counseling
notes in the medical record for three (#3, #9, and
#10) of ten patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Standards and Guidelines," dated 06/16 showed:
- 1.2 Surgical Abortion:
* 1.2.1 Patient Education and Informed
Consent:
All written materials given to the patient must
be documented in record.
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2. Review of the medical records for Patient #3,
#9, and #10 with admission dates ranging from
04/30/18 to 07/30/18 showed the records did not
contain the physician counseling notes.
3. During an interview on 04/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- The physician was responsible for documenting
the abortion counseling that was performed
during the initial patient visit in the medical
record.
- The medical records for Patients #3, #9, and
#10 did not contain the required abortion
counseling documentation.
L1124 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(D)(3) Method used to

L1124

determine gestational age
Method used to determine gestational age;
gestational age; informed consent checklist
required by section 188.027.3, RSMo; copy of
abortion report required by section 188.052,
RSMo, and 19 CSR 10-15.010; for surgical
abortions, copy of tissue report required by
section 188.047, RSMo, and 19 CSR 10-15.030;
where applicable, copy of complication report
required by section 188.052, RSMo, and 19 CSR
10-15.020; and
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure a copy of
the abortion report was included in the medical
record for two (#4 and #6) of 10 patients' medical
records reviewed. The Abortion Facility does an
average of 14 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey, there were four cases.
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Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri law 188.052 RSMo,
showed:
- 1. An individual abortion report for each
abortion performed or induced upon a woman
shall be completed by her attending physician.
- 4. A copy of the abortion report shall be made a
part of the medical record of the patient of the
facility or hospital in which the abortion was
performed.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
- 5.1.1 Required components:
* Affiliates must maintain a complete medical
record for each patient in accordance with
acceptable professional standards and any
applicable laws/regulations.
* The medical record must include
documentation of all services and information
provided.
3. Review of the medical records for Patient #4,
and #6 with an admission date of 05/14/18 for
surgical abortion procedures showed the facility
failed to ensure the medical record contained a
copy of the abortion report.
4. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- The medical records for Patient #4 and #6 did
not contain an abortion report.
- Facility staff had failed to ensure a copy of the
abortion report was included in the medical
records for Patient #4 and #6.
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Infection Control Program. The facility shall
establish a comprehensive program for
identifying and preventing infections. The
infection control program shall be appropriate for
scope and type of abortion procedures
performed at the facility.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to ensure staff followed acceptable
standards of practice for hand hygiene. The
Abortion Facility does an average of 14 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey, there
were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) document titled, "Guideline for
Hand Hygiene in Health-Care Settings," dated
10/25/02, showed:
- Indications for hand hygiene:
* Contact with a patient's intact skin;
* Contact with environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
* After glove removal.
- Indications for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves;
* Contamination may occur during glove
removal; and
* Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene.
2. Review of the Association for Professionals in
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Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC)
scientific guidelines referred to in the CDC
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report titled,
"Guideline for Hand Hygiene in Health-Care
Settings," dated 10/25/02, showed the following:
- Indications for hand hygiene:
* Contact with a patient's intact skin;
* Contact with environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
* After glove removal.
- Indications for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves;
* Contamination may occur during glove
removal; and
* Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene.
3. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for Hand
Hygiene," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation I.d.4.
* In the absence of visible soil, hands should be
disinfected with an alcohol-based hand rub rather
than washed with soap and water.
- Recommendation III.
* Perioperative team members should perform
hand hygiene.
- Recommendation III.a.
* Personnel should perform hand hygiene:
Before and after patient contact;
Before performing a clean or sterile task;
After risk for blood or body fluid exposure;
After contact with patient surroundings; and
When hands are visibly soiled.
- Recommendation III.a.1.
* Hand hygiene should be performed before and
after patient contact, including:
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Performing a physical exam;
Marking the site;
Transferring or positioning the patient;
Assessing an invasive device (e.g., vascular
catheter [peripheral, arterial, central], urinary
catheter); and
Assessing wound dressing.
- Recommendation III.a.2.
* Hand hygiene should be performed before a
clean or sterile task, including:
Inserting an invasive device (e.g., vascular
catheter [peripheral, arterial, central] urinary
catheter);
Assessing a vascular device (e.g., port,
stopcock, IV tubing);
Moving from a contaminated body site (e.g.,
perineum) to a clean body site (e.g., face) on the
same patient;
Opening sterile supplies; and
Performing patient skin antisepsis.
- Recommendation III.a.3.
* Hand hygiene should be performed after risk
for blood or body fluid exposure, including:
Removing personal protective equipment
(e.g., gloves, mask);
Having contact with blood, body fluids,
excretions, mucous membranes, non-intact skin,
or wound dressings;
- Recommendation III.a.4.
* Hand hygiene should be performed after
contact with patient surroundings, including:
Inanimate surfaces and objects, including
medical equipment, in the immediate vicinity of
the patient;
Operating room (OR) bed controls; and
Patient bed and linens.
- Recommendation III.a.5.
* The use of gloves does not replace the need
for hand hygiene.
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- Recommendation III.d.
* When hands are not visibly soiled or dirty,
hand hygiene should be performed using an
alcohol-based hand rub according to the
manufacturer's instructions for use.
4. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- CDC;
- APIC; and
- AORN.
5. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Standard Precautions,
Hand Hygiene, Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)," dated 08/15, showed:
- Hand hygiene should be performed when
hands are visibly soiled with blood or other body
fluids, wash hands with water and soap. Wash
hands even prior to donning gloves.
- If hands are not visibly soiled, use an
alcohol-based hand rub for routinely
decontaminating hands in all clinical situations
other than those listed under "hand hygiene"
above.
6. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
10:12 AM to 10:30 AM of Patient #11's abortion
procedure showed Staff BB, Physician:
- Entered the room, donned gloves and
performed a manual vaginal exam;
- Changed her gloves, did not perform hand
hygiene, and performed a speculum (medical tool
inserted into the vagina to dilate it for
examination of the vagina and cervix) exam;
- Picked up a bottle of spray vinegar solution and
sprayed the solution in the patient's vaginal area;
- Picked up a syringe of Lidocaine (numbing
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medication) and injected it into the patient's
vaginal/cervix area;
- Disposed of the medication syringe, removed
her soiled gloves, and donned sterile gloves
without performing hand hygiene;
- Completed the abortion, cleansed the patient's
vaginal area, removed her bloody gloves, failed
to perform hand hygiene, and donned nonsterile
gloves;
- Exited the room; and
- Carried the product of conception to the soiled
area, examined the product of conception,
removed her gloves, and performed hand
hygiene.
7. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
11:10 AM to 11:35 AM of Patient #12's procedure
showed Staff BB, Physician:
- Entered the room, examined the patient's
medical record and donned a single glove, she
failed to perform hand hygiene before donning
the glove;
- Performed an abdominal ultrasound (test that
uses sound waves to make images within the
abdomen to determine the size/age of the fetus)
on the patient, removed the glove, and failed to
perform hand hygiene;
- Wiped the ultrasound gel off the patient's
abdomen and had the patient sign paperwork;
and
- Picked up the patient's medical record,
reviewed the consent with the patient, had the
patient sign the consent, Staff BB signed the
consent, and exited the room without performing
hand hygiene.
8. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
11:53 AM to 12:05 PM of Patient #13's lab visit
for blood and urine testing showed Staff F,
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Licensed Practical Nurse:
- Performed hand hygiene and donned gloves,
moved a urine specimen cup from the wall
cabinet to the sink, removed her gloves, and
donned clean gloves. She failed to perform hand
hygiene between gloves changes;
- Tested the urine, removed her gloves and
performed hand hygiene and documented in the
medical record; and
- Donned clean gloves without performing hand
hygiene, obtained a blood sample, checked the
blood sample and removed her gloves. She
failed to perform hand hygiene after removing her
gloves.
9. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:00 PM showed:
- Staff A, Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who is
qualified to treat certain medical conditions
without the direct supervision of a doctor)
performed hand hygiene upon entering the room,
obtained lab supplies to obtained a blood
specimen;
- Donned gloves, failed to perform hand hygiene
prior to donning the gloves;
- Drew blood from Patient #13, removed her
gloves, failed to perform hand hygiene;
- Escorted the patient to the door; and
- Took the patient's medical record to the lab.
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Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
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A. (TAG):
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B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
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E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F. EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all
employees who may be on-site when CHPPGP is
operating the Columbia facility are prepared for
evacuation during a disaster.

8/22/2018 (actions
already completed)
and 10/1/2018
(additional action
item)

Health center
manager and
facility
administrator

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The manager has reviewed the
current written plan for evacuation
of patients and personnel in the
event of a fire, explosion, active
shooter or other disaster with
Regional Director (facility
administrator). Staff completed
drills in preparation for
emergencies on 8/21/2018 (active
shooter training with third-party
vendor) and 8/22/2018 (fire,
tornado, and bomb threat) to ensure
compliance.

L1081

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(attached).

Because the active shooter training
was provided by an outside party
while CHPPGP’s physician was not
at the health center, an additional
drill will be conducted while the
physician is in attendance on or
before October 1, 2018.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

L1084

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response
to the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning
provider to review its expectations and
standards. Health center manager;
regional director of health center
operations (administrator); and vice
president of operations, will attend the
meeting and review with the
environmental services provider each of
the areas identified in DHSS’s report. This
step is designed to address the dust-related
portions of the finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by manager and
submitted to regional director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding and to
ensure that expired tests that are not
intended for future use are disposed of in a
timely manner.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

Item 1 will occur
within 30 days of
the submission of
this POC.

Vice president
of operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by center manager and
regional director of health services
operations.

Item 2 will
commence on
10/15/18, be
evaluated daily, and
conclude on
11/14/18.

Manager and
administrator

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by manager, and on a weekly
basis by regional director of health
services operations (administrator).
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

3. Administrator and VP of Operations
will review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1)
Rusted areas on cabinet in observation 4;
shelf in observation 5; peeling label and
adhesive on chart holder and lamp, debris
and stain under sink, and chipped paint in
observation 6; peeling label and adhesive,
debris and mark under sink, peeling on
base of cabinet, chipped paint on pressed
wood, and chipped laminate in observation
7; and residue under sink in observation
10. The facilities coordinator will outline a
process for repair and/or replacement for
those items.

The meeting
Vice president
outlined in Item 3 of operations
will be concluded
by 10/1/18, and
repairs/replacements
will be concluded
by October 31,
2018.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Item 3 will be monitored by vice
president for operations. In addition
to scheduling the initial meeting,
vice president for operations will
oversee repairs and/or
replacements, as necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency in L1090, as at
all times during which it operated in 2017-2018 at
least one licensed employee with current CPR
training was onsite, as required by regulation.
CHPPGP provided to surveyors copies of
CHPPGP personnel files for those employees
involved in the provision of abortion care, and
those files reflect current CPR training for
multiple individuals.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1090

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1101

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1101.
Pursuant to state law, CHPPGP provides to
patients required information at the time of their
state-mandated first visit, which must occur at
least 72 hours prior to the performance of an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP also is required and
does provide to patients Missouri’s Informed
Consent Booklet, which by statute must include
“probable anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the unborn child at two-week
gestational increments from conception to full
term, including color photographs or images of the
developing unborn child at two-week gestational
increments.” § 188.027(2), RSMo. That booklet,
provided to each patient, fulfills this requirement
as it outlines state-mandated descriptions of
changes in gestational age from the date of a
patient’s first visit to her second visit.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP will ensure appropriate staff specifies
during the first visit that, because of the statemandated delay, the patient’s pregnancy is
anticipated to be at a certain point when she
Page 6

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

returns, and the state-created description of the
fetus at that future gestation is in the Missouri
Informed Consent Booklet. If, for some reason, a
patient needs to reschedule her appointment, the
booklet will also contain the state-created
description of the fetus for that later time.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1119 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1119

As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that each patient
receiving abortion care is provided with discharge
instructions that include the following hand-outs:
1) How Much Am I Bleeding? (describing postprocedure normal and abnormal bleeding); 2)
medication instructions; and 3) and surgical
abortion discharge instructions, which include the
facility’s after-hours telephone number.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

DHSS’s report does not state, however, that an
entry is made by CHPPGP personnel in each
patient’s medical record that the patient received
copies of those documents. That entry satisfies the
regulation’s requirement that written discharge
instructions be provided to patients.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that the physician
providing care signed and dated the visit summary
generated by the electronic health record, which
reflects the medications prescribed during the
patient encounter. To CHPPGP’s knowledge,
DHSS has not prior to its 2018 inspections
interpreted this regulation to require each separate
portion of a patient’s medical record be signed and
authenticated by the treating physician.

In progress

Administrator

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The form has already been
developed and is in use.

L1120

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

The center manager will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the form has been
in use to monitor for compliance.

As CHPPGP noted during the on-site inspection,
however, it created a hard copy form in response
to the inspection at its Kansas City facility. This
form will provide an additional place for the
physician to sign, date, and time medication orders
for each patient and will be scanned into the
medical record. This entry will be duplicative of
that information on the patient’s visit summary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
For each of the patient records reviewed by the
surveyor, a physician or qualified health
professional (as defined by § 188.027, RSMo)
provided the state-mandated information to
patients receiving abortion care. The records
described in L1122 reflected that persons meeting
the statutory and regulatory definitions gave the
required information.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1122

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP’s physician elected to note in a number
of patient records that she had delivered statemandated information; however, that notation was
only intended to duplicate what the other records
in each patient’s record showed: that required
personnel delivered the information. CHPPGP’s
physician simply went above and beyond by
reiterating that she had followed state law. To the
extent that notation creates confusion for DHSS,
CHPPGP will note for its provider that the
notation is not necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1124

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 in part to the extent it misstates the nature
of the information conveyed during the survey
process.

Completed
8/15/2018

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Center
Regional Director will be
manager and
responsible for monitoring new
regional
process and verifying that all ITOP
director
reports are submitted pursuant to
(administrator)
revised procedure.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

At the time of inspection, two state-mandated
reports, Induced Termination of Pregnancy
(ITOP) reports, had already been submitted to
DHSS as required but had not yet been scanned
into the patients’ electronic medical record.
CHPPGP staff located both reports on the day of
inspection, and they have since been scanned into
the patients’ electronic records. Additionally,
CHPPGP has revised its indexing process.
Administrative personnel continue to handle the
submission of ITOP reports to DHSS, but the
center manager now submits reports for each
procedure by the close of business on the day the
procedures were performed.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1130

The director of clinical quality risk management
will conduct a comprehensive training with
facility staff to serve as a refresher course on
CHPPGP’s infection control program.
CHPPGP’s health center manager will also
perform quarterly audits to ensure ongoing
compliance after the education session.

Training will be
conducted by
9/30/2018

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Director of
Regional director (administrator)
clinical quality
will conduct unannounced audits
risk
after completion of training on a
management
quarterly basis.
and
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400
FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Michael L. Parson

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Governor

Director

September 13, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: PoC Rejection TKOR
Dear Vicki Casey:
On September 10, 2018 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey Survey conducted
August 14, 2018. Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification
and/or information in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:
The facility has requested that the license not be allowed to lapse. To help ensure that, would the facility be able to
implement any of the corrective actions sooner than the dates listed for tags L1084 and L1130?
L-1119 How will the facility ensure a copy of the discharge instructions will be included in the patient’s medical record,
consistent with current standards for medical record keeping.
L-1120 On what date does the facility expect the physician order document to be approved and implemented as the
response only states in process.
L-1124 At the time of survey the state mandated reports were not included in two of the ten medical records reviewed and
were not submitted to the survey team as available for the medical record. Going forward, how will the facility ensure
the state mandated reports are included in the patients’ medical record.
For 1130: Does the hand hygiene/glove use training include the physician?
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or fax to (573) 751-6648 or mail to Missouri Department of Health
and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center
711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Survey Exit Date
(from CMS 2567)
State or Federal SOD
Q-tags, L-tags,
K-tags, E-tags

8/14/2018

1.

Include a copy of the first page of each of the original forms CMS-2567 Statement(s) of Deficiencies for Federal (Q-tags, E-tags), State (L-tags) and Life Safety (K-tags)
signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated completed POC forms no later than ten (10) calendar days from receipt of this document. If you have
any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Complete a separate POC form for each applicable regulation set of the Statement of Deficiencies (Federal Q-tags, E-tags, State L-tags, and Life Safety K-tags).

3.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation for Q-tags, E-tags, L-tags, and K-tags.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form CMS-2567 “Statement of Deficiencies” (Q181, L224, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date, and generally must
be no later than 60 days from Exit. (Limited extensions may be granted upon written request should extraordinary circumstances exist.) To allow for adequate time for
correction of deficiencies, should an onsite revisit be necessary, correction should be completed less than 45 days from Exit.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F. EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The manager has reviewed the
current written plan for evacuation
of patients and personnel in the
event of a fire, explosion, active
shooter or other disaster with
Regional Director (facility
administrator). Staff completed
drills in preparation for
emergencies on 8/21/2018 (active
shooter training with third-party
vendor) and 8/22/2018 (fire,
tornado, and bomb threat) to ensure
compliance.

L1081

CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all
employees who may be on-site when CHPPGP is
operating the Columbia facility are prepared for
evacuation during a disaster.

8/22/2018 (actions
already completed)
and 10/1/2018
(additional action
item)
UPDATE: All
action items were
completed by
8/22/2018. The only
outstanding item
will be completed
on the morning of
9/21/2018.

Health center
manager and
facility
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(attached).

Because the active shooter training
was provided by an outside party
while CHPPGP’s physician was not
at the health center, an additional
drill will be conducted while the
physician is in attendance on or
before October 1, 2018.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

L1084

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response
to the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning
provider to review its expectations and
standards. Health center manager;
regional director of health center
operations (administrator); and vice
president of operations, will attend the
meeting and review with the
environmental services provider each of
the areas identified in DHSS’s report. This
step is designed to address the dust-related
portions of the finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by manager and
submitted to regional director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding and to
ensure that expired tests that are not
intended for future use are disposed of in a
timely manner.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
Item 1 will occur
within 30 days of
the submission of
this POC.
UPDATE: An
initial meeting
between the
manager the
provider has already
been conducted.
Another meeting is
scheduled to be
completed on
September 21,
2018.

Vice president
of operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by center manager and
regional director of health services
operations.

Manager and
administrator

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by manager, and on a weekly
basis by regional director of health
services operations (administrator).

Item 2 will
commence on
10/15/18, be
evaluated daily, and
conclude on
11/14/18.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Vice president
of operations

Item 3 will be monitored by vice
president for operations. In addition
to scheduling the initial meeting,
vice president for operations will
oversee repairs and/or
replacements, as necessary.

3. Administrator and VP of Operations
will review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1)
Rusted areas on cabinet in observation 4;
shelf in observation 5; peeling label and
adhesive on chart holder and lamp, debris
and stain under sink, and chipped paint in
observation 6; peeling label and adhesive,
debris and mark under sink, peeling on
base of cabinet, chipped paint on pressed
wood, and chipped laminate in observation
7; and residue under sink in observation
10. The facilities coordinator will outline a
process for repair and/or replacement for
those items.

UPDATE: Item 2
will commence as
soon as the second
meeting with the
provider occurs.
The meeting
outlined in Item 3
will be concluded
by 10/1/18, and
repairs/replacements
will be concluded
by October 31,
2018.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

UPDATE: All
actions outlined in
Item 3 have been
performed except
for one outstanding
repair. That work is
scheduled to be
completed on or
before September
25, 2018.
Page 4

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency in L1090, as at
all times during which it operated in 2017-2018 at
least one licensed employee with current CPR
training was onsite, as required by regulation.
CHPPGP provided to surveyors copies of
CHPPGP personnel files for those employees
involved in the provision of abortion care, and
those files reflect current CPR training for
multiple individuals.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1090

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

Page 5

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1101

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1101.
Pursuant to state law, CHPPGP provides to
patients required information at the time of their
state-mandated first visit, which must occur at
least 72 hours prior to the performance of an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP also is required and
does provide to patients Missouri’s Informed
Consent Booklet, which by statute must include
“probable anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the unborn child at two-week
gestational increments from conception to full
term, including color photographs or images of the
developing unborn child at two-week gestational
increments.” § 188.027(2), RSMo. That booklet,
provided to each patient, fulfills this requirement
as it outlines state-mandated descriptions of
changes in gestational age from the date of a
patient’s first visit to her second visit.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP will ensure appropriate staff specifies
during the first visit that, because of the statemandated delay, the patient’s pregnancy is
anticipated to be at a certain point when she
Page 6

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

returns, and the state-created description of the
fetus at that future gestation is in the Missouri
Informed Consent Booklet. If, for some reason, a
patient needs to reschedule her appointment, the
booklet will also contain the state-created
description of the fetus for that later time.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1119 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1119

As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that each patient
receiving abortion care is provided with discharge
instructions that include the following hand-outs:
1) How Much Am I Bleeding? (describing postprocedure normal and abnormal bleeding); 2)
medication instructions; and 3) and surgical
abortion discharge instructions, which include the
facility’s after-hours telephone number.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

DHSS’s report does not state, however, that an
entry is made by CHPPGP personnel in each
patient’s medical record that the patient received
copies of those documents. That entry satisfies the
regulation’s requirement that written discharge
instructions be provided to patients.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The form has already been
developed and is in use.

L1120

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
In progress
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
UPDATE: The hard
As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
copy form has
already been created
personnel informed surveyors that the physician
providing care signed and dated the visit summary and is in use. It was
generated by the electronic health record, which
reviewed by DHSS
reflects the medications prescribed during the
inspectors at the repatient encounter. To CHPPGP’s knowledge,
inspection of
CHPPGP’s Kansas
DHSS has not prior to its 2018 inspections
interpreted this regulation to require each separate
City facility.
portion of a patient’s medical record be signed and
authenticated by the treating physician.

Administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

The center manager will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the form has been
in use to monitor for compliance.

As CHPPGP noted during the on-site inspection,
however, it created a hard copy form in response
to the inspection at its Kansas City facility. This
form will provide an additional place for the
physician to sign, date, and time medication orders
for each patient and will be scanned into the
medical record. This entry will be duplicative of
that information on the patient’s visit summary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
For each of the patient records reviewed by the
surveyor, a physician or qualified health
professional (as defined by § 188.027, RSMo)
provided the state-mandated information to
patients receiving abortion care. The records
described in L1122 reflected that persons meeting
the statutory and regulatory definitions gave the
required information.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1122

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP’s physician elected to note in a number
of patient records that she had delivered statemandated information; however, that notation was
only intended to duplicate what the other records
in each patient’s record showed: that required
personnel delivered the information. CHPPGP’s
physician simply went above and beyond by
reiterating that she had followed state law. To the
extent that notation creates confusion for DHSS,
CHPPGP will note for its provider that the
notation is not necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1124

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 in part to the extent it misstates the nature
of the information conveyed during the survey
process.
At the time of inspection, two state-mandated
reports, Induced Termination of Pregnancy
(ITOP) reports, had already been submitted to
DHSS as required but had not yet been scanned
into the patients’ electronic medical record.
CHPPGP staff located both reports on the day of
inspection, and they have since been scanned into
the patients’ electronic records. Additionally,
CHPPGP has revised its indexing process.
Administrative personnel continue to handle the
submission of ITOP reports to DHSS, but the
center manager now submits reports for each
procedure by the close of business on the day the
procedures were performed.

Completed
8/15/2018
UPDATE: The
indexing process
has already been
revised, and the new
process is in place.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Center
Regional Director will be
manager and
responsible for monitoring new
regional
process and verifying that all ITOP
director
reports are submitted pursuant to
(administrator)
revised procedure.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1130

The director of clinical quality risk management
will conduct a comprehensive training with
facility staff to serve as a refresher course on
CHPPGP’s infection control program.
CHPPGP’s health center manager will also
perform quarterly audits to ensure ongoing
compliance after the education session.

Training will be
conducted by
9/30/2018
UPDATE: A
training is
scheduled for
9/25/2018 at 10
a.m., and quarterly
audits will be
performed as
outlined.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Director of
Regional director (administrator)
clinical quality
will conduct unannounced audits
risk
after completion of training on a
management
quarterly basis.
and
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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An on-site, unannounced state licensure revisit
was conducted on 09/26/18 to determine
compliance with applicable statutes and
regulations governing abortion facilities, including
19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and 061 and Chapter
188, RSMo (Regulation of Abortions).
See below for findings:
{L1084} 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(6) The admin shall be

{L1084}

responsible for, programs
The administrator shall be responsible for
establishing, implementing, enforcing, and
maintaining comprehensive programs for
identifying and preventing infections as further
detailed in this regulation and for maintaining a
safe environment.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the Abortion
Facility failed to:
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
by providing easily cleanable surfaces that will not
harbor bacteria and transmit infections;
- Ensure a clean and sanitary environment in the
soiled room;
- Dispose of used, soiled single-use suction
tubing;
- Dispose of a soiled reusable series connecting
hose (clear secondary suction tubing); and
- Clean and disinfect a reusable glass suction
bottle.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were no cases.
Findings included:
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1. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation II.
* The patient should be provided with a clean,
safe environment.
- Recommendation II.a.
* The perioperative Registered Nurse (RN)
should assess the perioperative environment
frequently for cleanliness and take action to
implement cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Environmental cleaning and disinfection is a team
effort involving perioperative personnel and
environmental services personnel. The
responsibility for verifying a clean surgical
environment before the start of an operative or
invasive procedure rests with perioperative
nurses.
* Dust is known to contain human skin and hair,
fabric fibers, pollens, mold, fungi, insect parts,
glove powder, and paper fibers, among other
components.
- Recommendation III.c.
* Operating and procedure rooms must be
cleaned after each patient.
- Recommendation V.a.1.
* Areas and items that should be cleaned on a
schedule include clean and soiled storage areas
and sterile storage areas.
2. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC);
- Association for Professionals in Infection
Control and Epidemiology (APIC);
- Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI); and
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- AORN.
3. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Housekeeping Services,"
dated 08/15, showed:
- The routine housekeeping schedule is followed
and should include exam tables, counters, chairs,
desks, floors, and patient care equipment.
4. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Directions for Cleaning and
Disinfection - Abortion Procedure Suction
Tubing," dated 08/15, showed:
- Single-use suction tubing must be disposed of
as an infectious waste after each patient use.
- Multi-use suction tubing is first cleaned by
running water through the tube, removing all
blood and bioburden immediately after the
procedure. Then soak tubing in chemical
disinfectant ad per manufacturer's instructions for
semi-critical devices.
5. Observation on 09/26/18 at 9:40 AM of the
procedure room showed:
- The metal suction machine cabinet had
numerous rusted areas (uncleanable surface);
- There was a used, single-use suction tubing
connected to a plastic suction canister. The
single-use tubing contained reddish colored fluid;
- A reusable series connecting hose on the top of
the machine had a blackish-gray substance on
the inside the length of the tubing; and
- The reusable series connecting hose was
connected to a reusable glass suction bottle.
There was a layer of dried black substance in the
bottom of the bottle.
During an interview upon the observation Staff C,
Health Center Manager, stated that the
replacement reusable series connecting hose
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was on back order.

6. Observation on 09/26/18 at 9:50 AM of the
storage room showed the metal cabinet of a
second suction machine had numerous rusted
areas, old peeling tape, dried adhesive residue on
the front surface, (uncleanable surfaces) and a
dried brown spill down the side of the machine
that was approximately six-inches long.
7. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 9:55 AM,
Staff C stated that:
- The substance in the single-use suction tubing
was most likely bodily fluid;
- Their last procedure had been the previous
Friday (09/21/18);
- She did not think they had used the suction
machine that day; and
- The blackish gray substance in the secondary
reusable series connecting hose was mold.
8. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 12:00 PM,
Staff I, Maintenance, stated that the replacement
for the reusable series connecting hose was
located inside the suction machine cabinet. Staff
C stated that she was not aware that the
secondary replacement reusable series
connecting hose was inside the suction cabinet.
9. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 2:10 PM,
Staff C stated that:
- She identified the problem (blackish gray
residue) inside the reusable series connecting
hose a couple of months previously (probably
July) and began trying to find replacement tubing;
- They continued to use the machine (with the
reusable series connecting hose that had
blackish gray residue inside) on patients after
they identified the issue; and
- She had talked with other people about the
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issue with the reusable series connecting hose
and it was not an infection control issue.
10. Review of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017," Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities, dated 2017, showed:
- 3.3.6.4 Sterile storage:
* Open or wire shelving is suitable for confined
storage areas, provided that proper attention is
given to traffic control, area ventilation, and
housekeeping.
* Storage areas should be designed to protect
sterile items and their packaging from damage.
- 11.1.1 Storage Facilities:
* The bottom shelf of storage carts or shelving
should be solid.
11. Observation on 09/26/18 at 10:00 AM of the
recovery room medication supply room showed a
metal storage shelving unit. There was no
bottom barrier on the bottom shelf. The shelf was
placed over a submersible sump pump (used to
remove water that has accumulated in a
water-collecting sump basin) installed in the floor.
12. Observation on 09/26/18 from 10:05 AM to
10:10 AM of exam room #1 and #2 showed each
room contained a pressed wood table with
chipped paint exposing the pressed wood
(uncleanable surface).
13. Observation on 09/26/18 at 10:10 AM of the
soiled room showed the cabinet under the sink
had a large area of dried white residue and an
area of dried yellowish brown residue.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that housekeeping staff were responsible
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to clean and confirmed the cabinet was not clean.
L1113 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(K) The facility shall ensure,

L1113

each patient prep
The facility shall ensure that each patient is
prepared for the abortion in a manner that
facilitates her safety and comfort.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to ensure equipment used for
patient care was approved for use in healthcare
facilities.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were no cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the FDA/Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) document titled,
"FDA/CPSC Public Health Advisory - Hazards
Associated with the Use of Electric Heating
Pads", dated 12/12/95, showed:
- The FDA and CPSC have received many
reports of injury and death from burns, electric
shock and fires associated with the use of electric
heating pads.
- An electric heating pad can be dangerous for
patients with decreased temperature sensation
and patients taking medication for pain.
- Prolonged use on one area of the body can
cause a severe burn, even when the heating pad
is at a low temperature setting.
FDA and CPSC recommend the following
precautions be taken to avoid hazards associated
with the use of electric heating pads:
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L1113

- Never [partial list]:
* Use on a person who has skin that is not
sensitive to temperature changes (e.g. sedated or
medicated for pain).
* Use in an oxygen enriched environment or
near equipment that stores or emits oxygen.
2. Observation 09/26/18 at 9:30 AM in the
recovery room showed:
- Four recovery chairs with heating pads draped
across the backs.
- Three of the four heating pads were labeled
"For Household Use Only" and the fourth heating
pad was not labeled.
- The fourth heating pad cover showed a one inch
streak of clear, hard surface matter with a small
circular bead of clear material at the top on the
heating pad cover.
3. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 1:45 PM,
Staff C, Health Center Manager, stated that:
- The heating pads were for household use and
needed to be removed.
- She did not believe the facility had a policy for
the use of heating pads.
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September 29, 2018
Todd Cummins
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Via U.S. Mail and email to Todd.Cummins@health.mo.gov and BAC@health.mo.gov
Dear Mr. Cummins,
Enclosed please find CHPPGP’s second plan of correction, which corresponds with the statement of
deficiencies we received from your office yesterday afternoon.
I am pleased to note that all of the issues identified had been addressed prior to our receipt of the
statement. As you know, however, there are a number of items we have purchased but not yet
received, including the side tables and heating pads.
We include with this plan of correction only one exhibit: the same information we submitted to the
Department yesterday prior to our receipt of the statement.
Thank you in advance for your prompt review of our plan. We look forward to resolving any
outstanding issues.

Sincerely,

Vicki Casey
Regional Director for Health Center Operations
Facility Administrator

Enclosures:

Second Plan of Correction
Signed Statement of Deficiencies
September 28, 2018 CHPPGP letter to DHSS and attachments
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center
711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Survey Exit Date
Statement of
Deficiencies (SOD):
L-tags

8/14/2018 (first survey)
9/26/2018 (second
survey)

L1084; L1113

1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

L1084

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in L1084 to
the extent it misstates the nature of the information
conveyed during the survey process.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

CHPPGP offers the following responses:
1. Suction machine cabinet: As outlined in
CHPPGP’s initial plan of correction, CHPPGP’s
facilities coordinator planned to perform
maintenance on the cabinet by October 31, 2018.
Because DHSS performed its inspection in close
proximity to the expiration date of CHPPGP’s
license, CHPPGP agreed to DHSS’s request that it
shorten its timeline to ensure the task would be
completed prior to Oct. 2. The maintenance was
performed on September 26 as DHSS surveyors
observed, and pictures have already been
produced to DHSS reflecting the maintenance.
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F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

3. Connecting hose: CHPPGP’s facilities coordinator Completed
replaced the hose on the date of the survey (as
prior to
receipt of
state surveyors observed) and identified the
statement of
discoloration as dust or dirt. He did not identify
deficiencies.
mold and, importantly, DHSS performed no tests
that could have identified mold. Any conclusions
drawn by surveyors were therefore speculative.

VP of
Operations

2. Single-use suction tubing: CHPPGP disposed of
the tubing on the date of the survey, and pictures
have already been produced to DHSS reflecting
resolution.

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).
See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

CHPPGP notes that there are multiple inaccuracies
contained within the statement of deficiencies regarding
the connecting hose. DHSS wrongly states that CHPPGP
personnel described the hose as having “mold.” The staff
person did not agree with surveyors that there was mold
and instead stated that she did not know what the
substance was. Additionally, staff had worked to locate a
replacement hose and did not believe the one they had
ordered and placed in the machine’s cabinet fit the
machine. The facilities coordinator was able to use that
Page 3

F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 2).

replacement piece, however, and the maintenance is now
complete.
The machine was used for only two procedures between
July and September 2018. At all times CHPPGP and its
personnel used aseptic non-touch technique and ensured
that any instruments coming into contact with the uterus
were sterile.
4. Suction bottle: The machine’s bottles have been
Completed
replaced by plastic canisters, as shown in the
prior to
pictures already produced to DHSS. Additionally,
receipt of
CHPPGP notes that the bottle was part of the
statement of
deficiencies.
suction function of the machine and was not
connected to any equipment that came into contact
with patients.

5. Secondary suction machine: Maintenance has
been performed on the machine, which was not in
use, and any issues identified have been resolved.
Pictures have already been produced to DHSS.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
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F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Shelf guard
ordered
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Tables
ordered
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

6. Storage shelf: At DHSS’s request, CHPPGP
replaced the shelving unit in its supply room with
a metal unit. It has since ordered a shelf guard for
the lowest shelf and previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS. According to the
vendor, delivery is anticipated on Monday,
October 1.

7. Tables: CHPPGP had ordered replacement tables
(on which staff take notes) prior to DHSS’s
second survey on September 26; however, it is
CHPPGP’s understanding that delivery has been
delayed due to Hurricane Florence. CHPPGP
previously produced the receipt of purchase to
DHSS.

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
shelf
guard
receipt).

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt).
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F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

8. Soiled room sink: As discussed with surveyors on
the date of their visit, the residue was caused by
detergent and was removed on the date of the
visit. Additionally, CHPPGP discussed in great
detail with surveyors during the visit that it had
conducted multiple meetings with its
environmental services cleaning provider to
review expectations and planned to begin
performing additional daily inspections to assess
the provider’s work.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

CHPPGP has already ordered four medical-grade heating
pads for its recovery room. It previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS. Because the pads are for
patient comfort in the recovery room and are not
medically necessary, CHPPGP will remove the pads from
use until the new pads are received.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Health
Center
Manager

L1113

The facility’s Health Center Manager
will ensure the new heating pads are
used.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt).

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
heating
pads
receipt).
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CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 001

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 002

Note: Both nurse practitioners, a licensed practical nurse, the
health center manager, and the regional director of health
center operations completed the training. A separate sheet
reflecting the physician's participation was previously
produced to surveyors.

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 003

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 004

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 005

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 006

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 007

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 008

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 009

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 010

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 011

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 012

Subject:
Date:

Heating Pads
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:34:15 PM

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 013

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Subject: Shelf Guard

Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211

4402 W 109th St. #100
Overland Park, KS 66211
p: (913) 345-1400
www.ppgreatplains.org

Comprehensive Health ot
Planned Parenthood Great Plains

when analyzing the risk of bloodborne pathogens, such as Hepatits B or HIV, the CDC recognizes
that not all potential risks are alike, and the appropriateness of patient notification depends on the
type of potential breach. The CDC outlines two categories of potential breaches: l) Category A,
which includes breaches for which the assessed risk includes "documented bloodborne pathogen
transmission in association with similar practices in the past, or the observed or very high likelihood
of blood exposure as a result of the breach "; and 2) Category B, breaches "where the likelihood of
blood exposure ... is uncertain, but thought to be less than would occur with a Category A breach." 1
An example of a Category A breach includes the reuse of needles or syringes between patients,
which is wholly dissimilar to CHPPGP's situation. A Category B example - colonoscope
reprocessing performed with incorrect disinfectant solutions - is more comparable to the tubing
issue; however, it too focuses on potential bloodbome pathogen transmission from equipment that
enters the body, which is significantly different than the facts here, where the tube makes no contact
with a patient.
In the instance of a Category B breach, "the decision to notify and/or test patients should be based on
a number of factors including the information gathered and assessment of the breach and should
involve key stakeholders." The CDC further notes that for category B breaches, the duty to notify
should be weighed against potential harm from notification.2
Nevertheless, in an abundance of caution and given the critical importance of swiftly bringing this
license renewal process to a close to ensure CHPPGP can provide abortion services in Columbia to
patients who need them, on October 24 CHPPGP notified the one patient whose procedure involved
the suction machine after August 14, 2018 by both telephone and the attached letter of the tube
related incident. The patient confirmed she has had no post-procedure complications or concerns.
We look forward to hearing from you soon to complete the licensure process.
Sincerely,

Vice President of Health Services
Enclosures:

Revised Second Plan of Correction and Exhibits A-D
Redacted Patient Notification Letter

1
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, Steps for Evaluating an Infection Control Breach, available at
https:/lwww.cdc.gov/hai/outbreaks/steps for eval ic breach.html.
2 Id.

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name

Facility Address/
City/Zip

Survey Exit Date
Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center

711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Statement of
Deficiencies (SOD):
L-tags

8/14/2018 (first survey)
9/26/2018 (second
survey)
10/16/2018 (third POC
requested by DHSS)

L1084; L1113

1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
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L1084

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1084 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
CHPPGP offers the following responses:

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

As to items 1-5 of L1084 CHPPGP
has created a checklist list of postprocedure items to ensure that
1. Suction machine cabinet: As outlined in
health center staff complete all
CHPPGP’s initial plan of correction,
Completed
VP of Operations,
necessary tasks between
CHPPGP’s facilities coordinator planned
prior to
Health Center
procedures. The list, which is
to perform maintenance on the cabinet by
receipt of
Manager,
attached as Exhibit B, outlines
October 31, 2018. Because DHSS
statement of Administrator/Regional steps to be performed by an
performed its inspection in close
deficiencies.
Director of Health
assigned staff member (the
proximity to the expiration date of
Services, Director of assisting nurse or her designee)
CHPPGP’s license, CHPPGP agreed to
Compliance and
and includes a visual inspection of
DHSS’s request that it shorten its
Maintenance
Quality Risk
the suction machine, removal and
timeline to ensure the task would be
performed on
Management
disposal of single-use tubing,
completed prior to Oct. 2. The
9/26/2018 and
cleaning of connecting tubing
maintenance was performed on
photos
pursuant to the infection
produced to
September 26 as DHSS surveyors
prevention manual, and changing
DHSS on
observed, and pictures have already been
of plastic canisters. These items
produced to DHSS reflecting the
9/28/2018.
will apply to CHPPGP’s secondary
maintenance.
suction machine when it is in use
as well.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1) and
Exhibit B
(postprocedure
checklist).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

2. Single-use suction tubing: CHPPGP
disposed of the tubing on the date of the
survey, and pictures have already been
produced to DHSS reflecting resolution.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Completed
The assisting nurse or
CHPPGP will complete and
prior to
her designee will
maintain checklists for the six
receipt of
dispose of the tube
months following the renewal of
statement of after each use, and the its license to allow for oversight
deficiencies. Center Manager and
and review. In addition to the
Regional Director will Center Manager completing a
Maintenance provide oversight as
review of the day’s checklist at the
performed on described in Column E. end of each day on which
9/26/2018 and
CHPPGP offers abortion care, the
photos
Manager will submit the checklists
produced to
for approval to the Regional
DHSS on
Director for the six-month period
9/28/2018.
after CHPPGP obtains its renewed
license and begins offering
abortion services. The Regional
Director will review and confirm
the checklist has been completed
and will perform periodic,
unannounced visual inspections of
both the primary and secondary
suction machines.
The Director of Compliance and
Quality Risk Management will
also conduct a training prior to
November 9, 2018 with CHPPGP
employees in Columbia to review

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

3. Connecting hose: CHPPGP’s facilities
Completed
coordinator replaced the hose on the date
prior to
of the survey (as state surveyors
receipt of
observed) and identified the discoloration statement of
as dust or dirt. He did not identify mold
deficiencies.
and, importantly, DHSS performed no
tests that could have identified mold.
Maintenance
Any conclusions drawn by surveyors
performed on
were therefore speculative.
9/26/2018 and
photos
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.
CHPPGP notes that there are multiple
inaccuracies contained within the statement of
deficiencies regarding the connecting hose.
DHSS wrongly states that CHPPGP personnel
described the hose as having “mold.” The staff
person did not agree with surveyors that there
was mold and instead stated that she did not
know what the substance was. Additionally,
staff had worked to locate a replacement hose
and did not believe the one they had ordered and

The assisting nurse or
her designee will clean
the tube at the end of
each procedure day,
and the Center
Manager and Regional
Director will provide
oversight as described
in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
the cleaning procedures for both
suction machines. She will also
conduct an annual survey
inspection, which includes a visual
inspection of the machines.
As before, the VP of Operations
will continue to oversee regular
repairs and/or maintenance,
including the ordering of
replacement parts for the suction
machines.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

placed in the machine’s cabinet fit the machine.
The facilities coordinator was able to use that
replacement piece, however, and the
maintenance is now complete.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

The machine was used for only two procedures
between July and September 2018. At all times
CHPPGP and its personnel used aseptic nontouch technique and ensured that any
instruments coming into contact with the uterus
were sterile.
4. Suction bottle: The machine’s bottles
Completed
prior to
have been replaced by plastic canisters,
receipt
of
as shown in the pictures already
statement of
produced to DHSS. Additionally,
deficiencies.
CHPPGP notes that the bottle was part of
the suction function of the machine and
Maintenance
was not connected to any equipment that performed on
9/26/2018 and
came into contact with patients.
photos
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.

The assisting nurse or
her designee will
change the bottles after
each use, and the
Center Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
described in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

5. Secondary suction machine:
Maintenance has been performed on the
machine, which was not in use, and any
issues identified have been resolved.
Pictures have already been produced to
DHSS.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Assigned staff will
perform required tasks
between procedures
and the Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
Maintenance described in Column E.
performed on Maintenance will be
9/26/2018 and performed by the
photos
facilities coordinator.
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.

6. Storage shelf: At DHSS’s request,
CHPPGP replaced the shelving unit in its
supply room with a metal unit. It has
since ordered a shelf guard for the lowest
shelf and previously produced the receipt
of purchase to DHSS. According to the
vendor, delivery is anticipated on
Monday, October 1.

Shelf guard
ordered prior
to receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
Installed (and
DHSS
notified) on
10/1/2018.

Assigned staff will
perform required tasks
between procedures.
Manager and Regional
Director will provide
oversight as described
in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by facilities
coordinator.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

The Health Center Manager will
include inspection of the shelf
guard (and cleaning of the guard,
as necessary) as part of her daily
monitoring of the performance of
the environmental cleaning service
provider.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
shelf
receipt)
and
Exhibit D
(October
3, 2018
email to
DHSS).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

Tables
ordered prior
to receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Assigned staff will
perform all required
tasks between
procedures and the
Center Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
described in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

7. Tables: CHPPGP had ordered
replacement tables (on which staff take
notes) prior to DHSS’s second survey on
September 26; however, it is CHPPGP’s
understanding that delivery has been
delayed due to Hurricane Florence.
CHPPGP previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS.

New tables
installed (and
DHSS
notified) on
10/3/2018.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The Health Center Manager will
include inspection of the new
tables as part of her daily
monitoring of the performance of
the environmental cleaning service
provider.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt)
and
Exhibit C
(October
1, 2018
email to
DHSS).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

Completed
8. Soiled room sink: As discussed with
prior to
surveyors on the date of their visit, the
receipt
of
residue was caused by detergent and was
statement of
removed on the date of the visit.
deficiencies.
Additionally, CHPPGP discussed in
great detail with surveyors that it had
Sink cleaned
conducted multiple meetings with its
9/26/2018.
Second
environmental services cleaning provider
meeting
with
to review expectations and planned to
environmental
begin performing additional daily
cleaning on
inspections to assess the provider’s work.
9/26/2018.
L1113

CHPPGP has already ordered four medicalgrade heating pads for its recovery room. It
previously produced the receipt of purchase to
DHSS. Because the pads are for patient comfort
in the recovery room and are not medically
necessary, CHPPGP will remove the pads from
use until the new pads are received.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
Medical-grade
pads received
(and photos
sent to DHSS)
on 10/3/2018.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

F

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The Health Center Manager will
VP of Operations and include inspection of the sink as
Health Center Manager part of her daily monitoring of the
performance of the environmental
cleaning service provider. The VP
of Operations will continue to
provide oversight of cleaning
service provider performance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Health Center Manager The facility’s Health Center
Manager will ensure the new
heating pads are used.

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
heating
pads
receipt)
and

Exhibit D
(October
3, 2018
email to
DHSS).

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 001

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 002

Note: Both nurse practitioners, a licensed practical nurse, the
health center manager, and the regional director of health
center operations completed the training. A separate sheet
reflecting the physician's participation was previously
produced to surveyors.

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 003

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 004

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 005

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 006

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 007

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 008

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 009

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 010

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 011

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 012

Subject:
Date:

Heating Pads
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:34:15 PM

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 013

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Subject: Shelf Guard

Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
Correction Exhibit B - Page 001

For Plan of Correction Monitoring – CHPPGP Columbia Facility
DATE OF SERVICE: ________________

COMPLETED AFTER PATIENT: 1___ 2___ 3___ 4___ 5___ 6___ 7___ 8___ 9___ 10___
COMPLETED BY: ________________________________

Post-Procedure Room Cleaning Checklist

This list is to be used as a guide/quick reference and is not a substitute for the information found in the Infection Prevention
Manual. Please see the Infection Prevention Manual for detailed information about specific disinfecting and sterilizing
procedures. Follow all directions on each individual cleaning product used.

After Every Procedure:
Remove used instruments and place in the dirty room to be cleaned, disinfected and
sterilized as required.
Replace paper on exam table after wiping exam table with disinfectant wipes and
allowing to dry.
Replace covers on leg/foot holders.
Wipe down all procedure lights including the swing arm light handle and the gooseneck
light. Disinfect any spray bottles/other equipment that is not disposable and was not
placed inside a sterile cover.
Throw out any medications including multi-use vials that were brought into the
procedure room (whether or not the patient used them).
Collect and remove waste.
Collect and remove soiled linen, if any.
Clean and disinfect blood pressure cuffs, monitor leads, etc.
Wipe down the exam table and other horizontal surfaces that came into contact with
patient (including wheelchair, if used) with germicidal disposable wipes.
Clean floor with disinfectant wipe around exam table if there are bodily fluids present.
Wipe down Procedure trays/carts with germicidal disposable wipes.
If the ultrasound machine was used:
Wipe the abdominal transducer with Sono-Wipes.
If trans-vaginal probe was used, probe must be sterilized for 8 minutes using Revital–Ox
Resert High Level Disinfectant located in the scrub area in the change room then rinse
well under running water.
 Controls must be done prior to disinfecting.
 Log book for Revital-Ox is located in the procedure room cabinet.
If suction machine was used:
Wipe with germicidal disposable wipes and do visual inspection of machine.
Remove canister and wipe inside the canister holders.
Canisters must be changed, cleaned, disinfected and dried between patients.
Single use tubing must be disposed of as infectious waste after each patient.

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
Correction Exhibit C - Page 001
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wales, Emily
"Loethen, Nikki"
Checking in re: Columbia license
Monday, October 01, 2018 4:02:00 PM

Hi, Nikki.
I left a message with Emily in your office, but I thought I’d send you a quick email, as well. As you
know, the abortion facility license for our Columbia health center is set to expire tomorrow. I’m sure
you’re aware that we received a new statement of deficiencies on Friday, and we submitted a
second plan of correction Saturday.
Fortunately, all of the issues had already been addressed prior to our receipt of the statement. I
would note, just so it’s clear, that even the requests that we replace or purchase new equipment
have been resolved. The items we’re replacing that haven’t yet arrived from vendors – tables and
heating pads – aren’t necessary for patient care, so we’ve removed them, and the shelf guard for
our supply room has been purchased and installed.
I wanted to ensure that DHSS’s surveyors knew they were welcome to return for a follow-up
inspection at any time. We are, of course, eager to keep this process moving to ensure patients are
able to access services, and we have patients scheduled this Wednesday and next Tuesday. I know
that this inspection process has come down to the wire before, so I’m hopeful we can work together
to resolve things in a timely manner.
As always, don’t hesitate to call if you have any questions or would like to discuss our license.
Emily

Emily Wales
General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer
Planned Parenthood Great Plains (PPGP)
Planned Parenthood Great Plains Votes (PPGPV)
P: 913-345-4613
www.PPGreatPlains.org | www.PPGPVotes.org
*Licensed in Missouri and Kansas
This email message, including the attachments, may contain information protected by the attorneyclient privilege or work product doctrine. It is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the original message.

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
Correction Exhibit D - Page 001

From: Casey, Vicki
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 4:59 PM
To: 'Cummins, Todd'; 'william.koebel@health.mo.gov'
Subject: RE: CHPPGP Plan of Correction
Bill and Todd,
I wanted to pass along one more update regarding our plan of correction. The new heating pads and
tables have been received at the health center, as you’ll see in the attached photographs. (We’ve
left the pads in the boxes in case you have questions.) You’ll note, of course, that there are still four
chairs in the recovery room, as we have not yet heard a response on the waiver.
Please let me know when we can expect an update on the approval status of our plan of correction
and the waiver request.
Have a good evening.

Vicki Casey
Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211
PH: 913-345-4671
vicki.casey@ppgreatplains.org

From: Casey, Vicki
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2018 3:00 PM
To: 'Cummins, Todd'; 'william.koebel@health.mo.gov'
Subject: CHPPGP Plan of Correction
Bill and Todd,

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
Correction Exhibit D - Page 002

I just tried to call both of you but wasn’t able to reach you. I wanted to check with you on the status
of our Columbia license, as the license expires today. I believe you both know we have patients on
the schedule tomorrow, and as I stated in my letter to you Friday, all of the issues you raised last
week have been addressed.
Also, I wanted to make sure you had the latest information about the new equipment we’ve
ordered. The shelf guard has been installed, and the new tables and heating pads have been
ordered. Both should be arriving soon, but since those items aren’t necessary for patient care, we’ve
removed the old tables and pads from patient areas. And, of course, you have the photographs of
the repaired machines, as you requested during your visit.
Please don’t hesitate to give me a call if you’d like to discuss anything. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Vicki
Vicki Casey
Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211
PH: 913-345-4671
vicki.casey@ppgreatplains.org
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A second onsite revisit was conducted at the
facility on December 06, 2018 to evaluate the
correction of deficiencies cited on the August 14,
2018 licensure survey.
An in-person interview was conducted offsite with
the facility's physician to evaluate compliance
with applicable requirements.
All deficiencies cited during the August 14, 2018
licensure survey were found to be corrected.
The facility was found to be in compliance with all
legal requirements.
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Michael L. Parson

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG
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Director

December 14, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc.
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Second Revisit Licensure Survey
Dear Vicki Casey:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey on December 6, 2018. This relates to the Licensure Survey
conducted August 14, 2018. Your facility is now compliant with all deficiencies previously cited.
Abortions shall not be performed at CHPPGP until the facility is licensed and in compliance with all applicable laws,
including but not limited to the hospital privileges requirements. See §§ 188.027, 188.080 & 197.215 RSMo; 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(C)(4).
Please retain this material for your own records.
Please contact the Bureau of Ambulatory Care with any questions at 573-751-1588 or BAC@health.mo.gov.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN, BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
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An unannounced on-site state licensure survey
was conducted at this facility on 06/10/13 through
06111113. See below for findings.
UPDATE 0212512014. This facility was found to be
NOT performing abortion procedures. As they
were not performing the procedure that required a
license (and had no immediate plans to do so), a
new license was not provided. Discussions were
started between PP and DHSS regarding this
process, with PP wishing to retain some
semblance of the license, if for no other reason,
so that if and when they ever reopened the facilty
to perform abortions, the 2010 settlement
agreement on the physical standards would still
be in place. ln general, DHSS was OK with this,
and discussion about an additional amendment to
the settlement agreement continued (we "close"
the license with the agreement that a future
provider [at the same location] would still have the
relaxed construction standards in place from
2010. However, as of Feb 2014, there seems to
have been no further movement toward an
additional settlement agreement. A license has
NOT been generated, nor wtll it be for the
foreseeable future. An SOD for the June 2013
survey was never issued. This SOD and related
survey processes have been held up since that
time. After discussion with Section Administrator
Dean Linneman, it was decided to officially close
the file on both the facility and the 2013 survey of
PP. (Pending a later reversal by OGC).
--BAC Ad min John Langslon-O2l25l 1 4.
1110(
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of this rule shall be in charge in the absence of
the administrator.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and policy review the facility
failed to ensure that a policy was in place to
designate the responsibilities and qualifications of
an administrative designee when the
administrator was absent from the facility. The
facility did not conduct procedures at the time of
the survey.
Findings included:

1. During an interview on 06111113 at 10:30 AM
Staff B, Director of Quality and Risk
Management, stated that there is no policy which
designated that a qualified person shall be in
charge when the administrator is absent from the
facility.

2.

Review of the facility policy manual showed
that no policy was in place to designate an
individual to be in charge when the administrator
was absent.
t1111 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XAX8)The governing body

11111

shall ensure that
The governing body shall ensure that the abortion
facility abides by all applicable state and federal
laws.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, and review of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) and Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD)
websites, the facility failed to maintain a DEAand
a BNDD license. The facility did not conduct
STATE FORM
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11111

procedures at the time of the survey.
Findings included:
1 . Review of the DEA website,
http://www. deadiversion. usdoj. gov/drug reg/faq. ht

m#4
showed:
- A separate registration is required for each

principal place of business or professional
practice where controlled substances are stored,
administered, or dispensed by a person.

2. Review

of the Missouri BNDD website,

http://health. mo. gov/safety/bndd/faqs. php#1

showed.
- Any person, business, or entity in Missouri that
wants to conduct any activities with controlled
substances must have a registration.
- A separate registration is required at each
separate location where controlled substances
are stocked and stored.

3.

During an interviewon 06/10/13 at2:00 PM,
Staff C, Heath Center Manager, stated that
patients were prescribed and/or administered
Valium (a controlled substance > a drug or
chemical whose manufacture, possession, or use
is regulated by a government) prior to surgical
abortions when the procedures had been
conducted at the facility.
L112t 19 CSR 30-30.060(1XBX8)The facility shall

L1128

establish a program
The facility shall establish a program for
identifying and preventing infections and for
maintaining a safe environment. lnfectious and
pathologicalwastes shall be segregated from
and
STATE FORM
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L1128

other wastes at the point of generation and shall
be placed in distinctive, clearly marked,
leak-proof containers or plastic bags appropriate
for the characteristics of the infectious wastes.
Containers for infectious waste shall be identified
with the universal biological hazard symbol. All
packaging shall maintain its integrity during
storage and transport.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, the facility failed to maintain
an instruction manual from the manufacturer for
the sterilizer used in the facility. The facility did
not conduct procedures at the time of the survey.
Findings included:
During an interview on 06/11113 at 3:00 PM, Staff
G, Acting Administrator, Director of Health Genter
Operations, stated:
- The facility did not have the original instruction
manual for the sterilizer used at the facility, due to
the age of the sterilizer; and
- She had requested an instruction manual from
the manufacturer following the surveyor's request
to review the manual on 06/10/13.
1113C

19 CSR 30-30.060(1XB)(10)The facility shall
have policies

11130

The facility shall have policies and procedures for
the handling, processing, storing and transporting
of clean and dirty laundry. The facility may
provide laundry services at the facility or utilize
contract services.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview and observation the facility
Missouri
Missouri Department
STATE FORM
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failed to ensure that clean linens were processed
and stored separately from the processing of
soiled linens.
The facility did not conduct procedures at the time
of the survey.
Findings included:

1. Observation on 06111113 at 10:00 AM showed
that in a room next to the laboratory were a
clothes washer and dryer next to each other. On
an open shelf in this room were an uncovered
stack of approximately six patient gowns and
three blankets.

2. During

an interview on 06/11/13 at 10:00 AM
Staff A, Licensed Practical Nurse, stated that
he/she processed the laundry for the facility and

the patient gowns were kept on the open shelf.
The soiled linen was handled in this room before
being placed in the clothes washer. Staff A
stated that the facility did not have patients for
abortion procedures but the processing and
storage of the linen remained the same as when
they had patients for these procedures.
1116S

19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(l) An emergeny tray
equipped to treat

L1169

An emergency tray equipped to treat seizures,
bleedings, anaphylactic shock, respiratory arrest
and cardiac arrest shall be immediately available
to the procedure room and recovery room.

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on interview, the facility failed to maintain
working batteries for the Automated External
Defibrillator (AED) unit (a device that sends an
electric shock to the heart that will restore the
Missouri Department
STATE FORM
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natural heart rhythm to the victim during a cardiac
arrest) that was to be kept on the facility crash
cart. The facility did not conduct procedures at
the time of the survey.
Findings included:
During an interview on 06/11/13 at 11 :00 AM,
Staff G, Acting Administrator, Director of Health
Center Operations, stated that the AED unit
needed replacement batteries and had recently
ordered batteries.
L1241 19 CSR 30-30.070(3XA) Smoke detectors shall

L1241

be located in all
Smoke detectors shall be located in all rooms
and in corridors at thifi-feet (30') intervals unless
the building is rated Type ll (222)fire-resistive or
if it is a one (1)-story building rated Type ll (111)
protected-noncombustible as described in
Standard on Types of Building Construction 1979
published by the NFPA. lf the building is
multistoried and rated combustible, it shall be
protected throughout by an approved automatic
sprinkler system;

This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observation and interview the facility
failed to ensure that all smoke detectors required
to be installed in the facility received routine
testing to ensure proper operation annually.
The facility did not conduct procedures at the time
of the survey.
Findings included.

1. Observation on 06/10/13 and 06/11l13 of the
corridors and habitable areas of the facility
and Senior Services
STATE FORM
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Continued From page 6

L1241

showed that a smoke detectors were present in

allareas.

2.

During an interview on 06/11/13 at 12:1 5 PM
Staff C, manager, stated that he/she knew of no
test or inspection that had ever been done for the
smoke detectors to ensure that they functioned
properly.
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{L 0001 lnitialComments

{L 000}

UPDATE 0212512014. This facility was found to be
NOT performing abortion procedures. As they
were not performing the procedure that required a
license (and had no immediate plans to do so), a
new license was not provided. Discussions were
started between PP and DHSS regarding this
process, with PP wishing to retain some
semblance of the license, if for no other reason,
so that if and when they ever reopened the facilty
to perform abortions, the 2010 settlement
agreement on the physical standards would still
be in place. ln general, DHSS was OK with this,
and discussion about an additional amendment to
the settlement agreement continued (we "close"
the license with the agreement that a future
provider [at the same location] would still have the
relaxed construction standards in place from
2010. However, as of Feb 2014, there seems to
have been no further movement toward an
additional settlement agreement. A license has
NOT been generated, nor will it be for the
foreseeable future. An SOD for the June 2013
survey was never issued. This SOD and related
survey processes have been held up since that
time. After discussion with Section Administrator
Dean Linneman, it was decided to officially close
the file on both the facility and the 2013 survey of
PP. (Pending a later reversal by OGC).
--BAC Ad min John Langston-O2l25l 1 4.
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Gail Vasterling
Director

April3,2015
Vicki Casey ( Vicki.Casey@ppkm.org
)

columbia center, pranned

p*"".fi;;f

7l I N. Providence Rd
Columbia,

MO

Kansas and Mid-Missouri

65203

Re: Initial Licensure Survey
Dear Ms. Casey:

An onsite initial licensure survey for your
facility to provide abortion sgryices began
on 04/02/2015. The facility was
found not to be in comgliance. with all
ttgui*o.y requirements as describea in ricsn
:b-:o.ooo and r9 csR 30-30.070.
As a result' a license will not be issued
,ftit
tr,"-roltowing

1'

2'
3'
4'

*;r;;;"

each been adequately addressed:

A check of all current employees to ensure
that none appear on the E.nl9v"" Disquarification
List (EDL)
maintained by the Department of Health
and Senior SliiJ, u. required for alr
facirities ricensed under chapter
197 must be completed' Further,
a meth.od aa policy to liro,.. that
any new employee has this check done
before hire and that the facility periodically
checls trr. g-DJf". all employee. ,rit
be in place.
Ensure that all physicians on the medical
staff providing abortion services have received
a comprete credentialing
packet to include: a)appointment and
approval by the G"overning B"^dyril;;;pii"ate
certincates for medications;
c)approval of privileges; and d)a compieied
uppti.ution io
o, staff at the facilityl

i.

The facility will need appropriate certificates
for medications via registration for controlled
Substances from the
Bureau of Narcotics & Dangerous Drugs
and the orug enrorcement Agency (DEA).
The facility will need to submit a waiver/variance
request for the provision of l9 cSR
30-30.070 (2)(N) which
requires to be sized to accommodate
at least fo^ur (4,
bed's or recriners for lach procedure
room.
is not available and ru.itity r,#l,ioi.u,.a
t*o ril r, ,uir,.ient for pranned ricensed

l;;;;;;

*T[::*'.T:|;,'"'"T*,
5'

The Facility initially plans to offer onlv
medication-induced procedures, but to
expand to surgical procedures later
in the summer' As the equipment for surgical
p.o".dr.".-hJs"not been pur"t u."J o:na is
not onsite, the facility is
not currently prepared to provide the sur[ical
iervices. eec witr *..d
,""iritil;;
permitting surgical
a
procedures' Therefore' the license,
l;
whenlssued, *ili;dy;;prove the facility
ror meaication-induced procedures.
Please acknowledge in your written
response your facility unierstands
thi, ii;;;;;n praced on your
license.

Sincerely,

#/"@
John Langston, MBA

Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Phone: 573-7St-6083

Fax: 573-751-615g
www.health.mo.gov

rhe Missouri Department or Hearth
"no

senio,

Je"il*1Ti:"rT',trtlTJlti;

AN EQUAL oPPoRTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE

AcrloN

rroro,,ns, protectins and partnerins ror hearth.

EMPLoYER: services provided on a nondiscriminatory
basis.
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file for letter. Survey closed 7115115.
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REGEIVED

FAMILY CARE SAFETY RECISTRY

MAT O?.2II15

PLANNED PARENTTIOOD OF KANSAS & MID'MISSOURI

Backcround Scnening Resuls' Inquirer
RegiJtanu PRIDGEON, KIMBERLY DAWN
Rogistant Number: 6277 9590

ATIN: MONICAKA\{E
4401 W l09TlI ST sTE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66211
on 0510112015'

Tlr Family csre sEfcty Registry (FcsR) reoeived your request for a background scrconing
indicatedthe
ffri iotg.o*A srre"ning,-oonirmation#l l6g7l85}573,conduoted on 05/012015,
following:
No ttnding reported ln tho baclground rcrecnlng

state databases Erat corrtain Missouri
The rssults above worc confirmcd by searohing tho followiug
Soourity number:
Social
the above registrantrs name, date ofbirttr and

dda

;iy;;;g
. criminal history records maintainedby the MO State Highway Patrol
. Sex Offondcr RegiSry rccords maintainsrt by tho MO Statc Highway Pafol
. Child abusc/neglict rccords rnalntained by thc MO Dopartmont of Social Servicas
. Foster parEnt fiLnsure records maintained by the MO Depattnent o-f Social Sorvices seruicos
. child cars lic€nswe re,cords maintsined by tire MO Dopartment of H€alth and senior Serviocs
. Employeo Oisquatincarion List maintaincd by ttro MO D,opgtnent of Heallh and Scnior
. Eruployec pisquarinciuon Rcgistry maintainod by the Mo DepsltrnsntofMental Health
individual regishant. If finding(s) were
by contaoting the FCSR toll free at .
indicaLd, you *uy oUt in rpecino iirformdio,rrabout these results
Health and Senior
MissouriDepartrnentof
to
the
g6p4n.6g72, o, by *uuJiing your r.q*rt in writing
must be
request
The
65-102.
MO,
City,
Jifferson
570,
Box
i"rrrc.r, Family Cire S"f.ty f#strI, PrO
information'
the
requesting
roason
for
the
number,
tetepttone
yo[ n#t, aamss,

A copy of this background sorecning

has been providcd to the

,ign a *a musi incUae

th"c

number from tho firsl
rogistants full nams and Sociai Security numbet, and the confirmation

paragraph above.

for employment purposes only' Any persgn tho
The FC$R provides baokgound screening information
purpose
other than that specifically provided fot ln
uses thc information obtai"ned ftom thc ,"!irtry for any
g
RSMo $210.921,3. Tho FCSR bases
misdemeanor,
seotions 210.900 to Zto.qi6 is guilty of a-ctass
and date of birth provided by tho
nurnber
Security
Social
nasre,
ni
oririi6 ni.mry ideftifioation Jn
you
oontact your licensing
must
that
advised
be
Please
of
fingorprints,
usc
tho
inquirer, not by
me€b state agency
i.er.*nt*i6 or other agenci corrt"otto dotormino whother this background screeningassistanoe,
you may
quostions
or
need
have
registation, Ifyou
for licensgiq ootifi*tioo or
site at
FcsR's toll free oall ccntef at f,r,6422'6872,or visit our lntomot

*iu1.**rr
*r,tot tt.

itm,nream.mo-eovisafpwifost/.

RECENED
Ittililr rillffi [[ fllllil

tilf,wJ!.ilh.flro.gov

T?rc

Hc:lthy ttlflrroulrnt lor llft,
Mh.ourl D.p€rlment ul Health .nd Srnlor Ssrvhce wlll !r lh3 lcadar ln plomolne, troEElhg and Panncrino for hcellh.
brsts.
AN EOIJALOPPORTUNITY TAFF|Ri'IATIVEACTION EMPLOYER: slNlocspwidadon a nondlccfir'mltory

JUN_

- I 2015

lllllilillfl

lt.

Planned

I

O

Parcnthood'
Carcrtlomdterwtrd.

I

CORPORATE BOARD RESOLUTION

Approval of Appointmentof Medicd Staff

I HEREJY CERTIFY that at.a meeting of the Boad of Directors of Comprohenslve
Hoalth of Planned Prrenthood of l(anret and Mid-Mislouri (CHPPKM), a corporation
organized and existing under and by viintue of the lalrrs ofths Staie of Misro*i, h"ld on the
12*-qy of May, 2015, at which said meeting a quorum was prrsent and acting throughouq
the following resolution was adopted and ever since has bgm and now is in niit force aud
effect.

REsoLvED, ttre Board of Direetors approves the appointment of Dr.
Colleen McNicholas as a contract abortion provider at the iietirrg of CHPpKM's
Board of Directors held on May 12,2015.
In witress wlrereofi, I have hereunto set my hand this

/]

t'L

day

of l-Lt ,{-

,2915.

To ensttre that evety iudiviclual has tlre knowledge, oppo$unity and freedorn to make inforn:ecl private decisiolrs
about reproductive aud sexual lrealth,
Dono rl af I

Miesourl Deprrtment of Health and Sanlor Sorvlces
Box 570.

Jrfhnon Ctv.

MO C510:l-0570

Jeoml$ t{.

€rllVartcilng

(JrY) illxon

Clo\orltr

Df6do,

04n82,0t5

FAMTLVCARESAFETY REOTSTRY

Background Scrccnlng Rasults - Inqglm'

pLANNED PARENTIIooD oF KANsAs & MID-MlssouRI

Regisirsnil WINDHAM, EMMA ANN
Rcgistrant Nutnbsr: 64955877

ATTN:MOMCAKAYE
4401 W t09TH ST STE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 652I I

.Ilre

onM,l2'1D'015'
F'amity caro safoty Registry @csR) received your roquest for a background scroening
tho
indioatcd
on
Q4l2aml5,
con{ucted
6971562621
#
I
I
.
confignation
The backgrornntl screening,

fbllowing:
Nofinding reported h thc backgruund screenlng
that contnin Missouri data
The rosults above rverg coufirmed by seuching tho foltowing statc databases
nurrrbr:
and
Securilr
Social
only, uring tho above registanfs name, date of bitth

.
. .
.
.
.
.
'

criminal history recor& maintained by ths M0 statoHighway Patrcl

sex offender ltegistry records maintained by the Mo state Highway Patol
Child abusdneglid rlcords maintnined bythe MO Department of Social Service"s
Servioes
Fostcr parent licensuro rccotds mainhined by the MO Dcpartment of Sociul
Sonior Services
Iloaltlr
and
of
MO
Deportment
tiro
by
maintained
Child care liconsuro reoords
Services
Employec Disqualifrcation List maintainad by tho Mo Departmont ofHoalth and Senior
Employee Disqualification Registry maintained by the

Mo

Deparrnent of Menhl Heahh

If finding(s) wat
A copy of{ris background screening has boen provided to dro irdividual regisEant
toll Oee-at
FCSR
tho
results
by
oontaoting
these
about
iiformation
specific
.
inai"ufua, you mayibtain

of Hoalth and Senior
566-422-6g72, or-by submitting yor:r request in writing to tlre Missouri Dcpatrrent
'lhc
pO
reqtrest must b€
65102'
MO,
tro* 570, Jefferson City,
Services, Family Care Sa*ty [egistry,
tho fuformation'
tbrrequesting
reason
tfie
number,
sigpcd and muri io"todo you, o"ir", address, telephone
first
trgistrant'a full name'and Sociai Seourity nunbcr, and tre confirmation nuntber hom the

til

paragraph above.
purposes only' Any per.sgn yho.
The FCSR provi<los background sueening information for employment
that spoolflcalty proridod for in
than
other
purpose
any
for
uses the igformation oltaiinea fiom the roli*ry

sectiorx2l0.g00to210.g36isguiltyofaclassBmisdemeanor,RsMo$210.921'3. ThoFCSRbates
criminal history iilsptification Ju th" nuro, Sooial Seourity numbor and dato of birth provided by the
inquirer, not by the use offingorprints. Pleaso bo advised thot you must coiltacl yout liccnsing
rtirosentativo or other agorcy oonbct to dstormino wlro*rer this background screafng tneets stBte agcncy
you mdy
rcquircnmenfs for licensure, cortificatlon or rogisfiation. lf you have questions u ncedasslstanco,
at
site
our
Inlernet
visit
or
I66'422-6872,
oontact the FCSR's toll f€€ call center at
http ;/ihealth.nro. gov/safety/fosr/.

r
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AN EOUAT OppORTNtTY /AFF|RMATIE ACTION EMPLoYER: Soflhcs provftd on a nondborlmhabry brtE.
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lltl, (Jryl Mron
Govrnor

FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY

PLANNBD PARENTHOOD OF KANSAS & MID-MISSOURI

Baokground Scrcenlng Rosults - Inquirer
Registanfi MCNICI'IOI"AS, COU..EHN
Regisrant Number: 64495533

ATTN: MOMCA IGYE
4401 W r09Tt{STSTE200
OVERLAND PARK KS 662II
The Famlly Cam Safrty Rcgistry (FCSR) received your roquest for a background screening on}4DlDA$,
The background screening, confirrnation #11697t#1995, conduoted on MI28/2015, indicared the

following:
No tindlng reported ln dre brckgrourd scroenlng.

The rosults above were confirmed by soarohing the followiug stato databes$ fiat conuin Missouri data
only, using the above registrarfs name, dato of birth and Sooial Security number:

.
.
'I
'
'
'

Criminal hietory rccords maintained by the MO Srato Highway Pabol
Sox OfBnder Registry rocoads metrtained by the MO Strte Highway pasol
Child abuse/negleot r€oords maintaincd by the MO Dopartment of $ooial Smvioes
Fostor parent lioensuro rccords mainlained by the MO Dopartmont of Social Services
Child care licensup records maintained by the MO Deportment ofHcalffr and Senior Services
Bmployee Disqualificmion List maintained by thc MO Departmcntof Health and Senior Selvices
Employee Disqualifioation Registy mairrtained by the MO Department of Mental Health

A copy of this background scrconing has been provldedto the individual rqlstrant. tf finding(s) were
Indicated, you tnay obtain speoific information about these tpsults by contncting thc FCSR toit froe st
866422-6872, or by submifting your roquest in writing to thc Missouri Dopartnent of Hcelth and Ssnior
serviocs, Family care safety Rcglsty, Po Box 5?0, Jofforson city, Mo, 651lD. The roquost must be
signed and must inolude your flfino, addrcss, tolephono numbor, tho roason for requocting tho informatioq
the rcgistrands full namo end Social Security numbor, and the confirmation number fmm-fic first
paragraph above.

The FCSR pmvides background soreoning information for omploynont purpoes only. Any porson who
uses tho infonnation obtained fiom the rcgistry for any puryose dhorthan that spccifically provided for in

sections210.900to210.936isguiltyofaclassBmisdemcarrcr,RSMog2l0.gi.f.
nroFCSRUases
uiminal history identification on the namo, Sooial Secuilty number and date ofbirth provided by thc
'
inquirer, not by tho use offingerprints. Pleaee be advised that you must aontact youriiccrxing
representativcor oJher rgcnoy contaot to de(crmine whsther thie baokground soening mosts stato sgoncy
requiloments tbt liconsure, certi{icafion or registation. Ifyou havo quostions or need assistancs, yoi n uy
contact the FCSR's toll frec csll cerfclr at866-422-6872,or visitour Intemet sitg &t
http :/4rcalth.mo.gov/salbty/fcsr/.

I
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FAMILyCARESAFETY RE6ISTRY
Background Scrcening Results - lnquiror
Registranl: CASEY, VICKI LYNN

pLANNED pARENTHooD oF KANsAs & MID-MIssouRI
ATTN: MONICA KAYE
/u01W 109THSTSTE200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 662II

RegistantNurnber: 14258538

on$4DTDAlS'
Thc Farnily Care Safery Rcgistry (FCSR) recoived your request for abackground scrcening
the
indicated
on
041282015,
conductcd
#11697156269I,
Thc backgrourd rrre.ning,ionfirmmion
followingr
No ltndhrg rcpoltcd in ths background rcrcenlng'
that contain Missouri data
The results aboye were conlirmed by seuchlng the fbllowing Etat€ databasQs
number:
only, using the above registranfs namor date of birth atd soslal $ecurity

,
.
.
.rj .
.
,
.

c.riminal history reoords maintainod by tlre M0 state Highrvay Pahot
Sex Offoncler i.eeisny rccords maintained by the MO Stato Highway Patrol
Child abuse/negliot recortts maintained by the MO Dopafinent of Social Servlces
Sooial Senicos
Fostor pal.ent liiensur: reoords rnaintained by the MO Department of
and SEnior Servioes
of
Health
Department
tho
MO
by
maintained
Chitd core lioensurb rpcorls
Health and Senior Services
of
MO
Departmont
trythe
maintained
List
Oisquitifioaion
Employee
Healtlt
Bmployee Oisqualifroation Regiitry maintained by ttre MO Department of Mental

Iffinding(s) were
A oopy ofthis background sueening has been provided to the individual rcgisttant.
toll fi'ee at
the
FCSR
by
contacting
results
thesc
about
information
speoific
you
lbmin
*ay
indicaLO,
Senior
s664224e72, or by submiiting your rcquost in writing o the MissouriDe!-artment of Health and
'[he
be
must
request
65
102'
MO,
City,
Sorvices, Family Ca:re Safery {ogistry, PO Box 570, Jefferson
information,
the
for
requesting
roason
the
*igi"U unU musi include yo* nuiru, udd*o, tolephone number,
number from the first
th-e rcgistlanfs full name and Social Soourity numbor, and thc confitmation
paagraph above,
"lhe FCSR provides background scrcening intbrmation for ernptoyment putpo$os only. Any person who
that spocifioally provided for in
usog tho information obtalned from the rogisty for any purpose other than
RSMo
B
misdemeanor,
a
class
guilty
of
$210.921.3. The FCSR bases
sostions 210.900 to 210.936 is
and
date of birth providod by the
nrnnbsr
Security
liocial
name,
thl
in
identifioatlon
criminal history
your liconsing
inquirer, not bi the use of fingorprints. Please bo advised that you rnust contact
meots stats agonoy
screening
represg6tativo or other agency contact to ddermino whothor this backgrormd
you lnay
assistancc.
or
nsed
questions
lfyou
heve
requirements for licensure, certification or registration.
at
sitc
visit
Intefiet
or
our
at
66'4224W2,
8
contsot th€ FCSR's toll ftee call oenter
http:i/health.rno.govisafety/fcsr/.

I
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PLANNED PARENTII@D OF KANSAS & MIDMISSOURI
ATTN:MONICAKAYE

ltllrcr

FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY
Backgound Scrcening Resulls - lnquirnr
Regislrant WARD, MARIA LUISA
Registart Numbcr 64955830

440r w l09TH sT sTE 200
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66211
The Family Carc Safoty Rcgistry (FCSR) recoivod your rcquost for a background screening on04D7l20lS.
'Ihebackgroundscreerring,confrmation#l16971562747,conductcd
onM2l?A$,indicatedthe

followlng:
No flndlng reportal

h ttc brclground ocrcmtrg

The resulb above werc confirmod by searching the following state datrbasc drat contsin Miseorni data
only, uslag ttre above registrarfs namq dste of bifih and Sociel Securlty numbcr:

:.

.
.
'
Ar
'
'
'

L'riminnl history records malntalnod by tho MO Shto Hlghway patrol
Sox Offsndor Rogistry rcoords maintalnod by tho MO Srato Highway patrol
Child abusarneglecl records maintained by thc MO Departmert of Social Servises
Fostef paront licensure rocords maintained by the MO Departraent ofsocial Services
Child caro licensro rocords maintained by thc MO Departnent of Hcalth and Senior Services
F,mployeo fiisqualification List malrtained by the MO Departmont ofHoalth and Senior Services
Employee Diequalificntlon Registry mainained by thc M0 Dopartrmom of Mcnal Heal*r

A copy of $is baokground scrcening has bocn provided to thc individrnl regishrrt, Iffinding(s) were
indioarted, you may obbin epooific informmion aboutthese rgutg by contacting tho PCSR toll free at
866422'6872, or by submitting your rcquet in wlting to the Missouri Deportnont of Hoatth and Senior
services, Family care saf*y Rogisty, Po Box 570, Jcffenon city, Mo, 55102. Ttrc rc1uest must bo
signcd and must include your namc, address, tolophotrc number, the taason for roquesting the informatioq
the rcgistranfs full naure md Social Security number, and the confirmation nunbor fiom the frst
paragraph above.

'Ihe FCSRprovides background soreening information for employmont purposcs only.
Any person who
usea tho information obtained from the registry for any pufpose othor tran thal spocifically provided
for in
sections 210.900 to 210.936 is guilty of I olass B misdomcnnm, RSMo
$210.921.3. fUe hiSR tasqs
criminal history identificafion on the name, Social Security numbor snd dato of birth pmvided by ttro
inquirer,notbytheuseoffingerprlnB. Plcasebeadviscdthatyoumnstcontactyouriiconsing
roprosefltative or ofrer agency contact to detenninp whe&sr this baokground sueening meef-state agency
requlrtments for liconsuro, celtifioatlon orrcgistration tf you havc questions or needLsistanc€, yoi,o"y
contact the PcsR's tou freo ooll oentor at8664n-6872, or visit our Intornet sitc at
http: i/heal th,mo.gov/safety/ft sr/.
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TAMILY CARE SAFETY RECISTRY
Background Scrccning Rcsults - Inquirur

Rogistan* WIISON, KRISTIN L
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OP KANSAS & MID.MTSSOURI
ATTN: MONICA I(AYE

Rogistant Nunrbor: 61955883

440tw t09TH sTltTE200
OVERI,AND PARK. KS 662I

I

fhe Family Care Salbty Registry (FCSR) recoivcd you'requcat for a backgmund scrccning w04f27/2015.
The baokground screening, confirmation #l 1697i562832, conduoted on04l28DA$, indioatod thc
followiug:
No

llndlng rcportcd In the hackground rcreenlng.

Ttro rosults above wore confgmod by soarching tho following state databases thatconhin Missouri data
only, using tho above registanf,s namo, date of bitth snd social seourity number:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Crlminal history reoords malntainad by tho MO Stute }lighway Pahol
scx offonclcr Rcgisty recods maintainsd by the Mo state I{ighway Patol
Child abuse/noglect rcoords mainiainod by tho MO Dopartrnetrt of Soclal Servlcos
Fostcr pelent licsosuro records rnalntalnad by tho MO Departrnent of Social Servic€s
Chlltl care liccnsure rtcords malntaincd by the MO Department of Health and Soflior Sorvices
Ernployoe Disqualification List maintainod by the MO Dopartmcnt of l{ealth and Scnior Servlces
nmployee Disquali{icetion Regisuy maintainod by the MO Departmcnt of Menal Hsalth

A copy ofthis background sorccning has been provided to the individual rcgistrnnt. If fmding(s) were
indicared, you may obtain specific information about lhsse results by contacting tho FCSR toll fry at
566422-i872, or by subn:iiting your raquost in writing to ilro Missouri Dopartment of I'lcalth arxl Senior
Ser.viccs, Family Carr Safety Registry, PO Box 5?0, Jofftrson City, MO, 65102. The requcst must tn
sigrred ald musi include your namo, address, tglephono number, the rcason for requesting the infornmtion'
the registrant's full name and Social Seoudty nurnbor, and thc confirmation number fi'om the first
_

patagraph above.
The FCSR provides background sononing hrforrnatlcm fot cmploymont purposcs only. Any person wjro
uses tho iniormation obtaine<t from the regrstxy for any purpose othor tban that speciffoally provided for in
sections 210.900 to 210.936 is guilty of t olass B misdemeanor, RSMo $210.921.3. t'he FCSR bues
criminal history identlfication on the naurc, Social Sacurity number aud date of bidh provided by the
inquirer, not by tho use of firyorprints. Pteaso bo advised that you mwt oontact your licensing
r€pressntative or othcr agency oontact to deteflninc whetherthis background sqtoning $ects stat€ a$ercy
rcquiremonts for liccnsure, certilication or registation. If you have guestions or noed assistanco' yotl may
contact thc IrCSlts toll li'ee call center at 866-422-6872, or visit our Intemet site at
lrttp : /1health.mo. gov/sa fety/fcsr/.
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FAMTLy cARE sAFETy RECrs'r'Ry
Background Scrcening Rosul8 - Inquimr

Regishant OWEIS, KORI LYNN
pLANNED pARENTHooD oF KANSAS & MID-MIssouru RusitrantNumber 62380544

ATTN:MONICAKAYE
w r09TH sTsTE200

4401

OVERLAND PARK, KS 662I I
Tho Family Care Safoty Registry GCSR) received yom rcquast for a background scmoning on Ol nTnO$.
Tlre background scroening, confinnation #116971562796, conductod on ClfzSt}Ol',indtcared the

following:
No

tlndhg reporlerl ln tho brcLground scrrcnlng

'fhe resulls above were confirmcd by serching tlrc following
stae datatusoo that oontain Missouri data
only, using the above registranf,s name, date ofbirth and Social Setuity numben

. Llimlnal history records malntainod hy ttre MO Stae Highway Patol
. Scx Offender Rogistry ncords malntalned by the MO Staa Highway Pdrol
' Child abuse/neglect records maintalnal by the MO Department of Sosial Servicos
'ilr"'
Fostot par€nt licensure'rccords rnaintained by the MO Deparrnrcnt of Social Scrviccs
. Child care licensure rccords malntained by the MO Dspaffinent of Health and Senior Services
' Employee Disqualification Llst malntaincd by thc MO Dcpartmont of Health and Senior Servicos
' Employoe Disqu*liflcarion Rogistry mainteinod by tho MO Dopartment of Mertol Health
A copy of this background scteonlng has boon provided to he individual rcgistmnt lf fintling(s) were
indicatcd, yor may obtain speoific information about these results by conboting the FCSR oll froo at
866-A2-6872, or by st6mitting your request ln writing to the Missouri Dopartment of Hcaldr and Senior
seryicss, Farnily carc sefoty Rogisty, Po Box 570, Jeffenon city, Mo, 6j102. Tho roquert must be
signed and must ioclude your namc, address, telephone numbor, the ttason for requesting tho information,
thc rcgisranfs full name and Social Security nurnbor, and flre confirmation numbcr ffomthe 1irst
pnragraph above.
The }'CSR provides background scrooning information for employment pqpos€s only, Any person who
information obbincd fron thc rcgisty for any purposo othor than that spocifically
irovidsd for in
ssctions 210.900 to 210.936 is Sutlty of a olass B misdaneanor, RSMo g210.92i.S. fhe fCSn Umes
criminal history identification on the name, Social Security nurnber arrd dato of birth provided by the
inquirer, not by the uso offingerprints, Ploasc be advised that you must contact yourlioensing
ropresentativo or othor agonoy sonhctto d€(ormine whetherrhis background screening
.tate agency
rcquiremente for licensue, certifioation or rogistration.- If you have questbns or need-assistanrq yoi
contact th€ FCSR's toll frcs call conbr at866-4224972. or visitour lnteraet site at
http: //health, mo. gov/safsfy/fcsr/.
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{issouri Department of Health and Senior Services
.O. Box 570, Jeffiers-on Clty, MO 65102-0570 PhoOel 573-751-6321 Fax:573'5

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Missouri Department of Health and senior services

MISSOURI CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES REGISTRATION
This registration is not transferable

Registrant COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM
Name: (COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM)
BNDD

Number:
Description:

2500027602
AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER

Street 711 N PROVIDENCE RD

Address:

City/State/Zlp:
Phone

Number:

COLUMBIA, MO 65203,4357

573-B7s-4t77

Registration 4/281201s
Effective:
Registration 4l30/2016
Expires:
BNDD

Discipline:
Drug Schedule
Type:

NO

2345'

Enrollment
4128l20Ls
Date:
Vatldatlon Date of the Registration
Dlrect Inquiries to:

l* 4l30l2At5
BNDD
PO BOX 570

Jefferson Clty, Missourl 55102 0570

https://webapp0l .dhss.mo.gov/mohworxsearch/RegistantSearchPrint'aspx

413012015

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PPKM
711 N PROVIDENCE RD
coLUMBtA, MO 65203-0000-000

d
o

*

H
s

l,ll,,,1,1,,,1,t11,,,,,
,,,,1,t1t,,,,,11,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,11,,,tt,,,m
ll,l 1,,,11,,,1 I

FC521s428 ogi31:20,19

CO}ITROLTED SUBSTAIICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICAIE
UNITED STATES DEPARTUEI,IT OF JUSTICE
DRUG ENFORCEIIEiIT ADMIilISTRATION
t,\,lsiilNGTON O.C. 20637

$731

SCHEDTJTES EUSINESSACTIVITV

ISSUEDATE

HOSPITAUCL|NIC 0s11-201

4

ScctorE 301 and-lgq et USC EZt snd e6E) ol tie Controlled
9ubde$6s Act of 1070, .s amdldod, provk d that lho Aftomey
GanId
msy rwol(. or un0lnd a reg'lskaton to manuhotrs,
dlrtrlDutc, dilpenae, l[po]t or o(porl r conlroll€d lubstsncs.

HEALTH OF PPKM
1 N PROVIDENCE RD

MO 65203-0000

I}II3 GERTIFICATE IS TiPT IRAI€FERAELE ON GHAMIE OF
9!{IEM1!,-99-!r'.Rol, tocArloil, oR BU8INE88 Acilvtry,

AltD

IT

B TOT

VALID AFTER

II{E

EXPIRATIOT{ DA]E.

COI{TROLLED SUESTANCE REGISTRAT]ON CERT|FEATE
UN]TED STATES DEPARTIT'IENT OF JUSNCE
DRI'G ENFORCEMENT ADMIN]STRATION
WASHINGTON D,C,20537
DEA REGIgTMTION
NUMEER

THISREGISTRATION
EXPIRE$

FCs215428 08-31-2018

FEE
PAIO

$731

BUSINESS.ACTUIry

2,2N,

HOSPTTAL/CLIN|C

0*11-201

3,3N,4,5,
cl

rf
lrt
N
qt
UJ

o
E
o
l!

711 N PROVIDENCE RD
coLUMBtA, MO 65203-0000

FclioL" 901 and

1008

(2i USc

Oit4 end 9S8) ot the

Controllcd Substances Ac{ of 1970, ae amlnded,
proviJe that the Attorney General hay,revoii-oi
qyspsnd a regbtration to manufEcturo, dbtdbutc,
dispense, import or export a'controlled subetenco.

THIS CERTIFICATE IS NOT TMNSFERABLE ON C}IJANGE OF OWNERSHIP, CONTROL, LOCATION, OR BUSINESS
ACTM]TY,
AND IT IS NOT VALID AFTER THE EXPIRATION DATE.

Pr,eUNnn Pn nTNTHOOD

OF'

KANSAS AND

Mtn-MISSOtru

Arrr,rcATIoN FoR Eivlpr, oYMENT
colleen McNkholas 0O

Appr,rclNr Nnun

Appr,rcATIoN FoR EnaproyMENT
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri is an equal opportunity employcr. All qualified appticants will receivc
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, rcligiorl, agG, gendcr, sexual orientation, national origin,
anc€stry, disability, citizenship, gcnetic informatioq vdcran scnice or status or any othcr characteristic protectcd undcr
Federal or State law.

This application shall bc considered activc for a pcriod not to cxceed 45 doys. Any applicant wishing to be considcrcd for
employment beyond this time period should complete anothcr application at the c,nd of that pcriod.
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Click hcrc to coter

Mlddlc)

terl

McNicholaq

E.M.ll Addr6r

Date of

mcnicholasc@wudocis.wwh.edu

o5n9t$

Collecn
llsvc you ever worked under anothcr namc? If ro, rupplp Oick hcrc to qrte( to(t.

Appllcrtlon

Telephont Numberwltlr Arer Code
Click hetl t0 entor text

No

314-741412t

Currut

Clty

Addrcss: Strect
4533 Clayton Ave

Strte
MO

St Louis

Zlp

Numbet ofYerrr

63il0

4

Addrers: Street

Ctty

Sttte

Ap

NamberofYearc

Click hero to ertef, tcxt.

Click here to cnter text.

Click hero lo ater
text

Click herc to
entcr tcxt,

Click hcrc to €ntcr

Clty

Stete

Ztp

CIid( here to entcf left.

Click hcrcto entcr

Click here to
Entcr to(t-

Number of Ycerr
Click herc to entcr

Addresr: Strcet
Click hcrc to enter tcxr

Ent.

tcnt.

tcxt,

Addre$: StreGt

Clty

Stste

Ap

Click herc to cnter text.

Click hcre to €nttf Ext.

Click herelro crltcr

Click here to

Number ofYaarr
Click here to cnter

text.

e[ter tcxt,

text,

zlp

Number ofYcrrs
Click hcre to entcr

Addresr: Street
Click here to entel text,

Clty
Click herc to enEr tcxt,

Strte
Click hereto enter
text.

Arc you avrllrble to work:

Numbcr of Hours: Ncgotlable

Drte

AvrihHe

Cllck here to
rnter texL

te$,

61112015

0Full-Tlmc
XPgrt-Tlme
Porldon dpplylng
Other

lon

-fhpician_

Locatlon: E

(Chech

Overlrnd Park

ell that epply)

trWichih

trCMA trRN/LpN EAdministntive trHealthCenterMenaga

ElNorth Kansrs

City XColumbia trlndcpcndcnce tr

South Kansas

City

EPaty Brous

0ther

Srlary Requlrcmcnts
Click herc to enter text. /Hour N/A
Click here to srter text /Yelr N/A

Dayr Avallable: X

Mon

D Tucs X
ESun

trThurstrl'ri ESrt

Wcd

Areyorcurrentlyamployed? XYw
lf Ycg crn wo contrct thcm? XYes

tr No
tr No

Horv did you hear obout Planned Pareottrood of Kansas and Mi&Miseouri or dris position? Click hert to coter tort.

Havc you bcen convicted of a fdony within dre lrst soran
Ifycs, pleare dcscribq Click horc to enter texL

years? E

Yrr

X No

Note: A unvlclton record ls uot an autolr,a/rc br lo mployucnt A couvkllot wlll bc consldqed only
eoallcarrl shsll be notlfled ifan advene dcclslort *ss fosad on corrlalon data.

Ail

in

rclattott lo

List speciol Skills, Proficiencies or experiarces which you feel may especialty quolifr you for the position for which ycu

artcr text,

spa$cJob requlrcnretttr^

r*

ipplyirry elisfhcrc

to

Hlgh School/GED
Click hcr's to enter

Click herc to enter

Click hcrc to

Forcnsic Chcrnistry

Bachclor of Scicnce

Kirksville MO

Osieopathic
Modlcine

Doctor of O6teopathy

Atlanta GA
ST Louis MO

IntentshiP
Resitlency

Click here to enter

trxt

Undcrgnduatc
Lisle

Benedicfine Unlvcrslty

ILL

Grtduate
Kirksville College of
Osteopothic
Post

cntr

text,

te",(t.

Mulicinc

Crrduate

Atlanta Mctllcd Cerrtqs
Washington UnivcrsitY

Drte EmPloYcd

Name of:Employer
Washingion UnlvcrsitY

4533 Cleyton Avenue
StlnulsM() 63110

Telephone of EmPloYer
,14-747-57?,t

Sunervlsor's Nrme and

ctick

here to entet

u*r.

Porltlou or Tltle

Rerson for Leavlog

Doctor of OsteoPathY

N/A

Fromr 2009
To: Cunent
Rate of

Tltle

/vretu -,Yl-+p+ft

Pry;

tl/A

I)Grcdptlon of Dulles:

Date Employed

Nrme of EmPloYer

Addrerr of EmPloYor

DuPagc County Coroner's

Title

Dutlcs:

.

:-

Addrem of EmPloYcr

Telcplonc of ErnPloYer

Suptrvlror'r Nrmc ond Tltle

Ctick herc to enter tcxt.

Click here to enter text.

Iorl{on or Tltle

Reton for Lelvlng

Biolo$

Click hsc to sltcr text.

Assistct with autopsy, organ han'esting and toxicology srmplcs

Namc of EuPloYcr
Banedictioe UnirarsitY

Cell

Rrte ofPcyi

Roeson for Lelvlng
Graduatc School

:

Pathology Asristant

Deccrlptlon of

1999

To:2003

Sopcrvhorts Nrme rnd Titlc
Click hcrt to cntcr text.

Tehphone of ltmPloYer
Click herc to cntcr text
Porition gr

From:

Carol Stresm IL:

Officc

Llrle,

tL

, ;

.,tur!ir;!rr

'r!-!ilii!

!!r !a(!!!!!!!r!:!:!t

Ihtc

:3f

Employed

From: 2fi)2
To:2002
Rrto of Pay;
Click here to cntq tcxt,

Graduato School

Reseurcher

Lsb

i:i:l:l!i:

catc,:tiscue cul0jr€. pGparrtion and mnlntenanc-! 0I cell lulcsr mcsls PrEPa,arron

!i!E!li;

lI

o

o
Period Krown
t'rom: 2012
To: Currenl

Nrme of Contrct
PPSLR- Mary Kogut

Malllng Addrcss
42Jl FotcsrFarkAvc
st Louis Mo 63108

Contrct Telepbone Number
314-531.75?6

Name of

Contrct

sljEttr;xp#ffig6fl*ffi

r

-.-

-

1e"sa. YLel fur-

Perlod

Klown

Fron:

201I

To: Orrrent

MafllngAddre$

Contact Telephone Number

4533 Clayton Avc
St Louis MO 63110

)t4^7174721

Addrerr
rex! mhdd.An

Contcct Emrll
crick herc to enter

f1
tg

,

.

W6+ l- a C{fr-

Ilow dld yor know tilg indlvldncll Clid< hcre to enter text

Nsme of

Contect

)\

iill,l'r,ll.-.1'lfii,i,. teil. l)Avt

6(

€tgn brl

Fron: CiitBlt0//r)
MelUrg Addrcr

Contect Tclephono Number

ctick

hg.re to entcr

texr.

crickheretocntcrtcxl
How did yor know

Click hcrc to cntcr tcxt.

?t{. 14?. l?31

ContrcfEmrllAddrcn

clurr ir {trl(

,

t^

,,

Qf*n IVC tq d @tallBfl fuhrr-

t[tl lrdlvldod:

Nrmc of Contact
Click here toenter text.
Contaat Telephone Numbcr
Click hcr€ to ener text

Contrct Emall Addrss
Click here to cnter text
How dld you koorv thic iadlvldual: Click herc to entcr text.

Pcrlod

Kuown

:

FrOm: Otick llc ( tr) !'rit.x'il riaiL,.
Toi Click ltcrr tr) {rr)tdt'il dutc.

Mrllhg Addrcm
Click hcrcto cntcrlat.

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING BELOW

(Signaturereqntrcdinordertobeconslderedtoremployment)
any requests fot
I understand that Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri will considcr
person
at any timc bcfore.or after
qualified
an
otherwise
by
accommoaations of physical or mental disabilities
flotice as possible
advance
much
as
appreciale
would
company
.-ptoy*"nt begins, I understand that the
be required'
,"qu"it f'or ,""oir*oartio", ."a tfr"idocumentation of the need for accomrnodation might

l.

;"fidtg

2.

a.condition

of

this tgst is
I understand that I may be required to pass a drug screcn. Successful completion of
employees' am
Mid-Missouri
,*pfoy**t. I further underslnd thaiI, as ail Planncd Puctrthood of Kansas and
zubject to ongoing
employment.

a.g irJi"g ;i"g,".

u"a

wil

be requircd to pass such tests as a condition of continued

criminal history will bc performed as
I understand that a background investigation including my employmenttnd
and Mid-Missouri and or its
of
Kansas
a condition of employmlnt; I hereby ulthorir" Plannii Parenthood
contained in my application or
information
and
all
stEtements
.gr"ir r" in r"ugi,fy r.qu;rt, rr.ii* *a veriff
of Kansas and MidParenthood
Planncd
I
release
rcsume and as relcvaot L tni, background invcstigation,
any pasons or
I
authorize
so.
doing
from
result
may
that
tvtissouri from alt liability for any?amagcs
institutioru,
educational
to
employers,
not
limitcd
tnrt
iucluding
tt ir"ipfUtiin,

oiguoi*tioor

r.f"**"Jii,

nnanciat institutions, govemment agencies, courts, and othcr
or
"go"io,
and all infonnation concerning my previous ernployment, educatio&
;;;"fu;g"oirutioor to gir. yoo oiypersonal
this
by
covcred
of
etrbjects
the
or otherwise, with regard to any
they miglrt have,
from au liability for any damag* that may rewlt from turniahing such

i;;;il;t"ncies,

law

"rfr*-*!i

ilt;tild*atiou

I release

"li-Jr"h;;Jies
"piri..ti"r.
information to Planncd Parcntirood of l&nsas and Mid-Missouri.

employrncnt verification requircrnents
I understand that cmploymcnt is contingent upon my complyiug with the
of the Imrnigration Reform and Control Act'

providcd in this application (and
I ccrtify that I personally completcd this application and that the information
any misstaternent, falsification, omission or
accompanying ,ou*q ir-unyf is true and timplete. I understand ttrat
rcfirsal to hire, or if I am hird and the
*i*rioi"dti"n on tiri, oppii".tion or in any interview is grounds for
that all information provided by me on this
same is discovered thcrea#r, I will be se,parated. I undustand
application or in any intervicw is subject to verification'

5.

6.

7

.

will be at'will, that I will bc rcquired to
I acknowlodge that'if I am employed by the cornpaay, my eurploynrcnt
may be tcrminated with or witlrout
follow all rules una r.eulutionr oittr" .orrpury *O it ut rny enrployment
othcr than the President }us thc
No
thi company.
9n9
cause, with ot *itfr*t-noti.e at the option of myself or
period
oftime or !o make any agreerncnt
specified
ug*"r*t ior employment for any
y to enter i"io
I have becorne employed'
"ny
after
or
"li
empioyment
"*tt
c.ntrary to the foregoing, eit-hcr Ue,for. ***.n.or"nt of
and 6 above. I understand the contcnts and
I ccrtiff that t have read or have had read to mg iterns 1,2,3,4, 5
Further, I confirm that I desire to be
information.
this
rr*.uvi.r.oo*r"og" *.ipt uro *J*rtuoding of
considered for employment under these conditions'

sl29l20t5

Date

PLAT\NED PARENTI{OOD OF KANSAS AND MID.MISSOURI
CONSTJMDR. DISCLOSI'RE AND AUTHORIZATION

TORM

Dirclocure Regardlng Background Invertlgedon
Plann€d Parenthood of Kaosas and Mid-Missouri (the "Compony") may request, for lawful employment purposcs,
backgmund information about you from a corutumer rcporting agemcy in connection with your employment or
application for cmployment (including independent contractor assignments, as applioable). This background information
may be obtained in the form of consumer rcports and/or investigativc consumer rcports(cornmonly known as "background
reports"). An "investigative consumer neport" iE a background rcport that includes infonrutionfrom personal interviews
(except in C;alifornia, whcrc that term includes background rcports with or without information obtained from personal
interviews), the most cotilnon form of which is checkiag personal or profcssional rcferences. These background rcports
may be obtained at any time aftcr rccoipt of yoru authorization and, if you are hired or engaged by thc Company,
ilrroughout your employment or your contract period, as allowed by law.

HireRight, Inc. ("HireRight"), or another consumcr rcporting agency, will prepare or assemble the background reports
for the Company. HireRight is located and can be contacted by mail at 5151 Califomia,Irvine, CA 92617, and
HireRight can be contacted by phone at (800) 400-2761 . Infonnation about HircRigbt's privacy practices is available at
www. hi reri ght. comlPrivacy-Po licy.aspx.
The background report may cofltain information concerning your character, gacral rcputation, pcrsonal characteristics,
mode of living and crcdit standing. The tlpes of information that may be obtaincd include, but are not limitcd to:
social sccuity number verifications; addr€ss history; crcdit r€ports and history criminal records and history; public
court records; driving records; accident history; workc/s compcxrsation claims; bankruptcy filings; educational history

verifications (e.g., datcs of attendancg degrees obtained); urploymcnt history verifications (e.g., dates of
employment, salary information, roasons for tennination, ctc.); personal and proftssional references checks;
professional licensing and certification chesls; drug/alcohol tcsting results, and drug/alcohol history in violation
law and/or company polrcy; and other information bearing on your charaeteq general reputation, pcrsonal
characteristics, mode of living and credit standing.

of

This information mry bc obtained from private and public reoord sources, including, as appropriatc: government
agsncies and courthouscs; educational institrrtions; formcr employers; and, for investigative consumer repOlts, personal
inlerviews with sources such as ncighbors, Aicnds, former employers and associat€s; and other information sotuces. If
the Company should obtain information bcaring on your credit wofthiness, crcdit standing or crcdit capaclty for reasons
other than as rcquircd by law, then the Company will use such crcdit information to cvaluate whether you would prescnt
an unacceptable risk of theft or other dishonest behavior in thejob for which you are being cvalnatod.

Youmay rcquestmorc information about the nafurtandscope of an invcstigativc consunrer rcport, if any, by contactingthc
Company.

A summary of your rights undcr the Fair Crcdit Reporting Act,
providdto you.

as well as cerhin state-speoific notices, are also being

P'LANNEDPARENTHooDoFKANSASANDMID.MISSoURI
A,UTIIORIZATION of BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
summary of rights under the

I have carefully read and understand this Disclosure and Authorization form and the attached
by a consumer
fuir Cr.ait Reporting e,ct, Ely my signature below, I conscnt to prcparation of background reports
suchbaokgroudrcpoltstotleCgmnanv
the.rileascof
,uit, tfirlnidn,-Inc. 1'HireRight"), and to,rpOffu
as to
"r
"g*ly r.er.*ntutireJano
agents, for tlie p*,por. of assistrng thc company in making a determinatioo
,rii it, jrsiinatia
or

promotion, retention
ifigibiliiy for r*pfoiiri ii".iuAig independent contractor assignmcnts, as applicable),
for my scrvices, my
or
contracts
hires
company
the
if
that
1ry
for other lawful e*ptoy*"rr pu.porr.. i understand
rePolts
background
additional
law,
obtain
by
allowed
as
Pe{l}ng t-9
,"i"""i *n apply,'ani the Company rnay,

*i

again, ituoughout my'employmcnt or contraot periodfromHireRight and/or
me, without asking ror
"ur*''rirxion
other consumer re,porting agcncies,

*i

or otherwise disclosed by mc
understand that information contained in my employment or conhactor applic-ation,
purpose of obtaiuing and
the
bcfore or during my employment or contract assilgrment, if any, rnay be used for
as an offq of employment or
construed
bc
I also underiandthat nothingherein shflll
*ri*tinsb..6ro,ina,Jportr on

I

,..

contract for services.
the consumcr reporting
(includittg
institutions
learning
ageucies,
local
and
agc,ncy and its agents: law enforcemeri'and all other ftdcral, state

about me to
I hercby authorize all of thc following, without limitation, to disclosc infonnation

;itii;;Jil"u"t"

service btueaus, credit bureaus,

and universitics), testing

r.frooir,

"g"n:itl,information
my past or present omployers'
"rrf"e".
(federal, sratc and loll), mitoivehicle records agencics,
-concerning
i"*rao"ili"positories, courts
nr' Thc infonnation that
or
about
information
any
ro,*es-*it*,
the military, and all other individuuls and
but is not limited to, information
can be disctosed to the consumer reporting ag€ncy and its agents includcs,

**.r*ing *y employment

history,
and earnings nirtJry, iducation, ciedit history, motor vehicle history, criminal

military service, professional credeirtials and licenses'
in connection with this fornn is truE' accluate
sigped) form;
i .gr". trrui trrir rorm ii original, faxed, photocopied or electronic (including electronicallv
theCompany'
or
by
onbchalfof
forlny backgroundreports that may bc requested

By nry signature below, I also certify the infomrationl provided-ot

;,idff;fi;,
*iff i" rrua

Appllcrnt Name: Lrst Click

here to cnrer

text.

Td

First click hcrc to enter text. Middle Click here to cnter text'

5129n015
Date

PLAIYNED,PARE NTHO OD OF KANSAS AND MID.MISSOURI
Parahrformacion en espoiiol,visite www,eonnmwfinance.gov/leammore o escribe
a Ia
ConnmerFinancial h'otection Bureau, 1700 Giu-eet N.*., Washington DCZASS2,
A SUMMARY OT YOUR RIGHTS T'NI}ER THE TAIR CREDIT REPORTINGACT

Thi fedcral Fair Credir Reporting Act (FCRA) promotcs the accuracy, faimess, and privacy of
information in the files
of co.nsumcr r€polting agencics. There are mmy typcs of ctinsumcriopoltiirgagpncies,
including credit bureaus and
spccialty agencies (such as agencies that sell infllmationabout check wriing histories,
medicil recolds, and rental
ldtjoty records). llere is a sununaty of yoru major rights under thc FCRA. For more iirformation, including
information about additional rights, go to wwlv.consumerfinance.govAearnrnop o, r"rii"
to: Consumer
Financial Protsction Bureau, tToo o stroet N.w., warrringioii,p-i zossz.

r

'

I
r

You must be told if information in you filc has hccn used agaiust you. fuiyone who uses
a crcdit rcport or
another t)?e of constrmer report to deny your application for credii, insurance, or emplolment or to take another
adverse action against you - must tell you, and must give you the name, address,
and phone numbcr of the agmcy
that provided thc information.
I-ou have the dght to know what is in your filc. lpu nuy requcst and obtain all the information about you in thc
files of a consumerrepofiing agency (your "file disclosure"). You will bc required to provide prop€r
idcntification, whichmay include your Social Security nurnber. [n manycasm, the disstosure
wili be &ee. you
are entitled to a free file disclosurc if:
a person has taken advcrse action against you bccausc ofinformation in your eredit report;
you are the victim of idcntity theft and place a fraud alert in yoru fite;
your file contains inaccurate information as a rcsult of fraud;
you are on public assistance;
you arc unemployed but expect to apply for errploymcnt within 60 days.
In addition, all consumers are eotitled to one free disclosure every 12 rnotrths upon request 6'om
each nationwide
credit bureau and from nationwide specialty consumer rcp0lting agencies. Sceiww.conqurngrfinance.qov/learn

o
o
o
o
o

Setg-for additional information
You have the right to ask for a credit score. Crcdit

Bcories are nuncrical summaries of your creditworthiness based
bureaus' You may rcqu€st a credit score from .oo*rrr rriorting agurcies that create
scorps or distribute scores used in residential real profierty loans, but you will tr,ave to 'pay for
ii tn ,o*" ,ortg.g,
transactions, you will receive credit scor€ infomration for free from the mortgage lender.
You have the right to dispute incompletc or inaccurate information. If you iaeniiry inforrrarion in your
filc that is
i-ncomplete or inaccurate, and reput it to_the consum€r reporting agency, the agency must invcstigate
your
unless
dispute is frivolous. See yww;cg.s.rut4€rfinancc.gpv[eaErmore -foian ixplanaiioo iiairpurc proc"dures.
Consumer reporting age.ncies must corect or delqe inaccurate, incomplete, orrmverifi,able
informarion.
Inaccurate, incomplete or unvcrifiable information must be removed oi conected, usually
within 30 days.
I{owever, a consumer rcporting agarcy may continuc to report information it has'verified as acrurate.

on information from

r
r
r
r
r

'

------'_----

crdit

Consumcr reporting agencies may mt report outdated ncgative inforrration.In most cases,
a consumcr
r€portng agency may fi)t report negative information that is morc than seven years old, or bankruptcies that

are more than I0 years old.
Access to your file is limited. A consumer reporting agency may provide information about you
only to people
with a valid need-- usually to consider an application with a creditor, insurer, employer, lanilord,
or otner
business. The FCRA speoilies those with a valid need for access.

'

You must give your consent for reports to.be provided to ernployers.

A consumer repo*ing agency ftay not
give out informalion about you to your employer, or a potential employer, without your
writtin ioor*t gir"n
to the employer.
corscnt gencrally is not requircd in the oucking industry. For.o. information]go to
-Written
www.consumcrlinance. govfl cammorg,

You may limit "prescreened" offers of creditand insrrranceyou get based on,information inyour
credit
rcport' Unsolicited "presctEened" offers for credit and insurancr must include a toll-free phone number you
can call if you choose to remove your namc and address from the lists these offcrs are based
on. you may optout with the nationwide credit bureaus at t-888-567-g6gg.

in sorne cases' a user of consumer
You may seek clarnages from violators. If a consumer reporting agency' or,
FCRA, you may bs able to
,rporro or a fumishi of information to a cotrsumt, ,"pottiog ai"ncy violates the
state or federal court'

sue in
riglrts, For more infotmation, visit
Identity theft victims and activc duty rnilitary personnel have additional

unrw, cousHnerf iryEqe. $ov/leqrluRg"te *

In somc cascs' you may
protection agcncy or
colutumer
your state or local
have more rights under state law. For more information, ooutact
*iutr Atitrney General. For Information about your Federal rights contact:
cousumcf reporting laws'
states may enforce the FCRA, and many states have their own

Vo*

QIIESTIONS ORCONCERNS

laws. ln somc cases, you may have
states may enforoe thc FCtA, and many state]s have their own consurrEr reporting
prot@tion agensy or your state
coruumer
your
or
local
state
*"r" ,lghi, ;aer statc law-Flr *or" irrfor*.tion, contact
contaet:
Attomely General. For information about your federal rights'

unions with total arscts of over
$

I 700 G Sncet NW
Washinglon, DC 20006

l0 billion and their afrrliates.

unions
b. sudr affitiates that arc not baoks, savings asrociations, or credit
should list, in

olsi

2.To thc extent not includcd in itein t above:

lfrri"r.f

banks, fcrlerol savings associations, cnd federal branches and

".
agencice offoreign bankl
federal
(other tlun
b. State mernbcr banks, branshes and agencies offorcign banks

fedcraibraoch*, federal agurcics, anrt insured state brandros offoreign
len<tini companics owncd or conttolled bY forcFn banks'
ffi;i,;;cinl
under section 25 ot25A of the Foderal Ressvc
operatinf
*J
Act

"ii*ir"it"ns

b, Fedetal Tradc Commission: Consumer Responso Center-FCRA
Washlngton, DC 20580

Customcr Arsistonce GrouP
l30l McKlnney Stcel, Suite 3450
Hiruston, TX 7701 0-9050
b. Fedcrsl Rescrvs Consumer Help Center
P.O. Box 1200
Minneapolis. MN 55480
c. FDIC Consumer RcsPonse Center

and
c, Nonmenrbcr lnsured Banks, lnsurcd stste Branchcs of Foreign Banks,
insur€d stcte savings asrociations

I lfi) Walnut Street, Box
Kaneas Ciff, Mo 64106

f

ll

d. Naiional Credlt Union Administration

d. Federal Crcdit Unions

Oftice of Consuner Prorccdon (OCP)
Division of Consumer Complianco & Outreach DCCO)
tor f"iation Enforcsnent & Proccedingr
DWartm€nt of TrsnsPorlation
q00 Seventh Strect SW, WS![!!!Aq'DQ
Departmcnt of TnnsPortation

t9i5 K sucrNtrv, Washinstq!.Dg

Goirtc
Unid

Land Bank Associetions,

iiffi

othci crcditors Not t,isted

Dcurtv Adminietrqtor tbr Capital Acccss
Ststccsmall Busincsr Administration

Farm Crcdit Administration

l50l Fmn Cndit Drive, Mclean' VA

22

or
Fffi-ionilbme ror region in which thc crcditor opottcs
i.a..f itua. CommissionlConsumer Response Ccnter * FCRA

PLANNED PARENTIIOOD Otr' KANSAS AND MID-MISSOURI
CONSENT AND RELEASE FOR SIJBSTANCE TESTING

I

'nderstand-that the purpose of the Substance Ablsc policy is to providc a safc working emvironment. Accordingln I
undcrstand that as a condition of employment with Planned Parenthood of Kansas ana l{ia-n{issouri,
I will be rcqiiiia t"
lndergo sr0stance testing. I also understand that a positive drug/alcohol test may orclude me from employmcnt. I
further understand that I am also subject to ongoingtesting requircrnent uoder thl company policy. m aadition,
I
undcrstand that a positive substance test at any time during my employment with Plannod Parenthood of
Kansas and MidMissouri may be cause for dismissal.

I hercby consent to substance testing

ofall information

thc release

Kansas and Mid-Missouri.

as rcquircd by Planned ParenJhood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri. I furthff authorize
and reconds, including tcst reuults ofthe screening or tcsting to Planned parenthood of

I lgreby release Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri fiom any and all claims arising from the adminisnation
ofsuch tcsts.
I havc read and undcrstand this consent and release fonn, and have sigoed it voluntarily.
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Planned Parenthood
of l(anruand Mid+\4isouri

Clinical Privileges to Per{orm flltrasound
Name of person requestiug privileges:

pfrr*

.*pqlT.e

or certifications in Ultrasound Services:

Trainee initials below:

Afil^-

tpouna CD Mining and/or
I have successfully completed the C{}
passed the test. Date comPleted: '4
(number)
2. Dtring proctoring, I performed appro
sonogrBlns (if applicable)'
3. I am familiar with how to change the image characteristics on an
ultrasound machine and basic toubleshooting techniques (enlarging,
changing contrast).
4. I arn able to perform the iterns checked below.
1.

El{aentify the uterus in pregnant and non-pregnant women
VOAtu*images of uterus in early pregnancy in longitudinal

Elldentifr
MOentiff

and transverse planes

an intrauterine pregnancy

embryonic (fetal) pole and measure CRL (know fomrula42 plus largest CRL)
fflae*iry gestational sac and measure mean sac size (know formula 30 plus mean
gestational sac)
Elila*tify characteristics of norrral and abnormal gestational sac

Ehacntify yolk sac

Elfa*tifi

cardiac activity

multiple gestations (if seen dwing training)
El,laentify normal sonographic findings following,abortion (thickness of endometial
stripe)
El{aemifr BPD andmeasures BPD conectly
Edssure-that patients are ffirmed of their option to view the ultrasound image and of
their optionto be informed if there is amultiple pregnancy
document findings consistently and oomplete the ultrasound form conectly

E(la*ti6,

W{W"to

W{"cogntzeuften findings requirt evaluation by physician

L:Hjf:l*;y in performing ultasgund to identiS intauterine IUC
giPouguta ruc
ffMirena IUC
Elfioficiency in interpreting location (intragterine
El'Faragard IUC [Eftirena IUC

placement) of IUC

1-

For 2d uimester

E;j
!:

etvildhgt

ffiemurtengtlt
ElFtaccnttlocatizdion
i:_

r'*

at
1i

'+
:

The follgwing

sE{nunon,

hap bcen obrmvod

sqvi@

ly thc hogre. Diilcbr of ultasotrnd
in thp aboro activities, ud is grurfd privUegps as

bcldw

pti*"o pronurory
,i

E first+incter ultasotlnd tsrgstcd
E Performance of rrltasound
E Iirtcrpretation of ultsagornd
[1

Performmce of ultrasond

E

In4ryrctation of ulhasormd

for medicailion or srngical aborflon serrricss

tr tpcelizdionoflUC
' tr pmormauco of ultaso$d (ticased

onlJ

;

:

hoalth proftssiond, catificd eonogrryher

tr lurcOfton of ultasouod (cliniri* 615r - AIC orphysiciatr)
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May 11,2015
John Langston
Missouri Depaftment of Health and Senior Services
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Re: lnitial Licensure Survey

Dear Mr, Langston,
Planned Parenthood of Kansas & Mid-Missouri woutd like to request a waiver to the provision of
19 CSR 30-30'070 (2XN) which requires that the recovery roorn shall be of sufficient size to
accommodate at least 4 recovery beds or recliners for each procedure room. ln order to meet
the requirement of three feet of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recovery bed
or recliner, we request that we have 3 recovery recliners instead of 4.
We believe that 3 recovery chairs is sufficient for the planned licensed sbrvices and workload,
This will in no way impact patient care.
Sincerely,

e@Laura McQuade
President & Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri (ppKM)
Planned Parenthood Advocates of Kansas and Mid-Missouri (ppAKM)

Langston, John
Subject:

Columbia Licensure

From: Casey, Vicki [mailto:Vicki.Casev@ppkm.ore]
Sent: Monday, June 01,2015 8:44 AM
To: Langston, John
Subject: Columbia Licensure

Hello John,

Attached you will find the documents that were requested at our initial licensure survey. lncluded are:

1.

Credentialing packet for Dr McNicholas:
Appointment and approval by the Governing Body
Dr McNicholas BNDD and DEA certificates
Completedapplication
Approval of privileges by Dr Moore
BNDD and DEA certificates for Columbia facility
Waiver/Variance request for recovery room chairs
FCSR checks for all staff - The Director of HR is aware that the FCSR must be run on all employees upon hire and has
implemented a system to check allemployees on a quarterly basis.

2.
3.
4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

We are aware that we will only be approved for medical abortion procedures at this
need to revisit the facility prior to our offering surgical procedures.

time. We understand that

BAC

will

Please let me know if there is any other information you need.

Thank you,
VickiCasey
Health Center Manager
Planned Parenthood of Kansas
& Mid Missouri
711 N Providence Rd
Columbia MO 55203
PH: 913-345-4671
FAX: 573-443-567L
vicki.casev@ ppkm.org

to ensure that every individual has the knowledge opportunity and freedom to make informed, private
decisions about reproductive and sexual health.
PPKM works

IPPKM Logo:

Care.

No matter what.]<http://www.ppkm.ors>

to PPKM, which is
confidential and/or legally privileged. lf you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this e- mail information is strictly prohibited. lf
you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message.

This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipients and contains information belonging

"..'.fi1i::..

Missouri Department of Health and Senior

Services

,

[,"*""il',J3d,ifliffi.3lY;I3,3ti"',#11,,il3i:t3l];l3l;333,,r,3ffi63-.i31'3?13

Gail.Vasterling

\

wpi

Jeremiah W. (J"y,

Oirector

N,r*

Govornor

July 15,2015

Laura McQuade
President & Chief Executive Oflicer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
44ol w toge st, ste 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Dear Ms. McQuade:

In accordance with 19 CSR 30-30.070(1), the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
(DHSS), Section for Health Standards and Licensure (HSL) has approved your request for a variance to
19 CSR 30-30.070(2XN) for Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri, 7l l N. Providence
Road, Columbia, MO 65203, license number 16 ("PPKM"). The variance allows the recovery room to
be of sufficient size to accommodate three recovery beds or recliners for its procedure room, rather than
four or more, with three feet of clear space on both sides and at the foot of each recovery bed or recliner.
This variance for license number 16 will remain in effect until there is a change in procedure type
performed at PPKM; other change in circumstances; or DHSS determines that there is a detrimintal
impact on the health, safety, or welfare of the patient, stafi or public.

PPKM must submit a copy of this variance letter with its arurual licensure renewal. Should you have
questions regarding this correspondence, please contact me at (573) 751-6154.
Sincerely,

4ru

William Koebel

Assistant S ection Administrator
Section for Health Standards and Licensure

WK:sb

www'health.mo.oov
Healthy Missourians for llfe.
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
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September 25, 2015

Laura McQuade
President and Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
4401 W. 109th St., Ste. 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Re: abortion facility license no. 16-2 (Columbia, Missouri facility)
Dear Ms. McQuade:
State licensure regulations require that physicians performing abortions at abortion
facilities must have staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen minutes travel time from
the facility. Based on recent action by MU Health Care, effective December 1, 2015, the
physician performing abortions at the Columbia facility will no longer have the required
privileges. As a result, as of December 1, 2015, the Columbia facility will not be in
compliance with state licensure mandates.
Unless the facility satisfies this hospital privileges requirement, the license of the
Columbia facility will be revoked on December 1, 2015.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (573) 751-6083.
Sincerely,

John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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November 25, 2015
Via certified mail, no. 7007-0710-0002-2054-4232
Via email to Laura.McQuade@ppkm.org
Laura McQuade
President and Chief Executive Officer
Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
4401 W. 109th St., Ste. 200
Overland Park, KS 66211
Re: Revocation of abortion facility license no. 16-2 (Columbia, Missouri facility)
Dear Ms. McQuade:
On September 25, 2015, the department notified you that the above abortion facility license would be revoked on
December 1, 2015, based on MU Health Care’s discontinuance of the facility’s physician’s privileges.
As stated in the September 25, 2015 notice, state licensure regulations require that physicians performing
abortions at abortion facilities have staff privileges at a hospital within fifteen minutes travel time from the
facility. Based on MU Health Care’s action, effective December 1, 2015, the physician performing abortions at
the Columbia facility will no longer have the required privileges. As a result, as of December 1, 2015, the
Columbia facility will not be in compliance with state licensure mandates.1
To date, the department has not been notified of the facility’s ability to satisfy the physician privileges
requirement on and after December 1, 2015. Therefore, under Section 197.220, RSMo, the department hereby
revokes abortion facility license no. 16-2, effective at the facility’s close of business on November 30, 2015.
Pursuant to Section 197.221, RSMo, the facility may file a complaint with the Missouri Administrative Hearing
Commission, P.O. Box 1557, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102, within thirty days after the delivery or mailing by
certified mail of this decision.
If you have new and pertinent information regarding the facility’s ability to satisfy the physician privileges
requirement, please let me know as soon as possible.
If you have any questions, please call me at (573) 751-6083.
Sincerely,
John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
1

See 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(C)4 (physicians performing abortions at abortion facilities must have staff privileges at a hospital
within fifteen minutes travel time from the facility); 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)12 (administrator of abortion facility must
ensure adherence to Chapter 188, RSMo); and Section 188.080, RSMo (physician performing or inducing abortion who does
not have clinical privileges at a hospital which offers obstetrical or gynecological care located within thirty miles of the
location at which the abortion is performed or induced shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor).
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August 11, 2017

Amanda Addison ( Amanda.addison@ppgreatplains.org )
Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains
711 North Providence Road
Columbia, Mo 65203
Re: Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains – Columbia Revisit Survey
Dear Ms. Addison:
The Department received the application for licensure of the Columbia Planned Parenthood location as an
abortion facility. Department staff conducted an onsite survey of the facility on October 11, 2016 to determine
compliance with the terms of the 2010 settlement agreement and applicable statutes and regulations. As a result,
on November 2, 2016, your facility was provided with a list of regulatory items that were not in compliance.

After the facility submitted a complete response and documentation regarding correction of the items that
were not in compliance, the Department performed an onsite revisit of the facility on July 25, 2017.
Listed below are items the revisit survey indicated were still not in compliance. Until a written response is
provided describing how all items below have been addressed, including acceptable evidence of compliance, an
abortion facility license cannot be issued.
19 CSR 30-30.0601(B)8. The facility shall establish a program for identifying and preventing infections and
for maintaining a safe environment.
The facility failed to demonstrate compliance with facility’s established Infection Prevention Program,
based on Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) and Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) standards. Specific findings:
1. The facility failed to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for use (IFU) for routine care of the
sterilizers.
(AAMI 9.4 Routine Care: Sterilizers should be inspected and cleaned daily according to the manufacturers’
written instructions. Weekly or other prescribed inspection and cleaning should be performed as specified in the
manufacturers’ written IFU.)
2. The facility failed to maintain a separate autoclave log with the required components tracked for each of
two sterilizers.
(AAMI 10.3.2 Sterilizer records: For each sterilization cycle, the following information should be recorded and
maintained: Lot number; Specific contents of the lot or load, including quantity, department, and a specific
description of the items [e.g. towels, type/name of instrument sets]; Exposure time and temperature, if not
provided on the sterilizer recording chart; Name or initials of the operator; Results of biological testing, if
applicable; Any reports of inconclusive or nonresponsive chemical indicators found later in the load.)
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3. The facility failed to maintain a record of sterilizer maintenance and repair.
(AAMI 9.7 A maintenance record, in either paper or electronic format, should be kept for each sterilizer. At
least the following information should be recorded:
a) The date on which service was requested;
b) The model and serial number of the sterilizer;
c) The location of the equipment (if applicable);
d) The name of the individual from the facility who requested and authorized the service;
e) The reason for the service request;
f) A description of the service performed ;
g) The types an quantities of parts replaced;
h) The name of the person who performed the service;
i) The date the work was completed;
j) The handwritten or electronic signature and title of the person who acknowledged completion of the
work; and
k) The results of any post-maintenance testing performed, if needed, before the sterilizer was returned to
service.)
4. The facility failed to have written processes for reprocessing and/or quarantine of instruments following
positive biological indicators, as well as consecutive biological testing following sterilizer failure and
repair.
5. During an interview with facility advanced practice nursing staff at the time of the revisit, staff
acknowledged the problems with adequate documentation and clear adherence to the AAMI standards.
Please respond in writing providing evidence/documentation that each of these items has been fully addressed and
corrected.
If you have further questions, you may contact our office at 573-751-6083 or via email at the address noted
below.
Sincerely,

John Langston, Administrator
John.Langston@health.mo.gov
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
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A full licensure survey was conducted at the
facility on 10/11/16 to determine compliance with
state requirements for Abortion Providers, which
includes state rules 19 CSR 30-30.050-30.070,
applicable portions of Chapter 197 and 188, as
well as the 2010 settlement agreement between
DHSS and the facility. The survey was conducted
prior to issuing a license for the facility to resume
providing abortion services at this location. A
Statement of Deficiencies (SOD) in the form of a
findings letter was sent to the facility instead of a
Form 2567 in early November 2016. Following
receipt of this findings letter, in early December
2016, the facility filed suit against DHSS in federal
court (Case No. 2:16-cv-04313-HFS ), primarily
regarding DHSS ' s ongoing enforcement of
Missouri requirements for ASC standards and
physician privileges, following the SCOTUS
decision in Whole Woman ' s Health v.
Hellerstedt.
As of 1/6/17, no formal response to the SOD has
been received, no license has been issued. This
survey process will be suspended/closed, and no
further licensure activity planned pending the
outcome of the federal case. This entry is being
made for record-keeping and historical purposes,
and should not be considered part of the formal
SOD.

Addendum: October 2017:
After multiple court proceedings, DHSS did
receive an SOD and conducted sufficient follow
up activities to ensure that all requirements were
eventually determined to be met.
The Columbia location was eventually granted an
Abortion Facility license effective date 10/3/2017.
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Survey process closed.
BAC Admin.
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December 18, 2017

Diana O. Salgado
Senior Staff Attorney
Public Policy Litigation and Law
Planned Parenthood Federation of America

Via email to Diana.Salgado@ppfa.org

Re: Proposed complication plan for Columbia, Missouri abortion facility
Dear Ms. Salgado:
The proposed complication plan submitted by Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains regarding the
Columbia facility (“facility”) on November 14, 2017, does not meet the requirements of section 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR
30-30.061 in that:
1.
2.

3.

The complication plan does not include the telephone number(s) or address of the OB/GYN or OB/GYN group
providing complication care. Patients are only given the number of the facility’s on-call nurse;
The complication plan does not provide for continuity of patient care in that when Dr. McNicholas is not available,
Dr. Orrin Moore, the back-up physician listed in the complication plan, is located in Overland Park, Kansas, which
is approximately 125 miles from Columbia, Missouri, where the facility is located. According to the complication
plan, patients needing follow-up care when Dr. McNicholas is not available are to receive that care from Dr. Moore
at a PPGP health center in Overland Park or go to Boone Hospital Center in Columbia to be seen by Boone Hospital
Center’s on-call physician. Otherwise, the patient is to be directed to go to the nearest emergency room. It is our
understanding that Dr. McNicholas is principally located in St. Louis, Missouri, and is only occasionally in
Columbia; and
The complication plan fails to recognize the importance of the physician-patient relationship by providing for
continuity of care and ensuring communication among the physician who induced the abortion and all subsequent
health care providers involved in treating the patient’s complication.

Because the facility’s proposed plan does not meet the requirements of Section 188.021, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-30.061, the
Department cannot approve the plan. Accordingly, no drugs or chemicals for which the federal Food and Drug
Administration label includes any clinical study in which more than one percent (1%) of those administered the drug required
surgical intervention after its administration may be prescribed or administered via the facility until a new or revised
complication plan has been submitted to and approved by the Department in writing.
If the facility wishes to submit a new or revised plan, please send it to the Department of Health and Senior Services, Bureau
of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102, or by email to John.Langston@health.mo.gov by January 15,
2018.
Sincerely,

John Langston
Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
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Director
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August 30, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Licensure Survey TKOR11
Dear Vicki Casey:
You will find enclosed one or more Statement(s) of Deficiency (SOD) Form-2567, which covers the findings of the survey
conducted on August 14, 2018 in connection with the State Licensure requirements as they pertain to abortion centers in
Missouri.
The deficiencies are itemized on the enclosed Form-2567 Statement of Deficiency. An acceptable plan of correction and
expected completion date must be entered for each deficiency clearly identifying how and when each deficiency will be
corrected and who will be responsible for assuring and monitoring correction. The plan should also include provisions
instituted to prevent recurrence of the deficiency. Use the space provided on the SOD, to the right of each deficiency, to
indicate your plan of correction and the expected completion date.
Even though the deficiency may have been corrected before a plan of correction is returned to this office, you should still
outline the plan of correction. The statement “corrected” or “completed” is not an acceptable response. If you anticipate that
any of the corrections will take an extended period of time, it is recommended that you write a phased plan of correction,
and include expected completion date(s) for each phase. If the phased plan is found to be acceptable, the surveyor(s) will
evaluate your progress toward correcting the deficiency in accordance to the approved plan at the revisit.
Please sign and date the first page of the Form-2567 in the block labeled “Facility Representative’s signature” and
return it with your plan of correction to this office within ten (10) calendar days of the date it is received. Please retain a
copy of the SOD for your own reference.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
Enclosure
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An on-site, unannounced state licensure survey
was conducted from 08/13/18 to 08/14/18 in
order to determine compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations governing abortion
facilities, including 19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and
061 and Chapter 188, RSMo (Regulation of
Abortions).
See below for findings:
L1081 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(3) The administrator

L1081

shall be responsible, plan
The administrator shall be responsible for
developing a written plan for evacuation of
patients and personnel in the event of fire,
explosion, active shooter, or other disaster. The
plan shall be kept current and all personnel shall
be knowledgeable of the plan. Disaster drills with
participation of all staff shall be conducted and
documented at least annually.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to ensure that all staff participated in drills
and were knowledgeable about the plan. The
Abortion Facility does an average of 14 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey, there
were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's document titled,
"Quarterly Fire Drill Report," dated 02/18/18,
showed that the facility had a fire drill on that
date. The previous fire drill was held on
04/05/17.
2. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 2:33 PM,
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Staff C, Health Center Manager, stated that:
- She had been employed at the facility since
March.
- She had not participated in a fire drill or
emergency drill since starting at the facility.
- The facility was to have fire drills or emergency
drills twice per year.
3. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 2:50 PM,
Staff F, Licensed Practical Nurse, stated that:
- She was from a staffing agency but worked full
time hours at the facility and had done so since
07/19/18.
- She had not participated in a fire or emergency
drill since starting at the facility.
- When asked if she knew where the designated
safe spot during a tornado was she replied she
did not know.
- When asked if she knew how to activate the fire
alarm she stated she did not know.
L1084 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(6) The admin shall be

L1084

responsible for, programs
The administrator shall be responsible for
establishing, implementing, enforcing, and
maintaining comprehensive programs for
identifying and preventing infections as further
detailed in this regulation and for maintaining a
safe environment.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to:
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
by providing easily cleanable surfaces that will
not harbor bacteria and transmit infections;
- Ensure a clean and sanitary environment in the
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exam rooms; and
- Ensure expired supplies were not available for
use.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation II.
* The patient should be provided with a clean,
safe environment.
- Recommendation II.a.
* The perioperative Registered Nurse (RN)
should assess the perioperative environment
frequently for cleanliness and take action to
implement cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Environmental cleaning and disinfection is a
team effort involving perioperative personnel and
environmental services personnel. The
responsibility for verifying a clean surgical
environment before the start of an operative or
invasive procedure rests with perioperative
nurses.
- Recommendation II.b.
* All horizontal surfaces in the operating room
(OR) (e.g., furniture, surgical lights, booms,
equipment) should be damp dusted before the
first scheduled surgical or other invasive
procedure of the day.
* Dust is known to contain human skin and hair,
fabric fibers, pollens, mold, fungi, insect parts,
glove powder, and paper fibers, among other
components.
2. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
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Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- Centers for Disease Control (CDC);
- Association for Professionals in Infection
Control and Epidemiology (APIC); and
- AORN.
3. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Housekeeping Services,"
dated 08/15, showed:
- Thoroughly clean all surfaces that are used in
patient care areas.
- Avoid cleaning methods and machines that
re-suspend dust from surfaces, especially in
patient care areas.
- All areas of the clinic should be kept clean and
free from excess clutter.
- The routine housekeeping schedule is followed
and should include exam tables, counters, chairs,
desks, floors, and patient care equipment.
4. Observation on 08/13/18 at 10:40 AM of the
procedure room showed the metal suction
machine cabinet had numerous rusted areas
(uncleanable surface).
During an interview on 08/14/18 at 1:25 PM, Staff
C, Health Center Manager, stated that she had
cleaned the metal suction cabinet and confirmed
it was rusted.
5. Observation on 08/13/18 at 10:45 AM of the
recovery room medication supply room showed:
- A metal shelf unit with five pressed wood
shelves, the shelves were dusty;
- A pressed wood shelf leaning against the wall;
- The floor under the shelf unit was dusty; and
- There was a box containing 25 expired hCG
Urine Cassette Cultures (urine pregnancy test)
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expiration 03/18, on the floor behind the shelving
unit.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff A,
Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who is qualified
to treat certain medical conditions without the
direct supervision of a doctor) stated that
housekeeping staff did not have access to the
room and confirmed that the urine pregnancy
tests were expired.
6. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:10 PM of exam
room 1 showed:
- The door facing the hallway had a plastic chart
holder with a peeling label and adhesive residue
which created a noncleanable surface;
- Dust and debris and a brown stained area in the
cabinet under the sink ;
- A pressed wood table with chipped paint
exposing the pressed wood;
- The bottom edges below the drawers of the bed
had a heavy layer of dust that left a visible mark
when a finger was pulled through; and
- The gooseneck lamp had a dried peeling label
and adhesive residue.
7. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:15 PM of exam
room 2 showed:
- The door facing the hallway had a plastic chart
holder with a peeling label and adhesive residue;
- Dust and debris and a grayish black discolored
area in the cabinet under the sink and an area
where the base of the cabinet was peeling;
- A pressed wood table with chipped paint
exposing the pressed wood;
- The bottom edges below the drawers of the bed
had a heavy layer of dust that left a visible mark
when a finger was pulled through;
- A plastic glove box holder had dust on the top
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that left a visible mark when a finger was drawn
through; and
- The cabinet under the sink had peeling and/or
missing laminate at the bottom outer corner.
8. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:20 PM of exam
room 3 showed the top edges of two picture
frames were dusty.
9. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 2:25 PM,
Staff C stated that:
- The housekeeper did not go into the recovery
room supply cabinet;
- Peeling laminate could not be disinfected; and
- They planned to purchase new tables for the
exam rooms.
10. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:30 PM of the
soiled area showed the cabinet under the sink
had a large area of dried white residue and an
area of dried yellowish brown residue.
L1090 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(7)(E) Provisions for

L1090

licensed personnel to have cur
Provisions for licensed personnel to have current
cardiopulmonary (CPR) training so that at least
one (1) licensed and trained personnel is at the
facility at all times when patients are present for
abortions; and
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review and interview, the facility
failed to ensure that licensed personnel
maintained current cardiopulmonary (CPR)
training for one (B) of two licensed staff
personnel records reviewed. The Abortion Facility
does an average of 14 cases per month. On the
first day of the survey, there were four
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procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Personnel
Files," dated 05/15, showed personnel
information collected by the facility included first
aid/CPR cards.
2. Review of Staff B, Registered Nurse (RN),
Nurse Practitioner's (NP- a nurse who is qualified
to treat certain medical conditions without the
direct supervision of a doctor) personnel file
showed her CPR training had expired 04/20/18.
3. During an interview on 08/14/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff B stated that:
- She was required to maintain current CPR.
- She was not aware her CPR certification had
expired.
L1101 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(B) Each patient shall be

L1101

given all the informati
Each patient shall be given all the information
required by sections 188.027 and 188.039,
RSMo, in the formats and timeframes required,
by the type of professional required.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on record review, observation, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that the
physician who was to perform or induce the
abortion or a qualified professional as required by
law (Section 188.027.1(1), RSMO, a physician,
physician assistant, registered nurse, licensed
practical nurse, psychologist, licensed
professional counselor or licensed social worker
licensed or registered and working under the
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supervision of the physician performing or
inducing the abortion) informed the woman of the
gestational age of the fetus at the time of abortion
for ten (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7 #8, #9, and
#10) of ten patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri law 188.027 RSMo,
showed consent to an abortion is voluntary and
informed and given freely and without coercion if,
and only if, at least seventy-two hours prior to
the abortion:
(1) The physician who is to perform or induce the
abortion, a qualified professional, or the referring
physician has informed the woman orally,
reduced to writing, and in person, of the
following:
(f) The gestational age (term used during
pregnancy to describe how far along the
pregnancy is) of the unborn child at the time the
abortion is to be performed or induced; and
(g) The anatomical (relating to bodily structure)
and physiological (relating to organs and
functions of the body) characteristics of the
unborn child at the time the abortion is to be
performed or induced.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Patient
Consent Policy," dated 06/18, showed:
- It is the policy of the Abortion Facility to comply
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws
and regulation in providing abortion care.
- The physician who will perform the abortion is
required to provide the following information to a
patient orally and in person at least seventy-two
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hours before the abortion procedure:
* The unborn child's gestational age.
(Note: The policy failed to specify the gestational
age at the time of the abortion.)
3. Review of medical records showed:
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 04/16/18 for Patient #1, #2, and
#3 and the abortion was performed on 04/30/18,
14 days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 4/30/18 for Patient #4, #5, and
#6 and the abortion was performed on 05/14/18,
14 days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 06/04/18 for Patient #8 and #9
and the abortion was performed on 06/18/18, 14
days after the ultrasound was performed.
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 05/14/18 for Patient #8 and the
abortion was performed on 05/21/18, 7 days after
the ultrasound was performed..
- The Seventy-two Hour Informed Consent was
documented on 07/23/18 for Patient #10 and the
abortion was performed on 07/30/18, 7 days after
the ultrasound was performed.
(Note: The gestational age presented to the
pregnant woman at the time of the seventy-two
hour consent visit was based on the
determination of gestational age by ultrasound on
that day and not the gestational age of the
unborn child at the time of abortion.)
4. During an interview on 08/14/18 at
approximately 1:30 PM, Staff B, Registered
Nurse (RN), Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who
is qualified to treat certain medical conditions
without the direct supervision of a doctor), stated
that:
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- During the abortion education at the
seventy-two hour informed consent visit the
woman is given the gestational age of the
embryo (a human offspring during the period
from approximately the second to the eighth
week after fertilization) based on her last
menstrual period and told the gestational age
would be confirmed by ultrasound.
- The gestational age that is discussed is based
on the ultrasound results at the time of the
seventy-two hour visit, not the procedure date.
- The day of procedure they go over gestational
age again and discuss it but they do not use the
Missouri Informed Consent Booklet or show them
pictures of the gestational age of the unborn
infant.
L1119 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(B) The facility shall

L1119

maintain a medical record
The facility shall maintain a medical record
according to professional standards for each
patient.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure discharge
instructions were included in the medical record
for 10 (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and
#10) of 10 patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
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- 5.1.1 Required components:
* Affiliates must maintain a complete medical
record for each patient in accordance with
acceptable professional standards and any
applicable laws/regulations.
* The medical record must include
documentation of all services and information
provided.
2. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and #10 with
admission dates ranging from 04/30/18 through
07/30/18 for surgical abortion procedures
showed the facility failed to ensure the medical
record contained documentation of the discharge
instructions provided to the patient.
3. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- Discharge instructions were provided in the
form of written instructions given to the patient:
* "Surgical Abortion Discharge Instructions"
including what was normal and what was
abnormal, and staff contact numbers in the event
of questions, concerns or an emergency;
* "How Much Am I Bleeding," and
* Instructions for taking prescribed medications.
- The facility did not retain a copy of the
instructions or include them in the medical
record.
L1120 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(C) All medical record

L1120

entries shall be timed
All medical record entries shall be timed, dated,
and signed or authenticated by the person
making the entry.
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This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure medication
orders were timed, dated and signed by the
ordering practitioner for 10 (#1, #2, #3, #4, #5,
#6, #7, #8, #9, and #10) of 10 patients' medical
records reviewed. The Abortion Facility does an
average of 14 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey, there were four cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
- 5.1.1 Required components:
* II.J
The medical record shall contain physician
orders.
All pharmaceutical agents administered shall
be timed, dated and signed by the person making
the entry.
(Note: The policy failed to address the need for
medication orders, to be dated, timed and signed
or authenticated by the person ordering the
medications.)
2. Review of medical records for Patient #1, #2,
#3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, and #10 with
admission dates ranging from 04/30/18 to
07/30/18 for surgical abortion procedures
showed the facility failed to ensure medication
orders were signed, dated and timed by the
ordering physician.
3. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- She was aware the medication orders should
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be timed, dated and signed by the physician
when they were ordered.
- The facility had developed a standard order set
for medications but it had not been approved to
be implemented.
L1122 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(D)(1) Documentation with

L1122

a unique identifying recor
Documentation with a unique identifying record
number; patient identifying information; name of
physician; diagnosis; medical history and
physical examination record; laboratory reports;
anesthesia administered; allergies/drug
reactions; physician's orders; clinical notes;
counseling notes; patient consent form;
medication administration records; and discharge
summary;
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure that the
physician documented the abortion counseling
notes in the medical record for three (#3, #9, and
#10) of ten patients' medical records reviewed.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Standards and Guidelines," dated 06/16 showed:
- 1.2 Surgical Abortion:
* 1.2.1 Patient Education and Informed
Consent:
All written materials given to the patient must
be documented in record.
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2. Review of the medical records for Patient #3,
#9, and #10 with admission dates ranging from
04/30/18 to 07/30/18 showed the records did not
contain the physician counseling notes.
3. During an interview on 04/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- The physician was responsible for documenting
the abortion counseling that was performed
during the initial patient visit in the medical
record.
- The medical records for Patients #3, #9, and
#10 did not contain the required abortion
counseling documentation.
L1124 19 CSR 30-30.060(3)(D)(3) Method used to

L1124

determine gestational age
Method used to determine gestational age;
gestational age; informed consent checklist
required by section 188.027.3, RSMo; copy of
abortion report required by section 188.052,
RSMo, and 19 CSR 10-15.010; for surgical
abortions, copy of tissue report required by
section 188.047, RSMo, and 19 CSR 10-15.030;
where applicable, copy of complication report
required by section 188.052, RSMo, and 19 CSR
10-15.020; and
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on policy review, record review, and
interview, the facility failed to ensure a copy of
the abortion report was included in the medical
record for two (#4 and #6) of 10 patients' medical
records reviewed. The Abortion Facility does an
average of 14 cases per month. On the first day
of the survey, there were four cases.
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Findings included:
1. Review of Missouri law 188.052 RSMo,
showed:
- 1. An individual abortion report for each
abortion performed or induced upon a woman
shall be completed by her attending physician.
- 4. A copy of the abortion report shall be made a
part of the medical record of the patient of the
facility or hospital in which the abortion was
performed.
2. Review of the facility's policy titled, "Medical
Records, Documentation, and Reporting
Requirements," dated 03/31/17, showed:
- 5.1.1 Required components:
* Affiliates must maintain a complete medical
record for each patient in accordance with
acceptable professional standards and any
applicable laws/regulations.
* The medical record must include
documentation of all services and information
provided.
3. Review of the medical records for Patient #4,
and #6 with an admission date of 05/14/18 for
surgical abortion procedures showed the facility
failed to ensure the medical record contained a
copy of the abortion report.
4. During an interview on 08/13/18 at 1:30 PM,
Staff D, Vice President of Patient Services, stated
that:
- The medical records for Patient #4 and #6 did
not contain an abortion report.
- Facility staff had failed to ensure a copy of the
abortion report was included in the medical
records for Patient #4 and #6.
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Infection Control Program. The facility shall
establish a comprehensive program for
identifying and preventing infections. The
infection control program shall be appropriate for
scope and type of abortion procedures
performed at the facility.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the facility
failed to ensure staff followed acceptable
standards of practice for hand hygiene. The
Abortion Facility does an average of 14 cases
per month. On the first day of the survey, there
were four procedures.
Findings included:
1. Review of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) document titled, "Guideline for
Hand Hygiene in Health-Care Settings," dated
10/25/02, showed:
- Indications for hand hygiene:
* Contact with a patient's intact skin;
* Contact with environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
* After glove removal.
- Indications for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves;
* Contamination may occur during glove
removal; and
* Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene.
2. Review of the Association for Professionals in
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Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC)
scientific guidelines referred to in the CDC
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report titled,
"Guideline for Hand Hygiene in Health-Care
Settings," dated 10/25/02, showed the following:
- Indications for hand hygiene:
* Contact with a patient's intact skin;
* Contact with environmental surfaces in the
immediate vicinity of patients; and
* After glove removal.
- Indications for, and limitations of, glove use:
* Hand contamination may occur as a result of
small, undetected holes in the examination
gloves;
* Contamination may occur during glove
removal; and
* Wearing gloves does not replace the need for
hand hygiene.
3. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for Hand
Hygiene," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation I.d.4.
* In the absence of visible soil, hands should be
disinfected with an alcohol-based hand rub rather
than washed with soap and water.
- Recommendation III.
* Perioperative team members should perform
hand hygiene.
- Recommendation III.a.
* Personnel should perform hand hygiene:
Before and after patient contact;
Before performing a clean or sterile task;
After risk for blood or body fluid exposure;
After contact with patient surroundings; and
When hands are visibly soiled.
- Recommendation III.a.1.
* Hand hygiene should be performed before and
after patient contact, including:
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Performing a physical exam;
Marking the site;
Transferring or positioning the patient;
Assessing an invasive device (e.g., vascular
catheter [peripheral, arterial, central], urinary
catheter); and
Assessing wound dressing.
- Recommendation III.a.2.
* Hand hygiene should be performed before a
clean or sterile task, including:
Inserting an invasive device (e.g., vascular
catheter [peripheral, arterial, central] urinary
catheter);
Assessing a vascular device (e.g., port,
stopcock, IV tubing);
Moving from a contaminated body site (e.g.,
perineum) to a clean body site (e.g., face) on the
same patient;
Opening sterile supplies; and
Performing patient skin antisepsis.
- Recommendation III.a.3.
* Hand hygiene should be performed after risk
for blood or body fluid exposure, including:
Removing personal protective equipment
(e.g., gloves, mask);
Having contact with blood, body fluids,
excretions, mucous membranes, non-intact skin,
or wound dressings;
- Recommendation III.a.4.
* Hand hygiene should be performed after
contact with patient surroundings, including:
Inanimate surfaces and objects, including
medical equipment, in the immediate vicinity of
the patient;
Operating room (OR) bed controls; and
Patient bed and linens.
- Recommendation III.a.5.
* The use of gloves does not replace the need
for hand hygiene.
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- Recommendation III.d.
* When hands are not visibly soiled or dirty,
hand hygiene should be performed using an
alcohol-based hand rub according to the
manufacturer's instructions for use.
4. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- CDC;
- APIC; and
- AORN.
5. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Standard Precautions,
Hand Hygiene, Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)," dated 08/15, showed:
- Hand hygiene should be performed when
hands are visibly soiled with blood or other body
fluids, wash hands with water and soap. Wash
hands even prior to donning gloves.
- If hands are not visibly soiled, use an
alcohol-based hand rub for routinely
decontaminating hands in all clinical situations
other than those listed under "hand hygiene"
above.
6. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
10:12 AM to 10:30 AM of Patient #11's abortion
procedure showed Staff BB, Physician:
- Entered the room, donned gloves and
performed a manual vaginal exam;
- Changed her gloves, did not perform hand
hygiene, and performed a speculum (medical tool
inserted into the vagina to dilate it for
examination of the vagina and cervix) exam;
- Picked up a bottle of spray vinegar solution and
sprayed the solution in the patient's vaginal area;
- Picked up a syringe of Lidocaine (numbing
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medication) and injected it into the patient's
vaginal/cervix area;
- Disposed of the medication syringe, removed
her soiled gloves, and donned sterile gloves
without performing hand hygiene;
- Completed the abortion, cleansed the patient's
vaginal area, removed her bloody gloves, failed
to perform hand hygiene, and donned nonsterile
gloves;
- Exited the room; and
- Carried the product of conception to the soiled
area, examined the product of conception,
removed her gloves, and performed hand
hygiene.
7. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
11:10 AM to 11:35 AM of Patient #12's procedure
showed Staff BB, Physician:
- Entered the room, examined the patient's
medical record and donned a single glove, she
failed to perform hand hygiene before donning
the glove;
- Performed an abdominal ultrasound (test that
uses sound waves to make images within the
abdomen to determine the size/age of the fetus)
on the patient, removed the glove, and failed to
perform hand hygiene;
- Wiped the ultrasound gel off the patient's
abdomen and had the patient sign paperwork;
and
- Picked up the patient's medical record,
reviewed the consent with the patient, had the
patient sign the consent, Staff BB signed the
consent, and exited the room without performing
hand hygiene.
8. Observation on 08/13/18 from approximately
11:53 AM to 12:05 PM of Patient #13's lab visit
for blood and urine testing showed Staff F,
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Licensed Practical Nurse:
- Performed hand hygiene and donned gloves,
moved a urine specimen cup from the wall
cabinet to the sink, removed her gloves, and
donned clean gloves. She failed to perform hand
hygiene between gloves changes;
- Tested the urine, removed her gloves and
performed hand hygiene and documented in the
medical record; and
- Donned clean gloves without performing hand
hygiene, obtained a blood sample, checked the
blood sample and removed her gloves. She
failed to perform hand hygiene after removing her
gloves.
9. Observation on 08/13/18 at 2:00 PM showed:
- Staff A, Nurse Practitioner (NP- a nurse who is
qualified to treat certain medical conditions
without the direct supervision of a doctor)
performed hand hygiene upon entering the room,
obtained lab supplies to obtained a blood
specimen;
- Donned gloves, failed to perform hand hygiene
prior to donning the gloves;
- Drew blood from Patient #13, removed her
gloves, failed to perform hand hygiene;
- Escorted the patient to the door; and
- Took the patient's medical record to the lab.
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center
711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Survey Exit Date
(from CMS 2567)
State or Federal SOD
Q-tags, L-tags,
K-tags, E-tags

8/14/2018

1.

Include a copy of the first page of each of the original forms CMS-2567 Statement(s) of Deficiencies for Federal (Q-tags, E-tags), State (L-tags) and Life Safety (K-tags)
signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated completed POC forms no later than ten (10) calendar days from receipt of this document. If you have
any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Complete a separate POC form for each applicable regulation set of the Statement of Deficiencies (Federal Q-tags, E-tags, State L-tags, and Life Safety K-tags).

3.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation for Q-tags, E-tags, L-tags, and K-tags.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form CMS-2567 “Statement of Deficiencies” (Q181, L224, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date, and generally must
be no later than 60 days from Exit. (Limited extensions may be granted upon written request should extraordinary circumstances exist.) To allow for adequate time for
correction of deficiencies, should an onsite revisit be necessary, correction should be completed less than 45 days from Exit.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F. EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all
employees who may be on-site when CHPPGP is
operating the Columbia facility are prepared for
evacuation during a disaster.

8/22/2018 (actions
already completed)
and 10/1/2018
(additional action
item)

Health center
manager and
facility
administrator

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The manager has reviewed the
current written plan for evacuation
of patients and personnel in the
event of a fire, explosion, active
shooter or other disaster with
Regional Director (facility
administrator). Staff completed
drills in preparation for
emergencies on 8/21/2018 (active
shooter training with third-party
vendor) and 8/22/2018 (fire,
tornado, and bomb threat) to ensure
compliance.

L1081

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(attached).

Because the active shooter training
was provided by an outside party
while CHPPGP’s physician was not
at the health center, an additional
drill will be conducted while the
physician is in attendance on or
before October 1, 2018.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

L1084

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response
to the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning
provider to review its expectations and
standards. Health center manager;
regional director of health center
operations (administrator); and vice
president of operations, will attend the
meeting and review with the
environmental services provider each of
the areas identified in DHSS’s report. This
step is designed to address the dust-related
portions of the finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by manager and
submitted to regional director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding and to
ensure that expired tests that are not
intended for future use are disposed of in a
timely manner.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

Item 1 will occur
within 30 days of
the submission of
this POC.

Vice president
of operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by center manager and
regional director of health services
operations.

Item 2 will
commence on
10/15/18, be
evaluated daily, and
conclude on
11/14/18.

Manager and
administrator

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by manager, and on a weekly
basis by regional director of health
services operations (administrator).
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

3. Administrator and VP of Operations
will review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1)
Rusted areas on cabinet in observation 4;
shelf in observation 5; peeling label and
adhesive on chart holder and lamp, debris
and stain under sink, and chipped paint in
observation 6; peeling label and adhesive,
debris and mark under sink, peeling on
base of cabinet, chipped paint on pressed
wood, and chipped laminate in observation
7; and residue under sink in observation
10. The facilities coordinator will outline a
process for repair and/or replacement for
those items.

The meeting
Vice president
outlined in Item 3 of operations
will be concluded
by 10/1/18, and
repairs/replacements
will be concluded
by October 31,
2018.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Item 3 will be monitored by vice
president for operations. In addition
to scheduling the initial meeting,
vice president for operations will
oversee repairs and/or
replacements, as necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency in L1090, as at
all times during which it operated in 2017-2018 at
least one licensed employee with current CPR
training was onsite, as required by regulation.
CHPPGP provided to surveyors copies of
CHPPGP personnel files for those employees
involved in the provision of abortion care, and
those files reflect current CPR training for
multiple individuals.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1090

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1101

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1101.
Pursuant to state law, CHPPGP provides to
patients required information at the time of their
state-mandated first visit, which must occur at
least 72 hours prior to the performance of an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP also is required and
does provide to patients Missouri’s Informed
Consent Booklet, which by statute must include
“probable anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the unborn child at two-week
gestational increments from conception to full
term, including color photographs or images of the
developing unborn child at two-week gestational
increments.” § 188.027(2), RSMo. That booklet,
provided to each patient, fulfills this requirement
as it outlines state-mandated descriptions of
changes in gestational age from the date of a
patient’s first visit to her second visit.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP will ensure appropriate staff specifies
during the first visit that, because of the statemandated delay, the patient’s pregnancy is
anticipated to be at a certain point when she
Page 6

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

returns, and the state-created description of the
fetus at that future gestation is in the Missouri
Informed Consent Booklet. If, for some reason, a
patient needs to reschedule her appointment, the
booklet will also contain the state-created
description of the fetus for that later time.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1119 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1119

As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that each patient
receiving abortion care is provided with discharge
instructions that include the following hand-outs:
1) How Much Am I Bleeding? (describing postprocedure normal and abnormal bleeding); 2)
medication instructions; and 3) and surgical
abortion discharge instructions, which include the
facility’s after-hours telephone number.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

DHSS’s report does not state, however, that an
entry is made by CHPPGP personnel in each
patient’s medical record that the patient received
copies of those documents. That entry satisfies the
regulation’s requirement that written discharge
instructions be provided to patients.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that the physician
providing care signed and dated the visit summary
generated by the electronic health record, which
reflects the medications prescribed during the
patient encounter. To CHPPGP’s knowledge,
DHSS has not prior to its 2018 inspections
interpreted this regulation to require each separate
portion of a patient’s medical record be signed and
authenticated by the treating physician.

In progress

Administrator

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The form has already been
developed and is in use.

L1120

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

The center manager will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the form has been
in use to monitor for compliance.

As CHPPGP noted during the on-site inspection,
however, it created a hard copy form in response
to the inspection at its Kansas City facility. This
form will provide an additional place for the
physician to sign, date, and time medication orders
for each patient and will be scanned into the
medical record. This entry will be duplicative of
that information on the patient’s visit summary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
For each of the patient records reviewed by the
surveyor, a physician or qualified health
professional (as defined by § 188.027, RSMo)
provided the state-mandated information to
patients receiving abortion care. The records
described in L1122 reflected that persons meeting
the statutory and regulatory definitions gave the
required information.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1122

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP’s physician elected to note in a number
of patient records that she had delivered statemandated information; however, that notation was
only intended to duplicate what the other records
in each patient’s record showed: that required
personnel delivered the information. CHPPGP’s
physician simply went above and beyond by
reiterating that she had followed state law. To the
extent that notation creates confusion for DHSS,
CHPPGP will note for its provider that the
notation is not necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1124

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 in part to the extent it misstates the nature
of the information conveyed during the survey
process.

Completed
8/15/2018

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Center
Regional Director will be
manager and
responsible for monitoring new
regional
process and verifying that all ITOP
director
reports are submitted pursuant to
(administrator)
revised procedure.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

At the time of inspection, two state-mandated
reports, Induced Termination of Pregnancy
(ITOP) reports, had already been submitted to
DHSS as required but had not yet been scanned
into the patients’ electronic medical record.
CHPPGP staff located both reports on the day of
inspection, and they have since been scanned into
the patients’ electronic records. Additionally,
CHPPGP has revised its indexing process.
Administrative personnel continue to handle the
submission of ITOP reports to DHSS, but the
center manager now submits reports for each
procedure by the close of business on the day the
procedures were performed.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1130

The director of clinical quality risk management
will conduct a comprehensive training with
facility staff to serve as a refresher course on
CHPPGP’s infection control program.
CHPPGP’s health center manager will also
perform quarterly audits to ensure ongoing
compliance after the education session.

Training will be
conducted by
9/30/2018

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Director of
Regional director (administrator)
clinical quality
will conduct unannounced audits
risk
after completion of training on a
management
quarterly basis.
and
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 Phone: 573-751-6400
FAX: 573-751-6010
RELAY MISSOURI for Hearing and Speech Impaired 1-800-735-2966 VOICE 1-800-735-2466

Michael L. Parson

Randall W. Williams, MD, FACOG

Governor

Director

September 13, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: PoC Rejection TKOR
Dear Vicki Casey:
On September 10, 2018 our Bureau received your Plan of Correction as a result of a Licensure Survey Survey conducted
August 14, 2018. Your Plan of Correction is unacceptable as submitted. The following issues need additional clarification
and/or information in order for the Plan of Correction to be acceptable. These areas are as follows:
The facility has requested that the license not be allowed to lapse. To help ensure that, would the facility be able to
implement any of the corrective actions sooner than the dates listed for tags L1084 and L1130?
L-1119 How will the facility ensure a copy of the discharge instructions will be included in the patient’s medical record,
consistent with current standards for medical record keeping.
L-1120 On what date does the facility expect the physician order document to be approved and implemented as the
response only states in process.
L-1124 At the time of survey the state mandated reports were not included in two of the ten medical records reviewed and
were not submitted to the survey team as available for the medical record. Going forward, how will the facility ensure
the state mandated reports are included in the patients’ medical record.
For 1130: Does the hand hygiene/glove use training include the physician?
Please submit a revised Plan of Correction with the above mentioned information within five (5) calendar days from the
receipt of this notice via email to BAC@health.mo.gov or fax to (573) 751-6648 or mail to Missouri Department of Health
and Senior Services, Bureau of Ambulatory Care, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
We welcome any questions at 573-751-1588.
Respectfully,

Todd Cummins, Assistant Administrator
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Missouri Department of Health & Senior Services
www.health.mo.gov
Healthy Missourians for life.

The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services will be the leader in promoting, protecting and partnering for health.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER: Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center
711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Survey Exit Date
(from CMS 2567)
State or Federal SOD
Q-tags, L-tags,
K-tags, E-tags

8/14/2018

1.

Include a copy of the first page of each of the original forms CMS-2567 Statement(s) of Deficiencies for Federal (Q-tags, E-tags), State (L-tags) and Life Safety (K-tags)
signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated completed POC forms no later than ten (10) calendar days from receipt of this document. If you have
any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Complete a separate POC form for each applicable regulation set of the Statement of Deficiencies (Federal Q-tags, E-tags, State L-tags, and Life Safety K-tags).

3.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation for Q-tags, E-tags, L-tags, and K-tags.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form CMS-2567 “Statement of Deficiencies” (Q181, L224, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date, and generally must
be no later than 60 days from Exit. (Limited extensions may be granted upon written request should extraordinary circumstances exist.) To allow for adequate time for
correction of deficiencies, should an onsite revisit be necessary, correction should be completed less than 45 days from Exit.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F. EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The manager has reviewed the
current written plan for evacuation
of patients and personnel in the
event of a fire, explosion, active
shooter or other disaster with
Regional Director (facility
administrator). Staff completed
drills in preparation for
emergencies on 8/21/2018 (active
shooter training with third-party
vendor) and 8/22/2018 (fire,
tornado, and bomb threat) to ensure
compliance.

L1081

CHPPGP will conduct future drills to include both
part-time (“PRN”) employees and temporary
contractors, if applicable, to ensure that all
employees who may be on-site when CHPPGP is
operating the Columbia facility are prepared for
evacuation during a disaster.

8/22/2018 (actions
already completed)
and 10/1/2018
(additional action
item)
UPDATE: All
action items were
completed by
8/22/2018. The only
outstanding item
will be completed
on the morning of
9/21/2018.

Health center
manager and
facility
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(attached).

Because the active shooter training
was provided by an outside party
while CHPPGP’s physician was not
at the health center, an additional
drill will be conducted while the
physician is in attendance on or
before October 1, 2018.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

L1084

CHPPGP will take the following steps in response
to the items identified in this finding:
1. Arrange an in-person meeting with its
environmental services cleaning
provider to review its expectations and
standards. Health center manager;
regional director of health center
operations (administrator); and vice
president of operations, will attend the
meeting and review with the
environmental services provider each of
the areas identified in DHSS’s report. This
step is designed to address the dust-related
portions of the finding.
2. Document on a log the daily inspection
performed by personnel at the facility
prior to seeing patients. The log will be
maintained for 30 days by manager and
submitted to regional director for review.
This step is designed to address the dustrelated portions of the finding and to
ensure that expired tests that are not
intended for future use are disposed of in a
timely manner.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
Item 1 will occur
within 30 days of
the submission of
this POC.
UPDATE: An
initial meeting
between the
manager the
provider has already
been conducted.
Another meeting is
scheduled to be
completed on
September 21,
2018.

Vice president
of operations

Item 1, a one-time meeting, will be
monitored by center manager and
regional director of health services
operations.

Manager and
administrator

Item 2 will be monitored on a daily
basis by manager, and on a weekly
basis by regional director of health
services operations (administrator).

Item 2 will
commence on
10/15/18, be
evaluated daily, and
conclude on
11/14/18.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Vice president
of operations

Item 3 will be monitored by vice
president for operations. In addition
to scheduling the initial meeting,
vice president for operations will
oversee repairs and/or
replacements, as necessary.

3. Administrator and VP of Operations
will review with CHPPGP’s facilities
coordinator the following issues: 1)
Rusted areas on cabinet in observation 4;
shelf in observation 5; peeling label and
adhesive on chart holder and lamp, debris
and stain under sink, and chipped paint in
observation 6; peeling label and adhesive,
debris and mark under sink, peeling on
base of cabinet, chipped paint on pressed
wood, and chipped laminate in observation
7; and residue under sink in observation
10. The facilities coordinator will outline a
process for repair and/or replacement for
those items.

UPDATE: Item 2
will commence as
soon as the second
meeting with the
provider occurs.
The meeting
outlined in Item 3
will be concluded
by 10/1/18, and
repairs/replacements
will be concluded
by October 31,
2018.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

UPDATE: All
actions outlined in
Item 3 have been
performed except
for one outstanding
repair. That work is
scheduled to be
completed on or
before September
25, 2018.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency in L1090, as at
all times during which it operated in 2017-2018 at
least one licensed employee with current CPR
training was onsite, as required by regulation.
CHPPGP provided to surveyors copies of
CHPPGP personnel files for those employees
involved in the provision of abortion care, and
those files reflect current CPR training for
multiple individuals.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1090

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1101

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1101.
Pursuant to state law, CHPPGP provides to
patients required information at the time of their
state-mandated first visit, which must occur at
least 72 hours prior to the performance of an
abortion procedure. CHPPGP also is required and
does provide to patients Missouri’s Informed
Consent Booklet, which by statute must include
“probable anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the unborn child at two-week
gestational increments from conception to full
term, including color photographs or images of the
developing unborn child at two-week gestational
increments.” § 188.027(2), RSMo. That booklet,
provided to each patient, fulfills this requirement
as it outlines state-mandated descriptions of
changes in gestational age from the date of a
patient’s first visit to her second visit.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP will ensure appropriate staff specifies
during the first visit that, because of the statemandated delay, the patient’s pregnancy is
anticipated to be at a certain point when she
Page 6

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

returns, and the state-created description of the
fetus at that future gestation is in the Missouri
Informed Consent Booklet. If, for some reason, a
patient needs to reschedule her appointment, the
booklet will also contain the state-created
description of the fetus for that later time.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1119 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1119

As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
personnel informed surveyors that each patient
receiving abortion care is provided with discharge
instructions that include the following hand-outs:
1) How Much Am I Bleeding? (describing postprocedure normal and abnormal bleeding); 2)
medication instructions; and 3) and surgical
abortion discharge instructions, which include the
facility’s after-hours telephone number.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

DHSS’s report does not state, however, that an
entry is made by CHPPGP personnel in each
patient’s medical record that the patient received
copies of those documents. That entry satisfies the
regulation’s requirement that written discharge
instructions be provided to patients.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The form has already been
developed and is in use.

L1120

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
In progress
L1120 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
UPDATE: The hard
As outlined in DHSS’s findings, CHPPGP
copy form has
already been created
personnel informed surveyors that the physician
providing care signed and dated the visit summary and is in use. It was
generated by the electronic health record, which
reviewed by DHSS
reflects the medications prescribed during the
inspectors at the repatient encounter. To CHPPGP’s knowledge,
inspection of
CHPPGP’s Kansas
DHSS has not prior to its 2018 inspections
interpreted this regulation to require each separate
City facility.
portion of a patient’s medical record be signed and
authenticated by the treating physician.

Administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A

The center manager will review
electronic health records for all
patients receiving abortion care for
one month after the form has been
in use to monitor for compliance.

As CHPPGP noted during the on-site inspection,
however, it created a hard copy form in response
to the inspection at its Kansas City facility. This
form will provide an additional place for the
physician to sign, date, and time medication orders
for each patient and will be scanned into the
medical record. This entry will be duplicative of
that information on the patient’s visit summary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
For each of the patient records reviewed by the
surveyor, a physician or qualified health
professional (as defined by § 188.027, RSMo)
provided the state-mandated information to
patients receiving abortion care. The records
described in L1122 reflected that persons meeting
the statutory and regulatory definitions gave the
required information.

N/A – CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to the
finding.

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
N/A – CHPPGP objects to the
finding.

L1122

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A –
CHPPGP
objects to
the
finding.

CHPPGP’s physician elected to note in a number
of patient records that she had delivered statemandated information; however, that notation was
only intended to duplicate what the other records
in each patient’s record showed: that required
personnel delivered the information. CHPPGP’s
physician simply went above and beyond by
reiterating that she had followed state law. To the
extent that notation creates confusion for DHSS,
CHPPGP will note for its provider that the
notation is not necessary.
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1124

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1122 in part to the extent it misstates the nature
of the information conveyed during the survey
process.
At the time of inspection, two state-mandated
reports, Induced Termination of Pregnancy
(ITOP) reports, had already been submitted to
DHSS as required but had not yet been scanned
into the patients’ electronic medical record.
CHPPGP staff located both reports on the day of
inspection, and they have since been scanned into
the patients’ electronic records. Additionally,
CHPPGP has revised its indexing process.
Administrative personnel continue to handle the
submission of ITOP reports to DHSS, but the
center manager now submits reports for each
procedure by the close of business on the day the
procedures were performed.

Completed
8/15/2018
UPDATE: The
indexing process
has already been
revised, and the new
process is in place.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Center
Regional Director will be
manager and
responsible for monitoring new
regional
process and verifying that all ITOP
director
reports are submitted pursuant to
(administrator)
revised procedure.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number
(Q0001)

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction Date
(within 45-days
from exit)

Title of Person
Responsible
for Correction.
No names

L1130

The director of clinical quality risk management
will conduct a comprehensive training with
facility staff to serve as a refresher course on
CHPPGP’s infection control program.
CHPPGP’s health center manager will also
perform quarterly audits to ensure ongoing
compliance after the education session.

Training will be
conducted by
9/30/2018
UPDATE: A
training is
scheduled for
9/25/2018 at 10
a.m., and quarterly
audits will be
performed as
outlined.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Director of
Regional director (administrator)
clinical quality
will conduct unannounced audits
risk
after completion of training on a
management
quarterly basis.
and
administrator

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

N/A
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Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
AND PLAN OF CORRECTION

(X1) PROVIDER/SUPPLIER/CLIA
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

A. BUILDING: ______________________

B. WING _____________________________

A004
NAME OF PROVIDER OR SUPPLIER

(X2) MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTION

(X3) DATE SURVEY
COMPLETED

R
09/26/2018

STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

711 N PROVIDENCE ROAD
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH OF PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT P
COLUMBIA, MO 65203
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCIES
(EACH DEFICIENCY MUST BE PRECEDED BY FULL
REGULATORY OR LSC IDENTIFYING INFORMATION)

(X4) ID
PREFIX
TAG

{L 000} Initial Comments

ID
PREFIX
TAG

PROVIDER'S PLAN OF CORRECTION
(EACH CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE
CROSS-REFERENCED TO THE APPROPRIATE
DEFICIENCY)

(X5)
COMPLETE
DATE

{L 000}

An on-site, unannounced state licensure revisit
was conducted on 09/26/18 to determine
compliance with applicable statutes and
regulations governing abortion facilities, including
19 CSR 30-30.050, 060, and 061 and Chapter
188, RSMo (Regulation of Abortions).
See below for findings:
{L1084} 19 CSR 30-30.060(1)(B)(6) The admin shall be

{L1084}

responsible for, programs
The administrator shall be responsible for
establishing, implementing, enforcing, and
maintaining comprehensive programs for
identifying and preventing infections as further
detailed in this regulation and for maintaining a
safe environment.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, observation, and interview, the Abortion
Facility failed to:
- Ensure a sanitary environment was preserved
by providing easily cleanable surfaces that will not
harbor bacteria and transmit infections;
- Ensure a clean and sanitary environment in the
soiled room;
- Dispose of used, soiled single-use suction
tubing;
- Dispose of a soiled reusable series connecting
hose (clear secondary suction tubing); and
- Clean and disinfect a reusable glass suction
bottle.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were no cases.
Findings included:
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1. Review of the Association of PeriOperative
Registered Nurses (AORN), "Guideline for
Environmental Cleaning," dated 2017, showed:
- Recommendation II.
* The patient should be provided with a clean,
safe environment.
- Recommendation II.a.
* The perioperative Registered Nurse (RN)
should assess the perioperative environment
frequently for cleanliness and take action to
implement cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Environmental cleaning and disinfection is a team
effort involving perioperative personnel and
environmental services personnel. The
responsibility for verifying a clean surgical
environment before the start of an operative or
invasive procedure rests with perioperative
nurses.
* Dust is known to contain human skin and hair,
fabric fibers, pollens, mold, fungi, insect parts,
glove powder, and paper fibers, among other
components.
- Recommendation III.c.
* Operating and procedure rooms must be
cleaned after each patient.
- Recommendation V.a.1.
* Areas and items that should be cleaned on a
schedule include clean and soiled storage areas
and sterile storage areas.
2. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual," dated 08/15, showed infection control
resources included:
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC);
- Association for Professionals in Infection
Control and Epidemiology (APIC);
- Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI); and
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- AORN.
3. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Housekeeping Services,"
dated 08/15, showed:
- The routine housekeeping schedule is followed
and should include exam tables, counters, chairs,
desks, floors, and patient care equipment.
4. Review of the facility's "Infection Prevention
Manual" policy titled, "Directions for Cleaning and
Disinfection - Abortion Procedure Suction
Tubing," dated 08/15, showed:
- Single-use suction tubing must be disposed of
as an infectious waste after each patient use.
- Multi-use suction tubing is first cleaned by
running water through the tube, removing all
blood and bioburden immediately after the
procedure. Then soak tubing in chemical
disinfectant ad per manufacturer's instructions for
semi-critical devices.
5. Observation on 09/26/18 at 9:40 AM of the
procedure room showed:
- The metal suction machine cabinet had
numerous rusted areas (uncleanable surface);
- There was a used, single-use suction tubing
connected to a plastic suction canister. The
single-use tubing contained reddish colored fluid;
- A reusable series connecting hose on the top of
the machine had a blackish-gray substance on
the inside the length of the tubing; and
- The reusable series connecting hose was
connected to a reusable glass suction bottle.
There was a layer of dried black substance in the
bottom of the bottle.
During an interview upon the observation Staff C,
Health Center Manager, stated that the
replacement reusable series connecting hose
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was on back order.

6. Observation on 09/26/18 at 9:50 AM of the
storage room showed the metal cabinet of a
second suction machine had numerous rusted
areas, old peeling tape, dried adhesive residue on
the front surface, (uncleanable surfaces) and a
dried brown spill down the side of the machine
that was approximately six-inches long.
7. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 9:55 AM,
Staff C stated that:
- The substance in the single-use suction tubing
was most likely bodily fluid;
- Their last procedure had been the previous
Friday (09/21/18);
- She did not think they had used the suction
machine that day; and
- The blackish gray substance in the secondary
reusable series connecting hose was mold.
8. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 12:00 PM,
Staff I, Maintenance, stated that the replacement
for the reusable series connecting hose was
located inside the suction machine cabinet. Staff
C stated that she was not aware that the
secondary replacement reusable series
connecting hose was inside the suction cabinet.
9. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 2:10 PM,
Staff C stated that:
- She identified the problem (blackish gray
residue) inside the reusable series connecting
hose a couple of months previously (probably
July) and began trying to find replacement tubing;
- They continued to use the machine (with the
reusable series connecting hose that had
blackish gray residue inside) on patients after
they identified the issue; and
- She had talked with other people about the
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issue with the reusable series connecting hose
and it was not an infection control issue.
10. Review of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and AAMI document titled,
"ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017," Comprehensive Guide
to Steam Sterilization and Sterility Assurance in
Health Care Facilities, dated 2017, showed:
- 3.3.6.4 Sterile storage:
* Open or wire shelving is suitable for confined
storage areas, provided that proper attention is
given to traffic control, area ventilation, and
housekeeping.
* Storage areas should be designed to protect
sterile items and their packaging from damage.
- 11.1.1 Storage Facilities:
* The bottom shelf of storage carts or shelving
should be solid.
11. Observation on 09/26/18 at 10:00 AM of the
recovery room medication supply room showed a
metal storage shelving unit. There was no
bottom barrier on the bottom shelf. The shelf was
placed over a submersible sump pump (used to
remove water that has accumulated in a
water-collecting sump basin) installed in the floor.
12. Observation on 09/26/18 from 10:05 AM to
10:10 AM of exam room #1 and #2 showed each
room contained a pressed wood table with
chipped paint exposing the pressed wood
(uncleanable surface).
13. Observation on 09/26/18 at 10:10 AM of the
soiled room showed the cabinet under the sink
had a large area of dried white residue and an
area of dried yellowish brown residue.
During an interview upon the observation, Staff C
stated that housekeeping staff were responsible
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to clean and confirmed the cabinet was not clean.
L1113 19 CSR 30-30.060(2)(K) The facility shall ensure,

L1113

each patient prep
The facility shall ensure that each patient is
prepared for the abortion in a manner that
facilitates her safety and comfort.
This regulation is not met as evidenced by:
Based on nationally-recognized standards, policy
review, record review, observation, and interview,
the facility failed to ensure equipment used for
patient care was approved for use in healthcare
facilities.
The Abortion Facility does an average of 14
cases per month. On the first day of the survey,
there were no cases.
Findings included:
1. Review of the FDA/Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) document titled,
"FDA/CPSC Public Health Advisory - Hazards
Associated with the Use of Electric Heating
Pads", dated 12/12/95, showed:
- The FDA and CPSC have received many
reports of injury and death from burns, electric
shock and fires associated with the use of electric
heating pads.
- An electric heating pad can be dangerous for
patients with decreased temperature sensation
and patients taking medication for pain.
- Prolonged use on one area of the body can
cause a severe burn, even when the heating pad
is at a low temperature setting.
FDA and CPSC recommend the following
precautions be taken to avoid hazards associated
with the use of electric heating pads:
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- Never [partial list]:
* Use on a person who has skin that is not
sensitive to temperature changes (e.g. sedated or
medicated for pain).
* Use in an oxygen enriched environment or
near equipment that stores or emits oxygen.
2. Observation 09/26/18 at 9:30 AM in the
recovery room showed:
- Four recovery chairs with heating pads draped
across the backs.
- Three of the four heating pads were labeled
"For Household Use Only" and the fourth heating
pad was not labeled.
- The fourth heating pad cover showed a one inch
streak of clear, hard surface matter with a small
circular bead of clear material at the top on the
heating pad cover.
3. During an interview on 09/26/18 at 1:45 PM,
Staff C, Health Center Manager, stated that:
- The heating pads were for household use and
needed to be removed.
- She did not believe the facility had a policy for
the use of heating pads.
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health center manager, and the regional director of health
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Subject:
Date:

Heating Pads
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:34:15 PM

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Subject: Shelf Guard

Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211

September 29, 2018
Todd Cummins
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Department of Health and Senior Services
P.O. Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Via U.S. Mail and email to Todd.Cummins@health.mo.gov and BAC@health.mo.gov
Dear Mr. Cummins,
Enclosed please find CHPPGP’s second plan of correction, which corresponds with the statement of
deficiencies we received from your office yesterday afternoon.
I am pleased to note that all of the issues identified had been addressed prior to our receipt of the
statement. As you know, however, there are a number of items we have purchased but not yet
received, including the side tables and heating pads.
We include with this plan of correction only one exhibit: the same information we submitted to the
Department yesterday prior to our receipt of the statement.
Thank you in advance for your prompt review of our plan. We look forward to resolving any
outstanding issues.

Sincerely,

Vicki Casey
Regional Director for Health Center Operations
Facility Administrator

Enclosures:

Second Plan of Correction
Signed Statement of Deficiencies
September 28, 2018 CHPPGP letter to DHSS and attachments
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name
Facility Address/
City/Zip

Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center
711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Survey Exit Date
Statement of
Deficiencies (SOD):
L-tags

8/14/2018 (first survey)
9/26/2018 (second
survey)

L1084; L1113

1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”
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MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

L1084

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in L1084 to
the extent it misstates the nature of the information
conveyed during the survey process.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

CHPPGP offers the following responses:
1. Suction machine cabinet: As outlined in
CHPPGP’s initial plan of correction, CHPPGP’s
facilities coordinator planned to perform
maintenance on the cabinet by October 31, 2018.
Because DHSS performed its inspection in close
proximity to the expiration date of CHPPGP’s
license, CHPPGP agreed to DHSS’s request that it
shorten its timeline to ensure the task would be
completed prior to Oct. 2. The maintenance was
performed on September 26 as DHSS surveyors
observed, and pictures have already been
produced to DHSS reflecting the maintenance.

Page 2

F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

3. Connecting hose: CHPPGP’s facilities coordinator Completed
replaced the hose on the date of the survey (as
prior to
receipt of
state surveyors observed) and identified the
statement of
discoloration as dust or dirt. He did not identify
deficiencies.
mold and, importantly, DHSS performed no tests
that could have identified mold. Any conclusions
drawn by surveyors were therefore speculative.

VP of
Operations

2. Single-use suction tubing: CHPPGP disposed of
the tubing on the date of the survey, and pictures
have already been produced to DHSS reflecting
resolution.

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).
See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

CHPPGP notes that there are multiple inaccuracies
contained within the statement of deficiencies regarding
the connecting hose. DHSS wrongly states that CHPPGP
personnel described the hose as having “mold.” The staff
person did not agree with surveyors that there was mold
and instead stated that she did not know what the
substance was. Additionally, staff had worked to locate a
replacement hose and did not believe the one they had
ordered and placed in the machine’s cabinet fit the
machine. The facilities coordinator was able to use that
Page 3

F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1).

VP of
Operations

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 2).

replacement piece, however, and the maintenance is now
complete.
The machine was used for only two procedures between
July and September 2018. At all times CHPPGP and its
personnel used aseptic non-touch technique and ensured
that any instruments coming into contact with the uterus
were sterile.
4. Suction bottle: The machine’s bottles have been
Completed
replaced by plastic canisters, as shown in the
prior to
pictures already produced to DHSS. Additionally,
receipt of
CHPPGP notes that the bottle was part of the
statement of
deficiencies.
suction function of the machine and was not
connected to any equipment that came into contact
with patients.

5. Secondary suction machine: Maintenance has
been performed on the machine, which was not in
use, and any issues identified have been resolved.
Pictures have already been produced to DHSS.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
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F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

Shelf guard
ordered
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Tables
ordered
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

6. Storage shelf: At DHSS’s request, CHPPGP
replaced the shelving unit in its supply room with
a metal unit. It has since ordered a shelf guard for
the lowest shelf and previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS. According to the
vendor, delivery is anticipated on Monday,
October 1.

7. Tables: CHPPGP had ordered replacement tables
(on which staff take notes) prior to DHSS’s
second survey on September 26; however, it is
CHPPGP’s understanding that delivery has been
delayed due to Hurricane Florence. CHPPGP
previously produced the receipt of purchase to
DHSS.

The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
shelf
guard
receipt).

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt).
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F

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C
(WHEN)

D
(WHO)

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan for
addressing all related areas affected by deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of
Person
Responsible
for
Correction.
No names

8. Soiled room sink: As discussed with surveyors on
the date of their visit, the residue was caused by
detergent and was removed on the date of the
visit. Additionally, CHPPGP discussed in great
detail with surveyors during the visit that it had
conducted multiple meetings with its
environmental services cleaning provider to
review expectations and planned to begin
performing additional daily inspections to assess
the provider’s work.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

VP of
Operations

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The VP of Operations will continue to
oversee regular repairs and/or
maintenance.

CHPPGP has already ordered four medical-grade heating
pads for its recovery room. It previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS. Because the pads are for
patient comfort in the recovery room and are not
medically necessary, CHPPGP will remove the pads from
use until the new pads are received.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Health
Center
Manager

L1113

The facility’s Health Center Manager
will ensure the new heating pads are
used.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt).

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
heating
pads
receipt).
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CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 001

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 002

Note: Both nurse practitioners, a licensed practical nurse, the
health center manager, and the regional director of health
center operations completed the training. A separate sheet
reflecting the physician's participation was previously
produced to surveyors.

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 003

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 004

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 005

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 006

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 007

CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 008

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 009

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 010

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 011

CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 012

Subject:
Date:

Heating Pads
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:34:15 PM

CHPPGP Second Plan of Correction
Exhibit A - Page 013

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Subject: Shelf Guard

Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211

4402 W 109th St. #100
Overland Park, KS 66211
p: (913) 345-1400
www.ppgreatplains.org

Comprehensive Health ot
Planned Parenthood Great Plains

when analyzing the risk of bloodborne pathogens, such as Hepatits B or HIV, the CDC recognizes
that not all potential risks are alike, and the appropriateness of patient notification depends on the
type of potential breach. The CDC outlines two categories of potential breaches: l) Category A,
which includes breaches for which the assessed risk includes "documented bloodborne pathogen
transmission in association with similar practices in the past, or the observed or very high likelihood
of blood exposure as a result of the breach "; and 2) Category B, breaches "where the likelihood of
blood exposure ... is uncertain, but thought to be less than would occur with a Category A breach." 1
An example of a Category A breach includes the reuse of needles or syringes between patients,
which is wholly dissimilar to CHPPGP's situation. A Category B example - colonoscope
reprocessing performed with incorrect disinfectant solutions - is more comparable to the tubing
issue; however, it too focuses on potential bloodbome pathogen transmission from equipment that
enters the body, which is significantly different than the facts here, where the tube makes no contact
with a patient.
In the instance of a Category B breach, "the decision to notify and/or test patients should be based on
a number of factors including the information gathered and assessment of the breach and should
involve key stakeholders." The CDC further notes that for category B breaches, the duty to notify
should be weighed against potential harm from notification.2
Nevertheless, in an abundance of caution and given the critical importance of swiftly bringing this
license renewal process to a close to ensure CHPPGP can provide abortion services in Columbia to
patients who need them, on October 24 CHPPGP notified the one patient whose procedure involved
the suction machine after August 14, 2018 by both telephone and the attached letter of the tube
related incident. The patient confirmed she has had no post-procedure complications or concerns.
We look forward to hearing from you soon to complete the licensure process.
Sincerely,

Vice President of Health Services
Enclosures:

Revised Second Plan of Correction and Exhibits A-D
Redacted Patient Notification Letter

1
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, Steps for Evaluating an Infection Control Breach, available at
https:/lwww.cdc.gov/hai/outbreaks/steps for eval ic breach.html.
2 Id.

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care —Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Instructions
Facility
Name

Facility Address/
City/Zip

Survey Exit Date
Comprehensive Health of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc. – Columbia Health
Center

711 N Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65203

Statement of
Deficiencies (SOD):
L-tags

8/14/2018 (first survey)
9/26/2018 (second
survey)
10/16/2018 (third POC
requested by DHSS)

L1084; L1113

1.

Include a copy of the first page of the original Statement(s) of Deficiencies for the State (L-tags) signed & dated by administrator or designee, along with associated
completed POC forms. If you have any questions, contact BAC at BAC@health.mo.gov or call 573-751-1588.

2.

Required elements of an acceptable Plan of Correction. Each deficiency shall be addressed separately by completing the applicable information for all elements below for
every citation.
A. (TAG):
Indicate the prefix or Tag number for each deficiency indicated on the form Statement of Deficiencies (L1128, L1136, etc).
B. (CORRECTIVE ACTION):
Fully describe the plan for correcting the deficiency. Address the complete deficiency: several underlying problems may be cited under a single Tag number. Address any
processes that lead to the deficiency, and what systemic changes will be made to ensure that the deficiency will not recur. The description must be specific, realistic, and
complete. A general statement indicating that compliance will be achieved is not acceptable. The POC should be a standalone document, giving sufficient detail to show
compliance. Do not attach policies, meeting minutes, or training documentation unless necessary and only include the pertinent sections to answer the deficiency. These
documents must be available to the survey team at the revisit. However, it is acceptable to reference a policy as needed describing only what is pertinent to the POC. The
POC may provide a brief description of training documentation or meeting minutes to demonstrate compliance.
C. (WHEN):
For each deficiency, indicate date correction will be made on all components for correction put in place. Correction CANNOT be prior to the Exit Date.
D. (WHO):
Refer to the one person responsible for implementing the plan of correction for each deficiency by job title only and not proper names.
E. (MONITORING AND/OR TRACKING PROCEDURES):
Describe the monitoring and/or tracking procedure that will ensure that the POC is effective and the issue remains in compliance. Include frequency and duration of
monitoring, and mechanism of data collection. These monitoring/tracking activities should begin soon after exit and may continue for an extended period of time past the
correction date to ensure ongoing compliance. If the person responsible for ongoing monitoring is different than the person named in “D,” above then note it here. If you
choose to use percentages to describe evidence of compliance, use only 100%. It is acceptable to state “until compliance is achieved” rather than percentages.”
F.

EVIDENCE/EXHIBIT ATTACHMENTS(s). If written evidence exists to document that corrections have been made, attach the numbered exhibit(s) to this POC and
indicate the exhibit number(s) in this column. If documentation is not applicable, indicate “N/A”

MO Bureau of Ambulatory Care — Ab Facility Plan of Correction (POC) Form
A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

L1084

CHPPGP objects to the deficiency identified in
L1084 to the extent it misstates the nature of the
information conveyed during the survey process.
CHPPGP offers the following responses:

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

As to items 1-5 of L1084 CHPPGP
has created a checklist list of postprocedure items to ensure that
1. Suction machine cabinet: As outlined in
health center staff complete all
CHPPGP’s initial plan of correction,
Completed
VP of Operations,
necessary tasks between
CHPPGP’s facilities coordinator planned
prior to
Health Center
procedures. The list, which is
to perform maintenance on the cabinet by
receipt of
Manager,
attached as Exhibit B, outlines
October 31, 2018. Because DHSS
statement of Administrator/Regional steps to be performed by an
performed its inspection in close
deficiencies.
Director of Health
assigned staff member (the
proximity to the expiration date of
Services, Director of assisting nurse or her designee)
CHPPGP’s license, CHPPGP agreed to
Compliance and
and includes a visual inspection of
DHSS’s request that it shorten its
Maintenance
Quality Risk
the suction machine, removal and
timeline to ensure the task would be
performed on
Management
disposal of single-use tubing,
completed prior to Oct. 2. The
9/26/2018 and
cleaning of connecting tubing
maintenance was performed on
photos
pursuant to the infection
produced to
September 26 as DHSS surveyors
prevention manual, and changing
DHSS on
observed, and pictures have already been
of plastic canisters. These items
produced to DHSS reflecting the
9/28/2018.
will apply to CHPPGP’s secondary
maintenance.
suction machine when it is in use
as well.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(photos of
Suction
Machine
No. 1) and
Exhibit B
(postprocedure
checklist).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

2. Single-use suction tubing: CHPPGP
disposed of the tubing on the date of the
survey, and pictures have already been
produced to DHSS reflecting resolution.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
Completed
The assisting nurse or
CHPPGP will complete and
prior to
her designee will
maintain checklists for the six
receipt of
dispose of the tube
months following the renewal of
statement of after each use, and the its license to allow for oversight
deficiencies. Center Manager and
and review. In addition to the
Regional Director will Center Manager completing a
Maintenance provide oversight as
review of the day’s checklist at the
performed on described in Column E. end of each day on which
9/26/2018 and
CHPPGP offers abortion care, the
photos
Manager will submit the checklists
produced to
for approval to the Regional
DHSS on
Director for the six-month period
9/28/2018.
after CHPPGP obtains its renewed
license and begins offering
abortion services. The Regional
Director will review and confirm
the checklist has been completed
and will perform periodic,
unannounced visual inspections of
both the primary and secondary
suction machines.
The Director of Compliance and
Quality Risk Management will
also conduct a training prior to
November 9, 2018 with CHPPGP
employees in Columbia to review

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

3. Connecting hose: CHPPGP’s facilities
Completed
coordinator replaced the hose on the date
prior to
of the survey (as state surveyors
receipt of
observed) and identified the discoloration statement of
as dust or dirt. He did not identify mold
deficiencies.
and, importantly, DHSS performed no
tests that could have identified mold.
Maintenance
Any conclusions drawn by surveyors
performed on
were therefore speculative.
9/26/2018 and
photos
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.
CHPPGP notes that there are multiple
inaccuracies contained within the statement of
deficiencies regarding the connecting hose.
DHSS wrongly states that CHPPGP personnel
described the hose as having “mold.” The staff
person did not agree with surveyors that there
was mold and instead stated that she did not
know what the substance was. Additionally,
staff had worked to locate a replacement hose
and did not believe the one they had ordered and

The assisting nurse or
her designee will clean
the tube at the end of
each procedure day,
and the Center
Manager and Regional
Director will provide
oversight as described
in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
the cleaning procedures for both
suction machines. She will also
conduct an annual survey
inspection, which includes a visual
inspection of the machines.
As before, the VP of Operations
will continue to oversee regular
repairs and/or maintenance,
including the ordering of
replacement parts for the suction
machines.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

placed in the machine’s cabinet fit the machine.
The facilities coordinator was able to use that
replacement piece, however, and the
maintenance is now complete.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

The machine was used for only two procedures
between July and September 2018. At all times
CHPPGP and its personnel used aseptic nontouch technique and ensured that any
instruments coming into contact with the uterus
were sterile.
4. Suction bottle: The machine’s bottles
Completed
prior to
have been replaced by plastic canisters,
receipt
of
as shown in the pictures already
statement of
produced to DHSS. Additionally,
deficiencies.
CHPPGP notes that the bottle was part of
the suction function of the machine and
Maintenance
was not connected to any equipment that performed on
9/26/2018 and
came into contact with patients.
photos
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.

The assisting nurse or
her designee will
change the bottles after
each use, and the
Center Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
described in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

See
Exhibits
A and B.

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

5. Secondary suction machine:
Maintenance has been performed on the
machine, which was not in use, and any
issues identified have been resolved.
Pictures have already been produced to
DHSS.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Assigned staff will
perform required tasks
between procedures
and the Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
Maintenance described in Column E.
performed on Maintenance will be
9/26/2018 and performed by the
photos
facilities coordinator.
produced to
DHSS on
9/28/2018.

6. Storage shelf: At DHSS’s request,
CHPPGP replaced the shelving unit in its
supply room with a metal unit. It has
since ordered a shelf guard for the lowest
shelf and previously produced the receipt
of purchase to DHSS. According to the
vendor, delivery is anticipated on
Monday, October 1.

Shelf guard
ordered prior
to receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
Installed (and
DHSS
notified) on
10/1/2018.

Assigned staff will
perform required tasks
between procedures.
Manager and Regional
Director will provide
oversight as described
in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by facilities
coordinator.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”

The Health Center Manager will
include inspection of the shelf
guard (and cleaning of the guard,
as necessary) as part of her daily
monitoring of the performance of
the environmental cleaning service
provider.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibits
A and B.

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
shelf
receipt)
and
Exhibit D
(October
3, 2018
email to
DHSS).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

Tables
ordered prior
to receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.

Assigned staff will
perform all required
tasks between
procedures and the
Center Manager and
Regional Director will
provide oversight as
described in Column E.
Maintenance will be
performed by the
facilities coordinator.

7. Tables: CHPPGP had ordered
replacement tables (on which staff take
notes) prior to DHSS’s second survey on
September 26; however, it is CHPPGP’s
understanding that delivery has been
delayed due to Hurricane Florence.
CHPPGP previously produced the
receipt of purchase to DHSS.

New tables
installed (and
DHSS
notified) on
10/3/2018.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The Health Center Manager will
include inspection of the new
tables as part of her daily
monitoring of the performance of
the environmental cleaning service
provider.

F
Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
tables
receipt)
and
Exhibit C
(October
1, 2018
email to
DHSS).

A
(TAG)

B
(CORRECTIVE ACTION)

C (WHEN)

D
(WHO)

ID/tag
number

Plan of correction for deficiency noted and plan
for addressing all related areas affected by
deficient practice.

Correction
Date

Title of Person
Responsible for
Correction.
No names

Completed
8. Soiled room sink: As discussed with
prior to
surveyors on the date of their visit, the
receipt
of
residue was caused by detergent and was
statement of
removed on the date of the visit.
deficiencies.
Additionally, CHPPGP discussed in
great detail with surveyors that it had
Sink cleaned
conducted multiple meetings with its
9/26/2018.
Second
environmental services cleaning provider
meeting
with
to review expectations and planned to
environmental
begin performing additional daily
cleaning on
inspections to assess the provider’s work.
9/26/2018.
L1113

CHPPGP has already ordered four medicalgrade heating pads for its recovery room. It
previously produced the receipt of purchase to
DHSS. Because the pads are for patient comfort
in the recovery room and are not medically
necessary, CHPPGP will remove the pads from
use until the new pads are received.

Completed
prior to
receipt of
statement of
deficiencies.
Medical-grade
pads received
(and photos
sent to DHSS)
on 10/3/2018.

E
(EVIDENCE OF
COMPLIANCE)

F

Describe monitoring procedure to
ensure continued compliance, to
include:
- Frequency/duration of
monitoring
- Method of data collection
- Who monitors, if different than
“D”
The Health Center Manager will
VP of Operations and include inspection of the sink as
Health Center Manager part of her daily monitoring of the
performance of the environmental
cleaning service provider. The VP
of Operations will continue to
provide oversight of cleaning
service provider performance.

Evidence/
Exhibit
Attachment
Numbers
or “N/A”

Health Center Manager The facility’s Health Center
Manager will ensure the new
heating pads are used.

See
Exhibit A
(copy of
heating
pads
receipt)
and

Exhibit D
(October
3, 2018
email to
DHSS).
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Note: Both nurse practitioners, a licensed practical nurse, the
health center manager, and the regional director of health
center operations completed the training. A separate sheet
reflecting the physician's participation was previously
produced to surveyors.
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CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310
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CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310
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CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310
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CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310
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CHPPGP aspiration machine
Serial No. 11310
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CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917
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CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917
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CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917
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CHPPGP suction machine
Serial No. 2M1917
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Subject:
Date:

Heating Pads
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:34:15 PM
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Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Subject: Shelf Guard

Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
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For Plan of Correction Monitoring – CHPPGP Columbia Facility
DATE OF SERVICE: ________________

COMPLETED AFTER PATIENT: 1___ 2___ 3___ 4___ 5___ 6___ 7___ 8___ 9___ 10___
COMPLETED BY: ________________________________

Post-Procedure Room Cleaning Checklist

This list is to be used as a guide/quick reference and is not a substitute for the information found in the Infection Prevention
Manual. Please see the Infection Prevention Manual for detailed information about specific disinfecting and sterilizing
procedures. Follow all directions on each individual cleaning product used.

After Every Procedure:
Remove used instruments and place in the dirty room to be cleaned, disinfected and
sterilized as required.
Replace paper on exam table after wiping exam table with disinfectant wipes and
allowing to dry.
Replace covers on leg/foot holders.
Wipe down all procedure lights including the swing arm light handle and the gooseneck
light. Disinfect any spray bottles/other equipment that is not disposable and was not
placed inside a sterile cover.
Throw out any medications including multi-use vials that were brought into the
procedure room (whether or not the patient used them).
Collect and remove waste.
Collect and remove soiled linen, if any.
Clean and disinfect blood pressure cuffs, monitor leads, etc.
Wipe down the exam table and other horizontal surfaces that came into contact with
patient (including wheelchair, if used) with germicidal disposable wipes.
Clean floor with disinfectant wipe around exam table if there are bodily fluids present.
Wipe down Procedure trays/carts with germicidal disposable wipes.
If the ultrasound machine was used:
Wipe the abdominal transducer with Sono-Wipes.
If trans-vaginal probe was used, probe must be sterilized for 8 minutes using Revital–Ox
Resert High Level Disinfectant located in the scrub area in the change room then rinse
well under running water.
 Controls must be done prior to disinfecting.
 Log book for Revital-Ox is located in the procedure room cabinet.
If suction machine was used:
Wipe with germicidal disposable wipes and do visual inspection of machine.
Remove canister and wipe inside the canister holders.
Canisters must be changed, cleaned, disinfected and dried between patients.
Single use tubing must be disposed of as infectious waste after each patient.

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wales, Emily
"Loethen, Nikki"
Checking in re: Columbia license
Monday, October 01, 2018 4:02:00 PM

Hi, Nikki.
I left a message with Emily in your office, but I thought I’d send you a quick email, as well. As you
know, the abortion facility license for our Columbia health center is set to expire tomorrow. I’m sure
you’re aware that we received a new statement of deficiencies on Friday, and we submitted a
second plan of correction Saturday.
Fortunately, all of the issues had already been addressed prior to our receipt of the statement. I
would note, just so it’s clear, that even the requests that we replace or purchase new equipment
have been resolved. The items we’re replacing that haven’t yet arrived from vendors – tables and
heating pads – aren’t necessary for patient care, so we’ve removed them, and the shelf guard for
our supply room has been purchased and installed.
I wanted to ensure that DHSS’s surveyors knew they were welcome to return for a follow-up
inspection at any time. We are, of course, eager to keep this process moving to ensure patients are
able to access services, and we have patients scheduled this Wednesday and next Tuesday. I know
that this inspection process has come down to the wire before, so I’m hopeful we can work together
to resolve things in a timely manner.
As always, don’t hesitate to call if you have any questions or would like to discuss our license.
Emily

Emily Wales
General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer
Planned Parenthood Great Plains (PPGP)
Planned Parenthood Great Plains Votes (PPGPV)
P: 913-345-4613
www.PPGreatPlains.org | www.PPGPVotes.org
*Licensed in Missouri and Kansas
This email message, including the attachments, may contain information protected by the attorneyclient privilege or work product doctrine. It is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the original message.
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From: Casey, Vicki
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 4:59 PM
To: 'Cummins, Todd'; 'william.koebel@health.mo.gov'
Subject: RE: CHPPGP Plan of Correction
Bill and Todd,
I wanted to pass along one more update regarding our plan of correction. The new heating pads and
tables have been received at the health center, as you’ll see in the attached photographs. (We’ve
left the pads in the boxes in case you have questions.) You’ll note, of course, that there are still four
chairs in the recovery room, as we have not yet heard a response on the waiver.
Please let me know when we can expect an update on the approval status of our plan of correction
and the waiver request.
Have a good evening.

Vicki Casey
Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211
PH: 913-345-4671
vicki.casey@ppgreatplains.org

From: Casey, Vicki
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2018 3:00 PM
To: 'Cummins, Todd'; 'william.koebel@health.mo.gov'
Subject: CHPPGP Plan of Correction
Bill and Todd,

CHPPGP Amended Second Plan of
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I just tried to call both of you but wasn’t able to reach you. I wanted to check with you on the status
of our Columbia license, as the license expires today. I believe you both know we have patients on
the schedule tomorrow, and as I stated in my letter to you Friday, all of the issues you raised last
week have been addressed.
Also, I wanted to make sure you had the latest information about the new equipment we’ve
ordered. The shelf guard has been installed, and the new tables and heating pads have been
ordered. Both should be arriving soon, but since those items aren’t necessary for patient care, we’ve
removed the old tables and pads from patient areas. And, of course, you have the photographs of
the repaired machines, as you requested during your visit.
Please don’t hesitate to give me a call if you’d like to discuss anything. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Vicki
Vicki Casey
Regional Director of Health Center Operations
Missouri/Kansas
4401 W 109th St Suite 200
Overland Park KS 66211
PH: 913-345-4671
vicki.casey@ppgreatplains.org
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legal requirements.
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December 14, 2018

Vicki Casey
Comprehensive Health Of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, Inc.
711 N Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65203
RE: Second Revisit Licensure Survey
Dear Vicki Casey:
Please see attached results of the recent follow-up survey on December 6, 2018. This relates to the Licensure Survey
conducted August 14, 2018. Your facility is now compliant with all deficiencies previously cited.
Abortions shall not be performed at CHPPGP until the facility is licensed and in compliance with all applicable laws,
including but not limited to the hospital privileges requirements. See §§ 188.027, 188.080 & 197.215 RSMo; 19 CSR
30-30.060(1)(C)(4).
Please retain this material for your own records.
Please contact the Bureau of Ambulatory Care with any questions at 573-751-1588 or BAC@health.mo.gov.
Respectfully,

Melinda Laughlin RN, BSN
Chief
Bureau of Ambulatory Care
Division of Regulation and Licensure
PO Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570
Phone 573-751-1588
Fax 573-751-6648
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